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PREFACE

It is an old-fashioned practice, but one which is perhaps

none the worse for being old-fashioned, that an author

should offer some kind of apology for undertaking a book,

especially on a great and important subject. My only

excuse for undertaking to write on the greatest period of

the greatest literature of the world is that I have been

diligently reading the productions, small and great, of this

period for some five-and-twenty years with ever-increasing

admiration, and that I find the increase of my admiration

due in no small degree to the comparison with other

periods and other literatures, ancient and modern, which

I have been enabled to make in the meantime. As for the

particular purposes and methods by which I have been

guided in writing this book, they are easily explained.

I have endeavoured to giv^e as complete and clearly ar-

ranged a view as I could of the actual literary perform-

ance of the period from 1560 to 1660, excluding or only

lightly touching on those authors in its later part who

may be said to have anticipated or prepared the post-
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Restoration changes, but including those who, even long

after 1660, produced great work in the ante-Restoration

styles. In doing this I have endeavoured to criticise

each author from a uniform and independent standpoint,

and I have never (unless in same very rare case specially

indicated) delivered on any author mentioned a judgment

based on second-hand information, whether I may agree or

not with that of some previous writer. In regard, how-

ever, to what some moderns call the " Bio-Bibliographical"

side of the matter, I have made much less attempt to

be complete, and I do not pretend at all to first-hand

information. To obtain this last completely (and if in-

complete it is of little use) by personal visits to registers

and tombstones, and by personal inspection and collation

of early editions, would occupy, if it would not overtask,

the entire life of a man who enjoyed in other respects

perfect leisure and command of his time. And the result,

though no doubt not valueless, would, in my judgment at

least, be far less valuable than that which, however im-

perfectly, I have attempted to achieve. For although, for

instance, the British Museurn Catalogue is a marvel of

combined and accumulated, and Mr. Arber's Transcript a

marvel of single-handed, labour, the consulting of each,

though I am told that some reputations for exact and

careful knowledge have been based upon it, is only a

degree less second-hand than the consulting of an ency-

clopaedia. In other words, I will warrant every critical
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judgment and description, general and particular, in the

following pages to be, unless the contrary is stated, based

on original reading and thought. My dates and my

biographical facts I take for the most part from others
;

and though I shall be glad (after verification) to make any

correction, I shall not feel deeply convinced of sin if it

turns aut that I have dated this poet's Tears of MelancJioly

in March 1593, when the true date is May 1595 ; or

asserted that that poet's grandmother was Joan Smith,

who is buried at Little Peddlington, instead of Jane

Smith, who was married at Kennaquhair. These things,

interesting perhaps and sometimes valuable in their own

way, are but ancillary, if even that, to the history of

literature in the proper and strict sense ; and it is the

history of literature in the proper and strict sense with

which I have to deal.

As to my manner of dealing with it, that, I suppose,

must be left to the appreciation of the reader. Being

strongly convinced that in order to understand the liter-

ary history of a period it is necessary to study the minor

as well as the major illustrations of it, I have given what

some may think disproportionate space to authors who

have seldom before found much if any room in succinct

histories of the kind ; and I have endeavoured rather to

map out the country carefully than to write about it

brilliantly. In regard to the extracts which, though they

curtail the available space somewhat, it seemed, to others
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besides myself, desirable to give, I have neither been

afraid of a piece because it has been frequently given

before, nor thought myself obliged to give it for the same

reason. Of Shakespere, Spenser, Milton, and Bacon I

have thought it best to give no extracts at all.
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CHAPTER I

FROM TOTTEL's " MISCELLANY " TO SPENSER

In a work like the present, Ibrming part of a larger whole and

preceded by another part, the writer has the advantage of being

almost wholly free from a difficulty which often presses on

historians of a limited and definite period, whether of literary or

of any other history. That difficulty lies in the discussion and

decision of the question of origins—in the allotment of sufficient,

and not more than sufficient, space to a preliminary recapitula-

tion of the causes and circumstances of the actual events to be

related. Here there is no need for any but the very briefest

references of the kind to connect the present volume with its

forerunner, or rather to indicate the connection of the two.

There has l)een little difference of opinion as to the long

dead-season of English poetry, broken chiefly, if not wholly, by

poets Scottish rather than English, which lasted through almost

the whole of the fifteenth and the first half of the sixteenth

centuries. There has also been little difference in regarding

the remarkable work (known as Tottel's Miscellany, but more

properly called Songs and Sonnets, written by the Right Honour-

able Lord Henry Hozc'a?'d, late Earl of Surrey, and oth'r) which

was jjublished by Richard Tottel in 1557, and which went

through two editions in the summer of that year, as marking the

E.L. II ^ B
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dawn of the new period. The book is, indeed, remarkable in

many ways. The first thing, probably, which strikes the modern

reader about it is the fact that great part of its contents is anony-

mous and only conjecturally to be attributed, while as to the part

which is more certainly known lo be the work of several authors,

most of those authors were either dead or had written long

before. Mr. Arber's remarks in his introduction (which, though

I have rather an objection to putting mere citations before the

public, I am glad here to quote as a testimony in the forefront

of this book to the excellent deserts of one who by himself has

done as much as any living man to facilitate the study of Eliza-

bethan literature) are entirely to the point—how entirely to the

point only students of foreign as well as of English literature

know. " The poets of that age," says Mr. Arber, " wrote for

their own delectation and for that of their friends, and not for

the general public. They generally had the greatest aversion to

their works appearing in print." This aversion, which continued

in France till the end of the seventeenth century, if not later, had

been somewhat broken down in England by the middle of the

sixteenth, though vestiges of it long survived, and in the form of

a reluctance to be known to write for money, may be found even

within the confines of the nineteenth. The humbler means and

lesser public of the English booksellers have saved English litera-

ture from the bewildering multitude of pirated editions, printed

from private and not alwa}'s faithful manuscript copies, which

were for so long the despair of the editors of many French

classics. But the manuscript copies themselves survive to a

certain extent, and in the more sumptuous and elaborate editions

of our poets (such as, for instance, Dr. Grosart's Doime) what

they have yielded may be studied with some interest. Moreover,

they have occasionally preserved for us work nowhere else to be

obtained, as, for instance, in the remarkable folio which has

supplied ]\Ir. Bullen with so much of his invaluable collection of

Old Plays. At the early period of Tottel's Miscellany it would

appear that the very idea of publication in print had hardly
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occurred to many writers' minds. When the book appeared, both

its main contributors, Surrey and Wyatt, had been long dead, as

well as others (Sir Francis Bryan and Anne Boleyn's unlucky

brother, George Lord Rochford) who are supposed to be repre-

sented. The short Printer's Address to the Reader gives abso-.

lutely no intelligence as to the circumstances of the publication,

the person responsible for the editing, or the authority which the

editor and printer may have had for their inclusion of different

authors' work. It is only a theory, though a sufficiently plausible

one, that the editor was Nicholas Grimald, chaplain to Bishop

Thirlby of Ely, a Cambridge man who some ten years before had

been incorporated at Oxford and had been elected to a Fellow-

ship at Merton College. In Grimald's or Grimoald's connection

with the book there was certainly something peculiar, for the first

edition contains forty poems contributed by him and signed with

his name, while in the second the full name is replaced by " N.

G.," and a considerable number of his poems give way to others.

More than one construction might, no doubt, be placed on this

curious fact ; but hardly any construction can be placed on it

which does not in some way connect Grimald with the publica-

tion. It may be added that, while his, Surrey's, and \\'yatt's con-

tributions are substantive and known—the numbers of separate

poems contributed being respectively forty for Surrey, the same for-

Grimald, and ninety-six for Wyatt—no less than one hundred and'

thirty-four poems, reckoning the contents of tlie first and second

editions together, are attributed to "other"' or "uncertain"

authors. And of these, thougli it is pretty positively known
that certain writers did contribute to the book, only four

poems have been even conjecturally traced to particular authors.

The most interesting of these by far is the poem attributed,

with that which immediately precedes it, to Lord A'aux, and

containing the verses " For age with stealing steps," known to

every one from the gravedigger in Hamlet. Nor is this the

only connection of Tottel's Aliscellaiiy with Shakespere, for there

is no reasonable doubt that the "Book of Songs and Sonnets,"
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to the absence of which Slender so pathetically refers in The

Merry IVives of Windsor, is Tottel's, which, as the first to use

the title, long retained it by right of precedence. Indeed, one

of its authors, Churchyard, who, though not in his first youth

at its appearance, survived into the reign of James, quotes it

as such, and so does Drayton even later. No sonnets had been

seen in England before, nor was the whole style of the verse

which it contained less novel than this particular form.

As is the case with many if not most of the authors of our

period, a rather unnecessary amount of ink has been spilt on

questions very distantly connected with the question of the abso-

lute and relative merit of Surrey and Wyatt in English poetry.

In particular, the influence of the one poet on the other, and the

consequent degree of originality to be assigned to each, have

been miich discussed. A very few dates and facts will supply

most of the information necessary to enable the reader to decide

this and other questions for himself Sir Thomas Wyatt, son of

Sir Henry Wyatt of Allington, Kent, was born in 1503, entered

St. John's College, Cambridge, in 15 15, became a favourite of

Henry VIIL, received important diplomatic appointments, and

died in 1542. Lord Henry Howard was born (as is supposed)

in 15 1 6, and became Earl of Surrey by courtesy (he was not,

the account of his judicial murder says, a lord of Parliament) at

eight years old. Very little is really known of his life, and his

love for " Geraldine " was made the basis of a series of fictions

by Nash half a century after his death. He cannot have been

more than thirty when, in the Reign of Terror towards the close

of Henry VIII.'s life, he was arrested on frivolous charges,

the gravest being the assumption of the royal arms, found guilty

of treason, and beheaded on Tower Hill on 19th January 1547.
Thus it will be seen that Wyatt was at Cambridge before Surrey

was born, and died five years before him ; to which it need only

be added that Surrey has an epitaph on AVyatt which clearly

expresses the relation of disciple to master. Yet despite this

relation and the community of influences Avhich acted on both,
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their characteristics are markedly different, and eacli is of the

greatest importance in English poetical history.

In order to appreciate exactly what this importance is we must

remember in what state Wyatt and Surrey found the art which

they practised and in which they made a new start. Speaking

roughly but with sufficient accuracy for the purpose, that state is

typically exhibited in two writers, Hawes and Skelton. 'Hie

former represents the last phase of the Chaucerian school, weak-

ened not merely by the absence of men of great talent during

more than a century, but by the continual imitation during that

period of weaker and ever weaker French models—the last faint

echoes of the Roman de la Rose and the first extravagances of

the Rhetoriqueurs. Skelton, on the other hand, with all his

vigour, represents the English tendency to prosaic doggerel.

Whether Wyatt and his younger companion deliberately had

recourse to Italian example in order to avoid these two dangers

it would be impossible to say. But the example was evidently

before them, and the result is certainly such an avoidance.

Nevertheless both, and especially Wyatt, had a great deal to

learn. It is perfectly evident that neither had any theory of

English prosody before him. Wyatt's first sonnet displays the

completest indifference to quantity, not merely scanning " harber,"

"banner," and "suffer" as iambs (which might admit of some

defence), but making a rhyme of " feareth " and " appeareth,"

not on the penultimates, but on the mere "eth." In the fol-

lowing poems even worse liberties are found, and the strange

turns and twists which the poet gives to his decasyllabics suggest

either a total want of ear or such a study in foreign languages

that the student had actually forgotten the intonation and

cadences of his own tongue. So stumbling and knock-kneed is

his verse that any one who remembers the admirable versifica-

tion of Chaucer may now and then be inclined to think that

Wyatt had much better have left his innovations alone. But this

petulance is soon rebuked by the appearance of such a sonnet

as this ;

—
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( Tlie lover having dreamed enjoying of his love complaineih that the dream

is not either longer or truer.)

" Unstable dream, according to the place

Be steadfast once, or else at least be true.

By tasted sweetness, make me not to rue

The sudden loss of thy false feigned grace.

By good respect in such a dangerous case

Thou brought'st not her into these tossing seas

But mad'st my sprite to live, my care to increase,^

My body in tempest her delight to embrace.

The body dead, the sprite had his desire :

Painless was th' one, the other in delight.

Why then, alas ! did it not keep it right,

But thus return to leap into the fire ?

And where it was at wish, could not remain?

Such mocks of dreams do turn to deadly pain."

Wyatt's awkwardness is not liiiiited to the decasyllable, for some

of his most breakneck work is in shorter lines, though on the

whole he is safer here.

Surrey is a far superior metrist. Neither in his sonnets, nor

in his various stanzas composed of heroics, nor in what may be

called his doggerel metres—the fatally fluent Alexandrines, four-

teeners, and admixtures of both, which dominated English poetry

from his time to Spenser's, and were never quite rejected during

the Elizabethan period—do we find evidence of the want of ear

or tlie want of resource in language which makes Wyatt's versifi-

cation frequently disgusting. Surrey has even no small mastery

of what may be called the architecture of verse, the valuing of

cadence in successive lines so as to produce a concerted piece

and not a mere reduplication of the same notes. And in his

translatiorrs of the Ai,neid (not published in Tottel's Miscellany)

he has the great honour of being the originator of blank verse,

and blank verse of by no means a bad pattern. The following

^ In original " tencrease," and below "timbrace." This substitution of

felision for slur or hiatus passed for a time into the t' and th' of the late

seventeenth and eighteenth century. It is doubtless a mistake.
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sonnet, combined Alexandrine and fourteener, and blank verse

extract, may be useful :—
{^Complaint that his lady afta- she knew of his love kept her face alway hidden

from him.)

" I never saw my lady lay apart

Her cornet black, in cold nor yet in heat,

Sith first she knew my grief was grown so great ;

Which other fancies driveth from my heart,

That to myself I do the thought reserve,

The which unwares did wounJ my woeful breast.

But on her face mine eyes mought never rest

Yet, since she knew I did her love, and serve

Her golden tresses clad alway with black.

Her smiling looks that hid[es] thus evermore

And that restrains which I desire so sore.

So doth this cornet govern me, alack !

In summer sun, in winter's breath, a frost

"Whereby the lights of her fair looks I lost."-'

{^Complaint of the absence of her lover being upon the sea.)

" Good ladies, ye that have your pleasures in exile,

Step in your foot, come take a place, and mourn with me a while.

And such as by their lords do set but little price,

Let them sit still : it skills them not what chance come on the dice.

But ye whom love' hath bound by order of desire,

To love your lords whose good deserts none other would require,

Come ye yet once again and set your foot by mine,

^Vhose woeful plight and sorrows great, no tongue can well define.
"-

^ As printed exactly in both first and second editions this sonnet is evi-

dently corrupt, and the variations between the two are additional evidence of

this. I have ventured to change " hid " to " hides " in line lo, and to alter the

punctuation in line 13. If the reader takes "that" in line 5 as = "so tha.
"

"that" in line 10 as = "which" {i.e. "black"), and "that" in line II with

" which," he will now, I think, find it intelligible. Line 13 is usually printed :

" In summer, sun : in winter's breath, a frost."

Now no one would compare a black silk hood to the sun, and a reference to line

.2 will show the real meaning. The hood is a frost which lasts through summer

and winter alike.

- In reading these combinations it must be remembered that is there always a

strong ccesura in the midst of the first and Alexandrine line. It is the Alexandrine

which Mr. Browning has imitated in Fifine, not that of Drayton, or of the

various practitioners of the Spenserian stanza from Spenser himself downwards.
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" It was the (n)^ night ; the sound and quiet sleep

Had through the earth the weary bodies caught,

The woods, the raging seas, were fallen to re^t,

When that the stars had half their course declined.

The fields whist : beasts and fowls of divers hue,

And what so that in the broad lakes remained,

Or yet among the bushy thicks - of briar,

Laid down to sleep by silence of the night,

'Gan swage their cares, mindless of travails past.

Not so the spirit of this Phenician.

Unhappy she that on no sleep could chance.

Nor yet night's rest enter in eye or breast.

Her cares redouble : love doth rise and rage again,

^

And overflows with swelling storms of wrath.

"

The "other" or "uncertain" authors, though interesting

enough for purposes of literary comparison, are very inferior to

Wyatt and Surrey. Grimald, the supposed editor, though his

verse must not, of course, be judged with reference to a more

advanced state of things than his own, is but a journeyman verse-

smith.
" Sith, Blackwood, you have mind to take a wife,

I pray you tell wherefore you like that life,"

is a kind of foretaste of Crabbe in its bland ignoring of the

formal graces of poetry. He acquits himself tolerably in the

combinations of Alexandrines and fourteeners noticed above,

nor does he ever fall into the worst kind of jog-trot of which in

his immediate successors we find so much. His epitaphs and

elegies are his best work, and the best of them is that on his

mother. A^ery much the same may be said .of the strictly mis-

cellaneous part of the Miscellany. The greater part of the

Uncertain Authors are less ambitious, but also less irregular than

Wyatt, while they fall far short of Surrey in every respect. Some-
times, as in the famous " I loath that I did love," both syntax

^ In these extracts
( ) signifies that something found in te.\t seems better

away
; [ ] that something wanting in text has been conjecturally supplied.

- Thickets.

^ This Alexandrine is not common, and is probably a mere oversight.
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and prosody liardly show the reform at all ; they recall the ruder

snatches of an earlier time. But, on the whole, the character-

istics of these poets, both in matter and form, are sufficiently

uniform and sufficiently interesting. Metrically, they show, on

the one side, a desire to use a rejuvenated heroic, either in

couplets or in various combined forms, the simplest of which is

the elegiac quatrain of alternately rhyming lines, and the most

complicated the sonnet ; while between them various stanzas

more or less suggested by Italian are to be ranked. Of this

thing there has been and will be no end as long as English

poetry lasts. The attempt to arrange the old and apparently

almost indigenous " eights and sixes " into fourteener lines and

into alternate fourteeners and Alexandrines seems to have com-

mended itself even more to contemporary taste, and, as we have

seen and shall see, it was eagerly followed for more than half a

century. But it was not destined to succeed. These long lines,

unless very sparingly used, or with the ground-foot changed from

the iambus to the anapaest or the trochee, are not in keeping with

the genius of English poetry, as even the great examples of Cliap-

man's- Homer and the Polyolbion may be said to have shown once

for all. In the hands, moreover, of the poets of this particular

time, whether they were printed at length or cut up into eights

and sixes, they had an almost irresistible tendency to degenerate

into a kind of lolloping amble which is inexpressibly monoton-

ous. Even when the spur of a really poetical inspiration excites

this amble into something more fiery (the best example existing is

probably Southwell's wonderful "Burning Babe"), the sensitive

ear feels that there is constant danger of a relapse, and at the

worst the thing becomes mere doggerel. Yet for about a quarter

of a century these overgrown lines held the field in verse and

drama alike, and the encouragement of them must be counted

as a certain drawback to the benefits which Surrey, Wyatt, and the

other contributors of the Miscellany conferred on English litera-

ture by tlieir exercises, here and elsewhere, in the blank verse

decasyllabic, the couplet, the stanza, and, above all, the sonnet
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It remains to say something of the matter as distinguished

-from the form of this poetry, and for once the form is of hardly

superior importance to the matter. It is, a question of some

interest, though unfortunately one wliolly incapable of solution,

Avhether the change in the character of poetical thought and

theme which Wyatt and Surrey wrought was accidental, and

consequent merely on their choice of models, and especially of

Petrarch, or essential and deliberate. If it was accidental, there

.is no greater accident in the history of literature. -The absence

of the personal note in mediieval poetry is a commonplace, and

nowhere had that absence been more marked than . in England.

.With Wyatt and Surrey English poetry became at a bound the

most personal (and in a rather bad but unavoidable word) the

most "introspectii'e" in Europe. There- had of course been love

poetry before, but its convention had been a, convention of im-

.personality. It now became exactly the reverse. The lover

.sang less his; joys than his sorrows, and he tried to express those

;Sorrows and their effect on him in the most personal way he

could. Although allegory atill retained a strong hold on the

;national taste, and w'as yet to receive its greatest poetical. expres-

sion in The Fal'rie Qi/cene, \t was allegory of quite.' a different

,kind from that which in the Roman de la Rose \\a.^ taken

lEurope captive, and had since dominated European poetry in

iill departments, and especially iiv the department of love-making.

," Dangler " and his fellow-phantoms fled before the dawn of the

.new poetry in England, and the depressing influences of a

-common form—a conventional "stock of images, personages, and

.'.almost .language:—^.disappeared. No doubt there was convention-

•fility enough in the following of the Petrarchian model, but it was

.a les.s stiff and uniform conventionality ; it allowed and indeed

.invited .the: individual to wear his rue with a difference, and to

avail himself at least of the almost infinite diversity of cir-

-cumstahce and feeling which the life of the actual man affords,

instead of reducing, everything to the moods and forms of an

already generahsed and allegorised experience. With the new
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theme to handle and the new forms ready as tools for the handler,

with the general ferment of European sfnrits, it might readily

have been supposed that a remarkable out-turn of work would be

the certain and immediate result.

The result in fact may have been certain but it was not

immediate, being delayed for nearly a quarter of a century ; and

the next remarkable piece of work done in English poetry after

Tottel's Miscellaiiy— a piece of work of greater actual poetical

merit than anything in that Miscellany itself^—was in the old forms,

and showed little if any influence of the new poetical learning.

This was the famous Mirror for Magistrates, or rather that part

of it contributed by Thomas Sackville, Lord Buckhurst. The

Mirror as a whole is a production rather of bibliographical than of

literary interest. It was certainly planned as early as 1555 by

way of a supplement to Lydgate's translation of Boccaccio's Fall

of Princes. It was at first edited by a certain William Baldwin,

and for nearly half a century it received additions and alterations

from various respectable hacks of letters; but the "Induction"

and the " Complaint of Buckingham " which Sackville furnished

to it in 1559, though they were not published till four years later,

completely outweigh all the rest in value. To my own fancy the

fact thai Sackville was (in what proportion is disputed) also author

of Gorboduc (see Chapter III.) adds but little to its interest.

His contributions to Tl:e Mirrorfor ATagistratcs contain the best

poetry written in the English language between Chaucer and

Spenser, and are most certainly the originals or at least the

models of some of Spenser's finest work. Ele has had but faint

praise of late years. My friend, Pi'ofessor INIinto, says that he

" affords abundant traces of the influence of Wyatt and Surrey."

I do not know what the traces are, and I should say myself that

few contemporary or nearly contemporary cflbrts are more dis-

tinct. Dean Church says that we see in him a faint anticipation

of Spenser. My estimate of Spenser, as I hope to show, is not

below that of any living critic
; but considerations of bulk being

allowed, and it being fully granted that Sackville had nothing like
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Spenser's magnificent range, I cannot see any " faintness " in the

case. If the " Induction " had not been written it is at least

possible that the "Cave of Despair" would never have enriched

English poetry.

Thomas Sackville was born at Buckhurst in Sussex, in the

year 1536, of a family which was of the most ancient extraction

and the most honourable standing. He was educated at Oxford,

at the now extinct Hart Hall, whence, according to a prac-

tice as common then as it is uncommon now (except in the

cases of royal princes and a few persons of difficult and in-

constant taste), he moved to Cambridge. Then he entered the

Inner Temple, married early, travelled, became noted in literature,

was made Lord Buckhurst at the age of thirty-one, was for many
years one of Elizabeth's chief councillors and officers, was pro-

moted to the Earldom of Dorset at the accession of James I.,

and died, it is said, at the Council table on the 19th of April 1608.

We shall deal with Gorbodiic hereafter : the two contribu-

tions to The Mirror for Magistrates concern us here. And I have

little hesitation in saying that no more astonishing contribution

to English poetry, when the due reservations of that historical

criticism which is the life of all criticism are made, is to be found

anywhere. The bulk is not great : twelve or fifteen hundred

lines must cover the whole of it. The form is not new, being

merely the seven-line stanza already familiar in Chaucer. The
arrangement is in no way novel, combining as it does the

allegorical presentment of embodied virtues, vices, and qualities

with the melancholy narrative common in poets for many years

before. But the poetical value of the whole is extraordinar}'.

The two constituents of that value, the formal and the material,

are represented with a singular equality of development. There
is nothing here of Wyatt's floundering prosody, nothing of the

well-intentioned doggerel in which Surrey himself indulges and in

which his pupils simply revel. The cadences of the verse are

perfect, the imagery fresh and sharp, the presentation of nature

singularly original, when it is compared with the battered copies
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of the poets with whom Sackvillc must liave been most famiHar,

the followers of Chaucer from Occleve to Hawes. Even the general

plan of the poem—the weakest part of nearly all poems of this

time—is extraordinarily effective and makes one sincerely sorry

that Sackville's taste or his other occupations did not permit him

to carry out the whole scheme on his own account. The "Induc-

tion," in which the author is brought face to face with Sorrow,

and the central passages of the " Complaint of Buckingham,"

have a depth and fulness of poetical sound and sense for which

we must look backwards a hundred and fifty years, or forwards

nearly five and twenty. Take, for instance, these stanzas :

—

" Thence come we to the horror and the hell,

The large great kingdoms, and the dreadful rei^n

Of Pluto in his throne where he did dwell,

The wide waste places, and the hugy plain,

The wailings, shrieks, and sundiy sorts of pain.

The sighs, the sobs, the deep and deadly groan ;

Earth, air, and all, resounding plaint and moan.

" Here puled the babes, and here the maids unwed

With folded hands their sorry chance bewailed,

Here wept the guiltless slain, and lovers dead.

That slew themselves when nothing else availed
;

A thousand sorts of sorrows here, that wailed

With sighs and tears, sobs, shrieks, and all yfere

That oh, alas ! it was a hell to hear.

" Z(7 here, quoth Sorrow, princes of renown,

That whilom sat on top of fortune's wheel,

Now laid full low , like wretches whirled down,

Ev'n with one frown, that stayed but with a smile :

And now behold the thing that thou, erewhilc,

Saw only in thought : and what thou now shalt hear.

Recount the same to kesar, king, and peer." ^

^ The precedent descriptions of Sorrow herself, of Misery, and of Old Age,

are even finer than the above, which, however, I have preferred for three

reasons. First, it has been less often quoted ; secondly, its subject is a kind

of commonplace, and, therefore, shows the poet's strength of handling ; thirdly,

because of the singular and characteristic majesty of the opening lines.
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It is perhaps well, in an early passage of a book which will

have much to do with the criticism of poetry, to dwell a little on

what seems to the critic to be the root of that matter. In

the first place, I must entirely differ with those persons who have

sought to create an independent prosody for English verse under

the head of " beats " or " accents " or something of that sort.

Every English metre since Chaucer at least can he scanned, witJiin the

proper limits, according to the strictest rules of classical prosody: and

'iuhilc allgood English metre comes out scatheless from the application

of those rules nothing exhibits the badness of bad English metre so

well as that application. It is, alongside of their great merits, the

distinguishing fault of Wyatt eminently, of Surrey to a less degree,

and of all the new school up to Spenser more or less, that they

neglect the quantity test altogether ; it is the merit of Sackville

that, holding on in this respect to the good school of Chaucer, he

observes it. You will find no " jawbreakers " in Sackvillo, no

attempts to adjust English words on a Procrustean bed of inde-

pendent quantification. He has not indeed the manifojd music of

Spenser— it would be unreasonable to expect that he should liave

it. But his stanzas, as the foregoing examples will show, are of

remarkable melody, and they have about them a command, a

completeness of accomplislmient within the writer"s intentions,

which is very noteworthy in so young a man. 'l"he extraordinary

richness and, stateliness of the measure has escaped no critic.

There is indeed a certain one-sidedness about it, and a devil's

advocate might urge that a long poem couched in verse (let alone

the subject) of such unbroken gloom would be intolerable. But

Sackville did not write a long poem, and his complete command
within his hmits of the effect at which he evidently aimed is most

remarkable.

The second thing to note about the poem is the extraordinary

freshness and truth of its imagery. From a 3-oung poet we always

expect second-hand presentations of nature, and in Sackville's

day second-hand presentation of nature had been elevated to the

rank of a science. Here the new school— Surrey, Wyatt, and
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their followers—even if he had studied them, could have given

him little or no help, for great as are the merits of Tottel's

Miscellany^ no one would go to it for representations of nature.

Among his predecessors in his own style he had to go back to

Chaucer (putting the Scotch school out of the question) before he

could find anything original. Yet it may be questioned whether

the sketches of external scenery in these brief essays of his, or

the embodiments of internal thought in the pictures of Sorrow

and the other allegorical wights are most striking. It is perfectly

clear that Thomas Sackville had, in the first place, a poetical eye

to see, within as well as without, the objects of poetical present-

ment; in the second place, a poetical vocabulary in which to clothe

the results of his seeing ; and in the third place, a poetical ear by

aid of which to arrange his language in the musical co-ordination

necessary to poetry. Wyatt had been notoriously wanting in the

last; Surrey had not been very obviously furnished with the first;

and all three were not to be possessed by any one else till

Edmund Spenser arose to put Sackville's lessons in practice on

a wider scale, and with a less monotonous lyre. It is possible

that Sackville's claims in drama may have been exaggerated—
they have of late years rather been undervalued : but his claims in

poetry proper can only be overlooked by those who decline to

consider the most important part of poetry. In the subject of

even his part of The Mirror there is nothing new : there is only a

following of Chaucer, and Gower, and Occleve, and Lydgate, and

Hawes, and many others. But in the handling there is one

novelty which makes all others of no effect or interest. It is the

novelty of a new poetry.

It has already been remarked that these two important books

were not immediately followed by any others in poetry corre-

sponding to their importance. The poetry of the first half of

Elizabeth's reign is as mediocre as the poetry of the last half of

her reign is magnificent. Although it had taken some hints from

Wyatt and Surrey it had not taken the best ; and the inexplicable

devotion of most of the versifiers of the time to the doggerel
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metres already referred to seems to liave prevented them from

cultivating anytliing better. Yet the pains which were spent

upon translation during this time were considerable, and un-

doubtedly had much to do with strengthening and improving the

language. The formal part of poetry became for the first time a

subject of study resulting in the Instructions of Gascoigne, and in

the noteworthy critical works which will be mentioned in the next

chapter ; while the popularity of poetical miscellanies showed the

audience that existed for verse. The translators and the miscel-

lanists will each call for some brief notice; but first it is necessary

to mention some individual, and in their way, original writers

who, though in no case of any merit at all equal to that of "W'yatt,

Surrey, and Sackville, yet deserve to be singled from the crowd.

These are Gascoigne, Churchyard, Turberville, and Googe.

The poetaster and literary hack. Whetstone, who wrote a

poetical memoir of George Gascoigne after his death, entitles it

a remembrance of " the well employed life and godly end " of

his hero. It is not necessary to dispute that Gascoigne's end

was godly ; but except for the fact that he was for some years a

diligent and not unmeritorious writer, it is not so certain that

his life was well employed. At any rate he does not seem to

have thought so himself He is supposed to have been born about

1536, and if so, he was litde over forty when he died in 1577.

His father, a knight of good family and estate in Essex, dis-

inherited him ; but he was educated at Cambridge, if not at both

universities, was twice elected to Parliament, travelled and fought

abroad, and took part in the famous festival at Kenilworth. His

work is, as has been said, considerable, and is remarkable for the

number of first attempts in English which it contains. It has at

least been claimed for him (though careful students of literary

history know that these attributions are always rather hazardous)

that he wrote the first English prose comedy {The Supposes; a

version of Ariosto), the first regular verse satire {T/ie Steel Glass),

the first prose tale (a version from Bandello), the first translation

from Greek tragedy {/ocasta), and the first critical essay (the

H
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above-mentioned Notes of Instruction). Most of these things, it

will be seen, were merely adaptations of foreign originals; but they

certainly make up a remarkable budget for one man. In addition

to them, and to a good number of shorter and miscellaneous

poems, must be mentioned the Glass of Government (a kind of

morality or serious comedy, moulded, it would seem, on German

originals), and the rather prettily, if fantastically termed Floruers,

Herbs, and IFeeds. Gascoigne has a very fair command of

metre : he is not a great sinner in the childish alliteration which,

surviving from the older English poetry, helps to convert so much

of his contemporaries' work into doggerel. The pretty " Lullaby

of a Lover," and "Gascoigne's Good Morrow " may be mentioned,

and part of one of them may be quoted, as a fair specimen of

his work, which is always tolerable if never first-rate.

" Sing lullaby, as women do,

Wherewith they bring their babes to rest,

And hillaby can I sing too,

As womanly as can the best.

With lullaby they still the child

;

And if I be not much beguiled,

Full many wanton babes have I

Which must be stilled with lullaby.

" First lullaby, my youthful years.

It is now time to go to bed,

For crooked age and hoary hairs

Have won the hav'n within my head :

With lullaby then, youth, be still.

With lullaby content thy will,

Since courage quails and comes behind,

Go sleep and so beguile thy mind.

" Next lullaby, my gazing eyes,

Which wanton were to glance apace,

For every glass may now suffice

To show the furrows in my face.

With lullaby then wink awhile,

With lullaby your looks beguile
;

Let no fair face, nor beauty bright.

Entice you oft with vain delight.
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" And lullaby, my wanton will,

Let reason(s) rule now rein thy thought,

Since all too late I find by skill

How dear I have thy fancies bought

:

With lullaby now take thine ease,

With lullaby thy doubts appease.

For trust to this, if thou be still

My body shall obey thy will."

Thomas Churchyard was an inferior sort of Gascoigne, wlio

led a much longer if less eventful life. He was about the

Court for the greater part of the century, and had a iiabit of

calling his little books, which were numerous, and written both in

verse and prose, by alliterative titles playing on his own name,

such as Chun-Jijard's Chips, Churchyard's Choice, and so forth.

He was a person of no great literary power, and chiefly note-

worthy because of his long life after contributing to TotteFs

Miscellany, which makes him a link between the old literature

and the new.

The literary interests and tentative character of the time,

together with its absence of original genius, and the constant

symptoms of not having " found its way," are also very noteworthy

in George Turberville and Barnabe Googe, who were friends and

verse writers of not dissimilar character. Turberville, of whom
not much is known, was a Dorsetshire man of good family, and

was educated at Winchester and Oxford. He was probably born

before 1530, and died after 1594. Besides a book on Falconry

and numerous translations {to which, like all the men of his

school and day, he was much addicted), he wrote a good many
occasional poems, though none of great length. Barnabe Googe,

a Lincolnshire man, and a member of both universities, was

probably some ten years younger than Turberville, and certainly

died in the year in which Turberville is last heard of. Mr.

Arber has recovered some rather interesting details about his

love affairs, in which he was assisted by Lord Burghley. He, too,

was an indefatigable translator, and wrote some original poems.

Both poets affected the combination of Alexandrine and fourteener
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(split up or not, as the printer chose, into six, six, eight, six), the

popularity of which has been noted, and both succumbed too

often to its capacities of doggerel. Turberville's best work is the

following song in a pretty metre well kept up :

—

" The green that you did wish me wear

Aye for your love,

And on my hehn a branch to bear

Not to remove,

"Was ever you to have in mind

^Vhom Cupid hath my feire assigned.

" As I in this have done your will

And mind to do.

So I request you to fulfil

My fancy too ;

A green and loving heart to have,

And this is all that I do crave.

" For if your flowering heart should change

His colour green,

Or grow at length a lady strange

Of me be seen,

Then will my branch against his use

His colour change for your refuse.^

" As winter's force cannot deface

This branch his hue.

So let no change of love disgrace

Your friendship true ;

You were mine own, and so be still.

So shall we live and love our fill.

*' Then I may think myself to be

'NVell recompensed,

For wearing of the tree that is

So well defensed

Against all weather that doth fall

^Vhen wayward Minter spits his gall.

" And when we meet, to try me true.

Look on my head,

^ Refusal.
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And I will crave an oath of you

Whe'r^ Faith be fled;

So shall we both answered be,

Both I of you, and you of me."

The most considerable and the most interesting part of

Googe's work is a set of eight eclogues which may not have been

without influence on The Shepherd's Calendar, and a poem of

some length entitled Cupido Conquered, which Spenser may also

have seen. Googe has more sustained power than Turbervillc,

but is much inferior to him in command of metre and in lyrical

swing. In him, or at least in his printer, the mania for cutting

up long verses reaches its height, and his very decasyllabics are

found arranged in the strange fashion of four and six as thus :

—

" Good aged Bale :

That with thy hoary hairs

Dost still persist

To turn the painful book,

O happy man,

That liast obtained such years,

And leav'st not got

On papers pale to look.

Give over now
To beat thy wearied brain,

And rest thy pen,

That long hath laboured sore.

For aged men
Unfit sure is such pain,

And thee beseems

To labour now no more.

But thou, I think,

Don Plato's part will play

With book in hand.

To have thy dying day."

To these four, of whom some substantive notice has been
given, many shadowy names might be added if the catalogue were
of any use

:
such as those of Kinwelmersh, ^Vhetstone, Phaer,

^ Short for "whether."
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Neville, Blundeston, Edwards, Golding, and many others. They
seem to have been for the most part personally acquainted with

one another ; the literary energies of England being almost

confined to the universities and the Inns of Court, so that most

of those who devoted themselves to literature came into contact

and formed what is sometimes called a clique. They were all

studiously and rather indiscriminately given to translation (the

body of foreign work, ancient and modern, which was turned into

English during this quarter of a century being very large indeed),

and all or many of them were contributors of commendatory

verses to each other's work and of pieces of different descriptions

to the poetical miscellanies of the time. Of these miscellanies

and of the chief translations from the classics some little notice

may be taken because of the great part which both played in the

poetical education of England. It has been said that almost all

the original poets were also translators. Thus Googe translated

into English verse the Zodiaciis Vitce of Marcellus Palingenius,

the Regnwn Papisiicum of Kirchmayer, the Four Books of Hus-

bandry of Conrad Heresbach, and the Proverbs of the Marquis of

Santillana ; but some of the translators were not distinguished

by any original work. Thus Jasper Heywood, followed by

Neville above mentioned, by Studley, and others, translated

between 1560 and 1580 those tragedies of Seneca which had

such a vast influence on foreign literature and, fortunately, so

small an influence on English. Arthur Golding gave in 1567

a version, by no means destitute of merit, of the Metamorphoses

Avhich had a great influence on English poetry. We have already

mentioned Surrey's blank -verse translations of Virgil. These

were followed up by Thomas Phaer, who, however, like most

of the persons mentioned in this paragraph, used the fourteener,

broken up or not, as accident or the necessities of the printer

brought it about.

It was beyond doubt this abundant translation, and perhaps

also the- manifest deficiencies of the fourteener thus used, which

brought about at the close of the present period and the beginning
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of the next the extraordinary attempt to reproduce classical

metres in Enghsh verse, which for a time seduced even Spenser,'

which was not a Httle countenanced by most of the critical writers

of the period, which led Gabriel Harvey and others into such

absurdities, and which was scarcely slain even by Daniel's famous

and capital Defence of Rhyme. The discussion of this absurd

attempt in the correspondence of Spenser and Harvey, and the

sensible fashion in which Nash (his sense perhaps a little assisted

by his dislike of Harvey) laughed at it, are among the best known

things in the gossipping history of English Letters. But the

coxcombry of Harvey and the felicitous impertinence of Nash

have sometimes diverted attention from the actual state of the

case. William Webbe (a very sober-minded person with taste

enough to admire the "new poet,"' as he calls Spenser) makes

elaborate attempts not merely at hexameters, which, though only a

curiosity, are a possible curiosity in English, but at Sapphics which

could never (except as burlesque) be tolerable. Sidney, Spenser,

and others gave serious heed to the scheme of substituting classical

metres without rhyme for indigenous metres with rhyme. And
unless the two causes which brought this about are constantly kept

in mind, the reason of it will not be understood. It was un-

doubtedly the weakness of contemporary English verse which

reinforced the general Renaissance admiration for the classics

;

nor must it be forgotten that Wyatt takes, in vernacular metres

and with rhyme, nearly as great liberties with the intonation and

prosody of the language as any of the classicists in their unlucky

hexameters and elegiacs. The majesty and grace of the learned

tongues, contrasting with the poverty of their own language,

impressed, and to a great extent rightly impressed, the early

Elizabethans, so that they naturally enough cast about for any

means to improve the one, and hesitated at any peculiarity which

was not found in the other. It was unpardonable in Milton

to sneer at rhyme after the fifty years of magnificent production

which had put English on a level Avith Greek and above Latin

as a literary instrument. But for Harvey and Spenser, Sidney
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and Webbe, with those fifty years still to come, the state of the

case was very different.

The translation mania and the classicising mania together led

to the production of perhaps the most absurd book in all literature

—a book which deserves extended notice here, partly because it

has only recently become accessible to the general reader in its

original form, and partly because it is, though a caricature, yet a

very instructive caricature of the tendencies and literary ideas of

the time. This is Richard Stanyhurst's translation of the first

four books of the Aineid., first printed at Leyden in the summer

of 1582, and reprinted in London a 3'ear later. This wonderful

book (in which the spelling is only less marvellous than the

phraseology and verse) shows more than anything else the active

throes which English literature was undergoing, and though the

result was but a false birth it is none the less interesting.

Stanyhurst was not, as might be hastily imagined, a person of

insufficient culture or insufficient brains. He was an Irish

Roman Catholic gentleman, brother-in-law to Lord Dunsany, and

uncle to Archbishop Usher, and though he was author of the

Irish part of Holinshed's History^ he has always been regarded

by the madder sort of Hibernians as a traitor to the nation. His

father was Recorder of Dublin, and he himself, having been

born about 1547, was educated at University College, Oxford,

and went thence, if not to the Inns of Court, at any rate to

those of Chancery, and became a student of Furnival's Inn.

He died at Brussels in 1618. Here is an example of his j^rose,

the latter part of which is profitable for matter as well as for

form :

—

" How beyt^ I haue heere haulf a giiesh, that two sorts of carpers wyl seeme

too spurne at this myne enterprise. Thee one vtterlie ignorant, the oother

meanlye letterd. Thee ignorant wyl imagin, that thee passage was notliing

craggye, in as much as M. Phaere hath broken thee ice before me : Thee

meaner clarcks wyl suppose my trauail in theese heroical verses too carrye no

^ This and the next extract are given literatim to show Stanyhurst's

marvellous spelling.
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great difficultie, in that yt lay in my clioice too make what word I would short

or long, hauing no English writer beefore mee in this kind of poetrye with

whose squire I should leauel my syllables.

Haue not theese men made a fayre specke ? If they had put in Mightye Joiie,

and gods in thee plural number, and Venus with Cupide thee Idynd Boy, al had

beene in thee nick, thee rythme had been of a right stamp. For a few such

stiches boch vp oure newe fashion makers. Prouyded not wythstanding

alwayes that Artaxerxes, al be yt hee bee spurgalde, beeing so much gallop,

bee placed in thee dedicatory epistle receauing a cuppe of water of a swayne,

or elles al is not wurth a beane. Good God what a frye of wooden rythinours

dooth swarme in stacioners shops, who neauer enstructed in any grammar

schoole, not atayning too thee paaringes of thee Latin or Greeke tongue, yeet

like blind bayards rush on forward, fostring theyre vayne conceits wyth such

ouerweening silly follyes, as they reck not too bee condemned of thee learned

for ignorant, so they bee commended of thee ignorant for learned. Thee

reddyest way, therefore, too flap theese droanes from the sweete senting hiues of

Poetrye, is for thee learned too applye theym selues wholye (yf they be ^de-

lighted wyth that veyne) too thee true making of verses in such wise as thee

Greekes and Latins, thee fathurs of knowledge, haue doone ; and too leaue too

theese doltish coystrels theyre rude rythming and balducktoom ballads."

Given a person capable of this lingo, given the prevalent mania

for English hexameters, and even what follows may not seem too

impossible.

" This sayd, with darcksoom night shade quite clowdye she vannisht.

Grislye faces frouncing, eke against Troy leaged in hatred

Of Saincts soure deities dyd I see.

Then dyd I marck playnely thee castle of Illon vplayd,

And Troian buyldings quit topsy turvye remooued.

Much lyk on a mountayn thee tree dry wytliered oaken
Sliest by the clowne Coridon rusticks with twibbil or hatchet.

Then the tre deepe minced, far chopt dooth terrifye swinckers
With menacing becking thee branches palsye before tyme,
Vntil with sowghing yt grunts, as wounded in hacking.

At length with rounsefal, from stock vntruncked yt harssheth.

Hee rested wylful lyk a wayward obstinat oldgrey.

Theese woords owt showting with her howling the house she replennisht."

There is perhaps no greater evidence of the reverence in
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which the ancients were held than that such frantic balderdash

as this did not extinguish it. Yet this was what a man of

undoubted talent, of considerable learning, and of no small

acuteness (for Stanyhurst's Preface to this very translation shows

something more than glimmerings on the subject of classical and

English prosody), could produce. It must never be forgotten

that the men of this time were at a hopelessly wrong point of

view. It never occurred to them that English left to itself could

equal Greek or Latin. They simply endeavoured with the

utmost pains and skill to drag English up to the same level

as these unapproachable languages by forcing it into the same

moulds which Greek and Latin had endured. Properly speak-

ing we ought not to laugh at them. They were carrying out

in literature what the older books of arithmetic call "The Rule

of False,"—that is to say, they were trying what the English

tongue could not bear. No one was so successful as Stany-

hurst in applying this test of the rack : yet it is fair to

say that Harvey and Webbe, nay, Spenser and Sidney, had

practically, though, except in Spenser's case, it would appear

unconsciously, arrived at the same conclusion before. How
much we owe to such adventurers of the impossible few men
know except those who have tried to study literature as a whole.

A few words have to be said in passing as to the miscellanies

which played such an important part in the poetical literature of

the day. Tottel and The Mirror for Magistrates (which was,

considering its constant accretions, a sort of miscellany) have

been already noticed. They were followed by not a few others.

The first in date was Tlie Pa?-adise of Dainiy Devices (1576), edited

by R. Edwards, a dramatist of industry if not of genius, and con-

taining a certain amount of interesting work. It was very popular,

going through nine or ten editions in thirty years, but with a few

scattered exceptions it does not yield much to the historian of

English poetry. Its popularity shows what was expected ; its

contents show what at any rate at the date of its first appearance

was given. To all appearance the doleful contents oi The Mirror
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for Afagistrafes (which was reprinted six times during our present

period, and which busied itself wholly with what magistrates

should avoid, and with the sorrowful departing out of this life of

the subjects) must have had a strong effect on Edwards, though

one at least of his contributors, vV. Hunnis, was a man of mould.

It was followed in 1578 by A Gorgeous Gallery of Gallant

Inventions, supposed to have been edited by Roydon and Proctor,

which is a still drier stick. The next miscellany, six years later,

A Handful of Pleasant Delights, edited by Clement Robinson, is

somewhat better though not much. It is followed by the Plixnix

Nest, an interesting collection, by no less than three miscellanies

in 1600, edited by "A. B." and R. Allot, and named England's

Helicon, England's Parnassus, and Belvedere (the two latter beifig

rather anthologies of extracts than miscellanies proper), and by

Francis Davison's famous Poetical Rhapsody, 1602, all which last

belong to a much later date than our present subjects.

To say that the general poetical merit of these miscellanies is

high would be absurd. But what at once strikes the reader, not

merely of them but of the collections of individual work which

accompany them, as so astonishing, is the level which is occasion-

ally reached. The work is often the work of persons quite

unknown or unimportant in literature as persons. But we

constantly see in it a flash, a symptom of the presence of the

true poetical spirit which it is often impossible to find for years

together in other periods of poetry. For instance, if ever there

was a " dull dog " in verse it was Richard Edwards. Yet in The

Paradise of Dainty Devices Edwards's poem with the refrain

"The falling out of faithful friends renewing is of love," is

one of the most charming things anywhere to be found. So

is after many years the poem attributed to John Wooton in

England's Helicon (the best of the whole set), beginning " Her
eyes like shining lamps," so is the exquisite " Come, little babe "

from The Arbour of Amorous Devices, so are dozens and scores

more which may be found in their proper places, and many of

them in i\Ir. Arber's admirable English Garner. The spirit of
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poetry, rising slowly, was rising surely in the England of these

years ; no man knew exactly where it would appear, and the

greatest poets were— for their praises of themselves and their

fellows are quite unconscious and simple—as ignorant as others.

The first thirty years of the reign were occupied with simple

education—study of models, efforts in this or that kind, transla-

tion, and the rest. But the right models had been provided by

Wyatt and Surrey's study of the Italian, and by the study of the

classics which all men then pursued ; and the original inspiration,

without which the best models are useless, though itself can

do little when the best models are not used, was abundantly

present. Few things are more curious than to compare, let

us say, Googe and Spenser. Yet few things are more certain than

that without the study and experiments which Googe represents

Spenser could not have existed. Those who decry the historical

method in criticism ignore this ; and ignorance like wisdom is

justified of all her children.^

^ Since these pages were in type I received from Mr. A. H. Bullen (of whose

exceedingly kind offer to read through my proofs I have availed myself with

much pleasure) a plea for a somewhat longer treatment of Churchyard, and a

caveat against the passage quoted from Prof. Arber on p. 2 as "too strong."

Mr. Bullen, whose article on " Churchyard " in the Dictionary of National

BiograJ>k}' is the best thing on the subject, undoubtedly knows him better than

I do ; but the case happens to illustrate and exemplify one of the rules which

I have set myself— to give but little space to men whose work is neither re-

markably good in itself nor part of a particularly interesting set or series of

work. Now Churchyard is certainly not very important in his work, though

his life is not uninteresting; and his work itself comes before the chief blossom-

ing time of Elizabethan literature, and is not even very interesting as a type.

Mr. Bullen's opinion as to imprinted matter and the attitude of writers towards

publication is important, because he has examined the MS. of the time very

carefully. My own opinion inclines rather to Mr. Arber's, but as both

authorities have a greater acquaintance with the unprinted literature of the

time than I have, I do not undertake to decide.



CHAPTER II

EARLY ELIZABETHAN PROSE

The history of the earher Elizabethan prose, if we except the

name of Hooker, in whom it cuhiiinates, is to a great extent the

history of curiosities of hterature— of tentative and imperfect

efforts, scarcely resulting in any real vernacular style at all. It

is, however, emphatically the Period of Origins of modern English

prose, and as such cannot but be interesting. We shall therefore

rapidly survey its chief developments, noting first wliat had been

done before Elizabeth came to the throne, then taking Ascham

(who stands, though part of his work was written earlier, very

much as the first Elizabethan prosaist), noticing the schools of

historians, translators, controversialists, and especially critics who

illustrated the middle period of the reign, and singling out the

noteworthy personality of Sidney. We shall also say something

of Lyly (as far as Eiiphues is concerned) and his singular attempts

in prose style, and shall finish with Hooker, the one really great

name of the period. Its curious pamphlet literature, though nmch
of it, especially the Martin Marprelate controversy, might come
chronologically within the limit of this chapter, will be better

reserved for a notice in Chapter VI. of the whole pamphlet liter-

ature of the reigns of Elizabeth and James—an interesting subject,

the relation of which to the modern periodical has been somewhat
overlooked, and which indeed has, until Dr. Grosart's recent

labours, been not very easy to study. Gabriel Harvey alone, as
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distinctly belonging to the earlier Elizabethans, may be here

included with other critics.

It was an inevitable result of the discovery of printing that

the cultivation of the vernacular for purposes of all vv'ork—that is

to say, for prose—should be largely increased. Yet a different

influence arising, or at least eked out from the same source, rather

checked this increase. The study of the classical writers had at

first a tendency to render inveterate the liabit of employing Latin

for the journey-work of literature, and in the two countries which

were to lead Western Europe for the future (the literary date of

Italy was already drawing to a close, and Italy had long possessed

vernacular prose masterpieces), it was not till the middle of the

sixteenth century that the writing of vernacular prose was warmly

advocated and systematically* undertaken. The most interesting

monuments of this crusade, as it may almost be called, in Eng-

land are connected with a school of Cambridge scholars who

flourished a little before our period, though not a few of them,

such as Ascham, Wilson, and others, lived into it. A letter of Sir

John Cheke's in the very year of the accession of Elizabeth is the

most noteworthy document on the subject. It was written to

another father of English prose. Sir Thomas Hoby, the translator

of Castiglione's Courtier. But Ascham had already and some

years earlier published his Toxophilus, and various not unimport-

ant attempts, detailed notice of which would be an antedating of

our proper period, had been made. More's chief work, Utopia, had

been written in Latin, and was translated into English by another

hand, but his History of Edward J\ was not a mean contribution

to English prose. Tyndale's A/eiU Testament had given a nev/

and powerful impulse to the reading of English ; Elyot's Governor

had set the example of treating serious subjects in a style not

unworthy of them, and Leland's quaint Itiiierai-y the example of

describing more or less faithfully if somewhat uncouthly. Hall

had followed Fabyan as an English historian, and, above all,

Latimer's Sermons had shown how to transform spoken English

of the raciest kind into literature. Lord Berners's translations of
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Froissart and of divers Chansons de Gcste and I\.07na7is d'Aven-

tiires had provided much prose of no mean quality for light read-

ing, and also by their imitation of the florid and fanciful style of

the French-Flemish rhctoriqueurs (with which Berners \yas familiar

both as a student of French and as governor of Calais) had pro-

bably contributed not a little to supply and furnish forth the side

of Elizabethan expression which found so memorable an exponent

in the author of Eiipluies.

For our purpose, however, Roger Ascham may serve as a

starting-point. His Toxophilus was written and printed as early

as 1545 ; his Schoolmaster did not appear till after his death, and

seems to have been chiefly written in the very l!xst days of his life.

There is thus nearly a quarter of a century between them, yet

they are not very different in styk. Ascham was a Yorkshire

man born at Kirbywiske, near Northallerton, in 1515; he went

to St. John's College at Cambridge, then a notable seat of

learning, in 1530; was elected scholar, fellow, and lecturer,

became public orator the year after the appearance of Toxophilus,

acted as tutor to the Princess Elizabeth, went on diplomatic

business to Germany, was Latin secretary to Queen Mary, and

after her death to his old pupil, and died on the 30th December

1568. A treatise on Cock-fighting (of which sport he was very

fond) appears to have been written by him, and was perhaps

printed, but is unluckily lost. We have also Epistles from him,

and his works, both English and Latin, have been in whole or

part frequently edited. The great interest of Ascham is expressed

as happily as possible by his own words in the dedication of

Toxophilus to Henry VHL "Although," he says, "to have

written this book either in Latin or Greek . . , had been more
easier and fit for my trade in study, yet ... I have written this

English matter in the English tongue for Englishmen "—a memor-
able sentence none the worse for its jingle and repetition, which

are well in place. Until scholars like Ascham, who with the

rarest exceptions were the only persons who were likely to write

at all, cared to write "English matters in Engjlish tontrue for

k
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Englishmen," the formation of Enghsh prose style was impossible;

and that it required sonic courage to do so, Cheke's letter, written

twelve years later, shows.

"I am of this opinion that our own tongue should be written clean and

pure, unmixed and unmingled with borrowing of other tongues, wherein, if we
take not heed by time, ever borrowing and never paying, she shall be fain to

keep her house as bankrupt.^ For then doth our tongue naturally and prais-

ably utter her meaning, when she borroweth no counterfeitures of other

tongues to attire herself withal, but useth plainly her own with such shift as

nature, craft, experience, and following of other excellent doth lead her unto,

and if she want at any time (as being imperfect she must) yet let her borrow

with such bashfulness that it may appear, that if either the mould of our own
tongue could serve us to fashion a word of our own, or if the old denizened

words could content and ease this need we would not boldly venture of un-

known words."'

The Toxophilus and the Schoolmaster are both in their different

ways very pleasant reading ; and the English is far more correct

than that of much greater men than Ascham in the next cen-

tury. It is, however, merely as style, less interesting, because

it is clear that the author is doing little more than translate

in his head instead of on the paper good current Latin (such

as it would have been " more easier " for him to write) into

current English. He does not indulge in any undue classi-

cism ; he takes few of the liberties with English grammar which,

a little later, it was the habit to take on the strength of classical

examples. But, on the other hand, he does not attempt, and it

would be rather unreasonable to expect that he should have

attempted, experiments in the literary power of English itself.

A slight sense of its not being so " easy " to write in English

as in Latin, and of the consequent advisableness of keeping

to a sober beaten path, to a kind of style which is not much

* The letter is given in full by Mr. Arber in his introduction to Ascham 's

Schoolniastci-, p. 5.

^ It will be seen that Cheke writes what he argues for, " clean and pure

English." "Other excellent ' is perhaps the only doubtful phrase in the

extract or in the letter.
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more English (except for being composed of good English

•words in straightforward order) than it is any literary language

framed to a great extent on the classics, shows itself in him. One

might translate passage after passage of Ascham, keeping almost

the whole order of the words, into very good sound Latin prose;

and, indeed, his great secret in the Schoohnaster (the perpetual

translation and retranslation of English into the learned languages,

and especially Latin) is exactly what would form such a style. It

is, as the following examples from both works will show, clear,

not inelegant, invaluable as a kind of go-cart to habituate the

infant limbs of prose English to orderly movenient ; but it is not

original, or striking, or characteristic, or calculated to show the

native powers and capacities of the language.

" I can teach you to shoot fair, even as Socrates taught a man once to

know God. For when he asked him wliat was God? 'Nay,' saith he, ' I

can tell you better what God is not, as God is not ill, God is unspeakable, un-

searchable, and so forth. Even likewise can I say of fair shooting, it hath not

this discommodity with it nor that discommodity, and at last a man may so

shift all the discommodities from shooting that there shall be left nothing

behind but fair shooting. And to do this the better you must remember how
that I told you when I described generally the whole nature of shooting, that

fair shooting came of these things of standing, nocking, drawing, holding and

loosing ; the which I will go over as shortly as I can, describing the discom-

modities that men commonly use in all parts of their bodies, that you, if you

fault in any such, may know it, and go about to amend it. Faults in archers

do exceed the number of archers, which come with use of shooting without

teaching. Use and custom separated from knowledge and learning, doth not

only hurt shooting, but the most weighty things in the world beside. And,

therefore, I marvel much at those people which be the maintainers of uses

without knowledge, having no other word in their mouth but this use, use,

custom, custom. Such men, more wilful than wise, beside other discommo-

dities, take all place and occasion from all amendment. And this I speak

generally of use and custom."

" Time was when Italy and Rome have been, to the great good of us who
now live, the best breeders and bringers up of the worthiest men, not only for

wise speaking, but also for well-doing in all civil affairs that ever was in the world.

But now that time is gone; and though the place remain, yet the old and
present manners do differ as far as black and white, as virtue and vice. Virtue
once made that country mistress over all the world ; vice now maketh that
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country slave to them that before were glad to serve it. All man [i.^.

mankind] seelh it ; they themselves confess it, namely such as be best and

wisest amongst them. For sin, by lust and vanity, hath and doth breed up

everywhere common contempt of God's word, private contention in many
families, open factions in every city ; and so making themselves bond to

vanity and vice at home, they are content to bear the yoke of serving strangers

abroad. Italy now is not that Italy it was wont to be ; and therefore now not

so fit a place as some do count it for young men to fetch either wisdom or

honesty from thence. For surely they will make others but bad scholars that

be so ill masters to themselves."

This same characteristic, or absence of characteristic, which

reaches its cHmax— a cUmax endowing it with something like

substantive Hfe and merit—in Hooker, displays itself with more

and more admixture of raciness and native peculiarity in almost

all the prose of the early Elizabethan period up to the singular

escapade of Lyly, who certainly tried to write not a classical style

but a style of his own. The better men, with Thomas Wilson and

Ascham himself at their head, made indeed earnest protests

against Latinising the vocabulary (the great fault of the contem-

porary French Pleiade)^ but they were not quite aware how much

they were under the influence of Latin in other matters. The

translators, such as North, whose famous version of Plutarch

after Amyot had the immortal honour of suggesting not a

little of Shakespere's greatest work, had the chief excuse and

temptation in doing tliis ; but all writers did it more or less :

the theologians (to whom it would no doubt have been " more

easier " to write in Latin), the historians (though the little known

Holinshed has broken off into a much more vernacular but also

much more disorderly style), the rare geographers (of whom the

chief is Richard Eden, the first English writer on America), and

the rest. Of this rest the most interesting, perhaps, are the

small but curious knot of critics who lead up in various ways

to Sidney and Harvey, who seem to have excited considerable

interest at the time, and who were not succeeded after the

early years of James by any considerable body of critics of

English till John Dryden began to write in the last third of

11 D
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the following century. Of these (putting out of sight Stephen

Gosson, the immediate begetter of Sidney's Apology for Poetry,

Campion, the chief champion of classical metres in Englisli,

and by a quaint contrast the author of some of the most charming

of English songs in purely romantic style, with his adversary

the poet Daniel, Meres, etc.), the chief is the author of the

anonymous Art of English Foesie, published the year after the

Armada, and just before the appearance of The Faerie Queene.

This Art has chiefly to be compared with the Discourse of Englisli

Foetrie, published three years earlier by ^Villiam Webbe. Webbe,

of whom nothing is known save that he was a private tutor at

one or two gentlemen's houses in Essex, exhibits that dislike

and disdain of rhyme which was an offshoot of the passion for

humanist studies, which was importantly represented all through

the sixteenth and early seventeenth century in England, and

which had Milton for its last and greatest exponent. The Art of

English Foesie, which is attributed on no grounds of contemporary

evidence to George Puttenham, though the book was generally

reputed his in the next generation, is a much more considerable

treatise, some four times the length of Webbe's, dealing with a large

number of questions subsidiary to A?-s Foetica, and containing no

few selections of illustrative verse, many of the author's own. As

far as style goes both Webbe and Puttenham fall into the rather

colourless but not incorrect class already described, and are of

the tribe of Ascham, Here is a sample of each :

—

(Webbe's Preface to the Noble Poets ofEtislaiid.)

"Among the innumerable sorts of English books, and inf.nite farilels of printed

pamphlets, wherewith this country is pestered, all shops stuffed, and every

study furnished
; the greater part, I think, in any one kind, are such as are

cither mere poetical, or which tend in some respects (as either in matter or

form) to poetry. Of such books, therefore, sith I have been one that have had
a desire to read not the fewest, and because it is an argument which men of

great learning have no leisure to handle, or at least having to do with more
serious matters do least regard. If I write something, concerning what I think
of our English poets, or adventure to set down my simple judgment of English
poetry, I trust the learned poets will give me leave, and vouchsafe my book
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passage, as being for the rudeness thereof no prejudice to their noble studies,

but even (as my intent is) an iitstar colis to stir up some other of meet abihty

to bestow travail in this matter ; whereby, I think, we may not only get the

means which we yet want, to discern between good writers and bad, but per-

haps also challenge from the rude multitude "of rustical rhymers, who will be

called poets, the right practice and orderly course of true poetry."

(Puttenham on Style.)

" Style is a constant and continual phrase or tenour of speaking and writing,

extending to the whole tale or j^rocess of the poem or history, and not properly

to any piece or member of a tale ; but is cf words, speeches, and sentences

together ; a certain contrived form and quality, many times natural to the

writer, many times his peculiar bye-election and art, and such as either he

keepeth by skill or holdeth on by ignorance, and will not or peradventure

cannot easily alter into any other. So we say that Cicero's style and Sallust's

were not one, nor Caesar's and Livy's, nor Homer's and Ilesiodus','^ nor Hero-

dotus' and Thucydides', nor Euripides' and Aristophanes', nor Erasmus' and

Budeus' styles. And because this continual course and manner of writing or

speech sheweth the matter and disposition of the writer's mind more than one

or two instances can show, therefore there be that have called style the image

of man {i/iculis characiej-). For man is but his mind, and as his mind is

tempered and qualified, so are his speeches and language at large ; and his

inward conceits be the metal of his mind, and his manner of utterance the very

warp and woof of his conceits, more plain or busy and intricate or otherwise

affected after the rate."
"

Contemporary with these, however, there was growing up a

quite different school of Enghsh prose which showed itself on one

side in the cstilo culfo of Lyly and the university wits of his

time ; on the other, in the extremely vernacular and sometimes

extremely vulgar manner of the pamphleteers, who were very

.often the same persons. I>yly himself exhibits both styles in

Mupliues : and if Pap loitJL a Hatdict and An Almond for a

Parrot are rightly attributed to him, still more in these. So also

does Gabriel Harvey, Spenser's friend, a curious coxcomb who
endeavoured to dissuade Spenser from continuing The Faerie

Qucene, devoted much time himself and strove to devote other

people to the thankless task of composing English hexameters and

^ The final s of such names often at the time appears imaltered.

- I.e. "in proportion."
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trimeters, engaged (very much to his discomfiture) in a furious

pamphlet war with Thomas Nash, and aUogether presents one

of the most characteristic though least favourable specimens of

the Elizabethan man of letters. We may speak of him further

when we come to the pamphleteers generally.

John Lyly is a person of much more consequence in English

literature than the conceited and small -witted pedant who

wrote Pierce's Supererogatioti. He is familiar almost literally to

every schoolboy as the author of the charming piece, " Cupid

with my Campaspe Played," and hi^ dramatic work will come in

for notice in a future chapter; but he is chiefly thought of by

posterity, whether favourably or the reverse, as the author of

EiipJines. Exceedingly little is known about his life, and it is

necessary to say that the usually accepted dates of his death, his

children's birth, and so forth, depend wholly on the identifica-

tion of a John Lilly, who is the subject of such entries in the

registers of a London church, with the euphuist and dramatist—
an identilication which is purely conjectural. A still more

wanton attempt to supplement ignorance with knowledge has

been made in the further identification with Lyly of a certain

"witty and bold atheist," who annoyed Bishop Hall in his first

cure at Hawstead, in Suffolk, and who is called "Mr. Lilly."

There does not appear to be the slightest ground for supposing

the two to be identical, and it need hardly be said that the name
Lilly, Lyly, Lillie, etc., has never been an uncommon one in

England. As for less dubious facts, he is supposed, on uncertain

but tolerable inferences, to have been born about 1554, and he

certainly entered Magdalen College, Oxford, in 1569, though he

was not matriculated till two years later. He is described as

plcbeii filius, was not on the foundation, and took his degree in

1573- He must have had some connection with the Cecils, for

a letter of 1574 is extant from him to Burleigh. He cannot

have been five and twenty when he wrote Eiiphiics, which was
licensed at the end of 1578, and was published (the first part)

early next year, while the second part followed with a very short
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interval. In 15 82 he \vrote aa unmistakable letter commend-

atory to "Watson's HecatoiuJ^atliia, and between 15 So and 1590

he must have written his plays. He appears to have continued

to reside at IMagdalen for a considerable time, and then to have

haunted the Court. A melancholy petition is extant to Queen

Elizabeth from him, the gist of which can be given in one of its

sentences. " Thirteen years your highness' servant, but yet

nothing." This was in 15S3 ; afterwards we know nothing of

him. Etiphues is a very singular book, which was constantly

reprinted and eagerly read for fifty years, then forgotten for nearly

two hundred, then frequently discussed, but very seldom read,

even it may be suspected in Mr. Arber's excellent reprint of

it, published eighteen years ago. It gave a word to English, and

even yet there is no very distinct idea attaching to the word.

It induced one of the most gifted restorers of old times to make

a blunder, amusing in itself, but not in the least what its author

intended it to be, and of late years especially it has prompted

constant discussions as to the origin of the peculiarities which

mark it. As usual, we shall try to discuss it with less reference

to what has been said about it than to itself.

Euphucs (properly divided into two parts, " Euphues, the

Anatomy of Wit," and " Euphues and his England," the scene of

the first lying in Naples) is a kind of love story ; the action,

however, being next to nothing, and subordinated to an infinite

amount of moral and courtly discourse. Oddly enough, the

unfavourable sentence of Hallam, that it is "a very dull story,"

and the favourable sentence of Kingsley, that it is " a brave,

righteous, and pious book," are both quite true, and, indeed,

any one can see that there is nothing incompatible in them. At

the present day, however, its substance, which chiefly consists of

the moral discourses aforesaid, is infinitely inferior in interest

to its manner. Of that manner, any one who imagines it

to be reproduced by Sir Piercie" Shafton's extravagances in The

Monastery has an entirely false idea. It is much odder than

Shaftonesc, but also quite different from it. Lyly's two secrets
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arc in the first place an antithesis, more laboured, more mono-

tonous, and infinitely more pointless than Macaulay's— which

antithesis seems to have met with not a little favour, and was

indeed an obvious expediert for lightening up and giving

character to the correct but featureless prose of Ascham and

other " Latiners." The second was a fancy which amounts to a

mania for similes, strung together in endless lists, and derived as

a rule from animals, vegetables, or minerals, especially from the

Fauna and Flora of fancy. It is impossible to open a page of

Eiiphues without finding an example of this eccentric and tasteless

trick, and in it, as far as in any single thing, must be found the

recipe for euphuism, pure and simple. As used in modern

language for conceited and precious language in general, the

term has only a very partial application to its original, or to that

original's author. Indeed Lyiy's vocabulary, except occasionally

in his similes, is decidedly vernacular, and he very commonly

mingles extremely homely words with his highest flights. No
better specimen of him can be given than from the aforesaid

letter commendatory to the Hecatompathia.

"My good friend, I have read your new passions, and they have renewed

mine old pleasures, the which brought to me no less delight than they have

done to your self-commendations. And certes had not one of mine eyes about

serious affairs been watchful, both by being too too busy, had been wanton : such

is the nature of persuading pleasure, that it melteth the marrow before it scorch

the skin and burneth before it warmeth. Not unlike unto the oil of jet, which

rotteth the bone and never rankleth the flesh, or the scarab flies which enter

into the root and never touch the fruit.

"And whereas you desire to have my opinion, you may imagine that my
stomach is rather cloyed than queasy, and therefore mine appetite of less force

than my affection, fearing rather a surfeit of sweetness than desiring a satis-

fying. The repeating of love wrought in me a semblance of liking ; but
searching the very veins of my heart I could find nothing but a broad scar

where I left a deep wound : and loose strings where I tied hard knots : and a
table of steel where I framed a plot of wax.

"Whereby I noted that young swans are grey, and the old white, young
trees tender and the old tough, young men amorous, and, growing in years,

either wiser or warier. The coral plant in the water is a soft weed, on the
land a hard stone : a sword frieth in the fire like a black eel ; but laid in earth
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like white snow : the heart in love is altogether passionate ; but free from desire

altogether careless.

" But it is not my intent to inveigh against love, which women account but

a bare word and men reverence as the best God. Only this I would add

without offence to gentlewomen, that W'ere not men more superstitious in their

praises than women are constant in their passions love would either be worn

out of use, or men out of love, or women out of lightness. I can condemn

none but by conjecture, nor commend any but by lying, yet suspicion is as free

as thought, and as far as I can see as necessary as credulity.

"Touching your mistress I must needs think well, seeing you have written

so well, but as false glasses shew the fairest faces so fine gloses amend the

baddest fancies. Appelles painted the phoenix by hearsay not by sight, and

Lysippus engraved Vulcan with a straight leg whom nature framed with a poult

foot, which proveth men to be of greater affection their [then ?= than] judg-

ment. But in that so aptly you have varied upon women I will not vary from

you, so confess I must, and if I should not, yet mought I be compelled, that

to love would be the sweetest thing in the earth if women were the faithfulest,

and that women would be more constant if men were more wise.

"And seeing you have used me so friendly as to make me acquainted with

your passions, I will shortly make you privy to mine which I would be loth

the printer should see, for that my fancies being never so crooked he would put

them into straight lines unfit for my humour, necessary for his art, who set-

teth down blind in as many letters as seeing.^—Farewell.''

IMany efforts have been made to discover some model for

Lyly's oddities. Spanish and Italian influences have been alleged,

and one of the latest theories is that Lord Berners's translations

have the credit or discredit of the paternity. The last theory has

perhaps most truth, except that it assigns to a particular person

what probably was a general influence. The habit of overloading

the sentence with elaborate and far-fetched language, especially

with similes, came beyond all doubt from the French rhetori-

quairs already mentioned—a school of pedantic writers (Chastel-

lain, Robertet, Cretin, and some others being the chief) who

flourished during the last half of the fifteenth century and the first

quarter of the sixteenth, while the latest examples of them were

hardly dead when Lyly was born. The desire, very laudably

^ " Blinde " with the e according to the old spelling having six letters, the

same number as seeing. This curious epistle is both in style and matter an

epitome of Euplmes, which had appeared some three years before.
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felt all over Europe, to adorn and exalt the vernacular tongues

so as to make them vehicles of literature worthy of taking rank

with Latin and Greek naturally led to these follies, of which

euphuism in its proper sense wrs only one.

Michael Drayton, in some verse complimentary to Sidney,

stigmatises not much too strongly Lyly's prevailing faults, and

attributes to the hero of Zutphen the purification of England from

euphuism. This is hardly critical. That Sidney—a young man,

and a man of fashion at the time when Lyly's oddities were

fashionable—should have to a great extent resisted the temptation

to imitate them (for his resistance is by no means absolute) is

very creditable. But the influence of Eupliues was at least as

strong for many years as the influence of the Arcadia and the

Apology ; and the cliief thing that can be said for Sidney is that

he did not wholly follow Lyly to do evil. Nor is his positive

excellence in prose to be compared for a moment with his positive

excellence in poetry. His life is so universally known that

nothing need be said about it beyond reminding the reader that

he was born, as Lyly is supposed to have been, in 1554 ; that he

was the son of Sir Henry Sidney, afterwards Viceroy of Ireland,

and of Lady Mary, eldest daughter of the luckless Dudley, Duke
of Northumberland ; that he was educated at Shrewsbury and

Christ Church, travelled much, acquiring the repute of one of the

most accomplished cavaliers of Europe, loved without success

Penelope Devereux ("Stella"), married Frances Walsingham, and

died of his wounds at the battle of Zutphen, when he was not yet

thirty-one years old. His prose works are the famous pastoral

romance of the Arcadia, written to please his sister, the Countess

of Pembroke, and the short Apology for Poetry, a very spirited

piece of work, immediately provoked by a rather silly diatribe

against the theatre by one Stephen Gosson, once a playwright

himself, but turned Puritan clergyman. Both appear to have
been Avritten about the same time—that is to say, between 1579
and 1 581 ; Sidney being then in London and in the society of

Spenser and other men of letters.
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The amiability of Sidney's character, his romantic history, the

exquisite charm of liis verse at its best, and last, not least, the

fact of his enthusiastic appreciation and patronage of literature

at a time when literary men never failed to give aristocratic

patrons somewhat more than qjtidpro quo, have perhaps caused

his prose "work to be trarditionally a little overvalued. The

Apology fo?' Poetry is full of generous ardour, contains many

striking and poetical expressions, and explains more than any

other single book the secret of the wonderful literary produc-

tion of the half-century which followed. The Arcadia, especially

when contrasted with Eupluies, has the great merit of abundant

and stirring incident and interest, of freedom from any single

affectation so pestering and continuous as Lyly's similes, and of

constant purple patches of poetical description and expression,

which are indeed not a little out of place in prose, but which are

undeniably beautiful in themselves. But when this is said all is

said. Enthusiastic as Sidney'^ love for poetry and for literature

was, it was enthusiasm not at all according to knowledge. In

the Apology, by his vindication of the unities, and his denuncia-

tion of the mixture of tragedy and comedy, he was (of course

without knowing it) laying down exactly the two principles, a

fortunate abjuration and scouting whereof gave us the greatest

possession in mass and variety of merit that any literature

possesses—the Elizabethan drama from Shakespere and Marlowe

to Ford and Shirley. Follow Sidney, and good-bye to Faustus, to

Hamlet, to Philaster, to The Duchess of Malji, to The Changcliug,

to The Virgin Martyr, to The Broken Heart. We must content

ourselves with Gorboduc and Cornelia, with Cleopatra and

Philotas, at the very best with Sejamts and The Silent Woman.

Again Sidney commits himself in this same piece to the pestilent

heresy of prose-poetry, saying that verse is " only an ornament of

poetry ;" nor is there any doubt that Milton, whether he meant it

or not, fixed a deserved stigma on the Arcadia by calling it a

"vain and amatorious poem." It is a poem in prose, which is as

much as to say, in other words, that it unites tlie faults of both
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kinds. Nor is Sidney less an enemy (though a " sweet enemy" in

his own or Bruno's words) of the minor and more formal graces

of style. If his actual vocabulary is not Latinised, or Italianised,

or Lylyfied, he was one of the greatest of sinners in the special

Elizabethan sin of convoluting and entangling his phrases (after

the fashion best known in the mouths of Shakespere's fine gentle-

men), so as to say the simplest thing in the least simple manner.

Not Osric nor lachimo detests the mot propre more than Sidney.

Yet again, he is one of the arch offenders in the matter of spoiling

the syntax of the sentence and the paragraph. As has been

observed already, the unpretending writers noticed above, if they

have little harmony or balance of phrase, are seldom confused or

breathless. Sidney was one of the first writers of great popularity

and influence (for the Arcadia was very widely read) to introduce

what may be called the sentence -and- paragraph-heap, in which

clause is linked on to clause till not merely the grammatical but the

philosophical integer is hopelessly lost sight of in a tangle of

jointings and appendices. It is not that he could not do better;

but that he seems to have taken no trouble not to do worse.

His youth, his numerous avocations, and the certainty that he

never formally prepared any of his work for the press, would of

course be ample excuses even if the singular and seductive beauty

of many scraps throughout this w-ork did not redeem it. But

neither of the radical difference in nature and purpose between

prose and verse, nor of the due discipline and management of prose

itself, does Sidney seem to have had the slightest idea. Although

he seldom or never reaches the beauties of \\\^ flamboyant period

of prose, wliich began soon after his death and filled the middle

of the seventeenth century, he contains examples of almost all

its defects ; and considering that he is nearly the first writer to do

this, and that his writings were (and were deservedly) the favourite

study of generous literary youth for more than a generation, it is

scarcely uncharitable to hold him directly responsible for much
mischief The faults of Euphiics were faults which Avcre certain

to work their own cure ; those of the Arcadia were so engaging in
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themselves, and linked with so many merits and beauties, that they

were sure to set a dangerous example. I believe, indeed, that if

Sidney had lived he might have pruned his style not a little without

weakening it, and then the richness of his imagination would prob-

ably have made him the equal of Bacon and the superior of

Raleigh. But as it is, his light in English prose (we shall speak

and speak very differently of his verse hereafter) was only too often

a will-o'-the-wisp. I am aware that critics whom I respect have

thought and spoken in an opposite sense, but the difference comes

from a more important and radical difference of opinion as to the

nature, functions, and limitations of English prose. Sidney's style

may be perhaps best illustrated by part of his Dedication ; the

narrative parts of the Arcadia not lending themselves well to brief

excerpt, while the Apology is less remarkable for style than for

matter.

To Diy dear Lady and Sister, the Countess of Pcinhrokc.

" Here have you now, most dear, and most worthy to be most dear, lady,

this idle work of mine ; which, I fear, like the spider's web, will be thought

litter to be swept away than wove to any other purpose. For my part, in very

truth, as the cruel fathers among the Greeks were wont to do to the babes

they would not foster, I could well find in my heart to cast out in some desert

of forgetfulness this child which I am loth to father. But you desired me to

do it, and your desire to my heart is an absolute commandment. Now it is

done only for you, only to you ; if you keep it to yourself, or commend it to

such friends who will weigh errors in the balance of good will, I hope, for the

father's sake, it will be pardoned, perchance made much of, though in itself it

have deformities. For indeed for severer eyes it is not, being but a trifle, and

that triflingly handled. Your dear self can best witness the manner, being done

in loose sheets of paper, most of it in your presence, the rest by sheets sent

unto you as fast as they were done. In sum, a young head, not so well stayed

as I would it were, and shall be when God will, having many fancies begotten

in it, if it had not been in some way delivered, would have grown a monster,

and more sorry might I be that they came in than that they gat out. But

his ^ chief safety shall be the walking abroad ; and his chief protection the

bearing the liveiy of your name, which, if much good will do not deceive me,

is worthy to be a sanctuary for a greater offender. This say I because I know

thy virtue so ; and this say I because it may be for ever so, or, to say better,

because it will be for ever so."

^ Apparently = the book's.
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The difference referred to above is again well exemplified by

the difference of opinions on the style of Hooker as compared

with that of Sidney. Hooker wrote considerably later than the

other authors here criticised, but his work is so distinctly the climax

of the style started by Ascham, Cheke, and their fellows (the

style in which English was carefully adapted to literary purposes

for which Latin had been previously employed, under the general

idea that Latin syntax should, on the whole, rule the new literary

medium), that this chapter would be incomplete without a notice

of him. For the distinguished writers who were contemporary with

his later years represent, with rare and only partly distinguished

exceptions, not a development of Llooker, but cither a develop-

ment of Sidney or a fresh style, resulting from the blending in

different proportions of the academic and classical manner with

the romantic and discursive.

The events of Hooker's neither long nor eventful life are

well-known from one of the earliest of standard biographies in

English—Walton's famous Life. He was born at Lleavitree, a

suburb of Exeter, in 1553. Though he was fairly connected, his

parents were poor, and he was educated as a Lible clerk at

Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Lie entered liere in 1567, and

for some fifteen years Oxford was his home, latterly as Fellow and

Lecturer of Corpus. The story of his marriage is slightly

pathetic, but more than slightly ludicrous, and he appears to

have been greatly henpecked as well as obliged to lead an un-

congenial life at a country living. In 1584 he was made Master

of the Temple, and held that post for seven years, distinguishing

himself both as a preacher and a controversialist. But neither

was this his vocation ; and the last nine years of his life were
spent, it would seem, more congenially in two other country

livings, first in Wiltshire, then in Kent. He died in 1600. The
first four books of the Ecclesiastical Polity were published in

1594, the fifth in 1597. The last three books, published after

his death, lie under grave suspicion of having been tampered
with. This, hov/ever, as the unquestionably genuine portion is
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considerable in bulk, is a matter rather of historical and theo-

logical than of purely literary interest. Hooker himself appears

to have been something like the popular ideal of a student :

never so happy as when pen in hand, and by no means

fitted for the rougher kind of converse with his fellow-men,

still less for the life of what is commonly called a man of the

world.

But in the world of literature he is a very great man indeed.

Very few theological books have made themselves a place in

the first rank of the literature of their country, and if the

Ecclesiastical Polity has done so, it has certainly not done so

without cause. If there has been a certain tendency on the part

of strong partisans of the Anglican Church to overestimate the

literary and philosophical merit of this book, which may be called

the first vernacular defence of the position of the English Church,

that has been at least compensated by partisan criticism on the

other side. Nor is there the least fear that the judgment of

impartial .critics will ever deprive Hooker of the high rank gene-

rally accorded to him. He is, of course, far from being faultless.

In his longer sentences (though long sentences are by no means

the rule with him) he often falls into that abuse of the classical

style which the comparatively jejune writers who had preceded

him avoided, but which constantly manifested itself in the richer

manner of his own contemporaries—the abuse of treating the

uninflected English language as if it were an inflected language,

in which variations and distinctions of case and gender and

number help to connect adjective with substantive, and relative

with antecedent. Sometimes, though less often, he distorts the

natural order of the English in order to secure the Latin desider-

atum of finishing with the most emphatic and important words

of the clause. His subject leads and almost forces him to an

occasional pedantry of vocabulary, and in the region which is not

quite that of form nor quite that of matter, he sometimes fails in

co-ordinating his arguments, his facts, and his citations, and in

directing; the whole Avith crushing force at his enemv. His argu-
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ment occasionally degenerates into mere illustration ; his logic

into mere rhetoric.

But when all these things are admitted, the Ecclesiastical

Polity remains a book in which matter and manner are wedded as

in few other books of the same kind. The one characteristic

which has been admitted by Hooker's faintest praisers as well as

by his warmest—the golden moderation and judiciousness of his

argument— is perhaps rather calculated to extort esteem than

to arouse admiration. Moderation, like other kinds of probity,

laudatiir et alget : the adversary is not extremely grateful for not

being pushed to extremity, and those on the same side would at

least excuse a little more vehemence in driving advantages home.

But Hooker has other qualities which are equally estimable and

more shining. What especially distinguishes him from the lite-

rary point of view is his almost unique faculty of diversifying

dry and technical argument with outbursts of rhetoric. These

last are not mere purple patches ; they do not come in with the

somew^hat ostentatious usherment and harbingery which, for in-

stance, laid the even more splendid bursts of Jeremy Taylor open

to the sharp sarcasm of South. There is nothing theatrical about

them ; they rise quite naturally out of the level of discussion and

sink into it again, with no sudden stumble or drop. Nor are they

ever (like some of Sidney's poetical excrescences) tags and hemi-

stichs of unwritten sonnets or songs stuck in anyhow upon the

prose. For instance, Sidney writes : "About the time when the

candles had begun to inherit the sun's office." Now this in a some-

what quaint and conceited fashion of verse would be excellent.

It would also be excellent in burlesque. But in prose it is meo

judicio (whether in so saying I do or do not disqualify myself for

the epithet assigned to Hooker), simply and emphatically bad. It

is a rococo ornament, a tawdry beautification. Compare with it

any of the celebrated passages of Hooker, which may bo found

in the extract books—the encomium on law, the admirable passage,

not so admirable indeed in the context as it might be, but still

admirable, about angels, the vindication of music in the church
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service. Here the expression, even at its warmest, is in no sense

poetical, and the flight, as it is called, connects itself with and

continues and drops into the ordinary march of argument in the

most natural and imperceptible manner. The elevated passages

of Hooker's style resemble more than anything else those con-

venient exploits common, probably, in most persons' dreams, in

which the dreamer, without any trouble to himself or any apparent

surprise in those about him, lifts himself from the ground and

skims or soars as he pleases, sure that he can return to earth also

when he pleases, and without any shock. The speculators on the

causes of beauty, admiration, and the like have sometimes sought

them in contrast first of all, and it has been frequently noticed

that the poets who charm us most are those who know how to

alternate pity and terror. Tliere is sometliing of the same sort in

these variations of the equable procession of Hooker's syllogisms,

these flower-gardens scattered, if not in the wilderness, yet in the

humdrum arable ground of his collections from fathers and philo-

sophers, his marshallings of facts and theories against the counter-

theories of Cartwright and Travers. Neither before him nor in

his time, nor for generations after him— scarcely, indeed, till

Berkeley—did any one arise who had this profound and unpre-

tentious art of mixing the useful with the agreeable. Taylor

—

already mentioned as inferior to Hooker in one respect, however

superior he may be in the splendour of his rhetoric— is again and

still more inferior to him in the parts that are not ornamental, in

the pedestrian body of his controversy and exposition. As a mere

controversialist. Hooker, if not exactly a Hobbes or a Bentley, if

not even a Chillingworth, is not likely to be spoken of without

respect by those who understand what evidence means. If he

sometimes seems to modern readers to assume his premisses, the

conclusions follow much more rigidly than is customary with a

good many of our later philosophers, who protest against the

assumption of premisses ; but having so protested neglect the

ambiguity of terms, and leave their middles undistributed, and

perpetrate illicit process with a gaiety of heart whicli is extremely
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edifying, or who fancy that they are building systems of philo-

sophy when they are in reality constructing dictionaries of

terms. But his argument is of less concern to us here than the

style in which he clothes it, and the merit of that is indisputable,

as a brief extract will show.

"As therefore man doth consist of different and distinct parts, every part

endued with manifold abilities which all have their several ends and actions

thereunto referred ; so there is in this great variety of duties which belong to

men that dependency and order by means whereof, the lower sustaining always

the more excellent and the higher perfecting the more base, they are in their

times and seasons continued with most exquisite correspondence. Labours of

bodily and daily toil purchase freedom for actions of religious joy, which

benefit these actions requite with the gift of desired rest— a thing most

natural and fit to accompany the solemn festival duties of honour which are

done to God. For if those principal works of God, the memory whereof we
use to celebrate at such times, be but certain tastes and says,' as it were, of

that final benefit wherein our perfect felicity and bliss lieth folded up, seeing

that the presence of the one doth direct our cogitations, thoughts, and desires

towards the other, it giveth surely a kind of life and addeth inwardly no small

delight to those so comfortable anticipations, especially when the very out-

ward countenance of that we j^resently do representeth, after a sort, that also

whereunto we tend. As festival rest doth that celestial estate whereof the

very heathens themselves, which had not the means whereby to apprehend

much, did notwithstanding imagine that it must needs consist in rest, and

have therefore taught that above the highest movable sphere there is no thing

which feeleth alteration, motion, or change; but all things immutable, imsub-

ject to passion, blest with eternal continuance in a life of the highest perfec-

tion, and of that complete abundant sufficiency within itself which no

possibility of want, maim, or defect, can touch."

Hooker's defects have been already admitted, and it has to be:

added to them that he was necessarily destitute of much useful

vocabulary which his successors inherited or added, and that he had

absolutely no model of style. What he lacked was the audacity

to be, not like Sidney more flowery, not like the contemporary

-

pamphleteers more slangy, but more intelligently vernacular ; to]

follow in the mould of his sentences the natural order of Englishj

speech rather than the conventional syntax of Latin, and to^

elaborate for himself a clause-architecture or order, so to speak,

^ "Assays." ;

\
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of word-building, which should depend upon the inherent quaUties

of euphony and rhythm possessed by English. It is, how-

ever, quite certain that nothing was further from Hooker's

thoughts than the composition of English literature merely as

English literature. He wanted to bring a certain subject under

the notice of readers of the vulgar tongue, and being before all

things a scholar he could not help making a scholarly use of

that tongue. The wonder is that, in his circumstances and

with his purposes, with hardly any teachers, with not a great stock

of verbal material, and with little or no tradition of workmanship

in the art, he should have turned out such admirable work.



CHAPTER III

THE FIRST DRAMATIC PERIOD

It does not belong to the plan of this division of the present

book to trace the earliest beginnings of the English theatre, or

those intermediate performances by which, in the reigns of the

four first Tudors, the IMystery and Morality passed into the

Interlude. Even the two famous comedies of Ralph Roister

Doister and Gammer Gurtoti^s Needle stand as it were only at

the threshold of our period in this chapter, and everything before

them is shut out of it. On the other hand, we can take to

be our province the whole rise, flourishing, and decadence of

the extraordinary product, known somewhat loosely as the Eliza-

bethan drama. We shall in the present chapter discuss the two

comedies or rather farces just mentioned, and notice on the one

hand the rather amorphous production which, during the first

thirty years of Elizabeth, represented the influence of a grow-

ing taste for personal and lively dramatic story on the some-

what arid soil of the Morality and Interlude, and, on the other,

the abortive attempt to introduce the regular Senecan tragedy

—

an attempt which almost immediately broke down and disappeared,

whelmed in the abundance of chronicle-play and melodrama.

And finally we shall show how the two rival schools of the

university wits and the actor playwrights culminated, the first in

Marlowe, the second in the earlier and but indistinctly and
conjecturally known work of Shakespere. A second chapter
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will show us the triumph of the untrammelled English play in

tragedy and comedy, furnished by IMarlowe with the mighty line,

but freed to a great extent from the bombast and the unreal scheme

which he did not shake off. Side by side with Shakespere

himself we shall have to deal with the learned sock of Jonson,

the proud full style of Chapman, the unchastened and ill-directed

vigour of Marston, the fresh and charming, if unkempt grace of

Dekker, the best known and most remarkable members of a crowd

of unknown or half-known playwrights. A third division will show

us a slight gain on the whole in acting qualities, a considerable

perfecting of form and scheme, but at the same time a certain

decline in the most purely poetical merits, redeemed and illus-

trated by the abundant genius of Beaumont and Fletcher, of

IMiddleton, of Webster, of Massinger, and of Ford. And the

two latest of these will conduct us into the fourth or period of

decadence where, round the voluminous work and still respectable

fame of James Shirley, are grouped names like Brome, Glap-

thorne, Suckling, and others, whose writing, sometimes remarkable

and even brilliant, gradually loses not only dramatic but poetical

merit, till it drops into the formless plots, the unscannable verse,

the coarseness unredeemed by passion, the horrors unlit by any

tragic force, which distinguish the last plays before the closing of

the theatres, and reappear to some extent at a period beyond ours

in the drama (soon to be radically changed in almost every

possible characteristic) of the Restoration. The field of survey

is vast, and despite the abundant labour which has been bestowed

upon it during the last half-century, it is still in a somewhat

chaotic condition. The remarkable collection of old plays which

Mr. A. H. Bullen recently completed shows, by sample only and

with no pretence of being exhaustive, the amount of absolutely

unknown matter which still exists. The collection and editing

of texts has proceeded on the most widely different principles,

and with an almost complete absence of that intelligent partition

of labour which alone can reduce chaos to order in such a case.

To give but one instance, there is only now a prospect, and
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that but a distant one, of a complete collection (which I am

sorry, for the honour of England, that we shall owe to foreign

editors and a foreign press) of the dramatic adespota which have

been at one time or another attributed to Shakespere. These

at present the painful scholar can only get together in publications

abounding in duplicates, edited on the most opposite principles, and

equally troublesome either for library arrangement or for literal

y

reference. The editions of single authors have exhibited an equal

absence of method; one editor" admitting doubtful plays or plays

of part -authorship which are easily accessible elsewhere, while

another excludes those which are difficult to be got at anywhere.

It is impossible for any one who reads literature as literature and

not as a matter of idle crotchet, not to reflect that if either of the

societies which, during the last half-century, have devoted them-

selves to the study of Shakespere and his contemporaries had

chosen to employ their funds on it, a complete Corpus of the

drama between 1560 and 1660, edited with sufficient, but not

superfluous critical apparatus on a uniform plan, and in a decent

if not a luxurious form, might now be obtainable. Some forty or

fifty volumes at the outside on the scale of the " Globe " series, or

of Messrs. Chatto's useful reprints of Jonson, Chapman, and

other dramatists, would probably contain every play of the slightest

interest, even to a voracious student—-who would theh have all his

material under his hand. What time, expense, and trouble are

required to obtain, and that very imperfectly, any such advantage

now, only those who have tried to do it know. Even Mr.

Hazlitt's welcome, if somewhat uncritical, reprint of Dodsley

twelve years ago, framed on the generally reasonable plan of

including works whose authors had not been edited collectively,

is deprived of half its value by not carrying out this principle

boldly.

Nevertheless, if the difficulties are great so are the rewards. It

has been the deliberate opinion of many competent judges (neither

unduly prejudiced in favour of English literature nor wanting in

that knowledge of other literature which is as fatal to judgment
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as actual* prejudice) that in no time or country has the Hterary

interest of a short and definite period of production in one well-

defined kind approached in value the interest of the Elizabethan

drama. Other periods and other countries may produce more re-

markable work of different kinds, or more uniformly accomplished,

and more technically excellent work in the same kind. But for

originality, volume, generic resemblance of character, and indi-

vidual independence of trait, exuberance of inventive thought, and

splendour of execution in detached passages—the Elizabethan

drama from Sackville to Shirley stands alone in the liistory

of the world. The absurd overestimate which has sometimes

been made of its individual practitioners, the hyperbole of the

language which has been used to describe them, the puerile and

almost inconceivable folly of some of their scholiasts and parasitic

students, find a certain excuse in this truth—a truth which will

only be contested by those who have not taken the very consi-

derable trouble necessary to master the facts, or who are precluded

by a natural inability from savouring the goiU du terroir of this

abundant and intoxicating wine. There are those who say that

nobody but an enthusiast or a self-deceiver can read with real

relish any Elizabethan dramatist but Shakespere, and there are

those who would have it that the incommunicable and uncom-

municated charm of Shakespere is to be found in Nabbes and

Davenport, in Glapthorne and Chettle. They are equally wrong,

but the second class are at any rate in a more saving way of

wrongness. Where Shakespere stands alone is not so much in

his actual faculty of poetry as in his command of that faculty.

Of the others, some, like Jonson, Fletcher, Massinger, had the art

without the power ; others, like Chapman, Dekker, Webster, had

flashes of the power without the art. But there is something in

the whole crew, jovial or saturnine, wliich is found nowhere else,

and which, whether in full splendour as in Shakespere, or in

occasional glimmers as in Tourneur or Rowley, is found in all,

save those mere imitators and hangers-on who are peculiar to no
.

period but infest all.
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This remarkable quality, however, does not show itself in the

dramacic work of our present period until quite the close of it.

It is true that the period opens (according to the traditional

estimate which has not been much altered by recent studies)

with three plays of very considerable character, and of no incon-

siderable merit— the two comedies already named and the

tragedy of Gorboduc, otherwise Ferrex and Porrex. Ralph Roister

Doister was licensed and is thought to have been printed in

1566, but there is a reference to it full fifteen years before, and

the whole cast of the metre language and scenario is of a colour

older than Elizabeth's reign. It may be probably attributed to

the middle of the century, and is the work of Nicholas Udall, a

schoolmaster who has left at two great schools a repute for

indulgence in the older methods of instruction not inferior to

Busby's or Keate's. Ralph Roister Doister, though a fanciful

estimate may see a little cruelty of another kind in it, is of no

austere or pedagogic character. The author has borrowed not a

little from the classical comedy—Plautine or even Aristophanic

rather than Terentian— to strengthen and refine the domestic

interlude or farce ; and the result is certainly amusing enough.

The plot turns on the courtship of Dame Christian Custancc

[Constance], a widow of repute and wealth as well as beauty, by

the gull and coxcomb, Ralph Roister Doister, whose suit is at

once egged on and privately crossed by the mischievous Matthew

Merrygreek, who plays at once parasite and rook to the hero.

Although Custance has not the slightest intention of accepting

Ralph, and at last resorts to actual violence, assisted by her

maids, to get rid of him and his followers, the affair nearly

breeds a serious quarrel between herself and her plighted lover,

Gawin Goodluck ; but all ends merrily. The metre is the some-

what unformed doggerel couplet of twelve syllables or there-

abouts, with a strong caesura in the middle, and is varied and

terminated by songs from Custance's maids and others. Indeed

the chief charm of the piece is the genuine and unforced

merriment which pervades it. Although jNIerrygreek's practices
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on Ralph's silliness sometimes tend a little to tediousness, the

action on the whole moves trippingly enough, and despite the

strong flavour of the " stock part " in the characters they have

considerable individuality. The play is, moreover, as a whole

remarkably free from coarseness, and there is no difficulty in

finding an illustrative extract

C. Custance lOquitur.

*' O Lord ! how necessary it is now o' days,

That each body live uprightly all manner ways

;

For let never so little a gap be open,

And be sure of this, the worst shall be spoken.

How innocent stand I in this frame o' thought,

And yet see what mistrust towards me it hath wrought.

But thou, Lord, knowest all folks' thoughts and eke intents

;

And thou art the deliverer of all innocents.

Thou didst keep the advoutress,^ that she might be amended
;

Much more then keep, Lord,- that never sin intended.

Thou didst keep Susanna, wrongfully accused,

And no less dost thou see, Lord, how I am now abused.

Thou didst keep Hester, when she should have died,

KeejJ also, good Lord, that my truth may be tried.

Yet, if Gawin Goodluck with Tristram Trusty speak,

I trust of ill-report the force shall be but weak
;

And lo ! yond they come talking sadly together

:

I will abide, and not shrink for their coming hither."

Freedom from coarseness is more than can be predicated of

the still more famous Gammer Gurton's Needle, attributed to and all

but certainly known to be by John Still, afterwards bishop. On
the question of authorship, it may be observed that the positive

attribution of Martin Marprelate made during Still's life, and, bishop

as he was, rather as a compliment than otherwise, seems (inasmuch

as it provoked no contradiction from the vigilant scrutineers of any

hole in Martin's coat) decisive. Still was the son of a Lincoln-

shire gentleman, is supposed to have been born about 1543, was

educated at Christ's College, Cambridge, and after a course of

^ Adulteress. ^ Understand "me."
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preferment through the positions of parish priest in London and

at Hadleigh, Dean of Booking, Canon of Westminster, Master

successively of St. John's and Trinity, and Vice-Chancellor of his

own Uniyersity, was at the beginning of 1593 made Bishop of

Bath and Wells, an office which he held for fifteen years. His

play (taking it as his) was his only work of the kind, and was the

first English play acted at either universit}', though later he

himself had to protest officially against the use of the vernacular

in a piece performed before the Queen. Gammer Gurto7i's Needle,

as has been said, is, despite the subsequent history of its author

and the academic character of its appearance, of a much lower

order of comedy than Ralph Roister Doister, though it is also

more spontaneous, less imitative, and, in short, more original.

The best thing about it is the magnificent drinking song, " Back

and Side go Bare, go Bare," one of the most spirited and genuine

of all bacchanalian lyrics ; but the credit of this has sometimes

been denied to Still. The metre of the play itself is very similar

to that of Ralph Roister Doister, though the long swinging couplet

has a tendency to lengthen itself still further, to the value of four-

teen or even sixteen syllables, the central caesura being always

well marked, as may be seen in the following :

—

Diccon. " Here will the sport begin, if these two once may meet,

Their cheer, [I] durst lay money, will prove scarcely sweet.

My gammer sure intends to be upon her bones,

"With staves, or with clubs, or else with coble stones.

Dame Chat on the other side, if she be far behind,

I am right far deceived, she is given to it of kind.

He that may tarry by it a while, and that but short,

I warrant him trust to it, he shall see all the sport.

Into the town will I, my friends to visit there.

And hither straight again to see the end of this gear.

In the meantime, fellows, pipe up your fiddles ; I say, take them,

And let your friends hear such mirth as ye can make them."

As for the story, it is of the simplest, turning merely on the

losing of her needle by Gammer Gurton as she was mending
her man Hodge's breeches, on the search for it by the house-
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hold, on the tricks by Vvhich Diccon the Bedlam (the clown

or "vice" of the piece) induces a quarrel between Gammer
and her neighbours, and on the final finding of the needle in

the exact place on which Gammer Gurton's industry had been

employed. The action is even better sustained and livelier than

in UdalFs play, and the swinging couplets canter along very

cheerfully with great freedom and fluency of language. Unfor-

tunately this language, whether in order to raise a laugh or to be

in strict character with the personages, is anything but choice.

There is (barring a possible double meaning or two) nothing of

the kind generally known as licentious • it is the merely foul and

dirty language of common folk at all times, introduced, not with

humorous extravagance in the Rabelaisian fashion, but with

literal realism. If there had been a little less of this, the piece

would have been much improved ; but even as it is, it is a capital

example of farce, just as Ralph Roister Doister is of a rather

rudimentary kind of regular comedy.

The strangeness of the contrast which these two plays offer

when compared with the third is peculiar in English literature.

Elsewhere it is common enough. That tragedy should be stately,

decorous, and on the whole somewhat uneventful as far as visible

action goes,—comedy bustling, crammed with incident, and quite re-

gardless of decorum,—might seem a law of nature to the audience

of ^schylus and Aristophanes, of Plautus and Pacuvius, even to the

audience of Moliere and Racine. But the vast and final change,

the inception of which we have here to record, has made tragedy,

tragicomedy, comedy, and farce pass into one another so

gradually, and with so little of a break in the English mind,

that Gammer Gurton's Needle and Gorboduc, though they were

presented to the same audiences, and in all probability written

within ten years of each other at furthest, seem to belong to

different worlds of literature and society. The two comedies just

noticed are framed upon no literary model at all as wholes, but

simply upon the model of human nature. Gorboduc is framed,

though not with absolute fidelity, on the model of the tragedies
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of Seneca, which had, during the early years of the sixteenth

century, mastered the attention of the hterary playwrights of Italy,

France, and even to some extent Germany, and which determined

for three hundred years, at any rate, the form of the tragedy of

France. This model—which may be briefly described as the

model of Greek tragedy, still further pruned of action, with the

choruses retained, but estranged from their old close connection

with the dialogue, and reduced to the level of elaborate lyrical

moralisings, and with the tendency to such moralising in dialogue

as well as in chorus largely increased—was introduced in England

with hardly less advantage than abroad. Sackville, one of the

reputed authors of Gorhoduc, was far superior to Jodelle, both

as poet and as versifier, and the existence of the two univer-

sities in England gave a support, to which nothing in France

corresponded, to the influence of learned writers. Indeed,

till nearly the close of our present period, the universities had

the practical control of literary production. But the genius of

the English nation would have none of Seneca. It refused him

when he was first introduced by Sackville and others ; it refused

him once more when Daniel and the set of the Countess of Pem-

broke again attempted to introduce him ; it refused him again

and again in the later seventeenth century, when imitation, first

of his earlier French followers, and then of the greater tragedy

of Corneille and Racine (which was only the Senecan model

strengthened and improved) was repeatedly tried by fine gentle-

men and by needy hacks, by devotees of the unities, and by

devotees of court fashion. I hardly know any other instance in

literary history of a similar resistance offered to a similar tide of

literary influence in Europe. We have little room here for

fanciful comparisons, yet might the dramatic events of 1560-

1590 in England well seem a literary battle of Tours, in which

an English Charles Martel stemmed and turned back for ever

and ever the hitherto resistless march of a literary invader

and spread of a literary heresy.

To the modern reader Gorhoduc (part of which is attributed
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to Thomas Norton, and which was acted on i8th January 1561,

published piratically in 1565, and authoritatively under the title

of Fcrrex and Pori-ex in 1 5 7 1
) is scarcely inviting, but that is

not a criterion of its attractiveness to its own contemporaries.

Perhaps the most curious thing about it is the violence done to

the Horatian and Senecan theories, or rather the «(7{/" outwitting

of those theories, by an arrangement of dumb shows between the

acts to satisfy the hunger for real action which the model refused

to countenance. All the rest is of the most painful regularity :

and the scrupulosity with which each of the rival princes is

provided with a counsellor and a parasite to himself, and the

other parts are allotted with similar fairness, reaches such a

point that it is rather surprising that Gorboduc was not provided

with two queens—a good and a bad. Such action as there is

lies wholly in the mouths of messengers, and the speeches are of

excessive length. But even these faults are perhaps less trying to

the modern reader than the inchoate and unpolished condition

of the metre in the choruses, and indeed in the blank verse

dialogue. Here and there there, are signs of the stateliness and

poetical imagery of the " Induction " ; but for the most part the

decasyllabics stop dead at their close and begin afresh at their

beginning with a staccato movement and a dull monotony of

cadence which is inexpressibly tedious, as will be seen in the

following :

—

(
Videtia soliloquises.

)

" Why should I Hve and linger forth my time

In longer life to double my distress ?

O me, most woeful wight, whom no mishap

Long ere this day could have bereaved hence.

Might not these hands, by fortune or by fate,

Have pierc'd this breast, and life withiron reft?

Or in this palace here where I so long

Have spent my days, could not that happy hour

Once, once have happ'd in which these hugy frames

With death by fall might have oppressed me ?

Or should not this most hard and cruel soil,
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So oft where I have press'd my wretched steps,

Some time had ruth of mine accursed life,

To rend in twain and swallow me therein ?

So had my bones possessed now in peace

Their happy grave within the closed ground,

And greedy worms had gnawn this pined heart

Without my feeling pain : so should not now

• This living breast remain the ruthful tomb

Wherein my heart yielden to death is graved
;

Nor dreary thoughts, with pangs of pining grief,

My doleful mind had not afflicted thus."

There is no blame due to Sackville in that he did not' invent

what no single man invented, and what even in England, where

only it has been originally attained, took some thirty years of

the genius of the nation working through innumerable individual

tentatives and failures to bring about. But he did not invent it

;

he did not even make any attempt to invent it ; and had this

first English tragedy been generally followed, we should have

been for an unknown period in the land of bondage, in the

classical dungeon which so long retained the writers of a nation,

certainly not at the time of the appearance of Gorboduc of less

literary promise than our own.

In describing these tentatives and failures it will be impossible

here to enter into any lengthened criticism of particular works.

We shall have to content ourselves with a description of the

general lines and groups, which may be said to be four in

number: (i) The few unimportant and failing followers of Sack-

ville; (2) The miscellaneous farce-and-interlude-writers, who,

incult and formless as their work was, at least maintained the

literary tradition
; (3) The important and most interesting group

of " university wits " who, with Marlowe at their head, made the

blank verse line for dramatic purposes, dismissed, cultivated as

they were, the cultivation of classical models, and gave English

tragedy its Magna Charta of freedom and submission to the

restrictions of actual life only, but who failed, from this cause or

that, to achieve perfect life-likeness ; and (4) The actor-play-
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Wrights who, rising from very humble beginnings, but possessing

in their fellow Shakespere a champion unparalleled in ancient

and modern times, borrowed the improvements of the university

wits, added their own stage knowledge, and with Shakespere's

aid achieved the master drama of the world.

A very few lines will suffice for the first group, who are the

merest literary curiosities. Indeed the actual number of Senecan

dramas in English is very small indeed, though there may possibly

be some undiscovered in MS. The Tancred and Gis?nimd of

Robert Wilnot (acted 1568, and of some merit), the Cornelia of

Gamier, translated by Kyd and printed in 1594, the curious play

called The Misfortunes of Artlnir, acted before the Queen in the

Armada year, with " triumphs " partly devised by Francis Bacon,

the two plays of Samuel Daniel, and a very few others, complete

the list ; indeed Cornelia, Cleopatra, and Philotas are almost the

only three that keep really dose to the model. At a time of such

unbounded respect for the classics, and when Latin plays of the

same stamp were constantly acted at the universities, such a

paucity of examples in English can only testify to a strong national

distaste—an instinctive feeling that this would never do.

The nondescript followings of morality and farce are infinitely

more numerous, and perhaps intrinsically more interesting; but

they can hardly be said to be, except in bulk, of much greater

importance. Their real interest to the reader as he turns them

over in the first seven or eight volumes of Dodsley, or in the

rarer single editions where they occur, is again an interest of

curiosity—a desire to trace the various shiftings and turnings of

the mighty but unorganised genius which was soon to find its

way. Next to the difficulty of inventing a conveniently plastic

form seems to have been the difficulty of inventing a suitable

verse. For some time the swinging or lumbering doggerel in which

a tolerably good rhyme is reached by a kind of scramble through

four or five feet, which are most like a very shuffling anapaest

—

the verse which appears in the comedies of Udall and Still—held

its ground. We have it in the morality of the Neiv Custom^
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printed in 1573, but no doubt written earlier, in the Interlude of

The Trial of Treasure, in the farcical comedy of Like IViil to Like,

a coarse but lively piece, by Ulpian Fulwell (1568). In the very

curious tragicomedy of Cambyses this doggerel appears partly, but

is alternated with the less lawless but scarcely more suitable

"fourteener" (divided or not as usual, according to printer's

exigencies) which, as wvas shown in the last chapter, for a time

almost monopolised, the attention of English poets. The same

mixture appears to some extent, though the doggerel occupies the

main text, in the Damon and TytJiias of Richard Edwards, the

editor of The Paradise of Dainty Devices. In Appius and

Virginia (a decidedly interesting play) the fourteener on the

contrary is the staple verse, the doggerel being only occa-

sional. Something the same may be said of a very late mor-

ality, The Conflict of Conscience. Both doggerel and fourteeners

appear in the quaint productions called Three Ladies of Londo7t,

etc. ; but by this time the decasyllable began to appear with them

and to edge them out. They died hard, however, thoroughly ill-

fitted as they were for dramatic use, and, as readers of Love's

Labour Lost know, survived even in the early plays of Shake-

spere. Nor were the characters and minor details generally of

this group less disorderly and inadequate than the general

schemes or the versification. Here we have the abstractions

of the old ]\Iorality ; there the farcical gossip of the Gammer
Gurton's Needle class ; elsewhere the pale and dignified person-

ages of Gorboduc: all three being often jumbled together all in

one play. In the lighter parts there are sometimes fair touches

of low comedy ; in the graver occasionally, though much more

rarely, a touching or dignified phrase or two. But the plays as

wholes are like Ovid's first-fruits of the deluge—nondescripts

incapable of life, and good for no useful or ornamental purpose.

It is at this moment that the cleavage takes place. And
when I say "this moment," I am perfectly conscious that the

exact moment in dates and years cannot be defined. Not a little

harm has been done to the history of English literature by the
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confusion of times in which some of its historians have pleased

themselves. But even greater harm might be done if one

were to insist on an exact chronology for the efflorescence of

the really poetical era of Elizabethan literature, if the blos-

soming of the aloe were to be tied down to hour and day.

All that we can say is that in certain publications, in certain

passages even of the same publication, we fmd the old respect-

able plodding, the old blind tentative experiment in poetry

and drama, and then without warning—without, as it sQ^ms, any

possible opportunity of distinguishing chronologically—we find the

unmistakable marks of the new wine, of the unapproachable poetry

proper, which all criticism, all rationalisation can only indicate

and not account for. We have hardly left (if we take their

counterparts later we have not left) the wooden verse of Gorboduc,

the childish rusticity of Like Will to Like, when suddenly we

stumble on the bower

—

" Seated in hearing of a hundred streams "

—

of George Peele, on the myriad graceful fancies of Lyly, on the

exquisite snatches of Greene, on the verses, to this day the high-

water mark of poetry, in which Marlowe speaks of the inexpressible

beauty which is the object and the despair of the poet. This is

wonderful enough. But what is more wonderful is, that these

lightning flashes are as evanescent as lightning. Lyly, Peele,

Greene, Marlowe himself, in probably the very next passages,

certainly in passages not very remote, tell us that this is all matter

of chance, that they arc all capable of sinking below the level of

Sackville at his even conceivably worst, close to the level of

Edwards, and the various anonymous or half-anonymous writers

of the dramatic miscellanies just noted. And then beyond these

unequal wits arises the figure of Shakespere ; and the greatest

work of all literature swims slowly into our ken. There has been

as yet no history of this unique phenomenon worthy of it ; I have

not the least pretension to supply one that shall be worthy. But

at least the uniqueness of it shall here have due celebration. The
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age of Pericles, the age of Augustus, the age of Dante, had no

such curious ushering-in unless time has dealt exceptional injustice

to the forerunners of all of them. We do not, in the period

whicli comes nearest in time and nature to this, see anything of

the same kind in the middle space between Villon and Ronsard,

between Agrippa d'Aubigne and Corneille. Here if anywhere is

the concentrated spirit of a nation, the thrice-decocted blood of a

people, forcing itself into literary expression through mediums

more and more worthy of it. If ever the historical method was

justified (as it always is), now is its greatest justification as

we watch the gradual improvements, the decade-by-decade,

almost year-by-year acquisitions which lead from Sackville to

Shakespere.

The rising sap showed itself in two very different ways, in

two branches of the national tree. In the first place, we have

the group of university wits, the strenuous if not always wise band

of professed men of letters, at the head of whom are Lyly, Mar-

lowe, Greene, Peele, Lodge, Nash, and probably (for his connec-

tion with the universities is not certainly known) Kyd. In the

second, we have the irregular band of outsiders, players and

others, who felt themselves forced into literary and principally

dramatic composition, who boast Shakespere as their chief, and

who can claim as seconds to him not merely the imperfect talents

of Chettle, Munday, and others whom we may mention in this

chapter, but many of the perfected ornaments of a later time.

It may be accident or it may not, but the beginning of this

period is certainly due to the " university wits." Lyly stands a

good deal apart from them personally, despite his close literary

connection. We have no kind of evidence which even shows

that he was personally acquainted with any one of the others.

Kyd is the merest tiominis umbra of English letters ; we hardly

know anything of the author of The Spanish Tragedy, perhaps

oiJcroniino itself, and of Cornelia, except that he existed and was
sportively called " sporting." But the other five were closely con-

nected in life, and in their deaths they were hardly divided. Lodge
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only of the five seems to have freed himself, partly in virtue of a

regular profession, and partly in consequence of his adherence to

the Roman faith, from the Bohemianism which has tempted men
of letters at all times, and which was especially dangerous in a

time of such unlimited adventure, such loose public morals, and

such unco-ordinated society as the Elizabethan era. Whatever

details we have of their lives (and they are mostly very meagre

and uncertain) convey the idea of times out of joint or not yet

in joint. The atheism of Marlowe rests on no proof whatever,

though it has got him friends in this later time. I am myself

by no means sure that Greene's supposed debauchery is not, to

a great extent, "copy." The majority of the too celebrated

"jests" attributed to George Peele are directly traceable to

Villon's Replies Franchcs and similar compilations, and have a

suspiciously mythical and traditional air to the student of literary

history. There is something a little more trustworthily auto-

biographical about Nash. But on the whole, though we need

not doubt that these ancestors of all modern Englishmen who

live by the gray goose quill tasted the inconveniences of the

profession, especially at a time when it was barely constituted

even as a vocation or employment (to quote the Income Tax

Papers), we must carefully avoid taking too gloomy a view of

their life. It was usually short, it was probably merry, but we

know very little else about it. The chief direct documents, the

remarkable pamphlets which some of them have left, will be

dealt with hereafter. Here we are busied only with their dates

and their dramatic work, which was in no case (except perhaps

in that of Kyd) their sole known work, but which in every case

except those of Nash and perhaps Greene Avas their most

remarkable work.

In noticing Euphucs an account has already been given of

Lyly's life, or rather of the very scanty particulars which are

known of it. His plays date considerably later than Euphues.

But they all bear the character of the courtier about them ; and

both in this characteristic and in the absence of any details in

II F
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the gossipping literature of the time to connect him with the

Bohemian society of the playhouse, the distinction which sepa-

rates Lyly from the group of " university wits " is noteworthy.

He lost as well as gained by the separation. All his plays were

acted "by the children of Paul's before her Majesty," and not

by the usual companies before Dick, Tom, and Harry. The

exact date and order of their writing is very uncertain, and in

one case at least, that of The JVotnan in the Moon, we know

that the order was exactly reversed in publication : this being the

last printed in Lyly's lifetime, and expressly described as the

first written. His other dramatic works are Cafnpaspe, Sappho

and Phaon, Endymion, Galathca, Midas, Mother Bombie, and

Love's Afetamorphosis; another, The Alaid's Metatnoiphosis, which

has been attributed to him, is in all probability not his.

The peculiar circumstances of the production of Lyly's plays,

and the strong or at any rate decided individuality of the author,

keep them in a division almost to themselves. The mythologi-

cal or pastoral character of their subject in most cases might not

of itself have prevented their marking an advance in the dramatic

composition of English playwrights. A Midsummer Nighfs

Dream and much other work of Shakespere's show how far

from necessary it is that theme, or class of subject, should affect

merit of presentment. But Lyly's work generally has more of

the masque than the play. It sometimes includes charming

lyrics, such as the famous Campaspe song and others. But most

of it is in prose, and it gave beyond doubt—though Gascoigne

had, as we have seen, set the example in drama— no small

impetus to the use and perfectioning of that medium. For Lyly's

dramatic prose, though sometimes showing the same faults, is

often better than Eiiphncs, as here :

—

''End. O fair Cyiltliia, why do others term thee unconstant, whom I have
ever found immovable? Injurious time, corrupt manners, unkind men, who
finding a constancy not to be matched in my sweet mistress, have christened

her with the name of wavering, waxing, and waning. Is she inconstant that

keepeth a settled course, which since her first creation allereth not one minute
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in her moving ? There is nothing thought more admirable, or commendable

in the sea, than the ebbing and flowing ; and shall the moon, from whom the

sea taketh this virtue, be accounted fickle for increasing and decreasing?

Flowers in their buds are nothing worth till they be blown ; nor blossoms

accounted till they be ripe fruit ; and shall we then say they be changeable,

for that they grow from seeds to leaves, from leaves to buds, from buds to their

perfection ? then, why be not twigs that become trees, children that become

men, and mornings that grow to evenings, termed wavering, for that they con-

tinue not at one stay? Ay, but Cynthia being in her fuljiess decayeth, as not

delighting in her greatest beauty, or withering when she should be most

honoured. When malice cannot object anything, folly will ; making that a

vice which is the greatest virtue. What thing (my mistress excepted) being in

the pride of her beauty, and latter minute of her age, that waxeth young

again ? Tell me, Eumenides, what is he that having a mistress of ripe years,

and infinite virtues, great honours, and unspeakable beauty, but would wish

that she might grow tender again ? getting youth by years, and never-decaying

beauty by time ; whose fair face, neither the summer's blaze can scorch, nor

winter's blast chap, nor the numbering of years breed altering of colours.

Such is »iy sweet Cynthia, whom time cannot touch, because she is divine,

nor will offend because she is delicate. O Cynthia, if thou shouldest always

continue at thy fulness, both gods and men would conspire to ravish thee.

But thou, to abate the pride of our affections, dost detract from thy perfections
;

thinking it sufiicient if once in a month we enjoy a glimpse of thy majesty

;

and then, to increase our griefs, thou d-ost decrease thy gleams ; coming out

of thy royal robes, wherewith thou dazzlest our eyes, down into thy swath

clouts, beguiling our eyes ; and then
"

In these plays there are excellent phrases and even striking

scenes. But they are not in the trtie sense dramatic, and are

constantly spoilt by Lyly's strange weakness for conceited style.

Everybody speaks in antitheses, and the intolerable fancy similes,

drawn from a kind of imaginary natural history, ai^ sometimes

as prominent as in Euphues itself Lyly's theatre represents,

in short, a mere backwater in the general stream of dramatic

progress, though not a few allusions in other men's work

show us that it attracted no small attention. With Nash alone,

of the university wits proper, was Lyly connected, and this

only problematically. He w^as an Oxford man, and most of

them were of Cambridge ; he was a courtier, if a badly-paid

one, and they all lived by their wits; and, if we may judge
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by the very few documents remaining, he was not inclined to

be hail-fellow-well-met with anybody, while they were all born

Bohemians. Yet none of them had a greater influence on

Shakespere than Lyly, though it was anything but a beneficial

influence, and for this as well as for the originality of his pro-

duction he deserves notice, even had the intrinsic merit of his

work been less than it is. But, in fact, it is very great, being

almost a typical production of talent helped by knowledge, but

not mastered by positive genius, or directed in its way by the

precedent work of others.

In the work of the university wits proper—Marlowe, Greene,

Peele, Lodge, Nash, and Kyd, the last of whom, it must again

be said, is not certainly known to have belonged to either uni-

versity, though the probabilities are all in favour of that hypo-

thesis—a very diff"erent kind of work is found. It is always

faulty, as a whole, for even Dr. Faustus and Edward II.,

despite their magnificent poetry and the vast capabilities of

their fornij could only be called good plays or good composi-

tions as any kind of whole by a critic who had entirely lost the

sense of proportion. But in the whole group, and especially in

the dramatic work of Marlowe, Greene, Peele, and Kyd (for that

of Lodge and Nash is small in amount and comparatively unim-

portant in manner), the presence, the throes of a new dramatic

style are evident. Faults and beauties are more or less common
to the whole quartet. In all we find the many-sided activity of

the Shakcsperian drama as it was to be, sprawling and strug-

gling in a kind of swaddling clothes of which it cannot get rid,

and which hamper and cripple its movements. In all there is

present a most extraordinary and unique rant and bombast of

Expression which reminds one of the shrieks and yells of a band

of healthy boys just let out to play. The passages which (thanks

chiefly to Pistol's incomparable quotations and parodies of them)

are known to every one, the " Pampered jades of Asia," the

"Have we not Hiren here," the "Feed and grow fat, my fair

Callipolis," the other quips and cranks of mine ancient are
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scattered broadcast in their originals, and are evidently meant

quite seriously throughout the work of these poets. Side by

side with this mania for bombast is another mania, much more

clearly traceable to education and associations, but specially odd

in connection with what has just been noticed. This is the

foible of classical allusion. The heathen gods and goddesses,

the localities of Greek and Roman poetry, even the more out-

of-the-way commonplaces of classical literature, are put in the

mouths of all the characters without the remotest attempt to.

consider propriety or relevance. Even in still lesser peculiarities

the blemishes are uniform and constant— such as the curious

and childish habit of making speakers speak of themselves in

the third person, and by their names instead of using " I " and
" me." And on the other hand, the merits, though less evenly

distributed in degree, are equally constant in kind. In Kyd,

in Greene still more, in Peele more still, in Marlowe most of all,

phrases and passages of blinding and dazzling poetry flash out

of the midst of the bombast and the tedium. Many of these

are known, by the hundred books of extract which have followed

Lamb's Specimens, to all readers. Such, for instance, is the

" See where Christ's blood streams in the firmament
"

of Marlowe, and his even more magnificent passage beginning

" If all the pens that ever poets held ;

"

such Peele's exquisite bower,

" Seated in hearing of an hundred streams,"

which is, with all respect to Charles Lamb, to be paralleled by

a score of other jewels from the reckless work of " George

Pyeboard" : such Greene's

" Why thinks King Henry's son that Margaret's love

Hangs in the uncertain balance of proud time?"

such even Kyd's

" There is a path upon your left hand side

That leadeth from a guilty conscience

Unto a forest of distrust and fear."
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But the whole point of the thing is that these flashes, which are

not to be found at all before the date of this university school,

are to be found constantly in its productions, and that, amorphous,

inartistic, incomplete as those productions are, they still show

Hamht and A Midsummer Nighfs Dream in embryo. Whereas

the greatest expert in literary embryology may read Gorboduc

and The Misforhines of Arthur through without discerning the

slightest signs of what was coming.

Nash and Lodge are so little dramatists (the chief, if not only

play of the former being the shapeless and rather dull comedy,

Will Summer's Testament^ relieved only by some lyrics of merit

which are probably not Nash's, while Lodge's Marius and Sylla,

while it wants the extravagance, wants also the beauty of its

author's companions' work), that what has to be said about them

will be better said later in dealing with their other books.

Greene's prose pieces and his occasional poems are, no doubt,

better than his drama, but the latter is considerable, and was

probably his earliest work. Kyd has left nothing, and Peele

little, but drama ; while beautiful as Marlowe's Hero and Leander

is, I do not quite understand how any one can prefer it to the

faultier but far more original dramas of its author. We shall

therefore deal with these four individually here.

The eldest of the four was George Peele, variously described

as a Londoner and a Devonshire man, who was probably born

about 1558. He was educated at Christ's Hospital (of which

his father was "clerk") and at Broadgates Hall, now Pembroke

College, Oxford, and had some credit in the university as an

arranger of pageants, etc. He is supposed to have left Oxford for

London about 1581, and had the credit of living a Bohemian,

not to say disreputable, life for about seventeen years ; his death

in 1598 being not more creditable than his life. But even the

scandals about Peele are much more shadowy than those about

Marlowe and Greene. His dramatic work consists of some half-

dozen plays, the earliest of which is The Arraignment of faris,

1584, one of the most elaborate and barefaced of the many con-
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temporary flatteries of Elizabeth, but containing some exquisite

verse. In the same way Peele has been accused of having

in Edward I. adopted or perhaps even invented the basest

and most groundless scandals against the noble and stainless

memory of Eleanor of Castile ; while in his Battle af Alcazar

he certainly gratifies to the utmost the popular ante -Spanish

and ante-Popish feeling. So angry have critics been with

Peele's outrage on Eleanor, that some of them have declared

that none but he could have been guilty of the not dissimilar

slur cast on Joan of Arc's character in Henry VI., the three

parts of which it has been the good pleasure of Shakesperian

commentators to cut and carve between the university wits ad

libitum. I cannot myself help thinking that all this has arisen

very much from the idea of Peele's vagabondism given by the

untrustworthy "Jests." The slander on Queen Eleanor was

pretty certainly supplied to him by an older ballad. There is

little or nothing else in Peele's undoubted writings which is at

all discreditable. His miscellaneous poems show a man by no

means given to low company or low thoughts, and one gifted

with the truest poetic vein ; while his dramas, besides exhibiting

a greater command over blank verse than any of his prede-

cessors and than any except IMarlowe of his contemporaries

can claim, are full of charming passages. Sir Clyomon and Sir

Claniydes is chiefly noticeable for being the last play written

by one of the new school in the old fourteener—which, how-

ever, appears here and there in The Arraignment of Paris,

etc. The Old Wives Tale pretty certainly furnished I^Iilton with

the subject of Comus, and this is its chief merit. Edtvard I. and

The Battle of Alcazar, but especially the latter, contain abundance

of the hectoring rant which has been marked as one of the

characteristics of the school, and which is half-excused by the

sparks of valour which often break from its smoke and clatter.

But Peele would undoubtedly stand higher, though he might not

be so interesting a literary figure, if we had nothing of his save

The Arraignment cf Paris and David and Bethsahe. The
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Arraignment (written in various metres, but mainly in a musical

and varied heroic couplet), is partly a pastoral, partly a masque,

and wholly a Court play. It thus comes nearest to Lyly, but is

altogether a more dramatic, livelier, and less conceited perform-

ance than anything by the author of Kuplnies. As for David and

Bethsabe, it is crammed with beauties, and Lamb's curiously faint

praise of it has always been a puzzle to me. As Marlowe's are

the mightiest, so are Peele's the softest, lines in the drama before

Shakespere ; while the spirit and humour, which the author also

had in plent}', save his work from the merely cloying sweetness

of some contemporary writers. Two of his interposed or occa-

sional lyrics will be given later : a blank verse passage may find

room here :

—

Be.'Jisabe. "Come, gentle Zeph\-r, trick'd with those perfumes

That erst in Eden sweeten'd Adam's love,

And stroke my bosom with thy silken fan

:

This shade, sun-proof,^ is yet no proof for thee ;

Thy body, smoother than this waveless spring,

And purer than the substance of the same,

Can creep through that his lances cannot pierce :

Thou, and thy sister, soft and sacred Air,

Goddess of life, and governess of health,

Keep every fountain fresh and arbour sweet

;

No brazen gate her passage can repulse,

Nor bushy thicket bar thy subtle breath :

Then deck thee with thy loose delightsome robes,

And on thy wings bring delicate perfumes,

To play the wanton with us through the leaves."

Robert Greene, probably, if not certainly, the next in age of the

group to Peele, was born in 1560, the son of apparently well-to-do

parents at Norwich, and was educated at Clare Hall, Cambridge,

where he took his Master's Degree in 1583. He was subsequently

incorporated at Oxford, and being by no means ill-inchned to

make the most of himself, sometimes took the style of a member

^ Cf. Milton's "elms star-proof" in the Arcades. Milton evidently knew
Peele well.
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" Utriusque Academice." After leaving the university he seems

to have made a long tour on the Continent, not (according to his

own account) at all to the advantage of his morals or means.

He is said to have actually taken orders, and held a living for

some short time, while he perhaps also studied if he did not

practice medicine. He married a lady of virtue and some fortune,

but soon despoiled and deserted her, and for the last six years of

his life never saw her. At last in 1592, aged only two and

thirty,—but after about ten years it would seem of reckless living

and hasty literary production,—he died (of a disease caused or

aggravated by a debauch on pickled herrings and Rhenish) so

miserably poor that he had to trust to his injured wife's forgive-

ness for payment of the money to the extent of which a charit-

able landlord and landlady had trusted him. The facts of this

lamentable end may have been spitefully distorted by Gabriel

Harvey in his quarrel with Nash ; but there is little reason to

doubt that the received story is in the main correct. Of the re-

markable prose pamphlets which form the bulk of Greene's work

we speak elsewhere, as also of the pretty songs (considerably ex-

ceeding in poetical merit anything to be found in the body of his

plays) with which both pamphlets and plays are diversified. His

actual dramatic production is not inconsiderable : six plays being

his beyond doubt ; while I am myself rather disposed (if the whole

business of crediting these Elizabethan poets with anonymous

plays had not been discredited by the wild dogmatism with which

it has been pursued) to adopt that theory of Fair Em^ which sets

it down to Greene. His best play without doubt is The History

of Friar Baco7i and Friar Bungay, in which, after a favourite

fashion of the time, he mingles a certain amount of history, or,

at least, a certain number of historical personages, with a plentiful

dose of the supernatural and of horse play, and with a very

graceful and prettily-handled love story. With a few touches

from the master's hand, Margaret, the f.iir maid of Fressingfield,

might serve as handmaid to Shakespere's women, and is

certainly by far the most human heroine produced by any of
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Greene's own group. There is less rant in Greene (though there

is still plenty of it) than in any of his friends, and his fancy for

soft female characters, loving, and yet virtuous, appears fre-

quently. But his power is ill-sustained, as the following extract

will show :—

Margaret. "Ah, father, when the harmony of heaven

Soundeth the measures of a hvely faith,

The vain iUusions of this flattering world

Seem odious to the thoughts of Margaret.

I loved once,—Lord Lacy was my love
j

And now I hate myself for that I loved,

And doted more on him than on my God,

—

For this I scourge myself with sharp repents.

But now the touch of such aspiring sins

Tells me all love is lust but love of heaven ;

That beauty used for love is vanity :

The world contains nauglit but alluring baits,

Pride, flattery [ ], and inconstant thoughts.

To shun the pricks of death I leave the world.

And vow to meditate on heavenly bliss.

To live in Framlingham a holy nun.

Holy and pure in conscience and in deed ;

And for to wish all maids to learn of me
To seek heaven's joy before earth's vanity."

We do not know anything of Thomas Kyd's, except The

Spanish Tragedy, which is a second part of an extremely popular

play (sometimes attributed to Kyd himself, but probably earlier)

called Jerommo, and the translation of Cornelia, already more

than once referred to. The well-known epithet of .Jonson,

" sporting " Kyd, seems to have been either a mere play on the

poet's name, or else a lucus a non huendo ; for both Jcronimo and

its sequel are in the ghastliest and bloodiest vein of tragedy, and

Cor7ielia is a model of stately dullness. The two " Jeroniino
"

or " Hieronimo " plays were, as has been said, extremely popu-

lar, and it is positively known that Jonson himself, and probably

others, were employed from time to time to freshen them up ; with

the consequence that the exact authorship of particular passages
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is somewhat problematical. Both plays, however, display, nearly

in perfection, the rant, not always quite ridiculous, but always

extravagant, from which Shakespere rescued the stage ; though,

as the following extract will show, this rant is by no means always,

or indeed often, smoke without fire :

—

" O ! forbear,

For other talk for us far fitter were.

But if you be importunate to know
The way to him, and where to find him out,

Then list to me, and I'll resolve your doubt.

There is a path upon your left hand side,

That leadeth from a guilty conscience

Unto a forest of distrust and fear

—

A darksome place and dangerous to pass.

There shall you meet with melancholy thoughts

Whose baleful humours if you but uphold,

It will conduct you to despair and death.

Whose rocky cliffs when you have once beheld

Within a hugy dale of lasting night

—

That, kindled with the world's iniquities.

Doth cast up filthy and detested fumes

—

Not far from thence, where murderers have built

An habitation for their cursed souls,

There is a brazon cauldron fixed by Jove

In his fell wrath upon a sulphur flame.

Yourselves shall find Lorenzo bathing him

In boiling lead and blood of innocents."

But nothing, except citation of whole scenes and acts, could

show the extraordinary jumble of ghosts, blood, thunder, treach-

ery, and horrors of all sorts which these plays contain.

Now for a very different citation :

—

" If all the pens that ever poets held

Had fed the feeling of their masters' thoughts.

And every sweetness that insj^ir'cl their hearts,

Their minds, and muses, on admired themes

;

If all the heavenly quintessence they 'still

From their immortal flowers of poesy,

Wherein as in a mirror we perceive
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The highest reaches of a human wit

;

If these had made one poem's period,

And all combined in beauty's worthiness,

Yet should there hover in their restless heads

One thought, one grace, one wonder at the least

Which into words no .'irtue can digest."

It is no wonder that the whole school has been dwarfed

in the general estimation, since its work was critically considered

and isolated from other work, by the towering excellence of

this author. Little as is known of all the band, that little

becomes almost least in regard to their chief and leader. He
was born at Canterbury, the son of a shoemaker; he was

educated at the Grammar School of that city, and at Benet (after-

wards Corpus) College, Cambridge ; he plunged into literary

work and dissipation in London ; and he outlived Greene only to

fall a victim to debauchery in a still more tragical way. The

accounts of his death are doubtful and confused, but the most

probable account is that he was poniarded in self-defence by

a certain Francis Archer, a serving -man (not by any means

necessarily, as Charles Kingsley has it, a footman), while drinking

at Deptford, and that the cause of the quarrel was a woman of

light character. He has also been accused of gross vices not

to be particularised, and of atheism. Fortunately or unfortunately,

there is absolutely no valid testimony to support this latter

charge, the expressions respecting it being for the most part

quite vague and traceable on the one side to the Puritan hatred

of plays, on the other to the unquestionably loose life of Mar-

lowe and his set ; while the one specified accusation existing is

due to a scoundrel called Bame, who was afterwards hanged at

Tyburn. That Marlowe was a Bohemian in the fullest sense is

certain : that he was anything worse there is no evidence what-

ever.

But the interest of Marlowe's name has nothing to do with

these obscure scandals of three hundred years ago. He is the

undoubted author of some of the masterpieces of English verse ;
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the liardly to be doubted author of others not much inferior.

Except the very greatest names—Shakespere, Milton, Spenser,

Dryden, Shelley—no author can be named who has produced,

when the proper historical estimate is applied to him, such work

as is to be found in Tambiirlitine, Doctor Fausius, The Jeiv of

Malta, Edward the Second, in one department ; Hero and Leander

and the Passionate Shepherd in another. I have but very little

doubt that the powerful, if formless, play of Liisfs Dominion is

Marlowe's, though it may have been rewritten, and the translations

of Lucan and Ovid and the minor work which is, more or less

probably attributed to him, swell his tale. Prose he did not

write, perhaps could not have written. For the one characteristic

lacking to his genius was measure, and prose without measure, as

numerous examples have shown, is usually rubbish. Even his

dramas show a singular defect in the architectural quality of

literary genius. The vast and formless creations of the writer's

boundless fancy completely master him ; his aspirations after the

immense too frequently leave him content with the simply un-

measured. In his best play as a play, Ed7vard the Second, the

limitations of a historical story impose something like a restraining

form on his glowing imagination. But fine as this play is, it is

noteworthy that no one of his greatest things occurs in it. The

Massacre at Paris, where he also has the confinement of reality

after a fashion, is a chaotic thing as a whole, without any great

beauty in parts. The Tragedy of Dido (to be divided between

him and Nash) is the worst thing he ever did. But in the

purely romantic subjects of Tamburlaine, Faiistus, and T/ieJew of

Malta, his genius, untrammelled by any limits of story, showed

itself equally unable to contrive such limits for itself, and able to

develop the most marvellous beauties of detail. Shakespere

himself has not surpassed, which is equivalent to saying that no

other writer has equalled, the famous and wonderful passages in

Tamburlaine and Faustiis, which are familiar to every student of

English literature as examples of the ne pins ultra of the poetic

powers, not of the language but of language. The tragic imagina-
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tion in its wildest flights has never summoned up images of pity

and terror more imposing, more moving, than those excited by

The Jew of Malta. The riot of passion and of delight in the

beauty of colour and form which characterises his version of

Bero and Leander has never been approached by any writer.

Hut Marlowe with the fullest command of the apeiron had not, and,

as far as I can judge, never would have had, any power of intro-

ducing into it the law of the peras. It is usual to say that had he

lived, and had his lot been happily cast, we should have had two

Shakesperes. This is not wise. In the first place, Marlowe was

totally destitute of humour—the characteristic which, united with

his tragic and imaginative powers, makes Shakespere as, in a less

degree, it makes Homer, and even, though the humour is grim

and intermittent, Dante. In other words, he was absolutely

destitute of the first requisite of self-criticism. In the natural

course of things, as the sap of his youthful imagination ceased

to mount, and as his craving for immensity hardened itself,

he would probably have degenerated from bombast shot through

with genius to bombast pure and simple, from Faustus to Liisfs

Dominio7i, and from Ltisfs Dotninion to Jeronimo or The Dis-

tracted Empero7\ Apart from the magnificent passages which he

can show, and which are simply intoxicating to any lover of

poetry, his great title to fame is the discovery of the secret of

that " mighty line " which a seldom-erring critic of his own day,

not too generously given, vouchsafed to him. Up to his time

the blank verse line always, and the semi-couplet in heroics, or

member of the more complicated stanza usually, were either stiff

or nerveless. Compared with his own work and with the

work of his contemporaries and followers who learnt from him,

they are like a dried preparation, like something waiting for the

infusion of blood, for the inflation of living breath. Marlowe

came, and the old wooden versification, the old-lay figure structure

of poetic rhythm, was cast once for all into the lumber-room where

only poetasters of the lowest rank went to seek it. It is im-

possible to call Marlowe a great dramatist, and the attempts that
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have been made to make him out to be such remind one of the

attempts that have been made to call Moliere a great poet. Mar-

lowe was one of the greatest poets of the world Avhose work was

cast by accident and caprice into an imperfect mould of drama

;

Moliere was one of the greatest dramatists of the world who was

obliged by fashion to use a previously perfected form of verse.

The state of Moliere was undoubtedly the more gracious ; but

the splendour of Marlowe's uncut diamonds of poetry is the more

wonderful.

The characteristics of this strange and interesting school may

be summed up briefly, but are of the highest importance in literary

history. Unlike their nearest analogues, the French romantics of

fifty years ago, they were all of academic education, and had even

a decided contempt (despite their Bohemian way of life) for un-

scholarly innovators. They manifested (except in Marlowe's

fortuitous and purely genial discovery of the secret of blank verse)

a certain contempt for form, and never, at least in drama,

succeeded in mastering it. But being all, more or less, men of

genius, and having the keenest sense of poetry, they supplied the

dry bones of the precedent dramatic model with blood and

breath, with vigour and variety, which not merely informed but

transformed it. David and Bethsabe, Docfo?- Fanstus, Friar

Bacon arid Friar Bungay, are chaotic enough, but they are of the

chaos that precedes cosmic development. The almost insane

bombast that marks the whole school has (as has been noticed)

the character of the shrieks and gesticulations of healthy childhood,

and the insensibility to the really comic which also marks them

is of a similar kind. Every one knows how natural it is to

childhood to appreciate bad jokes, how seldom a child sees a

good one. Marlowe and his crew, too (the comparison has no

doubt often been used before), were of the brood of Otus and

Ephialtes, who grew so rapidly and in so disorderly a fashion that

it was necessary for the gods to make an end of them. The

universe probably lost little, and it certainly gained something.

Side by side with this learned, extravagant, gifted, ill-regulated
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school, there was slowly growing up a very different one, which

was to inherit all the gifts of the university wits, and to add to

them the gifts of measure and proportion. The early work of the

actor school of English dramatists is a difficult subject to treat in

any fashion, and a particularly difficult subject to treat shortly.

Chronology, an important aid, helps us not very much, though

such help as she does give has been as a rule neglected by

historians, so that plays before 1590 (which may be taken

roughly as the dividing' date), and plays after it have been

muddled up ruthlessly. We do not know the exact dates of

many of those which are (many of the plays of the earlier time

are not) extant ; and of those which are extant, and of which the

dates are more or less known, the authors are in not a few most

important cases absolutely undiscoverable. Yet in the plays

which belong to this period, and which there is no reason to

attribute wholly to any of the Marlowe group, or much reason to

attribute to them under the guidance, or perhaps with the

collaboration of practical actors (some at least of whom were like

Shakespere himself, men of no known regular education), there

are characteristics which promise at least as well for the future as

the wonderful poetic outbursts of the Marlowe school itself. Of

these outbursts we find few in this other division. But we find

a growing knowledge of what a play is, as distinguished from a

series of tableaux acted by not too lifelike characters. We find a

glimmering (which is hardly anywhere to be seen in the more

literary work of the other school) of the truth that the characters

must be made to work out the play, and not the play be written

in a series of disjointed scenes to display, in anything but a suc-

cessful fashion, the characters. With fewer flights we have fewer

absurdities ; with less genius we have more talent It must be

remembered, of course, that the plays of the university school

itself were always written for players, and that some of the authors

had more or less to do with acting as well as with writing. But

the flame of discord which burns so fiercely on the one side in

the famous real or supposed dying utterances of Greene, and
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which years afterwards breaks out on the other in the equally

famous satire of The Reiitrn frotn Parnassus,^ illuminates a real

difference—a difference which study of the remains of the lite-

rature of the perio4 can only make plainer. The same differ-

ence has manifested itself again, and more than once in other

departments of literature, but hardly in so interesting a manner,

and certainly not with such striking results.

^ The outburst of Greene about "the only Shakescene," the "upstart

crow beautified with our feathers," and so forth, is too well known to need

extracting here. T/ie Return from Parnassus, a very curious tripartite play,

which has only lately been printed as a whole, is devoted to the troubles of

poor scholars in getting a livelihqod, and incidentally gives much matter on the

authors of the time from Shakespere downward, and on the jealousy of pro-

fessional actors felt by scholars, and vice versd.



CHAPTER IV

"the faerie queene" and its group

" Velut inter ignes luna mInores
"

There is no instance in English history of a poet receiving such

immediate recognition, and deserving it so thoroughly, as Edmund

Spenser at the date of The Shepherd's Calendar. In the first

chapter of this volume the earlier course of Elizabethan poetry

has been described, and it will have been seen that, with great

intention, no very great accomplishment had been achieved. It

was sufficiently evident that a poetic language and a general

poetic spirit were being formed, such as had not existed in

England since Chaucer's death ; but no one had yet arisen who

could justify the expectation based on such respectable tentatives.

It seems from many minute indications which need not be

detailed here, that at the advent of The Shepherd's Calendar all

the best judges recognised the expected poet. Yet they could

hardly have known how just their recognition was, or what

extraordinary advances the poet would make in the twenty

years which passed between its publication and his death.

The life of Spenser is very little known, and here and else-

where the conditions of this book preclude the reproduction or

even the discussion of the various pious attempts which have

been made to supply the deficiency of documents. The chief

of these in his case is to be found in Dr. Grosart's magnificent
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edition, the principal among many good works of its editor. That

he belonged to a branch—a Lancashire branch in all probability—

of the family which produced the Le Despensers of elder, and the

Spencers of modern English history, may be said to be unques-

tionable. If, as is probable, he was born in 1552, he was rather

beyond the usual age of freshmen when he entered at Pembroke

Hall, Cambridge, in 1569 as a sizar; and this latter status, while

making his poverty certain, perhaps also accounts for bis unusual

years. A curious fact (never yet thoroughly explained) that some

translations, afterwards published as his, of Petrarch's and Joachim

du Cellay's sonnets had previously appeared in the very year of

his going up to Cambridge, in a semi-theological treatise entitled,

for shortness, TJie Theatre of Voluptuous ]VorldH7igs, the original

of which is assigned to a certain man of Erabant, called John

van der Noodt, has been supposed to argue very early authorship

on his part. But nothing further is known of the matter, and

nothing else of Spenser's appeared in print for ten years. His

Cambridge life, except for some vague allusions (vvhich, as usual

in such cases, have been strained to breaking by commentators

and biographers), is equally obscure ; save that he certainly

fulfilled seven years of residence, taking his Bachelor's Degree in

15 73; and his IMaster's three years later. But he did not gain a

fellowship, and the chief discoverable results of his Cambridge

sojourn were the thorough scholarship which marks his work, and his

friendship with the notorious Gabriel Harvey-—his senior by some

years, a Fellow of Pembroke, and a person whose singularly bad

literary taste, as shown in his correspondence with Spenser, may
be perhaps forgiven, first, because it did no harm, and secondly,

because without him we should know even less of Spenser than

we do. It is reasonably supposed from the notes of his friend,

" E. K." (Kirke, apparently a Pembroke man), to The Shepherd's

Calendar, that he went to his friends in the north after leaving

Cambridge and spent a year or two there, falling in love with

the heroine, poetically named Rosalind, of The Calendar, and no

doubt writing that remarkable book. Then (probably very late in
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1578) he went to London, was introduced by Harvey to Sidney

and Leicester, and thus mixed at once in the best Hterary and

political society. He was not long in putting forth his titles to

its attention, for The Shephenrs Calendar s published in the

winter of 1579, copiously edited by " E. K.," who, as has been

said, is almost certainly Kirke. The poet seems to have had also

numerous works (the titles of which are known) ready or nearly

ready for the press. But all were subsequently either changed

in title, incorporated with other work, or lost. He had already

begun The Faerie Qi/eene, mucli to the pedant Harvey's disgust

;

and he dabbled in the fashionable absurdity of classical metres,

which was Harvey's delight. But he published nothing more

immediately ; and powerful as were his patrons, the only prefer-

ment which he obtained was in that El- Dorado -Purgatory of

Elizabethan ambition—Ireland. Lord Grey took him as private

secretary when he was in 1580 appointed deputy, and shortly

afterwards he received some civil posts in his new countr}', and a

lease of abbey lands at Enniscorthy, which lease he soon gave

up. But he stayed in Ireland notwithstanding the fact that his

immediate patron Grey soon left it. Except a few bare dates

and doubtful allusions, little or nothing is heard of him between

1580 and 1590. On the eve of the latter year (the ist of

December 1589) the first three books of The Faerie Queene were

entered at Stationers' Hall, and were published in the spring of

the next year. He had been already established at Kilcolman in

the county Cork on a grant of more than three thousand acres of

land out of the forfeited Desmond estates. And henceforward

his literary activity, at least in publication, became more consider-

able, and he seems to have been much backwards and forwards

between England and Ireland. In 1591 appeared a volume of

minor poems {The Fui/is of Time, The Tears of the Muses, Virgil's

Gnat, Mother Hubbard's Tale, The Ruins of Rome, Muiopotmos,

and the Visions), with an address to the reader in which another

list of forthcoming works is promised. These, like the former list

of Kirke, seem oddly enough to have also perished. The whole
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collection was called Complaints^ and a somewhat similar poem,

Daphiiaida, is thought to have appeared in the same j'ear. On
the nth of June 1594 the poet married (strangely enough it is

not known whom, though Dr. Grosart thinks he has identified her

with a certain Elizabeth' Boyle alias Scckerstone), and in 1595
were published the beautiful Amorctii or love sonnets, and the still

more beautiful EpitlialaDiium describing his courtship and mar-

riage, with the interesting poem of Colin Cloufs Come Home Again ;

while in the same year {old style ; in January 1596, new style) the

fourth, iifth, and sixth books of Tlie Faerie Qucene were entered for

publication and soon appeared. The supposed allusions to Mary

Stuart greatly offended her son James. The Hymns and the

Prothalamium followed in the same year. He had had some

difficulties at Court (though he had obtained a small pension of

fifty pounds a year), and had had like other Englishmen troubles

with his neighbours in Ireland
;
yet he seemed to be becoming

more prosperous, and in 1598 he was named Sheriff of Cork. A
few weeks later the Irish Rebellion broke out; his house was sacked

and burnt widi one of his children ; he fled to England and died

on the i6th of January 1599 at King Street, ^V^'estminster, perhaps

not "for lack of bread,", as Jonson says, but certainly in no

fortunate circumstances. In the year of his misfortune had been

registered, though it was never printed till more than thirty years

later, his one prose work of substance, the remarkable Vieiu of the

Present State of Ireland ; an admirable piece of prose, and a poli-

tical tract, the wisdom and grasp of which only those who have

had to give close attention to Irish politics can fully estimate. It

is probably the most valuable document on any given period of

Irish history that exists, and is certainly superior in matter no less

than in style to any political tract in English, published before

the days of Halifax eighty years after.

It has been said that The Shepherd^s Calendar placed Spenser

at once at the head of the English poets of his day ; and it did

so. But had he written nothing more, he would not (as is the

case with not a few distinguished poets) have occupied as higli
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or nearly as high a position in quaUty, if not in quantity, as he

now does. He was a young man when lie published it ; he was

not indeed an old man when he died ; and it would not appear

that he had had much experience of life beyond college walls.

His choice of models— the artificial pastorals in which the

Renaissance had modelled itself on Virgil and Theocritus rather

than Virgil and Theocritus themselves—was not altogether happy.

He showed, indeed, already his extraordinary metrical skill ; but he

confined himself, no doubt from inexperience, to earlier and some-

times rough forms of decasyllabic arrangement (the six-line stanza

being the most accomplished), alternating with imitations of the

old alliterative anapaests, of the fourteeners or eights and sixes

which, as has been seen, the Tottel writers and their successors so

much favoured, and of one or two of Chaucer's rhythms. He also

transgressed into religious politics, taking (as indeed he always

took, strange as it may seem in so fanatical a worshipper of

beauty) the Puritan side. Nor is his work improved as poetry,

though it acquires something in point of quaint attractiveness, by

good Mr. " E. K.'s" elaborate annotations, introductions, explana-

tions, and general gentleman-usherings— the first in English,

but most wofully not the last by hundreds of such overlayings of

gold with copper. Yet with all these drawbacks The S/iepherd's

Calendar is delightful. Already we can see in it that double

command at once of the pictorial and the musical elements of

poetry in which no English poet is Spenser's superior, if any is

his equal. Already the unmatched power of vigorous allegory,

which he was to display later, shows in such pieces as The Oak
and the Briar. In the less deliberately archaic divisions, such as

"April" and "November," the command of metrical form., in

which also the poet is almost peerless, discovers itself. Much
the same may be said of the volume of Complaints, which, though

published later than The Faerie Queene, represents beyond all

question very much earlier work. Spenser is unquestionably,

when he is not at once spurred and soothed by the play of his

own imagination, as in The Qnecne, a melancholy poet, and the
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note of melancholy is as strong in these poems as in their joint

title. It combines with his delight in emblematic allegory,

happily enough in most of these jjieces except Mother Hubbard's

Talc. This is almost an open satire, and shows that if Spenser's

genius had not found a less mongrel style to disport itself in,

not merely would Donne, and Lodge, and Hall, and Marston

have had to abandon their dispute for the post of first English

satirist, but the attainment of really great satire in English might

have been hastened by a hundred years, and Absalom and

Achitophel have been but a second. Even here, however, the

piece still keeps the Chaucerian form and manner, and is only a

kind of exercise. The sonnets from and after Du Bellay and

others are more interesting. As in the subsequent and far finer

Affioi-etti, Spenser prefers the final couplet form to the so-called

Petrarchian arrangement ; and, indeed, though the most recent

fashion in England has inclined to the latter, an impartial judg-

ment must pronounce both forms equally good and equally

entitled to place. The Amoretti written in this metre, and

undoubtedly representing some, at least, of Spenser's latest

written work, rank with the best of Sidney's, and hardly below

the best of Shakespere's ; while both in them and in the earlier

sonnets the note of regret mingled with delight—the special Re-

naissance note—sounds as it rarely does in any other English verse.

Of the poems of the later period, however (leaving The Faa-ie

Queene for a moment aside), the Epithalamiu7n and the Four

Hymns rank undoubtedly highest. For splendour of imagery,

for harmony of verse, for delicate taste and real passion, the

Epithalamiurn excels all other i^oems of its class, and the Fotir

Hymns express a rapture of Platonic enthusiasm, which may
indeed be answerable for the unreadable Psyches and Psychozoias

of the next aga^ but which is itself m.arried to immortal verse in

the happiest manner.

Still, to the ordinary reader, Spenser is the poet of The Faerie

Queene, and for once the ordinary reader is right. Every quality

found in his other poems is found in this greatest of them in
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perfection ; and much is found there which is not, and indeed

could not be, found anywhere else. Its general scheme is so

well known (few as may be the readers who really know its

details) that very slight notice of it may suffice. Twelve knights,

representing twelve virtues, were to have been sent on adventures

from the Court of Gloriana, Queen of Fairyland. The six finished

books give the legends (each subdivided into twelve cantos,

averaging fifty or sixty stanzas each) of Holiness, Temperance,

Chastity, Friendship, Justice, and Courtesy; while a fragment of

two splendid "Cantos on Mutability" is supposed to have belonged

to a seventh book (not necessarily seventh in order) on Constancy.

Legend has it that the poem was actually completed ; but this

seems improbable, as the first three books were certainly ten

years in hand, and the second three six more. The existing

poem comprehending some four thousand stanzas, or between

thirty and forty thousand lines, exhibits so many and such varied

excellences that it is difficult to believe that the poet could have

done anything new in kind. No part of it is as a whole inferior

to any other ^^art, and the fragmentary cantos contain not merely

one of the most finished pictorial pieces—the Procession of the

Months—to be found in the whole poem, but much of the poet's

finest thought and verse. Had fortune been kinder, the volume

of delight w^ould have been greater, but its general character

would probably not have changed much. As it is, The Faerie

Queene is the only long poem that a lover of poetry can sincerely

wish longer.

It deserves some critical examination here from three points

of view, regarding respectively its general scheme, its minor

details of form in metre and language, and lastly, its general

poetical characteristics. The first is simple enough in its com-

plexity. The poem is a long Roman d'Az'enf//re* {\vh\ch. it is per-

haps as well to say, once for all, is not the same as a " Romance
of Chivalry," or a " Romance of Adventure "), redeemed from the

aimless prolixity incident to that form by its regular plan, by the

intercommunion of the adventures of the several knights (none
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of whom disappears after having achieved his own quest), and by

the constant presence of a not too obtrusive allegory. This last

characteristic attaches it on the other side to the poems of the

Roman de la Rose order, which succeeded the Rofiians d'Aventures

as objects of literary interest and practice, not merely in France,

but throughout Europe. This allegory has been variously esti-

mated as a merit or defect of the poem. It is sometimes political,

oftener religious, very often moral, and sometimes purely personal

—the identifications in this latter case being sometimes clear (as

that of Gloriana, Britomart, and Belphoebe with Queen Elizabeth),

sometimes probable as that of Duessa with Queen Mary (not one

of Spenser's most knightly actions), and of Prince Arthur with

Leicester, and sometimes more or less problematical, as that of

Artegall with Lord Grey, of Timias the Squire with Raleigh, and

so forth. To those who are perplexed by these double meanings

the best remark is Hazlitt's blunt one that " the allegory won't

bite them." In other words, it is always perfectly possible to

enjoy the poem without troubling oneself about the allegory at all,

except in its broad ethical features, which are quite unmistakable.

On the other hand, I am inclined to think that the presence of

these under -meanings, with the interest which they give to a

moderately instructed and intelligent person who, without too

desperate a determination to see into millstones, understands

"words to the wise," is a great addition to the hold of the poem
over the attention, and saves it from the charge of mere desultori-

ness, which some, at least, of the other greatest poems of the

kind (notably its immediate exemplar, the Orlando Furioso) must

undergo. And here it may be noted that the charge made by

most foreign critics who have busied themselves with Spenser,

and perhaps by some of his countrymen, that he is, if not a

mere paraphrast, yet little more than a transplanter into English

of the Italian, is glaringly uncritical. Not, perhaps, till the

Orlando has been carefully read, and read in the original, is

Spenser's real greatness understood. He has often, and evidently

of purpose, challenged comparison ; but in every instance it will
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be found that his beauties are emphatically his own. He has

followed Ariosto only as Virgil has followed Homer ; and much

less slavishly.

It is strange to find English critics of this great if not

greatest English poem even nowadays . repeating that Spenser

borrowed his wonderful stanza from the Italians. He did nothing

of the kind. That the ottava rima on the one hand, and the

sonnet on the other, may have suggested the idea of it is quite

possible. But the Spenserian stanza, as it is justly called, is his

own and no one else's, and its merits, especially that primal merit

of adaptation to the subject and style of the poem, are unique.

Nothing else could adapt itself so perfectly to the endless series

of vignettes and dissolving views which the poet delights in

giving ; while, at the same time, it has, for so elaborate and

apparently integral a form, a singular faculty of hooking itself on to

stanzas preceding and following, so as not to interrupt continuous

narrative when continuous narrative is needed. Its great com-

pass, admitting of an almost infinite variety of cadence and com-

position, saves it from the monotony from which even the consum-

mate art of Milton could not save blank verse now and then, and

from which no writer has ever been able to save the couplet, or

the quatrain, or the stanzas ending with a couplet, in narratives

of very great length. But the most remarkable instance of

harmony between metrical form and other characteristics, both of

form and matter, in the metrist has yet to be mentioned. It has

been said how well the stanza suits Spenser's pictorial faculty ; it

certainly suits his musical faculty as well. The slightly (very

slightly, for he can be .vigorous enough) languid turn of his grace,

the voluptuous cadences of his rhythm, find in it the most perfect

exponent possible. The verse of great poets, especially Homer's,

has often been compared to the sea. Spenser's is more like a

river, wide, and deep, and strong, but moderating its waves and
conveying them all in a steady, soft, irresistible sweep forwards.

To aid him, besides this extraordinary instrument of metre, he

had forged for himself another in his language. A great deal
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has been written on this—comments, at least of the unfavourable

kind, generally resolving themselves into the undoubtedly true

remarks that Spenser's dialect is not the dialect of any actual

place or time, that it is an artificial '• poetic diction " made up of

Chaucer, and of Northern dialect, and of classicisms, and of

foreign words, and of miscellaneous archaisms from no matter

where. No doubt it is. But if any other excuse than the fact of

a beautiful and satisfactory effect is wanted for the formation of a

poetic diction different from the actually spoken or the ordinarily

written tongue of the day (and I am not sure that any such ex-

cuse is required) it is to be found at once. There was no

actually spoken or ordinarily written tongue in Spenser's day

which could claim to be " Queen's English." Chaucer was

obsolete, and since Chaucer there was no single person who could

even pretend to authority. Every writer more or less endowed

with originality was engaged in beating out for himself, from

popular talk, and from classical or foreign analogy, an instrument

of speech. Spenser's verse language and Lyly's prose are the

most rema4<;able results of the process ] but it was, in fact,

not only a common but a necessary one, and in no way to be

blamed. As for the other criterion hinted at above, no one is

likely to contest its salvation according to that. In its remote-

ness without grotesqueness, in its lavish colour, in its abundance

of matter for every kind of cadence and sound-eifect, it is exactly

suited to the subject, the writer, and the verse.

It is this singular and complete adjustment of worker and

implement which, with other peculiarities noted or to be noted,

gives T/ie Faerie Qiieene its unique unicity, if such a conceit may
be pardoned. From some points of view it might be called a

very artificial poem, yet no poem runs with such an entire

absence of effort, with such an easy eloquence, with such an

effect, as has been said already, of flowing water. With all his

learning, and his archaisms, and his classicisms, and his Platonisms,

and his isms without end, hardly any poet smells of the lamp less

disagreeably than Spenser. Where Milton forges and smelts, his
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gold is native. The endless, various, brightly-coloured, softly

and yet distinctly outlined pictures rise and pass before the eyes

and vanish— the multiform, sweetly-linked, softl3'-sounding har-

monies swell and die and swell again on the ear—without a

break, without a jar, softer than sleep and as continuous, gayer

than the rainbow and as undiscoverably connected with any

obvious cause. And this is the more remarkable because the

very last thing that can be said of Spenser is that he is a poet of

mere words. Milton himself, the severe Milton, extolled his

moral teaching ; his philosophical idealism is evidently no mere

poet's plaything or parrot-lesson, but thoroughly thought out and

believed in. He is a determined, almost a savage partisan in

politics and religion, a steady patriot, something of a statesman,

very much indeed of a friend and a lover. And of all this there

is ample evidence in his verse. Yet the alchemy of his poetry

has passed through the potent alembics of verse and phrase all

these rebeUious things, and has distilled them into the inimitably

fluent and velvet medium which seems to lull some readers to

inattention by its very smoothness, and deceive others into a

belief in its lack of matter by the very finish and brilliancy of its

form. The show passages of the poem which are most gene-

rally known— the House of Pride, the Cave of Despair, the

Entrance of Belphcebe, the Treasury of Mammon, the Gardens

of Acrasia, the Sojourn of Britomart in Busirane's Castle, the

ISIarriage of the Thames and Medway, the Discovery of the False

riorimel, Artegall and the Giant, Calidore with Meliboeus, the

Processions of the Seasons and the Months—all these are not, as

is the case with so many other poets, mere purple patches,

diversifying and relieving dullness, but merely remarkable, and as

it happens easily separable examples of a power which is shown

constantly and almost evenly throughout. Those who admire

them do well ; but they hardly know Spenser. He, more than

almost any other poet, must be read continuously and constantly

till the eye and ear and mind have acquired the freedom of his

realm of enchantment, and have learnt the secret (as far as a mere
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reader may learn it) of the poetical, spells by which he brings

together and controls its wonders. The talk of tediousness, the

talk of sameness, the talk of coterie-cultivation in Spenser shows

bad taste no doubt ; but it rather shows ignorance. The critic

has in such cases stayed outside his author ; he speaks but of

what he has not seen.

The comparative estimate is always the most difficult in litera-

ture, and where it can be avoided it is perhaps best to avoid it.

But in Spenser's case this is not possible. He is one of those few

who can challenge the title of " greatest English poet," and the

reader may almost of right demand the opinion on this point of

any one who writes about him. For my part I have no intention

of shirking the difficulty. It seems to me that putting Shake-

spere aside as hors coucours, not merely in degree but in kind,

only two English poets can challenge Spenser for the primacy.

These are Milton and Shelley. The poet of The Faerie Qneene is

generally inferior to Milton in the faculty of concentration, and

in the minting of those monumental phrases, impressive of them-

selves and quite apart from the context, which often count

highest in the estimation of poetry. His vocabulary and general

style, if- not more remote from the vernacular, have sometimes a

touch of deliberate estrangement from that vernacular which is

no doubt of itself a fault. His conception of a great work is

looser, more excursive, less dramatic. As compared with Shelley

he lacks not merely the modern touches which appeal to a par-

ticular age, but the lyrical ability in which Shelley has no equal

among Enghsh poets. But in each case he redeems these defects

with, as it seems to me, far more than counterbalancing merits.

He is never prosaic as Milton, like his great successor Words-

worth constantly is, and his very faults are the faults of a poet.

He never (as Shelley does constantly) dissolves away into a flux of

words which simply bids good-bye to sense or meaning, and

wanders on at large, unguided, without an end, without an

aim. But he has more than these merely negative merits. I

have seen long accounts of Spenser in which the fact of his
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invention of the Spenserian, stanza is passed over almost without

a word of comment. Yet in the formal history of poetry {and

the history of poetry must always be pre-eminently a history of

form) there is simply no achievement so astonishing as this.

That we do not know the inventors of the great single poetic

vehicles, the hexameter, the iambic Senarius, the English heroic,

the French Alexandrine, is one thing. It is another that in

Spenser's case alone can the invention of a complicated but

essentially integral form be assigned to a given poet. It is

impossible to say that Sappho invented the Sapphic, or Alcoeus

the Alcaic : each poet may have been a Vespucci to some pre-

cedent Columbus. But we are in a position to say that Spenser

did most unquestionably invent the English Spenserian stanza

—

a form only inferior in individual beauty to the sonnet, which is

itself practically adespoton, and far superior to the sonnet in its

capacity of being used in multiples as well as singly. When the

unlikelihood of sucli a complicated measure succeeding in nar-

rative form, the splendid success of it in T/ie Faerie Qtieene, and

the remarkable effects which have subsequently been got out of

it by men so different as Thomson, Shelley, and Lord Tennyson,

are considered, Spenser's invention must, I think, be -counted

the most considerable of its kind in literature.

But it may be very freely admitted that this technical merit,

great as it is, is the least part of the matter. Whosoever first

invented butterflies and pyramids in poetry is not greatly com-

mendable, and if Spenser had done nothing but arrange a cunning

combination of eight heroics, with interwoven rhymes and an

Alexandrine to finish with, it may be acknowledged at once that

his claims to primacy would have to be dismissed at once. It is

not so. Independently of The Faerie Qucene altogether he has done

work which we must go to Milton and Shelley themselves to equal.

The varied and singularly original strains of Tiie Calendar, the

warmth and delicacy combined of the Epithalamium, the tone

of mingled regret and wonder (not inferior in its characteristic

Renaissance ring to Du Bellay's own) of Tlie Ruins of Rome, the
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different notes of the different minor poems, are all things not to

be found in any minor poet. But as does not always happen,

and as is perhaps not the case with Milton, Spenser's greatest

work is also his best. In the opinion of some at any rate the

poet of Lycidas, of Coi/uis, of Satnson Agonistes, even of the

Allegro and Pe?iseroso, ranks as high as, if not above, the poet of

Paradise Lost. But the poet of T/ie Faerie Qiiecne could spare all

his minor works and lose only, as has been said, quantity not

quality of greatness. It is hardly necessary at this time of day

to repeat the demonstration that jNIacaulay in his famous jibe

only succeeded in showing that he had never read what he jibed

at ; and though other decriers of Spenser's masterpiece may not

have laid themselves open to quite so crushing a retort, they

seldom fail to show a somewhat similar ignorance. For the

lover of poetry, for the reader who understands and can receive

the poetic charm, the revelation of beauty in metrical language,

no English poem is the superior, or, range and variety being

considered, the equal of The Faerie Qiicene. Take it up where

you will, and provided only sufficient time (the reading of a

dozen stanzas ought to suffice to any one who has the necessary

gifts of appreciation) be given to allow the soft- dreamy versi-

coloured atmosphere to rise round the reader, the languid and yet

never monotonous music to gain his ear, the mood of mixed

imagination and heroism, adventure and morality, to impress

itself on his mind, and the result is certain. To the influence of

no poet are the famous lines of Spenser's great nineteenth-

century rival so applicable as to Spenser's own. The enchanted

boat, angel-guided, floating on away, afar, without conscious pur-

pose, but simply obeying the instinct of sweet poetry, is not an

extravagant symbol for the mind of a reader of Spenser. If

such readers want " Criticisms of Life " first of all, they must go

elsewhere, though they will find them amply given, subject to the

limitations of the poetical method. If they want story they may

complain of slackness and deviations. If they want glorifications of

science and such like things, they had better shut the book at once,
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and read no more on that day nor on any other. But if they want

poetry—if they ^v^nt to be translated from a world which is not

one of beauty only into one where the very uglinesses are

beautiful, into a world of perfect harmony in colour and sound,

of an endless sequence of engaging event and character, of noble

passions and actions not lacking their due contrast, then let

them go to Spenser with a certainty of satisfaction. He is not,

as are some poets, the poet of a certain time of life to the

exclusion of others. He may be read in childhood chiefly for his

adventure, in later youth for his display of voluptuous beauty,

in manhood for his ethical and historical weight, in age for all

combined, and for the contrast which his bright universe of

invention affords with the work-day jcjuneness of this troublesome

world. But he never palls upon those who have once learnt to

taste him ; and no poet is so little of an acquired taste to those

who have any liking for poetry at all. He has been called the

poet's poet—a phrase honourable but a little misleading, inasmuch

as it first suggests that he is not the poet of the great majority of

readers who cannot pretend to be poets themselves, and secondly

insinuates a kind of intellectual and aesthetic Pharisaism in those

who do admire him, which may be justly resented by those who
do not. Let us rather say that he is the poet of all others for

those who seek in poetry only poetical qualities, and we shall

say not only what is more than enough to establish his greatness

but what, as I for one believe, can be maintained in the teeth of

all gainsayers.^

The volume, variety, and vigour of the poetical production of

the period in which Spenser is the central figure—the last twenty

years of the sixteenth century—is perhaps proportionally the

greatest, and may be said to be emphatically the most dis-

tinguished in purely poetical characteristics of any period in our

^ Of .Spenser as of two other poets in this volume, Shakespere and Milton,
it seemed to be unnecessary and even impertinent to give any extracts. Their
works are, or ought to be, in all hands ; and even if it were not so, no space
at my command could rive sample of their infinite varieties.
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history. Every kind of poetical work is represented in it, and

every kind (with the possible exception of the semi-poetical kind

of satire) is well represented. There is, indeed, no second name

that approaches Spenser's, either in respect of importance or in

respect of uniform excellence of work. But in the most incomplete

production of this time there is almost always that poetical spark

which is often entirely wanting in the finished and complete

work of other periods. I shall, therefore, divide the whole mass

into four groups, each with certain distinguished names at its head,

and a crowd of hardly undistinguished names in its rank and file.

These four groups are the sonneteers, the historians, the satirists,

and lastly, the miscellaneous lyrists and poetical miscellanists.

Although it is only recently that its mass and its beauty have

been fully recognised, the extraordinary outburst of sonnet-writing

at a certain period of Elizabeth's reign has always attracted the

attention of literary historians. For many years after Wyatt and

Surrey's work appeared the form attracted but little imitation or

practice. About 1580 Spenser himself probably, Sidney and

Thomas Watson certainly, devoted much attention to it ; but it

was about ten years later that the most striking crop of sonnets

appeared. Between 1593 and 1596 there were published more

than a dozen collections, chiefly or wholly of sonnets, and almost

all bearing the name of a single person, in whose honour

they were supposed to be composed. So singular is this

coincidence, showing either an intense engouemenf in literary

society, or a spontaneous determination of energy in individuals,

that the list with dates is worth giving. It runs thus :—In 1593

came Barnes's Parthenophtl and Parthenophc^ Fletcher's Licia,

and Lodge's Phillis. In 1594 followed Constable's Diana,

Daniel's Delia,^ the anonymous ZepJieria, Drayton's Idea, Percy's

C(rlia, and Willoughby's Avisa ; 1595 added the Alalia of a

certain J. C, and 1596, with Griffin's Fidessa, Lynch's Diclla,'

and Smith's Cldoris, followed Spenser's perfect Amordti, while

1 Delia had appeared earlier in 1592, and partially in 1591 ; but the text

of 1594 is the definitive one. Several of these dates are doubtful or di.~puted.

II H
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Shakespere's earliest sonnets were probably not much later.

Then the fashion changed, or the vein was worked out, or (more

fancifully) the impossibility of equalling Spenser and Shake-

spere choked off competitor.-. The date of Lord Brooke's

singular Ccelica^ not published till long afterwards, is uncertain
;

but he may, probably, be classed with Sidney and Watson in

period.

Fulke, or, as he himself spelt it, Foulke Greville, in his

later years Lord Brooke,^ was of a noble house in Warwick-

shire connected with the Bcauchamps and the Willoughbys.

He was born in 1554, was educated at Shrewsbury with Philip

Sidney, whose kinsman, lifelong friend, and first biographer he

was—proceeded, not like Sidney to Oxford, but to Cambridge

(where he was a member, it would seem, of Jesus College, not

as usually said of Trinity)—received early lucrative preferments

chiefly in connection with the government of ^^'ales, was a

favourite courtier of Elizabeth's during all her later life, and,

obtaining a royal gift of Warwick Castle, became the ancestor

of the present earls of Warwick. In 16 14 he became Chancellor

of the Exchequer. Lord Brooke, who lived to a considerable

age, was stabbed in a rather mysterious manner in 162S by a

servant named Haywood, who is said to have been enraged by

discovering that his master had left him nothing in his will. The
story is, as has been said, mysterious, and the affair seems to

have been hushed up. Lord Brooke was not universally popular,

and a very savage contemporary epitaph on him has been pre-

served. But he had been the patron of the youthful Davenant,

and has left not a little curious literary work, which has only

been recently collected, and little of which saw the light in his

own lifetime. Of his two singular plays, Mustapha and Alaham
(closet-dramas having something in common with the Senecan
model), Mustapha was printed in 1609; but it would seem

lie is a little liable to be confounded with two writers (brothers of a
patronymic the same as his title) Samuel and Christopher Brooke, the latter

of whom MTote poems of some merit, which Dr. Grosart has edited.
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piratically. His chief prose work, the Life of Sidney, was not

printed till 1652. His chief work in verse, the singular Poems

of Monarchy (ethical and political treatises), did not appear till

eighteen years later, as well as the allied Treatise on Religion.

But poems or tracts on human learning, on wars, and other

things, as singularly inappropriate to verse, had appeared in

1633. This publication, a folio volume, also contained by far

the most interesting part of his work, the so-called sonnet collec-

tion of Ccelica—a medley, like many of those mentioned in this

chapter, of lyrics and short poems of all lengths and metrical

arrangements, but, unlike almost all of them, dealing with many

subjects, and apparently addressed to more than one person. It

is here, and almost here only, that the reader who has not a very

great love for Elizabethan literature and some experience of it,

can be recommended to seek confirmation of the estimate in which

Greville was held by Charles Lamb, and of the very excusable

and pious, though perhaps excessive, admiration of his editor Dr.

Grosart. Even Ca'iica is very unlikely to find readers as a whole,

owing to the strangely repellent character of Brooke's thought,

which is intricate and obscure, and of his style, which is at any

rate sometimes as harsh and eccentric as the theories of poetry

which made him compose verse-treatises on politics. Neverthe-

less there is much nobility of thought and expression in him,

and not unfrequent flashes of real poetry, while his very faults

are characteristic. He may be represented here by a piece from

Cxlica, in which he is at his very best, and most poetical because

most simple

—

"I, with whose colours Myra dressed her head,

I, that ware posies of her own hand making,

I, that mine own name in the chimnies read

l]y Myra fmely wrought ere I was waking :

Must I look on, in hope tim.e coming may

With change bring back my turn again to play ?

"I, that on Sunday at the church-stile found

A garland sweet with true love knots in flowers,
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Which I to wear about mine arms, was bound

That each of us might know that all was ours :

Must I lead now an idle life in wishes,

And follow Cupid for his loaves and fishes ?

" I, that did wear the ring her mother left,

I, for whose love she gloried to be blamed,

I, with whose eyes her eyes committed theft,

I, who did make her blush when I was named :

Must I lose ring, flowers, blush, theft, and go naked.

Watching with sighs till dead love be awaked ?

"I, that when drowsy Argus fell asleep,

Like jealousy o'erwatched with desire,

Was ever warned modesty to keep

While her breath, speaking, kindled Nature's fire

:

Must I look on a-cold while others warm them ?

Do Vulcan's brothers in such fine nets arm them ?

*' Was it for this that I might Myra see

Washing' the water with her beauties ruhite ?

Yet would she never write her love to me :

Thinks wit of change when thoughts are in delight ?

Mad girls may safely love as they may leave ;

No man can print a kiss ; lines may deceive."

Had Brooke always written with this force and directness he

would have been a great poet. As it is, he has but the ore of

poetry, not the smelted metal.

For there is no doubt that Sidney here holds the primacy,

not merely in time but in value, of the whole school, putting

Spenser and Shakespere aside. That thirty or forty years'

diligent study of Italian models had much to do with the extra-

ordinary advance visible in his sonnets over those of Tottel's

Misccllcmy is, no doubt, undeniable. But many causes besides

the inexplicable residuum of fortunate inspiration, which eludes

the most careful search into literary cause and effect, had to do
with the production of the "lofty, insolent, and passionate vein,"

which becomes noticeable in English poetry for the first time

about 1 5 So, and which dominates it, if we include the late
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autumn-summer of Milton's last productions, for a hundred years.

Perhaps it is not too much to say that this makes its very first

appearance in Sidney's verse, for The Shepherd's Calendar, though

of an even more perfect, is of a milder strain. The inevitable

tendency of criticism to gossip about poets instead of criticising

poetry has usually mixed a great deal of personal matter with

the accounts of Astrophel and Stella, the series of sonnets which

is Sidney's greatest literary work, and which was first published

some years after his death in an incorrect and probably pirated

edition by Thomas Nash. There is no doubt that there was a

real affection between Sidney (Astrophel) and Penelope Devereux

(Stella), daughter of the Earl . of Essex, afterwards Lady Rich,

and that marriage proving unhappy. Lady Mountjoy. But the

attempts which have been made to identify every hint and allusion

in the series with some fact or date, though falling short of the

unimaginable folly of scholastic labour-lost which has been ex-

pended on the sonnets of Shakespere, still must appear some-

what idle to those who know the usual genesis of 'love-poetry

—

how that it is of imagination all compact, and that actual occur-

rences are much oftener occasions and bases than causes and

material of it. It is of the smallest possible importance or

interest to a rational man to .discover what was the occasion of

Sidney's writing these charming poems—the important point is

their charm. And in this respect (giving heed to his date and

his opportunities of imitation) I should put Sidney third to

Shakespere and Spenser. The very first piece of the series, an

oddly compounded sonnet of thirteen Alexandrines and a final

heroic, strikes the note of intense and fresh poetry which is only

heard afar off in Surrey and Wyatt, which is hopelessly to seek in

the tentatives of Turberville and Googe, and which is smothered

with jejune and merely literary ornament in the less formless work

of Sidney's contemporary, Thomas Watson. The second line

—

"That she, dear she, might take some pleasure of my pain,"

the couplet

—
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" Oft turning others' leaves to see if thence would flow

Some fresh and fruitful showers upon my sunburnt brain,"

and the sudden and splendid finale

—

" ' Fool ! ' said my must ' look in thy heart and write !'"

are things that may be looked for in vain earlier.

A little later we meet with that towering soar of verse which

is also peculiar to the period :

"When Nature made her chief work— Stella's eyes,

In colour black, why wrapt she beams so bright?"

—

lines which those who deprecate insistence on the importance of

form in poetry might study with advantage, for the thought is a

mere commonplace conceit, and the beauty of the phrase is

purely derived from the cunning arrangement and cadence of the

verse. The first perfectly charming sonnet in the English

language—a sonnet which holds its own after three centuries of

competition—is the famous " AVith how sad steps, O moon, thou

climbst the skies," where Lamb's stricture on the last line as obscure

seems to me unreasonable. The equally famous phrase, "That

sweet enemy France," which occurs a little further on is another, and

whether borrowed from Giordano Bruno or not is perhaps the

best example of the felicity of expression in which Sidney is sur-

passed by few Englishmen. Nor ought the extraordinary variety of

the treatment to be missed. Often as Sidney girds at those who,

like Watson, " dug their sonnets out of books," he can write in

the learned literary manner with the best. The pleasant ease of

his sonnet to the sparrow, "Good brother Philip," contrasts in the

oddest way with his allegorical and mythological sonnets, in each

of which veins he indulges hardly less often, though very much
more wisely than any of his contemporaries. Nor do the other

"Songs of variable verse," which follow, and in some editions are

mixed up with the sonnets, display less extraordinary power. The
first song, with its refrain in the penultimate line of each stanza,

" To you, to you, all song of praise is due,"

contrasts in its throbbing and burning life with the faint and
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misty imagery, the stiff and wooden structure, of most of the verse

of Sidney's predecessors, and deserves to be given in full :

—

" Doubt you to whom my Muse these notes intendeth ;

Which now my breast o'ercharged to music lendeth ?

To you ! to you ! all song of praise is due :

Only in you my song begins and endeth.

"Who hath the eyes which marry state with pleasure,

Who keeps the keys of Nature's chiefest treasure ?

To you ! to you ! all song of praise is due ;

Only for you the heaven forgat all measure. r

"Who hath the lips, where wit in fairness reigneth ?

Who womankind at once both decks and staineth ?

To you ! to you ! all song of praise is due :

Only by you Cupid his crown maintaineth.

"Who hath the feet, whose steps all sweetness planteth?

Who else ; for whom Fame worthy trumpets wanteth ?

To you ! to you ! all song of praise is due :

Only to you her sceptre Venus granteth.

"Who hath the breast, whose milk doth passions nourish?

Whose grace is such, that when it chides doth cherish ?

To you ! to you ! all song of praise is due :

Only through you the tree of life doth flourish.

"Who hath the hand, which without stroke subdueth ?

Who long dead beauty with increase reneweth ?

To you ! to you ! all song of praise is due :

Only at you all envys hopeless rueth.

" Who hath the hair, which loosest fasteth tieth ?

Who makes a man live then glad when he dieth ?

To you ! to you ! all song of praise is due :

Only of you the flatterer never lieth.

"Who hath the voice, which soul from senses sunders?

Whose force but yours the bolts of beauty thunders ?

To you ! to you ! all song of praise is due :

Only with you not miracles are wonders.

" Doubt you to whom my Muse these notes intendeth ?

Which now my breast o'ercharged to music lendeth ?

To you ! to you ! all song of praise is due :

Only in you my song begins and endeth."
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Nor is its promise belied by those which follow, and which

are among the earliest and the most charming of the rich

literature of songs that really are songs—songs to music

—

which the age was to produce. All the scanty remnants of

his other verse are instinct with the same qualities, especially

the splendid dirge, " Ring out your bells, let mourning shows

be spread," and the pretty lines " to the tune of Wilhelmus van

Nassau." I must quote the first :

—

'* Ring out your bells ! let mourning shows be spread.

For Love is dead.

All love is dead, infected

With the plague of deep disdain ;

Worth as nought worth rejected.

And faith, fair scorn doth gain.

From so ungrateful fancy,

From such a female frenzy,

From them that use men thus,

Good Lord, deliver us !

" Weep, neighbours, weep ! Do you not hear it said

That Love is dead ?

His deathbed, peacock's P'olly ;

Plis winding-sheet is Shame ;

His will, False Seeming wholly
;

His sole executor, Blame.

From so ungrateful fancy,

From such a female frenzy,

From them that use men thus.

Good Lord, deliver us !

" Let dirge be sung, and trentals rightly read,

For Love is dead.

Sir Wrong his tomb ordaineth

My mistress' marble heart

;

Which epitaph containeth

' Her eyes were once his dart.'

From so ungrateful fancy,

From such a female frenzy,

From them that use men thus,

Good Lord, deliver us.
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" Alas, I lie. Rage hath this error bred,

Xove is not dead.

Love is not dead, but sleepeth

In her unmatched mind :

Where she his counsel keepeth

Till due deserts she find.

Therefore from so vile fancy

To call such wit a frenzy,

Who love can temper thus,

Good Lord, deliver us !

"

The verse from the Arcadia (which contains a great deal of

verse) has been perhaps injuriously affected in the general judg-

ment by the fact that it includes experiments in Harvey's

favourite classical metres. But both it and the Translations

from the Psalms express the same poetical faculty employed

with less directness and force. To sum up, there is no Eliza-

bethan poet, except the two named, who is more unmistak-

ably imbued with poetical quality than Sidney. And Hazlitt's

judgment on him, that he is "jejune" and "frigid" will, as Lamb
himself hinted, long remain the chiefest and most astonishing

example of a great critic's aberrations when his prejudices are

concerned.

Had Hazlitt been criticising Thomas "Watson, his judgment,

though harsh, would have been not wholly easy to quarrel with.

It is probably the excusable but serious error of judgment which

induced his rediscoverer, Professor Arber, to rank W^atson above

Sidney in gifts and genius, that has led other critics to put him

unduly low. Watson himself, moreover, has invited depreciation

by his extreme frankness in confessing that his Passionate

Century is not a record of passion at all, but an elaborate literary

pastiche after this author and that. I fear it must be admitted

that the average critic is not safely to be trusted with such an

avowal of what he is too much disposed to advance as a charge

without confession. Watson, of whom as usual scarcely anything

is known personally, was a Londoner by birth, an Oxford man by

education, a friend of most of the earlier literary school of the
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reign, such as Lyiy, Peele, and Spenser, and a tolerably-

industrious writer both in Latin and English during his short life,

which can hardly have begun before 1557, and was certainly

closed by 1593. He stands in English poetry as the author of

the Hecaiojnpatliia or Passiojiate Century of sonnets (15 82), and

tlie Tears of Fancy, consisting of sixty similar poems, printed after

his death. The Tears of Fancy are regular quatorzains, the

pieces composing the HecatojupatJiia, though called sonnets, are

in a curious form of eighteen lines practically composed of three

six-line stanzas rhymed A B, A B, C C, and not connected by

any continuance of rhyme from stanza to stanza. The special

and peculiar oddity of the book is, that each sonnet has a prose

preface as thus :
" In this passion the author doth very busily

imitate and augment a certain ode of Ronsard, which he writeth

unto his mistress. He beginneth as foUoweth, Flusieurs, eic.'^

Here is a complete example of one of Watson's pages :—

•

" There needeth no annotation at all before this passion, it is of itself so plain

and easily conveyed. Yet the unlearned may have this help given them l)y the

way to know what Galaxia is or Pactolus, which perchance they have not read

of often in our vulgar rhymes. Galaxia (to omit both the etymology and what
the philosophers do write thereof) is a white way or milky circle in the heavens,

which Ovid mentioneth in this manner

—

Esi via suhlimis ccclo manifcsta sereno.

Ladea nomen hahct, candore notabilis ipso.

—Metamorph. lib. I.

And Cicero thus in Somnio Scipionis : Erat autcm is splcndissimo candore

interfantmas circidus eliiccns, qtian vos (iit a Graijs accepistis) orbetn lactenvi

nuitaipatis.

^

Pactolus is a river in Lydia, which hath golden sands under it, as Tibullus
witnesseth in this verse :—

Aff vie regnajuvant, nee Lydius aurifer amnis.—Titul. lib. 3.

Who can recount the virtues of my dear,

Or say how far her fame hath taken flight.

That cannot tell how many stars appear
In part of heaven, which Galaxia hight,

Or number all the moats in Phoebus' rays,

Or golden sands whereon Pactolus plays ?
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And yet my hurts enforce me to confess,

In crystal breast she shrouds a bloody heart,

Which heart in time will make her merits less

Unless betimes she cure my deadly smart

:

For now my life is double dying still,

And she defamed by sufferance of such ill

;

And till the time she helps me as she may.

Let no man undertake to tell my toil,

But only such, as can distinctly say.

What monsters Nilus breeds, or Afric soil

:

For if he do, his labour is but lost.

Whilst I both fry and freeze 'twixt flame and frost.'

Now this is undoubtedly, as "Watson's contemporaries would

have said, " a cooling card " to the reader, who is thus presented

with a series of elaborate poetical exercises affecting the acutest

personal feeling, and yet confessedly representing no feeling at all.

Yet the Hecatompathia is remarkable, both historically and intrin-

sically. It does not seem likely that at its publication the author

can have had anything of Sidney's or much of Spenser's before

him
;
yet his work is only less superior to the work of their com-

mon predecessors than the work of these two. By far the finest

of his Ce7it2i7-y is the imitation of Ferrabosco

—

" Resolved to dust intombed here lieth love."

The quatorzains of the Tears of Fancy are more attractive in form

and less artificial in structure and phraseology, but it must be

remembered that by their time Sidney's sonnets were known and

Spenser had written much. The seed was scattered abroad, and

it fell in congenial soil in falling on Watson, but the Hecatom-

pathia was self-sown.

This difference shows itself very remarkably in the vast out-

burst of sonneteering which, as has been remarked, distinguished

the middle of the last decade of the sixteenth century. All these

writers had Sidney and Spenser before them, and they assume so

much of the character of a school that there are certain subjects,

for instance, " Care -charming sleep," on which many of them

(after Sidney) composed sets of rival poemSj almost as definitely
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competitive as the sonnets of the later " Uranie et Job " and

" Belle Matin euse " series in France. Nevertheless, there is in

all of them—what as a rule is wanting in this kind of clique

verse—the independent spirit, the original force which makes

poetry. The Smiths and the Fletchers, the Griffins and the

Lynches, are like little geysers round the great ones ; the whole

soil is instinct with iire and flame. We shall, however, take the

production of the four remarkable years 15 93-1 596 separately,

and though in more than one case we shall return upon their

writers both in this chapter and in a subsequent one, the unity

of the sonnet impulse seems to demand separate mention for

them here.

In 1593 the influence of the Sidney poems (published, it must

be remembered, in 1591) was new, and the imitators, except

Watson (of whom above), display a good deal of the quality of tlie

novice. The chief of them are Barnabe Barnes, with his Partheno-

J>hil and Parthenophe, Giles Fletcher (father of the Jacobean poets,

Giles and Phineas Fletcher), with his Licia, and Thomas Lodge,

with his Phillis. Barnes is a modern discovery, for before Dr.

Grosart reprinted him in 1875, from the unique original at

Chatsworth, for thirty subscribers only (of whom I had the

honour to be one), he was practically unknown. Mr. Arber has

since, in his English Garner^ opened access to a wider circle,

to whom I at least do not grudge their entry. As with

most of these minor Elizabethan poets, Barnes is a very

obscure person A little later than Parthenophil he wrote A
Divine Centurie of Spiritual Sonnets, having, like many of his

contemporaries, an apparent desire poetically to make the best of

both worlds. He also wrote a wild play in the most daring

Elizabethan style, called The DeviVs Charter, and a prose political

Treatise of Offices. Barnes was a friend of Gabriel Harvey's, and
as such met with some rough usage from Nash, Marston, and
others. His poetical worth, though there are fine passages in

The Devil's Charter and in the Divine Centurie, must rest on
Parthenophil. This collection consists not merelv of sonnets but

I
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of madrigals, sestines, canzons, and other attempts after Italian

masters. The style, both verbal and poetical, needs chastising in

places, and Barnes's expression in particular is sometimes obscure.

He is sometimes comic when he wishes to be passionate, and

frequently verbose when he wishes to be expressive. But the fire,

the fuU-bloodedness, the poetical virility, of the poems is extra-

ordinary. A kind of intoxication of the eternal-feminine seems to

have seized the poet to an extent not otherwise to be paralleled

in the group, except in Sidney ; while Sidney's courtly sense of

measure and taste did not permit him Barnes's forcible extrava-

gances. Here is a specimen :

—

" Phoebus, rich father of eternal light,

And in his hand a wreath of Heliochrise

He brought, to beautify those tresses,

Whose train, whose softness, and whose gloss more bright,

Apollo's locks did overprize.

Thus, with this garland, whiles her brows he blesses,

The golden shadow with his tincture

Coloured her locks, aye gilded with the cincture."

Giles Fletcher's Licia is a much more pale and colourless

performance, though not wanting in merit. The author, who
was afterwards a most respectable clergyman, is of the class

of amouieux t?'ansis, and dies for Licia throughout his poems,

without apparently suspecting that it was much better to live for

her. His volume contained some miscellaneous poems, with a

dullish essay in the historical style (see fast), called The Jiising of

Richard to the Crown. Very far ' superior is Lodge's Phillis, the

chief poetical work of that interesting person, except some of the

madrigals and odd pieces of verse scattered about his prose

tracts (for which see Chapter VL) Phillis is especially remarkable

for the grace and refinement with which the author elaborates the

Sidneian model. Lodge, indeed, as it seems to me, was one of

the not uncommon persons who can always do best with a model

before them. He euphuised with better taste than Lyly, but in

imitation of him ; his tales in prose are more graceful than those
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of Greene, whom he copied ; it at least seems Hkely that he out-

Marlowed Marlowe in the rant of the Looking-Glass for London^

and the stifihess of the Wounds of Civil JFar, and he chiefly

polished Sidney in his sonnets and madrigals. It is not to be

denied, however, that in three out of these four departments he

gave us charming work. His mixed allegiance to Marlowe and

Sidney gave him command of a splendid form of decasyllabic,

which appears often in Phillis, as for instance

—

" About thy neck do all the graces throng

And lay such bails as might entangle death,"

where it is worth noting that the whole beauty arises from

the dexterous placing of the dissyllable " graces," and the tri-

syllable "entangle," exactly Avhere they ought to be among the

monosyllables of the rest. The madrigals " Love guards the roses

of thy lips," " My Phillis hath the morning sun," and " Love in

my bosom like a bee " are simply unsurpassed for sugared sweet-

ness in English. Perhaps this is the best of them :

—

" Love in my bosom like a bee,

Doth suck his sweet

;

Now with his wings he plays with me,

Now with his feet.

Within mine eyes he makes his nest

His bed amidst my tender breast,

My kisses are his daily feast

;

And yet he robs me of my rest ?

*Ah, wanton ! will ye?'

" And if I sleep, then percheth he,

With pretty flight,

i

And makes his pillow of my knee
The livelong night.

Strike I my lute, he tunes the string

He music plays, if so I sing.

He lends me every lovely thing

Yet cruel ! he, my heart doth sting.

' Whist, wanton ! still ye !

'

1 Printed in England's Helicon " sleicht.
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" Else I with roses, every day

Will whip you hence,

And bind you, when you want to play,

Fcr your offence.

I'll shut my eyes to keep you in,

I'll make you fast it for your sin,

I'll count your power not worth a pin.

Alas, what hereby shall I win

If he gainsay me?

" What if I beat the wanton boy

With many a rod ?

He will repay me with annoy

Because a god.

Then sit thou safely on my knee,

And let thy bower my bosom be.

Lurk in mine eyes, I like of thee.

O Cupid ! so thou pity me.

Spare not, but play thee."

1594 was the most important of all the sonnet years, and

here we are chiefly bound to mention authors who will come in

for fuller notice later. The singular book known as "Willoughby's

Avisa which, as having a supposed bearing on Shakespere and as

containing much of that personal puzzlement which rejoices

critics, has had much attention of late years, is not strictly a

collection of sonnets ; its poems being longer and of differing

stanzas. But in general character it falls in with the sonnet

collections addressed or devoted to a real or fanciful personage.

It is rather satirical than paneg}Tical in character, and its poetical

worth is very far from high. AVilliam Percy, a friend of Barnes

(who dedicated the Partheiwpliil to him), son of the eighth Earl of

Northumberland, and a retired person who seems to have passed

the greater part of a long life in Oxford " drinking nothing but

ale," produced a very short collection entitled Ccc/ia, not very

noteworthy, though it contains (probably in imitation of Barnes)

one of the tricky things called' echo sonnets, which, Vv'ith dialogue

sonnets and the like, have sometimes amused the leisure of poets.

Much more remarkable is the singular anonymous collection
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called Zephcria. Its contents are called not sonnets but canzons,

though most of them are orthodox quatorzains somewhat oddly

rhymed and rliythmed. It is brief, extending only to forty

pieces, and, like much of the poetry of the period, begins and

ends with Italian mottoes or dedication-phrases. But what is

interesting about it is the evidence it gives of deep familiarity

not only with Italian but with French models. This appears

both m such words as " jouissance," "thesaurise," "esperance,"

"souvenance," " vatical" (a thoroughly Ronsardising word), with

others too many to mention, and in otlier characteristics. The
scheme and ideals are of the Pleiade throughout, and yet the collec-

tion is eminently English. Now French models were not commonly
followed at this time with us. Putting this aside, the character-

istic of Zcpheria is unchastened vigour, full of promise, but

decidedly in need of further schooling and discipline, as the

following will show :

—

" O then Desire, father of Jouissance,

The Life of Love, the Death of dastard Fear,

The kindest nurse to true perseverance,

Mine heart inherited, with thy love's revere. [?]

Beauty ! peculiar parenX of Conceit,

Prosperous midwife to a travelling muse,

The sweet of life, Nepenthe's eyes receipt,

Thee into me distilled, O sweet, infuse !

Love then (the spirit of a generous sprite,

An infant ever drawing Nature's breast.

The Sum of Life, that Chaos did unnight
!)

Dismissed mine heart from me, with thee to rest.

And now incites me cry, ' Double or quit !

Give back my heart, or take his body to it ! '
"

This cannot be said of the three remarkable collections yet to

be noticed which appeared in this year, to wit. Constable's Diana,
Daniel's Delia, and Drayton's Idea. These three head the group
and contain the best work after Shakespere and Spenser and
Sidney in the English sonnet of the time. Constable's sonnets
had appeared partly in 1592, and as they stand in fullest collec-
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tion were published in or before 1594. Afterwards he wrote,

Hke others, " divine " sonnets (he was a Roman Cathohc) and some

miscellaneous poems, including a very pretty " Song of Venus and

Adonis." He was a close friend of Sidney, many of whose sonnets

were published with his, and his work has much of the Sidneian

colour, but with fewer flights of happily expressed fancy. The best

of it is probably the following sonnet, which is not only full of

gracefully expressed images, but keeps up its flight from first to

last—a thing not universal in these Elizabethan sonnets :—

•

" My Lady's presence makes the Roses red,

Because to see her lips they bhish for shame.

The Lily's leaves, for envy, pale became

;

And her white hands in them this envy bred.

The Marigold the leaves abroad doth spread
;

Because the sun's and her power is the same.

The Violet of purple colour came,

Dyed in the blood she made my heart to shed.

In brief all flowers from her their virtue take
;

From her sweet breath, their sweet smells do proceed

;

The living heat which her eyebeams doth make
Warmeth the ground, and quickeneth the seed.

The rain, wherewith she watereth the flowers,

Falls from mine eyes, which she dissolves in showers."

Samuel Daniel had an eminently contemplative genius which

might have anticipated the sonnet as it is in Wordsworth, but

which the fashion of the day confined to the not wholly suitable

subject of Love. In the splendid " Care-charmer Sleep," one of

the tournament sonnets above noted, he contrived, as will be seen,

to put his subject under the influence of his prevailing faculty.

" Care-charmer Sleep, son of the sable Night,

Brother to Death, in silent darkness born,

Uelieve my anguish, and restore the light,

With dark forgetting of my cares, return

;

And let the day be time enough to mourn

The shipwreck of my ill-adventured youth
;

Let waking eyes suffice to wail their scorn

Without the torment of the night's untruth.
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Cease, Dreams, th' imag'ry of our day-desires,

To model forth the passions of the morrow,

Never let rising sun approve you liars,

To add more grief to aggravate my sorrow.

Still let me sleep, embracing clouds in vain ;

And never wake to feel the day's disdain."

But as a rule he is perhaps too much given to musing, and too

httle to rapture. In form he is important, as he undoubtedly

did much to establish the arrangement of three alternate rhymed

quatrains and a couplet which, in Shakespere's hands, was to give

the noblest poetry of the sonnet and of the world. He has also

an abundance of the most exquisite single lines, such as

" O clear-eyed rector of the holy hill,"

and the wonderful opening of Sonnet xxvii., "The star of my

mishap imposed this pain."

The sixty-three sonnets, varied in different editions of Dray-

ton's liiea, are among the most puzzling of the whole group. Their

average value is not of the very highest. Yet there are here and

there the strangest suggestions of Drayton's countryman, Shake-

spere, and there is one sonnet, No. 6i, beginning, "Since there's

no help, come let us kiss and part," which I at least find it im-

possible to believe to be Drayton's, and which is Shakespere all

over. That Drayton was the author of Idea as a whole is certain,

not merely from the local allusions, but from the resemblance to

the more successful exercises of his clear, masculine, vigorous,

fertile, but occasionally rather unpoetical style. The sonnet just

referred to is itself one of the very finest existing—perhaps one

of the ten or twelve best sonnets in the world, and it may be

worth while to give it with another in contrast :—

•

" Our flood's Queen, Thames, for ships and swans is crowned ;

And stately Severn for her shore is praised.

The crystal Trent for fords and fish renowned ; .

And Avon's fame to Albion's cliffs is raised ;

Carlegion Chester vaunts her holy Dee
;

York many wonders of her Ouse can tell.
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The Peak her Dove, whose banks so fertile be

;

And Kent will say her Medway doth excel.

Cotswold commends her Isis to the Tame ;

Our northern borders boast of Tweed's fair flood

Our western parts extol their Wily's fame

;

And the old Lea brags of the Danish blood.

Ardcn's sweet Ankor, let thy glory be

That fair Idea only lives by thee !

"

'* Since there's no help, come, let us kiss and part

!

Nay, I have done. You get no more of me.

And I am glad, yea, glad with all my heart

That thus so cleanly I myself can free.

Shake hands for ever, cancel all our vows,

And when we meet at any time again

Be it not seen in either of our brows

That we one jot of former love retain.

Now at the last gasp of Love's latest breath,

^Vhen, his pulse failing, Passion speechless lies ;

^Vhen Faith is kneeling by his bed of death,

And Linocence is closing up his eyes :

Now, if thou would'st, when all have given him over,

From death to life thou might'st him yet recover I

"

1595 chiefly contributed the curious production called Alcilia,

by J. C, who gives the name of sonnets to a series of six-line

stanzas, varied occasionally by other forms, such as that of the

following pretty verses. It may be noted that the citation of

proverbs is very characteristic of Alcilia :—
" Love is sorrow mixed with gladness.

Fear with hope, and hope with madness.

Long did I love, but all in vain ;

I loving, was not loved again :

For which my heart sustained much woe.

It fits not maids to use men so,

Just deserts are not regarded,

Never love so ill rewarded.

But 'all is lost that is not sought,*

' Oft wit proves best that's dearest bought.'

" Women were made for men's relief;

To comfort, not to cause their grief
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Where most I merit, least I find :

No marvel, since that love is blind.

Had she been kind as she was fair,

My case had been more strange and rare.

But women love not by desert,

Reason in them hath weakest part.

Then henceforth let them love that list,

I will beware of ' had I wist.'
"

1596 (putting the Amoretti, which quenched all these minor

lights, aside) was again fruitful with Griffin's Fidessa, Lynch's

Diella, and Smith's C/doris. Fidessa, though distinctly "young,"

is one of the most interesting of the clearly imitative class of

these sonnets, and contains some very graceful poetry, especially

the following, one of the Sleep class, which will serve as a good

exarnple of the minor sonneteers :

—

•

" Care-charmer Sleep ! sweet ease in restless misery I

The captive's liberty, and his freedom's song !

Balm of the bruised heart ! man's chief felicity !

Brother of quiet Death, when Life is too too long !

A Comedy it is, and now an History

;

What is not sleep unto the feeble mind ?

It easeth him that toils, and him that's sorry

;

It makes the deaf to hear ; to see, the blind ;

Ungentle Sleep ! thou helpest all but me,
For when I sleep my soul is vexed most.

It is Fidessa that doth master thee

If she approach ; alas ! thy power is lost.

But liere she is ! See, how he runs amain !

I fear, at night, he will not come again.

"

Diella, a set of thirty-eight sonnets prefixed to the "Amorous
poem of Diego and Genevra," is more elaborate in colouring but
somewhat less fresh and genuine ; while Chloris, whose author
was a friend of Spenser's, approaches to the pastoral in the plan
and phrasing of its fifty sonnets.

Such are the most remarkable members of a group of English
poetry, which yields to few such groups in interest. It is con-
nected by a strong similarity of feeling—if any one likes, even
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by a strong imitation of the same models. But in following

those models and expressing those feelings, its members, even

the humblest of them, have shown remarkable poetical capacity

;

while of the chiefs we can only say, as has been said more than

once already, that the matter and form together acknowledge,

and indeed admit of, no superior.

In close connection with these groups of sonnets, displaying

very much the same poetical characteristics and in some cases

written by the same authors, there occurs a great body of mis-

cellaneous poetical writing produced during the last twenty years

of the sixteenth century, and ranging from long poems of the

allegorical or amatory kind to the briefest lyrics and madrigals.

Sometimes this work appeared independently ; sometimes it

was inserted in the plays and prose pamphlets of the time. As

has already been said, some of our authors, notably Lodge and

Greene, did in this way work which far exceeds in merit any

of their more ambitious pieces, and which in a certain unbor-

rowed and incommunicable poetic grace hardly leaves anything

of the time behind it. Shakespere himself, in Vcmis and Adonis

and Lticrcce, has in a more elaborate but closely allied kind of

poetry displayed less mature, but scarcely less, genius than in

his dramatic and sonnet work. It is my own opinion that the

actual poetical worth of Richard Barniield, to whom an exquisite

poem in The Passionate Pilgrim, long ascribed to Shakespere, is

now more justly assigned, has, owing to this ascription and to

the singular character of his chief other poem, The Affectionate

SheJ>hcrd, been considerably overrated. It is unfortunately as

complete if not as common a mistake to suppose that any

one who disdains his country's morality must be a good poet,

as to set down any one who disdains it without further ex-

amination for a bad one. The simple fact, as it strikes a critic,

is that "As it fell upon a day" is miles above anything else

of Barnfield's, and is not like anything else of his, while it is

very like things of Shakespere's. The best thing to be said for

Barnfield is that he was an avowed and enthusiastic imitator
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and follower of Spenser. His poetical work (we might have

included the short series of sonnets to Cynthia in the division

of sonneteers) was all written when he was a very young man,

and he died when he was not a very old one, a bachelor country-

gentleman in Warwickshire. Putting the exquisite " As it fell

upon a day " out of question (which, if he wrote it, is one of

the not very numerous examples of perfect poetry written by a

very imperfect poet), Earnfield has, in no extraordinary measure,

the common attributes of this wonderful time—poetical enthu-

siasm, fresh and unhackneyed expression, metrical charm, and

gorgeous colouring, which does not find itself ill-matched with

accurate drawing of nature. He is above the average Eliza-

bethan, and his very bad taste in The Ajfeciionate Shepherd (a. fol-

lowing of Virgil's Second Eclogue) may be excused as a humanist

crotchet of the time. His rarity, his eccentricity, and the curious

mixing up of his work with Shakespere's have done him some-

thing more than yeoman's service with recent critics. But he

may have a specimen :

—

" And tlnis it happened : Death and Cupid met
Upon a time at swelhn^ Bacchus' house,

Where dainty cates upon the board were set,

And goblets full of wine to drink carouse :

Where Love and Death did love the liquor so

That out they fall, and to the fray they go.

" And having both their quivers at their back
Filled full of arrows—the one of fatal steel,

The other all of gold ; Death's shaft was black,

But Love's was yellow—Fortune turned her wheel,

And from Death's quiver fell a fatal shaft

That under Cupid by the wind was waft.

" And at the same time by ill hap there fell

Another arrow out of Cupid's quiver
;

The which M'as carried by the wind at will,

And under Death the amorous shaft did shiver.^

They being parted, Love took up Death's dart,

And Death took up Love's arrow for his part.

"

1 Not, of course =" break," but "shudder."
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There is perhaps more genuuie poetic wortli, though there is less

accompHshment of form, in the unfortunate Father Robert South-

well, who was executed as a traitor on the 2ot]-i of February 1595.

Southwell belonged to a distinguished family, and was born

(probably) at Horsham St. Faiths, in Norfolk, about the year

1560. He was stolen by a gipsy in his youth, but was recovered;

and a much worse misfortune befell him in being sent for educa-

tion not to Oxford or Cambridge but to Douay, where he got into

the hands of the Jesuits, and joined their order. He was sent on

a mission to England ; and (no doubt conscientiously) violating

the law there, was after some years of hiding and suspicion

betrayed, arrested, treated with great harshness in prison, and at

last, as has been said, executed. No specific acts of treason were

even charged against him ; and he earnestly denied any designs

whatever against the Queen and kingdom, nor can it be doubted

that he merely paid the penalty of others' misdeeds. His work

both in prose and poetry was not inconsiderable, and the poetry

was repeatedly printed in rather confusing and imperfect editions

after his death. The longest, but by no means the best, piece is

SL Peter s Complaint. The best unquestionably is The Burning

Babe, which, though fairly well known, must be given :

—

" As I in hoary winter's night stood shivering in the snow,

Surpris'tl I was with sudden heat, which made my heart to glow ;

And Hfting up a fearful eye to view what fire was near,

A pretty Babe all burning bright, did in the air appear,

Who scorched with excessive heat, such floods of tears did shed,

As though His fioods should quench His flames which with His tears were fed;

' Alas !
' quoth He, ' but newly born, in fiery heats I fry,

Yet none approach to warm their hearts or feel My fire but I !

My faultless breast the furnace is, the fuel wounding thorns,

Love is the fire, and sighs the smoke, the ashes shame and scorns

;

The fuel Justice layeth on, and Mercy blows the coals
;

The metal in this furnace wrought are men's defiled souls,

For which, as now on fire I am, to work them to their good

So will I melt into a bath to wash them in My blood :

'

With these He vanished out of sight, and swiftly shrunk away,

And straight I called unto mind that it was Christmas Day."
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Something of the glow of this appears elsewhere in the poems,

which are, without exception, religious. They have not a little

of the " hectic " tone, which marks still more strongly the chief

English Roman Catholic poet of the next century, Crashaw ;
but

are never, as Crashaw sometimes is, hysterical. On the whole, as

was remarked in a former chapter, they belong rather to the pre-

Spenserian class in diction and metre, though with something of

the Italian touch. Occasional roughnesses in them may be at

least partly attributed to the evident fact that the author thought

of nothing less than of merely " cultivating the muses." His religi-

ous fervour is of the simplest and most genuine kind, and his

poems are a natural and unforced expression of it.

It is difficult in the brief space which can here be allotted

to the subject to pass in review the throng of miscellaneous

poets and poetry indicated under this group. The reprints of

Dr. Grosart and Mr. Arber, supplemented in a few cases by

recourse to the older recoveries of Brydges, Haslewood, Park,

Collier, and others, bring before the student a mass of brilliant

and beautiful matter, often mixed with a good deal of slag and

scoriae, but seldom deficient in the true poetical ore. The mere

collections of madrigals and songs, actually intended for casual

performance at a time when almost every accomplished and

well-bred gentleman or lady was expected to oblige the com-

pany, which Mr. Arber's invaluable English Garner and Mr.

Bullen's Elizabethan Lyrics give from the collections edited or

produced by Byrd, Yonge, Campion, Dowland, Morley, Alison,

Wilbye, and others, represent such a body of verse as probably

could not be got together, with the same origin and circum-

stances, in any quarter- century of any nation's history since the

foundation of the world. The poetry is, indeed, mostly in flashes,

and it is not very often that any song is a complete gem, like

the best of the songs from the dramatists, one or two of which

will be given presently for comparison. But by far the greater

number contain and exemplify those numerous characteristics

of poetry, as distinguished from verse, which at one time of literary
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history seem naturally to occur— seem indeed to be had for

the gathering by any one who chooses—while at another time

they are but sparingly found in the work of men of real genius,

and seem altogether to escape men of talent, accomplishment,

and laborious endeavour. Here are a few specimens :

—

" O yes, O yes, if any maid

Whom leering Cupid has betrayed

To powers of spite, to eyes of scorn,

And would in madness now see torn

The boy in pieces, let her come

Hither, and lay on him her doom.

" O yes, O yes, has any lost

A heart which many a sigh hath cost ?

If any cozened of a tear

Which as a pearl disdain does wear ?

Here stands the thief ; let her but come

Hither, and lay on him her doom.

" Is any one undone by fire,

And turned to ashes by desire ?

Did ever any lady weep.

Being cheated of her golden sleep

Stolen by sick thoughts ? the pirate's found

And in her tears he shall be drowned.

Read his indictment, let him hear

What he's to trust to. Boy, give ear !

"

Lyly.

JE. " Fair and fair, and twice so fair.

As fair as any may be
;

The fairest shepherd on our green,

A love for any lady

Par. Fair and fair, and twice so fair,

As fair as any may be :

Thy love is fair for thee alone.

And for no other lady.

^. My love is fair, my love is gay.

As fresh as bin the flowers in May,

And of my love my roundelay

I
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Concludes with Cupid's curse,

They that do change old love for new

Pray gods, they change for worse !

A/nbo, simttl. They that do change, etc., etc.

AL. Fair and fair, etc.

Par. Fair and fair, etc.

^. My love can pipe, my love can sing.

My love can many a pretty thing.

And of his lovely praises ring

My merry, merry roundelays.

Amen to Cupid's curse.

They that do change, etc."

Peele.

" His golden locks time hath to silver turned ;

O time too swift, O swiftness never ceasing !

His youth 'gainst time and age hath ever spurned,

But spurned in vain ;
youth waneth by increasing :

Beauty, strength, youth, are flowers but fading seen.

Duty, faith, love, are roots, and ever green.

" His helmet now shall make a hive for bees,

And lovers' songs be turned to holy psalms
;

A man-at-arms must now serve on his knees,

And feed on prayers, which are old age's alms

:

But though from court to cottage he depart.

His saint is sure of his unspotted heart.

" And when he saddest sits in homely cell.

He'll teach his swains this carol for a song :

' Blessed be the hearts that wish my Sovereign well

Cursed be the souls that think her any wrong.

'

Goddess allow this aged man his right,

To be your beadsman now that was your knight.

"

Peele,

" Fain would I change that note

To which fond love hath charm'd me.
Long, long to sing by rote

Fancying that that harm'd me :

Yet when this thought doth come,
' Love is the perfect sum
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Of all delight!'

I have no other choice

Either for pen or voice

To sing or vi'rite.

*' O Love, they wrong thee much

That say thy sweet is bitter.

When thy rich fruit is such

As nothing can be sweeter.

Fair house of joy and bliss

Where truest pleasure is,

I do adore thee
;

I know thee what thou art.

I serve thee with my heart

And fall before thee.

Anon, in BULLEN.

*' Turn all thy thoughts to eyes,

Turn all thy hairs to ears.

Change all thy friends to spies.

And all thy joys to fears :

True love will yet be free

In spite of jealousy.

" Turn darkness into day,

Conjectures into truth,

Believe what th' curious say.

Let age interpret youth

:

True love will yet be free

In spite of jealousy.

*• Wrest every word and look,

Rack every hidden thought

;

Or fish with golden hook,

True love cannot be caught

:

For that will still be free

In spite of jealousy.

"

Campion in BuLLEN,

•* Come, O come, my life's delight !

Let me not in langour pine !

Love loves no delay ; thy sight

The more enjoyed, the more divine.

O come, and take from me
The pain of being deprived of thee !
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*' Thou all sweetness dost enclose

Like a little world of bliss
;

Beauty guards thy looks, the rose

In them pure and eternal is :

Come, then, and make thy flight

As swift to me as heavenly light !

"

Campion in Bullen.

" Follow your saint, follow with accents sweet

!

Haste you, sad notes, fall at her flying feet !

There, wrapped in cloud of sorrow, pity move.

And tell the ravisher of my soul I perish for her love.

But if she scorns my never-ceasing pain,

Then burst with sighing in her sight and ne'er return again.

" AH that I sang still to her praise did tend,

Still she was first, still she my songs did end ;

Yet she my love and music both doth fly,

The music that her echo is and beauty's sympathy :

Then let my notes pursue her scornful flight !

It shall suffice that they were breathed and died for her delight."

Campion in Bullen.

*' What if a day, or a month, or a year,

Crown thy delights with a thousand sweet contentings !

Cannot a chance of a night or an hour

Cross thy desires with as many sad tormentings ?

Fortune, Honour, Beauty, Youth, are but blossoms dying,

Wanton Pleasure, doating Love, are but shadows flying.

All our joys are but toys ! idle thoughts deceiving :

None have power, of an hour, in tbeir lives bereaving.

" Earth's but a point to the world, and a man
Is but a point to the world's compared centre !

Shall then a point of a point be so vain

As to triumph in a silly point's adventure ?

All is hazard that we have, there is nothing biding
;

Days of pleasure are like streams through fair meadows gliding.

Weal and woe, time doth go ! time is never turning
;

Secret fates guide our states, both in mirth and mourning."

Campion in Arber.

" 'Twas I that paid for all things,

'Twas others drank the wine,
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I cannot now recall things ;

Live but a fool, to pine.

'Twas I that beat the bush,

The bird to others flew
;

For she, alas, hath left me.

Falero ! Lero ! loo !

" If ever that Dame Nature

(For this false lover's sake)

Another pleasing creature

Like unto her would make;

Let her remember this,

To make the other true !

For this, alas ! hath left me.

Falero ! lero ! loo !

" No riches now can raise me.

No want makes me despair,

No misery amaze me,

Nor yet for want I care

:

I have lost a World itself.

My earthly Heaven, adieu !

Since she, alas ! hath left me.

Falero ! lero ! loo !

"

Anon, in Arber.

Beside these collections, which were in their origin and incep-

tion chiefly musical, and literary, as it were, only by parergon,

there are successors of the earlier Miscellanies in which, as in

England's Helicon and the celebrated Passionate Pilgrim, there

is some of the most exquisite of our verse. And, yet again,

a crowd of individual writers, of few of whom is much known,

contributed not in all cases their mites by any means, but

often very respectable sums to the vast treasury of English poetry.

There is Sir Edward Dyer, the friend of Raleigh and Sidney,

who has been immortalised by the famous " My mind to me
a kingdom is," and who wrote other pieces not much inferior.

There is Raleigh, to whom the glorious preparatory sonnet to

The Faerie Queene would sufficiently justify the ascription of

"a vein most lofty, insolent, and passionate," if a very con-

siderable body of verse (independent of the fragmentary Cynthia^
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did not justify this many times over, as two brief quotations

in addition to the sonnet will show :

—

" Methought I saw the grave where Laura lay,

Within that temple where the vestal flame

Was wont to burn : and, passing by that way

To see that buried dust of living fame,

Whose tomb fair Love and fairer Virtue kept»

All suddenly I saw the Fairy Queen,

At whose approach the soul of Petrarch wept

;

And from henceforth those graces were not seen,

For they this Queen attended ; in whose stead

Oblivion laid him down on Laura's hearse.

Hereat the hardest stones were seen to bleed,

And groans of buried ghosts the heavens did pierce

:

Where Homer's spright did tremble all for grief,

And curse the access of that celestial thief."

" Three things there be that prosper all apace,

And flourish while they are asunder far

;

But on a day they meet all in a place,

And when they meet they one another mar.

" And they be these—the Wood, the Weed, the Wag

:

The Wood is that that makes the gallows tree

;

The Weed is that that strings the hangman's bag

;

The Wag, my pretty knave, betokens thee.

" Now mark, dear boy—while these assemble not.

Green springs the tree, hemp grows, the Wag is wild

;

But when they meet, it makes the timber rot,

It frets the halter, and it chokes the child.

" God Bless the Child !

"

" Give me my scallop-shdl of quiet,

My staff of faith to walk upon.

My scrip of joy, immortal diet,

My bottle of salvation.

My gown of glory, hope's true gage ;

And thus I'll take my pilgrimage.

" Blood must be my body's balmer
;

No other balm will there be given
;
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Whilst my soul, like quiet palmer,

Travelleth towards the land of heaven ;

Over the silver mountains

Where spring the nectar fountains :

There will I kiss

The bowl of bliss
;

And drink mine everlasting fill

Upon every milken hill.

My soul will be a-dry before,

But after it will thirst no more."

There is Lord Oxford, Sidney's enemy (which he might be if

he chose), and apparently a coxcomb (which is less pardonable),

but a charming writer of verse, as in the following :—

•

" Come hither, shepherd swain !

Sir, what do you require?

I pray thee, shew to me thy name !

My name is Fond Desire.

" When wert thou born. Desire?

In pomp and prime of j\Iay.

By whom, sweet boy, wert thou begot ?

By fond Conceit, men say.

" Tell me, who was thy nurse

Fresh youth, in sugared joy.

"What was thy meat and daily food ?

Sad sighs, with great annoy.

" What hadst thou then to drink ?

Unfeigned lovers' tears.

What cradle wert thou rocked in ?

In hope devoid of fears.

" What lulled thee then asleep?

Sweet speech which likes me best.

Tell me, where is thy dwelling-place ?

In gentle hearts I rest.

" What thing doth please thee most ?

To gaze on beauty still.

Whom dost thou think to be thy foe ?

Disdain of my good will.
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•' Doth company displease?

Yes, surely, many one.

Where doth desire delight to live ?

He loves to live alone.

•' Doth either time or age

Bring him unto decay ?

No, no ! Desire both lives and dies

A thousand times a day.

" Then, fond Desire, farewell !

Thou art no mate for me ;

I should be loath, methinks, to dwell

With such a one as thee.

There is, in the less exalted way, the industrious man of all work,

Nicholas Breton, whom we shall speak of more at length

among the pamphleteers, and John Davies of Hereford, no

poet certainly, but a most industrious verse -writer in satiric

and other forms. Mass of production, and in some cases

personal interest, gives these a certain standing above their

fellows. But the crowd of those fellows, about many of whom

even the painful industry of the modern commentator has been

able to tell us next to nothing, is almost miraculous when we

remember that printing was still carried on under a rigid cen-

sorship by a select body of monopolists, and that out of

London, and in rare cases the university towns, it was impos-

sible for a minor poet to get into print at all unless he trusted

to the contraband presses of the Continent. In dealing with

this crowd of enthusiastic poetical students it is impossible to

mention all, and invidious to single out some only. The very

early and interesting Posy of Gillyflowers of Humphrey Gifford

(1580) exhibits the first stage of our period, and might almost

have been referred to the period before it; the same humpty-

dumpty measure of eights and sixes, and the same vestiges

of rather infantine alliteration being apparent in it, though some-

thing of the fire and variety of the new age of poetry appears

beside them, notably in this most spirited war song :

—
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(
For SoldicPs.

)

" Ye buds of Brutus' land, courageous youths now play your parts,*

Unto your tackle stand, abide the brunt with valiant hearts,

For news is carried to and fro, that we must forth to warfare go :

Then muster now in every place, and soldiers are pressed forth apace.

Faint not, spend blood to do your Queen and country good :

Fair words, good pay, will make men cast all care away.

" The time of war is come, prepare your corslet, spear, and shield:

Methinks I hear the drum strike doleful marches to the field.

Tantara, tantara the trumpets sound, which makes our hearts with joy

abound.

The roaring guns are heard afar, and everything announceth war.

Serve God, stand stout ; bold courage brings this gear about

;

Fear not, forth run : faint heart fair lady never won.

" Ye curious carpet-knights that spend the time in sport and play,

Abroad and see new sights, your country's cause calls you away :

Do not, to make your ladies' game, bring blemish to your worthy name.

Away to field and win renown, with courage beat your enemies down

;

Stout hearts gain praise, when dastards sail in slander's seas.

Hap what hap shall, we soon shall die but once for all.

" Alarm ! methinks they cry. Be packing mates, begone with speed,

Our foes are very nigh : shame have that man that shrinks at need.

Unto it boldly let us stand, God will give right the upper hand.

Our cause is good we need not doubt : in sign of courage give a shout

;

March forth, be strong, good hap will come ere it be long.

Shrink not, fight well, for lusty lads must bear the bell.

" All you that will shun evil must dwell in warfare every day.

The world, the flesh, the devil always do seek our souls' decay.

Strive with these foes with all your might, so shall you fight a worthy fight.

That conquest dost deserve most praise, whose vice do[th] yield to virtue's

ways.

Beat down foul sin, a worthy crown then shall ye win :

If ye live well, in Heaven with Christ our souls shall dwell.

"

Of the same date, or indeed earlier, are the miscellaneous

poems of Thomas Howell, entitled The Arbour of Amity, and

' I j^rint this as in the original, but perhaps the rhythm, which is an odd

one, would be better marked if lines i and 2 were divided into sixes and

eights, lines 3 and 4 into eights, and lines 5 and 6 into fours and eights as the

rhyme ends.

II K
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chiefly of an ethical charactet. Less excusable for the uncouth-

ness of his verse is IMatthew Grove, who, writing, or at least pub-

lishing, his poems in 15S7, should have learnt something, but

apparently had not. It has to be said in excuse of him that

his date and indeed existence are shadowy, even among the

shadowy Elizabethan bards ; his editor, in worse doggerel than

his own, frankly confessing that he knew nothing about him,

not so much as whether he was alive or dead. But his work,

Howell's, and even part of Gifford's, is chiefly interesting as

giving us in the very sharpest contrast the differences of the

poetry before and after the melodious bursts of which Spenser,

Sidney, and Watson were the first mouthpieces. Except an

utter dunce (which Grove does not seem to have been by any

means) no one who had before him The Shepherd's Calendar,

or the Hecatompaihia, or an MS. copy of Ast)-ophcl and Stella,

could have written as Grove wrote. There are echoes of this

earlier and woodener matter to be found later, but, as a whole, the

passionate love of beauty, the sense—if only a groping sense

—

of form, and the desire to follow, and if possible improve upon

the models of melodious verse which the Sidneian school had

given, preserved even poetasters from the lowest depths.

To classify the miscellaneous verse of 15 90-1 600 (for the

second decade is much richer than the first) under subjects

and styles is a laborious and, at best, an uncertain business.

The semi-mythological love-poem, with a more or less tragic

ending, had not - a few followers ; the collection of poems of

various character in praise of a real or imaginary mistress,

similar in design to the sonnet collections, but cither more
miscellaneous in form or less strung together in one long com-
position, had even more; while the collection pure and simple,

resembling the miscellanies in absence of special character, but

the work of one, not of many writers, was also plentifully re-

presented. Satirical allegory, epigram, and other kinds, had
numerous examples. But there were two classes of verse which
were both sufficiently interesting in themselves and were culti-

I
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vated by persons of sufficient individual repute to deserve sepa-

rate and detailed mention. These were the historical poem or

history—a kind of companion production to the chronicle play

or chronicle, and a very popular one—which, besides the names

of Warner, Daniel, and Drayton, counted not a few minor ad-

herents among Elizabethan bards. Such Avere the already-men-

tioned Giles Fletcher ; such Fitz-Geoffrey in a remarkable poem

on Drake, and Gervase IMarkham in a not less noteworthy

piece on the last fight of The Revenge; such numerous others,

some of whom are hardly remembered, and perhaps hardly de-

serve to be. The other, and as a class the more interesting,

though nothing actually produced by its practitioners may be

quite equal to the best work of Drayton and Daniel, was the

beginning of English satire. This beginning is interesting not

merely because of the apparent coincidence of instinct which made

four or five writers of great talent simultaneously hit on the

style, so that it is to this day difficult to award exactly the

palm of priority, but also because the result of their studies in

some peculiar and at first sight rather inexphcable ways is one

of the most characteristic, if very far from being one of the

best, work of the whole poetical period with which we are now

busied. In passing, moreover, from the group of miscellaneous

poets to these two schools, if we lose not a little of the har-

mony and lyrical sweetness which characterise the best work

of the Elizabethan singer proper, we gain greatly in bulk and

dignity of work and in intrinsic value. Of at least one of the

poets mentioned in the last paragraph his modern editor—

a

most enthusiastic and tolerant godfather of waifs and strays of

literature— confesses that he really does not quite know why

he should be reprinted, except that the original is unique, and

that almost every scrap of literature in this period is of some

value, if only for lexicographic purposes. No one would dream

of speaking thus of Drayton or of Daniel, of Lodge, Hall,

Donne, or Marston; while even Warner, the weakest of the

names to which we shall proceed to give separate notice, can be
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praised without too much allowance. In the latter case, more-

over, if not in the first (for the history-poem, until it was taken up

in a very different spirit at the beginning of this century, never

was a success in England), the matter now to be reviewed, after

being in its own kind neglected for a couple of generations,

served as forerunner, if not exactly as model, to the magnificent

satiric work of Dryden, and through his to that of Pope, Young,

Churchill, Cowper, and the rest of the more accomplished English

satirists. The acorn of such an oak cannot be without interest.

The example of The Mirror for Magistrates is perhaps

sufificient to account for the determination of a certain number

of Elizabethan poets towards English history ; especially if we

add the stimulating effect of Holinshed's Chronicle, which was

published in 1580. The first of the so-called historians, William

Warner, belongs in point of poetical style to the pre-Spenserian

period, and like its other exponents employs the fourteener;

while, unlike some of them, he seems quite free from any Italian

influence in phraseology or poetical manner. Nevertheless

Albioiis England is not merely in bulk but in merit far ahead of

the average work of our first period, and quite incommensurable

with such verse as that of Grove or even of Turberville. Of its

author, William Warner, the now stereotyped phrase has to be

repeated, that next to nothing is known of him. He was an

Oxfordshire man by birth, and an Oxford man by education ; he

had something to do with Gary, Lord Hunsdon, became an

Attorney of the Gommon Pleas, and died at Amwell suddenly in

his bed in 1609, being, as it is guessed rather than known, fifty

years old or thereabouts. Albion's England was seized as contra-

band, by orders of the Archbishop of Canterbury— a proceeding

for which no one has been able to account (the suggestion that

parts of it are indelicate is, considering the manners of the time,

quite ludicrous), and which may perhaps have been due to some
technical informality. It is thought that he is the author of a

translation of Plautus's y!/^//^*;-/;;;// y he certainly produced in 1597
a prose story, or rather collection of stories, entitled Syrinx, which,
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however, is scarcely worth reading. Albions JElngland is in no

danger of incurring that sentence. In the most easily accessible

edition, that of Chalmers's " Poets," it is spoilt by having the

fourteeners divided into eights and sixes, and it should if possible

be read in the original arrangement. Considering how few

persons have written about it, an odd collection of critical slips

might be made. Philips, Milton's nephew, in this case it may be

hoped, not relying on his uncle, calls Warner a "good plain

writer of moral rules and precepts "
: the fact being that though he

sometimes moralises he is in the main a story-teller, and much more

bent on narrative than on teaching. Meres calls him " a refiner of

the English tongue," and attributes to him " rare ornaments and

resplendent habiliments of the pen "
: the truth being that he is

(as Philips so far correctly says) a singularly plain, straightforward,

and homely writer. Others say that he wrote in " Alexandrines "

—a blunder, and a serious one, which has often been repeated up

to the present day in reference to other writers of the seven-foot

verse. He brings in, according to the taste and knowledge of his

time, all the fabulous accounts of the origins of Britain, and

diversifies them with many romantic and pastoral histories,

classical tales, and sometimes mere Fabliaux, down to his own

time. The chief of the episodes, the story of Argentile and

Curan, has often, and not undeservedly, met with high praise, and

sometimes in his declamatory parts Warner achieves a really

great succes's. Probably, however, what commended his poem

most to the taste of the day was its promiscuous admixture of

things grave and gay—a mixture which was always much to the

taste of Elizabeth's men, and the popularity of which produced

and fostered many things, from the matchless tragi -comedy of

Hamlet and Macbeth to the singularly formless pamphlets of

which we shall speak hereafter. The main interest of Warner is

his insensibility to the new influences which Spenser and Sidney

directed, and which are found producing their full effect on

Daniel and Drayton. There were those in his own day who

compared him to Homer : one of the most remarkable instances
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of thoroughly unlucky critical extravagance to be found in literary

history, as the following very fair average specimen -will show :

—

"Henry (as if by miracle preserved by foreigns long,

From hence-meant treasons) did ai/ive to right his natives' wrong :

And chiefly to Lord Stanley, and some other succours, as

Did wish and work for better days, the rival welcome was.

Now Richard heard that Richmond was assisted and asliore,

And like unkennel'd Cerberus, the crooked tyrant swore.

And all complexions act at once confusedly in him :

He studieth, striketh, threats, entreats, and looketh mildly grim,

Mistrustfully he trusteth, and he dreadingly did dare,

And forty passions in a trice, in him consort and square.

But when, by his consented force, his foes increased more,

He hastened battle, finding his co-rival apt therefore.

When Richmond, orderly in all, had battled his aid,

Inringed by his complices, their cheerful leader said :

' Now is the time and place (sweet friends) and we the persons be

That must give England breath, or else unbrcathe for her must we.

No tyranny is fabled, and no tyrant was in deed

Worse than our foe, whose works will act my words, if well he speed :

For ill to ills superlative are easily enticed,

But entertains amendment as the Gergesites did Christ.

Be valiant then, he biddcth so that would not be outbid,

For courage yet shall honour him though base, that better did.

I am right heir Lancastrian, he, in York's destroyed right

Usurpeth : but through either ours, for neither claim I fight,

But for our countiy's long-lack'd weal, for England's peace I war :

Wherein He speed us ! unto Whom I all events refer.'

Meanwhile had furious Richard set his armies in array,

And then, with looks even like himself, this or the like did say :

' Why, lads, shall yonder Welshman with his stragglers overmatch ?

Disdain ye not such rivals, and defer ye their dispatch ?

Shall Tudor from Plantagenet, the crown by cracking snatch ?

Know Richard's very thoughts ' (he touch'd the diadem he wore)
' Be metal of this metal : then believe I love it more
Than that for other law than life, to supersede my claim,

And lesser must not be his plea that counterpleads the same.'
The weapons overtook his words, and blows they bravely change,
When, like a lion thirsting blood, did moody Richard ran^e.
And made large slaughters where he went, till Richmond he espied,
Whom singling, after doubtful swords, the valorous tyrant died."
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Of the sonnet compositions of Daniel and Drayton something

has been said already. But Daniel's sonnets are a small and

Drayton's an infinitesimal part of the work of the two poets

respectively. Samuel Daniel was a Somersetshire man, born

near Taunton in 1562. He is said to have been the son of a

music master, but was educated at Oxford, made powerful friends,

and died an independent person at Beckington, in the county of

his birth, in the year 1 6
1
9. He was introduced early to good

society and patronage, became tutor to Lady Anne Clifford, a

great heiress of the North, was favoured by the Earl of South-

ampton, and became a member of the Pembroke or Arcadia

coterie. His friends or his merits obtained for him, it is said,

the Mastership of the Revels, the posts of Gentleman Extra-

ordinary to James I., and Groom of the Privy Chamber to Anne
of Denmark. His literary production besides Delia was con-

siderable. With the first authorised edition of that collection

he published The Complaint of Rosamond, a historical poem of

great grace and elegance though a little wanting in strength. In

1594 came his interesting Senecan tragedy of Cleopatra ; in 1595

the first part of his chief work, The Histoi-y of the Civil JFars,

and in 1601 a collected folio of "Works." Then he rested, at

any rate from pubUcation, till 1605, when he produced Pliilotas,

another Senecan tragedy in verse. In prose he wrote the admirable

DefenceofRhyme,\;h.\ch. finallysmashed the fancyfor classical metres

introduced long before by Gabriel Harvey. Hymetfs Triumph, a

masque of great beauty, was not printed till four years before his

death. He also wrote a History of England as well as minor

works. The poetical value of Daniel may almost be summed up

in two words—sweetness and dignity. He is decidedly wanting

in strength, and, despite Delia, can hardly be said to have had a

spark of passion. Even in his own day it was doubted whether

he had not overweighted himself with his choice of historical

subjects, though the epithet of " well-languaged," given to him at

the time, evinces a real comprehension of one of his best claims

to attention. No writer of the period has such a command of pure
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English, unadulterated by xenomania and unwea-kened by purism,

as Daniel. Whatever unfavourable things have been said of him

from time to time have been chiefly based on the fact that his

chaste and correct style lacks *he fiery quaintness, the irregular

and audacious attraction of his contemporaries. Nor was he less

a master of versification than of vocabulary. His Defence cf

Rhyme shows that he possessed the theory : all his poetical works

show that he was a master of the practice. He rarely attempted and

probably would not have excelled in the lighter lyrical measures.

But in the grave music of the various elaborate stanzas in which

the Elizabethan poets delighted, and of which the Spenserian,

though the crown and flower, is only the most perfect, he was a

great proficient, and his couplets and blank verse are not inferior.

Some of his single lines have already been quoted, and many
more might be excerpted from his work of the best Elizabethan

brand in the quieter kind. Quiet, indeed, is the overmastering

characteristic of Daniel. It was this no doubt which made him

prefer the stately style of his Senecan tragedies, and the hardly

more disturbed structure of pastoral comedies and tragi-comedies,

like the Qiiecn^s Arcadia and Hymen s Triuinph, to the boisterous

revels of the stage proper in his time. He had something of the

schoolmaster in his nature as well as in his history. Nothing is

more agreeable to him than to moralise ; not indeed in any dull

or crabbed manner, but in a mellifluous and at the same time

weighty fashion, of which very few other poets have the secret.

It is perhaps by his scrupulous propriety, by his anxious decency

(to use the word not in its modern and restricted sense, but in its

proper meaning of the generally becoming), that Daniel brought

upon himself the rather hard saying that he had a manner " better

suiting prose."

The sentence will scarcely be echoed by any one who has
his best things before him, however much a reader of some
of the duller parts of the historical poems proper may feel

inclined to echo it. Of his sonnets one has been given. The
splendid Epistle to the Countess of Cumberland is not surpassed
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as ethical poetry by anything of the period, and often as it has

been quoted, it must be given again, for it is not and never can

be too well known :—
" He that of such a heiglit hath buiU liis mind,

And reared the dwelling of his thoughts so strong,

As neither fear nor hope can shake the frame

Of his resolved powers ; nor all the wind

Of vanity or malice pierce to wrong

His settled peace, or to disturb the same :

What a fair seat hath he, from whence he may
The boundless wastes and wealds of man survey 1

"And with how free an eye doth he look down

Upon these lower regions of turmoil

!

Where all the storms of passion mainly beat

On flesh and blood : where l-.onour, power, renown,

Are only gay afflictions, golden toil

;

Where greatness stands upon as feeble feet

As frailty doth ; and only great doth seem ^
To little minds, who do it so esteem.

" He looks upon the mightiest monarch's wars

But only as on stately robberies

;

Where evermore the fortune that prevails

Must be the right : the ill-succeeding mars

The fairest and the best fac'd enterprise.

Great pirate Pompey lesser pirates quails :

Justice, he sees (as if seduced) still

Conspires with power, whose cause must not be ill.

" He sees the face of right t' appear as manifold

As are the passions of uncertain man ;

Who puts it in all colours, all attires.

To serve his ends, and make his courses hold.

He sees, that let deceit work what it can,

Plot and contrive base ways to high desires.

That the all-guiding Providence doth yet

All disappoint, and mocks the smoke of wit.

"Nor is he mov'd with all the thunder cracks

Of tyrants' threats, or with the surly brow

Of Power, that proudly sits on others' crimes
j

Charg'd with more crying sins than those he checks. •
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The storms of sad confusion, that may grow-

Up in the present for the coming times

Appal not him ; that hath no side at all,

But of himself, and knows the worst can fall.

"Although his heart (so near allied to Earth)

Cannot but pity the perplexed state

Of troublous ar.d distress'd Mortality,

That thus make way unto the ugly birth

Of their own sorrows, and do still beget

Affliction upon imbecility :

Yet seeing thus the course of things must run,

He looks thereon not strange, but as fore-done.

"And whilst distraught ambition compasses,

And is encompass'd ; whilst as craft deceives,

And is deceiv'd : whilst man doth ransack man
And builds on blood, and rises by distress

;

And th' inheritance of desolation leaves

To great-expecting hopes : he looks thereon,

As frofti the shore of peace, with unwet eye,

And bears no venture in impiety."

In sharp contrast with this the passage from Hymet^s TriiwipJi,

"Ah, I remember well, and how can I,"

shows the sweetness without namby-pambyness which Daniel had

at constant command. Something of the same contrast may be

found between the whole of Hymen's Trhitnph and the Queen's

Arcadia on the one side, and CleoJ^atra and Philoias on the

other. All are written in mixed blank and rhymed verse,

much interlaced and " enjambed." The best of the historical

poems is, by common consent, Rosamond, which is instinct with

a most remarkable pathos, nor are fine passages by any means to

seek in the greater length and less poetical subject of The Civil

Wars of York a?id Lancaster. The fault of this is that the too

conscientious historian is constantly versifying wliat must be

called mere expletive matter. This must always make any one
who speaks with critical impartiality admit that much of Daniel

is hard reading ; but the soft places (to use the adjective in no
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ill sense) arc frequent enough, and when the reader comes to.

them he must have little appreciation of poetry if he does

not rejoice in the foliage and the streams of the poetical oasis

which has rewarded him after his pilgrimage across a rather arid

wilderness.

Michael Drayton was much better fitted for the arduous, and

perhaps not wholly legitimate, business of historical poetry than

Daniel If his genius was somewhat less fine, it was infinitely

better thewed and sinewed. His ability, indeed, to force any

subject which he chose to treat into poetry is amazing, and can

hardly be paralleled elsewhere except in a poet who was born

the year before Drayton's death, John Dryden. He was pretty

certainly a gentleman by birth, though not of any great pos-

sessions, and is said to have been born at Hartshill, in Warwick-

shire, in the year 1563. He is also said, but not known, to

have been a member of the University of Oxford, and appears to

have been fairly provided with patrons, in the family of some one

of whom he served as page, while employment of some kind or

other, directly or indirectly under the Crown, was also procured for

him. It would seem, however, that he never received any great

or permanent preferment. On the other hand, he was not a success-

ful dramatist (the only literary employment of the time that

brought in much money), and friend as he was of nearly all

the men of letters of the time, it is expressly stated in one of the

few personal notices we have of him, that he could not "swagger

in a tavern or domineer in a hothouse " [house of ill-fame]—that

is to say, that the hail-fellow well-met Bohemianism of the time,

which had led Marlowe and many of his group to evil ends,

and which was continued in a less outrageous form under the

patronage of Ben Jonson till far into the next age, had no charms

for him. Yet he must have lived somehow and to a good age,

for he did not die till the 23d December 1631. He was

buried in Westminster Abbey, a fact which drew ifrom Goldsmith,

in T/ie Citizen cf the World, a gibe showing only the lamentable

ignorance of the best period of English poetry, in which Gold-
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smith was not indeed alone, but in which he was perhaps pre-

eminent among contemporaries eminent for it.

Drayton's long life was as industrious as it was long. He
began in 1591 with a volume of sacred verse, the Harmony of

the Churchy which, for some reason not merely undiscovered but

unguessed, displeased the censors, and was never reprinted with

his other works until recently. Two years later appeared Idea,

The ShephcnVs Garland— a collection of eclogues not to be

confounded with the more famous collection of sonnets in praise

of the same real or fancied mistress which appeared later. In

the first of these Drayton called himself " Rowland," or " Ro-

land," a fact on which some rather rickety structures of guesswork

have been built as to allusions to him in Spenser. His next

work was MortimeriadoSf afterwards refashioned and completed

under the title of The Barons' Wars, and this was followed in

1597 by one of his best works, England's Heroical Episilcs.

The Owl, some Legends, and other poems succeeded ; and in

1605 he began to collect his Works, which were frequently

reprinted. The mighty poem of the Polyolbiofi was the fruit

of his later years, and, in strictness, belongs to the period of a

later chapter; but Drayton's muse is eminently one. and indi-

visible, and, notwithstanding the fruits of pretty continual study

which his verses show, they belong, in the order of thought,

to the middle and later Elizabethan period rather than to the

Jacobean.

Few poets of anything like Drayton's volume (of which some

idea may be formed by saying that his works, in the not quite

complete form in which they appear in Chalmers, fill five hundred

of the bulky pages of that work, each page frequently containing

a hundred and twenty-eight lines) show such uniform mixture of

imagination and vigour. In the very highest and rarest graces of

poetry he is, indeed, by common consent wanting, unless one
of these graces in the uncommon kind of the war-song be allowed,

as perhaps it may be, to the famous and inimitable though often

imitated Ballad of Agincourt, "To the brave Cambrio-Britons
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and their Harp," not to be confounded with the narrative

"Battle of Agincourt," which is of a less rare merit The Agin-

court ballad,
" Fair stood the wind for France,"

is quite at the head of its own class of verse in England—

•

Campbell's two masterpieces, and the present poet -laureate's

direct imitation in the " Six Hundred," falling, the first somewhat,

and the last considerably, short of it. The sweep of the metre,

the martial glow of the sentiment, and the skill Avith which the

names are wrought into the verse, are altogether beyond praise.

Drayton never, unless the enigmatical sonnet to Idea (see ante) be

really his, rose to such concentration of matter and such elaborate

yet unforced perfection of manner as here, yet his great qualities

are perceptible all over his work. The enormous Polyolhion,

written in a metre the least suitable to continuous verse of any in

English—the Alexandrine—crammed with matter rebel to poetry,

and obliging the author to find his chief poetical attraction rather

in superadded ornament, in elaborately patched -on passages,

than in the actual and natural evolution of his theme, is still a

very great work in another than the mechanical sense. Here

is a fairly representative passage :

—

"The haughty Cambrian hills enamoured of their praise,

(As they who only sought ambitiously to raise

The blood of God-like Brute) their heads do proudly bear :

And having crown'd themselves sole regents of the air

(Another war with Heaven as though they meant to make)

Did seem in great disdain the bold afiVont to take,

That any petty hill upon the English side,

Should dare, not (with a crouch) to veil unto their pride.

When Wrekin, as a hill his proper worth that knew,

And understood from whence tlieir insolency grew,

For all that they appear'd so terrible in sight,

Yet would not once forego a jot that was his right,

And when they star'd on him, to tliem the like he gave,

And answer'd glance for glance, and brave for brave :

That, when some other hills which English dwellers were,

The lusty Wrekin saw himself so well to bear
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Against the Cambrian part, respectless of their power
;

His eminent disgrace expecting every hour

Those flatterers that before (with many cheerful look)

Had grac'd his goodly sight, him utterly forsook,

And muffled them in clouds, like mourners veiled in black,

Which of their utmost hope attend the ruinous wrack :

That those delicious nymphs, fair Team and Rodon clear

(Two brooks of him belov'd, and two that held him dear
;

He, having none but them, they having none but he

Which to their mutual joy might cither's object be)

Within their secret breast conceived sundry fears.

And as they mix'd their streams, for him so mix'd their tears.

Whom, in their coming down, when plainly he discerns,

For them his nobler heart in his strong bosom yearns :

But, constantly resolv'd, that dearer if they were)

The Britons should not yet all from the English bear

;

'Therefore,' quoth he, 'brave flood, the' forth by Cambria brought,

Yet as fair England's friend, or mine thou would'st be thought

(O Severn) let thine ear my just defence partake.'

"

Happy phrases abound, and, moreover, every now and then there

are set pieces, as they may be called, of fanciful description which

are full of beauty ; for Drayton (a not very usual thing in a man
of such unflagging industry, and even excellence of work) was full

of fancy. The fairy poem of Nymphidia is one of the most

graceful trifles in the language, possessing a dancing movement

and a felicitous choice of imagery and language which triumphantly

avoid the trivial on the one hand, and the obviously burlesque on

the other. The singular satirical or quasi-satirical poems of The

Mooncalf, The Owl, and The Man in the Moon, show a faculty of

comic treatment less graceful indeed, but scarcely inferior, and

the lyrics called Odes (of which the Ballad of Agincourt is some-

times classed as one) exhibit a command of lyric metre hardly

inferior to the command displayed in that masterpiece. In fact, if

ever there v>^as a poet who could write, and write, perhaps beau-

tifully, certainly well, about any conceivable broomstick in almost

any conceivable manner, that poet was Drayton. His historical

poems, which are inferior in bulk only to the huge Polyolbion, con-

tain a great deal of most admirable work. They consist of three
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divisions

—

Tlie Baro7is Wars \\\ eight-lined stanzas, the Heroic

Episiles (suggested, of course, by Ovid, though anything but

Ovidian) in heroic couplets, The Miseries of Queen Margaret in

the same stanza as The Barons' Wars, and Four Legends in

stanzas of various form and range. That this mass of work

should possess, or should, indeed, admit of the charms of poetry

which distinguish TJie Faerie Queene would be impossible, even if

Drayton had been Spenser, which he was far from being. But

to speak of his " dull creeping narrative," to accuse him of the

"coarsesrt vulgarities,"' of being "flat and prosaic," and so on, as

was done by critics of the last century, is absolutely uncritical,

unless it be very much limited. The Barons' Wars is somewhat

dull, the author being too careful to give a minute history of a not

particularly interesting subject, and neglecting to take the only

possible means of making it interesting by bringing out strongly

the characters of heroes and heroines, and so infusing a dramatic

interest. The she-wolf of France, if not an inviting, is certainly

not an unpromising theme for such treatment. Yet even here

we find many passages where the drawback of the stanza for

narrative is most skilfully avoided, and where the vigour of the

single lines and phrases is unquestionable on any sound estimate.

Still the stanza, though Drayton himself defends it (it should

be mentioned that his prose prefaces are excellent, and constitute

another link between him and Dryden), is something of a clog

;

and the same thing is felt in The Mise?-ies of Qiieen Margaret and

the Legends, where, however, it is again not difficult to pick out

beauties. The LLeroical Epistles can be praised with less allowance.

Their shorter compass, their more manageable metre (for Drayton

was a considerable master of the earlier form of couplet), and the

fact that a personal interest is infused in each, give them a great

advantage ; and, as always, passages of great merit are not

infrequent. Finally, Drayton must have the praise (surely not quite

irrelevant) of a most ardent and lofty spirit of patriotism. Never

was there a better Englishman, and as his love of his country

spirited him up to the brilliant effort of the Ballad of Agincourt,
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so it sustained him through the " strange herculean task " of the

Polyolbion, and often put Hght and Ufe into the otherwise Hfeless

mass of the historic poems. Yet I have myself no doubt that

these historic poems were a mistake, and that their composition,

though prompted by a most creditable motive, the burning

attachment to England which won the fight with Spain, arid laid

the foundation of the English empire, was not altogether, perhaps

was not by any means, according to knowledge.

The almost invariable, and I fear it must be said, almost

invariably idle controversy about priority in literary styles has been

stimulated in the case of English satire by a boast of Joseph

Hall's made in his own Virgidejniarum—
" Follow me who list,

And be the second English satirist.

"

It has been pleaded in Hall's favour that although the date

of publication of his Satbxs is known, the date of their composi-

tion is not known. It is not even necessary to resort to this

kind of special pleading ; for nothing can be more evident than

that the bravado is not very serious. On the serious supposition,

however, and if wc are to suppose that publication immediately

followed composition, Hall was anticipated by more than one or

two predecessors, in the production of work not only specifically

satirical but actually called satire, and by two at least in the adop-

tion of the heroic couplet form which has ever since been con-

secrated to the subject. Satirical poetry, of a kind, is of course

nearly if not quite as old as the language, and in the hands of

Skelton it had assumed various forms. But the satire proper—the

following of the great Roman examples of Horace, Juvenal, and
Persius in general lashing of vice and folly—can hardly trace itself

further back in England than George Gascoigne's Steel Glass, which
preceded Hall's Virgidemiarum by twenty years, and is interesting

not only for itself but as being ushered in by the earliest known
verses of Walter Raleigh. It is written in blank verse, and is a
rather rambling commentary on the text vanitas vanitalum, but
it expressly calls itself a satire and answers sufficiently well to the
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description. More immediate and nearer examples were to be

found in the Satires of Donne and Lodge. The first named were

indeed, hke the other poetical works of their marvellously gifted

writer, not published till many years after ; but universal tra-

dition ascribes the whole of Donne's profane poems to his early

youth," and one document exists which distinctly dates " John

Donne, his Satires," as early as 1593. We shall therefore deal

with them, as with the other closely connected work of their

author, here and in this chapter. But there has to be mentioned

first the feebler but chronologically more certain work of Thomas

Lodge, A Fig for Momus, which fulfils both the requirements of

known date and of composition in couplets. It appeared in

1595, two years before Hall, and is the latest and weakest of

Lodge's compositions. It was written or at least produced when

he was just abandoning his literary and adventurous career and

settling down as a quiet physician with no more wild oats to sow,

except, perhaps, some participation in popish conspiracy. The

style did not lend itself to the display of any of Lodge's strongest

gifts—romantic fancy, tenderness and sweetness of feeling, or

elaborate embroidery of precious language. He follows Horace

pretty closely and with no particular vigour. Nor does the book

appear to have attracted much attention, so that it is just possible

that Hall may not have heard of it. If, however, he had not, it is

certainly a curious coincidence that he, with Donne and Lodge,

should all have hit on the couplet as their form, obvious as its

advantages are when it is once tried. For the rhyme points the

satirical hits, while the comparatively brief space of each distich

prevents that air of wandering which naturally accompanies satire

in longer stanzas. At any rate after the work (in so many ways

remarkable) of Donne, Hall, and Marston, there could hardly

be any more doubt about the matter, though part of the method

which these writers, especially Donne and Marston, took to give

individuality and "bite" to their work was as faulty as it now

seems to us peculiar.

Ben Jonson, the least gushing of critics to his contemporaries,

II L
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wrote of John Donne that he was " the first poet of the world in

some things," and I own that without going through the long

catalo'^ue of singularly contradictory criticisms which have been

passed on Donne, I feel disposed to fall back on and adopt this

earliest, simplest, and highest encomium. Possibly Ben might

not have meant the same things that I mean, but that does not

matter. It is sufficient for me that in one special point of the

poetic charm—the faculty of suddenly transfiguring common

things by a flood of light, and opening up strange visions to the

capable imagination—Donne is surpassed by no poet of any

language, and equalled by few. That he has obvious and great

defects, that he is wholly and in all probability deliberately

careless of formal smoothness, that he adopted the fancy of his

time for quaint and recondite expression with an almost perverse

vigour, and set the example of the topsy-turvified conceits which

came to a climax in Crashaw and Cleveland, that he is almost

impudently licentious in thought and imagery at times, that he

alternates the highest poetry with the lowest doggerel, the noblest

thought with the most trivial crotchet—all this is true, and all

this must be allowed for ; but it only chequers, it does not

obliterate, the record of his poetic gifts and graces. He is, more-

over, one of the most historically important of poets, although

by a strange chance there is no known edition of his poems
eariier than 1633, some partial and privately printed issue's having

disappeared wholly if they ever existed. His influence was second

to the influence of no poet of his generation, and completely

overshadowed all others, towards his own latter days and the

decades immediately following his death, except that of Jonson.

Thomas Carew's famous description of him as

"A king who ruled as he thought fit

The universal monarchy of wit,"

expresses the general opinion of the time ; and even after the

revolt headed by Waller had dethroned him from the position,

Dryden, his successor in the same monarchy, Ayhile declining to
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allow him the praise of "the best poet" (that is, the most exact

follower of the rules and system of versifying which Dryden him-

self preferred), allowed him to be " the greatest wit of the nation."

His life concerns us little, and its events are not disputed, or

rather, in the earlier part, are completely obscure. Born in 1573,

educated at both universities and at Lincoln's Inn, a traveller,

a man of pleasure, it has been thought a soldier, and probably

for a time a member of the Roman Church, he seems just before

reaching middle life to have experienced some religious change,

took orders, became a famous preacher, was made Dean of St.

Paul's, and died in 1626.

It has been said that tradition and probability point to the

composition of most, and that all but certain documentary

evidence points to the composition of some, of his poems in the

earlier part of his life. Unless the date of the Harleian AIS. is a

forgery, some of his satires were written in or before 1593, when

he was but twenty years old. The boiling passion, without a

thought of satiety, which marks many of his elegies would also

incline us to assign them to youth, and though some of his

epistles, and many of his miscellaneous poems, are penetrated

with a quieter and more reflective spirit, the richness of fancy

in them, as well as the amatory character of many, perhaps

the majority, favour a similar attribution. All alike display

Donne's peculiar poetical quality—the fiery imagination shining

in dark places, the magical illumination of obscure and shadowy

thoughts with the lightning of fancy. In one remarkable respect

Donne has a peculiar cast of thought as well as of manner,

displaying that mixture of voluptuous and melancholy meditation,

that swift transition of thought from the marriage sheet to the

shroud which is characteristic of French Renaissance poets, but

less fully, until he set the example, of English. The best known and

most exquisite of his fanciful flights, the idea of the discovery of

" A bracelet of bright hair about the bone "

of his own lon^; interred skeleton : the wish

—
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" I long to talk with some old lover's ghost

Who died before the god of love was born,"

and others, show this peculiarity. And it recurs in the most

unexpected places, as, for the matter of that, does his strong

satirical faculty. In some of his poems, as the Anatomy of the

Wo)ld, occasioned by the death of Mrs. Elizabeth Drury, this

melancholy imagery mixed with touches (only touches here) of the

passion which had distinguished the author earlier (for the

Anatomy is not an early work), and with religious and philo-

sophical meditation, makes the strangest amalgam—shot through,

however, as always, with the golden veins of Donne's incomparable

poetry. Expressions so strong as this last may seem in want of

justification. And the three following pieces, the " Dream," a

fragment of satire, and an extract from the Anatomy, may or may
not, according to taste, supply it :

—

" Dear love, for nothing less than thee

Would I have broke this happy dream.

It was a theme

For reason, much too strong for fantasy :

Therefore thou wak'dst me wisely
; yet

My dream thou brok'st not, but continued'st it

:

Thou art so true, that thoughts of thee suffice

To make dreams true, and fables histories
;

Enter these arms, for since thou thought'st it best

Not to dream all my dream, let's act the rest.

" As lightning or a taper's light

Thine eyes, and not thy noise, wak'd me

;

Yet I thought thee

(For thou lov'st truth) an angel at first sight,

But when I saw thou saw'st my heart

And knew'st my thoughts beyond an angel's art,

When thou knew'st what I dreamt, then thou knew'st when
Excess of joy would wake me, and cam'st then

;

/ must confess, it could not choose but be

Profane to think thee anything but thee.

" Coming and staying show'd thee thee,

But rising makes me doubt that now
Thou art not thou.
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That love is weak where fears are strong as he
;

'Tis not all spirit, pure and brave,

If mixture it of fear, shame, honour, have.

Perchance as torches which must ready be

Men light, and put out, so thou deal'st with me.

Thou cam'st to kindle, goest to come : then I

Will dream that hope again, or else would die."

" O age of rusty iron ! some better wit

Call it some worse name, if ought equal it.

Th' iron age was, when justice was sold ; now
Injustice is sold dearer far ; allow

All claim'd fees and duties, gamesters, anon

The money, which you sweat and swear for 's gone

Into other hands ; so controverted lands

'Scape, like Angelica, the striver's hands.

If law be in the judge's heart, and he

Have no heart to resist letter or fee.

Where wilt thou appeal ? power of the courts below

Flows from the first main head, and these can throw

Thee, if they suck thee in, to misery,

To fetters, halters. But if th' injury

Steel thee to dare complain, alas ! thou go'st

Against the stream upwards when thou art most

Heavy and most faint ; and in these labours they

'Gainst whom thou should'st complain will in thy way

Become great seas, o'er which when thou shalt be

Forc'd to make golden bridges, thou shalt see

That all thy gold was drowned in them before."

" She, whose fair body no such prison was

But that a soul might well be pleased to pass

An age in her ; she, whose rich beauty lent

Mintage to other beauties, for they went

But for so much as they were like to her

;

She, in whose body (if we dare prefer

This low world to so high a mark as she),

The western treasure, eastern spiccry,

Europe and Afric, and the unknown rest

Were easily found, ot what in them was best

;

And when we've made this large discovery

Of all, in her some one part then will be
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Twenty such parts, whose plenty and riches is

Enough to make twenty such worlds as this ;

She, whom had they known, who did first betroth

The tutelar angels and assigned one both

To nations, cities, and to companies,

To functions, offices, and dignities.

And to each several man, to him and him,

They would have giv'n her one for every limb

;

She, of whose soul if we may say 'twas gold,

Her body was th' electrum and did hold

Many degrees of that ; we understood

Her by her sight ; her pure and eloquent blood

Spoke ill her cheeks, and so distinctly wrought

That one might almost say, her body thought

;

She, she thus richly and largely hous'd is gone

And chides us, slow-paced snails who crawl upon

Our prison's prison earth, nor think us well

Longer than whilst we bear our brittle shell."

But no short extracts will show Donne, and there is no room

for a full anthology. He must be read, and by every catholic

student of English literature should be regarded with a respect

only " this side idolatry," though the respect need not carry with

it blindness to his undoubtedly glaring faults.

Those faults are not least seen in his Satires, though neither

the unbridled voluptuousness which makes his Elegies shocking

to modern propriety, nor the far-off conceit which appears

in his meditative and miscellaneous poems, is very strongly or

specially represented here. Nor, naturally enough, is the extreme

beauty of thought and allusion distinctly noteworthy in a class

of verse which does not easily admit it. On the other hand, the

force and originality of Donne's intellect are nowhere better

shown. It is a constant fault of modern satirists that in their

just admiration for Horace and Juvenal they merely paraphrase

them, and, instead of going to the fountainhead and taking their

matter from human nature, merely give us fresh studies of Ibatn

forte via sacra or the Tenth of Juvenal, adjusted to the meridians

of Paris or London. Although Donne is not quite free from
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this fault, he is much freer than either of his contemporaries,

Regnier or Hall. And the rough vigour of his sketches and

single lines is admirable. Yet it is as rough as it is vigorous ; and

the breakneck versification and contorted phrase of his satires,

softened a little in Hall, roughened again and to a much greater

degree in Marston, and reaching a simply portentous pitch in

such work as the Transformed Metamorphosis of Cyril Tourneur,

have been the subject of a great deal of discussion. It is now

agreed by all the best authorities that it would be a mistake to

consider this roughness unintentional or merely clumsy, and that

it sprung, at any rate in great degree, from an idea that the

ancients intended the Satura to be written in somewhat un-

polished verse, as well as from a following of the style of Persius,

the most deliberately obscure of all Latni if not of all classical

poets. In language Donne is not (as far as his Satires are con-

cerned) a very great sinner ; but his versification, whether by his

own intention or not, leaves much to desire. At one moment

the ten syllables are only to be made out by a Chaucerian

lengthening of the mute e ; at another ihe writer seems to be

emulating Wyatt in altering the accent of syllables, and coolly

making the final iambus of a line out of such a word as "answer."

It is no wonder that poets of the " correct " age thought

him in need of rewriting ; though even they could not mistake

the force of observation and expression which characterises his

Satires, and which very frequently reappears even in his dreamiest

metaphysics, his most recondite love fancies, and his warmest

and most passionate hymns to Aphrodite Pandemos.

These artificial characteristics are supplemented in the Eliza-

bethan satirists, other than Donne, by yet a third, which makes

them, I confess, to me rather tedious reading, independently of

their shambling metre, and their sometimes almost unconstruable

syntax. This is the absurd affectation of extreme moral wrath

against the corruptions of their time in v.-hich they all indulge.

Marston, who is nearly the foulest, if not quite the foulest writer

of any English classic, gives himself the airs of the most sensitive
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puritan ; Hall, with a little less of this contrast, sins considerably

in the same way, and adds to his delinquencies a most petulant

and idle attempt to satirise from the purely literary point of view

writers who are a whole head and shoulders above himself. And

these two, followed by their imitator, Guilpin, assail each other

in a fashion which argues either a very absurd sincerity of

literary jealousy, or a very ignoble simulation of it, for the

purpose of getting up interest on the part of the public. Never-

theless, both Marston and Hall are very interesting figures in

English literature, and their satirical performances cannot be

passed over in any account of it.

Joseph Hall was born near Ashby de la Zouch, of parents in

the lower yeoman rank of life, had his education at the famous

Puritan College of Emanuel at Cambridge, became a Fellow

thereof, proceeded through the living of Hawstead and a canonry

at "Wolverhampton to the sees of Exeter and Norwich, of the

latter of which he was violently deprived by the Parliament,

and, not surviving long enough to see the Restoration, died (1656)

in a suburb of his cathedral city. His later life was important

for religious literature and ecclesiastical politics, in his dealings

with the latter of which he came into conflict, not altogether

fortunately for the younger and greater man of letters, with John
Milton. His Satires belong to his early Cambridge days, and to

the last decade of the sixteenth century. They have on the

whole been rather overpraised, though the variety of their matter

and the abundance of reference to interesting social traits of the

time to some extent redeem them. The worst point about them,

as already noted, is the stale and commonplace impertinence with

which their author, unlike the best breed of young poets and men
of letters, attempts to satirise his literary betters ; while they are

to some extent at any rate tarred with the other two brushes of

corrupt imitation of the ancients, and of sham moral indignation.

Indeed the want of sincerity—the evidence of the literary exercise—injures Hall's satirical work in different ways throughout. We
do not, as we read him, in the least believe in his attitude of
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Hebrew prophet crossed with Roman satirist, and the occasional

presence of a vigorous couplet or a lively metaphor hardly

redeems this disbelief. Nevertheless, Hall is here as always a

literary artist—a writer who took some trouble with his writings
;

and as some of his satires are short, a whole one may be given:

—

" A gentle squire would gladly entertain

Into his house some trencher-chaplain ;
^

Some willing man that might instruct his sons

And that would stand to good conditions.

First, that he lie upon the truckle bed,

Whiles his young master lieth o'er his head.

Second, that he do, on no default,-

Ever presume to sit above the salt

Third, that he never change his trencher twice.

Fourth, that he use all common courtesies ;

Sit bare at meals, and one half rise and wait.

Last, that he never liis young master beat,

But he must ask his mother to define,

How many jerks she would his breech should line.

All these observ'd he could contented be

To give five marks and winter livery."

John Marston, who out-Hailed Hall in all liis literary mis-

deeds, was, it would appear, a member of a good Shropshire

family which had passed into Warwickshire. He was educated

at Coventry School, and at Brasenose College, Oxford, and passed

early into London literary society, where he involved himself in

the inextricable and not much worth extricating quarrels which

have left their mark in Jonson's and Dekker's plays. In the

first decade of the seventeenth century he wrote several remark-

able plays, of much greater literary merit than the work now to

be criticised. Then he took orders, was presented to the

living of Christchurch, and, like others of his time, seems to

have forsworn literature as an unholy thing. He died in 1634,

Here we are concerned only with two youthful works of his

—

^ "Chaplain"—trisyllable like "capellan."

" Missing syllable.
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Pigmalion^s Image and some Satires in 1598, followed in the

same year by a sequel, entitled The Scourge of Villainy. In

these works he called himself " W. Kinsayder," a pen-name for

which various explanations have been given. It is characteristic

and rather comical that, while both the earlier Satires and The

Scourge denounce lewd verse most fullmouthedly, Pigmalioiis

Image is a poem in the Venus and Adonis style which is certainly

not inferior to its fellows in luscious descriptions. It was, in

fact, with the Satires and much similar work, formally condemned

and burnt in 1599. Both in Hall and in Marston industrious

commentators have striven hard to identify the personages of the

satire with famous living writers, and there may be a chance

that some at least of their identifications (as of Marston's Tubrio

with Marlowe) are correct. But the exaggeration and insincerity,

the deliberate " society-journalism " (to adopt a detestable phrase

for a corresponding thing of our own days), which characterise all

this class of writing make the identifications of but little interest.

In every age there arc writers who delight in representing that

age as the very Avorst of the history of the world, and in ransack-

ing literature and imagination for accusations against their fellows.

The sedate philosopher partly brings and partly draws the con-

viction that one time is very like another. Marston, however,

has fooled himself and his readers to the very top of his and

their bent ; and even Churchill, restrained by a more critical

atmosphere, has not come quite near his confused and only half-

intelligible jumble of indictments for indecent practices and

crude philosophy of the moral and metaphysical kind. A vigor-

ous line or phrase occasionally redeems the chaos of rant, fustian,

indecency, ill-nature, and muddled thought.

" Ambitious Goigons, wide-mouth'd Lamians,

Shape-changing Proteans, danin'd Briarians,

Is Minos dead, is Radamanth asleep,

That ye thus dare unto Jove's palace creep ?

\Vliat, hath Ramnusia spent her knotted whip,

That ye dare strive on Hebe's cup to sip ?
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Ye know Apollo's quiver is not spent,

But can abate your daring hardiment.

Python is slain, yet his accursed race

Dare look divine Astrea in the face
;

Chaos return and with confusion

Involve the world with strange disunion

;

For Pluto sits in that adored chair

Which doth belong unto Minerva's heir.

O hecatombs ! O catastrophe !

From Midas' pomp to Trus' beggary !

Prometheus, who celestial fire

Did steal from heaven, therewith to inspire

Our earthly bodies with a sense-ful mind,

Whereby we might the depth of nature find,

Is ding'd to hell, and vulture eats his heart

Which did such deep philosophy impart

To mortal men."

The contrast of this so-called satire, and the really satiric touches

of Marston's own plays, when he was not cramped by the affecta-

tions of the style, is very curious.

Edward Gilpin or Guilpin, author of the rare book Skiakt/ieia,

published between the dates of Hall and Marston, is, if not

a proved plagiarist from either, at any rate an obvious follower

in the same track. There is the same exaggeration, the same

petulant ill-nature, the same obscurity of phrase and ungainliness

of verse, and the same general insincerit}'. But the fine flower

of the whole school is perhaps to be found in the miraculous

Transformed Metamorphosis^ attributed to the powerful but extra-

vagant dramatist, Cyril Tourneur, who wrote this kind of thing :

—

" From out the lake a bridge ascends thereto,

Whereon in female shape a serpent stands.

Who eyes her eye, or views her bluc-vein'd brow,

With sense-bereaving glozes she enchants,

And when she sees a worldling blind that haunts

The pleasure that doth seem there to be found,

She soothes with Leucrocutanized sound.

" Thence leads an entry to a shining hall

Bedecked with flowers of the fairest hue ;
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The Tlirush, the Lark, and night's-joy Nightingale

Tliere minulize their pleasing lays anew.

This welcome to the bitter bed of rue ;

This little room will scarce two wights contain

T' enjoy their joy, and there in pleasure reign.

" But next thereto adjoins a spacious room,

More fairly fair adorned than the other :

(0 woe to him at sin-awhaping doom,

That to these shadows hath his mind given over)

For (O) he never shall his soul recover :

If this sweet sin still feeds him with her smack

And his repentant hand him hales not back." ^

We could hardly end with anything farther removed from the

clear philosophy and the serene loveliness of The Faerie Queeiie.

^ Mr. Churton Collins is "tolerably confident," and perhaps he might

have been quite certain, that Leucrocutanised refers to one of the Fauna
of fancy,—a monster that spoke like a man. "Minulise," from ixivvpi^w,

"I sing." "To awhape"="to confound."



CHAPTER V

THE SECOND DRAMATIC PERIOD—SHAKESPERE

The difficulty of writing about Shakespere is twofold ; and though

it is a difficulty which, in both its aspects, presents itself when

other great writers are concerned, there is no other case in which

it besets the critic to quite the same extent. Almost everything

that is worth saying has been already said, more or less happily.

A vast amount has been said which is not in the least worth say-

ing, which is for the most part demonstrably foolish or wrong.

As Shakespere is by far the greatest of all writers, ancient or

modern, so he has been the subject of commentatorial folly to

an extent which dwarfs the expense of that folly on any other

single subject. It is impossible to notice the results of this folly

except at great length ; it is doubtful whether they are worth

noticing at all
;

yet there is always the danger either that some

mischievous notions may be left undisturbed by the neglect to

notice them, or that the critic himself may be presumed to be

ignorant of the foolishness of his predecessors. These incon-

veniences, however, must here be risked, and it may perhaps be

thought that the necessity of risking them is a salutary one. In

no other case is it so desirable that an author should be

approached by students with the minimum of apparatus.

The scanty facts and the abundant fancies as to Shakespere's

life are a commonplace of literature. He was baptized on the

24th of April 1564 at Stratford-on-Avon, and must have been
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born either on the same day, or on one of those immediately pre-

ceding. His father was John Shakespere, his mother Mary

Arden, both belonging to the lower middle class and connected,

personally and by their relations, with yeomanry and small

landed gentry on the one side, and with well-to-do tradesmen on

the other. Nothing is known of his youth and education ; but

it was a constant tradition of the literary men of his own and the

immediately succeeding generation that he had little school learn-

ing. Before he was nineteen he was married, at the end of

November 15 82, to Anne Hathaway, who was seven years his

senior. Their first child, Susannah, was baptized six months

later. He is said to have left Stratford for London three years

later, in 15S5, and to have connected himself at once with the

theatre, first in humble and then in more important positions.

But all this is mist and myth. He is transparently referred to by

Robert Greene in the summer or autumn of 1592, and the

terms of the reference prove his prosperity. The same passage

brought out a complimentary reference to Shakespere's intellectual

and moral character from Chettle, Greene's editor. He published

Venus and Adonis in 1593, and Liicrece next year. His plays

now began to appear rapidly, and brought him money enough to

buy, in 1597, the house of New Place at Stratford, and to establish

himself there after, it is supposed, twelve years' almost complete

absence from his birthplace and his family. Documentary refer-

ences to his business matters now become not infrequent, but,

except as showing that he was alive and prosperous, they are

quite uninteresting. The same may be said of the marriages and

deaths of his children. In 1609 appeared the Sonnets, some of

which had previously been printed in unauthorised and piratical

pubhcations. lie died on the 23d of April (supposed generally

to be his birthday) 1616, and was buried at Stratford. His

plays had been only surreptitiously printed, the retention of a

play in manuscript being of great importance to the actors, and
the famous first folio did not appear till seven years after his

death.
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The canon of Shakespere's plays, like everything else con-

nected with him, has been tlie subject of endless discussion.

There is no reasonable doubt that in liis earlier days (the first

printed play among those ordinarily assigned to him, Romeo and

Juliet, dates from 1597) he had taken part in dramatic work

which is now mosdy anonymous or assigned to other men, and

there is also no doubt that there may be passages in the accepted

plays which he owed to others. But my own deliberate judg-

ment is that no important and highly probable ascription of

extant work to .Shakespere can be made outside the canon as

usually printed, with the doubtful exception of The Two Noble

Kinsmen; and I do not believe that in the plays usually accepted,

any very important or characteristic portion is not Shakespere's.

As for Shakespere-Bacon theories, and that kind of folly, they

are scarcely worthy even of mention. Nor among the numerous

other controversies and errors on the subject shall I meddle with

jnore than one^— the strange and constantly disproved, but con-

stantly repeated assertion that England long misunderstood or

neglected Shakespere, and that foreign, chiefly German, aid was

required to make her discover him. A very short way is possible

with this absurdity. It would be difficult to name any men more

representative of cultivated literary opinion and accomplishment

in the six generations (taking a generation at the third of a cen-

tury) which passed between Shakespere's death and the battle of

Waterloo (since when English admiration of Shakespere will

hardly be denied), than Ben Jonson, John Milton, John Dryden,

Alexander Pope, Samuel Johnson, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

These men's lives overlapped each considerably, so that no period

is left uncovered. They were all typical men of letters, each of

his own time, and four at least of them were literary dictators.

Now, Ben Jonson's estimate of Shakespere in prose and verse is

on record in more places than one, and is as authentic as the silly

stories of his envy are mythical. If Milton, to his eternal dis-

grace, flung, for party purposes, the study of Shakespere as a re-

proach in his dead king's face, he had himself long before put on
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record his admiration for him, and his own study is patent to

every critical reader of his works. Dryden, but a year or two

after the death of Shakespere's daughter, drew up that famous

and memorable eulogy which ought to be familiar to all, and

which, long before any German had heard of Shakespere, or

indeed before any German had written tolerable literature, exactly

and precisely based the structure of Shakespere-worship. Pope

edited Shakespere. Johnson edited him. Coleridge is acknow-

ledged as, with his contemporaries Lamb and Hazlitt, the founder

of modern appreciation. It must be a curious reckoning which,

in face of such a catena as this, stretching its links over the whole

period, maintains that England wanted Germans to teach her

how to admire the writer whom Germans have done more to

mystify and distort than even his own countrymen.

The work of Shakespere falls into three divisions very

unequal in bulk. There is first (speaking both in the order of

time and in that of thought, though not in that of literary import-

ance and interest) the small division of poems, excluding the

Sonnets, but including Ve7ius and Adonis, The Rape of Lucrece,

and the iQ.\i and uncertain but exquisite scraps, the Lovei-'s

Complaint, The Passionate Pilgrim, and so forth. All these are

likely to have been the work of early youth, and they are much
more like the work of other men than any other part of Shakes-

pere's work, differing chiefly in the superior sweetness of those

wood-notes wild, which Milton justly, if not altogether adequately,

attributed to the poet, and in the occasional appearance of the

still more peculiar and unique touches of sympathy with and

knowledge of universal nature which supply the main Shakes-

perian note. The Venus and the Lncrece form part of a large

collection (see last chapter) of extremely luscious, not to say

voluptuous, poetry which the imitation of Italian models intro-

duced into England, which has its most perfect examples in the

earlier of these two poems, in numerous passages of Spenser, and
in the Hero and Lcander of Marlowe, but which was written, as

will have been seen from what has been already said, with extra-
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ordinary sweetness and abundance, by a vast number of Elizabethan

writers. There are extant mere adcspota, and mere "minor poems"

(such as the pretty " Britain's Ida," which used to be printed as

Spenser's, but which stern critics have of late served with writs

of ejectment), good enough to have made reputation, if not

fortune, at other times. There is no reason to attribute to

Shakespere on the one hand, any deliberate intention of exe-

cuting a tour de force in the composition of these poems or,

in his relinquishment of the style, any deliberate rejection of

the kind as unworthy of his powers on the other. He appears

to have been eminently one of those persons who care neither

to be in nor out of the fashion, but follow it as far as suits

and amuses them. Yet, beautiful as these poems are, they

so manifestly do not present their author at the full of his

powers, or even preluding in the kind wherein the best of those

powers were to be shown, that they require comparatively little

critical notice. As things delightful to read they can hardly be

placed too high, especially the Venus; as evidences of the poet's

many sided nature, they are interesting. But they are in somewhat

other than the usual sense quite " simple, sensuous, and passion-

ate." The misplaced ingenuity which, neglecting the unum
necessarium, will busy itself about all sorts of unnecessary things,

has accordingly been rather hard put to it with them, and to find

any pasture at all has had to browse on questions of dialect, and

date, and personal allusion, even more jejune and even more

unsubstantial than usual.

It is quite otherwise with the Sounds. In the first place no-

where in Shakespere's work is it more necessary to brush away

the cobwebs of the commentators. This side of madness, no

vainer fancies have ever entered the mind of man than those

which have been inspired by the immaterial part of the matter.

The very initials of the dedicatee " W. H." have had volumes

written about them ; the Sonnets themseh'es have been twisted

and classified in every conceivable shape ; the persons to w-hom

they are addressed, or to whom they refer, have been identified

II M
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\vith half the gentlemen and ladies of Elizabeth's court, and half

the men of letters of the time ; and every extremity and eccen-

tricity of non-natural interpretation has been applied to them.

When they are freed from th'S torture and studied rational!)-,

there is nothing mysterious about them except the mystery of their

poetical beauty. Some of them are evidently addressed in the

rather hyperbolical language of affection, common at the time, and

derived from the study of Greek and Italian writers, to a man ; others,

in language not hyperbolical at all, to a woman. Disdain, rivalry,

suspense, short-lived joy, long sorrow, all the symptoms and con-

comitants of the passion of love—which are only commonplaces as

death and life are commonj)lace—form their motives. For my part

I am unable to find the slightest interest or the most rudim&ntary

importance in the questions whether the Mr. W. H. of the dedica-

tion was the Earl of Pembroke, and if so, whether he was also

the object of tlie majority of the Sounds ; whether the " dark

lady," the "woman coloured ill," was Miss Mary Fitton ; whether

the rival poet was Chapman. Very likely all these things are

true : very likely not one of them is true. They arc impossible

of settlement, and if they were settled they would not in the

slightest degree affect the poetical beauty and the human interest of

the So7ineti\ which, in a strange reductio ad absurdinn of eighteenth

century common-sense criticism, Hallam thought it impossible not

to wish that Shakespere had not written, and which some critics,

not perhaps of the least qualified, have regarded as the high water-

mark of English, if not of all, poetry.

This latter estimate will only be dismissed as exaggerated by those

who are debarred from appreciation by want of sympathy with the

subject, or distracted by want of comprehension of it. A harmony
of the two chief opposing theories of poetry will teach us that we
must demand of the very highest poetry first—the order is not

material—a certain quality of expression, and secondly, a certain

quality of subject. What that quality of subject must be has

been, as it seems to me, crudely and wrongly stated, but rightly

indicated, in Mr. Matthew Arnold's formula of the " Criticism of
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Life." That is to say, in less debatable words, the greatest poet

must show most knowledge of human nature. Now both these

conditions are fulfilled in the sonnets of Shakespere with a com-

pleteness and intensity impossible to parallel elsewhere. The

merits of the formal and expressive part hardly any one -will now

question ; the sonnets may be opened almost at random with the

certainty of finding everywhere the phrases, the verses, the

passages which almost mechanically recur to our minds when we

are asked to illustrate the full poetical capacity and beauty of the

English tongue.

"The painful warrior, famoused for fight,

After a thousand victories once foiled,

Is from the book of honour razed quite

And all the rest forgot for which he toiled ;

"

or
" When to the sessions of sweet silent thought

I summon up remembrance of things past ;"

" Was it the proud full sail of his great verse,

Bound for the prize of all too precious you ?
"

or
" Then hate me if thou wilt,"

with the whole sonnet which it opens ; or

"When in the chronicle of wasted time

I see descriptions of the fairest wights,

And beauty making beautiful old rhyme

In praise of ladies dead and lovely knights ;"

or that most magnificent quatrain of all,

" Let me not to the marriage of true minds

Admit impediments. Love is not love

Which alters when it alteration finds.

Or bends with the remover to remove."

Any competent judge of the formal part of poetry must admit

that its force can no farther go. Verse and phrase cannot be

better moulded to the melodious suggestion of beauty. Nor, as
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even these scraps show, is the thought below the verse. Even

if Hallam's postulate of misplaced and ill-regulated passion be

granted (and I am myself very far from granting it), the extra-

ordinary wealth of thought, of knowledge, of nature, of self-

knowledge, of clear vision of others in the very midst of the

circumstances which might make for unclear vision, is still

unmistakable. And if the poet's object was to catch up the sum

of love and utter it with or even without any special relation to

his own actual feelings for any actual person (a hypothesis which

human nature in general, and the nature of poets in particular,

makes not improbable), then it can only be said that he has

succeeded. From Sappho and Solomon to Shelley and Mr.

Swinburne, many bards have spoken excellently of love : but

what they have said could be cut out of Shakespere's sonnets

better said than they have said it, and yet enough remain to

furnish forth the greatest of poets.

With the third and in every sense chief division of the work,

the necessities for explanation and allowance cease altogether.

The thirty-seven plays of the ordinary Shakesperian canon

comprise the greatest, the most varied, the most perfect work yet

done by any man in literature ; and what is more, the work of

which they consist is on the whole the most homogeneous and

the least unequal ever so done. The latter statement is likely

to be more questioned than the former ; but I have no fear of

failing to make it out. In one sense, no doubt, Shakespere is

unequal—as life is. He is not always at the tragic heights of

Othello and Hamlet, at the comic raptures of Falstaff and Sir Toby,

at the romantic ecstasies of Romeo and Titania. Neither is life.

But he is always—and this is the extraordinary and almost

inexplicable difference, not merely between him and all his con-

temporaries, but between him and all other writers—at the

height of the particular situation. This unique quality is uniquely

illustrated in his plays. The exact order of their composition is en-

tirely unknown, and the attempts which have been made to arrange

it into periods, much more to rank play after play in regular
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sequence, are obvious failures, and are discredited not merely by

the inadequate means—such as counting syllables and attempting

to classify the cadence of lines—resorted to in order to effect

them, but by the hopeless discrepancy between the results of

different investigators and of the same investigator at different

times. We know indeed pretty certainly that Romeo mid Juliet

was an early play, and Cymbeline a late one, with other general

facts of the same kind. We know pretty certainly that the

Henry the Sixth series was based on a previous series on the same

subject in which Shakespere not improbably had a hand ; that

Ki7ig John and The Taming of the Shrew had in the same way

first draughts from the same or other hands, and so forth. But

all attempts to arrange and elucidate a chronological development

of Shakespere's mind and art have been futile. Practically

the Shakesperian gifts are to be found passim in the Shake-

sperian canon—even in the dullest of all the plays, as a

whole, The Two Gentlemen of Verona, even in work so alien

from his general practice, and so probably mixed with other

men's work, as Titus Andronicus and Pericles. There are rarely

elsewhere—in The Maid's Tragedy of Fletcher, in Tlie Diichess

of Malfy of Webster, in The Changelitig of Middleton—
passages or even scenes which might conceivably have been

Shakespere's. But there is, with the doubtful exception of

77^1? Two Noble Kinsmen, no play in any other man's work

which as a whole or in very great part is Shakesperian, and

there is no play usually recognised as Shakespere's which would

not seem out of place and startling in the work of any con-

temporary.

This intense, or rather (for intense is not the right word) this

extraordinarily diffused character, is often supposed to be a mere

fancy of Shakespere-worshippers. It is not so. There is some-

thing, not so much in the individual flashes of poetry, though it

is there too, as in the entire scope and management of Shake-

spere's plays, histories, tragedies, and comedies alike, which dis-

tinguishes ^Vthem, and it is exactly the characteristic noted
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above, and well put by Dryden in his famous definition of

Shakespere. Perhaps the first branch or phase of this distinction

is that Shakespere is never, in the vulgar sense of the word,

unnatural. He has not the slightest objection to horrors ; the

alarmed foreign critics who described his theatre as a " shambles "

need not have gone farther than his greatest plays to justify them-

selves literally. But with barely even the exception which has

so often to be made of Titus Andronicus, his horrors are never

sought beyond a certain usual and probable round of circumstance,

and are almost always tempered and humanised by touches of

humour or pathos, or both. The cool sarcastic villany of Aaron

(a mood hit off nowhere out of Shakespere, except in Middleton's

De Flores, and not fully there) is the point on which I should

chiefly put the finger to justify at least a partial Shakesperian

authorship. Contrast the character with the nightmare ghastlinesses

and extravagances not merely of Tourneur and Webster, but even

of Marlowe in Barabas, and the difference of Shakespere's handling

will be felt at once. Another point which has been often, yet

perhaps not quite fully, noticed is the distinct and peculiar attitude

of Shakespere towards what is in the common sense called mor-

ality. Nobody can possibly call him squeamish : I do not know
that even any French naturalist of the latest school has charged

the author of Pericles, and Love's Labour Lost, and LIcnry LV.,

with that priiderie bete of which they accuse Scott. But he

never makes those forms of vice which most trouble and cor-

rupt society triumphant; he never diverges into the morbid

pathology of the amatory passion, and above all, and most

remarkably of all, though I think least remarked, he never makes
his personages show the singular toleration of the most despic-

able immorality which almost all his dramatic contemporaries

exhibit. One is constantly astonished at the end of an Eliza-

bethan play, when, after vice has been duly bafiled or punished,

and virtue rewarded (for they all more or less follow that rule),

reconciliations and forgivenesses of injuries follow, to observe the

complacency with which husbands who have sold their wives'
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favours, wives who have been at the command of the first comer or

the highest bidder, mix cheek by jowl, and apparently unrebuked,

with the modest maidens, the virtuous matrons, the faithful lovers

of the piece. Shakespere never does this. Mrs. Quickly is indeed

at one time the confidante of Anne Fenton, and at another the com-

plaisant hostess of Doll Tear-sheet, but not in the same play. We
do not find Marina's master and mistress rewarded, as they would

very likely have been by Fletcher or Middleton, with comfortable if

not prominent posts at the court of Pericles, or the Government-

house of Mytilene. The ugly and artistically unmanageable situa-

tion of the husband who. trades in his wife's honour simply does

not occur in all the wide license and variety of Shakespere's forty

plays. He is in his own sense liberal as the most easy going

can demand, but he never mixes vice and virtue. Yet again,

while practising this singular moderation in the main element, in

the most fertile motives, of tragedy and comedy respectively, he is

equally alone in his use in both of the element of humour. And
here we are on dangerous ground. To many excellent persons of

all times since his own, as well as in it, Shakespere's humour and

his use of it have been stumbling-blocks. Some of them have

been less able to away with the use, some with the thing.

Shakesperian clowns are believed to be red rags to some experi-

enced playwrights and accomplished wits of our own days : the

porter in Macbeth, the gravediggers in Najiikf, the fool in Lear.

even the humours in Lovers Labour Lost and The Merchant of

Venice have offended. I avow myself an impenitent Shakesperian

in this respect also. The constant or almost constant presence

of that humour which ranges from the sarcastic quintessence of

lago, and the genial quintessence of Falstaff, through the fantasies

of Feste and Edgar, down to the sheer nonsense which not unfre-

quently occurs, seems to me not only delightful in itself, but, as

I have hinted already, one of the chief of those spells by which

Shakespere has differentiated his work in the sense of universality

from that of all other dramatists. I have used the word nonsense,

and I may be thought to have partly given up my case by it. But
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nonsense, as hardly any critic but Hazlitt has had the courage to

avow openly, is no small part of life, and it is a part the relish

of which Englishmen, as the same great but unequal critic justly

maintains, arc almost alone in enjoying and recognising. It is

because Shakespere dares, and dares very frequently, simply

desipere, simply to be foolish, that he is so pre-eminently wise.

The others try to be always wise, and, alas ! it is not necessary to

complete the antithesis.

These three things— restraint in the use of sympathy with

suffering, restraint in the use of interest in voluptuous excess, and

humour—are, as it seems to me, the three chief distinguishing

points in Shakespere's handling which are not found in any of

liis contemporaries, for though there is humour in not a few of

these, none of them is a perfect humorist in the same sense.

Here, as well as in that general range or width of subject and

thought which attracted Dryden's eulogium, he stands alone. In

other respects he shares the qualities which are perceptible almost

throughout this wonderfully fertile department of literature ; but

he shares them as infinitely the largest shareholder. It is

difficult to think of any other poet (for with Homer we are de-

prived of the opportunity of comparison) who was so completely

able to meet any one of his contemporaries on that contemporary's

own terms in natural gift. I say natural gift because, though it is

quite evident that Shakespere M-as a man of no small reading,

his deficiencies in general education are too constantly recorded

by tradition, and rendered too- probable by internal evidence, to

be ignored or denied by any impartial critic. But it is difficult

to mention a quality possessed by any of the school (as it is loosely

called), from Marlowe to Shirley, which he had not in greater

measure
;
while the infinite qualities which he had, and the others

each in one way or another lacked, are evident. On only one
subject—religion—is his mouth almost closed ; certainly, as the

few utterances that touch it show, from no incapacity of dealing

with it, and apparently from no other dislike than a dislike to

meddle with anything outside of the purely human province of
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which he felt that he was universal master— in short from an

infinite reverence.

It will not be expected that in a book like the present—the

whole space of which might very well be occupied, without any of

the undue dilation which has been more than once rebuked, in

dealing with Shakespere alone—any attempt should be made to

criticise single plays, passages, and characters. It is the less of a

loss that in reality, as the wisest commentators have always either

begun or ended by acknowledging, Shakespere is your only

commentator on Shakespere. Even the passages which corrupt

printing, or the involved fashion of speaking peculiar to the time,

make somewhat obscure at first, will in almost every case yield to

the unassisted cogitation of any ordinarily intelligent person ; and

the results so reached are far more likely to be the true results

than the elaborate emendations which delight a certain class of

editors. A certain amount of mere glossary is of course necessary,

but otherwise the fewer corks and bladders the swimmer takes

with him when he ventures into ''the ocean which is Shakespere,"

the better. There are, however, certain common errors, some of

which have survived even the last century of Shakespere-study

and Shakespere-worship, which must perhaps be discussed. For

in the case of the greatest writers, the business of the critic

is much more to shovel away the rubbish of his predecessors than

to attempt any accumulation of his own. The chief of these

errors—or rather that error which practically swallows up all the

others and can produce them again at any time—is that Shakespere

was, if not exactly an inspired idiot, at any rate a mainly tentative

if not purely unconscious artist, much of whose work is only not

bad as art, while most, if not all of it, was originally produced with

a minimum of artistic consciousness and design.. This enormous

error, which is protean in form, has naturally induced the counter

error of a too great insistence on the consciousness and elaboration

of Shakespere's art. The most elaborate theories of this art have

been framed—theories involving the construction of perhaps as

much baseless fabric as anything else connected with the subject,
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which is saying a great deal. It appears to me in the highest

degree improbable that Shakespere had before him consciously

more than three purposes ; but these three I think that he con-

stantly had, and that he was completely successful in achieving

them. The first was to tell in every play a dramatically complete

story ; the second was to work that story out by the means of

purely human and probable characters ; and the third was to

give such form and ornaments to the working out as might please

the playgoers of his day. In pursuing the first two he was the

poet or dramatist of all time. In pursuing the third he was the

intelligent playwright. But (and here is the source of the

common error) it by no means follows that his attention, and his

successful attention, to his third purpose in anyway interferes with,

or degrades, his excellence as a pursuer of the first two. In the

first place, it can escape no careful student that the merely play-

wright part of Shakespere's work is (as is the case with no other

dramatic author whatever) singularly separable. No generation

since his death has had the slightest difficulty in adapting by far

the greater part of his plays to use and popularity in its own day,

though the adaptation may have varied in liberty and in good

taste with the standards of the time. At the present day, while

almost all other old dramatists have ceased to be acted at all,

or are acted merely as curiosities, the adaptation of Shakespere

has become more and more a process of simple omission (without

the addition or alteration of anything) of parts which are either

unsuited to modern manners or too long for modern patience.

With the two usual exceptions, Pericles and Titus Androniais

(which, despite the great beauty of parts, are evidently less. Shake-

sperian as wholes than any others), there is not a single play of

the whole number that could not be—there are not many that

have not been—acted with success in our time. It would be
difficult to find a stronger differentia from the work of the mere
playwright, who invariably thinks first of the temporary conditions

of success, and accordingly loses the success which is not

temporary. But the second great difference of Shakespere is.
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that even what may be in comparison called the ephemeral

and perishable parts of him have an extraordinary vitality, if

not theatrical yet literary, of their own. The coarser scenes

oi Measure for Measure and The Comedy of En'ors^ the satire on

fleeting follies in Love's Labour Lost, the uncomelier parts of AITs

JVell that Ends JVe//, the Doll Tear-sheet business of LLe/iry LF.,

the comic by-play of Trcilus and Cressida, may seem mere wood,

hay, and stubble in comparison with the nobler portions. Yet

the fire of time has not consumed them : they are as delightful as

ever in the library if not on the stage.

Little or nothing need be said in defence of Shakespere as an

artist from the attacks of the older or Unity criticism. That

maleficent giant can now hardly grin at the pilgrims whom he

once harassed. But there are many persons who, not dreaming

of the Unities, still object in language less extravagant than

Voltaire's or George the Third's, but with hardly less decision,

to the "sad stuff," the "fumier," of Shakespere's admixture of

comedy with tragedy, of his digressions and episodes, of his

multifarious underplots and minor groups, and ramifications of

interest or intrigue. The reply to this is not (as it might be, if

any reply were not superfluous, in the case of the Unity objection)

a reply of demonstration. If any person experienced in literature,

and with an interest in it, experienced in life and with an interest

in that, asserts that Caliban and Trinculo interfere with his en-

joyment of Ferdinand and Miranda ; that the almost tragedy

of Hero is marred for him by the comedy of Beatrice and tlie

farce of Dogberry ; that he would have preferred A Midsumiucr

Nighfs Dream without the tedious brief effort of Quince and Ins

companions ; that the solemnity and passion of LIa77ilet and

Macbeth cause in him a revulsion against the porter and the

gravedigger ; that the Fool and Edgar are out of place in Lear^—
it is impossible to prove to him by the methods of any Euclid

or of any Aldrich that he is wrong. T]:ie thing is essentially, if

not wholly, a matter of taste. It is possible, indeed, to point

out, as in the case of the Unities, that the objectors, if they will
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maintain their objection, must deny the position that the dramatic

art holds up the mirror to Nature, and that if they deny it, the

burden—a burden never yet successfully taken up by any one—of

framing a new definition rests upon them. But this is only a

partial and somewhat inconclusive argument, and the person

who genuinely dislikes these peculiarities of Shakespere is like

a man who genuinely dislikes wine or pictures or human faces,

that seem delightful and beautiful to others. I am not aware of

any method whereby I can prove that the most perfect claret is

better than zoedone in flavour, or that the most exquisite creation

of Botticelli or Lionardo is more beautiful than the cuts on the

sides of railway novels. Again, it is matter of taste.

It will be seen that I am not for my part afraid to avow myself

a thoroughgoing Shakesperian, who accepts the weak points of his

master as well as the strong. It is often forgotten (indeed I do

not know where I have seen it urged) that there is in Shakespere's

case an excuse for the thousand lines that good Ben Jonson

would have liked him to blot,—an excuse which avails for no one

else. No one else has his excuse of universality ; no one else

has attempted to paint, much less has painted, the whole of life.

It is because Shakespere has attempted this, and, in the judgment

of at least some, has succeeded in it, that the spots in his sun

are so different from the spots in all other suns. I do not know
an unnatural character or an unnatural scene in Shakespere, even

among those which have most evidently been written to the

gallery. Everything in him passes, in some mysterious way, under

and into that "species of eternity" which transforms all the

great works of art, which at once prevents them from being mere
copies of Nature, and excuses whatever there is of Nature in them
that is not beautiful or noble. If this touch is wanting anywhere
(and it is wanting ver\' seldom), that, I take it, is the best—indeed

the only sign that that passage is not Shakespere's,^that he had
eitlier made use of some other man's work, or that some other

man had made use of his. If such passages were of more fre-

quent occurrence, this argument might be called a circular one.
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But the proportion of such passages as I at least should exclude

is so small, and the difference between them and the rest is

so marked, that no improper begging of the question can be

justly charged. The plays in the Globe edition contain just

a thousand closely-printed pages. I do not think that there

are fifty in all, perhaps not twenty—putting scraps and patches

together—in which the Shakesperian touch is wanting, and I do

not think that that touch appears outside the covers of the

volume once in a thousand pages of all the rest of English

literature. The finest things of other men,— of Marlowe, of

Fletcher, of Webster (who no doubt comes nearest to the Shake-

sperian touch, infinitely as he falls short of the Shakesperian

range),—might conceivably be the work of others. But the famous

passages of Shakespere, too numerous and too well known to

quote, could be no one else's. It is to this point that aesthetic

criticism of Shakespere is constantly coming round with an

almost monotonous repetition. As great as all others in their

own points of greatness ; holding points of greatness which no

others even approach ; such is Shakespere.

There is a certain difficulty—most easily to be appreciated

by those who have most carefully studied the literature of the

period in question, and have most fully perceived the mistakes

which confusion of exact date has induced in the consideration

of the very complex subject before us—in selecting dramatists to

group with Shakespere. The obvious resource of taking him by

himself would frustrate the main purpose of this volume, which is

to show the general movement at the same time as the individual

developments of the literature of 1560- 1660. In one sense

Shakespere might be included in any one "of three out of the

four chapters which we have here devoted to the Elizabethan

dramatists. His earliest known, and probably much of his un-

known work coincides with the period of tentative ; and his latest

work overlaps very much of that period of ripe and somewhat

over-ripe performance, at the head of which it has here been

thought good to set Beaumont and Fletcher. But there is a
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group of four notable persons who appear to have especial rights

to be classed with him, if not in greatness, yet in character of

work, and in the influences which played on that work. They all,

like him, took an independent Dart in the marvellous wit-combat

of the last decade of Elizabeth, and they all like him survived,

though for different lengths of time, to set an example to the

third generation. They are all, even the meanest of them, dis-

tinctly great men, and free alike from the immaturity, visible

even in Lyly and Marlowe, which marked some of their older

contemporaries, and from the decadence, visible even in Fletcher

and Massinger, which marred their younger followers. Further-

more, they were mixed up, as regards one another, in an inextric-

able but not uninteresting series of broils and friendships, to some

part of which Shakespere himself w-as, it is clear, by no means

a stranger. These reasons have seemed sufficient for separating

them from the rest, and grouping them round the captain. They
are Benjamin Jonson, George Chapman, John Marston, and

Thomas Dekker.

The history of Ben Jonson (the literary history that is to say,

for the known facts of his life are simple enough) is curious and

perhaps unique. Nothing is really known of his family ; but as,

at a time when Scotchmen were not loved in England, he main-

tained his Annandale origin, there should be, especially after Mr.

Symonds's investigations as to his career, no doubt that he at

least believed himself to be of Border extraction, as was also,

it may be remembered, his great disciple, panegyrist, slanderer,

and (with the substitution of an easy for a rugged temper),

analogue, John Dryden. The fact of these two typical English-

men being of half or whole Scotch descent will not surprise

any one who does not still ignore the proper limits of England.
Nobody doubts that his father (or rather stepfather, for he was a

posthumous child (born 1573) and his mother married again) was
a bricklayer, or that he went to Westminster School; it seems
much more dubious whether he had any claim to anything but
an honorary degree from either university, though he received
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that from both. Probably he worked at bricklaying, though the

taunts of his rivals would, in face of the undoubted fact of his

stepfather's profession, by no means suffice to prove it. Cer-

tainly he went through the chequered existence of so many

Elizabethan men of letters ; was a sqldier in Flanders, an actor, a

duellist (killing his man, and escaping consequences only by

benefit of clergy), a convert to Romanism, a " revert " to the

Anglican Church, a married man, a dramatist. The great play

of Every Afan in his Humour, though afterwards much altered, was

perhaps acted first at the Rose Theatre in 1596, and it established

Jonson's reputation, though there is no reasonable doubt that he

had written other things. His complicated associations and

quarrels with Dekker, Marston, Chapman, and others, have

occupied the time of a considerable number of persons ; they

lie quite beyond our subject, and it may be observed without

presumption that their direct connection, even with the literary

work {The Poetaster^ Saiiro-mastix, and the rest) which is usually

linked to them, will be better established when critics have left

off being uncertain whether A was B, or B, C. Even the most

famous story of all (the disgrace of Jonson with others for

Eastward Ho I as a libel against the Scots, for which he was

imprisoned, and, being threatened with mutilation, was by his

Roman mother supplied with poison), though told by him-

self, does not rest on any external evidence. What is certain

is that Jonson was in great and greater request, both as a writer

of masks and other divertissements for the Court, and as a head

and chief of literary conviviality at the " Mermaid," and other

famous taverns. Here, as he grew older, there grew up round

him that "Tribe of Ben," or admiring clique of young literary

men, which included almost all the most remarkable poets, except

Milton, of the late Jacobean and early Caroline period, and

which helped to spread his fame for at least two generations, and

(by Waller's influence on St. Evremond) to make him the first

English man of letters who was introduced by a great critic of

the Continent to continental attention as a worker in the English
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vernacular. At last he was made Poet Laureate, and in 1618

he took a journey to Scotland, and stayed there for some time

with Drummond of Hawthornden. The celebrated conversations

noted by the host have been th*^ very centre battle-ground of all

fights about Ben Jonson's character. It is sufficient here to say that

though Ben's chief defender, GifTord, may have been too hard on

Drummond, it is difficult, if not impossible, to think that the

"Notes of Conversations" were made in a friendly spirit. They

contain for their bulk an extraordinary amount of interesting

matter, and much sound criticism ; but -which of us in modern

days would care to have such " notes " taken ? A man thinks

that there are faults in a friend's work, and in the usual exaggera-

tion of conversation he says that it is "rubbish." The Drum-

monds of this world note it down and it passes as a deliberate

judgment. He must be a fortunate man, or an exceptional recluse,

who has not found some good-natured friend anticipate Drum-

mond, and convey the crude expression (probably heightened in

conveyance) direct to the person concerned. After this visit

(which must have been at the end of 1618) Jonson suffered the

calamity of having his study destroyed by fire, and lost much
MS. work. He lived many years longer and retained his literary

primacy, bnt was unfortunate in money matters, and even in

reception of his work by the public, though the literary men of

his day made no mistake about him. He died in 1637, and the

last of the many stories clustering round his name is the famous

one of the inscription, "O rare Ben Jonson !" A year later, a

tojubeaii, or collection of funeral poems, <tvX\\\Q^ Jonsonns Virbiiis,

showed the estimate entertained of him by the best and brightest

wits of the time.

His life was thus a life of struggle, for he w-as never rich, and
lived for the most part on the most unsatisfactory of all sources

of income—casual bounties from the king and others. It is not

in:iprobable that his favour with the Court and with Templar society

(which was then very unpopular with the middle classes), had
something to do with the ill-reception of his later plays. But his
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literary influence was very great, and with Donne he determined

the whole course of English literature for many years, and retained

a great name even in the comparative eclipse of the " Giant

Race •"'

after the Restoration. It was only when the study of

Shakespcre became a favourite subject with persons of more

industry than intelligence in the early eighteenth century, that a

singular fabric of myth grew up round Ben Jonson. He was

pictured as an incarnation of envy, hatred, malice, and all un-

charitableness, directed in the first place towards Shakespere, and

then towards all other literary craftsmen. William Gifford, his

first competent editor, set himself to work to destroy this, and

undoubtedly succeeded. But the acrimony with which Gifford

tinctured all his literary polemic perhaps rather injured his treat-

ment of the case ; even yet it may be doubted whether Ben

Jonson has attained anything like his proper place in English

literary history.

Putting aside the abiding influence of a good long-continued

course of misrepresentation, it is still not difficult to discover the

source of this under-estimate, without admitting the worst view or

even any very bad view of Ben Jonson's character, literary and

personal. It may be granted that he was rough and arrogant, a

scholar who pushed scholarship to the verge of pedantry, a critic

who sometimes forgot that though a schoolmaster may be a critic,

a critic should not be merely a schoolmaster. His work is

saturated with that contempt of the profanu7n rulgiis which the

profanuni vtilgus (humanly enough) seldom fails to return.

Moreover, it is extremely voluminous, and it is by no means equal.

Of his eighteen plays, three only

—

Every Man in his Humour,

The A/chemisf, and the charming fragment of The Sad Shepherd—

•

can be praised as wholes. His lovely Masques are probably un-

read by all but a few scores, if so many in each generation.

His noble sinewy prose is, for the most part, unattractive in

subject. His minor poems, though not a few of them are known

even to smatterers in literature, are as a whole (or at least it

would seem so) unknown. Yet his merits are extraordinary.

II N
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" Never " in his plays (save The Sad Sliepherd) " tender," and still

more rarely " sublime,"' he yet, in words much better applied to

him than to his pupil Dryden, " wrestles with and conquers time."

Even his enemies admit his learning, his vigour, his astonishing

power of work. What is less generally admitted, despite in one

case at least the celebrity of the facts that prove it, is his ob-

servation, his invention, and at times hi^ anomalous and seemingly

contradictory power of grace and sweetness. There is no more

singular example of the proverb, " Out of the eater came forth

meat, and out of the strong sweetness," which has been happily

applied to Victor Hugo, than the composition, by the rugged

author of Sejainis and Catiline, of The Devil is an Ass and

Bartholomew Fai?; of such things as

" Here lies to each her parent ruth ;"

or the magnificent song,

" Drink to me only with thine eyes ;"

or the crown and flower of all epitaphs,

" Underneath this sable herse."^

But these three universally-known poems only express in quin-

tessence a quality of Jonson's which is spread all about his minor

pieces, which appears again perfectly in The Sad Shepherd, and

which he seems to have kept out of his plays proper rather from

bravado than for any other reason. His prose will be noticed

separately in the next chapter, but it may be observed here that

it is saturated with the same literary flavour which pervades all

his work. .None of his dramatic fellows wrote anything that

can compare to it, just as none of them wrote anything that

surpasses the songs and snatches in his plays, and the best things

in his miscellaneous works. The one title which no competent

criticism has ever grudged him is that of best epitaph writer in

the English language, and only those who have failed to consider

the difficulties and the charm of that class of composition will

^ Ben is sometimes deprived of this, mejudice, most irreligiously.
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consider this faint praise. Nevertheless, it was no doubt upon

drama that Jonson concentrated his powers, and the unfavourable

judgments which have been delivered on him chiefly refer to

this.

A good deal of controversy has arisen out of the attribution

to him, which is at least as old as The Retimi froin Pai-nassus, of

being minded to classicise 'the English drama. It is certain that

he set a value on the Unities which no other English dramatist

has set, and that in The Alchemist at least he has given some-

thing like a perfect example of them, which is at the same time

an admirable play. Whether this attention is at all responsible

for the defects which are certainly found in his work is a very

large question. It cannot be denied that in that work, with perhaps

the single exception just mentioned, the reader (it is, except in the

case of Evcj-y Man in his Humour, generations since the playgoer

had any opportunity of judging) finds a certain absence of sym-

pathetic attraction, as well as, for all the formal unity of the pieces,

a lack of that fusing poetic force which makes detail into a whole.

The amazing strength of Jonson's genius, the power with which

he has compelled all manner of unlikely elements into his service,

is evident enough, but the result usually wants charm. The

drawbacks are (always excepting The Alchemist) least perceptible

in Every Alan in his Humonr, the first sprightly runnings of

Jonson's fancy, the freshest example of his sharp observation of

the humours or follies of contemporary mankind. Later he some-

times overdid this observation, or rather he failed to bring its results

sufficiently into poetic or dramatic form, and, therefore, is too

much for an age and too little for all time. But Every Man in

his Humour is really charming. Bobadil, Master Stephen, and

Kitely attain to the first rank of dramatic characters, and others

are not far behind them in this respect. The next play. Every

Man out of his Humour, is a great contrast, being, as even the

doughty GifiTord admits, distinctly uninteresting as a whole, despite

numerous fine passages. Perhaps a little of its want of attraction

must be set down to a pestilent habit of Jonson's, which he had
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at one time thought of applying to Every Man in his Humour,

the habit of giving foreign, chiefly Italian, appellations to his

characters, describing, and as it were labelling them— Deliro,

Macilente, and the like. This gives an air of unreality, a figure-

head and type character. Cynthia's Revels has the same

defects, but is to some extent saved by its sharp raillery of

euphuism. With The Poetaster Jonson began to rise again. I

think myself that the personages and machinery of the Augustan

Court would be much better away, and that the implied satire

on contemporaries would be tedious if, as it fortunately can, it could

not be altogether neglected. But in spite of these drawbacks,

the piece is good. Of Scjanus and Jonson's later Roman play

Catiline I think, I confess, better than the majority of critics

appear to think. That they have any very intense tragic interest

will, indeed, hardly be pretended, and the unfortunate but in-

evitable comparison with Coriolanus and Julius Ccesar has done

them great and very unjust harm. Less human than Shakespere's

" godlike Romans " (who are as human as they are godlike),

Jonson's are undoubtedly more Roman, and this, if it is not

entirely an attraction, is in its way a merit. But it was not till

after Sejanus that the full power of Jonson appeared. His three

next plays, Volpone, Epicetic, and The Alchemist, could not have

been written by any one but himself, and, had they not been

written, would have left a gap in English which nothing from any

other literature could supply. If his attitude had been a little

less virtuous and a little more sarcastic, Jonson would in these

three plays have anticipated Swift. Of the three, I prefer the

first and the last—the last being the best of all. Epicene or the

Silent Woman was specially liked by the next generation because

of its regularity, and of the skill with which the various humours
arc all wrought into the main plot. Both these things are un-

deniable, and many of the humours are in themselves amusing

enough. But still there is something wanting, which is supplied

in Volpone and The Alchemist. It has been asked whether that

disregard of probability, which is one of Jonson's greatest faults,
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does not appear in the recklessness with which "The Fox" ex-

poses himself to utter ruin, not so much to gratify any sensual

desire or obtain any material advantage, as simply to indulge his

combined hypocrisy and cynicism to the very utmost. l"he

answer to this question will very much depend on each reader's

taste and experience. It is undeniable that there have been

examples of perverse indulgence in wickedness for wickedness'

sake, which, rare as they are, go far to justify the creation of

Volpone. But the unredeemed villany of the hero, with whom
it is impossible in any way to sympathise, and the sheer brutality

of the fortune-hunting dupes who surround him, make it easier to

admire than to like the play. I have little doubt that Jonson

was to some extent sensible of this, for the comic episode "or

underplot of Sir Politick rind Lady ^Vould-be is very much more

loosely connected with the centre interest (it is only by courtesy

that it can be said to be connected at all), than is usual with

him, and this is an argument in favour of its having been intro-

duced as a makeweight.

From the drawbacks of both these pieces The Alchemist is

wholly free. Jonson here escaped his usual pitfall of the un-

sympathetic, for the vices and follies he satirises are not loath-

some, only contemptible at worst, and not always that. He

found an opportunity of exercising his extraordinary faculty of

concentration as he nowhere else did, and has given us in Sir

Epicure Mammon a really magnificent picture of concupiscence,

of sensual appetite generally, sublimed by heat of imagination

into something really poetic. The triumvirate of adventurers,

Subtle, Dol and Face (for Dol has virile qualities), are not

respectable, but one does not hate them ; and the gulls are

perfection. If any character could be spared it is the " Angry

Boy," a young person whose humours, as Jonson himself

admits of another character elsewhere, are '• more tedious than

diverting." The Alchemist was followed by Catiline, and Catiline

by Bartholomeiv Fair, a play in which singularly vivid and

minute pictures of manners, very amusing sketches of character.
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and some capital satire on the Puritans, do not entirely redeem a

profusion of the coarsest possible language and incident. The Devil

is an Ass comes next in time, and though no single character is

the equal of Zeal -of- the -land Busy in Bartholo7new Fair, the

play is even more amusing. The four last plays, The Staple

of Neivs, The Magtietic Lad\\ The Nein Inn, and The Tale of a

Tub, which Jonson produced after long absence from the stage,

were not successful, and were both unkindly and unjustly called

by Dryden " Ben's Dotages." As for the charming Sad Shepherd,

it was never acted, and is now unfinished, though it is believed that

the poet completed it. It stands midway as a pastoral Feerie

between his regular plays and the great collection of ingenious

and graceful masques and entertainments, which are at the top

of all such things in England (unless Cbmus be called a masque),

and which are worth comparing with the ballets and spectacle

pieces of Moliere. Perhaps a complete survey of Jonson's work

indicates, as his greatest defect, the want of passion. He could

be vigorous, he could be dignified, he could be broadly humorous,

and, as has been said, he could combine with these the apparently

incompatible, or, at least, not closely-connected faculty of grace.

Of passion, of rapture, there is no trace in him, except in the

single instance— in fire mingled with earth— of Sir Epicure

Mammon. But the two following passages—one from Sejanus,

one from The Sad Shepherd—will show his dignity and his

pathos. No extract in brief could show^ his humour :

—

A}-r. " I would begin to study 'em,^ if I thought

They would secure me. May I pray to Jove

In secret and be safe? ay, or aloud,

With open wishes, so I do not mention

• Tiberius or Sejanus ? Yes I must,

If I speak out. 'Tis hard that. May I think

And not be racked ? What danger is't to dream,
Talk in one's sleep or cough ? Who knows the laws ?

May I shake my head without a comment ? Say

^ To wit the "arts" of suffering and being silent, by which his interlocutor

Lepidus has explained his own safety from delation.
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It rains, or it holds up, and not be thrown

Upon the Gemonies ? These now are things,

Whereon men's fortune, yea, their fate depends.

Nothing hath privilege 'gainst the violent ear.

No place, no day, no hour, we see, is free.

Not our religious and most sacred times

From some one kind of cruelty : all matter,

Nay, all occasion pleaseth. Madmen's rage,

The idleness of drunkards, women's nothing,

Jester's simplicity, all, all is good

That can be catcht at. Nor is now the event

Of any person, or for any crime

To be expected ; for 'tis always one :

Death, with some little difference of place

Or time. What's this ? Prince Nero, guarded !

"

jiLg. "A spring, now she is dead ! of what? of thorns,

Briars and brambles ? thistles, burs and docks ?

Cold hemlock, yews ? the mandrake, or the box ?

These may grow still ; but what can spring beside ?

Did not the whole earth sicken when she died

As if there since did fall one drop of dew,

But what was wept for her ! or any stalk

Did bear a flower, or any branch a bloom,

After her wreath was made ! In faith, in faith,

You do not fair to put these things upon me,

Which can in no sort be : Earine

Who had her very being and her name

With the first knots or buddings of the spring.

Born with the primrose and the violet

Or earliest roses blown : when Cupid smiled

And Venus led the Graces out to dance,

And all the flowers and sweets in nature's lap

Leaped out and made their solemn conjuration

To last but while she lived ! Do not I know

How the vale withered the same day ? how Dove,

Dean, Eye, and Erwash, Idel, Snite and Soare

Each broke his urn, and twenty waters more

That swelled proud Trent, shrunk themselves dry, that since

No sun or moon, or other cheerful star.

Looked out of heaven, but all the cope was dark

As it were hung so for her exequies !

And not a voice or sound to ring her knell
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But of that dismal pair, the screeching owl

And buzzing hornet ! Hark ! hark ! hark ! the foul

Bird ! how she flutters with her wicker wings !

Peace ! you shall hear her screech.

Cla. Good Karolin, sing,

Help to divert this phant'sy.

Kar. All I can :

Sings while .^.g. reads the song.

' Though I am young and cannot tell

Either what Deatli or Love is well,

Yet I have heard they both bear darts

And both do aim at human hearts :

And then again, I have been told.

Love wounds with heat, as Death with cold
;

So that I fear they do but bring

Extremes to touch and mean one thing.

' As in a ruin we it call

One thing to be blown up, or fall
j

Or to our end, like way may have,

By a flash of lightning or a wave :

So Love's inflamed shaft or brand

May kill as soon as Death's cold hand,

Except Love's fires the virtue have

To fright the frost out of the grave.'
"

Of no two contemporary men of letters in England can it be

said that they were, intellectually speaking, so near akin as Ben

Jonson and George Chapman. The translator of Homer was a

good deal older than Jonson, and exceedingly little is known of

his life. He was pretty certainly born near Hitchin in Hertford-

shire, the striking situation of which points his reference to it

even in these railroad days. The date is uncertain—it may have

been 1557, and was certainly not later than 1559—so that he

was the oldest of the later Elizabethan school, those who survived

into the Caroline period. He entered the university of Oxford

in 1574. His first known work dates from twenty years later;

but a reference of Meres's shows that he had taken to drama

before that time. In 161 3 he, Jonson (a constant friend of his
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whose mutual fidelity refutes of itself the silly calumnies as to

Jonson's enviousness, for of Chapman only, among his colleagues,

was he likely to be jealous), and Marston were partners in the

venture oi Eastward Ho ! which, for some real or fancied slight

on Scotland, exposed the authors to danger of the law. He was

certainly a protege of Prince Henry, the English Marcellus, and he

seems to have received patronage from a much less blameless

patron, Carr, Earl of Somerset. His literary activity was con-

tinuous and equal, but it was in his later days that he attempted

and won the crown of the greatest of English translators.

" Georgius Chapmannus, Homeri metaphrastes " the posy of his

portrait runs, and he himself seems to have quite sunk any ex-

pectation of fame from his original work in the expectation of

remembrance as a translator of the Prince of Poets. Many
other interesting traits suggest, rather than ascertain, themselves in

reference to him, such as his possible connection with the early

despatch of English troupes of players to Germany, and his

adoption of contemporary French subjects for English tragedy.

But of certain knowledge of him we have very little. What is

certain is that, like Drayton (also a friend of his), he seems to

have lived remote and afar from the miserable quarrels and

jealousies of his time ; that, as has been already shown by dates,

he was a kind of English Fontenelle in his overlapping of both

ends of the great school of English poets ; and that absolutely

no base personal gossip tarnishes his poetical fame. The splendid

sonnet of Keats testifies to the influence which his work long had

on those Englishmen who were unable to read Homer in the

original. A fine essay of Mr. Swinburne's has done, for the first

time, justice to his general literary powers, and a very ingenious

and, among such hazardous things, unusually probable conjecture

of Mr. Minto's identifies him with the " rival poet " of Shakespere's

Sonnets. But these are adventitious claims to fame. What is

not subject to such deduction is the assertion that Chapman

was a great Englishman who, while exemplifying the traditional

claim of great Englishmen to originality, independence, and
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versatility of work, escaped at once the English tendency to

lack of scholarship, and to ignorance of contemporary con-

tinental achievements, was entirely free from the fatal Philis-

tinism in taste and in politics, and in other matters, which has been

the curse of our race, was a Royalist, a lover, a scholar, and has

left us at once one of the most voluminous and peculiar collec-

tions of work that stand to the credit of any literary man of his

country. It may be that his memory has gained by escaping the

danger of such revelations or scandals as the Jonson confessions

to Drummond, and that the lack of attraction to the ordinary

reader in his work has saved him from that comparison which (it

has perhaps been urged ad nauseani) is the bane of just literary

judgment. To those who always strive to waive all such con-

siderations, these things will make but little difference.

The only complete edition of Chapman's works dates from

our own days, and its three volumes correspond to a real division

of subject. Although, in common with all these writers, Chapman
has had much uncertain and some improbable work fathered on

him, his certain dramas supply one of the most interesting studies

in our period. As usual with every one except Shakespere and

(it is a fair reason for the relatively disproportionate estimate of

them so long held) Beaumont and Fletcher, they are extremely un-

equal. Not a certain work of Chapman is void of interest. The
famous Eastward Ho ! (one of the liveliest comedies of the period

dealing with London life) was the work of three great writers,

and it is not easy to distribute its collaboration. That it is not

swamped with " humours " may prove that Jonson's learned sock

was put on by others. That it is neither grossly indecent nor

extravagantly sanguinary, shows that Marston had not the chief

hand in it, and so we are left to Chapman. What he could do
is not shown in the list of his own certain plays till All Fools.

The Blind Beggar of Alexa?idria and An Humorous Hay's Mirth
partake of that singular promiscuousness—that heaping together

of scenes without order or connection—which we have noticed in

the first dramatic period, not to mention that the way in which
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the characters speak of themselves, not as " I " but by their

names in the third person, is also unmistakable. But All Fools

is a much more noteworthy piece, and though Mr. Swinburne

may have praised it rather highly, it would certainly take place

in a collection of the score best comedies of the time not written

by Shakespere. T/ic Gentleman Usher and Monsieur d'' Olive belong

to the same school of humorous, not too pedantic comedy, and

then we come to the strange series of Chapman's French trage-

dies, Bussy (TAmbois, The Revenge of Bussy d'Ajnbois, Byron's

Conspiracy, The Tragedy of Charles, Duke of Byron, and The

T?-agedy of Philip Chabot, Admiral of France. These singular

plays stand by themselves. Whether the strong influence which

Marlowe exercised on Chapman led the later poet (who it must

be remembered was not the younger) to continue The Massac7-e of

Paris, or what other cause begat them, cannot now be asserted or

even guessed without lost labour. A famous criticism of Dryden's

attests his attention to them, but does not, perhaps, to those who

have studied Dryden deeply, quite express the influence which

Chapman had on the leader of post-Restoration tragedy. As plays,

the whole five are models of what plays should not be ; in parts,

they are models of what plays should be. Then Chapman re-

turned to the humour-comedy and produced two capital specimens

of it in May-Day and The Widow's Tears. Alphonsus, Emperor of

Germany, which contains long passages of German, and Revengefor

Honotir, two tragedies which were not published till long after Chap-

man's death, are to my mind very dubiously his. Mr. Swinburne, in

dealing with them, availed himself of the hypothesis of a mellowing,

but at the same time weakening of power by age. It may be so,

and I have not the slightest intention of pronouncing decidedly

on the subject. They bear to my mind much more mark of

the decadent period of Charles I., when the secret of blank

verse was for a time lost, and when even men who had lived in

personal friendship with their great predecessors lapsed into the

slipshod stuff that we find in Davenant, in his followers, and

among them even in the earlier plays of Dryden. It is, of
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course, true that this loosening and slackening of the standard

betrays itself even before the death of Chapman, which happened

in 1634. But I cannot believe that the author oi Biissy d^Amhois

(where the verse is rude enough but never lax) and the contem-

porary or elder of Shakespere, Marlowe, and all the great race,

could ever have been guilty of the slovenliness which, throughout,

marks Revetige for Honour.

The second part of Chapman's work, his original verse, is

much inferior in bulk and in interest of matter to the first and

third. YeL, is it not perhaps inferior to either in giving evidence

of the author's peculiarities ; while the very best thing he ever

wrote (a magnificent passage in The Tears of Peace) is contained

in it. Its component parts are, however, sufficiently odd. It

opens with a strange poem called The Shadow of Night, which

Mr. Swinburne is not wrong in classing among the obscurest

works in English. The mischievous fashion of enigmatic writing,

already glanced at in the section on satire, was perhaps an

offshoot of euphuism ; and certainly Chapman, who never exhibits

much taint of euphuism proper, here out-Herods Herod and out-

Tourneurs Tourneur. It was followed by an equally singular

attempt at the luscious school of which Venus and Adonis is the

most famous. Ovid's Banquet of Sense has received high praise

from critics whom I esteem; For my own part I should say that

it is the most curious instance of a radically unpassionate nature,

trying to lash itself into passion, that our language contains. Then

Chapman tried an even bolder flight in the same dialect—the

continuation of Marlowe's unfinished Hero and Leander. In this

attempt, either by sheer force of his sinewy athletics, or by

some inspiration derived from the " Dead Shepherd," his pre-

decessor, he did not fail, curious as is the contrast of the two

parts. The Tears of Peace, which contains his finest work, is in

honour of Prince Henry—a worthy work on a worthy subject,

which was followed up later by an epicedium on the prince's

lamented death. Besides some epigrams and sonnets, the chief

other piece of this division is the disastrous And?vmeda Liberaia,
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which unluckily celebrates the nuptials— stained with murder,

adultery, and crime of all sorts— of Frances Howard and

Robert Carr. It is in Chapman's most allusive and thorniest

style, but is less interesting intrinsically than as having given

occasion to an indignant prose vindication by the poet, which,

considering his self-evident honesty, is the most valuable document

in existence for explaining the apparently grovelling panegyric of

the sixteenth and seventeenth century. It makes clear (what

indeed an intelligent reader might gather for himself) that the

traditional respect for rank and station, uniting with the tendency

to look for patterns and precedents in the classics for almost

everything, made of these panegyrics a kind of school exercise, in

which the excellence of the subject was taken for granted, and

the utmost hyperbole of praise was only a " common form " of

composition, to which the poet imparted or added what grace of

style or fancy he could, with hardly a notion of his ascriptions

being taken literally.

But if Chapman's dramas have been greatly undervalued, and

if his original poems are an invaluable help to the study of the

time, there is no doubt that it is as a translator that he made and

kept the strongest hold on the English mind. He himself spoke

of his Homeric translations (he rendered the whole works, doing

also Hesiod, a satire of Juvenal, and some minor fragments,

Pseudo-Virgilian, Petrarchian and others) as "the work that he

was born to do." His version, with all its faults, outlived the

popularity even of Pope, was for more than two centuries the

resort of all who, unable to read Greek, wished to know what the

Greek was, and, despite the finical scholarship of the present day,

is likely to survive all the attempts made with us. I speak with

all humility, but as having learnt Homer from Homer himself, and

not from any translation, prose or verse. I am perfectly aware of

Chapman's outrageous liberties, of his occasional unfaithfulness

(for a libertine need not necessarily be unfaithful in translation),

and of the condescension to his own fancies and the fancies of

his age, which obscures not more perhaps than some condescen-
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sions which nearness and contemporary influences prevent some

of us from seeing the character of the original. But at the

same time, either I have no skill in criticism, and have been

reading Greek for thirty years to none effect, or Chapman is

far nearer Homer than any modern translator in any modern

language. He is nearer in the Iliad than in the Odyssey

—a nearness which depends chiefly on his choice of vehicle.

In the Odyssey he chose the heroic couplet, which, with all its

great capabilities, never can give the rise and fall of the hexameter.

In the Iliad he has chosen the fourteener, which, at its best, is the

hexameter's equal, and is certainly its nearest substitute. With

Chapman it is not always at its best—very far from it. If he

never quite relapses into the sheer doggerel of the First Period, he

sometimes comes perilously near to it. But he constantly lifts

his wings and soars in a quite different measure which, when

he keeps it up for a little, gives a narrative vehicle unsurpassed,

and hardly equalled, in English poetry for variation of movement

and steady forward flow combined. The one point in which the

Homeric hexameter is unmatched among metres is its combina-

tion of steady advance with innumerable ripples and eddies in its

course, and it is here that Chapman (though of course not fully)

can partly match it. In very recent days a vigorous and often

successful attempt has been made of a kind like to Chapman's,

and by an author who has seen, like Chapman, the impossibility

of blank verse, couplet, stanza, ballad metre, or prose. But un-

fortunately Mr. Way has substituted for Chapman's mannerisms

the mannerisms of another day.

The characteristics of Chapman, then, are very much those of

Jonson with a difference. Both had the same incapacity of

unlaboured and forceless art, the same insensibility to passion,

the same inability to rise above mere humours and contemporary

oddities into the region of universal poetry. Both had the same
extensive learning, the same immense energy, the same (if it must
be said) arrogance and contempt of the vulgar. In casual strokes,

though not in sustained grasp, Chapman was Jonson's superior

;
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but unlike Jonson he had no lyric gift, and unlike Jonson he let his

learning and his ambitious thought clog and obscure the flow of

his English. Nor does he show in any of his original work the

creative force of his younger friend. With the highest opinion

reasonably possible of Chapman's dramas, we cannot imagine him

for a moment composing a Volpone or an Alchemist-— even a

J3a7-t!iolomc7v Fair ; while he was equall}-, or still more, incap-

able of Jonson's triumphs in epigram and epitaph, in song and

ode. A certain shapelcssness is characteristic of everything that

Chapman did—an inability, as Mr. Swinburne (to whom every one

who now writes on Chapman must acknowledge indebtedness),

has said, "to clear his mouth of pebbles, and his brow of fog."

His long literary life, wliich must have exceeded half a century,

and his great learning, forbid our setting this down as it may be

set in the case of many of his contemporaries, and especially in

the case of those two to whom we are now coming, as due to

youth, to the imperfect state of surrounding culture, to want of

time for perfecting his work, and so forth. He is the " Begue

de Vilaines," the heroic Stammerer of English literature—a man
who evidently had some congenital defect which all his fire and

force, all his care and curiosity, could not overcome. Yet are

his doings great, and it is at least probable that if he had felt

less difficulty in original work, he would not have been prompted

to set about and finish the noble work of translation which is

among the best products of an unsatisfactory kind, and which will

outlive the cavils of generations of etymologists and aorist-grinders.

He has been so little read that four specimens of his different

manners—the early " tenebrous " style of The Shadow of IVight,

the famous passage from Bussy d'Ambois which excited Lamb's

enthusiasm, and a sample from both Iliad and Odyssey—may be

given :

" In this vast thicket (whose description's task

The pens of fairies and of fiends would ask :

So more than human-thoughted horrible)

The souls of such as lived implausible,
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In happy empire of this goddess' glories,

And scorned to crown her fanes with sacrifice,^

Did ceaseless walk ; exspiring fearful groans,

Curses and threats for their confusions.

Her darts, and arrows, some of them had slain :

Others her dogs eat, painting her disdain,

After she had transformed them into beasts :

Others her monsters carried to their nests,

Rent them in pieces, and their spirits sent

To this blind shade, to wail their banishment.

The huntsmen hearing (since they could not hear)

Their hounds at fault, in eager chase drew near,

Mounted on lions, unicorns, and boars.

And saw their hounds lie licking of their sores

Some yearning at the shroud, as if they chid

Her stinging tongues, that did their chase forbid :

By which they knew the game was that way gone.

Then each man forced the beast he rode upon,

T' assault the thicket ; .whose repulsive thorns

So gall'd the lions, boars, and unicorns.

Dragons and wolves, that half their courages

Were spent in roars, and sounds of heaviness :

Yet being the princeliest, and hardiest beasts,

That gave chief fame to those Ortygian forests,

And all their riders furious of their sport,

A fresh assault they gave, in desperate sort

:

And with their falchions made their way in wounds.
The thicket open'd, and let in the hounds."

Bu. "What dismal change is here ; the good old Friar

Is murther'd, being made known to serve my love ;

And now his restless spirit would forewarn me
Of some plot dangerous and imminent.

Note what he wants? He wants his upper weed.
He wants his life and body ; which of these

Should be the want he means, and may supply me
With any fit forewarning ? This strange vision

(Together with the dark prediction

Used by the Prince of Darkness that was raised

By this embodied shadow) stir my thoughts

With reminiscion of the spirit's promise.

1 I really do not know whether the poet meant this to rhyme or not.
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Who told me, that by any invocation

I should have power to raise him, though it wanted

The powerful words and decent rites of art

;

Never had my set brain such need of spirit

T' instruct and cheer it ; now, then, I will claim

Performance of his free and ger.tle vow

T' appear in greater light and make more plain

His rugged oracle. I long to know
How my dear mistress fares, and be inform'd

What hand she now holds on the troubled blood

Of her incensed lord. Methought the spirit

(When he had utter'd his perplex'd presage)

Threw his changed countenance headlong into clouds,

His forehead bent, as it would hide his face,

He knock'd his chin against his darken'd breast.

And struck a churlish silence through his powers.

Terror of darkness ! O, thou king of flames !

That with thy music-footed horse dost strike

The clear light out of crystal on dark earth.

And hurl'st instructive fire about the world,

Wake, wake, the drowsy and enchanted night

That sleeps with dead eyes in this heavy riddle ;

Or thou great prince of shades where never sun

Sticks his far darted beams, whose eyes are made

To shine in darkness, and see ever best

Where sense is blindest : open now the heart

Of thy abashed oracle, that for fear

Of some ill it includes, would fain lie hid.

And rise thou with it in thy greater light."

"For Hector's glory still he stood, and ever went about

To make him cast the fleet such fire, as never should go out

;

Heard Thetis' foul petition, and wished in any wise

The splendour of the burning ships might satiate his eyes.^

From him yet the repulse was then to be on Troy conferred,

The honour of it given the Greeks ; which thinking on, he stirr'd

With such addition of his spirit, the spirit Hector bore

To burn the fleet, that of itself was hot enough before.

But now he fared like Mars himself, so brandishing his lance

As, through the deep shades of a wood, a raging fire should glance,

* This line alone would suffice to exhibit Chapman's own splendour at his

best.

II O
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Held up to all eyes by a hill ; about his lips a foam

Stood as when th' ocean is enraged ; his eyes were overcome

With fervour and resembled flames, set off by his dark brows,

And from his temples his bright helm abhorred lightnings throws
;

For Jove, from forth the sphere of stars, to his state put his own

And all the blaze of both the hosts confined in him alone.

And all this was, since after this he had not long to live,

This lightning flew before his death, which Pallas was to give

(A small time thence, and now prepared) beneath the violence

Of great Pelides. In meantime, his present eminence

Thought all things under it ; and he, still where he saw the stands

Of greatest strength and bravest arm'd, there he would prove his hands.

Or no where ; offering to break through, but that passed all his power

Although his will were past all theirs, they stood him like a tower

Conjoined so firm, that as a rock, exceeding high and great,

And standing near the hoary sea, bears many a boisterous threat

Of high-voiced winds and billows huge, belched on it by the storms ;

So stood the Greeks great Hector's charge, nor stirred their battellous forms."

" This the Goddess told,

And then the morning in her throne of gold

Surveyed the vast world ; by whose orient light

The nymph adorn'd me with attires as bright,

Her own hands putting on both shirt and weed
Robes fine, and curious, and upon my head

An ornament that glittered like a flame
;

Girt me in gold ; and forth betimes I came

Amongst my soldiers, roused them all from sleep,

And bade them now no more observance keep

Of ease, and feast, but straight a shipboard fall,

For now the Goddess had inform'd me all.

Their noble spirits agreed ; nor yet so clear

Could I bring all off, but Elpenor there

His heedless life left. He was youngest man
Of all my company, and one that wan
Least fame for arms, as little for his brain ;

Who (too much steep'd in wine and so made fain

To get refreshing by the cool of sleep,

Apart his fellows plung'd in vapours deep,

And they as high in tumult of their way)

Suddenly waked and (quite out of the stay

A sober mind had given him) would descend

A huge long ladder, forward, and an end
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Fell from the very roof, full pitchin<^ on

The dearest joint his head was placed upon,

Which quite dissolved, let loose his soul to hell."

With regard to Marston (of whose Httle-known personality

something has been said in connection with his satires) I find

myself somewhat unable to agree with the generality of critics,

who seem to me to have been rather taken in by his blood-

and-thunder work, his transpontine declamation against tyrants,

and his affectation of a gloomy or furious scorn against mankind.

The uncouthness, as well as the suspicion of insincerity, which

we noted in his satirical work, extend, as it seems to me, also to

his dramas ; and if we class him as a worker in horrors with

Marlowe earlier, and with Webster and Ford later, the chief

result will be to show his extreme inferiority to them. He is

even below Tourneur in this respect, while, like Tourneur, he is

exposed to the charge of utterly neglecting congruity and propor-

tion. With him we relapse not merely from the luminous

perfection of Shakespere, from the sane order of work which was

continued through Fletcher, and the best of Fletcher's followers,

but from the more artificial unity of Jonson, back into the chaotic

extravagances of the First Period. Marston, like the rest, is fond

of laughing at Jeronimo, but his own tragic construction and

some of his own tragic scenes are hardly less bombastic, and

scarcely at all less promiscuous than the tangled horrors of that

famous melodrama. Marston, it is true, has lucid intervals

—

even many of them. Hazlitt has succeeded in quoting many

beautiful passages, one of which was curiously echoed in the next

age by Nat. Lee, in whom, indeed, there was a strong vein of

Elizabethan melodrama. The sarcasm on philosophical study in

What You JViil is one of the very best things of its own kind in

the range of English drama,—light, sustained, not too long nor too

short, in fact, thoroughly " hit off."

" Delight my spaniel slept, whilst I baused^ leaves,

Tossed o'er the dunces, pored on the old print

^ Kissed.
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Of titled words, and still my spaniel slept.

Whilst I wasted lamp oil, bated my flesh,

Shrunk up my veins, and still my spaniel slept,

And still I held converse with Zabarell,

Aquinas, Scotus, and the musty saws

Of antique Donate : still my spaniel slept.

Still on went I : first an sit aiiuiia,

Then, an' 'twere mortal. O hold, hold !

At that they are at brain buffets, fell by the ears,

Amain [pell-mell] together— still my spaniel slept.

Then whether 'twere corporeal, local, fixed,

Ex traduce ; but whether 't had free will

Or no, hot philosophers

Stood banding factions all so strongly propped,

I staggered, knew not which was firmer part

;

But thought, quoted, read, observed and pried,

Stuffed noting-books, and still my spaniel slept.

At length he waked and yawned, and by yon sky

For aught I know, he knew as much as I."

There is real pathos in Antonio and Mcllida, and real satire in

Parasitaster and The Malcontent. Hazlitt (who had a very high

opinion of Marston) admits that the remarkable inequalities of this

last piece "seem to show want of interest in the subject." This is

an odd explanation, but I suspect it is really only an anticipation

in more favourable words of my own theory, that Marston's tragic

and satiric moods were not really sincere ; that he was a clever man
who found a fashion of satire and a fashion of blood-and-thunder

tragedy prevailing, and threw himself into both without much or

any heart in the matter. This is supported by the curious fact

that almost all his plays (at least those extant) were produced

within a very few years, 1602— 1605, though ht lived thirty years

after the latter date, and more than twenty al.er his last dated

appearances in literature, The Insatiate Countess, and Eastward
Ho! That he was an ill-tempered person with considerable

talents, who succeeded, at any rate for a time, in mistaking his

ill-temper for sava indignatio, and his talents for genius, is not,

I think, too harsh a description of Marston. In the hotbed of

the literary influences of the time, these conditions of his produced
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some remarkable fruit. But when my friend Professor Minto

attributes to him " amazing and ahiiost Titanic energy," men-

tions " \i(e " several times over as one of the chief character-

istics of his personages (I should say that they had as much life as

violently-moved marionettes), and discovers "amiableand admirable

characters " among them, I am compelled not, of course, to be

positive that my own very different estimate is right, but to

wonder at the singularly different way in which the same thmgs

strike different persons, who are not as a rule likely to look at

them from very different points of view.

Marston's plays, however, are both powerful enough and

famous enough to call for a somewhat more detailed notice.

Antonio and Mellida, the earliest and if not the best as a whole,

that which contains the finest scenes and fragments, is in two parts

—the second being more properly called The Revenge of Antonio.

The revenge itself is of the exaggerated character which was so

popular with the Elizabethan dramatists, but in which (except in

the famous Cornwall and Gloucester scene in Zmr) Shakespere

never indulged after his earliest days. The wicked tyrant's

tongue is torn out, his murdered son's body is thrown down before

him, and then the conspirators, standing round, gibe, curse, and

rant at him for a couple of pages before they plunge their swords

into his body. This goodly conclusion is led up to by a

sufficient quantity of antecedent and casual crimes, together with

much not very excellent fooling by a court gull, Balurdo, who

might be compared with Shakespere's fools of the same kind,

with very great advantage, by those who do not appreciate the

latter. The beautiful descriptive and reflective passages which,

in Lamb's Extracts, gave the play its reputation, chiefly occur

towards the beginning, and this is the best of them ;

—

And. " Why man, I never was a Prince till now.

'Tis not the bared pate, the bended knees,

Gilt tipstaves, Tyrian purple, chairs of state,

Troops of pied butterflies, that flutter still

In greatness summer, that confirm a prince :
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'Tis not the unsavoury breath of multitudes,

Shouting and clapping, with confused din ;

That makes a prince. No, Lucio, he's a king,

A true right king, that dares do aught save wrong.

Fears nothing mortal, L'jt to be unjust,

^Vho is not blown up with the flattering puffs

Of spungy sycophants : who stands unmov'd

Despite the jostling of opinion :

Who can enjoy himself, maugre the throng

That strive to press his quiet out of him :

Who sits upon Jove's footstool as I do

Adoring, not affecting majesty :

Whose brow is wreathed with the silver crown

Of clear content : this, Lucio, is a king.

And of this empire, every man's possessed

That's worth his soul."

Sophofiisba, which followed, is much less rambling, but as

bloody and extravagant. The scene where the witch Erichtho

plays Succubus to Syphax, instead of the heroine, and in

her form, has touches which partly, but not wholly, redeem

its extravagance, and the end is dignified and good. JVhai

You Win, a comedy of intrigue, is necessarily free from Mar-

ston's worst faults, and here the admirable passage quoted

above occurs. But the main plot— which turns not only on

the courtship, by a mere fribble, of a lady whose husband is sup-

posed to be dead, and who has very complacently forgotten all

about him, but on a ridiculous plot to foist a pretender off as

the dead husband itself—is simply absurd. The lack of proba-

bility, which is the curse of the minor Elizabethan drama,

hardly anywhere appears more glaringly. Farasitasfer, or The

Fawn, a satirical comedy, is much better, but the jealous hatred

of The Dutch Coicrtesan is again not made probable. Then came
Marston's completest work in drama, The Malcontent, an anticipa-

tion, after Elizabethan fashion, of Le Misanthrope and T/ie Flain

Dealer. Though not free from Marston's two chief vices of

coarseness and exaggerated cynicism, it is a play of great merit,

and much the best thing he has done, though the reconciliation,
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at the end, of such a husband and such a wife as Piero and

Aurelia, between whom there is a chasm of adultery and murder,

again lacks verisimilitude. It is to be observed that both in The

Fawn and The Malcontent there are disguised dukes—a fact not

testifying any very great originality, even in borrowing. Of

Eastward Ho ! we have already spoken, and it is by no means

certain that The Insatiate Countess is Marston's. His reputation

would not lose much were it not. A fabliati-Yiko. underplot of

the machinations of two light-o'-love citizens' wives against their

husbands is not unamusing, but the main story of the Countess

Isabella, a modern Messalina (except that she adds cruelty to the

vices of Messalina) who alternately courts lovers and induces their

successors to assassinate them, is in the worst style of the whole

time—the tragedy of lust that is not dignified by the slightest

passion, and of murder that is not excused by the slightest poetry

of motive or treatment. Though the writing is not of the lowest

order, it might have been composed by any one of some thirty or

forty writers. It was actually attributed at the time to William

Barksted, a minor poet of some power, and I am inclined to

think it not Marston's, though my own estimate of him is, as will

have been seen, not so high as some other estimates. It is

because those estimates appear to me unduly high that I have

rather accentuated the expression of my own lower one. For the

last three-quarters of a century the language of hyperbole has

been but too common about our dramatists, and I have known

more than one case in which the extravagant praise bestowed

upon them has, when students have come to the works them-

selves, had a very disastrous effect of disappointment. It is,

therefore, all the more necessary to be candid in criticism where

criticism seems to be required.

As to the last of our good company, there is fortunately very

little risk of difference of opinion. A hundred years ago Thomas

Dekker was probably little more than a name to all but professed

students of Elizabethan literature, and he waited longer than any

of his fellows for due recognition by presentation of his work in
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a complete form. It is not fifteen years since his plays were

collected ; it is scarcely as many months since his prose works

had tlie same honour. Yet, since attention was directed to

Dekker in any way, the best authorities have been unanimous in

his praise. Lamb's famous outburst of enthusiasm, that he had

" poetry enough for anything," has been soberly endorsed by two

full generations of the best judges, and whatever differences of

detail there may be as to his work, it is becoming more and more

the received, and correctly -received opinion, that, as his col-

laborator Webster came nearest to Shakespere in universalising

certain types in the severer tragedy, so Dekker has the same

honour on the gently pathetic side. Yet this great honour is

done to one of the most shadowy personalities in literature. We
have four goodly volumes of his plays and five of his other works

;

yet of Thomas Dekker, the man, we know absolutely less

than of any one of his shadowy fellows. We do not know when

he was born, when he died, what he did other than writing in

the certainly long space between the two unknown dates. In

1637 he was by his own words a man of threescore, which, as

it has been justly remarked, may mean anything between fifty-five

and seventy. He was in circumstances a complete contrast to

his fellow-victim in Jonson's satire, Marston. Marston was appa-

rently a gentleman born and bred, well connected, well educated,

possessed of some property, able to make testamentary disposi-

tions, and probably in the latter part of his life, when Dekker

was still toiling at journalism of various kinds, a beneficed clergy-

man in country retirement. Dekker was, it is to be feared, what

the arrogance of certain members of the literary profession has

called, and calls, a gutter-journalist—a man who had no regular

preparation for the literary career, and who never produced

anything but hand-to-mouth work. Jonson went so far as to

say that he was a "rogue;" but Ben, though certainly not a

rogue, was himself not to be trusted when he spoke of people

that he did not like ; and if there was any but innocent roguery

in Dekker he has contrived to leave exactly the opposite im-
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pression stamped on every piece of his work. And it is particu-

larly interesting to note, that constantly as he wrote in collabor-

ation, one invariable tone, and that the same as is to be found

in his undoubtedly independent work, appears alike in plays

signed with him by persons so different as Middleton and Webster,

as Chettle and Ford. When this is the case, the inference is

certain, according to the strictest rules of logic. We can define

Dekker's idiosyncrasy almost more certainly than if he had never

written a line except under his own name. That idiosyiicrasy

consists, first, of an exquisite lyrical faculty, which, in the songs

given in all collections of extracts, equals, or almost equals, that

of Shakespere ; secondly, of a faculty for poetical comedy, for

the comedy which transcends and plays with, rather than grasps

and exposes, the vices and follies of men ; thirdly, for a touch of

pathos again to be evened only to Shakespere's ; and lastly, for

a knack of representing women's nature, for which, except in the

master of all, we may look in vain throughout the plentiful dramatic

literature of the period, though touches of it appear in Greene's

Margaret of Fressingfield, in Heywood, in Middleton, and in

some of the anonymous plays which have been fathered indiffer-

ently, and with indifferent hopelessness of identification, on j;ome

of the greatest of names of the period, on some of the meanest,

and on an equal number of those that are neither great nor mean.

Dekker's very interesting prose works we shall treat in the

next chapter, together with the other tracts into whose class they

fall, and some of his plays may either go unnoticed, or, with those

of the dramatists who collaborated with him, and whose (notably

in the case of The Roaring Girl) they pretty evidendy were more

than his. His own characteristic pieces, or those in which his

touch shows most clearly, though they may not be his entirely,

are The Shoejnaher's Holiday, Old Fortiuiatits, Satiioiiiasiix,

Fallenf Grissil, The Honest Whore, The Whore of Babylon, If il

be fiot Good the Devil is in it, The Virgin Martyr, Match me in

London, The Sons Darling, and The Witch of Edmonton. In

every one of these the same characteristics appear, but the strangely
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composite fashion of writing of the time makes them appear in

differing measures. The Shoemakej^s Holiday is one of those

innumerable and yet singular pieces in which the taste of the

time seems to have so much delighted, and which seem so odd

to modern taste,—pieces in which a plot or underplot, as the case

may be, of the purest comedy of manners, a mere picture of the

life, generally the lower middle-class life of the time, is united

with hardly a thought of real dramatic conjunction to another

plot of a romantic kind, in which noble and royal personages,

with, it may be, a dash of history, play their parts. The crown-

ing instance of this is Middleton's Mayor of Queenboroitgh ; but

there are scores and hundreds of others, and Dekker specially

affects it. The Shoeinaker s Holiday is principally distinguished by

the directness and raciness of its citizen sketches. Satiromastix

(the second title of which is " The Untrussing of the Humorous

Poet") is Dekker's reply to The Foetasier, in which he endeavours

to retort Jonson's own machinery upon him. With his customary

disregard of congruity, however, he has mixed up the personages

of Horace, Crispinus, Demetrius, and Tucca, not with a Roman
setting, but with a purely romantic story of William Rufus and Sir

Walter Tyrrel, and the king's attempt upon the fidelity of Tyrrel's

bride. This incongruous mixture gives one of the most charm-

ing scenes of his pen, the apparent poisoning of Celestina by her

father to save her honour. But as Lamb himself candidly con-

fessed, the effect of this in the original is marred, if not ruined,

by the farcical surroundings, and the more farcical upshot of the

scene itself,—the poisoning being, like Juliet's, a mere trick, though

very differently fortuned. In Patient Grissil the two exquisite

songs, " Art thou poor " and " Golden slumbers kiss thine eyes,"

and the sympathetic handling of Griselda's character (the one

of all others to appeal to Dekker) mark his work. In all the

other plays the same notes appear, and there is no doubt that

Mr. Swinburne is wholly right in singling out from The Witch of

Edmonton the feminine characters of Susan, Winifred, and the

witch herself, as showing Dekker's unmatched command of the
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colours in which to paint Nvomanhood. In the great debate as to the

authorship of The Virgin Martyr^ everything is so much con-

jecture that it is hard to pronounce authoritatively. Gifford's cool

assumption that everything bad in the play is Dekker's, and every-

thing good Massinger's, will not hold for a moment ; but, on the

other side, it must be remembered that since Lamb there has

been a distinct tendency to depreciate jMassinger. All that can

be said is, that the grace and tenderness of the Virgin's part are

much more in accordance with what is certainly Dekker's than

with what is certainly Massinger's, and that either was quite capable

of the Hircius and Spungius passages which have excited so much

disgust and indignation—disgust and indignation which perhaps

overlook the fact that they were no doubt inserted with the

express purpose of heightening, by however clumsily designed a

contrast, the virgin purity of Dorothea the saint.

It will be seen that I have reserved Old Fortunatus and The

Honest Whore for separate notice. They illustrate, respectively,

the power which Dekker has in romantic poetry, and his com-

mand of vivid, tender, and subtle portraiture in the characters,

especially, of women. Both, and especially the earlier play, ex-

hibit also his rapid careless writing, and his ignorance of, or

indifference to, the construction of a clear and distinctly outlined

plot. Old Fortunatus tells the well-known story of the wishing

cap and purse, with a kind of addition showing how these fare in

the hands of Fortunatus's sons, and with a wild intermixture

(according to the luckless habit above noted) of kings and lords,

and pseudo-historical incidents. No example of the kind is more

chaotic in movement and action. But the interlude of Fortune

with which it is ushered in is conceived in the highest romantic

spirit, and told in verse of wonderful effectiveness, not to mention

two beautiful songs ; and throughout the play the allegorical or

supernatural passages show the same character. Nor are the

more prosaic parts inferior, as, for instance, the pretty dialogue

of Orleans and Galloway, cited by Lamb, and the fine passage

where Andelocia says what he will do " to-morrow."
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Fort. " No more : curse on : your cries to me are music,

And fill the sacred roundure of mine ears

With tunes more sweet than moving of the spheres.

Curse on : on our celestial brows do sit

Unnumbered smiles, which then leap from their throne

When they see peasants dance and monarchs groan.

Behold you not this Globe, this golden bowl.

This toy call'd world at our Imperial feet ?

This world is Fortune's ball wherewith she sports.

Sometimes I strike it up into the air,

And then create I Emperors and Kings.

Sometimes I spurn it : at which spurn crawls out

That wild beast multitude : curse on, you fools.

'Tis I that tumble Princes from their thrones.

And gild false brows with glittering diadems.

'Tis I that tread on necks of conquerors.

And when like semi-gods they have been drawn.

In ivory chariots to the capitol,

Circled about with wonder of all eyes

The shouts of every tongue, love of all hearts

Being swoll'n with their own greatness, I have prick'd

The bladder of their pride, and made them die,

As water bubbles, without memory,

I thrust base cowards into honour's chair,

Whilst the true spirited soldier stands by

Bare headed, and all bare, whilst at his scars

They scoff, that ne'er durst view the face of wars.

I set an Idiot's cap on virtue's head.

Turn learning out of doors, clothe wit in rags

And paint ten thousand images of loam

In gaudy silken colours : on the backs

Of mules and asses I make asses ride

Only for sport, to see the apish world

Worship such beasts with sound idolatry.

This Fortune does, and when this is done.

She sits and smiles to hear some curse her name.

And some with adoration crown her fame.

And. " To-morrow? ay to-morrow thou shalt buy them.

To-morrow tell the Princess I will love her,

To-morrow tell the King I'll banquet him.

To-morrow, Shadow, will I give thee gold.

To-morrow pride goes bare, and lust a-cold.

I
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To-morrow will the rich man feed the poor,

And vice to-morrow virtue will adore.

To-morrow beggars shall be crowned kings.

This no-time, morrow's time, no sweetness sings.

I pray thee hence ; bear that to Agripyne.

"

The whole is, as a whole, to the last degree crude and un-

digested, but the ill-matured power of the writer is almost the

more apparent.

The Honest IVIiore, in two parts, is, as far as general character

goes, a mixed comedy of intrigue and manners combining, or

rather uniting (for there is little combination of them), four themes

—first, the love of Hippolito for the Princess Infelice, and his vir-

tuous motions followed by relapse; secondly, the conversion by him

of the courtesan Bellafront, a damsel of good family, from her evil

Avays, and her marriage to her first gallant, a hairbrained courtier

named Matheo ; thirdly, Matheo's ill-treatment of Bellafront, her

constancy and her rejection of the temptations of Hippolito, who
from apostle has turned seducer, with the humours of Orlando

Friscobaldo, Bellafront's father, who, feigning never to forgive her,

watches over her in disguise, and acts as guardian angel to her

reckless and sometimes brutal husband ; and lastly, the other

humours of a certain marvellously patient citizen who allows his

wife to hector him, his customers to bully and cheat hiin, and

who pushes his eccentric and unmanly patience to the point

of enduring both madhouse and jail. Lamb, while ranking a

single speech of Bellafront's very high, speaks with rather oblique

approval of the play, and Hazlitt, though enthusiastic for it, admires

chiefly old Friscobaldo and the ne'er-do-weel Matheo. My own

reason for preferring it to almost all the non-tragical work of the

time out of Shakespere, is the wonderful character of Bellafront,

both in her unreclaimed and her reclaimed condition. In both

she is a very woman—not as conventional satirists and conven-

tional encomiasts praise or rail at women, but as women are. If

her language in her unregenerate days is sometimes coarser than

is altogether pleasant, it does not disguise her nature,—the very
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nature of such a woman misled by giddiness, by curiosity, by love

of pleasure, by love of admiration, but in no thorough sense

depraved. Her selection of Matheo not as the instrument of her

being " made an honest woman," not apparently because she had

any love for him left, or had ever had much, but because he was

her first seducer, is exactly what, after a sudden convincing of sin,

such a woman would have done; and if her patience under the long

trial of her husband's thoughtlessness and occasional brutality seem

excessive, it will only seem so to one who has been unlucky in

his experience. Matheo indeed is a thorough good-for-nothing, and

the natural man longs that Bellafront might have been better

parted ; but Dekker was a very moral person in his own way, and

apparently he would not entirely let her—Imogen gone astray as

she is—off her penance.



CHAPTER VI

LATER ELIZABETHAN AND JACOBEAN PROSE

One name so far dominates the prose literature of the last years

of Elizabeth, and that of the whole reign of James, that it has

probably alone secured attention in the general memory, except

such as may be given to the purple patches (of the true Tyrian

dye, but not extremely numerous) which decorate here and there

the somewhat featureless expanse of Sir Walter Raleigh's History

of the World. That name, it is scarcely necessary to say, is the

name of Francis Bacon. Bacon's eventful life, his much debated

character, his philosophical and scientific position, are all matters

beyond our subject. But as it is of the first importance in study-

ing that subject to keep dates and circumstances generally, if

not minutely, in view, it may be well to give a brief summary of

his career. He was born in 1561, the son of Sir Nicholas

Bacon, Lord Keeper ; he went very young to Cambridge, and

though early put to the study of the law, discovered an equally early

bent in another direction. He was unfortunate in not obtaining the

patronage then necessary to all men not of independent fortune.

Though Elizabeth was personally familiar with him, she gave him

nothing of importance—whether owing to the jealousy of his

uncle and cousin, Burleigh and Robert Cecil, is a point not quite

certain. The patronage of Essex did him very little good, and

drew him into the worst action of his life. But after Elizabeth's

death, and when a man of middle age, he at last began to mount
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the ladder, and came with some rapidity to the summit of his

profession, being made Lord Chancellor, and created Baron

Verulam and Viscount St. Alban. The title Lord Bacon he never

bore in strictness, but it has been consecrated by the use of many

generations, and it is perhaps pedantry to object to it. Entangled

as a courtier in the rising hatred of the Court felt by the popular

party, exposed by his own carelessness, if not by actual venality

in office, to the attacks of his enemies, and weakly supported, if

supported at all, by the favourite Buckingham (who seems to have

thought that Bacon took too much upon himself in state affairs),

he lost, in 1621, all his places and emoluments, and was heavily

fined. The retirement of his last few years produced much literary

fruit, and he died (his death being caused or hastened by an

injudicious experiment) in 1626.

Great as is the place that Bacon occupies in English literature,

he occupies it, as it were, tna/gre lid. Unlike almost all the

greatest men of his own and even of the preceding generation,

he seems" to have thought little of the capacities, and less of

the chances of the English language. He held (and, unluckily

for him, expressed his opinion in writing) that " these modern

languages will at one time or the other play the bankrupt with

books," and even when he wrote in the despised vernacular he

took care to translate his work, or have it translated, into Latin

in order to forestall the oblivion he dreaded. Nor is this his

only phrase of contempt towards his mother-tongue—the tongue

which in his own lifetime served as a vehicle to a literature

compared with which the whole literary achievement of Latin

antiquity is but a neat school exercise, and which in every point

but accomplished precision of form may challenge comparison

Avith Greek itself. This insensibility of Bacon's is characteristic

enough, and might, if this were the place for any such subtlety, be

connected with the other defects of his strangely blended character

—his pusillanimity, his lack of passion (let any one read the Essay

on Love, and remember that some persons, not always inmates

of lunatic asylums, have held that Bacon wrote the plays of
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Shakespere), his love of empty pomp and display, and so

forth.

But the English language which he thus despised had a noble

and worthy revenge on Bacon. Of his Latin works hardly any-

thing but the Novum Orgaiium is now read even for scholastic

purposes, and it is not certain that, but for the saving influences

of academical study and prescription, even that might not slip

out of anything like common knowledge. But with the wider

and wider spread and study of English the Essays and The

Advancetnent of Leat-ning are read ever more and more, and the

only reason that The History ofHemy VII., The New Atlantis, and

the Sylva Sylvarum do not receive equal attention, lies in the

comparative obsoleteness of their matter, combined with the fact

that the matter is the chief thing on which attention is bestowed

in them. Even in the two works noted, the Essays and The

Advancemeiit, which can go both together in a small volume,

Bacon shows himself at his very greatest in all respects, and

(ignorant or careless as he was of the fact) as one of the greatest

writers of English prose before the accession of Charles I.

The characteristics of style in these two works are by no

means the same ; but between them they represent fairly enough

the characteristics of all Bacon's English prose, though it might

be desirable in studying it to add to them the Henry the Seventh,

which is a model of clear historical narration, not exactly

picturesque, but never dull ; and though not exactly erudite, yet

by no means wanting in erudition, and exhibiting conclusions

which, after two centuries and a half of record-grubbing, have not

been seriously impugned or greatly altered by any modern his-

torian. In this book, which was written late. Bacon had, of

course, the advantage of his long previous training in the actual

politics of a school not very greatly altered since the time he was

describing, but this does not diminish the credit due to him for

formal excellence.

The Essays—which Bacon issued for the first time, to the

number of twelve, in 1597, when he was, comparatively speaking,

II P
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a young man, which he reissued largely augmented in 1612, and

yet again just before his death, and in their final and fullest con-

dition—are not so much in the modern sense essays as collec-

tions of thoughts more or less connected. We have, indeed, the

genesis of them in the very interesting commonplace book called

the Promiis [butler or storekeeper] of Elegancies, the publication

of which, as a whole, was for some reason or other not under-

taken by Mr. Spedding, and is due to Mrs. Henry Pott. Here

we have the quaint, but never merely quaint, analogies, the apt

quotations, the singular flashes of reflection and illustration, which

characterise Bacon, in their most unformed and new-born condi-

tion. In the Essays they are worked together, but still senten-

tiously, and evidently with no attempt at sustained and fluent

connection of style. That Montaigne must have had some influ-

ence on Bacon is, of course, certain ; though i^\i things can be

more unlike than the curt severity of the scheme of the English

essays and the interminable diffuseness of the French. Yet here

and there are passages in Montaigne which might almost be the

work of a French Bacon, and in Bacon passages which might

easily be the work of an English Montaigne. In both there is

the same odd mixture of dignity and familiarity—the familiarity

predominating in Montaigne, the dignity in Bacon—and in both

there is the union of a rich fancy and a profound interest in

ethical questions, with a curious absence of passion and enthusiasm

—a touch, as it may almost be called, of Philistinism, which in

Bacon's case contrasts most strangely with his frequently gorgeous

language, and the evident richness of his imagination, or at least

his fancy.

The scheme and manner of these essays naturally induced a

sententious and almost undeveloped manner of writing. An
extraordinary number of separate phrases and sentences, which

have become the common property of all who use the language,

and are probably most often used without any clear idea of their

author, may be disinterred from them, as well as many striking

images and pregnant thoughts, which have had less general cur-
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rency. But the compression of them (which is often so great that

they might be printed sentence by sentence like verses of the

.
Bible) prevents the author from displaying his command of a

consecutive, elaborated, and harmonised style. What command
he had of that style may be found without looking far in the

Henry iJie Seventh, in the Atlantis, and in various minor works,

some originally written in Latin and translated, such as the

magnificent passage which Dean Church has selected as describ-

ing the purpose and crown of the Baconian system. In such

passages the purely oratorical faculty which he undoubtedly had

(though like all the earlier oratory of England, with rare exceptions,

its examples remain a mere tradition, and hardly even that) dis-

plays itself; and one cannot help regretting that, instead of going

into the law, where he never attained to much teclmical excel-

lence, and where his mere promotion was at first slow, and was

no sooner quickened than it brought him into difficulties and

dangers, he had not sought the safer and calmer haven of the

Church, where he would have been more at leisure to " take all

knowledge to be his province;" would have been less tempted

to engage in the treaclierous, and to him always but half- con-

genial, business of politics, and would have forestalled, and per-

haps excelled, Jeremy Taylor as a sacred orator. If Bacon be

Jeremy's inferior in exuberant gorgeousness, he is very much his

superior in order and proportion, and quite his equal in sudden

flashes of a quaint but illuminative rhetoric. For after all that

has been said of Bacon and his philosophy, he was a rhetorician

rather than a philosopher. Half the puzzlement which has arisen

in the efforts to get something exact out of the stately periods

and splendid promises of the Novum Organum and its companions

has arisen from oversight of this eminently rhetorical character

;

and this character is the chief character of his style. It may
seem presumptuous to extend the charges of want of depth which

were formulated by good authorities in law and physics against

Bacon in his own day, yet he is everywhere " not deep." He is

stimulating beyond the recorded power of any other man except
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Socrates ; he is inexhaustible in analogy and illustration, full of

wise saws, and of instances as well ancient as modern. But he

is by no means an accurate expositor, still less a powerful reasoner,

and his style is exactly suited to his mental gifts ; now luminously

fluenX, now pregnantly brief; here just obscure enough to kindle

the reader's ambition to penetrate the obscurity, there flashing

with ornament which perhaps serves to conceal a flaw in the reason-

ing, but which certainly serves to allure and retain the attention

of the student. All these characteristics are the characteristics

rather of the great orator than of the great philosopher. His

constant practice in every kind of literary composition, and in the

meditative thought which constant literary composition perhaps

sometimes tempts its practitioners to dispense with, enabled him

to write on a vast variety of subjects, and in many different styles.

But of these it will always be found that two were most familiar

to him, the short sententious apothegm, parallel, or image, which

suggests and stimulates even when it does not instruct, and the

half-hortatory half-descriptive discours d''oT(verti{re, where the writer

is the unwearied panegyrist of promised lands not perhaps to be

identified with great ease on any chart.^

Apajallel in the Plutarchian manner between Bacon and Raleigh

would in many ways be pleasant, but only one point of it concerns

us here,—that both had been happier and perhaps had done greater

things had they been simple men of letters. Unlike Bacon, who,

though he wrote fair verse, shows no poetical bent, Raleigh was hofiio

utriusque lingua;, and his works in verse, unequal as they are, oc-

casionally touch the loftiest summits of poetry. It is very much the

same in his prose. His minor books, mostly written hurriedly, and

for a purpose, have hardly any share of the graces of style; and his

masterpiece, the tamous History of the World, is made up of short

passages of the most extraordinary beauty, and long stretches of

monotonous narration and digression, showing not much grace

of style, and absolutely no sense of proportion or skill in arrange-

1 Of r.acon in prose, as of Spenser, Shakespere, and Milton in verse, it

does not seem necessary to give extract?, and for the same reason.
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ment. The contrast is so strange that some have sought to see

in the undoubted facts that Raleigh, in his tedious prison labours,

hadassistants and helpers (Ben Jonson among others), a reason

for the superior excellence of such set pieces as the Preface, the

Epilogue, and others, which are scattered about the course of the

work. But independently of the other fact that excellence of the

most varied kind meets us at every turn, though it also deserts us

at every turn, in Raleigh's varied literary work, and that it would

be absurd to attribute all these passages to some "affable familiar

ghost," there is the additional difficulty that in none of his

reported helpers' own work do the peculiar graces of the purple

passages of the History occur. The immortal descant on

mortality with which the book closes, and which is one of the

highest achievements of English prose, is not in the least like

Jonson, not in the least like Selden, not in the least like any

one of whose connection with Raleigh there is record. Donne
might have written it ; but there is not the smallest reason for

supposing that he did, and many for being certain that he did

not. Therefore, it is only fair to give Raleigh himself the credit

for this and aJl other passages of the kind. Their character and,

at the same time, their comparative rarity are both easily explic-

able. They are all obviously struck off in moments of excitement

—moments when the writer's variable and fanciful temperament

was heated to flashing-point and gave off almost spontaneously

these lightnings of prose as it did on other occasions, such

lightnings of poetry as The Faerie Queene sonnet, as "the Lie,"

and as the other strange jewels (cats' eyes and opals, rather than

pearls or diamonds), which are strung along with very many
common pebbles on Raleigh's poetical necklace. In style they

anticipate Browne (who probably learnt not a Httle from them)

more than any other writer ; and they cannot fairly be said to

have been anticipated by any Englishman. The low and stately

music of their cadences is a thing, except in Browne, almost

unique, and it is not easy to trace it to any peculiar mannerism

of vocabulary or of the arrangement of words. But Raleigh's
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usual style differs very little from that of otlier men of his day,

who kept clear at once of euphuism and burlesque. Being chiefly

narrative, it is rather plainer than Hooker, who has some few

points of resemblance with Raleigh, but considerably freer from

the vices of desultoriness and awkward syntax, than most writers of

the day except Hooker. But its most interesting characteristic to

the student of literature must always be the way in which it leads

up to, without in the least foretelling, the bursts of eloquence already

referred to. Even Milton's alternations of splendid imagery with

dull and scurrilous invective, are hardly so strange as Raleigh's

changes from jog-trot commonplace to almost inspired declamation,

if only for the reason that they are much more intelligible. It

must also be mentioned that Raleigh, like Milton, seems to have

had little or no humour.

The opening and closing passages of the History are almost

universally known ; a quainter, less splendid, but equally charac-

teristic one may be given here though Mr. Arber has already

extracted it :

—

" The four complexions resemble the four elements ; and the seven ages of

man, the seven planets. Whereof our infancy is compared to the moon ; in

which we seem only to live and grow, as plants.

" The second age, to Mercury ; wherein we are taught and instructed.

" Our third age, to Venus ; the days of Love, Desire and Vanity.

" The fourth, to the Sun ; the strong, flourishing and beautiful age of man's

life.

" The fifth, to Mars ; in which we seek honour and victory ; and in which
our thoughts travel to ambitious ends.

"The sixth age is ascribed to Jupiter; in which we begin :o take account

of our times, judge of ourselves, and grow to the perfection of our under-

standing.

"The last and seventh, to Saturn ; wherein our days are sad and overcast

;

and in which we find by dear and lamentable experience, and by the loss which
can never be repaired ; that, of all our vain passions and affections past, the

sorrow only abideth. Our attendants are sicknesses and variable infirmities :

and by how much the more we are accompanied with plenty, by so much the
more greedily is our end desired. Whom, when Time hath made unsociable to

others ; we become a burden to ourselves : being of no other use than to hold
the riches we have from our successors. In this time it is, when we, for the
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most part (nnd never before) prepare for our Eternal Habitation ; which we
pass on unto with many sighs, groans and sad thoughts : and in llie end (by

the workmanship of Death) finish the sorrowful business of a wretched life.

Towards which we always travel, both sleeping and waking. Neither have

those beloved companions of honour and riches any power at all to hold us any

one day by the glorious promise of entertainments : but by what crooked path

soever we walk ; the same leadeth on directly to the House of Death, whose

doors lie open at all hours, and to all persons."

But great as are Bacon and Raleigh, they cannot approach, as

writers of prose, the company of scholarly divines who produced

—what is probably the greatest prose work in any language—the

Authorised Version of the Bible in English. Now that there is

at any rate some fear of this masterpiece ceasing to be what it

has been for three centuries—the school and training ground of

every man and woman of English speech in the noblest uses of

English tongue—every one who values his mother tongue is more

especially bound to put on record his own allegiance to it. The
work of the Company appears to have been loyally performed in

common ; and it is curious that such an unmatched result should

have been the result of labours thus combined, and not, as far as

is known, controlled by any one guiding spirit. Among the trans-

lators were many excellent writers,—an advantage which they

possessed in a much higher degree than their revisers in the

nineteenth century, of whom few would be mentioned among the

best living writers of English by any competent authority. But,

at the same time, no known translator under James has left any-

thing which at all equals in strictly literary merit the Authorised

Version, as it still is and as long may it be. The fact is, however,

less mysterious after a little examination than it may seem at

first sight. Putting aside all questions as to the intrinsic value of

the subject-matter as out of our province, it will be generally

admitted that the translators had in the greater part of the Old

Testament, in a large part of the Apocrypha, and in no small part

of the New Testament, matter as distinguished from form, of very

high literary value to begin with in their originals. In the second

place, they had, in the Septuagint and in the Vulgate, versions
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also of no small literary merit to help them. In the third place,

they had in the earlier English versions excellent quarries of suit-

able English terms,' if not very accomplished models of style.

These, however, were not in any way advantages peculiar to

themselves. The advantages which, in a manner at least, were

peculiar to themselves may be divided into two classes. They

were in the very centre of the great literary ferment of which in

this volume I am striving to give a history as little inadequate as

possible. They had in the air around them an English purged

of archaisms and uncouthnesses, fully adapted to every literary

purpose, and yet still racy of the soil, and free from that burden

of hackneyed and outworn literary platitudes and commonplaces

with which centuries of voluminous literary production have

vitiated and loaded the English of our own day. They were not

afraid of Latinising, but they had an ample stock of the pure ver-

nacular to draw on. These things may be classed together. On
the other side, but equally healthful, may be put the fact that the

style and structure of the originals and earlier versions, and

especially that verse division which has been now so unwisely

abandoned, served as safeguards against the besetting sin of all

prose writers of their time, the habit of indulging in long wander-

ing sentences, in paragraphs destitute of proportion and of grace,

destitute even of ordinary manageableness and shape. The
verses saved them from that once for all ; while on the other

hand their own taste, and the help given by the structure of the

original in some cases, prevented them from losing sight of the

wood for the trees, and omitting to consider the relation of verse

to verse, as well as the antiphony of the clauses within the verse.

Men without literary faculty might no doubt have gone wrong
;

but these were men of great literary faculty, whose chief liabilities

to error were guarded against precisely by the very conditions in

which they found their work. The hour had come exactly, and
so for once had the men.

The result of their labours is so universally known that it is

not necessary to say very much about it ; but the mere fact of
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the universal knowledge carries with it a possibility of under-

valuation. In another place, dealing with the general subject of

English prose style, I have selected the sixth and seventh verses of

the eighth chapter of Solomon's Song as the best example known to

me of absolutely perfect English prose—harmonious, modulated,

yet in no sense trespassing the limits of prose and becoming

poetry. I liave in the same place selected, as a companion

passage from a very different original, the Charity passage of the

First Epistle to the Corinthians, which has been so miserably

and wantonly mangled and spoilt by the bad taste and ignorance

of the late revisers. I am tempted to dwell on this because it is

very germane to our subject. One of the blunders which spoils

this passage in the Revised Version is the pedantic substitution

of "mirror" for "glass," it having apparently occurred to some

wiseacre that glass was not known to the ancients, or at least used

for mirrors. Had this wiseacre had the slightest knowledge of

English literature, a single title of Gascoigne's, " The Steel Glass,"

would have dispensed him at once from any attempt at emen-

dation ; but this is' ever and always the way of the sciolist.

Fortunately such a national possession as the original Authorised

Version, when once multiplied and dispersed by the press, is out

of reach of vandalism. The improved version, constructed on

very much the same principle as Davenant's or Ravenscroft's

improvements on Shakespere, may be ordered to be read in

churches, and substituted for purposes of taking oaths. But the

original (as it may be called in no burlesque sense such as that

of a famous story) will always be the text resorted to by scholars

and men of letters for purposes of reading, and will remain the

authentic lexicon, the recognised source of English words and

constructions of the best period. The days of creation ; the

narratives of Joseph and his brethren, of Ruth, of the final

defeat of Ahab, of the discomfiture of the Assyrian host of Sen-

nacherib ; the moral discourses of Ecclesiastes and Ecclesiasticus

and the Book of Wisdom ; the poems of the Psalms and the

prophets ; the visions of the Revelation,—a hundred other pas-
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sages which it is unnecessary to catalogue,—will always be the

ne plus ultra of English composition in their several kinds, and

the storehouse from which generation after generation of writers,

sometimes actually hostile to religion and often indifferent to it,

will draw the materials, and not unfrequently the actual form of

their most impassioned and elaborate passages. Revision after

revision, constructed in corrupt following of the transient and

embarrassed phantoms of ephemeral fashion in scholarship, may

sink into the Great Mother of Dead Dogs after setting right a

tense here, and there transferring a rendering from text to margin

or from margin to text. But the work of the unrevised version will

remain unaffected by each of these futile exercitations. All the

elements, all the circumstances of a translation as perfect as can

be accomplished in any circumstances and with any elements,

were then present, and the workers were worthy of the work. The

plays of Shakespere and the English Bible are, and will ever be, the

twin monuments not merely of their own period, but of the per-

fection of English, the complete expressions of the literary capacities

of the language, at the time when it had lost none of its pristine

vigour, and had put on enough but not too much of the

adornments and the limitations of what may be called literary

civilisation.

The boundary between the prose of this period and that which

we shall treat later as " Caroline "'
is not very clearly fixed.-' Some

men, such as Hall and Donne, whose poetical work runs parallel

to that in prose which we are now noticing, come as prose writers

rather under the later date ; others who continued to write till

long after Elizabeth's death, and even after that of James, seem,

by their general complexion, to belong chiefly to the earlier day.

The first of these is Ben Jonson, whose high reputation in other

ways has somewhat unduly damaged, or at least obscured, his

merits as a prose writer. His two chief works in this kind are his

English Grammar, in which a sound knowledge of the rules of

English writing is discovered, and the quaintly named Exploraia or

Discoveries and Timber—a collection of notes varying from a mere
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aphorism to a respectable essay. In these latter a singular power of

writing prose appears. The book was not published till after

Ben's death, and is thought to have been in part at least written

during the last years of his life. But there can be no greater

contrast than exists between the prose style usual at that time—

a

style toiirmenie^ choked with quotation, twisted in every direction

by allusion and conceit, and marred by perpetual confusions of

English with classical grammar—and the straightforward, vigorous

English of these Discoveries, They come, in character as in time,

midway between Hooker and Dryden, and they incline rather to

the more than to the less modern form. Here is found the prose

character of Shakespere which, if less magniloquent than that in

verse, has a greater touch of sheer sincerity. Here, too, is an

admirable short tractate on Style which exemplifies what it

preaches ; and a large number of other excellent things. Some,

it is true, are set down in a short-hand fashion as if (which

doubtless they were) they were commonplace book notes for

working up in due season. But others and perhaps the majority

(they all Baconian-wise have Latin titles, though only one or two

have the text in Latin) are written with complete attention to

literary presentment; seldom though sometimes relapsing into

loose construction of sentences and paragraphs, the besetting sin

of the day, and often presenting, as in the following, a model of

sententious but not dry form :—
"We should not protect our sloth with the patronage of difficulty. It is

a false quarrel against nature that she helps understanding but in a few, when

the most part of mankind are inclined by her thither, if they would take the

pains ; no less than birds to fly, horses to run, etc., which if they lose it is

through their own sluggishness, and by that means become her prodigies, not

her children. I confess nature in children is more patient of labour in study

than in age ; for the sense of the ]5ain, the judgment of the labour is absent,

they do not measure what they have done. And it is the thought and con-

sideration that affects us more than the weariness itself. Plato was not con-

tent with the learning that Athens could give him, but sailed into Italy, for

Pythagoras' knowledge : and yet not thinking himself sufficiently informed,

went into Egypt, to the priests, and learned their mysteries. He laboured, so

must we. Many things may be learned together and performed in one point
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of time ; as musicians exercise their memory, their voice, their fingers, and

sometimes their head and feet at once. And so a preacher, in the invention

of matter, election of words, composition of gesture, look, pronunciation,

motion^ useth all these faculties at once : and if we can express this variety

together, why should not divers s*^udies, at divers hours, delight, when the

variety is able alone to refresh and repair us ? As when a man is weary of

writing, to read ; and then again of reading, to write. Wherein, howsoever

we do many things, yet are we (in a sort) still fresh to what we begin ; we are

recreated with change as the stomach is with meats. But some will say, this

variety breeds confusion, and makes that either we lose all or hold no more

than the last. Why do we not then persuade husbandmen that they should

not till land, help it with marie, lime, and compost ? plant hop gardens, prune

trees, look to beehives, rear sheep, and all otlier cattle at once ? It is easier

to do many things and continue, than to do one thing long."

No Other single writer until we come to the pamphleteers

deserves separate or substantive mention ; but in many divisions

of literature there were practitioners who, if they have not kept

much notoriety as masters of style, were well thought of even in

that respect in their day, and were long authorities in point of

matter. The regular theological treatises of the time present

nothing equal to Hooker, who in part overlapped it, tliough the

Jesuit Parsons has some name for vigorous writing. In history,

KnoUys, the historian of the Turks, and Sandys, the Eastern

traveller and sacred poet, bear the bell for style among their

fellows, such as Hayward, Camden, Spelman, Speed, and Stow.

Daniel the poet, a very good prose writer in his way, was also a

historian of England, but his chief prose work was his Defence of

Rhyme. He had companions in the critical task ; but it is curious

and by no means uninstructive to notice, that the immense creative

production of the time seems to have to a great extent smothered

the theoretic and critical tendency which, as yet not resulting in

actual performance, betrayed itself at the beginning of the period

in Webbe and Puttenham, in Harvey and Sidney. The example

of Eden in collecting and Englishing travels and voyages was

followed by several writers, of whom two, successively working and
residing, the elder at Oxford, and the younger at Cambridge, made
the two greatest collections of the kind in the language for interest

I
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of matter, if not for perfection of style. These were Richard

Hakluyt and Samuel Purchas, a venerable pair. The perhaps

overpraised, but still excellent Characters of the unfortunate Sir

Thomas Overbury and the prose works, such as the Counterblast

and Deinonology of James I., are books whose authors have

made them more famous than their intrinsic merits warrant, and in

the various collections of " works " of the day, older and newer,

we shall find examples nearly as miscellaneous as those of the

class of writers now to be noticed. Of all this miscellaneous

work it is impossible to give examples, but one critical passage

from Daniel, and one descriptive from Hakluyt may serve :

—

" Methinks we should not so soon yield up our consents captive to the

authority of antiquity, unless we saw more reason ; all our understandings are

not to be built by the square of Greece and Italy. We are the children of

nature as well as they, we are not so placed out of the way of judgment but

that the same sun of discretion shineth upon us ; we have our portion of the

same virtues, as well as of the same vices, et Catilinam quocunque in populo

videas, quocunque subjixe. Time and the turn of things bring about these

faculties according to the present estimation ; and, res temporibus, non tempore

rebus servire opportet. So that we must never rebel against use ; quem penes

arbitrium est, et vis et norma loquendi. It is not the observing of trochaics

nor their iambics, that will make our writings aught the wiser : all their poesy

and all their philosophy is nothing, unless we bring the discerning light of

conceit with us to apply it to use. It is not books, but only that great book

of the world, and the all-overspreading grace of Heaven that makes men truly

judicial. Nor can it but touch of arrogant ignorance to hold this or that nation

barbarous, these or those times gross, considering how this manifold creature

man, wheresoever he stand in the world, hath always some disposition of worth,

entertains the order of society, affects that which is most in use, and is eminent

in some one thing or other that fits his humour or the times. The Grecians

held all other nations barbarous but themselves
;
yet Pyrrhus, when he saw

the well ordered marching of the Romans, which made them see their pre-

sumptuous error, could say it was no barbarous manner of proceeding. The

Goths, Vandals, and Longobards, whose coming down like an inundation

overwhelmed, as they say, all the glory of learning in Europe, have yet left

us still their laws and customs, as the originals of most of the provincial con-

stitutions of Christendom ; which, well considered with their other courses of

government, may serve to clear them from this imputation of ignorance. And

though the vanquished never speak well of the conqueror, yet even through
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tlie unsound coverings of malediction appear these monuments of truth, as

argue well tlieir worth, and proves them not without judgment, though without

Greek and Latin."

" To speak somewhat of these islands, being called, in old time, Insithz

foi-tuficE, by the means of the flourishing thereof. The fruitfulness of them doth

surely exceed far all other that I have heard of. For they make wine better

than any in Spain : and they have grapes of such bigness that they may be

compared to damsons, and in taste inferior to none. For sugar, suckets,

raisons of the sun, and many other fruits, abundance : for rosin, and raw

silk, there is great store. They want neither corn, pullets, cattle, nor yet

wild fowl. •

'
' They have many camels also : which, being young, are eaten of the

people for victuals ; and being old, they are used for carriage of necessities.

Whose property is, as he is taught, to kneel at the taking of his load, and the

unlading again ; of understanding very good, but of shape very deformed ;

with a little belly ; long misshapen legs ; and feet veiy broad of flesh, without

a hoof, all whole saving the great toe ; a back bearing up like a molehill, a

large and thin neck, with a little head, with a bunch of hard flesh which

Nature hath given him in his breast to lean upon. This beast liveth hardly,

and is contented with straw and stubble ; but of strong force, being well able

to carry five hundredweight.

"In one of these islands called Ferro, there is, by the reports of the

inhabitants, a certain tree which raineth continually ; by the dropping whereof

the inhabitants and cattle are satisfied with water : for other water have they

none in all the island. And it raineth in such abundance that it were in-

credible unto a man to believe such a virtue to be in a tree ; but it is known
to be a Divine matter, and a thing ordained by God : at Whose power therein,

we ought not to marvel, seeing He did, by His Providence (as we read in the

Scriptr,i:es) when the Children of Israel were going into the Land of Promise,

fed them with manna from heaven, for the space of forty years. Of these

trees aforesaid, we saw in Guinea many ; being of great height, dropping con-

tinually
; but not so abundantly as the other, because the leaves are narrower

and are like the leaves of a pear tree. About these islands are certain flitting

islands, which have been oftentimes seen ; and when men approach near them,
they vanished : as the like hath been of these now known (by the report of

the inhabitants) which were not found but of a long time, one after the other

;

and, therefore, it should seem he is not yet born, to whom God hath appointed
the finding of them.

"In this island of Teneriff, there is a hill called the Pike, because it is

piked
; which is, in height, by their report, twenty leagues : having, both

Winter and summer, abundance of snow on the top of it. This Pike may be
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seen, in a clear day, fifty leagues off ; but it sheweth as though it were a black

cloud a great height in the element. I have heard of none to be compared
with this in height ; but in the Indies I have seen many, and, in my judg-

ment, not inferior to the Pike : and so the Spaniards write."

One of the most remarkable developments of English prose

at the time, and one which has until very recently been almost

inaccessible, except in a few examples, to the student who has not

the command of large libraries, while even by such students it

has seldom been thoroughly examined, is the abundant and very

miscellaneous collection of what are called, for want of a better

name, Pamphlets. The term is not too happy, but t'here is no other

(except the still less happy Miscellany) which describes the thing.

It consists of a vast mass of purely popular literature, seldom

written with any other aim than that of the modern journalist.

That is to say, it was written to meet a current demand, to deal

with subjects for one reason or other interesting at the moment,

and, as a matter of course, to bring in some profit to the writer.

These pamphlets are thus as destitute of any logical community of

subject as the articles which compose a modern newspaper—

a

production the absence of which they no doubt supplied, and of

which they were in a way the forerunners. Attempts to classify

their subjects could only end in a hopeless cross division. They

are religious very often
;

political very seldom (for the fate of the

luckless Stubbes in his dealings with the French marriage was not

suited to attract)
;
politico-religious in at least the instance of one

famous group, the so-called Martin Marprelate Controversy; moral

constantly; in very many, especially the earlier instances, narrative,

and following to a large extent in the steps of Lyly and Sidney

;

besides a large class of curious tracts dealing with the manners,

and usually the bad side of the manners, of the town. Of the

vast miscellaneous mass of these works by single unimportant or

unknown authors it is almost impossible to give any account here,

though valuable instances will be found of them in Mr. Arber's

EngJish Garner. But the works of the six most important individual

writers of them—Greene, Nash, Harvey, Dekker, Lodge, Breton
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(to whom might be added the verse-pamphleteer, but in no sense

poet, Rowlands)—are luckily now accessible as wholes, Lodge and

Rowlands having been published, or at least privately printed for

subscribers, by the Hunterian Club of Glasgow, and the other

four by the prolific industry of Dr. Grosart. We are expecting

from Mr. Arber a complete reissue of the Marprelate tracts, but

the most important of them are easily accessible. Some notice

of these collections will not only give a fair idea of the entire

miscellaneous prose of the Elizabethan period, but will also fill a

distinct gap in most histories of it. It will not be necessary to

enter into much personal detail about their authors, for most of

them have been noticed already in other capacities, and of Breton

and Rowlands very little indeed is known. Greene and Lodge

stand apart from their fellows in this respect, that their work is, in

some respects at any rate, much more like literature and less like

journalism, though by an odd and apparently perverse chance,

this difference has rather hurt than saved it in the estimation of

posterity. For the kind of literature which both wrote in this

way has gone out of fashion, and its purely literary graces are

barely sufficient to save it from the point of view of form ; while

the bitter personalities of Nash, and the quaint adaptations of

bygone satire to contemporary London life in which Dekker
excelled, have a certain lasting interest of matter. On the other

hand, the two companions of Marlowe have the advantage (which

they little anticipated, and would perhaps less have relished) of

surviving as illustrations of Shakespere, of the Shakescene who,

decking himself out in their feathers, has by that act rescued

Pandosto and EupJines' Golden Legacy from oblivion by associating

them with the immortality of As Yoic Like Lt and The Winter's

Tale.

Owing to the different forms in which this fleeting and unequal
work has been reprinted, it is not very easy to decide off-hand on
the relative bulk of the authors' works. But the palm in this

respect must be divided between Robert Greene and Nicholas
Breton, the former of whom fills eleven volumes of loosely-printed
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crown octavo, and the ]atter (in prose only) a thick quarto of very

small and closely-printed double columns. Greene, who began

his work early under the immediate inspiration first of his travels

and then of Lyly's Euphucs, started, as early as 1583, with

MamilUa, a Lookiiig-Glass for the Ladies 0/ E?igland, which, both

in general character and in peculiarities of style, is an obvious copy

of Euphues. The Mirrci- of Modesty is more of a lay sermon,

based on the story of Susanna. The Tritaiueron of Love is a

dialogue without action, but Arbaslo, or the Anatomie of Fortune

returns to the novel form, as does The Card of Fancy, rhineto-

machia is a collection of stories, illustrating the popular astrological

notions, with an introduction on astrology generally. Fenclopcs

Web is another collection of stories, but The Spanish Masquerade

is one of the most interesting of the series. Written just at the

time of the Armada, it is pure journalism—a iivre de circonstance

composed to catch the popular temper with aid of a certain actual

knowledge, and a fair amount of reading. Then Greene returned

to euphuism in Meiiap/ion, and in Euphues, his Censure to

Fhilautus; nor are Ferimedes the Blacksmith and Tullys Love much

out of the same line. The Royal Exchange again deviates, being a

very quaint collection, quaintly arranged, of moral maxims, apoph-

thegms, short stories, etc., for the use of the citizens. Next, the

author began the curious series, at first perhaps not very sincere,

but certainly becoming so at last, of half-personal reminiscences

and regrets, less pointed and well arranged than Villon's, but

remarkably, similar. The first and longest of these was Greenes

Never too Late, with its second part Francesco s Fortufies. Greene's

Metamorphosis is Euphuist once more, and Greene's Mourning Gar-

ment and Greene's Fareivell to Folly are the same, with a touch of

personality. Then he diverged into the still more curious series on

"conny-catching"—rooking, gulling, cheating, as we should call

it. There are five or six of these tracts, and though there is not

a little bookmaking in them, they are unquestionably full of

instruction as to the ways of the time. Philomela returns once

more to euphuism, but Greene is soon back again with A Quip

II Q
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for an Upstart Courtier, a piece of social satire, flying rather

higher than his previous attempts. The zigzag is kept up in

Orpharion, the last printed (at least in the only edition now known)

of the author's works during his lifetime. Not till after hi-s death

did the best known and most personal of all his works appear, the

famous Groafs Worth of J J 'it Bought with a Million of Repent-

ance, in which the "Shakescene" passage and the exhortation to

his friends to repentance occur. Two more tracts in something

the same style

—

-Greenes Repentance and Greenes Vision-—-fol-

lowed. Their genuineness has been questioned, but seems to be

fairly certain.

This full list, to which must be added the already mentioned

Pandosto, the Triumph of Time, or Dorastus and Fa^vnia, and the

translated Debate betivecn Folly and Love, of this certainly not scanty

life-work (for Greene died when he was quite a young man, and wrote

plays besides) has been given, because it is not only the earliest,

but perhaps the most characteristic of the whole. Despite the

apparently unsuitable forms, it is evident that the writer is striving,

without knowing it, at what we call journalism. But fashion and

the absence of models cramp and distort his work. Its main

features are to be found in the personal and satirical pieces, in

the vivid and direct humanity of some touches in the euphuist

tract-romances, in the delightful snatches of verse which inter-

sperse and relieve the heterogeneous erudition, the clumsy dia-

logue, and the Rococo style. The two following extracts give,

the first a specimen of Greene's ornate and Euphuist style from

Orpharion, the second a passage from his autobiographical or

semi-autobiographical confesssions in the Groafs Worth

:

—
" I am Lydia that renowned Princess, whose never matched beauty seemed

like the gorgeous pomp of Phcebus, too briglit for the day : rung so strongly out
of the trump of Fame as it filled every ear with wonder : Daughter to Astolpho,
the King of Lydia : who thought himself not so fortunate for his diadem, silh

other kings could boast of crowns, nor for his great possessions, although
endued with large territories, as happy that he had a daughter whose excellency

in favour stained Venus, whose austere chastity set Diana to silence with a
blush. Know whatsoever thou art that standest attentive to my tale, that the
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ruddiest rose in all Damasco, the whitest lilies in the creeks of Danuby, might

not if they had united their native colours, but have bashed at the vermilion

stain, flourish'd upon the pure crystal of my face : the Marguerites of the

western Indies, counted more bright and rich than that which Cleopatra

quaffed to Anthony, the coral highest in his pride upon the Afric shores, might

well be graced to resemble my teeth and lips, but never honoured to over-

reach my pureness. Remaining thus the mirror of the world, and nature's

strangest miracle, there arrived in our Court a Thracian knight, of personage

tall, proportioned in most exquisite form, his face but too fair for his qualities,

for he was a brave and a resolute soldier. This cavalier coming amongst

divers others to see the royalty of the state of Lydia, no sooner had a glance

of my beauty, but he set down his staff, resolving either to perish in so sweet

a labyrinth, or in time happily to stumble out with Theseus. He had not

st.ayed long in my father's court, but he shewed such knightly deeds of chivalry

amongst the nobility, lightened with the extraordinary sparks of a courageous

mind, that not only he was liked and loved of all the chief peers of the realms,

but the report of his valour coming to my father's ears, he was highly honoured

of him, and placed in short time as General of his warlike forces by land.

Resting in this estimation with the king, preferment was no means to quiet

his mind, for love had wounded so deep, as honour by no means might remedy,

that as the elephants can hardly be haled from the sight of the waste, or the

roe buck from gazing at red cloth, so there was no object that could so much
allure the wavering eyes of this Thracian called Acestes, as the surpassing

beauty of the Princess Lydia, yea, so deeply he doted, that as the Chameleon

gorgeth herself with gazing into the air, so he fed his fancy with staring on

the heavenly face of his Goddess, so long dallying in the flame, that he

scorched his wings and in time consumed his whole body. Being thus passionate,

having none so familiar as he durst make his confidant he fell thus to debate

with himself.

"

" On the other side of the hedge sat one that heard his sorrow, who getting

over, came towards him, and brake off his passion. When he approached, he

saluted Roberto in this sort : Gentleman, quoth he (for so you seem) I have by

chance heard you discourse some part of your grief; which appeareth to be

more than you will discover, or I can conceit. But if you vouchsafe such

simple comfort as my ability will yield, assure yourself, that I will endeavour

to do the best, that either may procure your profit, or bring you pleasure : the

rather, for that I suppose you are a scholar, and pity it is men of learning

should live in lack.

" Roberto wondering to hear such good words, for that tliis iron age affords

few that esteem of virtue ; returned him thankful gratulations and (urged by

necessity) uttered his present grief, beseeching his advice how he might be

employed. 'Why, easily,' quoth he, 'and greatly to your benefit : for men of
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my profession get by scholars their whole living.' ' What is your profession?'

said Roberto. 'Truly, sir,' said he, 'I am a player.' ' A player !
' quoth

Roberto. ' I took you rather for a gentleman of great living, for if by outward

habit men should be censured, I tell you, you would be taken for a substantial

man.' ' So am I, where I dwell ' (quoth the player) ' reputed able, at my pro-

per cost, to build a windmill. What though the world once went hard with

nie, when I was fain to carry my playing fardel a foot-back ; Teinpora mntan-

iur, I know you know the meaning of it better than I, but I thus construe it

;

it is otherwise now ; for my very share in playing apparel will not be sold fur

two hundred pounds.' 'Truly' (said Roberto) 'it is strange that you should

so prosper in that vain practise, for that it seems to me your voice is nothing

gracious.' ' Nay, then,' said the player, ' I mislike your judgment : why, I am
as famous for Delphrigas, and the King of Fairies, as ever was any of my time.

The twelve labours of Hercules have I terribly thundered on the stage, and

placed three scenes of the devil on the highway to heaven.' 'Have ye so?'

(said Roberto) 'then I pray you, pardon me.' ' Nay more' (quoth the player)

' I can serve to make a pretty speech, for I was a country author, passing at a

moral, for it was I that penn'd the moral of man's wit, the Dialogue of Dives,

and for seven years' space was absolute interpreter of the puppets. But now
my Almanach is out of date.

The people make no estimation

Of morals teaching education.

Was not this pretty for a plain rhyme extempore ? if ye will ye shall have

more.' 'Nay, it is enough,' said Roberto, 'but how mean you to use me?'
' Why, sir, in making plays,' said the other, ' for which you shall be well paid,

if you will take the pains."

These same characteristics, though without the prevailing

and in part obviously sincere melancholy which marks Greene's

regrets, also distinguish Lodge's prose work to such an extent

that remarks on the two might sometimes be made simply inter-

changeable. But fortune was kinder to Lodge than to his friend

and collaborator. Nor does he seem to have had any occasion

to "tread the burning marl" in company with conny-catchers and
their associates. Lodge began with critical and polemical work
—an academic but not very urbane reply to Stephen Gosson's

School of Abuse ; but in the Alanim against Usurers, which
resembles and even preceded Greene's similar work, he took to

the satirical-story-form. Indeed, the connection between Lodge
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and Greene was so close, and the difficulty of ascertaining the

exact dates of their compositions is so great, that it is impossible

to be sure which was the precise forerunner. Certainly if Lodge

set Greene an example in the Alarum against Usurers, he fol-

lowed Greene's lead in Forbonius and Prisccria some years after-

wards, having written it on shipboard in a venture against the

Spaniards. Lodge produced much the most famous book of the

euphuist school, next to Euphues itself, as well as the best known

of this pamphlet series, in Rosalynde or Euphues' Golden Legacy,

from which Shakespere took the story of As You Like It, and of

which an example follows :

—

" 'Ah Phoebe,' quoth he, 'whereof art thou made, that thou regardest not

tliy malady? Am I so hateful an object, that thine eyes condemn me for an

abject ? or so base, that thy desires cannot stoop so low as to lend me a graci-

ous look ? My passions are many, my loves more, my thoughts loyalty, and

my fancy faith : all devoted in humble devoir to the service of Phoebe ; and

shall I reap no reward for such fealties ? The swain's daily labours is quit with

the evening's hire, the i^loughman's toil is eased with the hope of corn, what

the ox sweats out at the plough he fatteneth at the crib : but unfortunate

Montanus ^ hath no salve for his sorrows, nor any hope of recompense for the

hazard of his perplexed passions. If Phoebe, time may plead the proof of my
truth, twice seven winters have I loved fair Phoebe : if constancy be a* cause to

further my suit, Montanus' thoughts have been sealed in the sweet of Phoebe's

excellence, as far from change as she from love : if outward passions may dis-

cover inward affections, the furrows in my face may discover the sorrows of my
heart, and the map of my looks the grief of my mind. Thou seest (Phoebe)

the tears of despair have made my cheeks full of wrinkles, and my scalding

sighs have made the air echo her pity conceived in my plaints ; Philomel hear-

ing my passions, hath left her mournful tunes to listen to the discourse of

miseries. I have portrayed in every tree the beauty of my mistress, and the

despair of my loves. What is it in the woods cannot witness my woes ? and

who is it would not pity my plaints ? only Phoebe. And why ? Because I am

Montanus, and she Phoebe : I a worthless swain, and she the most excellent of

all fairies. Beautiful Phoebe ! oh might I say pitiful, then happy were I though

I tasted but one minute of that good hap. Measure Montanus, not by his

fortunes, but by his loves, and balance not his wealth but his desires, and lend

but one gracious look to cure a heap of disquieted cares : if not, ah if Phoebe

cannot love, let a storm of frowns end the discontent of my thoughts, and so

1 The Silvius, it may be just necessary to observe, o[ As You Like It,
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let me perish in my desires, because they are above my deserts : only at my
death this favour cannot be denied me, that all shall say Montanus died for

love of hard hearted Phoebe. ' At these words she filled her face full of frowns

and made him this short and sharp reply.

" ' Importunate shepherd, whose loves arc lawless because restless : are

thy passions so extreme, that thou canst not conceal them with patience ? or

art thou so folly-sick, that thou must needs be fancy-sick, and in thy affection

tied to such an exigent as none serves but Phoebe ? Well, sir, if your market

can be made nowhere else, home again, for your mart is at the fairest. Phoebe

is no lettuce for your lips, and her grapes hang so high, that gaze at them you

may, but touch them you cannot. Yet Montanus I speak not this in pride,

but in disdain : not that I scorn thee, but that I hate love : for I count it as

great honour to triumph over fancy as over fortune. Rest thee content there-

fore Montanus, cease from thy loves, and bridle thy looks, quench the sparkles

before they grow to a farther flame ; for in loving me, thou shalt but live by

loss, and what thou utterest in words are all written in the wind. Wert thou

(Montanus) as fair as Paris, as hardy as Hector, as constant as Troilus, as

loving as Leander, Phoebe could not love, because she cannot love at all : and

therefore if thou pursue me with Phoebus, I must file with Daphne.'"

This book seems to have been very successful, and Lodge began to

write pamphlets vigorously, sometimes taking up the social satire,

sometimes the moral treatise, sometimes (and then almost always

happily) the euphuist romance, salted with charming poems. His

last published, though not last written, known prose composition

was the pretty and prettily-named Ma7-garite of America^ in 1596.

The names of Nash and Harvey are intertwined even more
closely than those of Greene and Lodge ; but the conjunction is

not a grasp of friendship but a grip of hatred—a wrestle, not an

embrace. The fact of the quarrel has attracted rather dispro-

portionate attention from the days of Isaac Disraeli onwards;
and its original cause is still extremely obscure and very unim-

portant. By some it is connected, causally as well as accidentally,

with the ]\Lartin Marprelate business ; by some with the fact that

Harvey belonged to the inner Sidneian clique, Nash to the outer

ring of professional journalists and Boheinians. It at any rate

produced some remarkable varieties of the pamphlet, and demon-
strated the keen interest which the world takes in the proceedings
of any couple of literary men who choose to abuse and befoul
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one another. Harvey, though no mean scholar, was a poor

\vriter, no match for Nash ; and his chief answer to the hitter,

J'it'fces Supererogation^ is about as rambUng, incoherent, and

ineffective a combination of pedantry and insolence as need be

wished for. It has some not uninteresting, though usually very

obscure, hints on literary matters. Besides this, Harvey wrote

letters to Spenser with their well-known criticism and recom-

mendation of classical forms, and Foii7'e Letters Touching Robert

Greene and Others : 7vith the Trimming of Tliomas JVasIi, Gentle-

man. A sample of him, not in his abusive -dull, but in his

scholarly-dull manner, may be gi\'en :—

-

" Mine own rules and precepts of art, I believe will fall out not greatly

repugnant, though peradventure somewhat different : and yet I am not so

resolute, but I can be content to reserve the copying out and publishing

thereof, until I have a little better consulted with my pillow, and taken some

further advice of Madame Spericnza. In the mean time, take this for a general

caveat, and say I have revealed one great mystery unto you : I am of opinion,

there is no one more regular and justifiable direction, either for the assured

and infalliljle certainty of our English artificial prosody particularly, or generally

to bring our language into art, and to frame a grammar or rhetoric thereof

;

than first of all universally to agree upon one and the same orthography in

all points conformable and proportionate to our common natural prosody :

whether Sir Thomas Smithies in that respect be the most perfit, as surely

it must needs be very good ; or else some other of profounder learning and

longer experience, than Sir Thomas was, shewing by necessary demonstra-

tion, wherein he is defective, will undertake shortly to supply his wants and

make him more absolute. Myself dare not hope to hop alter him, till I see

something or other, to or fro, publicly and authentically established, as it

were by a general council, or Act of Parliament : and then peradventure,

standing upon firmer ground, for company sake, I may adventure to do as

others do. Interim, credit me, I dare give no precepts, nor set down any

certain general art : and yet see my boldness, I am not greatly squeamish of

my Parlkiilar Examples, whereas he that can but reasonably skill of the one,

will give easily a shrewd guess at the other : considering that the one fetchetli

his original and offspring from the other. In which respect, to say troth, we

beginners have the start, and advantage of our followers, who are to frame

and conform both their examples and precepts, according to precedent which

they have of us : as no doubt Homer or some other in Greek, and Ennius, or

I know not who else in Latin, did prejudice, .and overrule those that followed
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them, as well for the qiianiities of syllables, as number of feet, and the like :

their only examples going for current payment, and standing instead of laws,

and rules with the posterity."

In Harvey, more perhaps than anywhere else in prose, ajv

pears the abusive exaggeration, not humorous or Rabelaisian,

but simply rancorous and dull, wliich mars so much Elizabethan

work. In order not to fall into the same error ourselves, we

must abstain from repeating the very strong language which has

sometimes been applied to his treatment of dead men, and such

dead men as Greene and Marlowe, for apparently no other fault

than their being friends of his enerny Nash. It is sufficient to

say that Harvey had all the worst traits of " Donnishness," with

out having apparently any notion of that dignity which sometimes

half excuses the Don. He was emphatically of Mr. Carlyle's

"acrid-quack" genus.

Thomas Nash will himself hardly escape the charge of acrid-

ity, but only injustice or want of discernment will call him a

quack. Unlike Harvey, but like Greene and Lodge, he was a

verse as well as a prose writer. But his verse is in comparison

unimportant. Nor was he tempted to intersperse specimens of

it in his prose work. The absolutely best part of that work—the

Anti-Martinist pamphletstobe noticed presently— is onlyattributcd

to him conjecturally, though the grounds of attribution are very

strong. But his cliaracteristics are fully evident in his undoubted

productions. The first of these in pamphlet form is the very

odd thing called Pierce Penniless [the name by which Nash
became known], his Supplication to the Devil. It is a kind of

rambling condemnation of luxury, for the most part delivered in the

form of burlesque exliortation, which the medieval sermons joyeux

had made familiar in all European countries. Probably some allu-

sions in this refer to Harvey, whose pragmatical pedantry may have
in many ways annoyed Nash, a Cambridge man like himself. At
any rate the two soon plunged into a regular battle, the documents
of which on Nash's side are, first a prognostication, something
in the style of Rabelais, then a formal confutation of the Four
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Letters^ and then the famous lampoon entitled HaTe witli you to

Saffron IValden [Harvey's birthplace], of which here is a speci-

men :

—

"His father he undid to furnish him to the Court once more, where pre-

senting himself in all the colours of the rainbow, and a pair of moustaches

like a black horse tail tied up in a knot, with two tufts sticking out on each

side, he was asked by no mean personage, Unde hac insafiia ? whence pro-

ceedeth this foHy or madness ? and he replied with that weather-beaten piece

of a verse out of the Grammar, Sand insanivimus ow?ics, once in our days

there is none of us but have played the idiots ; and so was he counted

and bade stand by for a Nodgscomb. He that most patronized him, prying

more scarchingly into him, and finding that he was more meet to make

sport with than any way deeply to be employed, with fair words shook him

off, and told him he was fitter for the University, than for the Court or his

turn, and so bade God prosper his studies, and sent for another Secretaiy to

Oxford.

" Readers, be merry; for in me there shall want nothing I can do to make

you merry. You see I have brought the Doctor out of request at Court, and

it shall cost me a fall, but I will get him hooted out of the University too, ere

I give him over. What will you give me when I bring him upon the Stage in

one of the principalest Colleges in Cambridge? Lay any wager with me, and

I will ; of if you lay no wager at all, I'll fetch him aloft in Pedantius, that

exquisite Comedy in Trinity College ; where under the chief part, from wliich

it took his name, as namely the concise and firking finicaldo fine School

master, he was full drawn and delineated from the sole of his foot to the crown

of his head. The just manner of his phrase in his Orations and Disputations

they stuffed his mouth with, and no Buffianism throughout his whole books,

but they bolstered out his part with ; as those ragged remnants in his four

familiar epistles 'twixt him and Senior Immerito, raptim sc7-ipla, noste

viaintm et styhim, with innumerable other of his rabble-routs : and scoffing his

Musarum LachrymcE with Flcho avwrein meitm etiam musarwn lachrynns

;

which, to give it his due, was a more collachrymale wretched Treatise than

my Piers Penniless, being the pitifulest pangs that ever any man's Muse

breathed forth. I leave out half ; not the carrying up of his gown, his nice

gait on his pantoffles, or the affected accent of his speech, but they personated.

And if I should reveal all, I think they borrowed his gown to play the part in,

the more to flout him. Let him deny this (and not damn himself) for his life

if he can. Let him deny that there was a Shew made at Clare Hall of him

and his two brothers, called,

" Tarra, ra)iia)iiara tiirha tiimitltiiosa Trigoium

Tri-FIarveyorum Tri-harinonia
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Let him deny that there was another Shew made of the little Minnow his

brother, Dodrans Dick, at Peter-house called,

" Dims fip-ens. Dick Harvey in a frensy.

Whereupon Dick came and broke the College glass windows ; and Doctor

Perne (being then either for himself or deputy Vice-Chancellor) caused him to

be fetched in, and set in the Stocks till the Shew was ended, and a great part

of the night after.

"

The Terrors of the Night, a discourse of apparitions, for

once, among these oddly-named pieces, tells a plain story. Its

successor, Christ's Tears over Jerusalem, Nash's longest book,

is one of those rather enigmatical expressions of repentance

for loose life which were so common at the time, and which,

according to the charity of the reader, may be attributed to

real feeling, to a temporary access of Katzen -jammer, or to

downright hypocrisy, bent only on manufacturing profitable

"copy," and varying its style to catch difierent tastes. The

most unfavourable hypothesis is probably unjust, and a cer-

tain tone of sincerity also runs through the next book. The

Unfortunate Traveller, in which Nash, like many others, inveighs

against the practice of sending young Englishmen to be cor-

rupted abroad, and illustrates his theme by a great deal of rather

rambling talk. It is noteworthy that this is the oldest authority

for the romance of the poet Surrey and his Geraldine ; but it is

very uncertain whether this was pure invention on Nash's part or

not. Nash's Lenten Stziff is very interesting, being a panegyric

on Great Yarmouth and its famous staple commodity (though

Nash was actually born at Lowestoft).

In Nash's work we find a style both of treatment and laTi-

guage entirely different from anything of Greene's or Lodge's.

He has no euphuism, his forte being either extravagant burlesque

(in which the influence of Rabelais is pretty directly perceptible,

while he himself acknowledges indebtedness to some other sources,

such as Bullen or Bullein, a dialogue writer of the preceding gener-

ation), or else personal attack, boisterous and unscrupulous, but

often most vigorous and effective. Diffuseness and want of keep-
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ing to the point too frequently mar Nash's work ; but when he

shakes himself free from them, and goes straight for his enemy or

his subject, he is a singularly forcible writer. In his case more

than in any of the others, the journalist born out of due time is

perceptible. He had perhaps not much original message for the

world. But he had eminently the trick both of damaging con-

troversial argument made light to catch the popular taste, and of

easy discussion or narrative. The chief defects of his work would

probably have disappeared of themselves if he had had to write

not pamphlets, but articles. He did, however, what he could

;

and he is worthy of a place in the history of literature if only for

the sake of Have with you to Saffron Waldcn—the best example

of its own kind to be found before the end of the seventeenth

century, if not the beginning of the eighteenth.

Thomas Dekker was much less of a born prose writer than

his half-namesake, Nash. His best work, unlike Nash's, was

done in verse, and, while he was far Nash's superior, not merely

in poetical expression but in creative grasp of character, he was

entirely destitute of Nash's incisive and direct faculty of invective.

Nevertheless his work, too, is memorable among the prose work

of the time, and for special reasons. His first pamphlet (accord-

ing to the peculiarity already noted in Rowlands's case) is not

prose at all, but verse—yet not the verse of which Dekker had real

mastery, being a very lamentable ballad of the destruction of Jeru-

salem, entitled Canaan''s Calamity (1598). The next. The Wonder-

ful Year, is the account of London in a plague year, and has at

least the interest of being comparable with, and perhaps that of

having to some extent inspired, Defoe's famous performance.

Then, and of the same date, follows a very curious piece, the

foreign origin of which has not been so generally noticed as that

of Dekker's most famous prose production. The JJachelor's

Banquet is in effect only a free rendering of the immortal fifteenth

century satire, assigned on no very solid evidence to Antoine dc

la Salle, the Qicinze Joycs da Maricige, the resemblance being

kept down to the recurrence at the end of each section of the
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same phrase, "in Lob's pound," which reproduces the less gro-

tesque " dans la nasse " of the original. But here, as later, the

skill with which Dekker adapts and brings in telling circum-

stances appropriate to his owi. day deserves every acknowledg-

ment. Dckkcr's Dreamc is chiefly verse and chiefly pious ; and

then at a date somewhat later than that of our present period,

but connected with it by the fact of authorship, begins a very

interesting series of pieces, more vivid if somewhat less well

written than Greene's, and connected with his " conny-catching "

course. The Bellman of London, Lanthorn and Candlelight, A
Strange Horse-Race, The Seven Deadly Sins ofLondon, Newsfrom
Llell, The Double P.P., and The GiilVs Liornhook, are all pam-

phlets of this class ; the chief interest resting in Neivs from Hell

(which, according to the author's scheme, connects itself with Nash's

Pierce Penniless, and is the devil's answer thereto) and The Gull's

Hornbook (1609). This last, the best known of Dekker's work,

is an Englishing of the no less famous Grobianus of Frederick

Dedekind, and the same skill of adaptation which was noticed in

The Bachelor's Banquet is observable here. The spirit of these

works seems to have been so popular that Dekker kept it up in

The Dead Term [long vacation], Work for Armorirers (which, how-

ever, is less particular and connects itself with Nash's sententious

work), The Raven's Almanack, and A Rodfor Runa-ways (1625).

The Four Birds of Noalis Ark, which Dr. Grosart prints last, is of

a totally different character, being purely a book of piety. It is

thus inferior in interest to the series dealing with the low life of

London, which contains most curious studies of the ancient

order of ragamuffins (as a modern satirist has i)leasantly called

them), and bears altogether marks of greater sincerity than the

parallel studies of other writers. For about Dekker, hack and

penny-a-liner as he undoubtedly was, there was a simplicity, a

truth to nature, and at the same time a faculty of dramatic pre-

sentation in which Greene, Lodge, and Nash were wholly want-

ing
; and his prose pamphlets smack of these good gifts in their

measure as much as The Honest Whore. Indeed, on the whole,
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he seems to be the most trustworthy of these chroniclers of the

Enghsh picaroons ; and one feels disposed to believe that if the

things which he tells did not actually happen, something very like

them was probably happening every day in London during the

time of "Eliza and our James." For the time of Eliza and our

James was by no means a wholly heroic period, and it only loses,

not gains, by the fiction that every man of letters was a Spenser

and every man of affairs a Sidney or even a Raleigh. Extracts

from The Seven Deadly Sins and The GtdVs Hornbook may be

given :

—

" O Candle-light ! and art thou one of the cursed crew? hast thou been

set at the table of Princes and Noblemen ? have all sorts of people done rever-

ence unto thee, and stood bare so soon as ever they have seen thee ? have

thieves, traitors, and murderers been afraid to come in tliy presence, because

they knew thee just, and that thou wouldest discover them ? And art thou

now a harbourer of all kinds of vices? nay, dost thou play the capital Vice

thyself? Hast thou had so many learned Lectures read before thee, and is the

light of thy understanding now clean put out, and have so many profound

scholars profited by thee ? hast thou done such good to Universities, been such

a guide to the lame, and seen the doing of so many good works, yet dost thou

now look dimly, and with a dull eye, upon all goodness ? What comfort have

sick men taken (in weary and irksome nights) but only in thee ? thou hast

been their physician and apothecary, and when the relish of nothing could

please them, the very shadow of thee hath been to them a restorative consola-

tion. The nurse hath stilled her wayward infant, shewing it but to thee :

What gladness hast thou put into mariners' bosoms when thou hast met them

on the sea ! What joy into the faint and benighted .traveller when he has met

thee on the land ! How many poor handicrafts men by thee have earned the

best part of their living ! And art thou now become a companion for drunk-

ards, for leachers, and for prodigals ? Art thou turned reprobate ? thou wilt

burn for it in hell. And so odious is this thy apostasy, and hiding thyself from

the light of the truth, that at thy death and going out of the world, even they

that love thee best will tread thee under their feet : yea, I that have thus

played the herald, and proclaimed thy good parts, will now play the crier and

call thee into open court, to arraign thee for thy misdemeanours."

" For do but consider what an excellent thing sleep is : it is so inestim-

able a jewel that, if a tyrant would give his crown for an hour's slumber, it

cannot be bought : of so beautiful a shape is it, that though a man lie with an

Empress, his heart cannot be at quiet till he leaves her embraccmcnts to be at
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rest with the other : yea, so greatly indebted are we lo this kinsman of death,

that we owe tlic better tributary, half of our life to him : and there is good

cause why we should do so : for sleep is that golden chain that ties health and

our bodies together. Who complains of want ? of wounds ? of cares ? of great

men's oppressions ? of captivity ? whilst he sleepeth ? Beggars in their beds

take as much pleasure as kings : can we therefore surfeit on this delicate Am-
brosia ? can we drink too much of that whereof to taste too little tumbles us

into a churchyard, and to use it but indifferently throws us into Bedlam? No,

no, look upon Endymion, the moon's minion, who slept three score and fifteen

years, and was not a hair the worse for it. Can lying abed till noon (being

not the three score and fifteenth thousand part of his nap) be hurtful?

*' Besides, by the opinion of all philosophers and physicians, it is not good

to trust the air with our bodies till the sun with his flame-coloured wings hath

fanned away the misty smoke of the morning, and refined that thick tobacco-

breath which the rheumatic night throws abroad of purpose to put out the eye

of the element :' which work questionless cannot be perfectly finished till the

sun's car-horses stand prancing on the very top of highest noon : so that then

(and not till then) is the most healthful hour to be stirring. Do you require

examples to persuade you ? At what time do Lords and Ladies use to rise but

then ? Your simpering merchants' wives are the fairest lyers in the world :

and is not eleven o'clock their common hour? they find (no doubt) unspeakable

sweetness in such lying, else they would not day by day put it so in practice.

In a word, mid-day slumbers are golden ; they make the body fat, the skin

fair, the flesh plump, delicate and tender ; they set a russet colour on the

cheeks of young women, and make lusty courage to rise up in men ; they make
us thrifty, both in sparing victuals (for breakfasts thereby are saved from the

hell-mouth of the belly) and in preserving apparel ; for while we warm us in

our beds our clothes are not worn.

" The casements of thine eyes being then at this com.mendable time of the

day newly set open, choose rather to have thy wind-pipe cut in pieces than to

salute any man. Bid not good-morrow so much as to thy father, though he

be an emperor. An idle ceremony it is and can do him little good ; to thyself

it may bring much harm : for if he be a wise man that knows how to hold his

peace, of necessity must he be counted a fool that cannot keep his tongue."

The voluminous work in pamphlet kind of Nicholas Breton,

still more the verse efforts closely akin to it of Samuel Rowlands,

John Davies of Hereford, and some others, must be passed over

^vith very brief notice. Dr. Grosart's elaborate edition of the

first-named has given a vast mass of matter very interesting to the

student of literature, but which cannot be honestly recommended
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to the general reader. Breton, whose long life and perpetual

literary activity fill up great part of our whole period, was an

Essex gentleman of a good family (a fact which he never forgot),

and apparently for some time a dependent of the well-known

Countess of Pembroke, Sidney's sister. A much older man than

most of the great wits of Elizabeth's reign, he also survived most

of them, and his publications, if not his composition, cover a full

half century, though he was ncl viezzo del cammiii at the date of

the earliest. He was probably born some years before the middle

of the sixteenth century, and certainly did not die before the first

year of Charles I. If we could take as his the charming lullaby of

The Arborcr of Amorous Devices he would stand (if only as a kind

of "single-speech") high as a poet. But I fear that Dr. Grosart's

attribution of it to him is based on little external and refuted by

all internal evidence. His best certain thing is the pretty

" Phillida and Corydon " idyll, which may be found in E7tgland's

Helicon or in Mr. Ward's Poets. But I own that I can never

read this latter without thinking of two lines of Fulke Greville's

in the same metre and on no very different theme—
" O'er enamelled meads they went,

Quiet she, he passion-rent,"

which are simply worth all the works of Breton's prose and verse,

unless we count the Lullaby^ put together. In the mots rayon-

nants, the mots de lu/niere, he is sadly deficient. But his work

(which is nearly as plentiful in verse as in prose) is, as has been

said, very interesting to the literary student, because it shows better

perhaps than anything else the style of literature which a man, dis-

daining to condescend to burlesque or bawdry, not gifted wiih any

extraordinary talent, either at prose or verse, but possessed of a

certain literary faculty, could then produce with a fair chance of

being published and bought. It cannot be said that the result

shows great daintiness in Breton's public. The verse, with an

improvement in sweetness and fluenc}', is very much of the

doggerel style which was prevalent before Spenser ; and the prose,
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though showing considerable faculty, if not of invention, yet of

adroit imitation of previously invented styles, is devoid of dis-

tinction and point. There are, however, exercises after Breton's

own fashion in almost every popular style of the time—euphuist

romances, moral treatises, packets of letters, collections of jests

and short tales, purely religious tractates, characters (after the

style later illustrated by Overbury and Earle), dialogues, maxims,

pictures of manners, collections of notes about foreign countries,

—in fact, the whole farrago of the modern periodical. The

pervading characteristics are Breton's invariable modesty, his

pious and, if I may be permitted to use the word, gentlemanly

spirit, and a fashion of writing which, if not very pointed, pictur-

esque, or epigrammatic, is clear, easy, and on the whole rather

superior in observance of the laws of grammar and arrangement

to the work of men of much greater note in his day.

The verse pamphlets of Rowlands {whom I cannot pre-

tend to have studied thoroughly), Davies, and many less volu-

minous men, are placed here with all due apology for the

liberty. They are seldom or never of much formal merit, but

they are interesting, first, because they testify to the hold which

the mediaeval conception of verse, as a general literary medium

as suitable as prose and more attractive, had upon men even at

this late time ; and secondly, because, like the purely prose pam-

phlets, they are full of information as to the manners of the

time. For Rowlands I may refer to Mr. Gosse's essay. John

Davies of Hereford, the writing-master, though he has been

carefully edited for students, and is by no means unworthy of

study, has had less benefit of exposition to the general reader.

He was not a genius, but he is a good example of the rather dull

man who, despite the disfavour of circumstance, contrives by

much assiduity and ingenious following of models to attain a

certain position in literature. There are John Davieses of Here-

ford in every age, but since the invention and filing of news-

papers their individuality has been not a little merged. The
anonymous journalist of our days is simply to the historian such
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and such a paper, volume so-and-so, page so much, column this

or that. The good John Davies, living in another age, still

stands as nominis umbra, but with a not inconsiderable body of

work to throw the shadow.

One of the most remarkable, and certainly one of not the

least interesting developments of the Elizabethan pamphlet

remains to be noticed. This is the celebrated series of " Martin

Marprelate " tracts, with the replies which they called forth.

Indeed the popularity of this series may be said to have given a

great impulse to the whole pamphleteering system. It is some-

what unfortunate that this interesting subject has never been

taken up in full by a dispassionate historian of literature,

sufficiently versed in politics and in theology. Some forty years

ago most, but by no means all of the more notable tracts were

reprinted by John Petheram, a London bookseller, whose produc-

tions have since been issued under the well-known imprint of

John Russell Smith, the publisher of the Library of Old

Authors. This gave occasion to a review in The Christian

Reme?nbrancer, afterwards enlarged and printed as a book by

Mr. Maskell, a High Churchman who subsequently seceded to the

Church of Rome. This latter accident has rather unfavourably

and unfairly affected later judgments of his work, which, however,

is certainly not free from party bias. It has scarcely been less

unlucky that the chief recent dealers with the matter. Professor

Arber (who has begun a valuable reprint of the whole series in

his English Scholars' Library, and has prefaced it with a quite

invaluable introductory sketch), and Dr. Grosart, who has included

divers Anti-Martinist tracts in his privately printed Works of

Nashc, are very strongly prejudiced on the Puritan side.-^ Between

these authorities the dispassionate inquirer who attacks the texts

for himself is likely to feel himself in the position of a man who

exposes himself to a cross fire. The Martin Marprelate contro-

versy, looked at without prejudice but with sufficient information,

^ This prejudice is naturally still stronger in some American writers,

notably Dr. Dexter.

II. ^
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shows itself as a very early example of the reckless violence of

private crotcheteers on the one hand, and of the rather consider-

able unwisdom of the official defenders of order on the other.

" Martin's " method was to a certain extent an anticipation of the

famous move by which Pascal, fifty years later, " took theology

out of the schools into drawing-rooms," except that Martin and

his adversaries transferred the venue rather to the tap-room than

to the drawing-room. The controversy between the framers of

the Church of England in its present state, and the hot gospellers

who, with Thomas Cartwright at their head, denied the proposi-

tion (not deniable or denied now by any sane and scholarly dis-

putant) that church discipline and government are points left to

a great extent undefined in the Scriptures, had gone on for years

before Martin appeared. Cartwright and Whitgift had fought,

with a certain advantage of warmth and eloquence on Cartwright's

side, and with an immense preponderance of logical cogency on

Whitgift's. Many minor persons had joined in the struggle, and

at last a divine, more worthy than wise, John Bridges, Dean of

Salisbury, had produced on the orthodox side one of those

enormous treatises (it had some fifteen hundred quarto pages)

which are usually left unread by the side they favour, and which

exasperate the side they oppose. The ordinary law of the time,

moreover, which placed large powers in the hands of the bishops,

and especially entrusted them with a rigid and complete censor-

ship of the press, had begun to be put in force severely against

the more outspoken partisans. Any one who will take the trouble

to read the examination of Henry Barrow, which Mr. Arber has

reprinted,^ or even the "moderate" tracts of Nicholas Udall, which
in manner ushered in the Marprelate controversy, will probably

be more surprised at the long-suffering of the judges than at the

sufferings of their prisoners. Barrow, in a long and patient

^ Arber, In/rodiicioiy Sketch, p. 40 sqq. All the quotations and references

which follow will be found in Arber's and Petheram's reprints or in Grosart's
A'ash, vol. I. If the works cited are not given as wholes in them, the fact wjU
be noted.
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examination before the council, of which the Bisliop of London
and the Archbishop of Canterbury were members, called them to

their faces the one a "wolf," a "bloody persecutor," and an

"apostate," the other "a monster " and "the second beast that

is spoken of in the Revelations." The "moderate" Udall, after

publishing a dialogue (in which an Anglican bishop called

Diotrephes is represented, among other things, as planning

measures against the Puritans in consort with a pai)ist and an

usurer, etc.,) further composed a Demonstration of Discipline in

which, writing, according to Mr. Arber, "without any satire or

invective," he calls the bishops merely qua bishops, " the wretched

fathers of a filthy mother," with abundant epithets to match, and

rains down on every practice of the existing church government

such terms as " blasphemous," " damnable," " hellish," and the

like. To the modern reader who looks at these things with the

eyes of the present day, it may of course seem that it would have

been wiser to let the dogs bark. But that was not the principle

of the time : and as Mr. Arber most frankly admits, it was certainly

not the principle of the dogs themselves. The Puritans claimed

for themselves a not less absolute right to call in the secular arm

if they could, and a much more absolute certainty and righteous-

ness for their tenets than the very hottest of their adversaries.

Udall was directly, as well as indirectly, the begetter of the

Martin Marprelate controversy : though after he got into trouble

in connection with it, he made a sufficiently distinct expression of

disapproval of the Martinist methods, and it seems to have been

due more to accident and his own obstinacy than anything else

that he died in i)rison instead of being obliged with the honour-

able banishment of a Guinea chaplaincy. His printer, Waldc-

grave, had had his press seized and his license withdrawn for

Diotrephes, and resentment at this threw what, in tlie existing

arrangements of censorship and the Stationers' monopoly, was a

very difficult thing to obtain—command of a practical printer

—

into the hands of the malcontents. Chief among these mal-

contents was a certain RevercnU John Penry, a ^^elshman by
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birth, a member, as was then not uncommon, of both universities,

and the author, among other more dubious publications, of a

plea, intemperately stated in parts, but very sober and sensible at

bottom, for a change in the system of allotting and administering

the benefices of the church in Wales. Which plea, be it observed

in passing, had it been attended to, it would have been better

for both the church and state of England at this day. The

pamphlet ^ contained, however, a distinct insinuation against the

Queen, of designedly keeping Wales in ignorance and subjection

—an insinuation which, in those days, was equivalent to high

treason. The book was seized, and the author imprisorfcd

(1587). Now when, about a year after, and in the very height

of the danger from the Armada, Waldegrave's livelihood was

threatened by the proceedings above referred to, it would appear

that he obtained from the Continent, or had previously secreted

from his confiscated stock, printing tools, and that he and Penry,

at the house of Mistress Crane, at East Molesey, in Surrey, printed

a certain tract, called, for shortness, "The Epistle."'- This tract,

of the authorship and character of which more presently, created

a great sensation. It was immediately followed, the press being

^ Large extracts from it are given by Arber.

- As the titles of these productions are highly characteristic of the style of

the controversy, .ind, indeed, are sometimes considerably more poignant than

the text, it may be well to give some of them in full as follows :
—

T/ie Epistle.—Oh read over D. John Bridges, for it is a worthy worK : Or
an Epitome of the first book of that right worshipful volume, written against the

Puritans, in the defence of the noble Clergy, by as worshipful a Priest, John
Bridges, Presbyter, Priest or Elder, Doctor of Divillity {sic), and Dean of

Sarum, Wherein the arguments of the Puritans are wisely presented, that

when they come to answer M. Doctor, they must needs say something that

hath been spoken. Compiled for the behoof and overthrow of the Parsons

Fyckers and Currats \sic\ that have learnt their catechisms, and are past

grace : by the reverend and worthy Martin Marprelate, gentleman, and dedi-

cated to the Confocation \sic\ house. The Epitome is not yet published, but

it shall be when the Bishops are at convenient leisure to view the same. In

the mean time let them be content with this learned Epistle. Printed,

oversea, in Europe, \\ithin two furlongs of a Bouncing Priest, at the cost

and charges of M. Marprelate, gentleman.

I

I
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shifted for safety to the houses of divers Puritan country gentle-

men, by the promised Epii'ovie. So great was the stir, that a

formal answer of great length was put forth by '• T. C." (well

known to be Thomas Cooper, Bishop of Winchester), entitled,

An Admonition to the People of England. The Martinists, froni

their invisible and shifting citadel, replied with perhaps the

cleverest tract of the whole controversy, named, Avith deliberate

cjuaintness, Hay any Work for Cooper 1"^ (" Have You any Work

for the Cooper ?" said to be an actual trade London cry). Thence-

forward the melee of pamphlets, answers, " replies, duplies, quadru-

plies," became in small space indescribable. Petheram's prospectus

of reprints (only partially carried out) enumerates twenty-six, almost

all printed in the three years 15S8-1590; Mr. Arber, including

preliminary works, counts some thirty. The perambulating press

\vas once seized (at Newton Lane, near Manchester), but ALartin

was not silenced. It is certain (though there are no remnants

extant of the matter concerned) that Martin was brought on the

stage in some form or other, and though the duration of the

controversy was as short as its character was hot, it was rath.cr

suppressed than extinguished by the death of Udall in prison,

and the execution of Penry and Barrow in 1593.

The actual authorship of the Martinist Tracts is still purel)- a

matter of hypothesis. Penry has been the general favourite, and

perhaps the argument from the difference of style in his known

works is not quite convincing. A recent American writer on the

^ Ilaj' any work for Cooper, or a brief pistle directed by way of an hublica-

tion [«<:] to the reverend bishops, counselHng them if they will needs be barrelled

up for fear of smelling in the nostrils of her Majesty and the State, that they

would use the advice of Reverend Martin for the providing of their Cooper

;

because the Reverend T. C. (by which mystical letters is understood either the

bouncing parson of East Meon or Tom Cokes his chaplain), hath shewed him-

self in his late admonition to the people of England to be an unskilful and

beceitful [«V] tub-trimmer. Wherein worthy Martin quits him like a man, I

warrant you in the modest defence of his self and his learned pistles, and

makes the Cooper's hoops to fly off, and the bishops' tubs to leak out of all cry.

Penned and compiled by Martin the metropolitan. Printed in Europe, not

far from some of the bouncing priests.
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subject, Dr. Dexter, a fervent admirer of the Puritans, is for

Barrow. Mr. Arber thinks that a' gentleman of good birth named

Job Throckmorton, who was certainly concerned in the affair, was

probably the autlior of the more characteristic passages. Fantastic

suggestions of Jesuit attempts to distract the Anglican Church have

also been made,—attempts sufficiently refuted by the improba-

bility of the persons known to be concerned lending themselves

to such an intrigue, for, hotheads as Penry and the rest were,

they were transparently honest. On the side of the defence,

authorship is a little better ascertained. Of Cooper's work there

is no doubt, and some purely secular men of letters were oddly

mixed up in the affair. It is all but certain that John I.yly wrote

the so-called Pap with a Hatchct^^ which in deliberate oddity of

phrase, scurrility of language, and desultoriness of method out-

vies the wildest Martinist outbursts. The later tract, An Almond

for a Parrot^ which deserves . a very similar description, may not

improbably be the same author's ; and Dr. Grosart has reasonably

attributed four anti-Martinist tracts {A Coiintcrcuff to MartinJjtnior

\_Martin Junior was one of the Marprelate treatises], PasquiPs

Rettirn, Martin's Month's Mind, and PasquiPs Apology), to Nash.

But the discussion of such questions comes but ill within the

limits of such a book as the present.

The discussion of the characteristics of the actual tracts, as

^ Pap with a Hatchet, ahas A fig for my godson ! or Crack me this nut, or

A country cufF that is a sound box of the ear for the idiot Martin for to hold his

peace, seeing the patch will take no warning. Written by one that dares call

a dog a dog, and made to prevent Martin's dog-days. Imprinted by John-a-

noke and John-a-stile for the baylive [«V] of Withernam, cum privilegio

perenn-tatis ; and are to be sold at the sign of the crab-tree-cudgel in Thwack-
coat Lane. A sentence. Martin hangs fit for my mowing.

- An Almond for a Parrot, or Cuthbert Curr^knaves alms. Fit for the

knave Martin, and the rest of those impudent beggars that cannot be content to

stay their stomachs with a benefice, but they will needs break their fasts with

our bishops. Rimarnm sum flenus. Therefore beware, gentle reader, you
catch not the hicket with laughing. Imprinted at a place, not far from a place,

by the" assigns of Signior Somebody, and are to be sold at his shop in Trouble-
knave Street at the sign of the Standish.

I
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they present themselves and wliosoever wrote them, is, on the

other hand, entirely within our competence. On the whole the

literary merit of the treatises has, I think, been overrated. The
admirers of Martin have even gone so far as to traverse Penr\'s

perfectly true statement that in using light, not to say ribald,

treatment of a serious subject, he was only following [Marnix de

Sainte Aldegonde and] other Protestant writers, and have attributed

to him an almost entire originality of method, owing at most

something to the popular " gags " of the actor Richard Tarleton,

then recently dead. This is quite uncritical. An exceedingly

free treatment of sacred and serious affairs had been characteristic

of the Reformers from Luther downward, and the new ]\Iartin

only introduced the variety of style which any writer of consider-

able talents is sure to show. His method, at any rate for a time,

is no doubt sufficiently amusing, thougli it is hardly effective.

Serious arguments are mixed up with the wildest buffoonery, and

unconscious absurdities (such as a solemn charge against the

unlucky Bishop Aylmer because he used the phrase " by my faith,"

and enjoyed a game at bowls) with the most venomous assertion

or insinuation of really odious offences. The official answer to

the Epistle and the Epitome has been praised by no less a person

than Bacon ^ for its gravity of tone. Unluckily Dr. Cooper was

entirely destitute of the faculty of relieving argument with humour.

He attacks the theology of the Martinists with learning and logic

that leave nothing to desire ; but unluckily he proceeds in pre-

cisely the same style to deal laboriously with the quips assigned

by Martin to Mistress Margaret Lawson (a noted Puritan shrew

of the day), and with mere idle things like the assertion that Whit-

gift "carried Dr. Perne's cloakbag." The result is that, as has

been said, the rejoinder Hay any Work for Cooper shows Martin,

at least at the beginning, at his very best. The artificial simplicity

of his distortions of Cooper's really simple statements is not un-

worthy of Swift, or of the best of the more recent practitioners of

^ In his Advertisement Toiuhiug the Controversies of the Chunk ofEngland

(Works. Folio, 1753, ii. p. 375).
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the grave and polite kind of political irony. But this is at the

beginning, and soon afterwards Martin relapses for the most part

into the alternation between serious argument which will not hold

water and grotesque buffoonery which has little to do with the

matter. A passage from the Epistle lampooning Aylmer, Bishop

of London, and a sample each of Fap with a Hatchet and the

Almond, will show the general style. But the most characteristic

])ieces of all are generally too coarse and too irreverent to be

quotable :

—

" Well now to mine eloquence, for I can do it I tell you. Who made the

porter of his gate a dumb minister ? Dumb John of London. Who abuseth

her Majesty's subjects, in urging them to subscribe contrary to law ? John of

London. Who abuseth the high commission, as much as any ? John London
(and D. Stanhope too). Who bound an Essex minister, in 200/. to wear the

surplice on Easter Day last ? John London. Who hath cut

down the elms at Fulham? John London. Who is a carnal m make you

defender of the breach of the Sabbath in all the places of his
'^''^'^'y ifit dumb

abode ? John London. Who forbiddeth men to humble " T'
'^'^1 ^"^

-'

^
leave perse-

themselves in fasting and prayer before the Lord, and then can cutiug.

say unto the preachers, now you were best to tell the people

that we forbid fasts ? John London. Who goeth to bowls upon the Sabbath?

Dumb Dunstical John of good London hath done all this. I will for this time

leave this figure, and tell your venerable masterdoms a tale worth the hearing

:

I had it at the second hand : if he that told it me added anything, I do not

commend him, but I forgive him : The matter is this. A man dying in

Fulham, made one of the Bishop of London's men his executor. The man had
bequeathed certain legacies unto a poor shepherd in the town. The shepherd
could get nothing of the Bishop's man, and therefore made his moan unto a

gentleman of Fulham, that belongeth to the court of requests. The gentle-

man's name is M. Madox. The poor man's case came to be tried in the Court
of Requests. The B. man desired his master's help : Dumb John wrote to

the masters of requests to this effect, and I think these were his words :

" ' My masters of the requests, the bearer hereof being my man, hath a
cause before you : inasmuch as I understand how the matter standeth, I pray
you let my man be discharged the court, and I will see an agreement made.
Fare you well.' The letter came to M. D. Dale, he answered it in this sort

:

" ' My Lord of London, this man delivered your letter, I pray you give
him his dinner on Christmas Day for his labour, and fare you well.'

" Dumlj John not speeding this way, sent for the said M. ^L'ldox : he came,
some rough words passed on both sides, Presbyter John said. Master Madox was

(
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very saucy, especially seeing he knew before whom he spake : namely, the Lord

of Fulham. Whereunto the gentleman answered that he had been a poor free-

holder in Fulham, before Don John came to be L. there, hoping also to be so,

when he and all his brood (my Lady his daughter and all) should be gone. At

the hearing of this speech, the wasp got my brother by the nose, which made

him in his rage to afhrm, that he would be L. of Fulham as long as he lived in

despite of all England. Nay, soft there, quoth M. Madox, except her Majesty.

I pray you, that is my meaning, call dumb John, and I tell thee Madox that

thou art but a Jack to use me so : Master Madox replying, said that indeed his

name was John, and if every John Were a Jack, he was content to be a Jack

(there he hit my L. over the thumbs). The B. growing in choler, said that

Master Madox his name did shew what he was, for saith he, thy name is mad

ox, which declareth thee to be an unruly and mad beast. M. Madox answered

again, that the B. name, if it were descanted upon, did most significantly shew

his qualities. For said he, you are called Elmar, but you may be better called

marelm, for you have marred all the elms in Fulham : having cut them all

down. This far is my worthy story, as worthy to be printed, as any part of

Dean John's book, I am sure."

" To the Father and the two Sons,

" Huff, Rui'f, and Snuff,i

"the three tame ruffians of the Church, which take pepper

"in the nose, because they cannot

" mar Prelates :

"greeting.

" Room for a royster ; so that's well said. Ach, a little farther for a good

fellow. Now have at you all my gaffers of the railing religion, 'tis I that

must take you a peg lower. I am sure you look for more work, you shall have

wood enough to cleave, make your tongue the wedge, and your head the

beetle. I'll make such a splinter run into your wits, as shall make them

ramkle till you become fools. Nay, if you shoot books like fools' bolls, I'll

be so bold as to make your judgments quiver with my thunderbolts. If you

mean to gather clouds in the Commonwealth, to threaten tempests, for your

flakes of snow, we'll pay you with stones of hail ; if with an easterly wind you

bring caterpillers into the Church, with a northern wind we'll drive barrens

into your wits.

"We care not for a Scottish mist, though it wet us to the skin, you shall

be sure your cockscombs shall not be missed, but pierced to the skulls. I

profess railing, and think it as good a cudgel for a martin, as a stone for a dog,

or a whip for an ape, or poison for a rat.

1 Well-known stage characters in Preston's Camhyses,
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" Yet find fault with no broad terms, for I have measured yours with mine,

and I find yours broader just by the list. Say not my speeches are light, for

I have weighed yours and mine, and I find yours lighter by twenty grains than

the allowance. For number you exceed, for you have thirty ribald words fur

my one, and yet you bear a good spirit. I was loth so to write as I have done,

but that I learned, that he that drinks with cutters, must not be without his ale

daggers ; nor he that buckles with Martin, without his lavish terms.

" Who would curry an ass with an ivory comb? Give the beast thistles for

provender. I do but yet angle with a silken fly, to see whether martins will

nibble ; and if I see that, why then I have worms for the nonce, and will give

them line enough like a trout, till they swallow both hook and line, and then,

Martin, beware your gills, for I'll make you dance at the pole's end.

"I know Martin will with a trice l^estride my shoulders. \Yell, if he ride

me, let the fool sit fast, for my wit is very hickish ; wdiich if he spur with his

copper reply, when it bleeds, it will all to besmear their consciences.

" If a martin can play at chess, as well as his nephew the ape, he shall

know what it is for a scaddle pawn to cross a Bishop in his own walk. Such

diedappers must be taken up, else they'll not stick to check the king. Rip up

my life, discipher my name, fill thy answer as full of lies as of lines, swell like

a toad, hiss like an adder, bite like a dog, and chatter like a monkey, my pen

is prepared and my mind ; and if ye chance to find any worse words than you

brought, let them be put in your dad's dictionar)-. And so farewell, and be

hanged, and I pray God ye fare no worse.

"Yours at an hour's warning,
" Double V."

"By this time I think, good-man Puritan, that thou art persuaded, that I

know as well as thy own conscience thee, namely Martin Makebate of

England, to be a most scurvy and beggarly benefactor to obedience, and per

conscquens, to fear neither men, nor that God ^Yho can cast both body and soul

into unquenchable fire. In which respect I neither account ycu of the Church,

nor esteem of your blood, otherwise than the blood of Infidels. Talk as long

as you will of the joys of heaven, or pains of hell, and turn from yourselves

the terror of that judgment how you will, which shall bereave blushing iniquity

of the fig-loaves of hypocrisy, yet will the eye of immortality discern of your

painted pollutions, as the ever-living food of perdition. The humours of my
eyes are the habitations of fountains, and the circumference of my heart the

enclosure of fearful contrition, when I think how many souls at that moment
shall carry the name of Martin on their foreheads to the vale of confusion, in

whose innocent blood thou swimming to hell, shalt have the torments of ten
thousand thousand sinners at once, inflicted upon thee. There will envy,
malice, and dissimulation be ever calling for vengeance against thee, and incite

whole legions of devils to thy deathless lamentation. Mercy will say unto

I
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thee, I know Ihee not, and Repentance, what have I to do with thee? All

hopes shall shake the head at thee, and say : there goes the poison of purity,

the perfection of impiety, the serpentine seducer of simplicity. Zeal herself

will cry out upon thee, and curse the time that ever she was mashed by thy

malice, who like a blind leader of the blind, sufferedst her to stumble at every

step in Religion, and madest her seek in the dimness of her sight, to murder

her mother the Church, from whose paps thou like an envious dog but yester-

day pluckedst her. However, proud scorner, thy whorish impudcncy may
happen hereafter to insist in the derision of these fearful denunciations, and

sport thy jester's pen at the speech of my soul, yet take heed least despair be

predominant in the day of thy death, and thou instead. of calling for mercy to

thy Jesus, repeat more oftener to thyself, Sic morior damnatus ut Jtidas

!

And thus much, Martin, in the way of compassion, have I spoke for tliy

edification, moved thereto by a brotherly commiseration, which if thou be not

too desperate in thy devilish attempts, may reform thy heart to remorse, and

thy pamphlets to some more profitable theme of repentance."

If Martin Marprelate is compared with theEpistolis Obsciironim

Virorum earlier, or the Satire Menippce very little later, the want

of polish and directness about contemporary English satire will

be strikingly apparent. At the same time he does not compare

badly with his own antagonists. The divines like Cooper are,

as has been said, too serious. The men of letters like Lyly and

Nasli are not nearly serious enough, though some exception may

be made for Nash, especially if PasqiiiVs Apology be his. They

out-Martin Martin himself in mere abusiveness, in deliberate

quaintness of phrase, in fantastic vapourings and promises of the

dreadful things that are going to be done to the enemy. They

deal some shrewd hits at the glaring faults of their subject, his

outrageous abuse of authorities, his profanity, his ribaldry, his

irrelevance ; but in point of the three last qualities there is not

much to choose between him and them. One line of counter attack

they did indeed hit upon, which was followed up for generations

with no small success against the Nonconformists, and that is the

charge of hypocritical abuse of the influence which the Noncon-

formist teachers early acquired over women. The germs of the

unmatched passages to this effect in The Tale of a Tub may be

found in the rough horseplay of Pap with a Hatchet and An
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Ahttondfor a Par7-ot. But the spirit of the whole controversy is

in fact a spirit of horseplay. Abuse takes the place of sarcasm,

Rabelaisian luxuriance of words the place of the plain hard hit-

ting, with no flourishes or capers, but with every blow given

straight from the shoulder, which Dryden and Halifax, Swift and

Bentley, were to introduce into Englisli controversy a hundred

years later. The peculiar exuberance of Elizabethan litera-

ture, evident in all its departments, is nowhere more evident

than in this department of the prose pamphlet, and in no

section of that department is it more evident than in the Tracts

of the Martin IMarprelate Controversy. Never perhaps were

more wild and whirling words used about any exceedingly serious

and highly technical matter of discussion; and probably m9st readers

who have ventured into the midst of the tussle will sympathise

with the adjuration of Plain Percivall the Peacemaker of England

(supposed to be Richard Harvey, brother of Gabriel, who was

himself not entirely free from suspicion of concernment in the

matter), " My masters, that strive for this supernatural art of

wrangling, let all be husht and quiet a-God's name." It is need-

less to say that the disputants did not comply with plain

Percivall's request. Indeed they bestowed some of their choicest

abuse on him in return for his advice. Not even by the casting

of the most peacemaking of all dust, that of years and the grave,

can it be said that these jars at last compada quiescunt. For it is

difficult to find any account of the transaction which does not

break out sooner or later into strong language.



CHAPTER VII

THE THIRD DRAMATIC PERIOD

I HAVE chosen, to fill the third division of our dramatic chapters,

seven chief writers of distinguished individuality, reserving a

certain fringe of anonymous plays and of less famous person-

alities for the last chapter. The seven exceptional persons are

Beaumont and Fletcher, Webster, Middleton, Heyvvood, Tour-

neur, and Day. It would be perhaps lost labour to attempt to

make out a severe definition, shutting these off on the one hand

from their predecessors, on the other from those that followed

them. We must be satisfied in such cases with an approach

to exactness, and it is certain that while most of the men just

named had made some appearance in the latest years of Eliza-

beth, and while one or two of them lasted into the earliest years

of Charles, they all represent, in their period of flourishing and

in the character of their work, the Jacobean age. In some of

them, as in Middleton and Day, the Elizabethan type prevails

;

in others, as in Fletcher, a distinctly new flavour—a flavour not

perceptible in Shakespere, much less in Marlowe—appears. But

in none of them is that other flavour of pronounced decadence,

which appears in the work of men so great as Massinger and

Ford, at all perceptible. We are still in the creative period, and

in some of the work to be now noticed we are in a comparatively

unformed stage of it. It has been said, and not unjustly said,

that the work of Beaumont and Fletcher belongs when looked at
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on one side not to the days of Elizabeth at all, but to the later

seventeenth century ; and this is true to the extent that the post-

Restoration dramatists copied Fletcher and followed Fletcher

very much more than Shakespere. But not only dates but other

characteristics refer the work of Beaumont and Fletcher to a dis-

tinctly earlier period than the work of their, in some sense, suc-

cessors Massinger and Ford.

It will have been observed that I cleave to the old-fashioned

nomenclature, and speak of "Beaumont and Fletcher." The

tendency of recent criticism has been on the whole to obscure the

name of Beaumont, and to bring that of Fletcher into prominence
;

at the same time that those who do this distinctly endeavour to

depress even Fletcher's repute. I am in all things but ill-disposed

to admit innovation without the clearest and most cogent proofs

;

and although the comparatively short life of Beaumont makes it

impossible that he should have taken part in some of the fifty-two

plays traditionally assigned to the partnership (we may perhaps

add Mr. BuUen's remarkable discovery of Sir John BarneveMf,

in which Massinger probably took Beaumont's place), I see no

reason to dispute the well-established theory that Beaumont con-

tributed at least criticism, and probably original work, to a large

number of these plays ; and that his influence probably survived

himself in conditioning his partner's work. And I am also

disposed to think that the plays attributed to the pair have

scarcely had fair measure in comparison with the work of their

contemporaries, which was so long neglected. Beaumont and

Fletcher kept the stage—kept it constantly and triumphantly

—

till almost, if not quite, within living memory ; while since the

seventeenth century, and since its earlier part, I do not know that

any play of Dekker's or Middleton's, of Webster's or of Ford's, has

been presented to an English audience. This of itself constituted

at the great revival of interest in Elizabethan literature something

of a prejudice in favour of /es oicblics et les dedaignes, and this

prejudice has naturally grown stronger since all alike have been

banished from the stage. The Copper Captain and the Humorous
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Lieutenant, Bessus and Monsieur Thomas, are no longer on the

boards to plead for their authors. The comparative depreciation

of Lamb and others is still on the shelves to support their rivals.

Although we still know but little about either Beaumont or

Fletcher personally, they differ from most of their great contem-

poraries by having come of " kenned folk," and by having to all

appearance, industrious as they were, had no inducement to write

for money. Francis Beaumont was born at Gracedieu, in Leices-

tershire, in 15S6. He was the son of a chief-justice; his family

had for generations been eminent, chiefly in the law; his brother.

Sir John Beaumont, was not only a poet of some merit, but a man
of position, and when Francis married two years before his death,

he married a Kentish heiress. He was educated at Broadgates

FLt.11 (now Pembroke College), Oxford, and seems to have made

acquaintance with John Fletcher soon after quitting the University.

Fletcher was ten years older than his friend, and of a clerical

family, his father being Bishop of London, and his uncle, Giles

Fletcher (the author of Licia\ a dignitary of the Church. The

younger Giles Hetcher and his brother Phincas were thus cousins

of the dramatist. Fletcher was a Cambridge man, having been

educated at Benet College (at present and indeed originally

known as Corpus Christi). Little else is known of him except

that he died of the plague in 1625, ten years after Beaumont's

death, as he had been born ten years before him. These two

men, however, one of whom was not thirty and the other not fifty

when he died, have left by far the largest collection of printed

plays attributed to any English author. A good deal of dispute

has been indulged in as to their probable shares,—the most likely

opinion being that Fletcher was the creator and Beaumont (whose

abilities in criticism were recognised by such a judge as Ben

Jonson) the critical and revising spirit. About a third of tlie

w'/.ole number have been supposed to represent Beaumont's

influence more or less directly. These include the two finest,

TJiC Aiaid's Tragedy and Pliilaster ; while as to the third play,

which may be put on the same level. The Tico Noble Kinsmen,
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early assertion, confirmed by a constant catena of the best critical

authority, maintains that Beaumont's place was taken by no less a

collaborator than Shakespere. Fletcher, as has been said, wrote

in conjunction with Massiiiger /we know this for certain from Sir

Aston Cokaine), and with Rowley and others, while Shirley seems

to have finished some of his plays. Some modern criticism has

manifested a desire to apply the always uncertain and usually

unprofitable tests of separation to the great mass of his work.

With this we need not busy ourselves. The received collection

has quite sufficient idiosyncrasy of its own as a whole to make

it superfluous for any one, except as a matter of amusement, to

try to split it up.

Its characteristics are, as has been said, sufficiently marked,

both in defects and in merits. The comparative depreciation

which has come upon Beaumont and Fletcher naturally fixes on

the defects. There is in the work of the pair, and especially in

Fletcher's work when he wrought alone, a certain loose fluency,

an ungirt and relaxed air, which contrasts very strongly with the

strenuous ways of the elder playwrights. This exhibits itself not

in plotting or playwork proper, but in style and in versification

(the redundant syllable predominating, and every now and then

the verse slipping away altogether into the strange medley between

verse and prose, which we shall find so frequent in the next and

last period), and also in the characters. We quit indeed the

monstrous types of cruelty, of lust, of revenge, in which many
of the Elizabethans proper and of Fletcher's own contem-

poraries delighted. But at the same time we find a decidedly

lowered standard of general moralit)-—a distinct approach to-

wards the fay ce que voudras of the Restoration. We are also

nearer to the region of the commonplace. Nowhere appears that

attempt to grapple with the impossible, that wrestle with the

hardest problems, which Marlowe began, and which he taught to

some at least of his followers. And lastly—despite innumerable

touches of tender and not a few of heroic poetry—the actual

poetical value of the dramas at th.eir best is below that of the best
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work of the preceding time, and of such contemporaries as

Webster and Dekker. Beaumont and Fletcher constantly delight,

but they do not very often transport, and even when they do, it

is with a less strange rapture than that which communicates itself

to the reader of Shakespere passim, and to the readers of many

of Shakespere's fellows here and there.

This, I think, is a fair allowance. But, when it is made, a

goodly capital whereon to draw still remains to our poets. In

the first place, no sound criticism can possibly overlook the

astonishing volume and variety of their work. No doubt they

did not often (if they ever did) invent their fables. But they

have never failed to treat them in such a way as to make them

original, and this of itself shows a wonderful faculty of invention

and constitutes an inexhaustible source of pleasure. This pleasure

is all the more pleasurable because the matter is always presented

in a thoroughly workmanlike form. The shapelessness, the inco-

herence, the necessity for endless annotation and patching together,

which mar so much even of the finest Elizabethan plays, have no

place in Beaumont and Fletcher. Their dramatic construction

is almost narrative in its clear and easy flow, in its absence of

puzzles and piecings. Again, their stories are always interesting,

and their characters (especially the lighter ones) always more or

less attractive. It used to be fashionable to praise their "young

men," probably because of the agreeable contrast which they pre-

sent with the brutality of the Restoration hero; but their girls are

more to my fancy. They were not straightlaced, and have left sonic

sufficiently ugly and (let it be added) not too natural types of

sheer impudence, such as the INIegra of Philaster. Nor could

they ever attain to the romantic perfection of Imogen in one

kind, of Rosalind in another, of Juliet in a third. But for portraits

of pleasant English girls not too squeamish, not at all afraid of

love-making, quite convinced of the hackneyed assertion of the

mythologists that jests and jokes go in the train of Venus, but

true-hearted, affectionate, and of a sound, if not a very nice

morality, commend me to Fletcher's Dorotlieas, and Marys, and

II s
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Celias. Add to diis the excellence of their comedy (there is

little better comedy of its kind anywhere than that of A King a/id

no King, of the Humot'ous LieiUenant, of Rule a Wife and have a

Wife), dieir generally high standard of dialogue verse, their

charming songs, and it will be seen that if they have not the

daemonic virtue of a few great dramatic poets, they have at any

rate very good, solid, pleasant, and plentiful substitutes for it.

It is no light matter to criticise more than fifty plays in

not many times fifty lines
;

yet something must be said about

some of them at any rate. The play which usually opens the

series. The Maid's Tragedy, is perhaps the finest of all on the

purely tragic side, though its plot is a little improbable, and to

modern notions not very agreeable. Hazlitt disliked it much ; and

though this is chiefly to be accounted for by the monarchical tone

of it, it is certainly faulty in parts. It shows, in the first place, the

authors' greatest dramatic weakness—a weakness common indeed

to all their tribe except Shakespere—the representation of sudden

and quite insufiiciently motived moral revolutions ; and, secondly,

another fault of theirs in the representation of helpless and rather

nerveless virtue punished Avithout fault of its own indeed, but also

without any effort. The Aspatia of The Maid's Tragedy and the

Bellario of Thilaster, pathetic as they are, are also slightly irritat-

ing. Still the pathos is great, and the quarrel or threatened

quarrel of the friends Amintor and Melantius, the horrible trial

put upon Amintor by his sovereign and the abandoned Evadne,

as well as the whole part of Evadne herself when she has once

been (rather improbably) converted, are excellent. A passage of

some length from the latter part of the play may supply as well

as another the sufficient requirement of an illustrative extract :

—

Evad. '

' O my lord !

A mill. How now ?

Evad. My much abused lord ! {Kneels.)

Atnin. This cannot be.

Evad. I do not kneel to live, I daie not hope it

;

The wrongs I did are greater ; look upon me
Though I appear with all my faults. Aviiu. Stand up.

I

J
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This is a new way to beget more sorrow.

Heav'n knows, I have too many ; do not mock me ;

Though I am tame and bred up with my wrongs

Which are my foster-brothers, I may leap

Like a hand-wolf into my natural wildness

And do an outrage : pray thee, do not mock me.

Evad. My whole life is so leprous, it infects

All my repentance : I would buy your pardon

Though at the highest set, even with my life :

That slight contrition, that's no sacrifice

For what I have committed. Ainin. Sure I dazzle.

There cannot be a Faith in that foul woman
That knows no God more mighty than her mischiefs :

Thou dost still worse, still number on thy faults

To press my poor heart thus. Can I believe

There's any seed of virtue in that woman
Left to shoot up, that dares go on in sin

Known, and so known as thine is ? O Evadne !

'Would, there were any safety in thy sex,

That I might put a thousand sorrows off,

And credit thy repentance ! But I must not ;

Thou'st brought me to that dull calamity,

To that strange misbelief of all the world

And all things that are in it ; that, I fear

I shall fall like a tree, and find my grave,

Only remembering that I grieve.

Evad. My lord,

Give me your griefs : you are an innocent,

A soul as white as Heav'n. Let not my sins

Perish your noble youth : I do not fall here

To shadows by dissembling with my tears

(As, all say, women can) or to make less

What my hot will hath done, which Heav'n and you

Knows to be tougher than the hand of time

Can cut from man's remembrance ; no, I do not

;

I do appear the same, the same Evadne

Drest in the shames I liv'd in ; the same monster :

But these are names of honour, to what I am

;

I do present myself the foulest creature

Most pois'nous, dang'rous, and despis'd of men,

Lerna e'er bred, or Nilus : I am hell,

. Till you, my dear lord, shoot your light into rae
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The beams of your forgiveness : I am soul-sick

;

And wither with the fear of one condemn'd,

Till I have got your pardon. Aiiiiu. Rise, Evadne.

Those heavenly Powers, that put this good into thee,

Grant a continuance of \* : I forgive thee ;

Make thyself worthy of it, and take heed,

Take heed, Evadne, this be serious
;

Mock not the Pow'rs above, that can and dare

Give thee a great example of their justice

To all ensuing eyes, if that thou playest

With thy repentance, the best sacrifice.

Evad, I have done nothing good to win belief.

My life hath been so faithless ; all the creatures

Made for Heav'n's honours, have their ends, and good ones,

All but the cozening crocodiles, false women ;

They reign here like those plagues, those killing sores,

Men pray against ; and when they die, like tales

111 told, and unbeliev'd they pass away

And go to dust forgotten : But, my lord,

Those short days I shall number to my rest,

(As many must not see me) shall, though late

(Though in my evening, yet perceive a will,)

Since I can do no good, because a woman.

Reach constantly at something that is near it

;

I will redeem one minute of my age,

Or, like another Niobe, I'll weep

Till I am water.

Amin. I am now dissolv'd.

My frozen soul melts : may each sin thou hast

Find a new mercy ! rise, I am at peace :
,,

,

Hadst thou been thus, thus excellently good,

Before that devil king tempted thy frailty.

Sure, thou hadst made a star. Give me thy hand ;

From this time I will know thee, and as far

As honour gives me leave, be thy Amintor.

"When we meet next, I will sakite thee fairly

And pray the gods to give thee happy dayc.

My charity shall go along with thee

Though my embraces must be far from thee.

I should ha' kilFd thee, but this sweet repentance

Locks up my vengeance, for which thus I kiss thee.

The last kiss we must take.

"

.

II
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The beautiful play of Philastcr has already been glanced at ; it

is sufficient to add that its detached passages are deservedly the

most famous of all. The insufficiency of the reasons of Philaster's

jealousy may be considered by different persons as affecting to a

different extent the merit of the piece. In these two pieces tra-

gedy, or at least tragi-comedy, has the upper hand ; it is in the next

pair as usually arranged (for the chronological order of these plays

is hitherto unsolved) that Fletcher's singular vis comica appears.

A King and no King has a very serious plot ; and the loves of

Arbaces and Panthea are most lofty, insolent, and passionate.

But the comedy of Bessus and his two swordsmen, which is fresh

and vivid even after Bobadil and Parolles (I do not say Falstaff,

because I hold it a vulgar error to consider Falstaff as really a

coward at all), is perhaps more generally interesting. As for llie

Scornful Lady it is comedy pure and simple, and very excellent

comedy too. The callousness of the younger Loveless—an ugly

forerunner of Restoration manners—injures it a little, and the

instantaneous and quite unreasonable conversion of the usurer

Morecraft a little more. But the humours of the Lady herself (a

most Molieresque personage), and those of Roger and Abigail,

with many minor touches, more than redeem it. The plays which

follow^ are all comical and mostly farcical. The situations, rather

than the expressions of The Ciistotn of the Country, bring it under

the ban of a rather unfair condemnation of Dryden's, pronounced

when he was quite unsuccessfully trying to free the drama of him-

self and his contemporaries from Collier's damning charges. But

there are many lively traits in it. The Elder Brother is one of

those many variations on ccdant arma togce which men of

letters have always been somewhat prone to overvalue ; but the

excellent comedy of The Spaiiish Curate is not impaired by the

fact that Dryden chose to adapt it after his own fashion in The

Spanish Friar. In Wit Without Money, though it is as usual

amusing, the stage preference for a " roaring boy," a senseless

^ It may perhaps be well to mention that the references to "volumes" are

to the ten-volume edition of 1750, by Theobald, Seward, and others.
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crack-brained spendthrift, appears perhaps a httle too strongly.

The Beggars Bush is interesting because of its early indications

of cant language, connecting it with Brome's Jovial Creic, and

with Dekker's thieves' Latin pamphlets. But the faults and the

merits of Fletcher have scarcely found better expression anywhere

than in The Humorous Lieutenant. Celia is his masterpiece in

the delineation of the type of girl outlined above, and awkward as

her double courtship by Demetrius and his father Antigonus is,

one somehow forgives it, despite the nauseous crew of go-betweens

of both sexes whom Fletcher here as elsewhere seems to take a

pleasure in introducing. As for the Lieutenant he is quite charm-

ing ; and even the ultra-farcical episode of his falling in love with

the king owing to a philtre is well carried off. Then follows the

delightful pastoral of The Faith/til Shepherdess, which ranks with

Jonson's Sad Shephei'd and with Comus, as the three chiefs of its

style in English. The Loyal Subject falls a little behind, as also

does The Mad Lover; but Rule a Wife and have a Wife again

rises to the first class. Inferior to Shakespere in the power of

transcending without travestying human affairs, to Jonson in

sharply presented humours, to Congreve and Sheridan in rattling

fire of dialogue, our authors have no superior in half-farcical, half-

pathetic comedy of a certain kind, and they have perhaps nowhere

shown their power better than in the picture of the Copper

Captain and his Wife. The flagrant absurdity of The Latvs of

Candy (which put the penalty of death on ingratitude, and appa-

rently fix no criterion of what ingratitude is, except the decision of

the person who thinks himself ungratefully treated), spoils a play

which is not worse written than the rest. But in The False One,

based on Egyptian history just after Pompey's death, and Valen-

iitiian, which follows with a little poetical license the crimes and

punishment of that Emperor, a return is made to pure tragedy

—

in both cases with great success. The magnificent passage which

Hazlitt singled out from The False One is perhaps the author's or

authors' highest attempt in tragic declamation, and may be con-

sidered to have stopped not far short of the highest tragic poetry.
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" ' Oh Ihou conqueror,

Thou glory of the world once, now the pity :

Thou awe of nations, wherefore didst thou fall thus ?

What poor fate followed thee, and plucked thee on

To trust thy sacred life to an Egyptian ?

The life and light of Rome tp a blind stranger,

That honourable war ne'er taught a nobleness

Nor worthy circumstance show'd what a man was ?

That never heard thy name sung but in banquets

And loose lascivious pleasures ? to a boy

That had no faith to comprehend thy greatness

No study of thy life to know thy goodness ? . . . .

Egyptians, dare you think your high pyramides

Built to out-dure the sun, as you suppose,

Where your unworthy kings lie rak'd in ashes,

Are monuments fit for him ! No, brood of Nilus,

Nothing can cover his high fame but heaven
;

No pyramid set off his memories.

But the eternal substance of his greatness,

To which I leave him.'
"'

The chief fault of Valentinian is that the character of Maxi-

mus is very indistinctly drawn, and that of Eudoxia nearly un-

intelligible. These two pure tragedies are contrasted with two

comedies, The Little Fre7ich Laivyer and Afonsieur Thomas, which

deserve high praise. The fabliau-motive of the first is happily

contrasted with the character of Lamira and the friendship of

Clerimont and Dinant ; while no play has so many of Fletcher's

agreeable young women as Afonsie:(r Thomas. The Bloody

Brother, which its title speaks as sufficiently tragical, comes

between two excellent comedies, Tlie Chafices and The IVild Goose

Chase, which might serve as well as any others for samples of the

whole work on its comic side. In The Chances the portrait of the

hare-brained Don John is the chief thing ; in The Wild Goose

Chase, as in Monsieur Thomas, a whole bevy of lively characters,

male and female, dispute the reader's attention and divide his pre-

ference. A JVi/e for a Month sounds comic, but is not a little

alloyed with tragedy; and despite the pathos of its central situation,

is marred by some of Fletcher's ugliest characters—the characters
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which Shakespere in Pandariis and the nurse in Romeo andJuliet

took care to touch with his Ughtest finger. The Lover''s Progress,

a doubtful tragedy, and The Filgrhn, a good comedy (revived at

the end of the century, as was The Fropheiess with certain help

from Dryden), do not require any special notice. Between these

two last comes 77ie Captain, a comedy neither of the best nor yet

of the worst. The tragi-comic Queen of CorintJi is a little heavy;

but in Bondnca we have one of the very best of the author's

tragedies, the scenes with Caratach and his nephew, the boy

Hengo, being full of touches not wlioUy unworthy of Shakespere.

The Knight of the Fuming Festle (where Fletcher, forsaking his

usual fantastic grounds of a France that is scarcely French, and

an Italy that is extremely un-Italian, comes to simple pictures of

London middle-class life, such as those of Jonson or Middleton)

is. a very happy piece of work indeed, despite the difficulty of

working out its double presentment of burlesque knight-errantry

and straightforward comedy of manners. In Loves Pilgrimage,

with a Spanish subject and something of a Spanish style, there is

not enough central interest, and the fortunes by land and sea of

The Double Marriage do not make it one of Fletcher's most inter-

esting plays. But The Maid in the Mill and The Martial Maid
are good farce, which almost deserves the name of comedy ; and

The Knight of Malta is a romantic drama of merit. In Women
Pleased the humours of avarice and hungry servility are ingeni-

ously treated, and one of the starveling Penurio's speeches is

among the best-known passages of all the plays, while the anti-

Puritan satire of Hope-on-High Bomby is also noteworthy. The
next four plays are less noticeable, and indeed for two volumes, ex-

cept Wit at Several Weapons, we do not come to anything specially

good. The Night Walker ; or, T/ie Little Thief, though not very

probable in its incidents, has a great deal of lively business, and

is particularly noteworthy as supplying proof of the singular popu-

larity of bell-ringing with all classes of the population in the

seventeenth century,—a popularity which probably protected many
old bells in the mania for church desecration. Not much can
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be said for The IVonians Prize, or, The Tauier Tamed, an

avowed sequel, and so to speak, antidote to The Taming of the

Shre-iu, which chiefly proves that it is wise to let Shakespere

alone. The authors have drawn to some exteiit on the Lysistrata

to aid them, but have fallen as far short of the fun as of the

indecency of that memorable play. With The Island Princess we

return to a fair, though not more than a fair level of romantic tragi-

comedy, but The Noble Gentleman is the worst play ever attributed

(even falsely) to authors of genius. The subject is perfectly

uninteresting, the characters are all fools or knaves, and the

means adopted to gull the hero through successive promotions to

rank, and successive deprivations of them (the genuineness of

neither of which he takes the least trouble to ascertain), are pre-

posterous. The Coronation is much better, and The Sea Voyage,

with a kind of Amazon story grafted upon a hint of The Tempest,

is a capital play of its kind. Better still, despite a certain loose-

ness both of plot and moral, is The Coxcomb, where the heroine

Viola is a very touching figure. The extravagant absurdity of

the traveller Antonio is made more probable than is sometimes

the case with our authors, and the situations of the whole join

neatly, and pass trippingly. Wit at Several Weapons deserves a

somewhat similar description, and so does The Fair Maid of the

Inji ; but Cupid's Reveiige, though it shocked the editors of 1750

as a pagan kind of play, has a finer tragical zest, and is quite true

to classical belief in its delineation of the ruthlessness of the

offended Deity. Undoubtedly, however, the last volume of this

edition supplies the most interesting material of any except the

first. Here is The Two Noble Kinsvien, a play founded on the

story of Palamon and Arcite, and containing what I think irrefrag-

able proofs of Shakespere's writing and versification, though I am
unable to discern anything very Shakesperian either in plot or char-

acter. Then comes the fine, though horrible tragedy of Thierry

and Theodoret, in which the misdeeds of Queen Brunehault find

chroniclers who are neither squeamish nor feeble. The beautiful

part of Ordella in this play, though somewhat sentimental and
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improbable (as is always the case with Fletcher's very virtuous

characters) ranks at the head of its kind, and is much superior to

that of Aspasia in The Maid's Tragedy. The JVomau Hatei; said

to be Fletcher's earliest play, has a character of rare comic, or at

least farcical virtue in the smell-feast Lazarillo with his Odyssey in

chase of the Umbrana's head (a delicacy which is perpetually

escaping him) ; and The Nice Valour contains, in Chamont and his

brother, the most successful attempts of the English stage at

the delineation of the point of honour gone mad. Not so much,

perhaps, can be said for Ati Honest Mail's Fortime, which, with

a mask and a clumsy, though in part beautiful, piece entitled

Four Flays in One, makes up the tale. But whosoever has gone

through that tale will, if he has any taste for the subject, admit

that such a total of work, so varied in character, and so full of

excellences in all its variety, has not been set to the credit of any

name or names in English literature, if we except only Shake-

spere. Of the highest and most terrible graces, as of the sweetest

and most poetical, Beaumont and Fletcher may have little to set

beside the masterpieces of some other men ; for accomplished,

varied, and fertile production, they need not fear any com-

petition.

It has not been usual to put Thomas Middleton in the front

rank among the dramatists immediately second to Shakespere

;

but I have myself no hesitation in doing so. If he is not such a

poet as Webster, he is even a better, and certainly a more versa-

tile, dramatist ; and if his plays are inferior as plays to those of

Fletcher and Massinger, he has a mastery of the very highest

tragedy, which neither of them could attain. Except the best

scenes of The White Devil, and The Duchess of Malfi, there is

nothing out of Shakespere that can match the best scenes of

The Changeling ; while Middleton had a comic faculty, in which,

to all appearance, Webster was entirely lacking. A little more is

known about Middleton than about most of his fellows. He was

the son of a gentleman, and was pretty certainly born in London
about 1570. It does not appear that he was a university man,

I

J
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but he may have been at an Inn of Court. His earHest known

work was not dramatic, and was exceedingly bad. In 1597 he

pubhshed a verse paraphrase of the Wisdom of Solomon, which

makes even that admirable book unreadable ; and if, as seems

pretty certain, the JSlicrocynicon of two years later is his, he is

responsible for one of the worst and feeblest exercises in the

school—never a very strong one—of Hall and Marston. Some

prose tracts of the usual kind are not better ; but either at the

extreme end of the sixteenth century, or in the very earliest years

of the next, Middleton turned his attention to the then all absorb-

ing drama, and for many years was (chiefly in collaboration) a

busy playwright. We have some score of plays which are either

his alone, or in greatest part his. The order of their composition

is very uncertain, and as with most of the dramatists of the period,

not a few of them never appeared in print till long after the

author's death. He was frequently emiployed in composing

pageants for the City of London, and in 1620 was appointed city

chronologer. In 1623 Middleton got into trouble. His play, The

Game of Chess, which was a direct attack on Spain and Rome,

and a personal satire on Gondomar, was immensely popular, but

its nine days' run was abruptly stopped on the complaint of the

Spanish ambassador ; the poet's son, it would seem, had to appear

before the Council, and Middleton himself was (according to tra-

dition) imprisoned for some time. In this same year he was

living at Newington Butts. He died there in the summer of

1627, and was succeeded as chronologer by Ben Jonson. His

widow, Magdalen, received a gratuity from the Common Council,

but seems to have followed her husband in a little over a

year.

Middleton's acknowledged, or at least accepted, habit of

collaboration in most of the work usually attributed to him, and

the strong suspicion, if not more than suspicion, that he collabor-

ated in other plays, afford endless opportunity for the exercise of

a certain kind of criticism. By employing another kind we can

discern quite sufficiently a strong individuality in the work that
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is certainly, in part or in whole, his ; and we need not go farther.

He seems to have had three different kinds of dramatic aptitude,

in all of which he excelled. The larger number of his plays

consist of examples of the rattling comedy of intrigue and man-

ners, often openly representing London life as it was, some-

times transplanting what is an evident picture of home manners

to some foreign scene apparently for no other object than to make

it more attractive to the spectators. To any one at all acquainted

with the Elizabethan drama their very titles speak them. These

titles are Blurt Master Constable, Michaelmas Ter?n, A Trick to

Catch the Old One, The Family of Love [a sharp satire on the

Puritans], A Mad World, my Masters ; No Wit no Help Like a

Woman^s, A Chaste Maid in Cheapside, Aiiything for a Quiet

Life, Afore Dissemblers besides Women. As with all the humour-

comedies of the time, the incidents are not unfrequently very

improbable, and the action is conducted with such intricacy and

want of clearly indicated lines, that it is sometimes very difficult

to follow. At the same time, Middleton has a faculty almost

peculiar to himself of carrying, it might almost be said of hustling,

the reader or spectator along, so that he has no time to stop and

consider defects. His characters are extremely human and lively,

his dialogue seldom lags, his catastrophes, if not his plots, arc

often ingenious, and he is never heavy. The moral atmosphere

of his plays is not very refined,—by which I do not at all mean
merely that he indulges in loose situations and loose language.

All the dramatists from Shakespere downwards do that ; and

Middleton is neither better nor worse than the average. But in

striking contrast to Shakespere and to others, Middleton has no

kind of poetical morality in the sense in which the term poetical

justice is better known. He is not too careful that the rogues

shall not have the best of it ; he makes his most virtuous and his

vilest characters hobnob together very contentedly ; and he is,

in short, though never brutal, like the post-Restoration school,

never very delicate The style, however, of these works of his

did not easily admit of such delicacy, except in the infusion of a

3:
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strong romantic element such as that which Shakespere ahnost

always infuses. Middleton has hardly done it more than once—
in the charming comedy of The Spanish Gipsy,—and the result

there is so agreeable that the reader only wishes he had done it

oftener.

Usually, however, when his thoughts took a turn of less le\'ity

than in these careless humorous studies of contemporary life, he

devoted himself not to the higher comedy, but to tragedy of a

very serious class, and when he did this an odd phenomenon

generally manifested itself. In Middleton's idea of tragedy, as in

that of most of the playwrights, and probably all the playgoers of

his day, a comic underplot was a necessity ; and, as we have seen,

he was himself undoubtedly able enough to furnish such a plot.

But either because he disliked mixing his tragic and comic veins,

or for some unknown reason, he seems usually to have called in

on such occasions the aid of Rowley, a vigorous writer of farce,

who had sometimes been joined with him even in his comic work.

Now, not only was Rowley little more than a farce writer, but he

seems to have been either unable to make, or quite careless of

making, his farce connect itself in any tolerable fashion with the

tragedy of which it formed a nominal part. The result is seen in

its most perfect imperfection in the two plays of The Mayor of

Qiieenboroiigh and The Chatigcli/ig, both named from their comic

features, and yet containing tragic scenes, the first of a very high

order, the second of an order only overtopped by Shakespere at

his best. The humours of the cobbler ]\Iayor of Queenborough

in the one case, of the lunatic asylum and the courting of its

keepers wife in the other, are such very mean things that they

can scarcely be criticised. But the desperate love of Vortiger for

Rowena in The Mayor, and the villainous plots against his chaste

wife, Castiza, are real tragedy. Even these, however, fall Hir

below the terrible loves, if loves they are to be called, of Beatrice-

Joanna, the heroine oiT/ie Changeling, and her servant, instrument,

and murderer, De Flores. The plot of the tragic part of this play

is intricate and not whoUv savourv. It is suflScient to say that
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Beatrice having enticed De Flores to murder a lover whom she

does not love, that so she may marry a lover whom she does love,

is suddenly met by the murderer's demand of her honour as the

price of his services. She subm.its, and afterwards has to purchase

fresh aid of murder from him by a continuance of her favours

that she may escape detection by her husband. Thus, roughly

described, the theme may look like the undigested horrors of

Lust's Dominion, of The Insatiate Countess, and of The Revenger's

Tragedy. It is, however, poles asunder from them. The girl,

with her southern recklessness of anything but her immediate

desires, and her southern indifference to deceit of the very man
she loves, is sufficiently remarkable, as she stands out of the

canvas. But De Flores,— the broken gentleman, reduced to

the position of a mere dependant, the libertine whose want of

personal comeliness increases his mistress's contempt for him, the

murderer double and treble dyed, as audacious as he is treacherous,

and as cool and ready as he is fiery in passion,—is a study worthy

to be classed at once with lago, and interior only to lago in their

class. Tiie several touches witli which these two characters and

their situations are brought out are as Shakesperian as their

conception, and the whole of that part of the play in which they

figure is one of the most wonderful triumphs of English or of any

drama. Even the change of manners and a bold word or two

here and there, may not prevent me from giving the latter part of

the central scene :
—

Beat. "Why, 'tis impossible thou canst be so wicked,

Or shelter such a cunning cruelty,

To make his death the murderer of my honour !

Thy language is so bold and vicious,

I cannot see which way I can forgive it

With any modesty.

De F. Pish !
^ you forget yourself :

A woman dipped in blood, and talk of modesty !

Beat. O misery of sin 1 would I'd been bound

^ In orig. " Push," cf. "Tush
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Perpetually unto my living hate

In that Pisacquo, than to hear ^ these words.

Think but upon the distance that creation

Set 'twixt thy blood and mine, and keep thee there.

De F. Look but unto your conscience, read me there ;

'Tis a true book, you'll find me there your equal :

Pish ! fly not to your birth, but settle you

In what the act has made you ; you're no more now.

You must forget your parentage to me ;

You are the deed's creature ;
- by that name

You lost your first condition, and I shall urge ^ you

As peace and innocency has turn'd you out,

And made you one with me.

Beat. With thee, foul villain !

De F. Yes, my fair murderess : do j'ou urge /ue ?

Though thou writ'st maid, thou whore in thine affection !

'Twas changed from thy first love, and that's a kind

Of whoredom in thy heart : and he's changed now
To bring thy second on, thy Alsemero,

Whom by all sweets that ever darlaiess tasted

If I enjoy thee not, thou ne'er enjoyest

!

I'll blast the hopes and joys of marriage,

I'll confess all ; my life I rate at nothing.

Beai. De Flores !

£>e F. I shall rest from all (lover's)^ plagues then,

I live in pain now ; that [love] shooting eye

Will burn my heart to cinders.

Beat. O sir, hear me !

De F. She that in life and love refuses me.

In death and shame my partner she shall be.

Beat, {kneeling). Stay, hear me once for all : I make thee master

Of all the wealth I have in gold and jewels
;

Let me go poor unto my bed with honour

And I am rich in all things.

De F. Let this silence thee ;

The wealth of all Yalencia shall not buy

My pleasure from me.

^ Rather than hear. - A trisyllable, as in strictness it ought to be.

3 =" claim."

* This omission and the substitution in the next line are due to Dyce, and

may be called ccrtissiiiia ciiiemialio.
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Can you weep Fate from its determined purpose ?

So soon may you weep me.

Beat. Vengeance begins

;

Murder, I see, is followed by more sins :

Was my creation in the womb so curst

It must engender with a viper first?

De F. {raising her). Come, rise and shroud your blushes in my bosom,

Silence is one of pleasure's best receipts.

Thy peace is wrought for ever in this yielding.

'Las, how the turtle pants ! thou'lt love anon

What thou so fear'st and faint 'st to venture on."

Two other remarkable plays of Middleton's fall with some

differences under the same second division of his works.

These are The Witch and Women Be^care Women. Except

for the inevitable and rather interesting comparison with

Macbeth., The Witch is hardly interesting. It consists of three

different sets of scenes most inartistically blended,—an awkward

and ineffective variation on the story of Alboin, Rosmunda and

the skull for a serious main plot, some clumsy and rather

unsavoury comic or tragi-comic interludes, and the witch scenes.

The two first are very nearly worthless ; the third is intrinsically,

though far below Macbeth, interesting enough and indirectly more

interesting because of the questions which have been started, as

to the indebtedness of the two poets to each other. The best

opinion seems to be that Shakespere most certainly did not copy

Middleton, nor (a strange fancy of some) did he collaborate with

jNIiddleton, and that the most probable thing is that both borrowed

their names, and some details from Reginald Scot's Discovery of

IViichcrafi. JVomen Beware Women on the other hand is one
of Middleton's finest works, inferior only to The Chaiigeling in

parts, and far superior to it as a wliole. The temptation of Bianca,

the newly-married wife, by the duke's instrument, a cunning and
shameless woman, is the title -theme, and in this part again

Middleton's Shakesperian verisimilitude and certainty of touch

appears. The end of the play is soniething marred by a slaughter

more wholesale even than that of Hamlet, and by no means so

I
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well justified. Lastly, A Fair Quarrel must be mentioned, because

of the very high praise which it has received from Lamb and others.

This praise has been directed chiefly to the situation of the

quarrel between Captain Ager and his friend, turning on a question

(the point of family honour), finely but perhaps a little tediously

argued. The comic scenes, however, which are probably Rowley's,

are in his best vein of bustling swagger.

I have said that Middleton, as it seems to me, has not been

fully estimated. It is fortunately impossible to say the same of

Webster, and the reasons of the difference are instructive.

Middleton's great fault is that he never took trouble enough

about his work. A little trouble would have made The Changc-

li/ig or JFo//ieu Beivare Women, or even The Spanish Gipsy, worthy

to rank with all but Shakespere's very masterpieces. Webster

also was a collaborator, apparently an industrious one ; but he

never seems to have taken his work lightly. He had, moreover,

that incommunicable gift of the highest poetry in scattered phrases

which, as far as we can see, Middleton had not. Next to nothing

is known of him. He may have been parish clerk of St. Andrew's,

Holborn ; but the authority is very late, and the commentators

seemed to have jumped at it to explain Webster's fancy for details

of death and burial— a cause and effect not sufficiently pro-

portioned. Mr. Dyce has spent much trouble in proving that he

could not have been the author of some Puritan tracts published

a full generation after the date of his masterpieces. Heywood

tells us that he was generally called "Jack," a not uncommon

thing when men are christened John. He himself has left us a

few very sententiously worded prefaces which do not argue great

critical taste. We know from the usual sources (Henslowe's

JJiaries) that he was a working furnisher of plays, and from many

rather dubious title-pages we suppose or know some of the plays

he worked at. A'orthward Ho ! Westivard Ho ! :ind SirJohn

Wyatf are pieces of dramatic journalism in which he seems to

have helped Dekker. He adapted, with additions, Marston's Mal-

content, which is, in a crude way, very much in his own vein ; he

II T
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contributed (according to rather late authority) some charming

scenes (elegantly extracted, on a hint of Mr. Gosse's, by a recent

editor) to A Curefor a Cuckold, one of Rowley's characteristic and

not ungenial botches of humour-comedy ; he wrote a bad pageant

or two, and some miscellaneous verses. But we know nothing

of his life or death, and his fame rests on four plays, in which

no other writer is either known or even hinted to have had a

hand, and which are in different ways of the first order of interest,

if not invariably of the first order of merit. These are The

Duchess of Malfi, The White Devil^ The Devil's Law Case, and

Appius and Virginia.

Of Appius 'and Virginia the best thing to be said is to

borrow Sainte-Beuve's happy description of Moliere's Don Garcie

de Navarre, and to call it an essai pale et noble. ^Vebster is

sometimes very close to Shakespere ; but to read Appius and

Virgitiia, and then to read Julius Ccesar or Coriolanus, is to

appreciate, in perhaps the most striking way possible, the uni-

versality which all good judges from Dryden downwards have

recognised in the prince of literature. Webster, though he was

evidently a good scholar, and even makes some parade of scholar-

ship, was a Romantic to the core, and was all abroad in these

classical measures. The Devil's Law Case sins in the opposite

way, being hopelessly undigested, destitute of any central interest,

and, despite fine passages, a mere " salmagundi." There remain

the two famous plays of The White Devil or Vittoria Corombona

and The Duchess of Malfi—plays which have not, I think, been

acted since their author's days, and of which the earlier and, to

my judgment, better was not a success even then, but which

the judgment of three generations has placed at the very head of

all their class, and which contain magnificent poetry.

I have said that in my judgment The White Devil is the better

of the two ; I shall add that it seems to me very far the better.

Webster's plays are comparatively Avell known, and there is no
space here to tell their rather intricate arguments. It need only

be said that the contrast of the two is striking and unmistakable

;
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and that Webster evidently meant in the one to indicate the

punishment of female vice, in the other to draw pity and terror by

the exhibition of the unprevented but not unavenged sufferings

of female virtue. Certainly both are excellent subjects, and if

the latter seem the harder, we have Imogen and Bellafront to

show, in the most diverse material, and with the most diverse

setting possible, how genius can manage it. With regard to The

White Devil, it has been suggested with some plausibility that

it wants expansion. Certainly the action is rather crowded, and

the recourse to dumb show (which, however, Webster again

permitted himself in The Duchess) looks like a kind of shorthand

indication of scenes that might have been worked out. Even

as it is, however, the sequence of events is intelligible, and

the presentation of character is complete. Indeed, if there is

any fault to find with it, it seems to me that Webster has sinned

rather by too much detail than by too little. We could spare

several of the minor characters, though none are perhaps quite

so otiose as Delio, Julio, and others in The Duchess of Alalji.

We feel (or at least I feel) that Vittoria's villainous brother

Flamineo is not as lago and Aaron and De Flores are each in

his way, a thoroughly live creature. We ask ourselves (or I ask

myself) what is the good of the repulsive and not in the least

effective presentment of the j\Ioor Zanche. Cardinal Monticelso

is incontinent of tongue and singularly feeble in deed,—for no

rational man would, after describing Vittoria as a kind of pest to

mankind, have condemned her to a punishment which was

apparently httle more than residence in a rather disreputable

but by no means constrained boarding-house, and no omnipotent

pope would have let Ludivico loose with a clear inkling of his

murderous designs. But when these criticisms and others are

made, TJie White Devil remains one of the most glorious works

of the period. Vittoria is perfect throughout ; and in the justly-

lauded trial scene she has no superior on any stage. Brachiano

is a thoroughly life-like portrait of the man who is completely

besotted with an evil woman. Flamineo I have spoken of, and
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not favourably
;
yet in literature, if not in life, he is a triumph

;

and above all the absorbing tragic interest of the play, which it

is impossible to take up without finishing, has to be counted in.

But the real charm of Tlic White Devil is the wholly miraculous

poetry in phrases and short passages which it contains. Vittoria's

dream of the yew-tree, almost all the speeches of the unfortunate

Isabella, and most of her rival's, have this merit. But the most

wonderful flashes of poetry are put in the mouth of the scoundrel

Flamineo, where they have a singular effect. The famous dirge

which Cornelia sings can hardly be spoken of now, except in

Lamb's artfully simple phrase " I never saw anything like it," and

the final speeches of Flamineo and his sister deserve the same

endorsement. Nor is even the proud farewell of the Moor
Zanche unworthy. It is impossible to describe the " whirl of

spirits" (as the good old-fashioned phrase has it) into which the

reading of this play sets the reader, except by saying that the

cause of that whirl is the secret of the best Elizabethan writers,

and that it is nowhere, out of Shakespere, better exemplified than

in the scene partly extracted from Middleton, and in such passages

of Viitoria Corombotia as the following :

—

Cor. " Will you make me such a fool ? here's a white hand :

Can blood so soon be wash'd out ? let me see ;

When screech-owls croak upon the chimney-tops

And the strange cricket i' the oven sings and hops.

When yellow spots do on your hands appear,

Be certain then you of a corse shall hear.

Out upon 't, how 'tis speckled ! 'h'as handled a toad, sure.

Cowslip-water is good for the memory :

Pray, buy me three ounces of 't.

Flam. I would I were from hence.

Cor. Do you hear, sir ?

I'll give you a saying which my grand-mother
Was wont, when she heard the bell toll, to sing o'er

Unto her lute.

Flam. Do, an' you will, do.

Cor. ' Call for the robin-red-breast and the wren,

\_CorncUa doth this in severalforms ofdistraction.

1
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Since o'er shady groves they hover,

And with leaves and P.owers do cover

The friendless bodies of unburied men.

Call unto his funeral dole

The ant, the field mouse, and the mole,

To rear him hillocks that shall keep him v arm

And (when gay tombs are robb'd) sustain no harm,

But keep the wolf far thence, that's foe to men.

For with his nails he'll dig them up again.'

They would not bury him 'cause he died in a quarrel

;

But I have an answer for them :

' Let holy Church receive him duly

Since he paid the church-tithes truly.'

His wealth is summ'd, and this is all his store.

This poor men get, and great men get no more.

Now the wares are gone, we may shut up shop.

Bless you, all good people.

{Exeunt Cornelia, Zanche, atid Ladies.

Flam. I have a strange thing in me, to the which

I cannot give a name, without it be

Compassion. I pray, leave me.

[Exit FiiANClsco DE Medicis.

This night I'll know the utmost of my fate ;

I'll be resolved what my rich sister means

To assign me for my service. I have liv'd

Riotously ill, like some that live in court.

And sometimes when my face was full of smiles

Have felt the maze of conscience in my breast.

Oft gay and honoured robes those tortures try :

We think cag'd birds sing when indeed they cry.

Enter Brachiano s ghost, in his leather cassock and lureches, and hoots ; with

a cowl ; in his hand a pot of lilyJlowers, with a skull in''t.

Ha ! I can stand thee : nearer, nearer it.

What a mockery hath death made thee ! thou look'st sad.

In what place art thou ? in yon starry gaUery ?

Or in the cursed dungeon ?—No ? not speak ?

Pray, sir, resolve me, what religion's best

For a man to die in ? or is it in your knowledge

To answer me how long I have to live?

That's the most necessary question.

Not answer ? are you still like some great men
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That only walk like shadows up and down,

And to no purpose ? Say :

—

[Tue Ghost throws earth upon him and shows him the skull.

What's that ? O, fatal ! he hrows earth upon me !

A dead man's skull beneath the roots of flowers !

—

I pray [you], speak, sir : our Italian Church-men

Make us believe dead men hold conference

With their familiars, and many times

Will come to bed to them, and eat with them.

\Exit Ghost.

He's gone ; and see, the skull and earth are vanished.

This is beyond melancholy. I do dare my fate

To do its worst. Now to my sister's lodging

And sum up all these horrors : the disgrace

The prince threw on me ; next the piteous sight

Of my dead brother ; and my mother's dotage ;

And last this terrible vision : all these

Shall with Vittoria's bounty turn to good,

Or I will drown this weapon in her blood."

{Exit.

The Duchess of Afalfi is to niy thinking very inferior— full of

beauties as it is. In the first place, we cannot sympathise with

the duchess, despite her misfortunes, as we do with the " White

Devil." She is neither quite a virtuous woman (for in that case

she would not have resorted to so much concealment) nor a frank

professor of *• All for Love." Antonio, her so-called husband,

is an unromantic and even questionable figure. Many of the minor

characters, as already hinted, would be much better away. Of
the two brothers the Cardinal is a cold-blooded and uninteresting

debauchee and murderer, who sacrifices sisters and mistresses

without any reasonable excuse. Ferdinand, the other, is no doubt

mad enough, but not interestingly mad, and no attempt is made
to account in any way satisfactorily for the delay of his vengeance.

By common consent, even of the greatest admirers of the play,

tlie fifth act is a kind of gratuitous appendix of horrors stuck on
without art or reason. But the extraordinary force and beauty

of the scene where the duchess is murdered ; the touches of

poetry, pure and simple, which, as in the The White Devil, are
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scattered all over the play ; the fantastic accumulation of terrors

before the climax
; and the remarkable character of Bosola,—justify

the high place generally assigned to the work. True, Bosola

wants the last touches, the touches which Shakespere would

have given. He is not wholly conceivable as he is. But as a

"Plain Dealer" gone wrong, a "Malcontent" (Webster's work

on that play very likely suggested him), turned villain, a man
whom ill-luck and fruitless following of courts have changed from

a cynic to a scoundrel, he is a strangely original and successful

study. The dramatic flashes in the play would of themselves

save it. " I am Duchess of Malfi still," and the other famous

one "Cover her face; mine eyes dazzle; she died young,"

often as they have been quoted, can only be quoted again.

They are of the first order of their kind, and, except the

" already my De Flores !
" o-f The Changelings there is nothing

in the Elizabethan drama out of Shakespere to match them.

There is no doubt that some harm has been done to Thomas

Heywood by the enthusiastic phrase in which Lamb described

him as "a prose Shakespere." The phrase itself is in the

original quite carefully and sufficiently explained and qualified.

But unluckily a telling description of the kind is sure to go far,

while its qualifications remain behind ; and (especially since a

reprint some dozen years ago made the plays of Heywood, to

which one or two have since b'een added more or less con-

jecturally by the industry of Mr. Bullen, accessible as a whole)

a certain revolt has been manifested against the encomium. This

revolt is the effect of haste. " A prose Shakespere " suggests to

incautious readers something like Swift, like Taylor, like Carlyle,

—something approaching in prose the supremacy of Shakespere

in verse. But obviously that is not what L.amb meant. Indeed

when one remembers that if Shakespere is anything, he is a poet,

the phrase may run the risk of receiving an under—not an over

—

valuation. It is evident, however, to any one who reads Lamb's

remarks in full and carefully— it is still more evident to any one

who without much caring what Lamb or any one else has said,
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reads Heywood for himself—what Lamb meant. He was looking

only at one or two sides of the myriad-sided one, and he justly

saw that Heywood touched Shakespere on these sides, if only in

an incomplete and unpoetic manner. What Heywood has in

common with Shakespere, though his prosaic rather than poetic

treatment brings it out in a much less brilliant way, is his sym-

pathy with ordinary and domestic character, his aversion from the

fantastic vices which many of his fellows were prone to attribute

to their characters, his humanity, his kindness. The reckless

tragedy of blood and massacre, the reckless comedy of revelry and

intrigue, were always repulsive to him, as far as we can judge

from the comparatively scanty remnant of the hundreds of plays in

which he boasted that he had had a hand, if not a chief hand.

Besides these plays (he confesses to authorship or collaboration

in two hundred and twenty) he was a voluminous writer in prose

and verse, though I do not myself pretend to much knowledge of

his non-dramatic work. Its most interesting part would have

been a Lives of the Pods, which we know that he intended,

and which could hardly have failed to give much information

about his famous contemporaries. As it is, his most remarkable

and best-known work, not contained in one of his dramas, is the

curious and constantly quoted passage half complaining that all

the chief dramatists of his day were known by abbreviations of

their names, but characteristically and good-humouredly ending

with the license

—

" I hold he loves me best who calls me Tom."

We have unfortunately no knowledge which enables us to call

him many names except such as are derived from critical exam-
ination of his works.- Little except the facts that he was a Lin-

colnshire man and a Fellow of Peterhouse is recorded of his

personal history. His masterpiece, The Woman hilled unth Kind-
ness (in which a deceived husband, coming to the knowledge of
his shame, drives his rival to repentance, and his wife to re-

pentance and death, by his charity), is not wholly admirable.
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Shakespere would have felt, more fully than Haywood, the

danger of presenting his hero as something of a wittol without

sufficient passion of religion "or affection to justify his tolerance.

But the pathos is so great, the sense of " the pity of it " is so

simply and unaffectedly rendered, that it is impossible not to

rank Heywood very high. The most famous " beauties " are in

the following passage :

—

Anne. " O with what face of brass, what brow of steel,

Can you unblushing speak this to the face

Of the espoused wife of so dear a friend ?

It is my husliand that maintains your state,

Will you dishonour him that in your power

Ilath left his whole affairs? I am his wife,

Is it to »2e you speak ?

IVendoll. '
' O speak no more :

For more than this I know and have recorded

Within the red -leaved table of my heart.

Fair and of all beloved, I was not fearful

Bluntly to give my life unto your hand,

And at one hazard all my worldly means.

Go, tell your husband ; he will turn me off

And I am then undone : I care not, I,

'Twas for your sake. Perchance in rage he'll kill me ;

I care not, 'twas for you. Say I incur

The general name of villain through the world.

Of traitor to my friend. I care not, I.

Beggary, shame, death, scandal and reproach

For you I'll hazard all—why, what care I?

For you I'll live and in your love I'll die."

Anne capitulates with a suddenness which has been generally

and rightly pronounced a blot on the play ; but her husband is

informed by a servant and resolves to discover the pair. The

action is prolonged somewhat too much, and the somewhat

unmanly strain of weakness in Frankfprd is too perceptible ; but

these scenes are full of fine passages, as this :

—

/>. " A general silence hath surprised the house,

And this is the last door. Astonishment,
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Fear and amazement beat ^ upon my heart

Even as a madman beats upon a drum.

O keep my eyes, you heavens, before I enter,

From any sight that may transfix my soul :

Or if there be so black a ^ipectacle,

O strike mine eyes stark blind ! Or if not so,

Lend me such patience to digest my grief

That I may keep this white and virgin hand

From any violent outrage, or red murder,

And with that prayer I enter."

A subsequent speech of his

—

"O God, O God that it were possible

To undo things done,"

only just comes short of the touch which would have given us

instead of a prose Shakespere a Shakespere indeed ; and all the

rest of the play, as far as the main plot is concerned, is full of

pathos.

In the great number of other pieces attributed to him, written

in all the popular styles, except the two above referred to, merits

and defects are mixed up in a very curious fashion. Never

sinking to the lowest depth of the Elizabethan playwright, in-

cluding some great ones, Heywood never rises to anything like

the highest height. His chronicle plays are very weak, showing

no grasp of heroic character, and a most lamentable slovenliness

of rhythm. Few things are more curious than to contrast with

Hetiry VI. (to which some critics will allow little of Shakespere's

work) and Richard III. tlie two parts of Edward IV., in which

Heywood, after a manner, fills the gap. There are good lines

here and there, and touching traits ; but the whole, as a

whole, is quite ludicrously bad, and "written to the gallery,"

the City gallery, in the most innocent fashion. If You Knoia

Not Me You Know Nobody, or The Troubles of Queen Elizabeth,

also in two parts, has the same curious innocence, the same
prosaic character, but hardly as many redeeming flashes. Its

^ First ed. " Play," which I am half inclined to prefer.
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first part deals with Elizabeth's real " troubles," in her sister's

days ; its second with the Armada period and the founding -of

the Royal Exchange. For Heywood, unlike most of the dra-

matists, was always true to tlie City, even to the eccentric extent

of making, in The Four Prentices of London, Godfrey of Bouillon

and his brethren members of the prentice -brotherhood. His

classical and allegorical pieces, such as The Golden Age and its

fellows, are most tedious and not at all brief. The four of

them {The Iron Age has two parts) occupy a whole volume of

the reprint, or more than four hundred closely printed pages
;

and their clumsy dramatisation of Ovid's Metamorphoses, with

any other classical learning that Eleywood could think of thrust

in, presents (together with various minor pieces of a some-

what similar kind) as striking a contrast with Troilus and Cres-

sida, as Edward IV. does with Henry VI. His spectacles and

pageants, chiefly in honour of London [London's Jus Honorarium,

with other metaphorical Latin titles of the same description)

are heavy, the weakness of his versification being especially

felt in such pieces. His strength lies in the domestic and con-

temporary drama, where his pathos had free play, unrestrained by

the necessity of trying to make it rise to chivalrous or heroic

height, and where his keen observation of his fellow-men made him

true to mankind in general, at the same time that he gave a vivid

picture of contemporary manners. Of this class of his plays A
Woman killed with Kindness is undoubtedly the chief, but it has

I-

not a few companions, and those in a sufficiently wide and varied

;lass of subject. The Fair Maid of the Exchange is, perhaps,

ot now found to be so very delectable and full of mirth as it is

asserted to be on its title-page, because it is full of that improb-

ability and neglect of verisimilitude which has been noted as tlie

curse of the minor Elizabethan drama. The " Cripple of Fen-

church," the real hero of the piece, i§ a very unlikely cripple;

the heroines chop and change their affections in the most sur-

prising manner ; and the characters generally indulge in that curi-

ous self- description and soliloquising in dialogue which is never
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found in Shakespere, and is found everywhere else. But it is

still a lively picture of contemporary manners. We should be

sorry to lose The Fair Maid of the West with its picture of

Devonshire sailors, foreign merchants, kings of Fez, Bashaws of

various parts, Italian dukes, and what not. The two parts make

anything but a good play, but they are decidedly interesting,

and their tone supports Mr. Bullen's conjecture that we owe to

Heywood the, in parts, admirable play of Dick of Devonshire, a

dramatisation of the quarter-staff feats in Spain of Richard

Peake of Tavistock. The Engiish Traveller may rank with A
Wovian killed with Kindness as Heywood's best plays (there is,

indeed, a certain community of subject between them), but A
Maidenhead well Lost, and Tlie Witches of Lancashire, are not

far behind it ; nor is A Challenge for Beajity. We can hardly

say so much for Love''s Mistress, which dramatises the story of

Cupid and Psyche, or for The JVise JFoman of Lfogsdon (Hoxton),

a play rather of Middleton's type. But in The Royal King and

Loyal Subject, and in Fortune by Land and Sea, the author shows

again the sympathy with chivalrous character and adventure which

(if he never can be said to be fully up to its level in the matter of

poetic expression) was evidently a favourite and constant motive

with him. In short, Heywood, even at his worst, is a writer

whom it is impossible not to like. His very considerable talent,

though it stopped short of genius, was united with a pleasant and

genial temper, and little as we know of his life, his dedications

and prefaces make us better acquainted with his personality than

we are with that of much more famous men.

No greater contrast is possible than that between our last two

names—Day and Tourneur. As is the case with so many of our

authors, very little is known of the personality of either ; next to

nothing of that of Tourneur. Both, it is p^-etty certain, were young

men at the end of Elizabeth's reign, and were influenced strongly

by the literary fashions set by greater men than themselves. But

whereas Day took to the graceful fantasticalities of Lyly and to

the not very savage social satire of Greene, Tourneur (or Turner)
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addressed himself to the most ferocious school of sub-Marlovian

tragedy, and to the rugged and almost unintelligible satire of

Marston. Something has been said of his effort in the latter vein,

the Transformed Metamorphosis. His two tragedies, The Atheisfs

Tragedy and The Revenger's Tragedy, have been rather variously

judged. The concentration of gloomy and almost insane vigour

in The Revoigcr's Tragedy, the splendid poetry of a few passages

which have long ago found a home in the extract books, and the

less separable but equally distinct poetic value of scattered lines

and phrases, cannot escape any competent reader. But, at

the same time, I find it almost impossible to say anything

for either play as a whole, and here only I come a long way

behind Mr. Swinburne in his admiration of our dramatists.

The Atheisfs Tragedy is an inextricable imbroglio of tragic

and comic scenes and characters, in which it is hardly possible

to see or follow any clue ; while the low extravagance of all

the comedy and the frantic rant of not a little of the tragedy

combine to stifle the real pathos of some of the characters. The

Revengers Tragedy is on a distinctly higher level ; the determi-

nation of Vindice to revenge his wrongs, and the noble and hap-

less figure of Castiza, could not have been presented as they are

presented except by a man with a distinct strain of genius, both

in conception and execution. But the effect, as a whole, is

marred by a profusion of almost all the worst faults of the drama

of the whole period from Peele to Davenant. The incoherence

and improbability of the action, the reckless, inartistic, butcherly

prodigality of blood and horrors, and the absence of any kind of

redeeming interest of contrasting light to all the shade, though

very characteristic of a class, and that no small one, of Eliza-

bethan drama, cannot be said to be otherwise than characteristic

of its faults. As the best example (others are The Insatiate

Countess, Chettle's Hoffmann, Lusfs Doniifiion, and the singular

production which Mr. BuUen has i)rinted as The Distracted

Emperor) it is very well worth reading, and contrasting with

the really great plays of the same class, such as The Jew of
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Malta and Titus Androm'cus, where, though the horrors are still

overdone, yet genius has given them a kind of passport. But

intrinsically it is mere nightmare.

Of a very different temper and complexion is the work of

John Day, who may have been a Cambridge graduate, and was

certainly a student of Gonville and Caius, as he describes him-

self on the title-page of some of his plays and of a prose

tract printed by Mr. BuUen. He appears to have been dead

in 1640, and the chief thing positively known about him is that

between the beginning of 159S and 1603 he collaborated in

the surprising number of twenty-one plays (all but The Blind

Beggar of Betlinal Green unprinted) with Haughton, Chettle,

Dekker, and others. T/ie Pariiament of Bees, his most famous

and last printed work, is of a very uncommon kind in English

—being a sort of dramatic allegory, touched with a singularly

graceful and fanciful spirit. It is indeed ratlier a masque than

a play, and consists, after the opening Parliament held by the

Master, or Viceroy Bee (quaintly appearing in the original, which

may have been printed in 1607, though no earlier copy than

1641 seems now discoverable, as "Mr. Bee"), of a series of

characters or sketches of Bee-vices and virtues, wliich are very

human. The termination, which contains much the best poetry

in the piece, and much the best that Day ever wrote, introduces

King Oberon giving judgment on the Bees from " Mr. Bee " down-

wards and banishing offenders. Here occurs the often-quoted

passage, beginning—
"And whither must these flies be sent

? ''

and including the fine speech of Oberon

—

" You should have cried so in your youth."

It should be observed that both in this play and elsewhere

passages occur in Day which seem to have been borrowed or

stolen from or by other writers, such as Dekker and Samuel
Rowley

;
but a charitable and not improbable explanation of this

has been found in the known fact of his extensive and intricate
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collaboration. The Isle of Gulls, suggested in a way by the

Arcadia, though in general plan also fantastic and, to use a

much abused but decidedly convenient word, pastoral, has a

certain flavour of the comedy of manners and of contemporary

satire. Then we have the quaint piece oi Humour out of Breath,

a kind of study in the for once conjoined schools of Shakespere

and Jonson—an attempt at a combination of humorous and

romantic comedy with some pathetic writing, as here :

—

" [O] Early sorrow art got up so soon ?

What, ere the sun ascendeth in the east?

O what an early waker art thou grown !

But cease discourse and close unto thy work.

Under this drooping myrtle will I sit,

And work awhile upon my corded net

;

And as I work, record my sorrows past,

Asking old Time how long my woes shall last.

And first—but stay ! alas ! what do I see ?

Moist gum-like tears drop from this mournful tree ;

And see, it sticks like birdlime ; 'twill not part,

Sorrow is even such birdlime at my heart.

Alas ! poor tree, dost thou want conijiany ?

Thou dost, I see't, and I will weep with thee

;

Thy sorrows make me dumb, and so shall mine,

It shall be tongueless, and so seem like thine.

Thus will I rest my head unto thy bark,

Whilst my sighs ease my sorrows."

Something the same may be said of Law Tricks, or Who would

have Thought it? which has, however, in the character of the

Count Horatio, a touch of tragedy. Another piece of Day's is

in quite a different vein, being an account in dramatised form

of the adventures of the three brothers Shirley—a kind of play

which, from Sir Thomas Stukeley downwards, appears to liave

been a very favourite one with Elizabethan audiences, though

(as might indeed be expected) it was seldom executed in a very

successful manner. Lastly, or first, if chronological order is

taken, comes The Blind Beggar of Bethnal Green, written by

Day in conjunction with Chettle, and ranging itself with the half
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historical, half romantic plays which were, as has been pointed

out above, favourites with the first school of dramatists. It

seems to have been very popular, and had a second and third

part, not now extant, but is by no means as much to modern

taste as some of the others. Indeed both Day and Tourneur,

despite the dates of their pieces, which, as far as known, are

later, belong in more ways_ than one to the early school, and

show how its traditions survived alongside of the more perfect

work of the greater masters. Day himself is certainly not a

great master—indeed masterpieces would have been impossible,

if they would not have been superfluous, in the brisk purveying

of theatrical matter which, from Henslowe's accounts, we see

that he kept up. He had fancy, a good deal of wit, considerable

versatility, and something of the same sunshiny temper, with less

of the pathos, that has been noticed in Heywood. If he wrote

The Maufs Metamorphosis (also ascribed conjecturally to Lyly),

he did something less dramatically good, but perhaps poetically

better, than his other work ; and if, as has sometimes been

thought,^ The Return from Pa7-fiassHS is his, he is richer still.

But even without these, his existing, poetical baggage (the least

part of the work which we know he accomplished) is more than

respectable, and shows more perhaps than that of any other

distinctly minor writer the vast amount of loose talent— of mis-

cellaneous inspiration—which was afloat in the air of his time.

^ I agree with Professor Hales in thinking it very improbable.



CHAPTER VIII

THE SCHOOL OF SPENSER AND THE TRIBE OF BEN

The reign of James I. is not, in mere poetry, quite such a

brilliant period as it is in drama. The full influence of Donne

and of Jonson, which combined to produce the exquisite if not

extraordinarily strong school of Caroline poets, did not work in

it. Of its own bards the best, such as Jonson himself and Dray-

ton, were survivals of the Elizabethan school, and have accord-

ingly been anticipated here. Nevertheless, there were not a few

verse-writers of mark who may be most conveniently assigned to

this time, though, as was the case with so many of their contem-

poraries, they had sometimes produced work of note before the

accession of the British Solomon, and sometimes continued to

produce it until far into the reign of his son. Especially there

are some of much mark who fall to be noticed here, because

their work is not, strictly speaking, of the schools that flourished

under Elizabeth, or of the schools that flourished under Charles.

We shall not find anything of the first interest in them
;

yet in

one way or in another there were few of them who were unworthy

to be contemporaries of Shakespere.

Joshua Sylvester is one of those men of letters whom accident

rather than property seems to have made absurd. He has existed

in English literature chiefly as an Englisher of the Frenchman Du

Bartas, whom an even greater ignorance has chosen to regard as

something grotesque. Du Bartas is one of the grandest, if also one

II U
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of the most unequal, poets of Europe, and Joshua Sylvester, his

translator, succeeded in keeping some of his grandeur if he even

added to his inequality. His original work is insignificant compared

with his translation ; but it is penetrated with the same qualities.

He seems to have been a little deficient in humour, and his portrait

—crowned with a singularly stiff laurel, throated with a stifter ruff,

and clothed, as to the bust, with a doublet so stiff that it looks like

textile armour— is noi. calculated to diminish the popular ridicule.

Yet is Sylvester not at all ridiculous. He was certainly a Kent-

ish man, and probably the son of a London clothier. His birth

is guessed, on good grounds, at 1563; and he was educated at

Southampton under the famous refugee, Saravia, to whom he

owed that proficiency in French which made or helped his fame.

He did not, despite his wishes, go to either university, and was

put to trade. In this he does not seem to have been prosperous

;

perhaps he gave too much time to translation. He was probably

patronised by James, and by Prince Henry certainly. In the

last years of his life he was resident secretary to the English com-

pany of Merchant A-'enturers at Middleburgh, where he died on

the 28th September 1618. He was not a fortunate man, but

his descendants seem to have flourished both in England, the

West Indies and America. As for his literary work, it requires

no doubt a certain amount of good will to read it. It is volu-

minous, even in the original part not very original, and constantly

marred by that loquacity which, especially in times of great

inspiration, comes upon the uninspired or not very strongly in-

spired. The point about Sylvester, as about so many others of

his time, is that, unlike the minor poets of our day and of some
others, he has constant flashes—constant hardly separable, but

quite perceivable, scraps, which show how genially heated the

brain of the nation was. Nor should it be forgotten that his Du
Bartas had a great efi'ect for generations. The man of pure

science may regret that generations should have busied them-
selves about anything so thoroughly unscientific ; but with that

point of view we are unconcerned. The important thing is that
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the generations in question learnt from Sylvester to take a

poetical interest in the natural world.

John Davies of Hereford, who must have, been born at about

the same time as Sylvester, and who certainly died in the same

year, is another curiosity of literature. He was only a wriling-

master,—a professor of the curious, elaborate penmanship which

is now quite dead,—and he seems at no time to have been a man
of wealth. But he was, in his vocation or otherwise, familiar with

very interesting people, both of the fashionable and the literary

class. He succeeded, poor as he was, in getting thrice married

to ladies born ; and, though he seems to have been something of

a coxcomb, he was apparently as little of a fool as coxcombry

will consist with. His work (of the most miscellaneous character

and wholly in verse, though in subject as well as treatment often

better suiting prose) is voluminous, and he might have been

treated (as he has been alluded to) in company with the verse

pamphleteers, especially Rowlands, of an earlier chapter. But

fluent and unequal as his verse is—obviously the production of

a man who had little better to offer than journalism, but for

whom the times did not provide the opening of a journalist

—

there is a certain salt of wit in it which puts him above the mere

pamphleteers. His epigrams (most of which are contained in

The Scourge of Folly, undated, like others of his books) are by

no means despicable ; the Welsh ancestors, whom he did not

fail to commemorate, seem to have endowed him with some

of that faculty for lampooning and " flyting " which distin-

guished the Celtic race. That they are frequently lacking in

point ought hardly to be objected to him ; for the age had

construed the miscellaneous examples of Martial indulgently,

and Jonson in his 'own generation, and Herrick after him (two

men with whom Davies cannot compare for a moment in general

power), are in their epigrams frequently as pointless and a good

deal coarser. His variations on English proverbs are also remark-

able. He had a respectable vein of religious moralising, as the

following sonnet from IVifs Fi/gri/nage will show :

—
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" When Will doth long to effect her own desires,

She makes the Wit, as vassal to the will,

To do what she, howe'er unright, requires.

Which wit doth, though repiningly, fulfil.

Yet, as well pleased (O languishing wit !)

He seems to effect her pleasure willingly,

And all his reasons to her reach doth fit

;

So like the world, gets love by flattery.

That this is true a thousand witnesses.

Impartial conscience, will directly prove;

Then if we would not willingly transgress,

Our will should swayed be by rules of love.

Which holds the multitude of sins because

Her sin morally to him his servants draws."

The defect of Davies, as of not a few of his contemporaries, is

that, having the power of saying things rememberable enough, he

set himself to wrap them up and merge them in vast heaps of

things altogether unrememberable. His successors liave too

often resembled him only in the latter part of his gift.

His longer works (A/irum in Modutii, Summa Totalis, Micro-

cosmus, The Holy Rood, Hiimouis Heave7i on Earth, are some

of their eccentric titles) might move simple wonder if a

century which has welcomed The Cowse of Tivie, and Yesterday,

To-day, and For Ever (I should observe that I have read both

these books) had any great reason to throw stones at its fore-

runners. But to deal with writers like Davies is a little difficult in

a book which aims both at being nothing if not critical, and at

doing justice to the minor as well as to the major luminaries of

the time, while the difficulty is complicated by the necessity of

K^/ saying ditto to the invaluable labourers who have reintroduced

him and others like him to readers. I anV myself full of the

most unfeigned gratitude to my friend Dr. Grosart, to Professor

Arber, and to others, for sparing students, whose time is the least

disposable thing they have, visits to public libraries or begging at

rich men's doors for the sight of books. I should be very sorry

both as a student and as a lover of literature not to possess
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Davies, Breton, Sylvester, Quarles, and the rest, and not to read

them from time to time. But I cannot help warning those who
are not professed students of the subject that in such writers they

have little good to seek; I cannot help noting the difference

between them and other writers of a very different order, ajid

above all 1 cannot help raising a mild protest against the en-

comiums which are sometimes passed on them. Southey, in that

nearly best of modern books unclassified, Tlie Doctor, lias a story

of a glover who kept no gloves that were not " Best." But when

the facts came to be narrowly inquired into, it was found that

the ingenious tradesman had no less than five qualities
—" Best,"

" Better than Best," " Better than better than Best," " Best of

All," and the "Real Best." Such language is a little delusive,

and when I read the epithets of praise which are sometimes

lavished, not by the same persons, on Breton and Watson, I ask

myself what we are to say of Spenser and Shakespere.

Davies has no doubt also suffered from the fact that he had a

contemporary of the same name and surname, who was not only

of higher rank, but of considerably greater powers. Sir John

Davies was a Wiltshire man of good family : his mother, Mary

Bennet of Pyt-house, being still represented by the Benett-Stan-

fords of Dorsetshire and Brighton. Born about 1560, he was a

member of the University of Oxford, and a Templar ; but appears

to have been anything but a docile youth, so that both at

Oxford and the Temple he came to blows with the authorities.

He seems, however, to have gone back to Oxford, and to have

resided there till close of middle life ; some if not most of his

poems dating thence. He entered Parliament in 1 601, and after

figuring in the Opposition during Elizabeth's last years, was taken

into favour, like others in similar circumstances, by James. Im-

mediately after the latter's accession Davies became a law officer

for Ireland, and did good and not unperilous service there. He
was mainly resident in Ireland for some thirteen years, producing

during the time a valuable " Discovery of the Causes of the Irish

Discontent." For the last ten years of his life he seems to have
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practised as serjeant-at-law in England, frequently serving as

judge or commissioner of assize, and he died in 1626. His

poetical work consists chiefly of three poems or collections of

poems. These are Nosce Teipsiim, or the immortality of the

soul, in quatrains, and as light as the unsuitableness of the subject

to verse will allow ; a singularly clever collection of acrostics

called Astraea, all making the name of Elizabetha Regina ; and

the Orchestra, or poem on dancing, which has made his fame.

Founded as it is on a mere conceit—the reduction of all natural

phenomena to a grave and regulated motion which the author

calls dancing—it is one of the very best poems of the school of

Spenser, and in harmony of metre (the seven-lined stanza) and

grace of illustration is sometimes not too far behind Spenser

himself An extract from it may be fitly followed by one of the

acrostics of Astraea :—
" As the victorious twins of Leda and Jove,

(That taught the Spartans dancing on the sands

Of swift Eurotas) dance in heaven above,

Knit and united with eternal bands
;

Among the stars, their double image stands,

Where both are carried with an equal pace,

Together jumping in their turning race.

" This is the net, wherein the sun's bright eye,

Venus and Mars entangled did behold
;

For in this dance, their arms they so imply,

As each doth seem the other to enfold.

What if lewd wits another tale have told

Of jealous Vulcan, and of iron chains !

Yet this true sense that forged lie contains.

" These various forms of dancing Love did frame,

And besides these, a hundred millions more ;

And as he did invent, he taught the same :

With goodly gesture, and with comely show.
Now keeping state, now humbly honouring low.

And ever for the persons and the place

He taught most fit, and best according grace."
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" Each day of thine, sweet month of May,

Love makes a solemn Holy Day.

I will perform like duty
;

Since thou resemblest every way

Astraea, Queen of Beauty.

Both you, fresh beauties do partake,

Either's aspect, doth summer make,

Thoughts of young Love awaking,

Hearts you both do cause to ache ;

And yet be pleased with aching.

Right dear art thou, and so is She,

Even like attractive sympathy

Gains unto both, like dearness.

I ween this made antiquity

Name thee, sweet May of majesty,

As being both like in clearness."

The chief direct followers of Spenser were, however, Giles

and Phineas Fletcher, and A\'illiam Browne. Ihe two first

were, as has been said, the cousins of John Fletcher the dramatist,

and the sons of Dr. Giles Fletcher, the author of Licia. The

exact dates and circumstances of their lives are little known.

Both were probably born between 1 580 and 1 590. Giles, who was

the eldest, died vicar of Alderton in Suffolk in 1633 : Phineas,

the younger, who was educated at Eton and King's College,

Cambridge (Giles was a member of Trinity College in the same

university), also took orders, and was for nearly thirty years

incumbent of Hilgay-in-the-Fens.

Giles's extant work is a poem in four cantos or parts, generally

entitled Chrisfs Victory and Triumph. It is written in a very

curious and by no means successful stanza (rhymed A, B, A, B,

B, C; C, C, the last line being an Alexandrine), with a lyrical

interlude here and there. The whole treatment is highly allegori-

cal, and the lusciousness of Spenser is imitated and overdone.

Nevertheless the versification and imagery are often very beauti-

ful, as samples of the two kinds will show :

—

"The garden like a lady fair was cut

That lay as if she slumber'd in delight,
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And to the open skies her eyes did shut

;

The azure fields of Heav'n were 'sembled right

In a large round, set with the flow'rs of light :

The flow'rs-de-luce, and the round sparks of dew,

That hung upon their azure leaves did shew

Like twinkling stars, that sparkle in the evening blue.

" Upon a hilly bank her head she cast,

On which the bower of Vain-delight was built,

White and red roses for her face were placed,

And for her tresses marigolds were spilt

:

Them broadly she displayed like flaming gilt,

Till in the ocean the glad day were drowned :

Then up again her yellow locks she wound,

And with green fillets in their pretty cauls them bound.

"What should I here depaint her lily hand.

Her veins of violets, her ermine breast.

Which there in orient colours living stand :

Or how her gown with living leaves is drest,

Or how her watchman, armed with boughy crest,

A wall of prim hid in his bushes bears

Shaking at every wind their leafy spears

While she supinely sleeps, nor to be waked fears."

' See, see the flowers that below.

Now as fresh as morning blow,

And of all the virgin rose,

That as bright Aurora shows :

How they all unleaved die,

Losing their virginity

;

Like unto a sunnner shade.

But now born and now they fade.

Everything doth pass away.

There is danger in delay.

Come, come gather then the rose,

Gather it, or it you lose.

All the sand of Tagus' shore

Into my bosom casts his ore :

All the valleys' swimming corn

To my house is yearly borne :

Every grape of every vine

Is gladly bruis'd to make me wine.
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While ten thousand kings, as proud,

To carry up my train have bow'd.

And a world of ladies send me
In my chambers to attend me.

All the stars in Heaven that shine.

And ten thousand more, are mine :

Only bend thy knee to me.

Thy wooing shall thy winning be."

T/ie Purple Island, Phineas Fletcher's chief work, is an alle-

gorical poem of the human body, written in a stanza different only

from that of Christ's Victory in being of seven lines, the irregular

quintett of Giles being replaced by a regular elegiac quatrain.

This improves the music of the verse, but falls far below the

Spenserian stanza. Phineas, like Giles, follows Spenser's manner,

or rather his mannerisms, very closely indeed, and in detached

passages not unsuccessfully, as here, where the transition from

Spenser to Milton is marked :

—

" The early morn lets out the peeping day,

And strew'd his path with golden marigolds

:

The Moon grows wan, and stars fly all away.

Whom Lucifer locks up in wonted folds

Till light is quench'd, and Heaven in seas hath flung

The headlong day : to th' hill the shepherds throng

And Thirsil now began to end his task and song :

" ' Who now, alas ; shall teach my humble vein,

That never yet durst peep from covert glade,

But softly learnt for fear to sigh and plain

And vent her griefs to silent myrtle's shade ?

Who now shall teach to change my oaten quill

For trumpet 'larms, or humble verses fill

With graceful majesty, and lofty rising jkiU ?

' ' Ah, thou dread Spirit ! shed thy holy fire.

Thy holy flame, into my frozen heart

;

Teach thou my creeping measures to aspire

And swell in bigger notes, and higher art :

Teach my low Muse thy fierce alarms to ring,

And raise my soft strain to high thundering,

Tune thou my lofty song ; thy battles must I sing.
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" ' Such as thou wert within the sacred breast

Of that thrice famous poet, shepherd, Icing ;

And taught'st his heart to frame his cantos best

Of all that e'er thy glorious worlvS did sing
;

Or as, those holy fishers once Emong,

Thou flamedst bright with sparkling jiarted tongues ;

And brought'st down Heaven to Earth in those all-conquering songs.'"

But where both lail is first in the adjustment of the harmony of

the individual stanza as a verse paragraph, and secondly in the

management of their fable. Spenser has everywhere a certain

romance-interest both of story and character which carries off in its

steady current, where carrying off is needed, both his allegorising

and his long descriptions. 'J'he Fletchers, unable to impart this

interest, or unconscious of the necessity of imparting it, lose them-

selves in shallow overflowings like a stream that overruns its bank.

Nevertheless they were both, and especially Phineas, men of no

small powers, and in The Purple Island there are detached pass-

ages not quite unworthy of Spenser, when he is not at his very best

-—that is to say, worthy of almost any English poet. Phineas,

moreover, has a not inconsiderable amount of work besides this

rather clumsy allegory. His piscatory eclogues show the influence of

The Shepherds Calendar as closely as, perhaps more happily than,

The Purple Island shows the influence of The Faerie Queene, and

in his miscellanies there is much musical verse. It is, however,

very noticeable that even in these occasional poems his vehicle is

usually either the actual stanza of the Island, or something

equally elaborate, unsuited though such stanzas often are to the

purpose. These two poets indeed, though in poetical capacity

they surpassed all but one or two veterans of their own generation,

seem to have been wholly subdued and carried away by the

mighty flood of their master's poetical production. It is probable

that, had he not written, they would not have written at all
;
yet

it is possible that, had he not written, they would have produced
something much more original and valuable. It ought to be

mentioned that the influence of both upon Milton, directly and
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as handing on the tradition of Spenser, was evidently very great.

The strong Cambridge flavour (not very perceptible in Spenser

himself, but of which Milton is, at any rate in his early poems,

full) comes out in thern, and Irom Christ's Victory at any rate the

poet of Lycidas, the Ode on the Nativity, and Paradise Rega'tied,

apparently " took up," as the phrase of his own day went, not a

{qw commodities.

The same rich borrower owed something to William Browne,

who, in his turn, like the Fletchers, but with a much less extensive

indebtedness, levied on Spenser. Browne, however, was free from

the genius loci, being a Devonshire man born and of Exeter College,

Oxford, b) 'education. He was born in 1588 or 1590, published

the first part of Britannia's Pastorals in 16 13, made many literary

and some noble acquaintances, and is thought to have lived

for some time at Oxford as a tutor, and to have died possessed of

landed property in his native county (an unusual result of tutor-

ing) somewhere about the middle of the century. Browne was

evidently a man of very wide literary sympathy, which saved him

from falling into the mere groove of the Fletchers. He was a

personal friend and an enthusiastic devotee of Jonson, Drayton,

Chapman. He was a student of Chaucer and Occleve. He was

the dear friend and associate of a poet more gifted but more un-

equal than himself, George Wither. All this various literary

cultivation had the advantage of keeping him from being a

mere mocking-bird, though it did not quite provide him with

any prevailing or wholly original pipe of his own. Britann a's

Pastorals (the third book of which remained in MS. for more

than two centuries) is a narrative but extremely desultory poem,

in fluent and somewhat loose couplets, diversified with lyrics

full of local colour, and extremely pleasant to read, though hope-

lessly difficult to analyse in any short space, or indeed in any

space at all. Browne seems to have meandered on exactly as

the fancy took him ; and his ardent love for the country, his

really artistic though somewhat unchastened gift of poetical de-

scription and presentment enabled him to go on just as he
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pleased, after a fashion, of which here are two specimens in

different measures :

—

" 'May first

(Quoth Marin) swains give lambs to thee ;

And may thy flood hav^ seignory

Of all floods else ; and to thy fame

. Meet greater springs, yet keep thy name.

May never newt, nor the toad

Within thy banks make their abode !

Taking thy journey from the sea

May'st thou ne'er happen in thy way

On nitre or on brimstone mine,

To spoil thy taste ! This spring of thine,

Let it of nothing taste but earth,

And salt conceived in their birth.

Be ever fresh ! Let no man dare

To spoil thy fish, make lock or wear,

But on thy margent still let dwell

Those flowers w;hich have the sweetest smell.

And let the dust upon thy strand

Become like Tagus' golden sand.

Let as much good betide to thee

As thou hast favour shew'd to me.'

"

' Here left the bird the cherry, and anon

Forsook her bosom, and for more is gone,

Making such speedy flights into the thick

That she admir'd he went and came so quick.

Then, lest his many cherries should distaste,

Some other fruit he brings than he brought last.

Sometime of strawberries a little stem

Oft changing colours as he gather'd them.

Some green, some white, some red, on them infus'd,

These lovVl, these fear'd, they blush'd to be so us'd.

The peascod green, oft with no little toil

He'd seek for in the fattest, fertil'st soil

And rend it from the stalk to bring it to her,

And in her bosom for acceptance woo her.

No berry in the grove or forest grew
That fit for nourishment the kind bird knew.
Nor any powerful herb in open field

To serve her brood the teeming earth did yield,
1
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But with his utmost industry he sought it,

And to the cave for chaste Marina brought it."

The Shepherd's Pipe, his other considerable work, is in parts

reminiscent of Chaucer, in parts of Spenser, but always char-

acterised by the free and unshackled movement which is

Browne's great charm ; and the same characteristics appear in

the few minor poems attributed to him. Browne has been com-

pared to Keats, who read and loved him, and there are certainly

not a few points of resemblance. Of Keats's higher or more

restrained excellences, such as appear in the finest pcssajes of

St. Agnes' Eve, and Hyperion, in the Ode to a Grecian Urn, and

such minor pieces as /// a Drear-Nighted December, Browne had

nothing. At the same time it is fair to say that there is in

him no trace of the mawkish silliness which (blasphemy as the

assertion may seem to some adorers of Keats) disfigures occasion-

ally the work of that great poet. But Browne, like Keats, had

that kind of love of Nature which is really the love of a lover, not

of a mere artist, or a mere man of science, or a mere preacher

;

and he had, like Keats, a wonderful gift of expression of his love.

When he tried other themes he was not generally successful, but

his success, such as it is, is great ; and, close student of poetry

as Browne has been admitted to be, it must be added that, like

Keats, who was also a close student in his way, he never smells

of the lamp. It is evident that he would at any time and in any

circumstances have sung, and that his studies have only to some

extent coloured and conditioned the manner of his singing. Nor

is he ever prosaic, a praise which certainly cannot be accorded to

some men of far greater repute, and perhaps of occasionally higher

gifts both in his own time and others. The rarest notes of Apollo

he has not, but he is never driven, as the poet and friend of his

—

to whom we next come—was often driven, to the words of Mercury,

and of a Mercury destitute of tularin and caduceus alike, when he

thought that he was echoing the Delphian lyre. This special

poetic gift was not very common at the time ; and though that

time produced better poets than Browne, it is worth noting in
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him. He may never reach the highest poetry, but he is ahvays

a poet.

The comparative impotence of even the best criticism to

force writers on pubUc attention has never been better illustrated

than in the case of George Wither himself. The greater part of a

century has parsed since Charles Lamb's glowing eulogy of him

was written, and the terms of that eulogy have never been con-

tested by competent authority. Yet there is no complete col-

lection of his work in existence, and there is no complete collection

even of the poems, except a privately printed one which is in-

accessible except in large libraries, and to a few subscribers.

His sacred poems, which are not his best, were indeed reprinted

in the Library of Old Authors ; and one song of his, the famous

"Shall. I Wasting in Despair," is universally known. But the

long and exquisite poem of Philarete was not generally known

(if it is generally known now, which may be doubted) till Mr.

Arber reprinted it in the fourth volume of his English Garner

three or four years ago. Nor can Fidelia and The Shepherd^s

Hunting be said to be familiar to the general reader. For this

neglect there is but one excuse, and that an insufficient one, con-

sidering the immense quantity of very indifferent contemporary

work which has had the honour of modern publication. What

the excuse is we shall say presently. AVither was born at Brent-

worth, in the Alresford district of Hampshire (a district after-

wards delightfully described .by him), on iilh June 1588. His

family was respectable ; and though not the eldest son, he had at

one time some landed property. He was for two years at Magdalen

College, Oxford, of which he speaks with much affection, but

was removed before taking his degree. After a distasteful ex-,

perience of farm work, owing to reverses of fortune in his family

he came to London, entered at Lincoln's Inn, and for some years

haunted the town and the court. Li 16 13 he published his Abuses

Stript and Whipt^ one of the general and rather artificial satires

not unfashionable at the time. For this, although the book has

no direct personal reference that can be discovered, he was ira-
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prisoned in the Marshalsea ; and there wrote the charming poem
of The Shepherd's Hunting, 16 15, and probably also Fidelia, an

address from a faithful nymph to an inconstant swain, which,

though inferior to Tlie Shepiierd^s Hunting and to Philarclc in the

highest poetical worth, is a signal example of Wither's copious

and brightly-coloured style. Three years later came the curious

personal poem of the Motto, and in 1622 Philaretc itself, which

was followed in the very next year by the Hymns and Songs of the

Church. Although Wither lived until 2d May 1667, and was

constantly active with his pen, his Hallelujah, 1641, another

book of sacred verse, is the only production of his that has

received or that deserves much praise. The last thirty years of

his long life were eventful and unfortunate. After being a

somewhat fervent Royalist, he suddenly changed his creed at the

outbreak of the great rebelhon, sold his estate to raise men for

the Parliament, and was active in its cause with pen as well as

with sword. Naturally he got into trouble at the Restoration

(as he had previously done with Cromwell), and was im-

prisoned again, though after a time he was released. At an

earlier period he had been in difficulties with the Stationers'

Company on the subject of a royal patent which he had received

from James, and which was afterwards (though still fruitlessly)

confirmed by Charles, for his Hymns. Indeed, Wither, though a

man of very high character, seems to have had all his life what

men of high character not unfrequently have, a certain facility for

getting into what is vulgarly called hot-water.

The defect in his work, which has been referred to above, and

whichis somewhat passed over in the criticisms of Lamb and others,

is its amazing inequality. This is the more remarkable in that

evidence exists of not infrequent retouching on his ])art with

the rather unusual result of improvement— a fact which would

seem to show that he possessed some critical foculty. Such

possession, however, seems on the other hand to be quite incom-

patible with the production of the hopeless doggerel which he not

infrequently signs. The felicity of language and the command
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of rhythmical effect which he constantly displays, are extraordinar}',

as for instance in the grand opening of his first Canticle :

—

" Come kiss me with those lips of thine,

For better are *hy loves than wine
;

And as the poured ointments be

Such is the savour of thy name.

And for the sweetness of the same

The virgins are in love with thee."

Compare the following almost unbelievable rubbish

—

"As we with water wash away

Uncleanness from our flesh,

And sometimes often in a day

Ourselves are fain to wash."

Even in his earlier and purely secular work there is something,

though less of this inequality, and its cause is not at all dubious.

No poet, certainly no poet of merit, seems to have written with

such absolute spontaneity and want of premeditation as Wither.

The metre which was his favourite, and which he used with most

success—the trochaic dimeter catalectic of seven syllables—lends

itself almost as readily as the octosyllable to this frequently fatal

fluency ; but in Wither's hands, at least in his youth and early

manhood, it is wonderfully successful, as here :

—

"And sometimes, I do admire

All men burn not with desire.

Nay, I muse her servants are not

Pleading love : but O they dare not

:

And I, therefore, wonder why
They do not grow sick and die.

Sure they v;ould do so, but that,

By the ordinance of Fate,

There is some concealed thing

So each gazer limiting.

He can see no more of merit

Than beseems his worth and spirit.

For, in her, a grace there shines

That o'erdaring thoughts confines.
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Making worthless men despair

To be loved of one so fair.

Yea the Destinies agree

Some good judgments blind should be :

And not gain the power of knowing

Those rare beauties, in her growing.

Reason doth as much imply,

For, if every judging eye

Which beholdeth her should there

P'ind what excellences are
;

All, o'ercome by those perfections

Would be captive to afiections.

So (in happiness unblest)

She for lovers, should not rest.

"

Nor had he at times a less original and happy command of

the rhymed decasyllabic couplet which he sometimes handles

after a fashion which makes one almost think of Drj'den, and

sometimes after a fashion (as in the lovely description of Alresford

Pool at the opening of Philarete) which makes one think of more

modern poets still. Besides this metrical proficiency and gift,

"Wither at this time (he thought fit to apologise for it later) had a

very happy knack of blending the warm amatory enthusiasm of his

time with sentiments of virtue and decency. There is in him

absolutely nothing loose or obscene, and yet he is entirely free

from the milk-and-water propriety which sometimes irritates the

reader in such books as Habington's Castara. Wither is never

mawkish, though he is never loose, and the swing of his verse at

its best is only equalled by the rush of thought and feeling which

animates it. As it is perhaps necessary to justify this high opinion,

we may as well give the "Alresford Pool" above noted. It is

like Browne, but it is better than anything Browne ever did
;

being like Browne, it is not unlike Keats ; it is also singularly

like a poet of our own day, Mr. William Morris.

" For pleasant was that Pool ; and near it, then,

Was neither rotten marsh nor boggy fen.

It was not overgrown with boisterous sedge,

Nor grew there rudely, then, along the edge
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A bending willow, nor a prickly bush,

Nor broad-leafed flag, nor reed, nor knotty rush :

But here, well ordered, was a grove with bowers ;

There, grassy plots, set round about with flowers.

Here, you might, through the water, see the land

Appear, strewed o'er with white or yellow sand.

Yi^n, deeper was it ; and the wind, by whiffs,

Would make it rise, and wash the little cliffs

;

On which, oft pluming, sate, unfrighted then

The gagling wild goose, and the snow-white swan,

With all those flocks of fowl, which, to this day

Upon those quiet waters breed and play."

When to this gift of description is added a frequent inspiration of

pure fancy, it is scarcely surprising that

—

" Such a strain as might befit

Some brave Tuscan poet's wit,"

to borrow a couplet of his own, often adorns Wither's verse.

Two otlier poets of considerable interest and merit belong to

this period, who are rather Scotch than English, but who have

usually been included in histories of English literature—Drum-

mond of Hawthornden, and Sir William Alexander, Earl of

Stirling. Both, but especially Drummond, exhibit equally with

their English contemporaries the influences which produced the

Elizabethan Jacobean poetry ; and though I am not myself

disposed to go quite so far, the sonnets of Drummond have

sometimes been ranked before all others of the time except

Shakespere's.

William Drummond was probably born at the beautiful seat

whence he derived his designation, on 13th December 15 85.

His father was Sir John Drummond, and he was educated in

Edinburgh and in France, betaking himself, like almost all young
Scotchmen of family, to the study of the law. He came back to

Scotland from France in 1610, and resided there for the greater

part of his life, though he left it on at least two occasions for long

periods, once travelling on the continent for eight years to recover

from the grief of losing a lady to whom he was betrothed, and
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once retiring to avoid the inconveniences of the Civil War.

Though a Royalist, Drummond submitted to be requisitioned

against the Crown, but as an atonement he is said to have died

of grief at Charles I.'s execution in 1649. The most famous in-

cidents of his life are the visit that Ben Jonson paid to him, and

the much discussed notes of that visit which Drummond left in

manuscript. It would appear, on the whole, that Drummond was

an example of a well-known type of cultivated dilettante, rather

effeminate, equally unable to appreciate Jonson's boisterous ways

and to show open offence at them, and in the same way equally

disinclined to take the popular side and to endure risk and loss

in defending his principles. He shows better in his verse. His

sonnets are of the true Elizabethan mould, exhibiting the

Petrarchian grace and romance, informed with a fire and aspiring

towards a romantic ideal beyond the Italian. Like the older

writers of the sonnet collections generally, Drummond intersperses

his quatorzains with madrigals, lyrical pieces of various lengths,

and even with what he calls " songs,"—that is to say, long poems

in the heroic couplet. He was also a skilled writer of elegies,

and two of his on Gustavus Adolphus and on Prince Henry have

much merit. Besides the madrigals included in his sonnets he

has left another collection entitled " Madrigals and Epigrams,"

including pieces both sentimental and satirical. As might be

expected the former are much better than the latter, which have

the coarseness and the lack of point noticeable in most of the

similar work of this time from Jonson to Herrick. AVe have also

of his a sacred collection (again very much in accordance with

the practice of his models of the preceding generation), entitled

Flowers ofSion^ and consisting, like the sonnets, of poems of various

metres. One of these is noticeable as being of the same metre

as Milton's " Nativity," but with a displacement of the rhymes,

which is singularly tasteless. Yet a fourth collection of miscel-

lanies differs not much in constitution from the others, and Drum-

mond's poetical work is completed by some local pieces, such as

Forth Feastitig, some hymns and divine poems, and an attempt
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in Macaronic called FoIej!io-Midde?iia, which is perhaps not his.

He was also a prose writer, and a tract, entitled The Cypress Grove,

has been not unjustly ranked as a kind of anticipation of Sir

Thomas Browne, both in style and substance. Of his verse a

sonnet and a madrigal may suffice, the first of which can be

compared with the Sleep sonnet given earlier :

—

" Sleep, Silence, child, sweet father of soft rest,

Prince whose approach peace to all mortals brings,

Indifferent host to shepherds and to kings.

Sole comforter of minds which are oppressed
;

Lo, by thy charming rod, all breathing things

Lie slumb'ring, with forgetfulness possess'd,

And yet o'er me to spread thy drowsy wings

Thou spar'st, alas ! who cannot be thy giiest.

Since I am thine, O come, but with that face

To inward light, which thou art wont to show.

With feigned solace ease a true felt woe
;

Or if, deaf god, thou do deny that grace.

Come as thou wilt, and what thou wilt bequeath :

I long to kiss the image of my death."

" To the delightful green

Of you, fair radiant een,

Let each black yield, beneath the starry arch.

Eyes, burnish'd Heavens of love,

Sinople ' lamps of Jove,

Save all those hearts which with your flames you parch

Two burning suns you prove ;

All other eyes, compared with you, dear lights

Are Hells, or if not Hells, yet dumpish nights.

The heavens (if we their glass

The sea believe) are green, not perfect blue

;

They all make fair, whatever fair yet was,

And they are fair because they look like you."

Sir William Alexander, a friend and countryman of Drum-
mond (who bewailed him in more than one mournful rhyme of

great beauty), was born in 1580 of a family which, though it had
for some generations borne the quasi-surname Alexander, is said

^ In heraldry (but not English heraldry) ~ "green."
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to have been a branch of the Clan Macdonald. Alexander early

took to a court life, was much concerned in the proposed planting

of Nova Scotia, now chiefly remembered from its connection with

the Order of Baronets, was Secretary of State for Scotland, and

was raised to the peerage. He died in 1640. Professor Masson

has called him " the second-rate Scottish sycophant of an in-

glorious despotism." He might as well be called " the faithful

servant of monarchy in its struggle with the encroachments of

Republicanism," and one description would be as much question-

begging as the other. But we are here concerned only with his

literary work, which was considerable in bulk and quality. It

consists chiefly of a collection of sonnets (varied as usual with

madrigals, etc.), entitled Aurora ; of a long poem on Doomsday

in an eight-lined stanza ; of a Paraenesis to Prince Henry ; and

of four "monarchic tragedies" on Darius^ Crcesiis, Alexander,

and Ceesar, equipped with choruses and other appliances of the

literary rather than the theatrical tragedy. It is perhaps in these

choruses that Alexander appears at his best ; for his special forte

was grave and stately declamation, as the second of the follow-

ing extracts will prove. The first is a sonnet from Aurora:—
" Let some bewitched with a deceitful show,

Love earthly things unworthily esteem'd,

And losing that which cannot be redeemed

Pay back with pain according as they owe :

But I disdain to cast my eyes so low,

That for my thoughts o'er base a subject seem'd,

Which still the vulgar course too beaten deem'd ;

And loftier things delighted for to know.

Though presently this plague me but with pain,

And vex the world with wondering at my woes :

Yet having gained that long desired repose

My mirth may more miraculous remain.

That for the which long languishing I pine,

It is a show, but yet a show divine."

" Those who command above,

High presii'.cnts of Heaven,
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By whom all things do move,

As they have order given,

What worldling can arise

Against them to repine ?

Whilst castled in the skies

With providence divine

;

They force this peopled round,

Their judgments to confess,

And in their wrath confound

Proud mortals who transgress

The bounds to them assigned

By Nature in their mind.

" Base brood of th' Earth, vain man,

Why brag'st thou of thy might ?

The Heavens thy courses scan,

Thou walk'st still in their sight

;

Ere thou wast born, thy deeds

Their registers dilate.

And think that none exceeds

The bounds ordain'd by fate ;

What heavens would have thee to.

Though they thy ways abhor,

That thou of force must do,

And thou canst do no more :

This reason would fulfil,

Their work should serve their will.

" Are we not heirs of death.

In whom there is no trust?

Who, toss'd with restless breath,

Are but a drachm of dust

;

Yet fools whenas we err.

And heavens do wrath contract.

If they a space defer

Just vengeance to exact,

Pride in our bosom creeps,

And misinforms us thus

That love in pleasure sleeps

Or takes no care of us :

' The eye of Heaven beholds

What every heart enfolds. '
"
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Not a few of his other sonnets are also worth reading, and

the unpromising subject of Doomsday (which connects itself in

style partly with Spenser, but perhaps still more with The Mirror

for Magistrates), does not prevent it from containing fine pas-

sages. Alexander had indeed more power of sustained versifica-

tion than his friend Drummond, though he hardly touches the

latter in point of the poetical merit of short isolated passages

and poems. Both bear perhaps a little too distinctly the com-

plexion of " Gentlemen of the Press "—men who are composing

poems because it is the fashion, and because their education,

leisure, and elegant tastes lead them to prefer that form of occupa-

tion. But perhaps what is most interesting about them is the way

in which they reproduce on a smaller scale the phenomenon pre-

sentee! by the Scotch poetical school of the fifteenth centur)'.

That school, as is well known, was a direct offshoot from, or fol-

lowing of the school of Chaucer, though in Dunbtir at least it

succeeded in producing work almost, if not quite, original in

form. In the same way, Drummond and Alexander, while able

to the full to experience directly the* foreign, and especially

Italian influences wliich had been so strong on the Elizabethans,

were still in the main followers of the Elizabethans themselves,

and formed, as it were, a Scottish moon to the English sun of

poetry. There is little or nothing that is distinctively national

about them, though in their following of the English model they

show talent at least equal to all but the best of the school they

followed. But this fact, joined to those above noted, helps, no

doubt, to give an air of want of spontaneity to their verse—an air

as of the literaiy exercise.

There are other writers who might indifferently come in this

chapter or in that on Caroline poetry, for the reign of James was

as much overlapped in this respect by his son's as by Elizabeth's,

and there are others who need but slight notice, besides yet

others—a great multitude—who can receive no notice at all.

The doggerel of Taylor, the water poet (not a bad prose writer), re-

ceived both patronage and attention, which seem to have annoyed
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his betters, and he has been resuscitated even in our own

times. Francis Beaumont, the coadjutor of Fletcher, has left

independent poetical work which, on the whole, confirms the

general theory that the chief execution of the joint plays must

have been his partner's, but which (as in the Letter- U Ben Jonson

and the fine stoicism of The Honest Man's Fortiaie) contains

some very good things. His cousin, Sir John Beaumont, who

died not so young as Francis, but at the comparatively early age

of forty-six, was the author of a historical poem on Bosworth Field,

which is not of the meanest, as well as of minor pieces not

numerous, but of higher merit than The Field. Two famous

poems, which every one knows by heart, the " You Meaner

Beauties of the Night'' of Sir Henry Wotton and the "Tell Me
no more how fair She is " of Bishop Henry King, are merely per-

fect examples of a style of verse which was largely if not often

quite so perfectly practised by lesser or less know^n men, as well

as by greater ones.-^

There is, moreover, a class of verse which has been referred

to incidentally before, and which may very likely be referred to in-

cidentally again, but which is too abundant, too characteristic, and

too charming not to merit a place, if no very large one, to itself.

I refer to the delightful songs which are scattered all over the plays

of the period, from Greene to Shirley. As far as Shakespere is

concerned, these songs are well enough known, and Mr, Palgrave's

Treasury, and such books as Bell's Songs from the Drainatists,

have given an inferior currency, but still a currency, to the best of

the remainder. The earlier we have spoken of. But the songs

of Greene and his fellows, though charming, cannot compare with

those of the more properly Jacobean poets. To name only the

^ The most interesting collection and selection of verse of this class and lime

is undoubtedly Dr. Hannah's well-known and charming but rather oddly
'

entitled Poems of Raleigh, Wotton, and other Courtly Poets in the Aldine Series.

I say oddly entitled, because though Raleigh and Wotton were certainly

courtiers, it would be hard to make the name good of some of the minor
contributors.
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best of each, Ben Jonson gives us the exquisite "Queen and

Huntress," which is perhaps the best-known piece of his whole

work ; the pleasant " If I freely may discover," and best of all

— unsurpassed indeed in any language for rolling majesty of

rhythm and romantic charm of tone— " Drink to me only with

thine eyes." Again the songs in Beaumont and Fletcher stand

very high, perhaps highest of all next to Shakespere's in respect

of the '• woodnote wild." If the snatch of only half articulate

poetry of the " Lay a garland on my hearse," of The Alaid's

Tragedy, is really Fletcher's, he has here equalled Shakespere

himself. We may add to it the fantastic and charming " Beauty

clear and fair," of The Elder Brother, the comic swing of " Let

the bells ring," and " The fit's upon me now ;" all the songs with-

out exception in The Faithful Shepheidess, which is much less a

drama than a miscellany of the most delightful poetry ; the spirited

war-song in The Mad Lover, to which Dryden owed not a little; the

catch, " Drink to-day and drown all sorrow ;
" the strange song of

the dead host in The Lever's Progress ; the exquisite " Weep no

more," of The Queen of Corinth ; the spirited " Let the mill go

round," of The Maid in the Mill ; the " Lovers rejoice," of

Cupid's Revenge ; the " Roses, their sharp spines being gone,"

which is one of the most Shakesperean things of The Tivo Noble

Kinsmen ; the famous " Hence, all you vain-delights," of The Nice

Valour, which l\Iilton expanded into // Penseroso, and the laugh-

ing song of the same play. This long catalogue only contains a

part of the singularly beautiful song work of the great pair of

dramatists, and as an example we may give one of the least

known from The Captain :—

" Tell me, dearest, what is love?

'Tis a lightning from above
;

Tis an arrow, 'tis a fire,

'Tis a boy they call Desire.

'Tis a grave,

Gapes to have

Those poor fools that long to prove.
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" Tell me more, are women true?

Yes, some are, and some as you.

Some are willing, some are strange

Since you men first taught to change.

And till troth

Be in both.

All shall love to love anew.

" Tell me more yet, can they grieve ?

Yes, and sicken sore, but live.

And be wise, and delay

When you men arc as wise as they.

Then I see.

Faith will be

Never till they both believe."

The dirge of Vittoria Corombona and the preparation for death

of The Duchess of Malfi are Webster's sole but sufficient contribu-

tions to the list. The witch songs of Middleton's Witch, and the

gipsy, or rather tramp, songs of More Dissemblers besides Womcji

and The Spaiiish Gipsy, have very high merit. The songs of Patient

Grissell, which are pretty certainly Dekker's, have been noticed

already. The otherwise worthless play of The Thracian Wonder,

attributed to Webster and Rowley, contains an unusual number

of good songs. Heywood and Massinger were not great at songs,

and the superiority of those in The Sun's Da7-ling over the songs

in Ford's other plays, seems to point to the authorship of Dekker.

Finally, James Shirley has the song gift of his greater predecessors.

Every one knows " The glories of our birth and state," but this is

by no means his only good song ; it worthily closes the list of the

kind—a kind which, when brought together and perused sepa-

rately, exhibits, perhaps, as well as 'anything else of equal com-

pass, the extraordinary abundance of poetical spirit in the age.

For songs like these are not to be hammered out by the most

diligent ingenuit}^, not to be spun by the light of the most assidu-

ously fed lamp. The wind of such inspiration blows where, and

only where, it listeth.



CHAPTER IX

MILTON, TAYLOR, CLARENDON, BROWNE, HOBBES

During the second and third quarters of the seventeenth century,

or (to take hterary rather than chronological dates) between the

death of Bacon and the publication oiAbsalom and Acliilophel, there

existed in England a quintet of men of letters, of such extraordi-

nary power and individuality, that it may be doubted whether

any other period of our own literature can show a group equal to

them ; while it is certain that no other literature, except, jjcrhaps,

in the age of Pericles, can match them. They were all, except

Hobbes (who belonged by birth, though not by date and character

of writing, to an earlier generation than the rest), born, and they

all died, within a very few years of each other. All were prose

writers of the very highest merit ; and though only one was a poet,

yet he had poetry enough to spare for all the five. Of the others.

Clarendon, in some of the greatest characteristics of the historian,

has been equalled by no Englishman, and surpassed by few

foreigners. Jeremy Taylor has been called the most eloquent of

men ; and if this is a bold saying, it is scarcely too bold. Plobbes

stands with Bacon and Berkeley at the head of luiglish-speaking

philosophers, and is, if not in general grasp, in range of ideas, or

in literary polish, yet in acuteness of thought and originality of

expression, perhaps the superior of both his companions. If

Browne is the least of the five, it is only because his excellence is

more purely literary,—a matter of expression rather than of sub-
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stance,—and because he is more flawed than any of them by

the fashionable vices of his time. Yet, as an artist, or rather

architect, of words in the composite and florid style, it is vain to

look anywhere for his superior.

John Milton—the greatesl, no doubt, of the five, if only be-

cause of his mastery of either harmony—was born in London on

9th December 1608, was educated at Cambridge, studied at home

with unusual intensity and control of his own time and bent

;

travelled to Italy, returned, and engaged in the somewhat unex-

pected task of school-keeping ; was stimulated, by the outbreak of

the disturbances between king and parliament, to take part with

extraordinary bitterness in the strife of pamphlets on the repub-

lican and anti-prelatical side, defended the execution of the king

in his capacity of Latin secretary to'the Government (to which he

had been appointed in 1649); was struck with blindness, lay hid

at the Restoration for some time in order to escape the Royalist

vengeance (which does not seem very seriously to have threatened

him), composed and published in 1667 the great poem oi Paradise

Lost, followed it with that of Paradise Regained, did not a little

other work in prose and poetry, and died on 8th November 1674.

He had been thrice married, and his first wife had left him within

a month of her marriage, thereby occasioning the singular series

of pamphlets on divorce, the theories of which, had she not re-

turned, he had, it is said, intended to put into practice on his own

responsibility. The general abstinence from all but the barest

biographical outline which the scale of this book imposes is

perhaps nowhere a greater gain than in the case of Milton.

His personal character was, owing to political motives, long

treated with excessive rigour. The reaction to Liberal politics at

the beginning of this century substituted for this rigour a some-

what excessive admiration, and even now the balance is hardly

restored, as may be seen from the fact that a late biographer of

his stigmatises his first wife, the unfortunate Mary Powell, as "a

dull and common girl," without a tittle of evidence except the bare

fact of her difference with her husband, and some innuendoes
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(indirect in themselves, and clearly tainted as testimony) in

Milton's own divorce tracts. On the whole, Milton's character

was not an amiable one, nor even wholly estimable. It is prob-

able that he never in the course of his whole life did anything

that he considered wrong ; but unfortunately, examples are not

far to seek of the facility with which desire can be made to con-

found itself with deliberate approval. That he was an exacting,

if not a tyrannical husband and father, that he held in the most

peremptory and exaggerated fashion the doctrine of the superi-

ority of man to woman, that his egotism in a man who had actu-

ally accomplished less would be half ludicrous and half disgusting,

that his faculty of appreciation beyond his own immediate tastes

and interests was small, that his intolerance surpassed that of an

inquisitor, and that his controversial habits and manners outdid the

license even of that period of controversial abuse,—these are propo-

sitions which I cannot conceive to be disputed by any competent

critic aware of the facts. If they have ever been denied, it is

merely from the amiable but uncritical point of view which blinks

all a man's personal defects in consideration of his literary genius.

That we cannot afford to do here, especially as Milton's personal

defects had no small influence on his literary character. But

having honestly set down his faults, let us now turn to the plea-

santer side of the subject without fear of having to revert, except

cursorily, to the uglier.

The same prejudice and partisanship, however, which have

coloured the estimate of Milton's personal character have a little

injured the literary estimate of him. It is agreed on all hands

that Johnson's acute but unjust criticism was directed as much by

political and religious prejudice as by the incapacity of the

eighteenth century to appreciate the highest poetry; and all these

causes worked together to produce that extraordinary verdict on

Lycidas, which is now almost unintelligible. But it would be idle

to contend that there is not nearly as much bias on the other side

in the most glowing of his modern panegyrists—Macaulay and

Landor. It is, no doubt, in regard to a champion so formidable,
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both as ally and as enemy, difficult to -write without fear or favour,

but it must be attempted.

IMilton's periods of literary production were three. In each of

them he produced work of the highest literary merit, but at the

same time singularly different in kind. In the first, covering the

first thirty years of his life, he WTOte no prose worth speaking of, but

after juvenile efforts, and besides much Latin poetry of merit, pro-

duced the exquisite poems of L'AIkgro and II Fenscroso, the Hymn
on iJie Nativity, the incomparable Lycidas, the Coniiis (which I have

the audacity to think his greatest work, if scale and merit are con-

sidered), and the delicious fragments of the Arcades. Then liis

style abruptly changed, and for another twenty years he devoted

himself chiefly to polemical pamphlets, relieved only by a few

sonnets, whose strong originality and intensely personal savour

are uniform, while their poetical merit varies greatly. The third

period of fifteen years saw the composition of the great epics of

Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained, and of the tragedy of Samson

Agonistes, together with at least the completion of a good deal of

prose, including a curious History of England, wherein Milton

expatiates with a singular gusto over details which he must have

known, and indeed allows that he knew, to be fabulous. The
production of each of these periods may be advantageously dealt

with separately and in order.

Milton's Latin compositions both in prose and verse lie

rather outside of our scope, though they afford a very interesting

subject. It is perhaps sufficient to say that critics of such

different times, tempers, and altitude towards their subject as

Johnson and the late Rector of Lincoln,—critics who agree in

nothmg except literary competence,—are practically at one as to

the remarkable excellence of Milton's Latin verse at its best. It

is little read now, but it is a pity that any one who can read

Latin should allow himself to be ignorant of at least the beautiful

EpitapJiiuvi Da7nonis on the poet's friend, Charles Diodati.

The dates of the few but exquisite poems of the first period

are known with some but not complete exactness. Milton was
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not an extremely precocious poet, and such early exercises as he

has preserved deserve the description of being rather meritorious

than remarkable. But in 1629, his year of discretion, he struck

his own note first and firmly with the hymn on the " Nativity."

Two years later the beautiful sonnet on his three-and-twentieth

year followed. LAllegro and // Pcnseroso date not before, but

probably not much after, 1632 ; Comus dating from 1634, and

Lycidas from 1637. All these were written either in the later

years at Cambridge, or in the period of independent study at

Horton in Buckinghamshire— chiefly in the latter. Almost

every line and word of these poems has been commented on and

fought over, and I cannot undertake to summarise the criticism

of others. Among the greater memorabilia of the subject is

that wonderful Johnsonism, the description of Lycidas as " harsh,

the rhymes uncertain, and the numbers unpleasing ;

" among the

minor, the fact that critics have gravely quarrelled among them-

selves over the epithet " monumental "' applied to the oak in

// Fenscroso, when Spenser's '• Builder Oak " (Milton was a

passionate student of Spenser) would have given them the key at

once, even if the same phrase had not occurred, as I believe it

does, in Chaucer, also a favourite of Milton's. We have only

space here for first-hand criticism.

This body of work, then, is marked by two qualities : an extra-

ordinary degree of poetic merit, and a still more extraordinary ori-

ginality of poetic kind. Although Milton is always Milton, it would

be difficult to find in another writer five poems, or (taking the

Allegro and its companion together) four, so different from each

other and yet of such high merit. And it would be still more diffi-

cult to find poems so independent in their excellence. Neither

the influence of Jonson nor the influence of Donne—the two

poetical influences in the air at the time, and the latter especially

strong at Cambridge—produced even the fointest effect on Milton.

We know from his own v.-orcs, and should have known even if he

had not mentioned it, that Shakespere and Spenser were his

favourite studies in English
;

yet, save in mere scattered phrases,
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none of these poems owes anything to cither. He has teachers

but no models ; masters, but only in the way of learning how to

do, not what to do. The " certain vital marks," of which he

somewhat arrogantly speaks, are indeed there. I do not myself

see them least in the poem on the " Nativity," which has been the

least general favourite. It shows youth in a certain inequality, in

a slight overdose of ornament, and especially in a very inartistic

conclusion. But nowhere even in Milton does the mastery of

harmonies appear better than in the exquisite rhythmical arrange-

ment of the piece, in the almost unearthly beauty of the exordium,

and in the famous stanzas beginning "The oracles are dumb." It

must be remembered that at this time English lyric was in a very

rudimentary and ill-organised condition. The exquisite snatches

in the dramatists had been snatches merely ; Spenser and his

followers had chiefly confined themselves to elaborate stanzas of

full length lines, and elsewhere the octo-syllabic couplet, or the

quatrain, or the dangerous "eights and sixes," had been chiefly

affected. The sestines and canzons and madrigals of the sonnet-

eers, for all the beauty of their occasional flashes, have nothing

like the gracious and sustained majesty of the "Nativity" piece.

For technical perfection in lyric metre, that is not so much to be

sung as said, this ode has no precedent rival. As for LAllegro

and II Fenseroso, who shall praise them fitly ? They are among the

iQ\Y things about which there is no difference of opinion, which

are as delightful to childhood as to criticism, to youth as to age.

To dwell on their technical excellences (the chief of which is

the unerring precision with which the catalectic and acatalectic

lines are arranged and interchanged) has a certain air of imper-

tinence about it. Even a critical King Alfonso El Sabio could

hardly think it possible that Milton might have taken a hint here,

although some persons have, it seems, been disturbed because

skylarks do not come to the window, just as others are troubled

because the flowers in Lycidas do not grow at the same time, and
because they think they could see stars through the "starproof"
trees of the Arcades.
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The fragments of the masque just mentioned consist only of

three songs and an address in rhymed couplets. Of the songs,

those ending

—

Such a rural queen,

All Arcadia hath not seen,

are equal to anything that Milton has done ; the third song and

the address, especially the latter, do not fall far below them.

But it is in Comits that, if I have any skill of criticism, Milton's

poetical power is at its greatest height. Those who judge poetry

on the ground of bulk, or of originality of theme, or of anything

else extra-poetical,—much more those (the greater number) who

simply vary transmitted ideas,—may be scandalised at this assertion,

but that will hardly matter much. And indeed the indebtedness

of Comics in point of subject (it is probably limited to the Odyssey,

which is public property, and to George Peele's Old JVms' Tale,

which gave little but a few hints of story) is scarcely greater than

that of Paradise Lost ; while the form of the drama, a kind nearly

as venerable and majestic as that of the epic, is completely filled.

And in Connis there is none of the stiffness, none of the longueurs,

none of the almost ludicrous want of humour, which mar the larger

poem. Humour indeed was what Milton always lacked ; had he

had it, Shakespere himself might hardly have been greater. The

plan is not really more artificial than that of the epic ; though in

the latter case it is masked to us by the scale, by the grandeur of

the personages, and by the familiarity of the images to all men

who have been brought up on the Bible. The versification, as

even Johnson saw, is the versification of Paradise Lost, and to my
fancy at any rate it has a spring, a variety, a sweep and rush of

genius, which are but rarely present later. As for its beauty in

parts, quis vituperavit 1 It is impossible to single out passages, for

the whole is golden. The entering address of Comus, the song

" Sweet Echo," the descriptive speech of the Spirit, and the

magnificent eulogy of the "sun-clad power of chastity," would be

the most beautiful things where all is beautiful, if the unapproach-

able " Sabrina fair " did not come later, and were not sustained

II V
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before and after, for nearly two hundred lines of pure nectar. If

poetry could be taught by the reading of it, then indeed the

critic's advice to a poet might be limited to this :
" Give your days

and nights to the reading of Coinus."

The sole excuse for Johnson's amazing verdict on Lycidas is

that it is, though even better in parts, not quite so uniformly good.

His cliarges against the form fall at once to the ground, as in the

case of Comus, and as in the case of those made against the

structure of Pa7-aJise Lost. There are indeed blotches in it.

The speech of Peter, magnificently as it is introduced, and

strangely as it has captivated some critics, who seem to think that

anything attacking the Church of England must be poetry, is out

of place, and in itself is obscure, pedantic, and grotesque. There

is some over-classicism, and the scale of the piece does not admit

the display of quite such sustained and varied power as in Comus.

But what there is, is so exquisite that hardly can we find fault

with Mr. Pattison's hyperbole when he called Lycidas the " high-

water mark of English poetry." High-water mark even in the

physical world is a variable limit. Shakespere constantly, and

some other poets here and there in short passages go beyond

Milton. But in the same space we shall nowhere find anything

that can outgo the passage beginning "Alas what boots it," down
to "head of thine," and the whole conclusion from "Return
Alpheus." For melody of versification, for richness of images,

for curious felicity of expression, these cannot be surpassed.

" But O the heavy change "—to use an irresistible quotation,

the more irresistible that the change is foreshadowed in Lycidas

itself—from the golden poetry of these eady days to the prose of

the pamphlets. It is not that Milton's literary faculty is less

conspicuous here, or less interesting. There is no English prose

before him, none save Taylor's and Browne's in his time, and
absolutely none after him that can compare with the finest

passages of these singular productions. The often quoted
personal descriptions of his aims in life, his early literary studies,

his views of poetry and so forth, are almost eoual in the " other
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harmony of prose"' to Comus and Lycidas. The deservedly famous

Areopagitica is full of the most splendid concerted pieces of prose-

music, and liardly anywhere from the Tractate of Reformation

Touching Church Discipline to the History of Britain^ which he

revised just before his death, is it possible to read a page without

coming across phrases, passages, and even whole paragraphs, which

are instinct with the most splendid life. But the difference

between Milton's poetry and his prose is, that in verse he is

constantly under the restraint (sometimes, in his later work

especially, too much under the restraint) of the sense of style

;

while in his prose he seems to be wholly emancipated from it

Even in his finest passages he never seems to know or to care

how a period is going to end. He piles clause on clause, links

conjunction to conjunction, regardless of breath, or sense, or the

most ordinary laws of grammar. The second sentence of his first

prose work contains about four hundred words, and is broken in

the course of them like a wounded snake. In his very highest

flights he will suddenly drop to grotesque and bathos ; and there

is no more difficult task {Jiaud inexpertus loqtcor) than the selection

from Milton of any passage of length which shall not contain

faults of which a modern schoolboy or gutter-journalist would be

ashamed. Nor is the matter made much better by the considera-

tion that it is not so much ignorance as temper which is the

cause of this deformit}-. Lest it be thought that I speak harshly,

let me quote from the late Mr. Mark Pattison, a strong sympathiser

with Milton's politics, in complete agreement if not with his

religious views, yet with his attitude towards dominant ecclesi-

asticism, and almost an idolater of him from the purely literary

point of view. " In Eikonociastcs" Milton's reply to ILi/~:on

BasiliJzc, Mr. Pattison says, and I do not care to attempt any

improvement on the words, ' Milton is worse than tedious : his

reply is in a tone of rude railing and insolent swagger which

would have been always unbecoming, but which at this moment

was grossly indecent." Elsewhere (and again I have nothing

to add) Mr. Pattison describes Milton's prose pamphlets as " a
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plunge into the depths of vulgar scurrility and libel below the

level of average gentility and education." But the Rector of

Lincoln has not touched, or has touched very lightly, on the

fault above noted, the profound lack of humour that these

pamphlets display. Others have been as scurrilous, as libellous,

as unfair; others have prostituted literary genius to the composition

of paid lampoons ; but some at least of them have been saved by

the all-saving sense of humour. As any one who remembers the

dreadful passage about the guns in Paradise Lost must know, the

book of humour was to Milton a sealed book. He has flashes of

wit, though not many ; his indignation of itself sometimes makes

him really sarcastic. But humorous he is never.

Destitute of this, the one saving quality of polemical writing,

he plunged at tlie age of thirty-three into pamphlet writing. With

a few exceptions his production in this kind may be thrown into

four classes,—the Areopagitica and the Letter to LLartlib (much the

best of the whole) standing outside. The first class attacks prelatical

government, and by degrees glides, under the guise of apologetics

for the famous Smectymnuns, into a fierce and indecent controversy

with Bishop Hall, containing some of the worst examples of the

author's deplorable inability to be jocular. Then comes the divorce

series, -vvhich, with all its varied learning, is chiefly comic, owing to

Milton's unfortunate blindness to the fact that he was trying to

make a public question out of private grievances of the particular

kind which most of all demand silence. Next rank the pieces

composing the Apologia of regicide, the Eikonociastes, the con-

troversy with Salmasius (written in Latin), and the postscript

thereto, devoted to the obscure Morus. And lastly come the

pamphlets in which, with singular want of understanding of the

course of events, Milton tried to argue Monk and the weary

nation out of the purpose to shake off the heavy yoke of so-called

liberty. The Liistory of Britain, the very agreeable fragment on
the History of Muscovy, the late Treatise Against Popery, in which
the author holds out a kind of olive branch to the Church of

England, in the very act of proclaiming his Arianism, and the
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two little masterpieces already referred to, are independent of any

such classification. Yet even in them sometimes, as always in the

others, fnro/' arnia ministrat ; and supplies them as badly as if he

were supplying by contract.

Nevertheless both Milton's faults and his merits as a prose

writer are of the most remarkable and interesting character. The
former consist chiefly in the reckless haste with which he con-

structs (or rather altogether neglects the construction of) his

periods and sentences, in an occasional confusion of those rules

of Latin syntax which are only applicable to a fully inflected

language with the rules necessary in a language so destitute of

inflections as English, and in a lavish and sometimes both need-

less and tasteless adaptation of Latin words. All these were

faults of the time, but it is true that they are faults which INIilton,

like his contemporaries Ta3'lor and Browne, aggravated almost

wilfully. Of the three Milton, owing no doubt to the fury which

animated him, is by far the most faulty and uncritical. Taylor

is the least remarkable of the three for classicisms either of

syntax or vocabulary ; and Browne's excesses in this respect are

deliberate. Milton's are the effect of blind passion. Yet the

passages which diversify and relieve his prose works are far more

beautiful in their kind than anything to be found elsewhere in

English prose. Though he never trespasses into purely poetical

rhythm, the solemn music of his own best verse is paralleled in

these ; and the rugged and grandiose vocabulary (it is particularly

characteristic of Milton that he mixes the extremest vernacular

with the most exquisite and scholarly phrasing) is fused and

moulded with an altogether extraordinary power. Nor can we

notice less the abundance of striking phrase, now quaint, now

grand, now forcible, which in short clauses and " jewels five words

long " occurs constantly, even in the passages least artistically

finished as wholes. There is no English prose author whose

prose is so constantly racy with such a distinct and varied savour

as Milton's. It is hardly possible to open him anywhere after

the fashion of the Sortes Virgiliauu without lighting on a line
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or a couple of lines, which for the special purpose it is impossible

to improve. And it might be contended with some plausibility

that this abundance of jewels, or purple patches, brings into

rather unfair prominence the slips of grammar and taste, the

inequalities of thought, the deplorable attempts to be funny, the

rude outbursts of bargee invective, which also occur so numerously.

One other peculiarity, or rather one result of these peculiarities,

remains to be noticed ; and that is that Milton's prose is essen-

tially inimitable. It would be difficult even to caricature or to

parody it ; and to imitate it as his verse, at least his later verse,

has been so often imitated, is simply impossible.

The third and, in popular estimation, the most important

period of Milton's production was again poetical. Ihe character-

istics of the poetry of the three great works which illustrate it

are admittedly uniform, though in Samson Agonistes they exhibit

themselves in a harder, drier, more ossified form than in the two

great epics. This relation is only a repetition of the relation

between Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained themselves on the

one hand, and the poems of twenty years earlier, especially Comus
and Lyeidas, on the other. The wonderful Miltonic style, so arti-

ficial and yet such a triumph of art, is evident even so early

as the ode on the "Nativity," and it merely developed its own
characteristics up to the Samson of forty years later. That it is

a real style and not merely a trick, like so many others, is best

shown by the fact that it is very hard, if not impossible, to

analyse it finally into elements. The common opinion charges

Milton with Latinising heavily ; and so he does. But we open
Paradise Lost at random, and we find a dozen lines, and not the

least beautiful (the Third Day of Creation), without a word in

them that is not perfectly simple English, or if of Latin origin,

naturalised long before Milton's time, while the syntax is also

quite vernacular. Again it is commonly thought that the habits

of antithesis and parallelism, of omission of articles, of reversing

the position of adjectives and adverbs, are specially Miltonic.

Certainly Milton often indulges in them
;
yet in the same way

I
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the most random dipping will find passages (and any number of

them) where no one of these habits is particularly or eminently

present, and yet which every one would recognise as Miltonic.

As far as it is possible to put the finger on one peculiarity which

explains part of the secret of Milton's pre-eminence, I should

myself select his unapproached care and felicity in building Avhat

may be called the verse-paragraph. The danger of blank verse

(Milton's preference for which over rhyme was only one of his

numerous will-worships) are many ; but the two greatest lie in

easily understood directions. With the sense generally or fre-

quently ending as the line ends (as may be seen in the early

dramatists and in many bad poets since), it becomes intolerably stiff

and monotonous. With the process of cnjambanent or over-

lapping, promiscuously and uns'kilfully indulged (the commonest

fault during the last two centuries), it is apt to degenerate into

a kind of metrical and barely metrical prose, distinguished from

prose proper by less variety of cadence, and by an occasional

awkward sacrifice of sense and natural arrangement to the

restrictions which the writer accepts, but by which he knows

not how to profit. Milton has avoided both these dangers by

adhering to what I have ventured to call the verse-paragraph

—

that is to say, by arranging the divisions of his sense in divisions

of verse, which, albeit identical and not different in their verse

integers, are constructed with as much internal concerted variety

as the stanzas or strophes of a so-called Pindaric ode. Of the

apparently uniform and monotonous blank verse he has made an

instrument of almost protean variety by availing himself of the

infinite permutations of cadence, syllabic sound, variety of feet,

and adjustment of sense to verse. The result is that he has, it

mny almost be said, made for himself out of simple blank verse

all the conveniences of the line, the couplet, and the stanza,

punctuating and dividing by cadence, not rhyme. No device that

is possible within his limits—even to that most dangerous one of

the pause after the first syllable of a line which has " enjambcd "

from the previous one—is strange to him, or sparingly used by
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him, or used without success. And it is only necessary to con-

trast his verse with the blank verse of the next century, especially

in its two chief examples, Thomson and Young,—great verse-smiths

both of them,—to observe his superiority in art. These two,

especially Thomson, try the verse-paragraph system, but they

do it ostentatiously and clumsily. Thomson's trick of ending

such paragraphs with such lines as "And Thule bellows through

her utmost isles," often repeated with only verbal substitutions,

is apt to make the reader think with a smile of the breath of

relief which a man draws after a serious effort. " Thank heaven

that paragraph's done ! " the poet seems to be saying. Nothing

of the kind is ever to be found in Milton. It is only on examin-

ation that the completeness of these divisions is perceived. They

are linked one to another with the same incomparably artful

concealment of art which links their several and internal clauses.

And thus it is that Milton is able to carry his readers through

(taking both poems together) sixteen books of epic, without much
narrative interest, with foregone conclusions, with long passages

which are merely versifications of well-known themes, and with

others which the most favourable critics admit to be, if not exactly

dull, yet certainly not lively. Something the same may be said

of Samson, though here a decided stiffening and mannerising of

the verse is to some extent compensated by the pathetic and

human interest of the story. It is to be observed, however, that

IMilton has here abused the redundant syllable (the chief purely

poetical mistake of which he has been guilty in any part of his

work, and which is partly noticeable in Coi/iiis), and that his

choric odes are but dry sticks in comparison with Lycidas.

It may be thought strange that I should say little or nothing

of the subject of these immortal poems. But, in the first place,

those critics of poetry who tell us that "all depends on the sub-

ject" seem to. forget that, according to this singular dictum, there

is no difference between poetry and prose—between an epic and
a blue-book. I prefer—having been brought up at the feet of

Logic—to stick to the genus and differentia of poetry, and not to
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its accidents. Moreover, the matter of Paradise Lost and its

sequel is so universally known that it becomes unnecessary, and

has been so much discussed that it seems superfluous, to rediscuss

it. The inquiries into Milton's indebtedness to forerunners

strike me as among the idlest inquiries of the kind—which is

saying a great deal. Italians, Frenchmen, Dutchmen, English-

men even, had doubtless treated the Creation and the Fall, Adam
and Satan, before him. Perhaps he read them

;
perhaps he

borrov.-ed from them. Wliat then? Does any one believe

that Andreini or Vondel, Sylvester or Du Bartas, could have

written, or did in any measurable degree contribute to the

writing of Paradise Lost i If he does he must be left to his

opinion.

Reference may perhaps be made to some remarks in Chapter

IV. on the comparative position of Milton in English poetry with

the only two writers who can be compared to him, if bulk and

majesty of work be taken into consideration, and not merely occa-

sional bursts of poetry. Of his own poetical powers I trust that

I shall not be considered a niggard admirer, because, both in the

character of its subject (if we are to consider subjects at all) and

in its employment of rhyme, that greatest mechanical aid of

the poet, The Faiirie Queene seems to me greater, or because

Milton's own earlier work seems to me to rank higher than

Paradise Lost. The general opinion is, of course, difterent ; and

one critic of no mean repute, Christopher North, has argued that

Paradise Lost is the only "great poem" in existence. That

question need not be argued here. It is sufficient to say that

Milton is undoubtedly one of the few great poets in the history

of the Avorld, and that if he falls short of Homer, Dante, and

Shakespere, it is chiefly because he expresses less of that

humanity, both universal and quintessential, which they, and

especially the last, put into verse. Narrowness is his fault But

the intense individuality which often accompanies narrowness is

his great virtue—a virtue which no poet, which no writer either

in verse or prose, has ever had in greater measure than he, and
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which hardly any has been able to express Avith more varied and

exquisite harmony.

Jeremy Taylor, the ornament and glory of the English pulpit,

was born at Cambridge in 1613. He was the son of a barber,

but was well educated, and was able to enter Caius College as a

sizar at thirteen. He spent seven years there, and took both

degrees and orders at an unusually early age. Apparently, how-

ever, no solid endowment was offered him in his own university,

and he owed such preferment as he had (it was never very great)

to a chance opportunity of preaching at St. Paul's and a recom-

mendation to Laud. That prelate— to whom all the infinite

malignity of political and sectarian detraction has not been able

to deny the title of an encourager, as few men have encouraged

them, of learning and piety—took Taylor under his protection,

made him his chaplain, and procured him incorporation at Oxford,

a fellowship at All Souls, and finally the rectory of Uppingham.

To this Taylor was appointed in 1638, and next year he married

a lady who bore him several sons, but died young. Taylor early

joined the king at Oxford, and is supposed to have followed his

fortunes in the field ; it is certain that his rectory, lying in a

Puritan district, was very soon sequestrated, though not by any

form of law. What took him into Wales and caused him to

marry his second wife, Joanna Brydges (an heiress on a small

scale, and said to have been a natural daughter of Charles I.),

is not known. But he sojourned in the principality during the

greater part of the Commonwealth period, and was much patron-

ised by the Earl of Carbery, who, while resident at Golden

Grove, made him his chaplain. He also made the acquaintance

of other persons of interest, the chief of whom were, in London

(which he visited not always of his own choice, for he was more

than once imprisoned), John Evelyn, and in W\ales, Mrs. Kathe-

rine Philips, "the matchless Orinda," to whom he dedicated one

of the most interesting of his minor works, the Measure and

Offices of Friendship. Not long before the Restoration he was

offered, and strongly pressed to accept, the post of lecturer at
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Lisburn, in Ireland. He does not seem to have taken at all

kindly to the notion, but was over-persuaded, and crossed the

Channel. It was perhaps owing to this false step that, when the

Restoration arrived, the preferment which he had in so many

ways merited only came to him in the tents of Kedar. He was

made Bishop of Down and Connor, held that see for seven years,

and died (after much wrestling with Ulster Presbyterians and

some domestic misfortune) of fever in 1667.

His work is voluminous and always interesting ; but only a

small part of it concerns us directly here, as exhibiting him at

his best and most peculiar in the management of English prose.

He wrote, it should be said, a few verses by no means destitute

of merit, but they are so few, in comparison to the bulk of his

work, that they may be neglected. Taylor's strong point was not

accuracy of statement or logical precision. His longest work, the

Diic.'or Diibitantiuvi^ an elaborate manual of casuistry, is con-

stantly marred by the author's inability to fix on a single point,

and to keep his argumentation close to that. In another, the

Unuvi Necessarium, or Discourse on Repentance, his looseness

of statement and want of care in driving several horses at once,

involved him in a charge of Pelagianism, or something like it,

which he wrote much to disprove, but which has so far lasted as

to justify modern theologians in regarding his ideas on this and

other theological points as, to say the least, confused. All over

his work inexact quotation from memory, illicit argumentation,

and an abiding inconsistency, mar the intellectual value, affecting

not least his famous Liberty of Fropliesyntg, or plea for tolera-

tion against the new Presbyterian uniformity,—the conformity of

which treatise with modern ideas has perhaps made some persons

slow to recognise its faults. These shortcomings, however, are

not more constant in Taylor's work than his genuine piety, his

fervent charity, his freedom from personal arrogance and preten-

tiousness, and his ardent love for souls ; while neither the merits

nor the defects concern us here primarily so much as the extra-

ordinary rhetorical merits which distinguish all his work more or
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less, and which ai-e chiefly noticeable in his Sermotis, especially

the Golden Grove course, and the funeral sermon on Lady

Carbery, in his Contemplations of the State of Man, and in parts

of liis Life of Christ, and of the universally popular and admirable

tractates on Holy Living and iJoly Dying.

Jeremy Taylor's style is emphatically and before all things

florid and ornate. It is not so elaborately quaint as Browne's

;

it is not so stiffly splendid as Milton's ; it is distinguished from

both by a much less admixture of Latinisms ; but it is impossible

to call it either verbally chastened or syntactically correct. Cole-

ridge—an authority always to be differed with cautiously and

under protest—holds indeed a different opinion. He will have

it that Browne was the corrupter, though a corrupter of the

greatest genius, in point of vocabulary, and that, as far as syntax

is concerned, in Jeremy Taylor the sentences are often extremely

long, and yet are generally so perspicuous in consequence of their

logical structure that they require no reperusal to be understood.

And he will have the same to be true not only of Hooker (which

may pass), but of Milton, in reference to whom admirers not less

strong than Coleridge hold that he sometimes forgets the period

altogether.

It must be remembered that Coleridge in these remarks was

fighting the battle of the recoverers of our great seventeenth

century writers against the devotees of "correctness," and that in

the very same context he makes the unpardonable assertion that

Gibbon's manner is "the worst of all," and that Tacitus "writes

in falsetto as compared to Tully." This is to " fight a prize " in

the old phrase, not to judge from the Catholic and universal

standpoint of impartial criticism ; and in order to reduce Cole-

ridge's assertions to that standard we must abate nearly as much
from his praise of Taylor as from his abuse oi Gibbon—an abuse,

by the way, which is strangely contrasted with praise of " Junius."

It is not true that, except by great complaisance of the reader,

Jeremy Taylor's long sentences are at once understandable. They
may, of course, and generally can be understood kata to semains-
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mejion, as a telegram with half the words left out may at the other

end of the scale be understood. But they constantly withstand

even a generous parser, even one who is to the fullest extent

ready to allow for idiom and individuality. They abuse in parti-

cular the conjunction to a most enormous extent—coupling by

its means propositions which have no logical connection, which

start entirely different trains of thought, and which are only

united because carelessness and fashion combined made it un-

necessary for the writer to take the little extra trouble necessary

for their separation. Taylor will, in the very middle of his finest

passages, and with hardly so much as a comma's break, change

oratio ohliqua to oratio recta, interrupt the sequence of tenses,

make his verbs agree with the nearest noun, irrespective of

the connection, and in short, though he was, while in Wales,

a schoolmaster for some time, and author of a grammatical

treatise, will break Priscian's head with the calmest uncon-

cern. It is quite true that these faults mainly occur in his more

rhetorical passages, in his exercises rather of spoken than of

written prose. But that, as any critic who is not an advocate

must see, is no palliation. The real palliation is that the time

had not yet aroused itself to the consciousness of the flict that

letting English grammar at one moment go to the winds

altogether, and at the next subjecting it to the most inappropriate

rules and licenses of Latin, was not the way to secure the estab-

lishment of an accomplished and generally useful English prose.

No stranger instance of prejudice can be given than that Cole-

ridge, on the point of asking, and justly, from Dryden '• a stricter

grammar," should exalt to the skies a writer compared to whom

Dryden is grammatically impeccable.

But a recognition of the fact that Taylor distinctly belongs to

the antinomians of English prose, or at least to those guiltless

heathens who lived before the laws of it had been asserted, can

not in any competent critic dull the sense of the wonderful beauty

of his style. It has been said that this beauty is entirely of the

florid and ornate order, lending itself in this way easily enough to
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the witty and well-worded, though unjust and ungenerous censure

which South pronounced on it after the author's death. It may

or may not be that the phrases there censured, " The fringes of the

north star," and "The dew of angels' Avings," and "Thus have I

seen a cloud rolling in its airy mansion," are not of that "apos-

tolic plainness " that a Christian minister's speech should have.

But they and their likes are extremely beautiful— save that in

literature no less than in theology South has justly perstringed

Taylor's constant and most unworthy affectation of introducing a

simile by " so I have seen." In the next age the phrase was

tediously abused, and in the age after, and ever since, it became

and has remained mere burlesque ; but it was never good ; and

in the two fine specimen passages which follow it is a distinct

blot :

—

The Prayers cf Anger and of Lnsi.

" Prayer is the peace of our spirit, the stillness of our thoughts, tlie even-

ness of recollection, the seat of meditation, the rest of our cares, and the calm

of our tempest. Prayer is the issue of a quiet mind, of untroubled thoughts ;

it is the daughter of charity and the sister of meekness ; and he that prays to

God with an angry—that is a troubled and discomposed—spirit, is like him
that retires into a battle to meditate and sets up liis closet in the outquarters of

an army, and chooses a frontier garrison to be wise in. Anger is a perfect

alienation of the mind from prayer, and therefore is contrary to that attention

which presents our prayers in a right line to God. For so have I seen a lark

rising from his bed of grass, soaring upwards and singing as he rises and hopes

to get to Heaven and climb above the clouds ; but the poor bird was beaten

back with the loud sighings of an eastern wind and his motion made irregular

and inconstant, descending more at every breath of the tempest than it could

recover by the vibration and frequent weighing of his wings ; till the little crea-

ture was forced to sit down and pant and stay till the storm was over ; and
then it made a prosperous flight and did rise and sing as if it had learned music
and motion from an angel as he passed sometimes through the air about his

ministries here below. So is the prayer of a good man : when his affairs have
required business, and his business was matter of discipline, and his discipline

was to pass upon a sinning person, or had a design of charity, his duty met
with mfirmities of a man and anger was its instrument, and the instrument
became stronger than the prime agent and raised a tempest and overruled the
man

;
and then his prayer was broken and his thoughts troubled.
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" For so an impure vapour—begotten of the slime of the earth by the

fevc;rs and adulterous heats of an intemperate summer sun, striving by the

ladder of a mountain to climl) to heaven and rolling into various figures by an

uneasy, unfixed revolution, and stopped at the middle region of the air, being

thrown from his pride and attempt of passing towards the seat of the stars

—

turns into an unwholesome flame and, like the breath of hell, is confined into

a prison of darkness and a cloud, till it breaks into diseases, plagues and mil-

dews, stinks and blastings. So is the prayer of an unchaste person. It strives

to climb the battlements of heaven, but because it is a flame of sulphur salt

and bitumen, and was kindled in the dishonourable regions below, derived from

Hell and contrary to God, it cannot pass forth to the element of love ; but

ends in barrenness and murmurs, fantastic expectations and trifling imaginative

confidences ; and they at last end in sorrows and despair."

Indeed, like all very florid writers, Taylor is liable to eclipses of

taste
;
yet both the wording of his flights and the occasion of them

(they are to be found passim in the Sermons) are almost wholly

admirable. It is always a great and universal idea—never a mere

conceit—that fires him. The shortness and dangers of life, the

weakness of children, the fragility of women's beauty and men's

strength, the change of the seasons, the vicissitudes of empires,

the impossibility of satisfying desire, the disgust which follows

satiety—these are, if any one chooses, commonplace enough
;
yet

it is the observation of all who have carefully studied literature,

and the experience of all who have observed their own thoughts,

that it is always in relation to these commonplaces that the most

beautiful expressions and the noblest sentiments arise. The

uncommon thought is too likely if not too certain to be an un-

common conceit, and if not worthless, yet of inferior worth.

Among prose writers Taylor is unequalled by his touches of this

universal material, by the genius with which he makes the common
uncommon. For instance, he has the supreme faculty of always

making the verbal and the intellectual presentation of the thought

alike beautiful, of appealing to the ear and the mind at the same

time, of never depriving the apple of gold of its picture of silver.

Yet for all this the charge of over-elaboration which may justly be

brought against Browne very rarely hits Taylor. lie seldom or

never has the appearance which ornate writers of all times, and of
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his own more especially, so often have, of going back on a thought

or a phrase to try to better it—of being stimulated by actual or

fancied applause to cap the climax. His most beautiful passages

come quite suddenly and natuvally as the subject requires and as

the thought strikes light in his mind. Nor are they ever, as

Milton's so often are, marred by a descent as rapid as their rise.

He is never below a certain decent level ; he may return to

earth from heaven, but he goes no lower, and reaches even his

lower level by a C[uiet and equable sinking. As has been fully

allowed, he has grave defects, the defects of his time. But from

some of the defects of his time he was conspicuously free, and on

the whole no one in English prose has so much command of the

enchanter's wand as Jeremy Taylor.

Sir Thomas Browne was born in the heart of London in 1605,

his father (of whom little is known except one or two anecdotes

corresponding with the character of the son) having been a

merchant of some property, and claiming descent from a good

family in Cheshire. His father died when he was quite young,

and Browne is said to have been cheated by his guardians ; but

he was evidently at all times of his life in easy circumstances, and

seems to have had no complaint to make of his stepfather, Sir

Thomas Button. This stepfather may at least possibly have

been the hero of the duel with Sir Thomas Cheeke, which Mr.

Carlyle has made famous. With him Browne visited Ireland,

having previously been brought up at Winchester and at Broad-

gates Hall, which became, during his own residence, Pembroke

College, at Oxford. Later he made the usual grand tour. Then
he took medical degrees

;
practised it is said, though on no very

precise evidence, both in Oxfordshire and Yorkshire ; settled, why
is not known, at Norwich; married in 1641 Dorothy Mileham, a

lady of good family in his adopted county ; was a steady Royalist

through the troubles ; acquired a great name for medical and
scientific knowledge ; was an early Fellow of the Royal Society

;

was knighted by Charles H. in 1662, and died in 1682. His

first literary appearance had been made forty years earlier in
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a way very common in French literary history, but so uncommon
in English as to have drawn from Johnson a rather unwontedly

illiberal sneer. At a tim^ unknown, but by his own account

before his thirtieth year (therefore before 1635), Browne had

written the Religio Medici. It was, according to the habit of the

time, copied and handed about in MS. (there exist now five MS.

copies showing remarkable differences with each other and the

printed copies), and in 1642 it got into print. A copy was sent

by Lord Dorset to the famous Sir Kenelm Digby, then under

confinement for his opinions, and the husband of Venetia wrote

certain not very forcible and not wholly complimentary remarks

which, as Browne was informed, were at once put to press. A
correspondence ensued, and Browne published an authorised

cop}', in which perhaps a little " economy " might be noticed.

The book made an extraordinary impression, and was widely

translated and commented on in foreign languages, though its

vogue was purely due to its intrinsic merits, and not at all to the

circumstances which enabled Milton (rather arrogantly and not

with absolute truth) to boast that " Europe rang from side to

side" with his defence of the execution of Charles I. Four

years later, in 1646, Browne published his largest and in every

sense most popular book, the Pseiidodoxia Epidemica or Enquiry

into Vulgar Errors. Twelve more years passed before the

greatest, from a literary point of view, of his works, the Hydrio-

taphia or Urn-Burial.,—a magnificent descant on the vanity of

human life, based on the discovery of certain cinerary urns in

Norfolk,—appeared, in company with the quaint Garden of Cyrus,

a half-learned, half-fanciful discussion of the mysteries of the

quincunx and the number five. Nor did he publish anything more

himself; but two collections of posthumous works were issued

after his death, the most important item of which is the CJiristian

Morals, and the total has been swelled since by extracts from his

MSS., which at the death of his grandson and namesake in i 710

were sold by auction. Most fortunately they were nearly all

bought by Sir Hans Sloane, and are to this day in the British

II z
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Museum. Browne's good luck in this respect was completed by

the devotion, sixty years ago, of Simon Wilkin, a Norwich book-

seller of gentle blood and good education, who produced in

twelve years' labour of love what Southey has justly called the

best edited book in the English language. Not to mention other

editions, the Religio Media, which exhibits, owing to its history,

an unusual variation of text, has been, together with the Christian

Morals, separately edited with great minuteness by Dr. Greenhill.

Nor is it unimportant to notice that Johnson, during his period

of literary hack-work, also edited Sir Thomas Browne, and wrote

what Wilkin's good taste has permitted to be still the standard

text of his Life.

The work of this country doctor is, for personal savour, for

strangeness, and for delight, one of the most notable things in

English literature. It is not of extraordinary voluminousness,

for though swollen in Wilkin's edition by abundant editorial

matter, it fills but three of the well-known volumes of Bohn's

series, and, printed by itself, it might not much exceed two

ordinary library octavos ; but in character and interest it yields

to the work of no other English prose writer. It may be

divided, from our point of view, into two unequal parts, the

smaller of which is in truth of the greater interest. The Vulgar

Errors, those of the smaller tracts which deal with subjects of

natural history (as most of them do), many of the commonplace

book entries, the greater part of the Gardeti of Cyrus, and most

of the Letters, are mainly distinguished by an interest of matter

constantly increased, it is true, by the display of the author's

racy personality, and diversified here and there by passages also

displaying his style to the full, but in general character not differ-

ing from the works of other curious writers in the delightful

period which passed between the childish credulity of mediaeval

and classical physics and the arid analysis of the modern
"scientist." Sir Thomas Browne was of a certain natural

scepticism of temperament (a scepticism which, as displayed in

relation to other matters in the Religio Medici, very unjustly
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brought upon him the reproach of rehgious unorthodoxy) ; he

was a trained and indefr.tigable observer of facts, and he was by

no means prepared to receive authority as final in any extra-

religious matters. But he had a thoroughly literary, not to say

poetical idiosyncrasy; he was both by nature and education disposed

to seek for something more than that physical explanation which,

as the greatest of all anti-supernatural philosophers has observed,

merely pushes ignorance a little farther back ; and he was pos-

sessed of an extraordinary fertility of imagination which made
comment, analogy, and am,plification both easy and delightful to

him. He was, therefore, much more disposed—except in the face

of absolutely conclusive evidence—to rationalise than to deny a

vulgar error, to bring explanations and saving clauses to its aid,

than to cut it adrift utterly. In this part of his work his dis-

tinguishing graces and peculiarities of style appear but sparingly

and not eminently. In the other division, consisting of the

Religio AJedici, the Urn- Burial, the Christian Mora/s, and the

Letter to a Friend, his strictly literary peculiarities, as being less

hampered by the exposition of matter, have freer scope ; and it

must be recollected that these literary peculiarities, independently

of their own interest, have been a main influence in delennining

the style of two of the most remarkable writers of English prose in

the two centuries immediately succeeding Browne. It has been

said that Johnson edited him somewhat early ; and all the best

authorities are in accord that the Johnsonian Latinisms, differ-

ently managed as they are, are in all probability due more to the

following— if only to the unconscious following—of Browne than

to anything else. The second instance is more indubitable still

and more happy. It detracts nothing from the unique charm of

" Elia," and it will be most clearly recognised by those who

know " Elia " best, that Lamb constantly borrows from Browne,

that the mould and shape of his most characteristic phrases is

frequently suggested directly by Sir Thomas, and that though there

seldom can have been a follower who put more of his own in his

following, it may be pronounced with confidence, " no Browne, no
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Lamb," at least in the forms in which we know the author of

" Eha " best, and in whicli all those who know him best, though

they may love him always, love him most. Yet Browne is not a

very easy author to "sample." A few splendid sustained pas-

sages, like the famous one in the Urn-Burial^ are universally

known, but he is best in flashes. The following, from the

Christian Afcrals, is characteristic enough :

—

" Punish not thyself vvitli pleasure
;
glut not thy sense with palative de-

lights ; nor revenge the contempt of temperance hy the penalty of satiety.

Were there an age of delight or any pleasure durable, who would not honour

Volupia? but the race of delight is short, and pleasures have mutable faces.

The pleasures of one age are not ]ileasures in another, and their lives fall short

of our own. Even in our sensual dnj's the strength of delight is in its seldom-

ness or rarity, and sting in its satiety : mediocrity is its life, and immoderacy

its confusion. The luxurious emperors of old inconsiderately satiated them-

selves with the dainties of sea and land till, wearied through all varieties, their

refections became a study with them, and they were fain to feed by invention :

novices in true epicurism ! which by mediocrity, paucity, quick and heallhful

appetite, makes delights smartly acceptable ; whereby Epicurus himself found

Jupiter's brain in a piece of Cytheridian cheese, and the tongues of nightingales

in a dish of onioris. Hereby healthful and temperate poverty hath the start of

nauseating luxury ; unto whose clear and naked appetite every meal is a feast,

and in one single dish the first course of Metellus ; who are cheaply hungry,

and never lose their hunger, or advantage of a craving appetite, because obvious

food contents it ; while Nero, half famish'd, could not feed upon a piece of

bread, and, lingering after his snowed water, hardly got down an ordinary cup

of Calda. By such circumscriptions of pleasure the contemned philosophers

reserved unto themselves the secret of delight, which the Helluos of those days

lost in their exorbitances. In vain we study delight : it is at the command of

every sober mind, and in every sense born with us ; but Nature, who teachelh

us the rule of pleasure, instructeth also in the bounds thereof and where its line

expireth. And therefore temperate minds, not pressing their pleasures until

the sting appeareth, enjoy their contentations contentedly and without regret,

and so escape the folly of excess, to be pleased imto displacency."

" Bring candid eyes unto the perusal of men's works, and let not Zoilism
or detraction blast well-intended labours. He that endureth no faults in men's
writings must only read his own, wherein for the most part all appeareth white.
Quotation mistakes, inadvertency, expedition and human lapses, may make not
only moles but warts in learned authors, who notwithstanding, being judged by
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the capital matter, admit not of disparagement. I should unwillingly affirm

that Cicero was but slightly versed in Homer, because in his work De Gloria

he ascribed those verses unto Ajax which were delivered by Hector. What if

Plautus, in the account of Hercules, mistaketh nativity for conception ? Who
would have mean thoughts of Apollinaris Sidonius, who seems to mistake the

river Tigris for Euphrates ; and, though a good historian and learned Bishop

of Auvergne, had the misfortune to be out in the story of David, making men-

tion of him when the ark was sent back by the Philistines upon a cart, which

was before his time? Though I have no great opinion of Machiavel's learn-

ing, yet I shall not presently say that he was but a novice in Roman Historj',

because he w^as mistaken in placing Commodus after the Emperor Severus.

Capital truths are to be narrowly eyed, collateral lapses and circumstantial de-

liveries not to be too strictly sifted. And if the substantial subject be well

forged out, we need not examine the sparks which irregularly fly from it."

Coleridge, as we have seen, charges Browne with corrupting

the style of the great age. The charge is not just in regard to

either of the two great faults which are urged against the style,

strictly speaking • while it is hardly just in reference to a minor

charge which is brought against what is not quite style, namely,

the selection and treatment of the thought The two charges

first referred to are Latinising of vocabulary and disorderly syntax

of sentence. In regard to the first, Browne Latinises somewhat

more than Jeremy Taylor, hardly at all more than jMilton, though

he does not, like Milton, contrast and relieve his Latinisms by

indulgence in vernacular terms of the most idiomatic kind ; and

he is conspicuously free from the great fault both of Milton and

of Taylor—the clumsy conglomeration of clauses which turns a

sentence into a paragraph, and makes a badly ordered paragraph

of it after all. Browne's sentences, especially those of the books

regularly prepared for the press by him, are by no means long

and are usually very perspicuous, being separable in some cases

into shorter sentences by a mere mechanical repunctuation which,

if tried on Taylor or Milton, would make nonsense. To say that

they are sometimes longer than they should be, and often

awkwardly co-ordinated, is merely to say that he wrote when he

wrote; but he by no means sins beyond his fellows. In regard

to Latinisms his case is not so good. He constantly uses such
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words as "clarity" for "clearness," "ferity" for "fierceness" or

" wildness," when nothing is gained by the exotic form. Dr.

Greenhill's useful glossary to the Religio and the Morals exhibits

in tabular form not merely such terms as " abbreviatures,"

" Dequilibriously," " bivious," " convincible," " exantlation," and

hundreds of others with which there is no need to fill the page,

but also a number only less considerable of those far more objec-

tionable usages which take a word generally understood in one

sense (as, for instance, "equable," "gratitudes," and many others),

and by twisting or translation of its classical equivalents and

etymons give it some quite new sense in English. It is true

that in some case the usual sense was not then firmly established,

but Browne can hardly be acquitted of wilfully preferring the

obscurer.

Yet this hybrid and bizarre vocabulary is so admirably married

to the substance of the writing that no one of taste can find fault

with it. For Browne (to come to the third point mentioned

above), though he never descends or diverges—whichever word

may be preferred— to the extravagant and occasionally puerile

conceits which even such writers as Fuller and Glanville cannot

resist, has a quaintness at least equal to theirs. In no great

writer is the unforeseen so constantly happening. Every one who

has written on him has quoted the famous termination of the

Garden of Cyriis^ where he determines that it is time to go to

bed, because " to keep our eyes open longer were but to act our

antipodes. The huntsmen are up in America, and they are al-

ready past their first sleep in Persia." A flmcy so whimsical as

this, and yet so admirable in its whimsies, requires a slyle in

accordance
; and the very sentence quoted, though one of the

plainest of Browne's, and showing clearly that he does not always

abuse Latinising, would hardly be what it is without the word
" antipodes." So again in the Christian Morals, " Be not stoically

mistaken in the quality of sins, nor commutatively iniquitous in

the valuation of transgressions." No expression so terse and yet

so striking could dispense with the classicism and the catachresis
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of "stoically." And so it is everywhere with Browne. His manner

is exactly proportioned to his matter ; his exotic and unfamiliar

vocabulary to the strangeness and novelty of his thoughts. He
can never be really popular ; but for the meditative reading of

instructed persons he is perhaps the most delightful of English

prosemen.

'I'here are probably few English writers in regard to whom
the judgment of critics, usually ranked as competent, has varied

more than in regard- to Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon. To some

extent this is easily intelligible to any one who, with some equip-

ment, reads any considerable quantity of his work ; but it would

be idle to pretend that the great stumbling-block of all criti-

cism— the attention to matter rather than to form—-has had

nothing to do with it. Clarendon, at first not a very zealous

Royalist, was the only man of decided literary genius who, with

contemporary knowledge, wrote the history of the great debate

between ki-ng and commonwealth. The effect of his history in

deciding the question on the Royalist side was felt in England for

more than a century ; and since popular judgment has somewhat

veered round to the other side, its chief exponents have found it

necessary either to say as little as possible about Clarendon or to

depreciate him. His interesting political history cannot be de-

tailed here. Of a good Cheshire family, but not originally

wealthy, he was educated as a lawyer, was early adopted into the

"tribe of Ben," and was among the first to take advantage of the

opening which the disputes between king and parliament gave to

men of his birth, education, and gifts. At first he was a moderate

opponent of the king's attempts to dispense with parliament; but

the growing evidence that the House of Commons was seeking

to increase its own constitutional power at the expense of the

prerogative, and especially the anti -Church tendencies of the

parliamentary leaders, converted him at first into a moderate and

then into a strong Royalist. One of the chief of the king's con-

stitutional advisers, he was after the Restoration the most dis-

tinguished by far of those Cavaliers who had parliamentary and
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constitutional experience ; and with the title and office of Chan-

cellor, he exercised a practical premiership during the first seven

years of the Restoration. But ill-fortune, and it must be confessed

some unwisdom, marked his government. He has been often

and truly said to have been a statesman of Elizabeth, born three-

quarters of a century too late. He was thought by the public to

be arbitrary, a courtier, and even to some extent corrupt. He
seemed to the king to be a tiresome formalist and censor, who

was only scrupulous in resisting the royal will. So he was

impeached ; and, being compelled to quit the kingdom, spent

the last seven years of his life in France. His great works,

begun during his first exile and completed during his second,

are the History of the Rebellion and his own Life, the former

being by much the more important though the latter (divided

into a " Life " and a " Continuation," the last of which starts

from the Restoration) contains much interesting and important

biographical and historical matter. The text of these works was

conveyed by his heirs to the University of Oxford, and long

remained an exception to the general rule of the terminableness

of copyright.

Clarendon is a very striking example of the hackneyed remark,

that in some cases at any rate men's merits are their own and their

faults those of their time. His literary merits are, looked at by

themselves, of nearly the highest kind. He is certainly the best

English writer (and may challenge any foreigner without much
fear of the result) in the great, difficult, and now almost lost art

of character- (or, as it was called in his time, portrait-) drawing

—

that is to say, sketching in words the physical, moral, and mental,

but especially the moral and mental, peculiarities of a given

person. Not a few of these characters of his are among the

well-known "beauties" justified in selection by the endorse-

ment of half a dozen generations. They are all full of life ; and
even where it may be thought that prejudice has had something
to do with the picture, still the subject lives, and is not a mere
bundle of contradictory or even of superficially compatible char-

I
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acteristics. Secondly, Clarendon is at his best an incomparable

narrator. Many of his battles, though related with apparent

coolness, and without the slightest attemjit to be picturesque,

may rank as works of art with his portraits, just as the portraits

and battle pieces of a great painter may rank together. The

sober vivid touches, the little bits of what the French call repor-

tage or mere reproduction of the actual words and deeds of the

personages, the elaborate and carefully-concealed art of the com-

position, all deserve the highest praise. Here, for instance, is a

fair average passage, showing Clarendon's masterly skill in sum-

mary narration and his equally masterly, though, as some hold,

rather unscrupulous faculty of insinuating depreciation :

—

" Since there will be often occasion to mention this gentleman, Sir Richard

Granvil, in the ensuing discourse, and because many men believed that he was

Iwrdly dealt with in the next year, where all the proceedings will be set down

at large, it will not be unfit in this place to say somewhat of him, and of the

manner and merit of his entering into the king's service some months before

the time we are now upon. He was of a very ancient and worthy family in

Cornwall which had in several ages produced men of great courage, and very

signal in their fidelity to and service of the crown ; and was himself younger

brotlier (though in his nature or humour not of kin to him) to the brave Sir

Basil Granvil who so courageously lost his life at the battle of Lansdowne.

Being a younger brother and a very young man, he went into the Low Coun-

tries to learn the profession of a soldier ; to which he had devoted himself

under the greatest general of that age, Prince Maurice, and in the regiment of

my Lord Vere, who was general of all the English. In that service he was

looked upon as a man of courage and a diligent ofiicer, in the quality of a cap-

tain, to which he attained after four years' service. About this time, in the

end of the reign of King James, the war broke out between England and Spain

;

and in the expedition to Cadiz this gentleman served as a major to a regiment

of foot, and continued in the same command in the war that shortly after fol-

lowed against France ; and at the Isle of Rhe insinuated himself into the very

good graces of the Duke of Buckingham, who was the general in that mission ;

and after the unfortunate retreat from thence was made colonel of a regiment

with general approbation and as an officer that well deserved it.

" His credit increased every day with the duke : who, out of the generosity

of his nature, as a most generous person he was, resolved to raise his fortune ;

towards the beginning of which, by his countenance and solicitation, he pre-

vailed with a rich widow to marry him, who had been a lady of extraordinary
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beauty, which she had not yet outlived ; and though she had no great dower

by her husband, a younger brother of the Earl of Suffolk, yet she inherited a

fair fortune of her own near Plymouth, and was besides very rich in a personal

estate, and was looked upon as the richest marriage of the West. This lady,

by the duke's credit. Sir Richard Granvil (for he was now made a knight and

baronet) obtained, and was thereby possessed of a plentiful estate upon the

borders of his own country, and where his own family had great credit and

authority. The war being now at an end and he deprived of his great patron,

[he] had nothing to depend upon but the fortune of his wife : which, though

ample enough to have supported the expense a person of his quality ought to

have made, was not large enough to satisfy his vanity and ambition, nor so

great as he upon common reports had possessed himself by her. By being not

enough pleased with her fortune he grew displeased with his wife, who, being

a woman of a haughty and imperious nature and of a wit superior to his, quickly

resented the disrespect she received from him and in no respect studied to make

herself easy to him. After some years spent together in those domestic un-

sociable contestations, in which he possessed himself of all her estate as the

sole master of it, without allowing her out of her own any competency for her-

self, and indulged to himself all those licenses in her own house which to

women are most grievous, she found means to withdraw herself from him ; and

was with all kindness received into that family in which she had before been

married and was always very much respected."

To superficial observers, or observers who have convinced

themselves that high Hghts and bright colourings are of the

essence of the art of the prose writer, Clarendon may seem

tame and jejune. He is in reaUty just the contrary. His

wood is tougli enough and close-grained enough, but there

is plenty of sap coursing through it. In yet a third respect,

which is less closely connected with the purely formal aspect

of style, Clarendon stands, if not pre-eminent, very high among
historians. This is his union of acute penetration and vigor-

ous grajp in the treatment of complicated events. It has been

hinted that he seems to have somewhat lost grasp, if not pene-

tration, after the Restoration. But at the time of his earlier

participation in public affairs, and of his composition of the

greater part of his historical writings, he was in the very vigour

and prime of life ; and though it may be that he was " a Janus of

one face," and looked rather backward than forward, even then
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he was profoundly acquainted with the facts of Enghsh history,

wdth the cliaracter of his countrymen, and with the relations of

events as they happened. It may even be contended by those

who care for might-have-beens, that but for the headlong revolt

against Puritanism, which inspired the majority of the nation

with a kind of carnival madness for many years after 1660, and

the strange deficiency of statesmen of even moderately respectable

character on both sides (except Clarendon himself, and the fairly

upright though time-serving Temple, there is hardly a respectable

man to be found on any side of politics for forty years), Claren-

don's post-Restoration policy itself would not have been the failure

that it was. But it is certain that on the events of his own

middle age he looked T/ith the keenest discernment, and with the

widest comprehension.

Against these great merits must be set a treble portion of the

great defect which, as we have said, vitiates all the English prose

work of his time, the unconscious or wilful ignoring of the very

fundamental principles of sentence- and paragraph-architecture.

His mere syntax, in the most restricted sense of that word, is not

very bad ; he seldom indulges out of mere inairia in fiilse con-

cords or blunders over a relative. But he is the most offending

soul alive at any time in English literature in one grave point.

No one has put together, or, to adopt a more expressive phrase,

heaped together such enormous paragraphs; no one has linked

clause on clause, parenthesis on parenthesis, epexegesis on exegesis,

in such a bewildering concatenation of inextricable entanglement.

Sometimes, of course, the difficulty is more apparent than real, and

by simply substituting full stops and capitals for his colons and

conjunctions, one may, to some extent, simplify the chaos. But

it is seldom that this is really effective : it never produces really

well balanced sentences and really well constructed paragraphs

;

and there are constant instances in which it is not appli-

cable at all. It is not that the jostling and confused relatives

are as a rule grammatically wrong, like the common blunder

of putting an "and which" where there is no previous "which"
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expressed or implied. They, simply, put as they are, bewilder

and muddle the reader because the writer has not taken the

trouble to break up his sentence into two or three. This

is, of course, a very gross abuse, and except when the talents

above noticed either fuse his style into something better, or by

the interest they excite divert the attention of the reader, it con-

stantly makes Clarendon anything but agreeable reading, and

produces an impression of dryness and prolixity with which he is

not quite justly chargeable. The plain truth is that, as has been

said often before, and may have to be said more than once again,

the sense of proportion and order in prose composition was not

born. The famous example— the awful example— of Oliver

Cromwell's speeches shows the worst-known instance of this ; but

the best writers of Cromwell's own generation—far better educated

than he, professed men of letters after a fashion, and without the

excuse of impromptu, or of the scurry of unnoted, speech—some-

times came not far beliind him.

Against one great writer of the time, however, no such charge

can be justly brought. Although much attention has recently been

given to the philosophical opinions of Hobbes, since the unjust pre-

judice against his religious and political ideas wore away, and

since the complete edition of his writings published forty years

ago by Sir William Molesworth made him accessible, the extra-

ordinary merits of his style have on the whole had rather less than

justice done to tliem. He was in many ways a very singular

person. Born at Malmesbury in the year of the Armada, he was

educated at Oxford, and early in the seventeenth century was

appointed tutor to the eldest son of Lord Hardwick, afterwards

Earl of Devonshire. For full seventy years he was on and off in

the service of the Cavendish family ; but sometimes acted as

tutor to others, and both in that capacity and for other reasons

lived long abroad. In his earlier manhood he was much in the

society of Bacon, Jonson, and the literary folk of the English

capital ; and later he was equally familiar with the society (rather

scientific than literary) of Paris. In 1647 he was appointed
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mathematical tutor to the Prince of Wales ; but his mathematics

were not his most fortunate acquirement, and they involved him

in long and.acrimonious disputes with Wallis and others—disputes,

it may be said, where Hobbes was quite wrong. The publication

of his philosophical treatises, and especially of the La'iathan,

brought him into very bad odour, not merely on political grounds

(which, so long as the Commonwealth lasted, would not have been

surprising), but for religious reasons \ and during the last years

of his life, and for long afterwards, '• Hobbist " was, certainly

with very little warrant from his writings, used as a kind of polite

equivalent for atheist. He was pensioned after the Restoration,

and the protection of the king and the Earl of Devonshire kept

him scatheless, if ever there was any real danger. Hobbes, how-

ever, was a timid and very much self-centred person, always fancying

that plots were being laid against him. He died at the great age

of ninety-two.

This long life was wholly taken up with study, but did not

produce a very large amount of original composition. It is true

that his collected works fill sixteen volumes ; but they are loosely

printed, and much space is occupied with diagrams, indices, and

such like things, while a very large proportion of the matter

appears twice over, in Latin and in English. In the latter case

Hobbes usually wrote first in Latin, and was not always his

own translator ; but it would appear that he generally revised

the work, though he neither succeeded in obliterating nor per-

haps attempted to obliterate the marks of the original vehicle.

His earliest publication was a singularly vigorous, if not always

scholastically exact, translation of Thucydides into English, which

appeared in 1628. Fourteen years later he published in Paris

the De Cive, which was shortly followed by the treatise on Human
Nature and the JDc Corpore Politico. The latter of these was to a

great extent worked up in the famous Leviathan, or the Matter,

Power^ and Form of a Commonwealth, which appeared in 1651.

The important De Corpore, which corresponds to the Lniathar.

on the philosophical side, appeared in Latin in 1655, in English
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next year. Besides minor works, Hobbes employed his old age

on a translation of Homer into verse, and on a sketch of the

Civil Wars called Behemoth.

His verse is a mere curiosity, though a considerable curiosity.

The chief of it (the translation of Homer written in the quatrain,

which his friend Davenant's Gondibert had made popular) is com-

pletely lacking in poetical quality, of which, perhaps, no man ever

had less than Hobbes ; and it is written on a bad model. But

it has so much of the nervous bull-dog strength which, in literature

if not in life, was Hobbes's main characteristic, that it is some-

times both a truer and a better representative of the original than

some very mellifluous and elegant renderings. It is as a prose

writer, however, that Hobbes made, and that he will keep, his

fame. With his principles in the various branches of philosophy

we have little or nothing to do. In choosing them he manifested,

no doubt, something of the same defiance of authority, and the same

self-willed preference for his own not too well-educated opinion,

which brought him to grief in his encounter with Wallis. But

when he had once left his starting points, his sureness of reasoning,

his extreme perspicacity, and the unerring clearness and certainty

with which he kept before him, and expressed exactly what he

meant, made him at once one of the greatest thinkers and one of

the greatest writers of England. Hobbes never " pays himself

with words," never evades a difficulty by becoming obscure, never

meanders pn in the graceful allusive fashion of many philosophers,

•—a fashion for which the prevalent faults of style were singularly

convenient in his time. He has no ornament, he does not seem
to aim at anything more than the simplest and most straight-

forward presentation of his views. But this very aim, assisted by
his practice in writing the terse and clear, if not very elegant,

Latm which was the universal language of the literary Europe of

his time, sulifices to preserve him from most of the current sins.

Tkloreover, it is fair to remember that, though the last to die,

he was the first to be born of the authors mentioned in this

chapter, and that he may be supposed, late as he wrote, to have
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formed his style before the period of Jacobean and Carohne

luxuriance.

Almost any one of Hobbes's books would suffice to illustrate

his style ; but the short and interesting treatise on Hiwian Nature,

perhaps, shows it at its best. The author's exceptiontil clearness

may be assisted by his lavish use of italics ; but it is not

necessary to read far in order to see that it is in reality quite

independent of any clumsy mechanical device. The crabbed but

sharply outlined style, the terse phrasing, the independence of

all after-thoughts and tackings-on, manifest themselves at once to

any careful observer. Here for instance is a passage, perhaps his

finest, on Love, followed by a political extract from another

work :

—

" Of love, by which is to be understood the joy man taketh in the fruition

of any present good, hath been spoken already in the first section, chapter

seven, under which is contained the love men bear to one anotlier or pleasure

they take in one another's company : and by which nature men are said to be

sociable. But there is another kind of love which the Greeks call "Epws, and

is that which we mean when we say that a man is in love : forasmuch as this

passion cannot be without diversity of sex, it cannot be denied but that it par-

ticipateth of that indefinite love mentioned in the former section. But there is

a great difference betwixt the desire of a man indefinite and the same desire

limited ad htmc : and this is that love which is the great theme of poets : but,

notwithstanding their praises, it must be defined by the word need : for it is a

conception a man hath of his need of that one person desired. The cause of

this passion is not always nor for the most part beauty, or other quality in the

beloved, unless there be withal hope in the person that loveth : which may be

gathered from this, that in great difference of persons the greater have often

fallen in love with the meaner, but not contrary. And from hence it is that

for the most part they have much better fortune in love whose hopes are built

on something in their person than those that trust to their expressions and ser-

vice ; and they that care less than they that care more : which not perceiving,

many men cast away their services as one arrow after another, till, in the end,

together with their hopes, they lose their wits."

"There are some who therefore imagine monarchy to be more grievous

than democracy, because thepe is less liberty in that than in this. If by liberty

they mean an exemption from that subjection which is due to the laws, that is,

the commands of the people ; neither in democracy nor in any other state of
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government whatsoever is there any such kind of Hberty. If they suppose

liberty to consist in this, that there be few laws, few prohibitions, and those

too such that, except they were forbidden, there could be no peace ; then I

deny that there is more liberty in democracy than in monarchy ; for the one as

truly consisteth with sucli a liberty as the other. For although the word

liberty may irt large and ample letters be written over the gates of any city

whatsoever, yet it is not meant the subjects' but the city's liberty ; neither can

that word with better right be inscribed on a city which is governed by the

people than that which is ruled by a monarch. But when private men or sub-

jects demand liberty under the name of liberty, they ask not for liberty but

domination : which yet for want of understanding they little consider. For if

every man would grant the same liberty to another which he desires for him-

self, as is commanded by the law of nature, that same natural state would re-

turn again in which all men may by right do all thiilgs ; which if they knew

they would abhor, as being worse than all kinds of civil subjection whatsoever.

But if any man desire to have his single freedom, the rest being bound, what

does he else demand but to have the dominion?"

It may be observed that Hobbes's sentences are by no means

very short as far as actual length goes. He has some on a

scale which in strictness is perhaps hardly justifiable. But what

may generally be asserted of them is that the author for the most

part is true to that great rule, of logic and of style ahke, which

ordains that a single sentence shall be, as far as possible, the

verbal presentation of a single thought, and not the agglomeration

and sweeping together of a whole string and tissue of thoughts.

It is noticeable, too, that Hobbes is very sparing of the adjective

—tlie great resource and delight of flowery and discursive writers.

Sometimes, as in the famous comparison of human life to a race

(where, by the way, a slight tendency to conceit manifests itself,

and makes him rather force some of his metaphors), his concise-

ness assumes a distinctly epigrammatic form ; and it is constantly

visible also in his more consecutive writings.

In the well-known passage on Laughter as "a passion of

sudden glory" the writer may be charged with allowing his

fancy too free play ; though I, for my part, am inclined to con-

sider the explanation the most satisfactory yet given of a difficult

phenomenon. But the point is the distinctness with which
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Hobbes puts this novel and, at first sight, improbable idea, the

apt turns and illustrations (standing at the same lime far from the

excess of illustration and analogy, by which many writers of liis

time would have spun it out into a chapter if not into a treatise),

the succinct, forcible, economical adjustment of the fewest words

to the clearest exposition of thought. Perhaps these things strike

the more as they are the more unlike the work in juxtaposition

with which one finds them ; nor can it be maintained that

Hobbes's_ style is suitable for all purposes. Admirable for argu-

ment and exposition, it is apt to become l)ald in narration, and

its abundance of clearness when translated to less purely in-

tellectual subjects may even expose it to the charge of being thin.

Such a note as that struck in the Love passage above given is

rare, and sets one wondering whether the dry-as-dust philosopher

of Malmesbury, the man who seems to have had hardly any

human frailties except vanity and timidity, had himself felt the

bitterness of counting on expressions and services, the madness

of throwing away one effort after another to gain the favour of

the beloved. But it is very seldom that any such suggestion is

provoked by remarks of Hobbes's. His light is almost always

dry ; and in one sense, though not in another, a little malignant.

Yet nowhere is there to be found a style more absolutely suited,

not merely to the author's intentions but to his performances—

a

form more exactly married to matter. Nor anywhere is there to

be found a writer who is more independent of others. He may

have owed something to his friend Jonson, in whose Timber there

are resemblances to Hobbes ; but he certainly owed nothing, and

in all probability lent much, to the Drydens, and Tillotsons, and

Temples, who in the last twenty years of his owti life reformed

English prose.

2 A



CHAPTER X

CAROLINE POETRY

There are few periods of poetical development in English literary

history which display in a comparatively narrow compass such

well-marked and pervading individuality as the period of Caroline

poetry, beginning, it may be, a little before the accession of

Charles I., but terminating as a producing period almost before

the real accession of his son. The poets of this period, in which

but not of which Milton is, are numerous and remarkable, and

at the head of them all stands Robert Herrick.

Very little is really known about Herrick's history. That he

was of a family which, distinguished above the common, but not

exactly reaching nobility, had the credit of producing, besides

himself, the indomitable Warden Heyrickofthe CoUegiate Church

of Manchester in his own times, and the mother of Swift in the

times immediately succeeding his, is certain. That he was born

in London in 1591, that he went to Cambridge, that he had a

rather stingy guardian, that he associated to some extent with the

tribe of Ben in the literary London of the second decade of the

century, is also certain. At last and rather late he was appointed

to a living at Dean Prior in Devonshire, on the confines of the

South Hams and Dartmoor. He did not like it, being of that

class of persons wlio cannot be happy out of a great town. After

the Civil War he was deprived, and his successor had not the

decency (my friend Dr. Grosart, constant to his own party, makes

I
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a very unsuccessful attempt to det'end the delinquent) to pay him

the shabby pittance whicli the intruders were supposed to fur-

nish to the rightful owners of benefices. At the Restoration he

too was restored, and survived it fifteen years, dying in 1674 ; but

his whole literary fame rests on work published a quarter of a

century before his death, and pretty certainly in great part written

many years earlier.

The poems which then appeared may be divided, in the

published form, into two classes : they may be divided, for

purposes of poetical criticism, into three. Tiie Hespcrides

(they are dated 1648, and the Noble Numbers or sacred

poems 1647; but both appeared together) consist in the

first place of occasional poems, sometimes amatory, sometimes

not ; in the second, of personal epigrams. Of this second class

no human being who has any faculty of criticism can say any

good. They are supposed by tradition to have been composed

on parishioners : they may be hoped by charity (which has in this

case the support of literary criticism) to be merely literary exer-

cises—bad imitations of Martial, through Ben Jonson. They

are nastier than the nastiest work of Swift ; they are stupider

than the stupidest attempts of Davies of Hereford ; they are

farther from the author's best than the worst parts of Young s

Odes are from the best part of the Nig/it Thoughts. It is

impossible without producing specimens (which God forbid that

any one who has a respect for Herrick, for literature, and for

decency, should do) to show how bad they are. Let it only be

said that if the worst epigram of Martial were stripped of Martial's

wit, sense, and literary form, it would be a kind of example of

Herrick in this vein.

In his two other veins, but for certain tricks of speech, it is

ahnost impossible to recognise him for the same man. The

secular vigour of the Hesperides, the spiritual vigour of the Xoble

Numbers, has rarely been equalled and never surpassed by any

other writer. I cannot agree with Mr. Gosse that Herrick is in

any sense " a Pagan." They had in his day shaken off the merely
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ascetic temper of the Middle Ages, and had not taken upon

them the mere materiahsm of the Ai/fkliirung, or the remorse-

ful and satiated attitude of the late eighteenth and nineteenth

century. I believe that the warmest of the Julia poems and

the immortal " Litany " were written with the same integrity of

feeling. Here was a man who was grateful to the upper powers

for the joys of life, or who was sorrowful and repentant towards

the upper powers when he felt that he had exceeded in enjoying

those joys, but who had no doubt of his gods, and no shame

in approaching them. The last—the absolutely last if we take

his death-date—of those poets who have relished this life heartily,

while heartily believing in another, was Robert Herrick. There

is not the slightest reason to suppose that the Hesperides were

wholly p'eches de jetctiesse and the Noble Nmnbers wholly pious

palinodes. Both simply express, and express in a most vivid and

distinct manner, the alternate or rather varying moods of a man
of strong sensibilities, religious as well as sensual.

Of the religious poems the already-mentioned " Litany," while

much the most familiar, is also far the best. There is nothing in

English verse to equal it as an expression of religious fear ; while

there is also nothing in English verse to equal the "Thanksgiv-

ing," also well known, as an expression of religious trust. The
crystalline simplicity of Herrick's style deprives his religious poems

of that fatal cut-and-dried appearance, that vain repetition of

certain phrases and thoughts, which mars the work of sacred

poets generally, and which has led to an unjustly strong censure

being laid on them by critics, as different from each other as Dr.

Johnson and Mr. Matthew Arnold. As the alleged Paganism of

some of Herrick's sacred poems exists only in the imagination of

readers, so the alleged insincerity is equally hypothetical, and
can only be supported by the argument (notoriously false to

history and to human nature) that a man who could write the

looser Hesperides could not sincerely write the Noble Numbers.

Every student of the lives of other men—every student of his

own heart—knows, or should know, that this is an utter mistake.
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Undoubtedly, however, Herrick's most beautiful work is to

be found in the profane division, despite tlie admixture of tlie

above-mentioned epigrams, the dull foulness of which soils the

most delightful pages to such an extent that, if it were ever allow-

able to take liberties with an author's disposition of his own work,

it would be allowable and desirable to pick these ugly weeds out

of the garden and stow them away in a rubbish heap of appendix

all to themselves. Some of the best pieces of the Hesperidcs are

even better known than the two well-known Noble Numbers above

quoted. The "Night Piece to Julia," the "Daffodils," the

splendid " To Anthea," ("Bid me to live"), "The Mad Maid's

Song " (worthy of the greatest of the generation before Herrick),

the verses to Ben Jonson, those to Electra ("I dare not ask a

kiss "), the wonderful " Burial Piece to Perilla," the " Grace for

a Child," the " Corinna Maying " (the chief of a large division of

Herrick's poems which celebrate rustic festivals, superstitions,

and folklore generally), the epitaph on Prudence Baldwin, and

many others, are justly included in nearly all selections of Eng-

lish poetry, and many of them are known by heart to every one

who knows any poetry at all. One or two of the least well known

of them may perhaps be welcome again :

—

" Good morrow to the day so fair,

Good morning, sir, to you ;

Good morrow to mine own torn hair

Bedabbled with the dew.

" Good morning to this primrose too,

Good morrow to each mtfid ;

That will with flowers the tomb bestrew

Wherein my love is laid.

" Ah, woe is me, woe, woe is me,

Alack and well-a-day !

For pity, sir, find out that bee

That bore my love away.

" I'll seek him in your bonnet brave

;

I'll seek him in your eyes
;
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Nay, now I think, they've made his grave

r th' bed of strawberries.

" I'll seek him there : I know ere this

The cold, cold earth doth shake him
;

But I will go, or send a kiss

By you, sir, to awake him.

" Pray hurt him not ; though he be dead

He knows well who do love him,

And who with green turfs rear his head,

And who do rudely move him.

" He's soft and tender, pray take heed,

With bands of cowslips bind him,

And bring him home ; but 'tis decreed

That I shall never find him."

I dare not ask a kiss
;

I dare not beg a smile
;

Lest having that or this,

I might grow proud the while.

No, no—the utmost share

Of my desire shall be

Only to kiss that air

That lately kissed thee."

" Here, a little child, I stand

Heaving up my either hand :

Cold as paddocks though they be

Here I lift them up to Thee,

I'or a benison to fall

On our meat and on us all.

Amen."

But Herrick's charm is everywhere—except in the epigrams.

It is very rare to find one of the hundreds of httle poems wliich

form his book destitute of tlie pecuHar touch of phrasing, the

eternising influence of style which characterises the poetry of this

particukar period so remarkably. The subject may be the merest

trifle, the thought a hackneyed or insignificant one. But the

amber to enshrine the fly is always there in larger or smaller, in
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dearer or more clouded, sliape. There has often been a certain

contempt (connected no doubt with certain general critical errors

as they seem to me, with which I shall deal at the end of this

chapter) flavouring critical notices of Herrick. I do not think

that any one who judges poetry as i)oetry, who keeps its several

kinds apart and does not demand epic graces in lyric, dramatic

substance in an anthologia, could ever feel or hint such a con-

tempt. Whatever Herrick may have teen as a man (of which

we know very little, and for which we need care less), he was a

most exquisite and complete poet in his own way, neither was

that way one to be lightly spcrken of

Indissolubly connected with Herrick in age, in character, and

in the singularly unjust criticism which has at various times been

bestowed on him, is Thomas Carew. He was a slightly older

man than Herrick, having been born in the year after the Armada
;

but he died nearly forty years before the author of the Hespei-ides,

and nearly ten before the Hcsperides themselves were published,

while his own poems were never collected till after his own death.

He was of a Gloucestershire branch of the famous Devonshire

family of Carew, Gary, or Cruwys, was educated at Corpus

Christi College, Oxford, travelled, followed the Court, was a

disciple- of Ben Jonson, and a member of the learned and

accomplished society of Clarendon's earlier days, obtained the

place of sewer (cup-bearer) to Charles I., is said by his friend

Hyde to have turned to devotion after a somewhat libertine

life, and died in 1639, before the evil days of triumphant

Puritanism, 7<.'//.v opportunitate mortis. He wrote little, and the

scantiness of his production, together with the supposed pains it

cost him, is ridiculed in Suckling's doggerel " Sessions of the

Poets." But this reproach (which Carew shares with Gray, and

with not a few others of the most admirable names in literature),

unjust as it is, is less unjust than the general tone of criticism on

Carew since. The locus classiciis of depreciation both in regard

to him and to Herrick is to be found, as might be expected, in

one of the greatest, and one of the most wilfully capricious and
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untrustworthy of English critics, in Hazhtt. I am sorry to say

that there can be httle hesitation in setting down the extraordi-

nary misjudgment of the passage in question (it occurs in the

sixth Lecture on EUzabethan Literature), in part, at least, to the

fact that Herrick, Carew, and Crashaw, who are summarily damned

in it, were Royalists. If there were any doubt about the matter,

it would be settled by the encomium bestowed in the very same

passage on Marvell, who is, no doubt, as Hazlitt says, a true poet,

but who as a poet is not worthy to untie the shoe strings of the

authors of "The Litany," "The Rapture," and "The Flaming

Heart." Hazlitt, then, while on his way to tell us that Herrick's

two best pieces are some trivial anacreontics about Cupid and the

Bees—things hackneyed through a dozen literatures, and with no

recommendation but a borrowed prettiness—while about, I say, to

deny Herrick the spirit of love or wine, and in the same breath

with the dismissal of Crashaw as a " hectic enthusiast," informs

us that Carew was "an elegant Court trifler," and describes his

style as a " frequent mixture of the superficial and common-
place, with far-fetched and improbable conceits."

What Carew really is, and what he may be peremptorily

declared to be in opposition even to such a critic as Hazlitt, is

something quite different. He is one of the most perfect masters

of lyrical form in English poetry. He possesses a command of

the overlapped heroic couplet, which for sweep and rush of

rhythm cannot be surpassed anywhere. He has, perhaps in a

greater degree than any poet of that time of conceits, the

knack of modulating the extravagances of fancy by the control of

reason, so that he never falls into the unbelievableness of Donne,
or Crashaw, or Cleveland. He had a delicacy, when he chose

to be delicate, which is quintessential, and a vigour which is

thoroughly manly. Best of all, perhaps, he had the intelligence

and the self-restraint to make all his poems wholes, and not

mere congeries of verses. There is always, both in the scheme
of his meaning and the scheme of his metre, a definite plan of

rise and fall, a concerted effect. Tiiat these great merits were
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accompanied by not inconsiderable defects is true. Carew lacks

the dewy freshness, the unstudied grace of Herrick. He is even

more frankly and uncontrolledly sensual, and has paid the usual

and inevitable penalty that his best poem, Tlie Rapture, is, for

the most part, unquotable, while another, if he carried out its

principles in this present year of grace, would run him the risk of

imprisonment with hard labour. His largest attempt—the masque

called Coelum Britanniaim—is heavy. His smaller poems, beau-

tiful as they are, suffer somewhat from want of variety of subject.

There is just so much truth in Suckling's impertinence that the

reader of Carew sometimes catches himself repeating' the lines of

Carew's master, " Still to be neat, still to be drest," not indeed

in full agreement with them, but not in exact disagreement. One

misses the " wild civility " of Herrick This acknowledgment, I

trust, will save me from any charge of overvaluing Carew.

A man might, however, be easily tempted to overvalue him,

who observes his beauties, and who sees how, preserving the force,

the poetic spell, of the time, he was yet able, without in the least

descending to the correctness of Waller and his followers, to intro-

duce into liis work something also preserving it from the weaknesses

and inequalities which deface that of almost all his contempo-

raries, and which, as we shall see, make much of the dramatic

and poetical work of 1 630-1 660 a chaos of slipshod deform-

ity to any one who has the sense of poetical form. It is an un-

wearying delight to read and re-read the second of his poems, the

" Persuasions to Love," addressed to a certain A. L. That the sen-

timent is common enough matters little ; the commonest things in

poetry are always the best. But the delicate interchange of the

catalectic and acatalectic dimeter, the wonderful plays and changes

of cadence, the opening, as it were, of fresh stops at the beginning

of each new paragraph of the verse, so that the music acquires a

new colour, the felicity of the several phrases, the cunning heighten-

ing of the passion as the poet comes to " Oh ! love me then, and

now begin it," and the dying fall of the close, make up to me, at least,

most charming pastime. It is not the same kind of pleasure, no
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doubt, as that given by such an outburst as Crashaw's, to be

mentioned presently, or by such pieces as the great soliloquies of

Shakespere. Any one may say, if he likes to use -words which

are question-begging, when not strictly meaningless, that it is not

such a " high " kind. But it is a kind, and in that kind perfect,

Carew's best pieces, besides The Rapture^ are the beautiful

"Ask me no more," the first stanza of which is the weakest ; the

fine couplet poem, "The Cruel Mistress," whose closing distich

—

" Of such a goddess no times leave record,

That burned the temple where she was adored "

—

Dryden conveyed with the wise and unblushing boldness which

great poets use ; the " Deposition from love," written in one of

those combinations of eights and sixes, the melodious charm of

which seems to have died with the seventeenth century ; the

song, " He that loves a rosy cheek," which, by the unusual mor-

ality of its sentiments, has perhaps secured a fame not quite due

to its poetical merits ; the epitaph on Lady Mary Villers ; the

song " Would you know what's soft ? " the song to his inconstant

mistress :

" When thou, poor excommunicate

From all the joys of love, shalt see

The full reward, and glorious fate

Which my strong faith shall purchase me, '%

Then curse thine own inconstancy. *
'

' A fairer hand than thine shall cure

That heart which' thy false oaths did wound ;

And to my soul, a soul more pure

Than thine, shall by love's hand be bound,

And both with equal gloiy crown'd.

" Then shalt thou weep, entreat, complain

To Love, as I did once to thee ;

When all thy tears shall be as vain

As mine were then, for thou shalt be

Damn'd for thy false apostacy. "

—

the pleasant pictures of the country houses of Wrest and Sax-

ham
; the charming conceit of " Red and white roses "

:
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'

' Read in these roses the sad story

Of my liard fate and your own glory :

In the white you may discover

The paleness of a fainting lover
;

In the red, the flames still feeding

On my heart with fresh wounds bleeding.

The white will tell you how I languish,

And the red express my anguish :

The white my innocence displaying

The red my martyrdom betraying.

The frowns that on your brow resided

Have those roses thus divided
;

Oh ! let your smiles but clear the weather

And then they both shall grow together."

—

and lastly, though it would be easy to extend this already long

list of selections from a by no means extensive collection of

poems, the grand elegy on Donne. By this last the reproach of

vain and amatorious trifling which has been so often levelled at

Carew is at once thrown back and blunted. No poem shows

so great an influence on the masculine panegyrics with which

Dryden was to enrich the English of the next generation, and

few are fuller of noteworthy phrases. The splendid epitaph

which closes it

—

" Here lies a king that ruled as he thought lit

The universal monarchy of wit "

—

is only the best passage, not the only good one, and it may be

matched with a fine and just description of English, ushered by

a touch of acute criticism.

" Thou shalt yield no precedence, but of time.

And the blind fate of language, whose tuned chime

More charms the outward sense : yet thou mayst claim

From so great disadvantage greater fame.

Since to the awe of thine imperious wit

Our troublesome language bends, made only fit

With her tough thick-ribbed hoops to gird about

Thy giant fancy, which had proved too stout

For their soft melting phrases."
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And it is the man who could write lilce this that HazUtt calls an

"elegant Court trifler !"

The third of this great trio of poets, and with them the most

remarkable of our whole group, was Richard Crashaw. He com-

pletes Carew and Herrick both in his qualities and (if a kind of

bull may be permitted) in his defects, after a fashion almost unex-

ampled elsewhere and supremely interesting. Hardly any one of

the three could have appeared at any other time, and not one but is

distinguished from the others in the most marked way. Herrick,

despite his sometimes rather obtrusive learning, is emphatically

the natural man. He does not show much sign of the influence

of good society, his merits as well as his faults have a singular

unpersonal and, if I may so say, tcrj-CFJilian connotation. Carew

is a gentleman before all ; but a rather profane gentleman.

Crashaw is religious everywhere. Again, Herrick and Carew^,

despite their strong savour of the fashion of the time, are eminently

critics as well as poets. Carew has not let one piece critically

unworthy of him i)ass his censorship : Herrick (if we exclude the

filthy and foolish epigrams into which he was led by corrupt

following of Ben) lias been equally careful. These two bards

may have trouble with the censor nioria?!,—the censor litej'orum

they can brave wuth perfect confidence. It is otherwise with

Crashaw. That he never, as far as can be seen, edited the bulk

of his work for press at all matters httle or nothing. But there is

not in his work the slightest sign of the exercise of any critical faculty

before, during, or after production. His masterpiece, one of the

most astonishing things in English or any other literature, comes

without warning at the end of The Flaming Heart. For page

after page the poet has been poorly playing on some trifling

conceits suggested by the picture of Saint Theresa and a seraph.

First he thinks the painter ought to have changed the attributes

;

then he doubts whether a lesser change will not do ; and always

he treats his subject in a vein of grovelling and grotesque conceit

which the boy Dryden in the stage of his elegy on Lord
Hastings would have disdained. And then in a moment, in

I
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the twinkling of an eye, without warning of any sort, the

metre changes, the poet's inspiration catches fire, and there

rushes up into the heaven of poetry this marvellous rocket

of song :

—

" Live in these conquering leaves : live all the same ;

And walk through all tongues one triumphant flame ;

Live here, great heart ; and love, and die, and kill

;

And bleed, and wound, and yield, and conquer still.

Let this immortal life where'er it comes

Walk in a crowd of loves and martyrdoms.

Let mystic deaths wait on't ; and wise souls be

The love-slain witnesses of this life of thee.

O sweet incendiary ! show here thy art,

Upon this carcase of a hard cold heart

;

Let all thy scatter'd shafts of light, that play

Among the leaves of thy large books of day,

Combin'd against this breast at once break in,

And take away from me myself and sin ;

This gracious robbery shall thy bounty be

And my best fortunes such fair spoils of me.

O thou undaunted daughter of desires !

By all thy pow'r of lights and fires ;

By all the eagle in thee, all the dove

;

By all thy lives and deaths of love
;

By thy large draughts of intellectual day ;

And by thy thirsts of love more large than they

;

By all thy brim-fill'd bowls of fierce desire ;

By thy last morning's draught of liquid fire ;

By the full kingdom of that final kiss

That 'sayed thy parting soul, and seal'd thee his ;

By all the heavens thou hast in him,

(Fair sister of the seraphim)

By all of him we have in thee ;

Leave nothing of myself in me.

Let me so read thy life, that I

Unto all life of mine may die."

The contrast is perhaps unique as regards the dead colourless-

ness of the beginning, and the splendid colour of the end. But

contrasts like it occur all over Crashaw's work.
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He was a much younger man than either of the poets with

whom we have leashed him, and his birth year used to be put

at 1616, though Dr. Grosart has made it probable that it was

four years earlier. His father was a stern Anglican clergyman of

extremely Protestant leanings, his mother died when* Crashaw

was young, but his stepmother appears to have been most un-

novercal. Crashaw was educated at Charterhouse, and then went

to Cambridge, where in 1633 he became a fellow of Peterhouse, and

came in for the full tide of high church feeling, to which (under

the mixed influence of Laud's policy, of the ascetic practices of the

Ferrars of Gidding, and of a great architectural development after-

wards defaced if not destroyed by Puritan brutality) Cambridge

was even more exposed than Oxford. The outbreak of the civil

war may or may not have found Crashaw at Cambridge ; he was

at any rate deprived of his fellowship for not taking the covenant

in 1644, and driven into exile. Already inclined doctrinally

and in matters of practice to the older communion, and despair-

ing of the resurrection of the Church of England after her suffer-

ings at the hands of the Parliament, Crashaw joined the Church of

Rome, and journeyed to its metropolis. He was attached to the

suit of Cardinal Pallotta, but is said to have been shocked by

Italian manners. The cardinal procured him a canonry at

Loretto, which he hastened to take up, but died in 1650 with

suspicions of poison, which are not impossibly, but at the same

time by no means necessarily true. His poems had already

appeared under the double title of Steps to the Temple (sacred),

and Delights of the Muses (profane), but not under his own editor-

ship, or it would seem with his own choice of title. Several other

editions followed,—one later than his death, with curious illus-

trations said to be, in part at least, of his own design. Manu-
script sources, as in the case of some other poets of the time,

have considerably enlarged the collection since. But a great

part of it consists of epigrams (in the wide sense, and almost

wholly sacred) in the classical tongues, which were sometimes

translated by Crashaw himself. These are not always correct in
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style or prosody, but are often interesting. The famous line in

reference to the miracle of Cana,

" Vidit et erubuit nympha pudica Deum,"

is assigned to Crashaw as a boy at Cambridge ; of his later

faculty in the same way the elaborate and, in its way, beautiful

poem entitled Bulla (the Bubble) is the most remarkable.

Our chief subject, however, is the English poems proper, sacred

and profane. In almost all of these there is noticeable an extraordi-

nary inequality, the same in kind, if not in degree, as that on which

we have commented in the case of The Flaming Heart. Crashaw

is never quite so great as there ; but he is often quite as small.

His exasperating lack of self-criticism has sometimes led selectors

to make a cento out of his poems—notably in the case of the

exceedingly pretty " Wishes to His Unknown Mistress," beginning,

" Whoe'er she be, That not impossible she, That shall command

my heart and me "—a poem, let it be added, which excuses this

dubious process much less than most, inasmuch as nothing in it

is positively bad, though it is rather too long. Here is the open-

ing, preceded by a piece from another poem, " A Hymn to Saint

Theresa " :

—

" Those rare works, where thou shalt leave writ

Love's noble history, with wit

Taught thee by none but him, while here

They feed our souls, shall clothe thine there.

Each heavenly word by whose hid flame

Our hard hearts shall strike fire, the same

Shall flourish on thy brows and be

Both fire to us and flame to thee :

Whose light shall live bright, in thy face

By glory, in our hearts by grace.

" Thou shalt look round about, and see

Thousands of crown'd souls throng to be

Themselves thy crown, sons of thy vows :

The virgin births with which thy spouse

Made fruitful thy fair soul ;
go now

And with them all about thee, bow
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To Him, 'Put on' (He'll say) 'put on,

My rosy love, that thy rich zone,

Sparkling with the sacred flames,

Of thousand soils whose happy names

Heaven heaps upon thy score, thy bright

Life brought them first to kiss the light

That kindled them to stars.' And so

Thou with the Lamb thy Lord shall go,

And whereso'er He sets His white

Steps, walk with Him those ways of light.

Which who in death would live to see

Must learn in life to die like thee."

" Whoe'er she be,

That not impossible she.

That shall command my heart and me
;

" Where'er she lie,

Lock'd up from mortal eye,

In shady leaves of destiny
;

" Till that ripe birth

Of studied Fate stand forth.

And teach her fair steps to our earth :

" Till that divine

Idea take a shrine

Of crystal flesh, through which to shine :

" Meet you her, my wishes

Bespeak her to my blisses,

And be ye call'd, my arbsent kisses."

The first hymn to Saint Theresa, to which The Flatning Heart
is a kind of appendix, was written when Crashaw was still an

Anglican (for which he did not fail, later, to make a characteristic

and very pretty, though quite unnecessary, apology). It has no
passage quite up to the Invocation—Epiphonema, to give it the

technical term—of the later poem. But it is, on the contrary, good
almost throughout, and is, for uniform exaltation, far the best of

Crashaw's poems. Yet such uniform exaltation must be seldom
sought in him. It is in his little bursts, such as that in the

stanza beginning, " O mother turtle dove," that his charm consists.
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Often, as in verse after verse of The Weeper^ it has an unearthly

dehcacy and witchery which only Blake, in a few snatches, has

ever equalled ; while at other times the poet seems to invent, in

the most casual and unthinking fashion, new metrical effects and

new jewelries of diction which the greatest lyric j)oets since

—

Coleridge, Shelley, Lord Tennyson, Mr. Swinburne—have rather

deliberately imitated than spontaneously recovered. Yet to all

this charm there is no small drawback. The very maddest and

most methodless of the " Metaphysicals " cannot touch Crashaw

in his tasteless use of conceits. When he, in The Weeper just

above referred to, calls the tears of Magdalene " Wat'ry brothers,"

and " Simpering sons of those fair eyes," and when, in the most

intolerable of all the poet's excesses, the same eyes are called

"Two waking baths, two weeping motions, Portable and com-

pendious oceans," which follow our Lord about the hills of Galilee,

it is almost difficult to know whether to feel most contempt or

indignation for a man who could so write. It is fair to say that

there are various readings and omissions in the different edi-

tions which affect both these passages. Yet the offence is that

Crashaw should ever have written them at all. Amends, however,

are sure to be made before the reader has read much farther.

Crashaw's longest poems—a version of Marini's Sospetio (fJIerode,

and one of the rather overpraised " Lover and Nightingale

"

story of Strada—are not his best ; the metre in which both are

written, though the poet manages it well, lacks the extraordinary

charm of his lyric measures. It does not appear that the " Not

impossible she " ever made her appearance, and probably for a

full half of his short life Crashaw burnt only with religious fire.

But no Englishman has expressed that fire as he has, and none in

his expression of any sentiment, sacred and profane, has dropped

such notes of ethereal music. At his best he is far above singing,

at his worst he is below a very childish prattle. But even then

he is never coarse, never offensive, not very often actually dull
;

and everywhere he makes amends by flowers of the divinest

poetry. Mr. Pope, who borrowed not a little from him, thought,

2 B n
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indeed, that you could find nothing of "The real part of poetry "

(correct construction and so forth) in Crashaw ; and Mr. Hayley

gently rebukes Cowley (after observing that if Pope borrowed from

Crashaw, it was " as the sun borrows from the earth ") for his " glow-

ing panegyrick." Now, if the real part of poetry is anywhere in

Hayley, or very frequently in Pope, it certainly is not in Crashaw.

The school, or the period, or the group (for it is not easy to

decide on the best of these words, and objections might be taken

to each), at the head of which Herrick, Carew, and Crashaw must

be placed, and which included Herbert and his band of sacred

singers, included also not a few minor groups, sufficiently different

from each other, but all marked off sharply from the innovating

and classical school of Waller and his followers, which it is not

proposed to treat in this volume. All, without exception, are

anti-Puritan ; all, without exception, show the influence in different

ways of Ben Jonson and of Donne. But each has its own peculi-

arity. We find these peculiarities, together with anticipations of

post- Reformation characteristics, mixed very curiously in the

miscellanies of the time. These, though by no means so import-

ant as in the preceding and following age, and still less to be com-

pared with the different rccueih which for nearly half a century

appeared at the same time in France, and contained so much of

the work of French poets, are interesting enough, and may be

studied with advantage, if not also with pleasure, in the principal

of them, Wifs R^creaiioiis (1640). This, with certain kindred works

{Wit Restored, and the very unsavoury Musaruin Delicice of Sir

John Mennis and Dr. Smith), has been more than once repub-

lished. In these curious collections, to mention only one instance,

numerous pieces of Herrick's appeared long before Herrick

thought fit to publish the Hesperides ; and in their pages things

old and new, charming pastoral poems, vers dc socielc of very

unequal merit, ballads, satires, epigrams, and a large quantity

of mere scatology and doggerel, are heaped together pell-mell.

Songs from the dramatists, especially Fletcher, make their ap-

pearance, sometimes with slight variants, and there are forms of
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the drinking song in Gaimner Gurton's Needle long after, and of

Sir John Suckling's " Ballad on a Wedding," apparently some-

what before, their respective publication in their proper places.

Here is the joke about the wife and the almanack which reckless

tradition has told of Dryden
;

printed when Lady Elizabeth

Howard was in the nursery, and Dryden was not yet at "West-

minster. Here we learn how, probably about the second or third

decade of the century, the favourite authors of learned ladies were

"Wither, Draiton, and Balzack" (Guez de Balzac of the Letters),

a very singular trio ; and how some at least loved the " easy

ambling" of Heywood's prose, but thought that he "grovelled on

the stage," which it must be confessed he not uncommonly did. It

is really a pity that the interesting matter here—even the rebuses

and sets of verses twisted into knots and tangles of all kinds—is

kept from general knowledge by the dull dirtiness of part of the

contents, a characteristic most prominent no doubt in the actual

work of Mennis and Smith, but by no means limited to it. It

is fair, however, to say that Wit Restored contains the charming

" Phillida flouts Me," with other real "delights." The book or

books may certainly be called one of the most interesting for a

kind of general survey of the poetical and literary tastes of the

second quarter of the century. Even Milton makes his appear-

ance in these collections which, first as " Drolleries " and then

as " Miscellanies " eo nomine, continued to be popular for more

than a century, and acquired at intervals fresh vogue from the

great names of Dryden and Pope.

Neglecting or returning from these, we may class the minor

CaroUne poets under the following heads. There are belated

Elizabethans like Habington, sacred poets of the school of Herbert,

translators like Stanley, Sherburne, and Quarles, philosophico-

theological poets like Joseph Beaumont and More, and poets

of society, such as Lovelace and Suckling, whose class degener-

ated into a class of boon companion song- writers, such as

Alexander Brome, and, at the extremity of our present period,

Char)-- Cotton, in whose verse (as for the matter of that in the
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famous muses of Lovelace and Suckling themselves) the rapidly

degenerating prosody of the time becomes very painfully evident.

If to these we add a few interesting singularities such as Bishop

Corbet, Cartwright, Chamberl^yne of the P/iaivtifiida, Sidney

Godolphin, Shakerley Marmion, the half- satirist, half- metaphy-

sical Cleveland, Wild of the Iter Boreale (on Monk, and not to

be confounded with Corbet's poem of the same name), we shall

have almost exhausted the list of poets who need be noticed, even

cursorily, here, for Cowley, like Waller, falls outside our limit.

George Herbert, the one popular name, if we except Lovelace

and Suckling, of the last paragraph, was born at Montgomery Castle

in 1593, of the'great house now represented in the English peerage

by the holders of the titles of Pembroke, Carnarvon, and Powis.

George was the younger brother of the equally well-known Lord Her-

bert of Cherbury ; and after being for some years public orator at

Cambridge, turned, it is said, on some despite or disappointment,

from secular to worldly business, accepted the living of Bemer-

ton, and after holding it for a short time, died in 1633. Walton's

Life was hardly needed to fix Herbert in the popular mind, for

his famous volume of sacred poems, The Temple, would have done

so, and has done so far more firmly. It was not his only book

by any means ; he had displayed much wit as quite a boy in

counter-lampooning Andrew Melville's ponderous and impudent

Anti-Tami-Cami-Categoria, an attack on the English universities

;

and afterwards he composed, both in Greek, Latin, and English,

both in prose and verse. Nothing, however, but The Temple has

held popular estimation, and that has held it firmly, being much
helped no doubt by the Tractarian movement of fifty years ago.

It may be confessed without shame and without innuendo that

Herbert has been on the whole a greater favourite with readers

than with critics, and the reason is obvious. He is not prodigal

of the finest strokes of poetry. To take only his own contem-

poraries, and undoubtedly pupils, his gentle moralising and
devotion are tame and cold beside the burning glow of Crashaw,

commonplace and popular beside the intellectual subtlety and, now
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and then, the inspired touch of Vaughan. But he never drops into

the flatness and the extravagance of both these writers, and his

beauties, assuredly not mean in themselves, and very constantly

present, are both in kind and in arrangement admirably suited to

the average comprehension. He is quaint and conceited ; but

his quaintnesses and conceits are never beyond the reach of any

tolerably intelligent understanding. He is devout, but his devo-

tion does not transgress into the more fantastic regions of piety.

He is a mystic, but of the more exoteric school of mysticism.

Thus he is among sacred poets very much (though relatively he

occupies a higher place) what the late Mr. Longfellow was among

profane poets. He expresses common needs, common thoughts,

the everyday emotions of the Christian, just sublimated suffici-

ently to make them attractive. The fashion and his own taste

gave him a pleasing quaintness, which his good sense kept from

being ever obscure or offensive or extravagant. The famous

" Sweet day so cool, so calm, so bright,'' and many short passages

which are known to every one, express Herbert perfectly. The

thought is obvious, usual, in no sense far fetched. The morality

is plain and simple. The expression, with a sufficient touch of

the daintiness of the time, has nothing that is extraordinarily or

ravishingly felicitous whether in phrasing or versing. He is, in

short, a poet whom all must respect ; whom those that are in

sympathy with his vein of thought cannot but revere ;
who did

England an inestimable service, by giving to the highest and

purest thoughts that familiar and abiding poetic garb which con-

tributes so much to fix any thoughts in the mind, and of which,

to tell the truth, poetry has been much more prodigal to other

departments of thought by no means so well deserving. But it

is impossible to call him a great poet even in his own difficult

class. The early Latin hymn writers are there to show what a

great religious poet must be like. Crashaw, if his genius had

been less irregular and jaculative, might have been such. Herbert

is. not, and could not have been. With him it is an almost

invariable custom to class Vaughan the " Silurist," and a common
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one to unite George Sandys, the traveller, translator of Ovid, and

paraphrast of the Psalms and other parts of the Bible. Sandys,

an older man than Herbert by fifteen, and than Vaughan by more

than forty years, published rather late, so that he came as a

sacred poet after Herbert, and not long before Vaughan. He
was son of the Archbishop of York, and brother of that Edwin

Sandys who was a pupil of Hooker, and who is said to have been

present on the melancholy occasion when the judicious one was

" called to rock the cradle." He is interesting for a singular

and early mastery of the couplet, which the following extract

will show :
—
" O Thou, who all things hast of nothing made,

Whose hand the radiant firmament displayed,

With such an undiscerned swiftness hurled

About the steadfast centre of the world ;

Against whose rapid course the restless sun,

And wandering flames in varied motions run,

Which heat, light, life infuse ; tinje, night, and day

Distinguish ; in our human bodies sway :

That hung'st the solid earth in fleeting air

Veined with clear springs which ambient seas repair.

In clouds the mountains wrap their hoary heads ;

Luxurious valleys clothed with flowery meads ;

Her trees yi.-ld fruit and shade ; with liberal breasts

All creatures she, their common mother, feasts.

Then man Thy image madest ; in dignity.

In knowledge and in beauty, like to Thee
;

Placed in a heaven on earth ; without his toil

The ever-flourishing and fruitful soil

Unpurchased food produced ; all creatures were

His subjects serving more for love than fear,

He knew no lord but Thee ; but when he fell

P'rom his obedience all at once rebel

And in his ruin exercise their might

;

Concurring elements against him fight.

Troops of unknown diseases, sorrow, age.

And death assail him with successive rage."

Henry Vaughan was born in 1622, published Poems in 1646 (for

some of which he afterwards expressed a not wholly necessary
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repentance), 0/or Iscamis (from Isca Silurum) in 1651, and

Silex Scintiliatis, his best-known book, in 1650 and 1656. He
also published verses much later, and did not die till 1693, being

the latest lived of any man who has a claim to appear in this book,

but his aftergrowths were not happy. To say that A'aughan is a

poet of one poem would not be true. But the universally known

" They are all gone into the world of nght"

is so very much better than anything else that he has done that

it would be hardly fair to quote anything else, unless we could

quote a great deal. Like Herbert, and in pretty obvious imita-

tion of him, he set himself to bend the prevailing fancy for quips

and quaintnesses into sacred uses, to see that the Devil should not

have all the best conceits. But he is not so uniformly successful,

though he has greater depth and greater originality of thought.^

Lovelace and Suckling are inextricably connected together,

not merely by their style of poetry, but by their advocacy of

the same cause, their date, and their melancholy end. Both

(Suckling in 1608, Lovelace ten years later) were born to

large fortunes, both spent them, at least partially, in the

King's cause, and both died miserably,— Suckling, in 1642,

by his own hand, his mind, according to one story, unhinged

by the tortures of the Inquisition ; Lovelace, two years before

the Restoration, a needy though not an exiled cavalier, in

London purlieus. Both have written songs of quite marvellous

and unparalleled exquisiteness, and both have left doggerel which

would disgrace a schoolboy. Both, it may be suspected, held the

doctrine which Suckling openly champions, that a gentleman

should not take too much trouble about his verses. The result,

however, was in Lovelace's case more disastrous than in Suck-

ling's. It is not quite true that Lovelace left nothing worth read-

ing but the two immortal songs, "To Lucasta on going to the

Wars" and "To Althea from Prison;" and it is only fair to say

that the corrupt condition of his text is evidently due, at least in

^ See note at end of chapter.
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part, to incompetent printing and the absence of revision. " Tlie

Grasshopper" is almost worthy of the two better-known pieces,

and there are others not far below it. But on the whole any one

who knows those two (and who does not ?) may neglect Lovelace

with safety. Suckling, even putting his dramatic work aside, is

not to be thus treated. True, he is often careless in the bad

sejise as well as in the good, though the doggerel of the " Sessions"

and some other pieces is probably intentional. But in his own

vein, that of coxcombry that is not quite cynical, and is quite in-

telligent, he is marvellously happy. The famous song in Aglaura,

the Allegro to Lovelace's Penseroso, "Why so pale and wan,

fond lover?" is scarcely better than "Tis now since I sat down

before That foolish fort a heart," or "Out upon it ! I have loved

Three whole days together." Nor in more serious veins is the

author to be slighted, as in " The Dance ;" while as for the " Ballad

on a Wedding," the best parts of this are by common consent

incomparable. Side by side by these are to be found, as in Love-

lace, pieces that will not even scan, and, as not in Lovelace {who

is not seldom loose but never nasty), pieces of a dull and disgust-

ing obscenity, which unluckily helped, if they did not set, the worst

fashion of the time, and were echoed in miscellanies, song books,

and even the works of the less scrupulous authors of individual

repute, for a couple of generations. But we do not go to Suckling

for these ; we go to him for his easy grace, his agreeable impu-

dence, his scandalous mock-disloyalty (for it is only mock-disloyalty

after all) to the " Lord of Terrible Aspect," whom all his elder con-

temporaries worshipped so piously. Suckling's inconstancy and
Lovelace's constancy may or may not be equally poetical,—there

is some reason for thinking that the lover of Althea was actually

driven to something like despair by the loss of his mistress. But
that matters to us very little. The songs remain, and remain yet

unsurpassed, as the most perfect celebrations, in one case of chival-

rous devotion, in the other of the coxcomb side of gallantry, that

literature contains or is likely ever to contain. The song-writing

faculty of the English, which had broken out some half century
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before, and had produced so many masterpieces, was near its death,

or at least near the trance from which Burns and Blake revived

it more than a century later, which even Dryden's superhuman

faculty of verse could only galvanise. But at the last it threw

off by the mouths of men, who otherwise seem to have had very

ordinary poetical powers, this little group of triumphs in song, to

which have to be added the raptures equally strange and sweet,

equally unmatched of their kind, but nobler and more masculine

—of the " Great Marquis," the few and wonderful lines of Mon-

trose. To quote " My dear and only love, I pray," or " Great,

good, and just, could I but rate," would' be almost as much an

insult to the reader as to quote the above-mentioned little master-

pieces of the two less heroic English cavaliers.

Quarles, More, and Joseph Beaumont form, as it were, a

kind of appendix to the poetry of Herbert and Vaughan—an

appendix very much less distinguished by poetical power, but

very interesting as displaying the character of the time and

the fashion (strange enough to us moderns) in which almost

every interest of that time found its natural way into verse.

They have all been made accessible to the modern reader

(with a fulness of biographical and other illustration seldom

accorded to poets) by Qr. Grosart. The enormous popularity of

Francis Quarles's Emblems and Enchiridion, a popularity which

has not entirely ceased up to the present day, accounts to some

extent for the very unjust ridicule which has been lavished on

him by men of letters of his own and later times. It is, of

course, sufficiently absurd that such hasty and slovenly work

should have been reprinted as fast as the presses could give it,

when the Hespei-idcs remained almost unnoticed. But the silly

antithesis of Pope, a writer who, great as he was, was almost as

ignorant of literary history as his model, Boileau, ought to pre-

judice no one, and it is strictly true that Quarles's enormous

volume hides, to some extent, his merits. Born in 1592 at

Romford, of a gentle though not very distinguished family, which

enters into that curious literary genealogy of Swift, Dryden, and
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Herrick, he was educated at Cambridge, became cup-bearer to

the ill-fated and romantically renowned " Goody Palsgrave," held

the post which Middleton and Jonson had held, of chronologer to

the city of London, followed the King to Oxford to his loss,

having previously had losses in Ireland, and died early in 1644,

leaving his memory to- be defended in a rather affecting document

by his widow, Ursula. His production, considering that he died

in middle age, is, as has been said, enormous. Like Byrom in

the next century, like not a few poets in the Middle Ages, Quarles

was a kind of journalist to whom the vehicle of verse came more

easily than the vehicle of prose, and the dangers of that state of

things are well known. A mere list of his work (the Enchiridio7i

is in prose, and a good thing too) would far exceed any space

that can be given to him here. It is sufficient to say that, in Dr.

Grosart's ample and closely printed quartos, where a hundred

and twenty verses is about the full allowance to a page, Quarles

occupies not much less than a thousand pages. "\Miatever may
be said of the drudgery of modern journalisnij w^e who undergo

it are at least free from the danger of having our journey-work put

on record in this appalling fashion. All Quarles's work is journey-

work, but it is only fair to note the frequent wealth of fancy, the

occasional felicity of expression, which illustrate this wilderness.

I should not like to be challenged to produce twenty good lines

of his in verse or prose written consecutivel}^, yet it might be a

still more dangerous challenge to produce any journalist in verse

or prose of the present day who has written so much, and in

whom the occasional flashes— the signs of poetical power in the

individual and of what may be called poetical atmosphere in his

"surroundings"—are more frequent.

More and Beaumont were not, like Quarles, poetical mis-

cellanists and periodical writers ; but they seem to have shared

with him the delusion that poetry is an instrument of all work..

Henry More, a man well connected and who might have risen,

but who preferred to pass the greater- part of a long and studious

life as a fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, is best known as

I
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a member of the theological school, indifferently called the Cam-
bridge Platonists and the Cambridge Latitudinarians. His chief

work^ in verse is a great philosophical poem, entitled the So»g-

of the Soul, with such engaging sub-titles as PsycJwzoia, Psycha-

ihanasia, AiitipsydiopannycJiia, and Aiitimo7iopsycJiia. I shall not,

I hope, be suspected of being ignorant of Greek, or disinclined to

metaphysics (the language and the subject perhaps best worth

study, if men could choose and persevere in the studies of their

choice), if I say that the Song of the Soul appears to me a vener-

able mistake. A philosophical controversy carried on in this

fashion

—

" But contradiction, can that have place

In any soul ? Plato affirms ideas ;

But Aristotle, with his pugnacious race,

As idle figments stiffly them denies,"

seems to me to be a signal instance of the wrong thing in the

wrong place. In More we get for the most part rather bad verse,

and doubtfully explained philosophy. Even Coleridge, strongly

as More's subject, and in part his method of treatment, appealed

to him, has left some rather severe criticisms on the Song of the

Soul. It is quite true that More has, as Southey says, "lines and

passages of sublime beauty." A man of his time, actuated by its

noble thought, trained as we know More to have been in the

severest school of Spenser, and thus habituated to the heavenly

harmonies of that perfect poet, could hardly fail to produce such.

But his muse is a chaotic not a cosmic one.

Something the same may be said of Joseph Beaumont, a

friend of Crashaw, and like him ejected from Peterhouse, son-in-

law of Bishop Wren, and, later, head of Jesus College. Beaumont,

a strong cavalier and an orthodox churchman, was a kind of

adversary of More's, whose length and quaintness he has exceeded,

Avhile he has almost rivalled his learning in Psyche or Love's

Mystery, a religious poem of huge dimensions, first published in

1648 and later in 1 702. Beaumont, as both fragments of this vast

thing and his minor poems show, had fancy, taste, and almost genius
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on opportunity ; but the prevailing mistake of his school, the idea

that poetry is a fit vehicle for merely prosaic expression, is pain-

fully apparent in him.

We now come to what I have taken the liberty of calling

the nondescripts, appertaining to the Caroline school—men who,

none of them of the first or even a very high rank, nevertheless

display the characteristics of the school, and apply them in dif-

ferent and not unfrequently amusing ways. First, for various

reasons, deserves to be mentioned William Habington, an ex-

tremely estimable person. Habington, a Roman Catholic gentle-

man of good upper middle-class station, whose father was himself

a man of letters, and had some trouble in the Gunpowder Plot,

was born at Hindlip Hall, near Worcester, in the year of the plot

itself, courted and married Lady Lucy Herbert, daughter of his

neighbour Lord Powis (she was not strictly Lady Lucy, as her

father was only a baron, but the time called her so), and published

her charms and virtues in the collection called Caslara, first issued

in 1634. Habington also wrote a tragic comqdy, The Queen of

Arogon, and some other work, but died in middle life. It is

upon Castara that his fame rests. To tell the truth it is, though,

as has been said, an estimable, yet a rather irritating work. That

Habington was a true lover every line of it shows ; that he had a

strong infusion of the abundant poetical inspiration then abroad

is shown by line after line, though hardly by poem after poem,

among its pieces. His series of poems on the death of his friend

Talbot is full of beauty. His religion is sincere, fervent, and

often finely expressed ; though he never rose to Herbert's pure

devotion, or to Crashaw's flaming poetry. There are also traces

of humour in his work, and an " Encomium on Sack," which

shows that he was a "good felawe." This and one of the later

Castara poems may be given :

—

" May you drink beer, or that adult'rate wine

Which makes the zeal of Amsterdam divine,

If you make breach of promise. I have now
So rich a sack, that even yourself will bow 1
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T' adore my genius. Of this wine should Prynne

Drink but a plenteous glass, he would begin

A health to Shakespeare's ghost. But you may bring

Some excuse forth, and answer me, the king

To-day will give you audience, or that on

Affairs of State you and some serious don

Are to resolve ; or else perhaps you'll sin

So far, as to leave word ye are not within.

The least of these will make me only think

Him subtle, who can in his closet drink

Drunk even alone, and, thus made wise, create

As dangerous plots as the Low Country State,

Projecting for such baits as shall draw o'er

To Holland all the herrings from our shore.

But ye are too full of candour : and I know

Will sooner stones at Salisbury' casements throw,

Or buy up for the silenc'd Levites all

The rich impropriations, than let pall

So pure Canaiy, and break such an oath

Since charity is sinned against in both.

Come, therefore blest even in the Lollards' zeal

Who canst, with conscience safe, 'fore hen and veal

Say grace in Latin ; while I faintly sing

A penitential verse in oil and ling.

Come then and bring with you, prepar'd for fight,

Unmixt Canary, Heaven send both prove right !

This I am sure : my sack will disengage

All human thoughts, inspire so high a rage

That Hippocrene shall henceforth poets lack.

Since more enthusiasms are in my sack.

Heightened with which, my raptures shall commend

How good Castara is, how dear my friend."

" We saw and woo'd each other's eyes.

My soul contracted then with thine,

And both burnt in one sacrifice.

By which our marriage grew divine.

" Let wilder youths, whose soul is sense.

Profane the temple of delight.

And purchase endless penitence.

With the stolen pleasure of one night.
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" Time's ever ours, while we despise

The sensup.l idol of our clay,

For though the sun do set and rise,

We joy one everlasting day.

" Whose light no jealous clouds obscure,

While each ol us shine innocent,

The troubled stream is still impure

;

With virtue flies away content.

" And though opinions often err,

We'll court the modest smile of fame,

For sin's black danger circles her,

Who hath infection in her name.

*' Thus when to one dark silent room

Death shall our loving coffins thrust

:

Fame will build columns on our tomb.

And add a perfume to our dust."

But Castara is a real instance of what some loreign critics

very unjustly charge on English literature as a whole— a

foolish and almost canting prudery. The poet dins the chas-

tity of his mistress into his readers' heads until the readers

in self-defence are driven to say, "Sir, did any one doubt it?"

He protests the freedom of his own passion from any admixture

of fleshly influence, till half a suspicion of hypocrisy and more

than half a feeling of contempt force themselves on the hearer.

A relentless critic might connect these unpleasant features with

the uncharitable and more than orthodox bigotry of his religious

poems. Yet Habington, besides contributing much agreeable

verse to the literature of the period, is invaluable as showing the

counterside to Milton, the Catholic Puritanism which is no doubt

inherent in the English nature, and which, had it not been for the

Reformation, would probably have transformed Catholicism in a

very strange fashion. Here, too, may be mentioned Randolph,

Corbet, and Cartwright, poets of no small power, though no one

of them exactly " found his way.' Randolph, the youngest and
not the least gifted of the tribe of Ben, died before he was thirty,

after writing some noteworthy plays, and a certain number of
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minor poems, which, as it has been well ol)served, rather show

that he might have done anything, than that he did actually do

something. Coleridge, in one of his more eccentric moods,

wished that the poems of Corbet (he was Bishop, first of Oxford

and then of Norwich, and died in 1635) might be published for

modern delectation, and expressed himself sure that they would be

popular. For myself I should be very glad indeed to have written,

and am glad to read the book ; but I doubt the popularity.

Corbet's work is of that peculiar class which is usually, though

not always, due to " university wits," and which only appeals to

people with a considerable appreciation of humour, and a large

stock of general information. It is always occasional in character,

and rarely succeeds so well as when the treatment is one of

distinct /i'/'.y//?^^^. Thus the elegy on Donne is infinitely inferior

to Carew's, and the mortuary epitaph on Arabella Stuart is, for

such a subject and from the pen of a man of great talent, extra-

ordinarily feeble. His critics have been much disturbed by a

certainly very ungallant epistle to a certain Mistress Mallet, " An
unhandsome woman who made love to hiin," but, as they seem

partly to have perceived, it is almost certain that the thing is a

mere Horatian reminiscence. On the other hand, the burlesque

epistle to Lord Mordaunt on his journey to the North is great

fun, and the "Journey into France," though, to borrow one of

its own jokes, rather " strong," is as good. The " Exhortation

to Mr. John Hammond," a ferocious satire on the Puritans,

distinguishes itself from almost all precedent work of the kind

by the force and directness of its attack, which almost antici-

pates Dryden. And Corbet had both pathetic and imaginative

touches on occasion, as here :

—

" What I shall leave thee none can tell,

But all shall say I wish thee well,

I wish thee, Vin, before all wealth,

Both bodily and ghostly health ;

Nor too much wealth, nor wit, come to thee,

So much of either may undo thee.
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I wish thee learning, not for show,

Enough for to instruct and know ;

Not such as gentlemen require

To prate at table, or at fire.

I wish thee all thy mother's graces.

Thy father's fortunes, and his places.

I wish thee friends, and one at court,

Not to build on, but support

To keep thee, not in doing many

Oppressions, but from suffering any.

I wish thee peace in all thy ways,

Nor lazy nor contentious days

;

And when thy soul and body part

As innocent as now those art."

" At morning and at evening both

You merry were and glad,

So little care of sleep or sloth]

These pretty ladies had ;

When Tom came home from labour

Or Ciss to milking rose,

Then merrily, merrily went their tabor

And nimbly went their toes.

" Witness those rings' and roundelays

Of theirs, which yet remain,

Were footed in Queen Mary's days

On many a grassy plain
;

But since of late, Elizabeth

And later, James came in,

They never danced on any heath

As when the time hath been.

" Farewell rewards and fairies

Good housewives now may say,

For now foul sluts in dairies

Do fare as well as they.

And though they sweep their hearths no less

Than maids were wont to do.

Yet who of late for cleanliness

Finds sixpence in her shoe.

"Lament, lament old abbeys

The fairies lost command
;
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They did but change priests' babies,

But some have chang'd your land ;

And all your children sprung from thence

Are now grown Puritans
;

Who live as changelings ever since

For love of your domains."

We must not delay greatly, whatever their merits, on the

poems of Cartwright, Brome, Sherburne, and " hearty cheerful

Mr. Cotton." Cartwright, a short-lived man but a hard

student, shows best in his dramas. In his occasional poems,

strongly influenced by Donne, he is best at panegyric, worst at

burlesque and epigram. In " On a Gentlewoman's Silk Hood"
and some other pieces he may challenge comparison with the

most futile of the metaphysicals ; but no one who has read his

noble elegy on Sir Bevil Grenvil, unequal as it is, will think lightly

of Cartwright. Sir Edward Sherburne was chiefly a translator in

the fashionable style. His original poems were those of a very

inferior Carew (he even copies the name Celia), but tliey are often

pretty. Alexander Brome, of whom very little is known, and

who must not be confounded with the dramatist, was a lawyer

and a cavalier song-writer, who too frequently wrote mere

doggerel ; but on the other hand, he sometimes did not, and

when he escaped the evil influence, as in the stanzas "Come,

come, let us drink," "The Trooper," and not a few others, he

has the right anacreontic vein.

As for Charles Cotton, his " Virgil Travesty " is deader than

Scarron's, and deserves to be so. The famous lines which Lamb

has made known to every one in the essay on " New Year's Day "

are the best thing he did. But there are many excellent things

scattered about his work, despite a strong taint of the mere

coarseness and nastiness which have been spoken of. And though

he was also much tainted with the hopeless indifference to pro-

sody which distinguished all these belated cavaliers, it is note-

worthy that he was one of the few Englishmen for centuries to

adopt the strict French forms and write rondeaux and the like.

n 2 c
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On the whole his poetical power has been a little undervalued,

while he was also dexterous in prose.

This very remarkable group of poets seems to demand, both

for intrinsic and historical reasons, a short excursus of general

criticism. They stand more by themselves than almost any other

group in English literary history, marked off in most cases witli

equal sharpness from predecessors, followers, and contemporaries.

The best of them, Herrick and Carew, whom all the others

followed more or less unconsciously (for Herrick is ignored and

Carew slighted by the writers of the time), with Crashaw as a

great thirdsman, called themselves " sons '' of Ben Jonson, and

so in a way they were ; but they were, as both favourable and

unfavourable criticism has perceived, even more sons of Donne.

That great writer's burning passion, his strange and labyrinthine

conceits, the union in him of spiritual and sensual fire, influenced

the idiosyncrasies of each as hardly any other writer's influence

has done in other times ; while his technical shortcomings had

unquestionably a fatal effect on the weaker members of the

school. But there is also noticeable in them a separate and

hardly definable influence which circumscribes their class even

more distinctly. They were, as I take it, the last set of poets

anywhere in Europe to exhibit, in that most fertile department of

poetry which seeks its inspiration in the love of man for woman,

the frank expression of physical affection united with the spirit

of chivalry, tempered by the consciousness of the fading of all

natural delights, and foreshadowed by that intellectual introspec-

tion which has since developed itself in such great measure

—

some think out of all measure—in poetry. In the best of them
there is no cynicism at all. Herrick and Carew are only sorry

that the amatory fashion of this world passeth; they do not in the

least undervalue it while it lasts, or sneer at it when it is gone.

There is, at least to my thinking, little coarseness in them (I

must perpetually except Herrick's epigrams), though there is,

according to modern standards, a great deal of very plain speaking.

They have as much frank enjoyment of physical pleasures as
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any classic or any meditevalist ; but they have what no classic

except Catullus and perhaps Sappho had,— the fine rapture,

the passing but transforming madness which brings merely

physical passion sub specie CEteriiitatis ; and they have in addition

a faint preliminary touch of that analytic and self-questioning

spirit which refines even further upon the chivalric rapture and

the classical-renaissance mysticism of the shadow of death, but

which since their time has eaten up the simpler and franker

moods of passion itself Macaulay, in one of those odd freaks

of his which so often " say true things and call them by wrong

names," reproaches Southey with making his heroes love either like

seraphim or like cattle. Is this fault peculiar to Southey ? Does

it not rest on all the poetry of Europe (with rare exceptions, such

as Shelley and Heine) ever since the middle of the seventeenth

century ? Carew and Herrick are at least free from it ; with

them the physical is (to anticipate a famous word of which more

presently) always blended with the metaphysical. It is curious

that, as one result of the change of manner, this should have

even been made a reproach to them—that the ecstasy of their

ecstasies should apparently have become not an excuse but an

additional crime. Yet if any grave and precise person will read

Carew's Rapture^ the most audacious, and of course wilfully auda-

cious expression of the style, and then turn to the archangel's

colloquy with Adam in Paradise Lost, I should like to ask him

on which side, according to his honour and conscience, the coarse-

ness lies. I have myself no hesitation in saying that it lies with

the husband of Mary Powell and the author of Tetrachoi-don, not

with the lover of Celia and the author of the lines to " A. L,"

This matter has no doubt been of principal importance,

though there are others to be considered, in the determination of

the critical fortunes of the Caroline school. Those fortunes have

been rather odd. Confounded at first in the general oblivion

which the Restoration threw on all works of *' the last ago," and

which deepened as the school of Drydcn passed into the school

of Pope, the writers oi the Donne-Cowley tradition were first
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exhumed for the purposes of post mortem examination by and in

the remarkable " Life " of Johnson, devoted to the last member

of the class. It is at this time of day alike useless to defend the

Metaphysical Poets against much that Johnson said, and to defend

Johnson against the charge of confusion, inadequacy, and haste

in his generalisations. The term metaphysical has no doubt

seemed more ill chosen than it really was to a generation which

has learned to attach a special meaning to the adjective, and- to

forget its legitimate application both etymologically and by usage

to what is extra-natural, not to say non-natural. Still Johnson

undoubtedly confounded in one common condemnation writers

who have very little in common, and (which was worse) criticised

a peculiarity of expression as if it had been a deliberate substi-

tution of alloy for gold. The best phrases of the metaphysical

poets more than justify themselves to any one who looks at poetry

with a more catholic appreciation than Johnson's training and

associations enabled him to apply ; and even the worst are but

mistaken attempts to follow out a very sound principle : that of

"making the common as though it were not common." Towards

the end of the eighteenth century some of these poets, especially

Herrick, were revived with taste and success by Headly and other

men of letters. But it so happened that the three great critics

of the later Romantic revival, Hazlitt, Lamb, and Coleridge, were

all strongly attracted to the bolder and more irregular graces of

the great dramatic poets, to the not more quaint but less

"mignardised " quaintnesses of prose writers like Burton, Browne,
and Taylor, or to the massive splendours of the Elizabethan poets

proper. The Caroline age was, therefore, as far as its poetical

development went, a little slurred, a little pooh-poohed, and by a
very curious illustration of the extreme difficulty of maintaining
literary catholicity this mishap of faUing between two schools has
constantly recurred to it since. Some critics even Avho have done
its separate authors justice, have subsequently indulged in palinodes,
have talked about decadence and Alexandrianism and what not.

The majority have simply let the Cavalier Poets (as they are
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sometimes termed by a mere historical coincidence) be something

more than the victims of the schools that j)rcceded and followed

them. The lovers of the school of good sense which Waller

founded regard the poets of this chapter as extravagant concettists;

the lovers of the Elizabethan school proper regard them as

effeminate triflers. I am not sure that in the minds of some not

uninstructed persons one of Milton's gorgeous but constantly

illogical phrases, in which he talks about the (as they seemed to

him) unworthy ideals of the poets of his day, may not have

created a prejudice against these poets. This is clearly and wholly

uncritical. Milton (very much for the world's loss) was a politician

as well as a poet, a religious fanatic as well as a man of letters

of seldom equalled, and never, save in two or three cases, surpassed

powers. He was also a man of a more morose and unamiable

private character than any other great poet the world has knowMi

except Racine. The easy bonhomie of the Caroline muse repelled

his austerity ; its careless good-breeding shocked his middle-class

and Puritan Philistinismx : its laxity no doubt was repugnant to

his strict (though in his own case not unaccommodating) principles

of morality. Not improbably the vein of sympathy which dis-

covers itself in the exquisite verse of the Comus, of the Allegro

and Fcjiseroso, of Lycidas itself, infuriated him (as such veins of

sympathy when they are rudely checked and turned from their

course will often do) with those who indulged instead of check-

ing it. But because Lycidas is magnificent, and // Paiseroso

charming poetry, we are not to think meanly of "Fair Daffodils,"

or "Ask me no more," of " Going to the Wars," or " Tell me no

more how. fair she is." Milton, like other great but one-sided

men of genius, like all perhaps except Shakespere, would have

had all coats cut to suit his own cloth.

Let us clear our minds of this cant, and once more admit, as

the student of literature always has to remind himself, that a

sapphire and diamond ring is not less beautiful because it is not a

marble palace, or a bank of wild flowers in a wood because it is not

a garden after the fashion of Lenotre. In the division of English
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poetry which we have been reviewing, there are to be found some

of the most exquisite examples of the gem and flower order of

beauty that can be found in all literature. When Herrick bids

Perilla

" iVind me in that very sheet

Which wrapt thy smooth limbs when thou didst implore

The gods' protection but the night before :

Follow me weeping to my turf, and there

Let fall a primrose and with it a tear
;

Then lastly, let some weekly strewings be

Devoted to the memory of me.

Then shall my ghost not walk about ; but keep

Still in the cool and silent shades of sleep ;"

or when he writes that astonishing verse, so unlike his usual

style

—

" Li this world, the Isle of Dreams,

While we sit by sorrow's streams,

Tears and terrors are our themes ;

"

when Carew, in one of those miraculous closing bursts, carefully

led up to, of which he has almost the secret, cries

" Oh, love me then, and now begin it.

Let us not lose this present ininute

;

For time and age will ivork that wrack

Which time nor age shall ne'er call back ;"

when even the sober blood in Habington's decent veins spurts

in this splendid sally

—

" So, 'mid the ice of the far northern sea,

A star about the Arctic circle may
Than ours yield clearer light

;
yet that but shall

Serve at the frozen pilot'sfuneral ;
"

when Crashaw writes as if caught by the very fire of which he
speaks,—the fire of the flaming heart of Saint Theresa; when
Lovelace, most careless and unliterary of all men, breaks out as

if by simple instinct into those perfect verses which hardly even
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Burns and Shelley have equalled since,—it is impossible for any one

who feels for poetry at all not to feel more than appreciation, not

to feel sheer enthusiasm. Putting aside the very greatest poets

of all, I hardly know any group of poetical workers who so often

cause this enthusiasm as our present group. Their wonderful

felicity of language, their command of those lyrical measures

which seem so easy and are so difficult, the plain humanity of

their motifs^ dressed up as these may sometimes be with the most

fantastic embroideries of erudition and conceit, their freedom from

pretentiousness, from the heresy of instruction, from the parade of

singing robes, even the modesty which makes them confine them-

selves to what are called trifles, occasional pieces, almost vers de

societe—all these things are extraordinarily engaging.

When we examine what is said against them, a great deal of

it is found to be based on that most treacherous of all founda-

tions, a hard-driven metaphor. Because they come at the end

of a long and fertile period of literature, because a colder and

harder kind of poetry followed them, they are said to be " de-

cadence," "autumn," "over-ripe fruit," "sunset," and so forth.

These pretty analogies have done much harm in literary history.

Of the Muse it is most strictly and soberly true that " Bocca

bacciata non perde ventura, anzi rinuova come fa la luna." If

there is any meaning about the phrases of decadence, autumn,

and the like, it is derived from the idea of approaching death

and cessation. There is no death, no cessation, in literature

;

and the sadness and decay of certain periods is mere fiction.

An autumn day would not be sad if the average human being

did not (very properly) take from it a warning of the shortness of

his own life. But literature is not shordived. There was no sign

of poetry dying when Shelley lived two thousand five hundred

years after Sappho, when Shakespere lived as long after Homer.

Periods like the periods of the Greek Anthology or of our Caro-

line poetry are not periods of decay, but simply periods of differ-

ence. There are no periods of decay in literature so long as

anything good is produced ; and when nothing good is produced,.
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it is only a sign that the field is taking a healthy turn of fallow.

In this time much that was good, with a quite wonderful and

charming goodness, was produced. What is more, it was a good-

ness which had its own distinct characteristics, some of which I

have endeavoured to point out, and which the true lover of

poetry would be as unwilling to lose as to lose the other good-

nesses of all the great periods, and of all but the greatest names

in those periods. For the unapproachables, for the first Three,

for Homer, for Shakespere, for Dante, I would myself (though I

should be very sorry) give up all the poets we have been review-

ing. I should not like to have to choose between Herrickand

Milton's earlier poems ; between Herrick, Carew, Crashaw, Mon-

trose, Lovelace, and Suckling combined on the one hand, and The

Faerie Queene on the other. But I certainly would give Paradise

Regained for half a dozen poems of the writers just named ; and

for them altogether I would give all but a few passages (I would

not give those) oi Paradise Lost. And, as I have endeavoured (per-

haps to my readers' satiety) to point out, this comparative estimate

is after all a radically unsound one. We are not called upon to

weigh this kind of poetry against that kind ; we are only incident-

ally, and in an uninvidious manner, called upon to weigh this poet

against that even of the same kind. The whole question is,

whether each is good in his own kind, and whether the kind is

a worthy and delightful one. And in regard of most of the poets

just surveyed, both these questions can be answered with an un-

hesitating affirmative. If we had not these poets, one particular

savour, one particular form, of the poetical rapture would be lack-

ing to the poetical expert
;
just as if what Herrick himself calls

"the brave Burgundian wine" were not, no amount of claret

and champagne could replace it. For passionate sense of the

good things of earth, and at the same time for mystical feeling of

their insecurity, for exquisite style without the frigidity and the

over-correctness which the more deliberate stylists frequently dis-

play, for a blending of Nature and art that seems as if it must
have been as simply instinctive in all as it certainly was in some,
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the poets of the Tribe of Ben, of the Tribe of Donne, who illus-

trated the period before Puritanism and Republicanism com-

bined had changed England from merriment to sadness, stand

alone in letters. We have had as good since, but never the

same—never an}^ such blending of classical frankness, of medi-

aeval simplicity and chivalry, of modern reflection and tliought.^

^ Since this chapter was in type, some persons whose judgment I respect

have expressed to me surprise and regret that I have not given a higher and

larger place to Henry Vaughan. A higher I cannot give, because I think him,

despite the extreme beauty of his thought and (more rarely) of his expression,

a most imperfect poet ; nor a larger, because that would involve a critical

arguing out of the matter, which would be unsuitable to the plan and scale of

this book. Had he oftener written as he wrote in the famous poem referred

to in the text, or as in the magnificent opening of " The World "

—

" I saw Eternity the other night,

Like a great ring ofpure and endless light.

All calm as it was bright,"

there would be much more to say of him. But he is not master of the expression

suitable to his noble and precious thought except in the briefest bursts—bursts

compared to which even Crashaw's are sustained and methodical. His ad-

mirers claim for "The Retreat" the germ of Wordsworth's great ode, but if

any one will compare the two he will hardly complain that Vaughan has too

little space here.



CHAPTER XI

THE FOURTH DRAMATIC PERIOD

Two great names remain to be noticed in the Elizabethan drama

(though neither produced a play till after Elizabeth was dead),

some interesting playwrights of third or fourth rate importance

have to be added to them, and in a postscript we shall have to

gather up the minor or anonymous work, some of it of very high

excellence, of the second division of our whole subject, including

plays of the second, third, and fourth periods. But with this

fourth period we enter into what may really be called by com-

parison (remembering always what has been said in the last

chapter) a period of decadence, and at its latter end it becomes

very decadent indeed. Only in Ford perhaps, of our named

and individual authors in this chapter, and in him very rarely,

occur the flashes of sheer poetry which, as we have seen in each

of the three earlier chapters on the drama, lighten the work of the

Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists proper with extraordinary

and lavish brilliance. Not even in Ford are to be found the

whole and perfect studies of creative character which, even leaving

Shakespere out of the question, are to be found earlier in plays and

playwrights of all kinds and strengths, from The Maid's Tragedy

and Vittoria Corombona, to The Merry Devil ofEdmonton and A
Cure for a Cuckold. The tragedies have Ben Jonson's labour

without his force, the comedies his coarseness and lack of inspirit-

ing life without his keen observation and incisive touch. As the
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taste indeed turned more and more from tragedy to comedy, we
get attempts on the part of playwrights to win it back by a return

to the bloody and monstrous conceptions of an earlier time,

treated, however, without the redeeming features of that time,

though with a little more coherence and art. Massinger's

Umiatural Combat, and Ford's 'Tis Pity She's a JF/iore, among
great plays, are examples of this : the numerous minor examples

are hardly worth mentioning. But the most curious symptom of

all was the gradual and, as it were, imperceptible loss of the secret

of blank verse itself, which had been the instrument of the great •

triumphs of the stage from Marlowe to Dekker. Something of

this loss of grasp may have been noticed in the looseness of

Fletcher and the over -stiffness of Jonson : it is perceptible

distinctly even in Ford and Massinger. But as the Restoration,

or rather the silencing of the theatres by the Commonwealth

approaches, it becomes more and more evident until we reach

the chaotic and hideous jumble of downright prose and verse

that is neither prose nor verse, noticeable even in the early

plays of Dryden, and chargeable no doubt with the twenty

years' return of the English drama to the comparative bar-

barism of the couplet. This apparent loss of ear and rhythm-

sense has been commented on already in reference to Lovelace,

Suckling (himself a dramatist), and others of the minor Caro-

line poets ; but it is far more noticeable in drama, and

resulted in the production, by some of the playwrights of the

transition period between Charles I. and Charles II., of some

of the most amorphous botches in the way of style tliat disfigure

English literature.

With the earliest and best work of Philip Massinger, however,

we are at any rate chronologically still at a distance from the

lamentable close of a great period. He was born in 1583, being

the son of Arthur Massinger, a "servant" (pretty certainly in the

gentle sense of service) to the Pembroke family. In 1602 he

was entered at St. Alban's Hall in Oxford : he is supposed to have

left the university about 1609, and may have begun writing plays
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soon. But the first definite notice of his occupation or indeed

of his life that we have is his participation (about 1614) with

Daborne and Field in a begging letter to the well-known manager

Henslowe for an advance of five pounds on " the new play," nor

was anything of his printed or positively known to be acted till

1622, the date of The Virgin Marty): From that time onwards

he appears frequently as an author, though many of his plays

were not printed till after his death in 1639. But nothing is

known of his life. He was buried on 1 8th March in St. Saviour's,

.Southwark, being designated as a " stranger,"—that is to say, not

a parishioner.

Thirty-seven plays in all, or thirty-eight if we add Mr. Bullen's

conjectural discovery. Sir Joiin Bariieveldi, are attributed to

Massinger ; but of these many have perished, Massinger having

somehow been specially obnoxious to the ravages of Warburton's

cook. Eighteen survive ; twelve of which were printed during

the author's life. Massinger was thus an industrious and volu-

minous author, one of many points which make Professor Minto's

comparison of him to Gray a little surprising. He was, both at

first and later, much given to collaboration,—indeed, there is a

theory, not without colour from contemporary rumour, that he had

nearly if not quite as much to do as Beaumont with Fletcher's

great work. But oddly enough the plays which he is known to

have written alone do not, as in other cases, supply a very sure

test of what is his share in those which he wrote conjointly. The

Old Law, a singular play founded on a similar conception to

that in the late Mr. Anthony Trollope's Fixed Period, is attributed

also to Rowley and Dekker, and has sometimes been thought to

be so early that Massinger, except as a mere boy, could have had no
hand in it. The contradictions of critics over The Virgin Ma?'tyr

(by Massinger and Dekker) have been complete; some peremptorily

handing over all the fine scenes to one, and some declaring that

these very scenes could only be written by the other. It is pretty

certain that the argumentative theological part is Massinger's ; for

he had a strong liking for such things, while the passages between
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Dorothea and her servant Angelo are at once more delicate than

most of his work, and more regular and even than Dekker's. No
companion is, however, assigned to him in The Uiniatural Combat^

which is probably a pretty early and certainly a characteristic

example of his style. His demerits appear in the exaggerated

and crude devilry of the wicked hero, old Malefort (who cheats

his friend, makes away with his wife, kills his son in single combat,

and conceives an incestuous passion for his daughter), in the jerky

alternation and improbable conduct of the plot, and in the merely

extraneous connection of the farcical scenes. His merits appear

in the stately versification and ethical interest of the debate which

precedes the unnatural duel, and in the spirited and well -told

apologue (for it is almost that) of the needy soldier, Belgarde, who

is bidden not to appear at the governor's table in his shabby

clothes, and makes his appearance in full armour. The debate

between father and son may be given :

—

Male/, sen. " Now we are alone, sir ;

And thou hast liberty to unload the burthen

Which thou groan'st under. Speak thy griefs.

Male/. Jttit. I shall, sir ;

But in a perplex'd form and method, which

You only can interpret : Would you had not

A guilty knowledge in your bosom, of

The language which you force me to deliver

So I were nothing ! As you are my father

I bend my knee, and, uncompell'd profess

My life, and all that's mine, to be your gift
;

And that in a son's duty I stand bound

To lay this head beneath your feet and run

All desperate hazards for your ease and safety :

But this confest on my part, I rise up,

And not as with a father (all respect,

Love, fear, and reverence cast off) but as

A wicked man I thus expostulate with you.

Why have you done that which I dare not speak,

And in the action changed the humble shape

Of my obedience, to rebellious rage

And insolent pride? and with shut eyes constrain'd roc,
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I must not see, nor, if I saw it, shun it.

In my wrongs nature suffers, and looks backward,

And mankind trembles to see me pursue

What beasts would fly from. For when I advance

This sword as I must do, against your head,

Piety will weep, and fil'al duty mourn.

To see their altars which you built up in me
In a moment razed and ruined. That you could

(From my grieved soul I wish it) but produce

To qualify, not excuse your deed of horror,

One seeming reason that I might fix here

And move no farther !

Male/, sen. Have I so far lost

A father's power, that I must give account

Of my actions to my son ? or must I plead

As a fearful prisoner at the bar, while he

That owes his being to me sits a judge

To censure that which only by myself

Ought to be question'd ? mountains sooner fall

Beneath their valleys and the lofty pine

Pay homage to (he bramble, or what else is

Preposterous in nature, ere my tongue

In one short syllable yield satisfaction

To any doubt of thine ; nay, though it were

A certainty disdaining argument !

Since though my deeds wore hell's black lining,

To thee they should appear triumphal robes.

Set off with glorious honour, thou being bound,

To see with my eyes, and to hold that reason

That takes or birth or fashion from my will.

Malef. jitn. This sword divides that slavish knot.

Male/, sen. It cannot :

It cannot, wretch, and if thou but remember
From whom thou had'st this spirit, thou dar'st not hope it.

Who trained thee up in arms but I ? Who taught thee
Men were men only when they durst look down
With scorn on death and danger, and contemn'd
All opposition till plumed Victory

Had made her constant stand upon their helmets ?

Under my sliield thou hast fought as securely

As the young eaglet covered with the wings
Of lier fierce dam, learns how and where to prey.
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All that is manly in thee I call mine ;

But what is weak and womanish, thine own.

And what I gave, since thou art proud, ungrateful,

Presuming to contend witli him to whom
Submission is due, I will take from thee.

Look therefore for extremities and expect not

I will correct thee as a son, but kill thee

As a serpent swollen with poison ; who surviving

A little longer with infectious breath,

Would render all things near him, like itself

Contagious. Nay, now my anger's up,

Ten thousand virgins kneeling at my feet,

And with one general cry howling for mercy,

Shall not redeem thee.

Malef. jttit. Thou incensed Power

Awhile forbear tby thunder ! let me have

No aid in my revenge, if from the grave

My mother

Male/, sen. Thou shalt never name her more."

[Thcyjignt.

The Duke of Mi/an is sometimes considered Massinger's master-

piece ; and here again there are plenty of fine scenes and noble

lirades. But the irrationality of the doiinee (Sforza the duke charges

his favourite not to let the duchess survive his own death, and

the abuse of the authority thus given leads to horrible injustice

and the death of both duchess and duke) mars the whole. The

predilection of the author for sudden turns and twists of situation,

his neglect to make his plots and characters acceptable and con-

ceivable as wholes, appear indeed everywhere, even in what I

have no doubt in calling his real masterpiece by far, the fine

tragi-comedy of A New Way to Pay Old Debls. The revengeful

trick by which a satellite of the great extortioner. Sir Giles Over-

reach, brings about his employer's discomfiture, regardless of his

own ruin, is very like the denouement of the Brass and Quilp part

of the Old Curiosity Shop, may have suggested it (for A New
Way to Fay Old Debts lasted as an acting play well into Dickens's

time), and, like it, is a little improbable. But the play is an

admirable one, and Overreach (who, as is well known, was
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supposed to be a kind of study of his half namesake, Mompesson,

the notorious monopolist) is by far the best single character that

Massinger ever drew. He again came close to true comedy in

The City Madam, another of the best known of his plays, where

the trick adopted to at once expose the villainy of the apparently

reformed spendthrift Luke, and to abate the ruinous extravagance

of Lady Frugal and her daughters, is perhaps not beyond the

limits of at least dramatic verisimilitude, and gives occasion to

some capital scenes. The Tonchiian, The Renegado, the curious

Parliament of Love, which, like others of Massinger's plays, is in

an almost .'Eschylean state of text-corruptness, The Great Duke of

Florence, The Maid ofHonour (one of the very doubtful evidences

of Massinger's supposed conversion to Roman Catholicism), The

Picture (containing excellent passages, but for improbability and

topsy-turviness of incident ranking with The Duke of Milan), The

Emperor of the East, The Guardian, A Very Woman, The Bashful

Lover, are all plays on which, if there were space, it would be

interesting to comment ; and they all display their authors

strangely mixed merits and defects. The Roman Actor and The

Fatal Dowry must have a little more attention. The first is, I

think, Massinger's best tragic effort ; and the scene where

Domitian murders Paris, with his tyrannical explanation of the

deed, shows a greater conception of tragic poetry—a little cold

and stately, a little Racinish or at least Cornelian rather than

Shakesperian, but still passionate and worthy of the tragic stage

—

than anything that Massinger has done. The Fatal Dowry,
written in concert with Field and unceremoniously pillaged by

Rowe in his once famous Fair Penitent, is a purely romantic

traged)', injured by the unattractive character of the light-of-love

Beaumelle before her repentance (Massinger never could draw a

woman), and by not a few of the author's favourite improbabilities

and glaring or rather startling non-sequiturs of action, but full

also of fine passages, especially of the quasi-forensic kind in which
Massinger so much delights.

To sum up, it may seem inconsistent that, after allowing
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so many faults in Massinger, I should protest against the rather

low estimate of him which critics from Lamb downwards have

generally given. Yet I do so protest. It is true that he has

not the highest -flashes either of verbal poetry or of dramatic

character-drawing ; and though Hartley Coleridge's dictum that

lie had no humour has been exclaimed against, it is only

verbally wrong. There is a certain grim humour, no doubt, in

the ironic morals of A New Way to Fay Old Debts and T/ie

City Aladam. But Massinger is never funny ; his jests are

always sardonic or dull. Yet he had a high, a varied, and a

fertile imagination. He had, and was the last to liave, an

extensive and versatile command of blank verse, never perhaps

reaching the most perfect mastery of Marlowe or of Shakespere,

but singularly free from monotony, and often both harmonious

and dignified. He could deal, and deal well, with a large range

of subjects ; and if he never ascends to the height of a De Flores

or a Bellafront, he never descends to the depths in whicli both

Middleton and Dekker too often complacently wallow. Unless

we are to count by mere flashes, he must, I think, rank after

Shakespere, Fletcher, and Jonson among his fellows ; and this

I say, honestly avowing that I have nothing like the enthusiasm

for him that I have for Webster, or for Dekker, or for Middleton.

We may no doubt allow too much for bulk of work, for sustained

excellence at a certain level, and for general competence as against

momentary excellence.. But we may also allow far too little ; and

this has perhaps been the general tendency of later criticism in

regard to INIassinger. It is unfortunate that he never succeeded

in making as perfect a single expression of his tragic ability as

he did of his comic, for the former was, I incline to think, the

higher of the two. But many of his plays are lost, and many

of those which remain come near to such excellence. It is by

no means impossible that Massinger may have lost incomparably

by the misdeeds of the constantly execrated, but never to be

execrated enough, minion of that careless herald.

As in the case of Clarendon, almost absolutely contradictory

II 2D
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opinions have been delivered, by critics of great authority, about

John Ford. In one of the most famous outbursts of his generous

and enthusiastic estimate of the Ehzabethan period. Lamb has

pronounced Ford to be of the first order of poets. JNIr Swin-

burne, while bringing not a f-^w limitations to this tremendous

eulogy, has on the whole supported it in one of the most brilliant

of his prose essays; and critics as a rule have bowed to Lamb's

verdict. On the other hand, Hazlitt (who is " gey ill to differ

with " when there are, as here, no extra-literary considerations to

reckon) has traversed that verdict in one of the most damaging

utterances of comraonsense, yet not commonplace, criticism any-

where to be found, asking bluntly and pointedly whether the

exceptionableness of the subject is not what constitutes the merit

of Ford's greatest play, pronouncing the famous last scene of The

Broken Heart extravagant, and fixing on "a certain perversit}^ of

spirit " in Ford generally. It is pretty clear that Hartley Coleridge

(who might be paralleled in our own day as a critic, who seldom

went wrong except through ignorance, though he had a Sublime

indifference as to the ignorance that sometimes led him wrong)

was of no different opinion. It is not easy to settle such a

quarrel. But I had the good fortune to read Ford before I had

read anything except Hartley Coleridge's rather enigmatic verdict

about liim, and in the course of five-and-twenty years I have

read him often again. The resulting opinion may not be excep-

tionally valuable, but it has at least stood the test of frequent

re-reading of the original, and of reading of the main authorities

among the commentators.

John Ford, like Fletcher and Beaumont, but unlike almost all

others of his class, was a person not compelled by need to write

tragedies,—comedies of any comic merit he could never have

written, were they his neck verse at Hairibee. His father was a man
of good family and position at Ilsington in Devon. His mother
was of the well-known west-country house of the Pophams. He
was born two years before the Armada, and three years after Mass-
inger. He has no universitv record, but was a member of the
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Middle Temple, and takes at least some pains to assure us that he

never wrote for monej'. Nevertheless, for the best part of thirty

years he was a playwright, and he is frequently found collaborat-

ing with Dekker, the neediest if nearly the most gifted gutter-play-

wright of the time. Once he worked with Webster in a play (The

Murder of the Son upon the Mother^ which must have given the

fullest possible opportunity to the appetite of both for horrors.

Once he, Rowley, and Dekker combined to produce the strange

masterpiece (for a masterpiece it is in its own undisciplined way)

of the Witch of Edntonion^ where the obvious signs of a play

hastily cobbled up to meet a popular demand do not obscure the

talents of the cobblers. It must be confessed that there is much

less of Ford than of Rowley and Dekker in the piece, except

perhaps its comparative regularity and the quite unreasonable

and unintelligible bloodiness of the murder of Susan. In The

Suns Dar/ing, due to Ford and Dekker, the numerous and

charming lyrics are pretty certainly Dekker's ; though we could

pronounce on this point with more confidence if we had the two

lost play.s, The Fairy Knight send 2he Brisiowc Merchant^ in which

the same collaborators are known to have been engaged. The

Fancies, Chaste and Noble, and The Lady's Trial which we ha\-e,

and which are known to be Ford's only, are but third-rate work

by common consent, and Love''s Sacrifice has excited still stronger

opinions of condemnation from persons favourable to Ford. This

leaves us practically four plays upon which to base our estimate

—
' Tis Pity She's a Whore, The Lover's Melancholy, The Broken

Heart, and Ferkin Warbeck. The last-named I shall take the

liberty of dismissing summarily with the same borrowed descrip-

tion as ^\'ebsters Appius and Virginia. Hartley Coleridge,

perhaps willing to make up if he could for a general distaste

for Ford, volunteered the strange judgment that it is the best

specimen of the historic drama to be found out of Shakespere
;

and Hazlitt says nothing savage about it. I shall say nothing

more, savage or otherwise. The Loi'cr's Melancholy has been to

almost all its critics a kind of lute-case for the very pretty version
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of Strada's fancy about the nightingale, which Crashaw did better
;

otherwise it is naught. We are, therefore, left with ' Tis Pity She s

a Whore and The Broken Heart. I own that in respect to the

first, after repeated readings and very careful weighings of what

has been said, I come back to my first opinion—to wit, that the

Annabella and Giovanni scenes, with all their perversity, all their

availing themselves of what Hazlitt, with his unerring instinct,

called " unfair attractions," are among the very best things of

their kind. Of what may be thought unfair in them I shall

speak a little later ; but allowing for this, the sheer effects of

passion— the "All for love and the world well lost," the shut-

ting out, not instinctively or stupidly, but deliberately, and witli

full knowledge, of all other considerations except the dictates of

desire—have never been so rendered in English except in Romeo

and Juliet and Aiitoiiy and Cleopatra. The comparison of course

brings out Ford's weakness, not merely in execution, but in

design ; not merely in accomplishment, but in the choice of

means for accomplishment. Shakespere had no need of the

haut gout of incest, of the unnatural horrors of the heart on the

dagger. But Ford had ; and he in a way (I do not say fully)

justified his use of these means.

Tlie Broken Heart stands far lower. I own that I am with

Hazlitt, not Lamb, on the question of the admired death scene

of Calantha. In the first place, it is certainly borrowed from

Marston's Malcontent ; in the second, it is wholly unnatural ; in

the third, the great and crowning point of it is not, as Lamb
seemed to think, Calantha's sentimental ^inconsistency, but the

consistent and noble death of Orgilus. There Ford was at

home, and long as it is it must be given :

—

Cat. " Bloody relator of thy stains in blood,

For that thou hast reported him, whose fortunes

And life by thee are both at once snatch'd from him,
With honourable mention, make thy choice

Of what death likes thee best, there's all our bounty.

But to excuse delays, let me, dear cousin,
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Intreat you and these lords see execution

Instant before you part.

Near. Your will commands us.

Org. One suit, just queen, my last : vouchsafe your clemency

That by no common hand I be divided

From this my humble frailty.

Cal. To their wisdoms

Who are to be spectators of thine end

I make the reftrence : those that are dead

Are dead ; had they not now died, of necessity

They must have paid the debt they owed to nature,

One time or other. Use dispatch, my lords ;

We'll suddenly prepare our coronation.

[Exeunt Cal., Phil., a/z^ Chris.

Artn. 'Tis strange, these tragedies should never touch on

Her female pity.

Bass. She has a masculine spirit,

And wherefore should I pule, and, like a girl,

Put finger in the eye ? Let's be all toughness

Without distinction betwi.\t sex and se.x.

Near. Now, Orgilus, thy choice ?

Org. To bleed to death.

Artn. The executioner ?

Org. Myself, no surgeon ;

I am well skilled in letting blood. Bind fast

This arm, that so the pipes may from their conduits

Convey a full stream ; here's a skilful instrument :

[Shows his dagger.

Only I am a beggar to some charity

To speed me in this execution

By lending the other prick to the other arm

W^hen this is bubbling life out.

Bass. I am for you.

It most concerns my art, my care, my credit,

Quick, fillet both his arms.

Org. Gramercy, friendship !

Such courtesies are real which flow cheerfully

Without an expectation of requital.

Reach me a staff in this hand. If a proneness

[ They give him a staff.

Or custom in my nature, from my cradle

Had been inclined to fierce and eager bloodshed,
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A coward guilt hid in a coward quaking,

Would have betray'd me to ignoble flight

And vagabond pursuit of dreadful safety :

But look upon my steadiness and scorn not

The sickness of my fortune ; which since Bassanes

Was husband to Penthti, had lain bed-rid,

We trifle time in words : thus I show cunning

In opening of a vein too full, too lively.

^Pierces the vein with his dagger.

Arm. Desperate courage !

N^ear. Honourable infamy !

Hem, I tremble at the sight.

Gron. Would I were loose !

Bass. It sparkles like a lusty wine new broach'd
;

The vessel must be sound from which it issues,

Grasp hard this other stick— I'll be as nimble

—

But prithee look not pale—Have at ye ! stretch out

Thine arm with vigour and unshaken virtue.

\Opens the vein.

Good ! oh I envy not a rival, fitted

To conquer in extremities : this pastime

Appears majestical ; some high-tuned poem
Hereafter shall deliver to posterity

The writer's glory, and his subjects triumph,

How is't man ?—droop not yet.

Org. I feel no palsies.

On a pair-royal do I wait in death :

My sovereign as his liegeman ; on my mistress

As a devoted servant ; and on Ithocles

As if no brave, yet no unworthy enemy :

Nor did I use an engine to entrap

His life out of a slavish fear to combat
Youth, strength, or cunning ; but for that I durst not

Engage the goodness of a cause on fortune

By which his name might have outfaced my vengeance.

Oh, Tecnicus, inspired with Phoebus' fire !

I call to mind thy augury, 'twas perfect

;

Revenge proves its own executioner

When feeble man is lending to his mother
The dust he was first framed in, thus he totters.

Bass. Life's fountain is dried up.

07g. .So falls the standard
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Of my prerogative in being a creature,

A mist hangs o'er mine eyes, the sun's bright splendour

Is clouded in an everlasting shadow.

Welcome, thou ice that sit'st about my heart,

No heat can ever thaw face.

[Dies.

The perverse absurdity of a man like Orgilus letting Pcn-

thea die by the most horrible of deaths must be set aside : his

vengeance (the primary absurdity granted), is exactly and wholly

in character. But if anything could be decisive against Ford

being " of the first order of poets," even of dramatic poets, it

would be the total lack of interest in the characters of Calantha

and Ithocles. Fate-disappointed love seems (no doubt from

something in his own history) to have had a singular attraction

for Lamb; and the glorification, or, as it were, apotheosis of it

in Calantha must have appealed to him in one of those curious

and illegitimate ways which every critic knows. But the mere

introduction of Bassanes would show that Ford is not of the first

order of poets. He is a purely contemptible character, neither

sublimed by passion of jealousy, nor kept whole by salt of comic

exposition ; a mischievous poisonous idiot who ought to have had

his brains knocked out, and whose brains would assuredly have

been knocked out, by any Orgilus of real life. He is absolutely

unequal to the place of central personage, and causer of the

harms, of a romantic tragedy such as T/w Broken Heart.

I have said "by any Orgilus of real life," but Ford has little

to do with real hfe ; and it is in this i\c\. that tlie insufficiency of

his claim to rank among the first order of poets lies. He was,

it is evident, a man of the greatest talent, even of great genius,

who, coming at the end of a long literary movement, exemplified

the defects of its decadence. I could compare him, if there was

here any space for such a comparison,- to Baudelaire or Flaubert

with some profit; except that he never had Baudelaire's perfect

sense of art, and that he does not seem, like Flaubert, to have

laid in, before melancholy marked him for her own, a sufficient

stock of living types to save him from the charge of being a mere
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study-student. There is no Frederic, no M. Homais, in his

repertory. Even Giovanni—even Orgilus, his two masterpieces,

are, if not exactly things of shreds and patches, at any rate

artificial persons, young men who have known more of books

than of life, and who persevere in their eccentric courses with

almost more than a half knowledge that they are eccentric.

Annabella is incomplete, though there is nothing, except her love,

unnatural in her. The strokes which draw her are separate

imaginations of a learned draughtsman, not fresh transcripts from

the living model. Penthea and Calantha are wholly artificial
;

a live Penthea would never have thought of such a fantastic

martyrdom, unless she had been insane or suffering from green-

sickness, and a live Calantha would have behaved in a perfectly

different fashion, or if she had behaved in the same, would have

been quit for her temporary aberration. We see (or at least I

think I see) in Ford exactly the signs which are so familiar to us

in our own day, and which repeat themselves regularly at the end

of all periods of distinct literary creativeness—the signs of excen-

tricite voulue. The author imagines that " all is said " in the

ordinary way, and that he must go to the ends of the earth

to fetch something extraordinary. If he is strong enough, as

Ford was, he fetches it, and it is something extraordinary, and

we owe him, with all his extravagance, respect and honour for his

labour. But we can never put him on the level of the men who,

keeping within ordinary limits, achieve masterpieces there.

Ford—an Elizabethan in the strict sense for nearly twenty

years—did not suffer from the decay which, as noted above, set in

in regard to versification and language among the men of his own
later day. He has not the natural trick of verse and phrase

which stamps his greatest contemporaries unmistakably, and even

such lesser ones as his collaborator, Dekker, with a hardly mistak-

able mark
; but his verse is nervous, well proportioned, well

delivered, and at its best a noble medium. He was by general

consent utterly incapable of humour, and his low-comedy scenes
are among the most loathsome in the English theatre. His
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lyrics are not equal to Shakespere's or Fletcher's, Dekker's or

Shirley's, but they are better than Massinger's. Although he

frequently condescended to the Fletcherian license of the re-

dundant syllable, he never seems to have dropped (as Fletcher

did sometimes, or at least allowed his collaborators to drop)

floundering into the Serbonian bog of stuff that is neither verse

nor prose. He showed indeed (and Mr. Swinburne, with his usual

insight, has noticed it, though perhaps he has laid rather too much

stress on it) a tendency towards a severe rule-and-line form both

of tragic scheme and of tragic versification, which may be taken

to correspond in a certain fashion (though Mr. Swinburne does

not notice this) to the " correctness " in ordinary poetry of Waller

and his followers. Yet he shows no sign of wishing to discard

either the admixture of comedy with tragedy (save in The Broken

Heart, which is perhaps a crucial instance), or blank verse, or the

freedom of the English stage in regard to the unities. In short,

Ford was a person distinctly deficient in initiative and planning

genius, but endowed with a great executive faculty. He wanted

g^iidance in all the greater lines of his art, and he had it not

;

the result being that he produced unwholesome and undecided

work, only saved by the unmistakable presence of poetical faculty.

I do not think that Webster could ever have done anything

better than he did : I think that if Ford had been born twenty

years eadier he might have been second to Shakespere, and at

any rate the equal of Ben Jonson and of Fletcher. But the

flagging genius of the time made its imprint on his own genius,

which was of the second order, not the first.

The honour of being last in the great succession of Elizabethan

dramatists is usually assigned to James Shirley,Mhe assignment

being also usually accompanied with certain depreciatory remarks.

Loth customs are justified in their way, the first more than the

last. Not only in the general character of his plays—a character

1 There was a contemporary, Henry Shirley, \vho was also a playwright.

His only extant play. The Martyred Soldier, a piece of little merit-, has been

reprinted by Mr. Bullcn.
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hardly definable, but recognisable at once by the reader—and in

the occurrence of such things as the famous song, "The Glories

of our Birth and State,'"' and not a few speeches and tirades,

Shirley has a right to his place ; as he most unquestionably has

also by date. He was born in London in 1596, was educated

at Merchant Tailors' School, and was a member of both univer-

sities, belonging to St John's College at Oxford, and to Catherine

Hall at Cambridge. Like other dramatists he vacillated in religion,

with such sincerity as to give up a living to which, having been

ordained, he had been presented. He was a schoolmaster for a

time, began to write plays about the date of the accession of

Charles I., continued to do so till the closing of the theatres, then

returned to schoolmastering, and survived the Restoration nearly

seven years, being buried at St. Giles's in 1666. He appears to

have visited L-eland, and at least one monument of his visit

remains in the eccentric play of S/. Patrick for Ireland. He
is usually credited with thirty-nine plays, to which it is under-

stood that others, now in MS., have to be added, while he

may also have had a hand in some that are printed but

not attributed to him. Shirley was neither a very great nor

a very strong man ; and without originals to folio- it is i)rob-

able that he would have done nothing. But with Fletcher and

Jonson before him he was able to strike out a certain line of

half-humorous, half-romantic drama, and to follow it with curious

equality through his long list of plays, hardly one of which is

very much better than any other, hardly one of which falls below

a very respectable standard. He has few or no single scenes or

passages of such high and sustained excellence as to be specially

quotable ; and there is throughout him an indefinable flavour as

of study of his elders and betters, an appearance as of a highly

competent and gifted pupil in a school, not as of a master and
leader in a movement. The palm is perhaps generally and rightly

assigned to The Lady of Pleasure, 1635, a pl^}' bearing some faint

resemblances to Massinger's City Madam, and Fletcher's Noble
Gentleman (Shirley is known to have finished one or two plays of
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Fletcher's), and in its turn the original, or at least the forerunner

of a long line of late seventeenth and eighteenth century plays

on the extravagance and haughtiness and caprice of fine ladies.

Shirley indeed was much acted after the Restoration, and exhibits,

though on the better side, the transition of the older into the

newer school very well. Of his tragedies The Traitor has the

general suffrage, and perhaps justly. One of Shirley's most

characteristic habits was that not of exactly adapting an old play,

but of writing a new one on similar lines accommodated to the

taste of his own day. He constantly did this with Fletcher, and

once in 77/1!^ Cardinal he was rash enough to endeavour to im-

prove upon Webster. His excuse may have been that he was

evidently in close contact with the last survivors of the great

school, for besides his work with or on Fletcher, he collaborated

with Chapman in the tragedy of Cliabot and the comedy of The

Ball—the latter said to be one of the earliest loci for the use of the

word in the sense of an entertainment. His versification profited

by this personal or literary familiarity. It is occasionally lax, and

sins especially by the redundant syllable or syllables, and by the ugly

break between auxiliary verbs and their complements, prepositions

and their nouns, and so forth. But it never falls into the mere

shapelessness which was so common with his immediate and younger

contemporaries. Although, as has been said, long passages of high

sustained poetry are not easily producible from hiui, two short

extracts from The Traitor will show his style favourably, but not

too favourably. Amidea, the heroine, declares her intention

—

" To have my name

Stand in the ivory register of virgins,

When I am dead. Before one factious thought

Should kirk within me to betray my fame

To such a blot, my hands shall mutiny

And boldly with a poniard teach my heart

To weep out a repentance.

"

And this of her brother Florio's is better still

—

" Let me look upon my sister now :

Still she retains her beauty,
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Death has been kind to leave her all this sweetness.

Thus in a morning have I oft saluted

My sister in her chamber : sat upon

Her bed and talked of many harmless passages.

But itoiv Uis night, and a lung nig]it zvith ha-

:

I shall neer see these curtains drawn again

Until lue meet in heaven,'"

Here the touch, a little weakened it may be, but still the

touch of the great age, is perceptible, especially in the last lines,

where the metaphor of the "curtains," common enough in itself

for eyelids, derives freshness and appositeness from the previous

mention of the bed. But Shirley is not often at this high tragic

level. His supposed first play. Love Ti'icks, though it appeared

nearly forty years before the Restoration, has a curious touch of

post- Restoration comedy in its lively, extravagant, easy farce.

Sometimes, as in The Witty Fair One, he fell in with the grow-

ing habit of writing a play mainly in prose, but dropping into

verse here and there, though he was quite as ready to write, as in

Tlie Wedding, a play in verse with a little prose. Once he

dramatised tlie Arcadia bodily and by name. At another time

he would write a downriglit interlude like the Contention for

Honour a7id Riches, or a thinly-veiled morality like Honoria and

Mammon. He was a proficient at masques. The Grateful

Servant, The Royal Master, The Duke's Mistress, The Doubtful

Heir, The Coiistant Maid, The Humorous Courtier, are plays

whose very titles speak them, though the first is much the best.

The Changes or Love in a- Maze was slightly borrowed from by

Dryden in The Maiden Queen, and Hyde Park, a very lively piece,

set a fashion of direct comedy of manners which was largely

followed, while T/ie Brothers and The Gamester are other good

examples of different styles. Generally Shirley seems to have

been a man of amiable character, and the worst thing on record

about him is his very ungenerous gibing dedication of The Bi/'d

in a Cage to Prynne, then in prison, for his well-known attack

on the stage, a piece of retaliation whicli, if the enemy had not

been " down," would have been fair enough.
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Perhaps Shirley's comedy deserves as a whole to be better

spoken of than his tragedy. It is a later variety of the same kind

of comedy which we noted as written so largely by Middleton,

—

a comedy of mingled manners, intrigue, and humours, improved

a good deal in coherence and m stage management, but destitute

of the greater and more romantic touches which emerge from

the chaos of the earlier style. Nearly all the writers whom I

shall now proceed to mention practised this comedy, some better,

some worse ; but no one with quite such success as Shirley at his

best, and no one w-ith anything like his industry, versatility, and

generally high level of accomplishment. It should perhaps be

said that the above-mentioned song, the one piece of Shirley's

generally known, is not from one of his more characteristic

pieces, but from The Contention of Ajax and U/ysses, a work of

quite the author's latest days.

Thomas Randolph, the most gifted (according to general esti-

mate rather than to specific performance) of the Tribe of Ben,

was a much younger man than Shirley, though he died more than

thirty years earlier. Randolph was born near Daventry in 1605,

his father being a gentleman, and Lord Zouch's steward. He was

educated at Westminster, and at Trinity College, Cambridge, of

which he became a fellow, and he was also incorporated at Oxford.

His life is supposed to have been merr)', and was certainly short,

for he died, of what disease is not known, in his thirtieth year.

He left, however, no inconsiderable literary results ; and if his

dramas are not quite so relatively good as his poems (there is

certainly none of them which is in its own kind the equal of the

fine answer to Ben Jonson's threat to leave the stage and the Ode

to Anthony Stafford), still they are interesting and show a strong

intellect and great literary facility. The two earliest, Aristippus

and The Conceited Pedlar, the first a slight dramatic sketch, the

second a monologue, are eminent examples of the class of

university, not to say of undergraduate, wit ; but far stronger and

fuller of promise than most specimens of that class. The Jealous

Lovers, a play with classical nomenclature, and at first seeming
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to aim at the Terentian model, drifts off into something Uke the

Jonsonian humour-comedy, of which it gives some good studies,

but hardly a complete example. Much better are The Muses'

Looking- Glass and A/nynias, in which Randolph's academic

schemes and names do not hide his vivid and fertile imagination.

T/ie Muses' Looking-GIass, a play vindicating the claim of the

drama in general to the title, is a kind of morality, but a morality

carried off with infinite spirit, which excuses the frigid nature of

the abstractions presented in it, and not seldom rises to the height

of real comedy. The scene between Colax and Dyscolus, the pro-

fessional flatterer and the professional snarler, is really excellent :

and others equally good might be picked out. Of the two I am
inclined to think that this play shows more natural genius in the

writer for its style, than the pretty pastoral of Amyn/as, which has

sometimes been preferred to it.
,
The same penchant for comedy

appears in Down with Knavery^ a very free and lively adaptation

of the I'lutus of Aristophanes. There is no doubt that Randolph's

work gives the impression of considerable power. At the same

time it is fair to remember that the author's life was one very con-

ducive to precocity, inasmuch as he underwent at once the three

stimulating influences of an elaborate literary education, of en-

dowed leisure to devote himself to what literary occupations he

pleased, and of the emulation caused by literary society. Jonson's

friendship seems to have acted as a forcing-house on the literary

faculties of his friends, and it is quite as possible that, if Randolph
had lived, he would have, become a steady-going soaker or a

diligent but not originally productive scholar, as that he would

have produced anything of high substantive and permanent value.

It is true that many great writers had not at his age produced so

much
; but then it must be remembered that they had also pro-

duced little or nothing in point of bulk. It may be plausibly

argued that, good as what Randolph's first thirty years gave is, it

ought to have been better still if it was ever going to be of the

best. But these excursions into possibilities are not very profit-

able, and the chief e.xcuse for indulging in them is that Randolph's
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critics and editors have generally done the same, and liave as a

rule perhaps pursued the indulgence in a rather too enthusiastic

and sanguine spirit. What is not disputable ai all is the example

given by Kandolph of the powerful influence of Ben on his

" tribe."

Very little is known of another of that tribe, Richard Brome.

He was once servant to Ben Jonson, who, though in his own old

age he was himself an unsuccessful, and Brome a very successful,

dramatist, seems always to have regarded him with favour, and not

to have been influenced by the rather illiberal attempts of

Randolph and others to stir up bad blood between them, Brome
deserved this favour, and spoke nobly of his old master even after

Ben's death. He himself was certainly dead in 1653, when some

of his plays were first collected by his namesake (but it would

seem not relation), Alexander Brome. The modern reprint of his

dramas takes the liberty, singular in the collection to Avhich it

belongs, of not attempting any kind of critical or biographical

introduction, and no book of reference that I know is much more

fertile, the latest authority—the Dictio7iary ofNatmial Biog)-aphy^

in which Brome is dealt with by the very competent hand of

Professor A. W. Ward—having little enough to tell. Brome's

work, however, speaks for itself and pretty distinctly to all who

care to read it. It consists, as printed (for there were others now

lost or uncollected), of fifteen plays, all comedies, all bearing a

strong family likeness, and all belonging to the class of comedy

just referred to—that is to say, a cross between the style of Jonson

and that of Fletcher. Of the greater number of these, even if

there were space here, there would be very little to say beyond this

general description. Not one of them is rubbish ; not one of them

is very good ; but all are readable, or would be if they had re-

ceived the trouble spent on much far inferior work, of a little

editing to put the mechanical part of their presentation, such as

the division of scenes, stage directions, etc., in a uniform and

intelligible condition.- Their names {A Mad Cotiple -wfll Matched,

The Sparagus Garden, The City /r//, and so forth) tell a good deal
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about their most common form; while in The Lo%'esick Court, and

one or two others, the half-courtly, half-romantic comedy of

Fletcher takes the place of urban humours. One or two, such as

The Queen and Concubine, attempt a statelier and tragi-comic

style, but this was not Brome'^^ forte. Sometimes, as in The Anti-

podes, there is an attempt at satire and comedy with a purpose.

There are, however, two plays which stand out distinctly above

the rest, and which are the only plays of Brome's known to any

feut diligent students of this class of literature. These are The

N'orthern Lass and A Jovial Crew. The first differs from its

fellows only as being of the same class, but better ; and the dialect

of the ingenue Constance seems to have been thought interesting

and pathetic. The Jovial Crew, with its lively pictures of gipsy

life, is, though it may have been partly suggested by Fletcher's

Beggar's Bush, a very pleasant and fresh comedy. It seems to

have been one of its author's last works, and he speaks of himself

in it as "old."

Our two next figures are of somewhat minor importance. Sir

Aston Cokain or Cockaine, of a good Derbyshire family, was born

in 1608, and after a long life died just before the accession of

James II. He seems (and indeed positively asserts himself) to

have been intimate with most of the men of letters of

Charles I.'s reign ; and it has been unkindly suggested that

posterity would have been much more indebted to him if he had

given us the biographical particulars, which in most cases are so

much wanted concerning them, instead of wasting his time on

translated and original verse of very little value, and on dramatic

composition of still less. As it is, we owe to him the knowledge

of the not unimportant fact that Massinger was a collaborator of

Fletcher. His own plays are distinctly of the lower class, though

not quite valueless. The Obstinate Lady is an echo of Fletcher

and Massinger ; TrappoUn Creduto Principe, an adaptation of an
Italian farce, is a good deal better, and is said, with various stage

alterations, to have held the boards till within the present century

under the title of A Duke and no Duke, or The Duke atid the
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Drvil. It is in fact a not unskilful working up of some well-tried

theatrical motives, but has no great literary merit. The tragedy

of Ovid, a regular literary tragedy in careful if not very powerful

blank verse, is Cokain's most ambitious effort. Like his other

work it is clearly an " echo " in character.

A more interesting and characteristic example of the "deca-

dence " is Henry Glapthorne. When the enthusiasm excited by

Lamb's specimens, Hazlitt's, and Coleridge's lectures for the

Elizabethan drama, was fresh, and everybody was hunting for new

examples of the style, Glapthorne had the doubtful luck to be made

the subject of a very laudatory article in the Retrospective Review,

and two of his plays were reprinted. He was not left in this hon-

ourable but comparatively safe seclusion, and about twelve years

ago his whole plays and poems as known were issued by them-

selves in Mr. Pearson's valuable series of reprints. Since then

Glapthorne has become something of a butt ; and Mr. Bullen, in

conjecturally attributing to him a new play, Tiie Lady Mother, takes

occasion to speak rather unkindly of him. As usual it is a case of

ni cet cxces dliomietir ni cette indignite. Personally, Glapthorne has

some of the interest that attaches to the unknown. Between

1639 and 1643, o^^ fo"^ the brief space of four years, it is clear

that he was a busy man of letters. He published five plays (six

if we admit The Lady Mother), which had some vogue, and sur-

vived as an acted poet into the Restoration period ; he pro-

duced a small but not despicable collection of poems of his own
;

he edited those of a friend named Beedome ; he was himself a

friend of Cotton and of Lovelace. But of his antecedents and of

the life that followed this short period of literary activity we know

absolutely nothing. The guess that he was at St. Paul's School

is a mere guess ; and in the utter and total absence of the least

scrap of biographical information about him, his editor has thought

it worth while to print in full some not unamusing but perfectly

irrelevant documents concerning the peccadillos of a certain

George Glapthorne of Whittlesea, who was certainly a contem-

porary and perliaps a relation. Henry Glapthorne as a writer is

n 2 E
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certainly not great, but he is as certainly not contemptible. His

tragedy of Albertus Walknstein is not merely interesting as show-

ing a reversion to the practice, almost dropped in his time (per-

haps owing to censorship difficulties), of handling contemporary

historical subjects, but contains passages of considerable poetical

merit. His Argaliis and Farthenia, a dramatisation of part

of the Arcadia, caught the taste of his day, and, like the Wal-

lenstein, is poetical if not dramatic. The two comedies. The

Hollander and Wit in a Constable, are of the school which

has been so frequently described, and not of its strongest, but at

the same time not of its weakest specimens. Love's Privilege,

sometimes held his best play, is a rather flabby tragi -comedy of

the Fletcher-Shirley school. In short, Glapthorne, without being

positively good, is good enough to have made it surprising that

he is not better, if the explanation did not present itself pretty

clearly. Though evidently not an old man at the time of writing

(he has been guessed, probably enough, to have been a contem-

porary of Milton, and perhaps a little older or a little younger),

his work has the clear defects of ago. It is garrulous and given

to self-repetition (so much so that one of Mr. Bullen's reasons

for attributing The Lady Mother to Glapthorne is tlie occurrence

in it of passages almost literally repeated in his known work) ; it

testifies to a relish of, and a habituation to, the great school,

coupled with powers' insufficient to emulate the work of the great

school itself; it is exactly in flavour and character the last not

sprightly runnings of a generous liquor. There is nowhere in it

the same absolute flatness that occurs in the lesser men of the

Restoration school, like the Howards and Boyle ; the ancient gust

is still too strong for that. It does not show the vulgarity which

even Davenant (who as a dramatist was ten years Glapthorne's

senior) too often displays. But we feel in reading it that the

good wine has gone, that we have come to that which is worse.

I have mentioned Davenant ; and though he is often classed

with, and to some extent belongs to the post-Reformation school,

he is ours for other purposes than that of mere mention. His
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Shakespere travesties (in one of which he was assisted by a

greater than he), and even the operas and " entertainments

"

with which he not only evaded the prohibition of stage i)lays

under the Commonwealth, but helped to produce a remarkable

change in the English drama, do not concern us. liut it must

be remembered that Davenant's earlier, most dramatic, and most

original playmaking was done at a time far within our limits.

When the tragedy of Albovine (Alboin) was produced, the

Restoration was more than thirty years distant, and Jonson,

Chapman, Dekker, and Marston—men in the strictest sense of

the Elizabethan school—were still living, and, in the case of all

but Marston, writing. The Cruel Brother^ which, though printed

after, was licensed before, dates three years earlier ; and between

this time and the closing of the theatres Davenant had ten plays

acted and printed coincidently with the best work of Massinger,

Shirley, and Ford. Nor, though his fame is far below theirs, is the

actual merit of these pieces (the two above mentioned. The Wits,

Newsfrom Plymouth ^ The Fair Favourite, The Unfortunate Lovers,

etc.), so much inferior as the fame. Ihe chief point in which

Davenant fails is in the failing grasp of verse above noted. This

is curious and so characteristic that it is worth while to give an

example of it, which shall be a fair average specimen and not of

the worst :

—

" O noble maid, what expiation can

Make fit this young and cruel soldier for

Society of man that hath defiled

The genius of triumphant glorious war

With such a rape upon thy liberty !

Or what less hard than marble of

The Parian rock can'st thou believe my heart,

That nurst and bred him my disciple in

The camp, and yet could teach his valour no

More tenderness than injured Scytheans' use

When they are wroth to a revenge ? But he

Hath mourned for it : and now Evandra thou

Art strongly pitiful, that dost so long

Conceal an anger that would kill us both."

Love and Honour, 1649.
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Here we have the very poetical counterpart of the last of Jaques'

ages, the big manly voice of the great dramatists sinking into a

childish treble that stutters and drivels over the very alphabet of

the poetical tongue.

In such a language as this poetry became impossible, and it

is still a matter for wonder by what trick of elocution actors can

have made it tolerable on the stage. Yet it was certainly tolerated.

And not only so, but, when tlie theatre came to be open again,

the discontent with blank verse, which partly at least drove Dryden

and others into rhyme, never seems to have noticed the fact that

the blank verse to which it objected was execrably bad. When
Uryden returned to the more natural medium, he wrote it not in-

deed with the old many-voiced charm of the best Elizabethans,

but with admirable eloquence and finish. Yet he himself in his

earliest plays staggered and slipped al)out with the rest, and I do

not remember in his voluminous critical remarks anything going

to show that he was consciously aware of the slovenliness into

which his master Davenant and others had allowed themselves

and their followers to drop.

One more example and we shall have finished at once with

those dramatists of our time whose work has been collected, and

with the chief names of the decadence. Sir John Suckling, who,

in Mr. Swinburne's happy phrase

—

" Stumbled from above

And reeled in slippery roads of alien art,"

i-j represented in the English theatre by four plays, Aglaiira,

Brenmralt, The Sad One, and the comedy of The Goblins. Of
the tragedies some one, I forget who, has said truly that their names
are the best thing about them. Suckling had a foncy for

romantic names, rather suggesting sometimes the Minerva press

of a later time, but still pretty. His serious, plays, however, have
all the faults, metrical and other, which have been noticed in

Davenant, and in speaking of his own non-dramatic verse ; and
they possess as well serious fiiults as dramas—a combination of
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extravagance and dulness, a lack of playwright's grasp, an absence

in short of the root of the matter. How hr in other directions

besides mere versification he and his fellows had slipped from

the right way, may be perhaps most pleasa"ntly and quite fully

discovered from the perusal, which is not very difficult, of his

tragicomedy or extravaganza, T/ie Goblins. There are several

good points about this play^—-an abundance of not altogether

stagey noble sentiment, an agreeable presentment of fresh and

gallant youths, still smacking rather of Fletcher's madcap but

heart-sound gallants, and not anticipating the heartless crudity of

the cubs of the Restoration, a loveable feminine character, and so

forth. But hardly a clever boy at school ever devised anything

so extravagantly puerile as the plot, which turns on a set of

banished men playing at hell and devils in caverns close to a

populous city, and brings into the action a series of the most

absurd escapes, duels, chance-meetings, hidings, findings, and all

manner of other devices for spinning out an unnatural story. Many

who know nothing more of Suckling's plays know that Aglaura

enjoys the eccentric possession of two fifth acts, so that it can be

made a tragedy or a tragi-comedy at pleasure. The Sad One,

which is unfinished, is much better. The tragedy of Brennoj-alt

has some pathos, some pretty scenes, and some charming songs
;

but here again we meet with the most inconceivably bad verse,

as here—a passage all the more striking because of its attempt,

wilful or unconscious, to echo Shakespere :

—

" Sleep is as nice as woman ;

The more I court it, the more it flies me.

Thy elder brother will be kinder yet,

Unsent-for death will come. To-morrow !

Well, what can to-morrow do ?

Twill cure the sense of honour lost

;

I and my discontents shall rest together,

What hurt is there in this ? But death against

The will is but a slovenly kind of potion ;

And though prescribed by Heaven, it goes against men's stomachs.

So does it at fourscore too, when the soul's
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Mewed up in narrow darkness : neither sees nor hears.

Pish ! 'tis mere fondness in our nature.

A certain clownish cowardice that still

Would sta)' at home and dares not venture

Into foreij^'n countries, though better than

Its own. Ha! what countries ? for we receive

Descriptions of th' other world from our divines

As blind men take relations of this from us :

My thoughts lead me into the dark, and there

They'll leave me. I'll no more on it, within !

"

Such were the last notes of the concert which opened with the

music, if not at once of Hamkt and Othello^ at any rate of

Tamhurlaiiie and Faustus.

To complete this sketch of the more famous and fortunate

dramatists who have attained to separate presentation, we must

give some account of lesser men and of those wholly anonymous

works which are still to be found only in collections such as

Dodsley's, or in single publications. Even as I write, the list of

independently published authors increases. Mr. Bullen has just

issued the works of Thomas Nabbes, and promises those of Daven-

port and ^V. Rowley. Nabbes, a member of the Tribe of Ben,

and a man of easy talent, was successful in comedy only, though

he also attempted tragedy. Mic7-ocosmus (1637), his best known

work, is half-masque, half-morality, and has considerable merit in

a difficult kind. The Bride, Covent Garden, Tottenham Court,

range with the already characterised work of Brome, but some-

what lower. Davenport's- range was wider, and the interesting

history of King John and Matilda, as well as the lively comedy

of T'he City Nightcap, together with other work, deserved and

will now receive collection. William Rowley was of a higher

stamp. His best work is probably to be found in the plays

wherein, as mentioned more than once, he collaborated with

Middleton, with Massinger, with Webster, with Fletcher, with

Dekker, and in short with most of the best men of his time It

would appear that he was chieily resorted to for comic under-

plots, in which he brought in a good deal of horse-play, and
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a power of reporting the low-life humours of the London of his

day more accurate than refined, together with not a little stock-

stage wit, such as raillery of Welsh and Irish dialect. But in

the plays which are attributed to him alone, such as A A'i7C'

IVondcr, a JVoman Never Vexed, and A AfaUh at Miihii<^/it, he

shows not merely this same vis coviica and rough and ready

faculty of hitting off dramatic situations, but an occasional touch

of true pathos, and a faculty of knitting the whole action well

together. He has often been confused with a half namesake,

Samuel Rowley, of whom very little is known, but who in his

chronicle play When you see Me you knoiv Me, and his romantic

drama of Tlie Noble Spanish Soldier, has distinctly outstripped

the ordinary dramatists of the time. Yet another collected drama-

tist, who has long had a home in Dodsley, and who figures rather

curiously in a later collection of " Dramatists of the Restora-

tion," though his dramatic fame was obtained many years before,

was Shakerley Marmion, author of the pretty poem of Cupid and

Psyche, and a " son " of Ben Jonson. Marmion's three plays, of

which the best known is TJic Antiquary, are fair but not exces-

sively favourable samples of the favourite play of the time, a

rather broad humour-comedy, which sometimes conjoined itself

with, and sometimes stood aloof from, either a romantic and tragi-

comical story or a downright tragedy.

Among the single plays comparatively few are of the latter

kind. The Miseries of Enforced Marriage, a domestic tragi-

comedy, connects itself with the wholly tragical Yorkshire Tragedy,

and is a kind of introduction to it. These domestic tragedies (of

which another is A Warning to Fair JFonien) were very popular

at the time, and large numbers now lost seem to have been pro-

duced by the dramatisation of notable crimes, past and present.

Their class is very curiously mixed up witli the remarkable and,

in one sense or another, very interesting class of the dramas attri-

buted, and in general estimation falsely attributed, to Shakespere.

According to the fullest list these pseudo-Shakesperian plays

number seventeen. They are Fair Em, The Merry Dex'tl of
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Edmonton^ Edward III., The Birfh of Merlin, The Troublesome

Reign of King JoJiii, A Warning io Fair Women, The Arraign-

ment of Paris, Arden of Feve?-sham, Mucedorus, George a Green

the Pinner of Wakefield, The Two A^ohle Kitismen, The London

Prodigal, Thomas Lord Cromwell, SirJohn Oldcastle, The Puritan

or the Widow of Wailing Street, The Yorkshire Ti-agedy, and

Locrinc. Four of these, Edward III., The Merry Devil of Edmon-

ton, Arden of Feversham, and The Two Noble Kinsmen, are in

whole or parts very far superior to the rest. Of that rest The

Yo?'kshire Tragedy, a violent and bloodthirsty little piece showing

the frantic cruelty of the ruined gambler, Calverley, to his wife and

children, is perhaps the most powerful, though it is not in the

least Shakesperian. But the four have claims, not indeed of

a strong, but of a puzzling kind. In Edjvard III and The

Two Noble Kinsmen there are no signs of Shakespere either in

plot, character-drawing, or general tone. But, on the contrary,

there are in both certain scenes where the versification and

dialogue are so astonishingly Shakesperian that it is almost im-

possible to account for the writing of them by any one else than

Shakespere. By far the larger majority of critics declare for the

l)art authorship of Shakespere in The Two Noble Kinsmen; I avow

myself simply puzzled. On the other hand, I am nearly sure that

he did not write any part of Edivard III, and I should take it

to be a case of a kind not unknown in literature, where some

writer of great but not very original faculty was strongly affected

by the Shakesperian influence, and wrote this play while under it,

but afterwards, either by death or diversion to non-literary employ-

ments, left no other monument of himself that can be traced or

compared with it. The difficulty with Atden of Feversham and
The Merry Devil is different. We shall presently speak of the

latter, which, good as it is, has nothing specially Shakesperian

about it, except a great superiority in sanity, compactness, pleasant

human sentiment, and graceful verse, to the ordinary anonymous
or named work of the time. But Arden of Feversh-ajn is a very

different piece of work. It is a domestic tragedy of a peculiarly
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atrocious kind, Alice Arden, the wife, being led by her passion for a

base paramour, Mosbie, to plot, and at last carry out, the murder of

her husband. Here it is not that the versification has much
resemblance to Shakespere's, or that single speeches smack of

him, but that the dramatic grasp of character both in princijjals

and in secondary characters has a distinct touch of his almost

unmistakable hand. Yet both in the selection and in the treat-

ment of the subject the play definitely transgresses those principles

which have been said to exhibit themselves so uniformly and so

strongly in the whole great body of his undoubted plays. There

is a perversity and a dash of sordidness which are both wholly

un-Shakesperian. The only possible hj'pothesis on which it

could be admitted as Shakespere's would be that of an early

experiment thrown off while he was seeking his way in a

direction where he found no thoroughfare. But the play is a

remarkable one, and deserves the handsome and exact reproduc-

tion which IMr. Bullen has given it. The Second Maide?is Tra-

gedy^ licensed 16 11, but earlier in type, is one of the gloomy

pity-and-terror pieces which were so much affected in the earlier

part of the period, but which seem to have given way later in

the public taste to comedy. It is black enougb to have been

attributed to Tourneur. TJie Queen of Aragon, by Habington,

though in a different key, has something of the starchness rather

than strength which characterises Castara. A much higher level

is reached in the fine anonymous tragedy of Nero, where at least

one character, that of Petronius, is of great excellence, and where

the verse, if a little declamatory, is of a very high order of decla-

mation. The strange piece, first published by Mr. Bullen, and

called by him The Distracted Empero7% a tragedy based partly on

the legend of Charlemagne and Fastrada, again gives us a speci-

men of horror-mongering. The Returnfrom Farnassiis (see note, p.

81), famous for its personal touches and its contribution to Shake-

spere literature, is interesting first for the judgments of contempo-

rary writers, of which the Shakespere passages are only the chief;

secondly, for its evidence of the jealousy between the universities
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and the players, who after, in earUer times, coming chiefly on the

university wits for their supplies, had latterly taken to provide for

themselves ; and thirdly, for its flashes of light on university and

especially undergraduate life. The comedy of JF/'/v Beguiled has

also a strong university touch, the scholar being made triumphant

in it ; and Lingua^ sometimes attributed to Anthony Brewer, is

a return, though a lively one, to the system of personification and

allegory. The Dumb Knight, of or partly by Lewis Machin, belongs

to the half-romantic, half-farcical class ; but in The Merry Devil of

Edmonton, the authorship of which is quite unknown, though

Shakespere, ]3rayton, and other 'great names have been put

forward, a really delightful example of romantic comedy, strictly

English in subject, and combining pathos with wit, appears. The

Merry Devil probably stands highest among all the anonymous

plays of the period on the lighter side, as Ai'den of Fei^ersham

does on the darker. Second to it as a comedy comes Porter's

Two Angty JFomen of Abingdon (1599), with less grace and

fancy but almost equal lightness, and a singularly exact picture

of manners. With Ram Alley, attributed to the Irishman

Lodowick Barry, we come back to a much lower level, that of

the bustling comedy, of which something has been said generally

in connection with Middleton. To the same class belong Haugh-

ton's pleasant Englishmenfor my Money, a good patriot play, where

certain foreigners, despite the father's favour, are ousted from

the courtship of three fair sisters ; JFoman is a Weathercock, and

Amends for Ladies (invective and palinode), by Nathaniel Field

(first one of the little eyasses who competed with regular actors,

and then himself an actor and playwright); "Green's Tu
Quoqiie'' or The City Gallant, attributed to the actor Cook, and

deriving its odd first title from a well-known comedian of the

time, and the catchword which he had to utter in the play itself;

The Hog hath Lost his Fearl, a play on the name of a usurer whose
daughter is married against his will, of Taylor ; The Lleir and The
Old Couple, by Thomas May, more famous still for his Latin

versification
; the rather over-praised Ordinary of Cartwright, Ben
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Jonson's most praised son ; The City Match of Dr. Jasper Mayne.

All these figure in the last, and most of them have figured in the

earlier editions of Dodsley, with a few others hardly worth sepa-

rate notice. IMr. Bullen's delightful volumes of Old Plays add

the capital play of Dick of Devonshire (see ajite), the strange

T^ao Tragedies in One of Robert Yarin.gton, three lively comedies

deriving their names from originals of one kind or another,

Captain Underroit, Sir Giles Goosecap, and Dr. Dodipoll^ with

one or two more. One single play remains to be mentioned,

both because of its intrinsic merit, and because of the con-

troversy which has arisen respecting the question of priority

between it and Ben Jonson's Alchemist. This is Albuniazar, attri-

buted to one Thomas Tomkis, and in all probability a university

play of about the middle of James's reign. There is nothing in

it equal to the splendid bursts of Sir Epicure Mammon, or the all

but first-rate comedy of Face, Dol, and Subtle, and of Abel

Drugger; but Gifford, in particular, does injustice to it, and it is

on the whole a very fair specimen of the work of the time.

Nothing indeed is more astonishing than the average goodness

of that work, even when all allowances are made ; and unjust as

such a mere enumeration as these last paragraphs have given

must be, it would be still more unjust to pass over in silence

work so varied and so full of talent.^

* It may l^e noticed that dates have been very rarely given in this chapter.

The omission is intentional. It may sometimes be useful to know the date of a

fust edition; but this date and even that of the licensing are constantly decep-

tive as to the date of the actual appearance, much more the actual composi-

tion of the play. Successful plays were always kept back as long as possible

from the press by the actors, and unsuccessful ones were seldom printed

until their authors' names had become more famous, or till after those authors'-

deaths speculative booksellers took the thing into their hands.



CHAPTER XII

MINOR CAROLINE PROSE

The greatest, beyond all doubt, of the minor writers of the Caroline

period in prose is Robert Burton. Less deliberately quaint than

Fuller, he is never, as Fuller sometimes is, puerile, and the greater

concentration of his thoughts and studies has produced what

Fuller never quite produced, a masterpiece. At the same time

it must be confessed that Burton's more leisurely life assisted to

a great extent in the production of his work. The English colle-

giate system would have been almost sufficiently justified if it had

produced nothing but The Anatomy of Melaiicholy ; thougli there

is something ironical, no doubt, in the fact that this ideal fruit of

a studious and endowed leisure was the work of one who, being

a beneficed clergyman, ought not in strictness to have been a

resident member of a college. Yet, elsewhere than in Oxford

or Cambridge the book could hardly have grown, and it is as

unique as the institutions which produced it.

The author of the Atiatomy was the son of Ralph Burton of

Lindley in Leicestershire, where he was born on the 8th of Feb-

ruary 1576. He was educated at Sutton Coldfield School, and

thence went to Brasenose College, Oxford. He became a student

of Christchurch—the equivalent of a fellow—in 1599, and seems

to have passed the whole of the rest of his life there, though he

took orders and enjoyed together or successively the living of St.

Thomas in Oxford, the vicarage of Walsby in Lincolnshire, and

I
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the rectory of Segrave in Leicestershire, at both of wliich latter

places he seems to have kept the minimum of residence, though

tradition gives him the character of a good churchman, and

though there is certainly nothing inconsistent with that character

in the Anatomy. The picture of him which Anthony a Wood
gives at a short second hand is very favourable; and the attempts

to harmonise his "horrid disorder of melancholy " with his "very

merry, facete, and juvenile company," arise evidently -from almost

ludicrous misunderstanding of what melancholy means and is.

As absurd, though more serious, is the tiaditionary libel obviously

founded on the words in his epitaph {^Cui vitain et mortem dedii

vielanc/io/ia), that having cast his nativity, he, in order not to be out

as to the time of his death, committed suicide. As he was sixty-

three (one of the very commonest periods of death) at the time,

the want of reason of the suggestion equals its want of charity.

The offspring in English of Burton's sixty-three years of

humorous study of men and books is The Ajiatomy of Afelajic/io/v,

first printed in 162 1, and enlarged afterwards by the author.

A critical edition of the Anatomy^ giving these enlargements

exactly with other editorial matter, is very much wanted \ but

even in the rather inedited condition in which the book, old and

new, is usually found, it is wholly acceptable. Its literary history

is rather curious. Eight editions of it appeared in half a century

from the date of the first, and then, with other books of its time,

it dropped out of notice except by the learned. Early in the pre-

sent century it was revived and reprinted witli certain modern-

isations, and four or five editions succeeded each other at no

long interval. The copies thus circulated seem to have satisfied

the demand for many years, and have been followed without

alteration in a finely-printed issue of recent date.

The book itself has been very variously judged. Fuller, in

one of his least worthy moments, called it " a book of philology."

Anthony Wood, hitting on a notion which has often been borrowed

since, held that it is a convenient commonplace book of classical

quotations, which, with all respect to Anthony's memory (whom
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I am more especially bound to honour as a Merton man), is a

gross and Philistine error. Johnson, as was to be expected,

appreciated it thoroughly. Ferriar in his Illiistratio7is of Sterne

pointed out the enormous indebtedness of Tristram Shandy to

Democritus Junior. Charles Lamb, eloquently praising the

" fantastic great old man,'"' exhibited perhaps more perversity than

sense in denouncing the modern reprints which, after all, are not

like some modern reprints (notably one of Burton's contempo-

rary, Felltham, to be noticed shortly), in any real sense garbled.

Since that time Burton has to some extent fallen back to the base

uses of a quarry for half- educated journalists; nevertheless, all

fit readers of English literature have loved him.

The book is a sufficiently strange one at first sight ; and it is

perhaps no great wonder that uncritical readers should have been

bewildered by the bristling quotations from utterly forgotten

authorities which, with full and careful reference for the most

part, stud its pages, by its elaborate but apparently futile

marshalling in " partitions " and "members," in " sections " and
" subsections," and by the measureless license of digression which

the author allows himself. It opens with a long epistle, filling

some hundred pages in the modern editions, from Democritus

Junior, as the author calls himself, to the reader—an epistle which

gives a true foretaste of the character and style of the text, though,

unlike that text, it is not scholastically divided. The division

begins with the text itself, and even the laziest reader will find

the synopses of Burton's " partitions " a curious study. It is

impossible to be, at least in appearance, more methodical, and
all the typographical resources of brackets (sub-bracketed even

to the seventh or eighth involution) and of reference letters

are exhausted in order to draw up a conspectus of the causes,

symptoms, nature, effects, and cure of melancholy. This method
is not exacdy the method of madness, though it is quite possible

for a reader to attach more (as also less) importance to it than
it deserves. It seems probable on the whole that the author,

with the scholastic habits of his time, did actually draw out a
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programme for the treatment of his subject in some form not

very different from these wonderful synopses, and did actually

endeavour to keep to it, or at any rate to work on its lines wilhia

the general compass of the Gcheme. But on each several head

(and reducing them to their lowest terms the heads are legion)

he allowed himself the very widest freedom of digression, not

merely in extracting and applying the fruits of his notebook, but

in developing his own thoughts,—a mine hardly less rich if less

extensive than the treasures of the Bodleian Library which are

said to have been put at his disposal.

The consequence is, that the book is one quite impossible to

describe in brief space. The melancholy of which the author

treats, and of which, no doubt, he was in some sort the victim, is

very far from being the mere Byronic or Wertherian disease which

became so familiar some hundred years ago. On the other hand,

Burton being a practical, and, on the whole, very healthy English-

man, it came something short of "The Melencolia that trans-

cends all wit," the incurable pessimism and quiet despair which

have been thought to be figured or prefigured in Durer's famous

print. Yet it approaches, and that not distantly, to this latter.

It is the Vanity of Vanities of a man who has gone, in thought at

least, over the whole round of human pleasures and interests, and

who, if he has not exactly found all to be vanity, has found each

to be accompanied by some a/iiari aliquid. It is at the same

time the frankly expressed hypochondria of a man whose bodily

health was not quite so robust as his mental constitution. It is

the satiety of learning of a man who, nevertheless, knows that

learning, or at least literature, is the only cure for his disease.

In mere style there is perhaps nothing very strongly character-

istic in Burton, though there is much that is noteworthy in the

way in which he adapts his style to the peculiar character of his

book. Like Rabelais, he has but rarely occasion to break through

his fantastic habit of stringing others' pearls on a mere string of

his own, and to set seriously to the composition of a paragraph

of wholly original prose. But when he does, the effect is
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remarkable, and shows that it was owing to no poverty or

awkwardness that he chose to be so much of a borrower. In

his usual style, where a mere framework of original may enclose a

score or more quotations, translated or not (the modern habit of

translating Burton's quotatiops spoils, among other things, the

zest of his own quaint habit of adding, as it were, in the same

breath, a kind of summary or paraphrase in English of what he

has said in Latin or Greek), he was not superior to his time in

the loose construction of sentences ; but the wonder is that his

fashion of writing did not make him even inferior to it. Oneof his

peculiar tricks—the only one, perhaps, which he uses to the

extent of a mannerism—is the suppression of the conjunctions

" or " and " and," which gives a very quaint air to his strings of

synonyms. But an example will do more here than much
analysis :

—

" And why then should baseness of birth be objected to any man? Who
thinks worse of Tully for being Arpinas, an upstart? or Agathocles, that

Sicilian King, for being a potter's son ? Iphicrates and Marius were meanly
born. What wise man thinks better of any person for his nobility ? as he ^

said in Machiavel, omnes codem pat7-e naii, Adam's sons, conceived all and
born in sin, etc, IVe are by nature all as one, all alike, ifyou see us naked

;

let us wear theirs, and they our clothes, and what's the difference ? To speak
truth, as Bale did of P, Schalichius, / mo}-e esteem thy worth, learning, honesty,

than thy nobility ; honour thee more tJiat thou art a writer, a doctor of divinity,

than earl ofthe Himnes, baron ofSliradi7te, or hast title to such and such provinces,

etc. Thou art morefortunate andgreat (so Jovius writes to Cosmus Medices, then

Duke of Florence)/^;- thy virtues than for thy lovely wife ajid happy children,

friends, fortunes, or great Duchy of Ttiscajty. So I account thee, and who doth
not so indeed ? Abdalonymus was a gardener, and yet by Alexander for his

virtues made King of Syria. How much better is it to be born of mean
parentage and to excel in worth, to be morally noble, which is preferred before
that natural nobility by divines, philosophers, and politicians, to be learned,
honest, discreet, well qualified to be fit for any manner of employment in
country and commonwealth, war and peace, than to be degeneres Neoptoleini as
so many brave nobles are, only wise because rich, otherwise idiots, illiterate,

^ Burton, with others of the time, constantly wrote "he" as the equivalent
of the classical demonstratives. Modern, but not better, use prefers " the
man," or something similar.
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unfit for any manner of service ? Udalricus, Earl of Cilia, upbraided John
Huniades with the baseness of his birth ; but he replied, In ie Ciliensis coiiii-

tatus itu'piter exstinguititr, in me gloriose BisiriceJisis exoritur ; thine earldom

is consumed with riot ; mine begins with honour and renown. Thou hast had

so many noble ancestors; what is that to thee? Vix ea tiostra voco ; when
ihou art a disard ^ thyself, quid protest Poniice longo stemmate ccnscri? etc.

I conclude, hast thou a sound body and a good soul, good bringing up ? Art

thou virtuous, honest, learned, well qualified, religious? Are thy conditions

good ? Thou art a true nobleman, perfectly noble though born of Thersites,

diinimodo in sis Aeacida siniilis nonnatus sed factus, noble kolt k^ox^v,for

neither sword, nor fire, nor ivater, nor sickness, nor onttvard violence, nor the

devil hi7nselfcan take thy goodpartsfrom thee.. Be not ashamed of thy birth

then ; thou art a gentleman all the world over, and shalt be honoured, whenas

he, strip him of his fine clothes, dispossess him of his wealth, is a funge^

(wliich Polynices in his banishment found true by experience, gentry was not

esteemed), like a piece of coin in another country-, that no man will take, and

shall be contemned. Once more, though thou be a barbarian born at Tonton-

teac, a villain, a slave, a Saldanian negro, or a rude Virginian in Dasamon-

quepeuc,^ he a French monsieur, a Spanish don, a seignior of Italy, I care

not how descended, of what faiijily, of what order—baron, count, prince—if

thou be well qualified and he not but a degenerate Neoptolemus, I tell thee in

a word thou art a man and he is a beast."

Such, in his outward aspects, is Burton ; but of him, even

more than of most writers, it may be said that a brick of the

house is no saiiiple. Only by reading him in the proper sense,

and that with diligence, can his great learning, his singular wit

and fancy, and the general view of life and of things belonging to

life, which informs and converts to a whole his learning, his wit,

and his fancy alike, be properly conceived. For reading either con-

tinuous or desultory, either grave or gay, at all times of life and

in all moods of temper, there are few authors who stand the test of

practice so well as the author of The Anatomy of Melancholy.

Probably, however, among those who can taste old authors,

there will always be a friendly but irreconcilable difference as to

^ A " dizzard" = a blockhead. Said to be connected with "dizzy."

^ Fungus, mushroom.
* Saldania is Saldanha Bay. As for Tontonteac and Dasamonquepeuc, I

shall imitate the manly frankness of the boy in Henry I'., and say, " I do not

know what is the French for fer, and ferret, and firk."

II 2 F
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the merits of Fuller and Burton, when compared together. There

never can be any among such as tQ the merits of Fuller, con-

sidered in himself. Like Burton, he was a clerk in orders ; but

his literary practice, though more copious than that of the author

of The Anatomy, divorced him less from the discharge of his

professional duties. He was born, like Dryden, but twenty-two

years earlier, in iCoS, at Aldwinkle in Northamptonshire, and in

a parsonage there, but of the other parish (for there are two close

together). He w^as educated at Cambridge, and, being made

prebendary of Salisbury, and vicar of Broadwindsor, almost as

soon as he could take orders, seemed to be in a fair way of

preferment. He worked as a parish priest up to 1640, the year

of the beginning of troubles, and the year of his first important

book, The Holy War. But he was a staunch Royalist, though

by no means a bigot, and he did not see his way like other men
of his time to play Mr. Facing-both-ways. For a time he was a

preacher in London, then he followed the camp as chaplain to

the victorious army of Hopton, in the west, then for a time again

he was stationary at Exeter, and after the ruin of the Royal cause

he returned to London, where, though he did not recover his

benefices, he was leniently treated, and even, in 1655, obtained

license to preach. Nevertheless, the Restoration would probably

have brought him promotion, but he lived not long enough to

receive it, dying on the 15th of August 1661 He was an

extremely industrious writer, publishing, besides the work already

mentioned, and not a few minor pieces {The Holy and Profatie

Slate, Thoughts and Contemplations in Good, Worse, and Better

Times, A Pisgah-sight of Palestine), an extensive Church History

of Britain, and, after his death, what is perhaps his masterpiece,

T/ie Wort/lies of England, an extraordinary miscellany, quartering

the ground by counties, filling, in the compactest edition, two
mighty quartos, and containing perhaps the greatest account of

miscellaneous fact to be found anywhere out of an encyclopedia,

conveyed in a style the quaintest and most lively to be found
anywhere out of the choicest essayists of tlie language.
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A man of genius who adored P'uller, and who owes to him more

than to any one else except Sir Thomas Browne, has done, in small

compass, a service to his memor}' which is not easily to be paralleled.

Lamb's specimens from Fuller, most of which are only two or

three lines long, and none a pageful, for once contradict the

axiom quoted above as to a brick and a house. So perfectly has

the genius of selector and author coincided, that not having myself

gone through the verification of them, I should hardly be sur-

prised to find that Lamb had used his faculty of invention. Yet

this would not matter, for they are perfectly FuUerian. Although

Fuller has justly been praised for his method, and although he

never seems to have suffered his fancy to run away with him to

the extent of forgetting or wilfully misrepresenting a fact, the

conceits, which are the chief characteristic of his style, are

comparatively independent of the subject. Coleridge has asserted

that "Wit w^as the stuff and substance of his intellect," an asser-

tion which (with all the respect due to Coleridge) would have

been better phrased in some such way as this,—that nearly the

whole force of his intellect concentrated itself upon the witty

presentation of things. He is inimitably figurative, and though

his figures seldom or never fail to carry illumination of the

subject with them, their peculiar character is sufficiently indicated

by the fact that they can almost always be separated from the

subject and from the context in which they occur without any

damage to their own felicity. To a thoroughly serious person, to

a person like Lord Chesterfield (who was indeed very serious in

his own way, and abhorred proverbial philosophy), or to one who

cannot away with the introduction of a quip in connection with a

solemn subject, and who thinks that indulgence in a gibe is a clear

proof that the writer has no solid argument to produce, Fuller

must be nothing but a puzzle or a disgust. That a pious and

earnest divine should, even in that day of quaintness, compare

the gradual familiarisation of Christians with the sacraments of

the Church to the habit of children first taking care of, and then

neglecting a pair of new boots, or should describe a brother clerk
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as '• pronouncing the word damn with such an emphasis as left a

dismal echo in his auditors' ears a good while longer," seems,

no doubt, to some excellent people, unpardonable, and almost

incomprehensible. Yet no one has ever impeached the sincerity

of Fuller's convictions, and the blamelessness of his life. That a

grave historian should intersperse the innumerable trivialities of

the Worthies may be only less shocking. But he was an eminent

proof of his own axiom, " That an ounce of mirth, with the same

degree of grace, will serve God farther than a pound of sadness."

Fuller is perhaps the only writer who, voluminous as he is, will

not disappoint the most superficial inquirer for proofs of the

accuracy of the character usually given to him. Nobody perhaps

but himself, in trying to make the best of the Egyptian bondage

of the Commonwealth, would have discovered that the Church,

being unrepresented by any of the four hundred and odd members

of Cromwell's Parliament, was better off than when she had

Archbishops, Bishops, and a convocation all to herself, urging,

'"what civil Christian would not plead for a dumb man," and so

enlisting all the four hundred and odd enemies as friends and

representatives. But it is impossible to enter fully on the subject

of Fuller's quips. What may fairly be said of them is, that while

constantly fantastic, and sometimes almost childish, they arc never

really silly ; that they are never, or hardly ever in bad taste ; and

that, quaint and far fetched as they are, there is almost always

some application or suggestion which saves them from being mere

intellectual somersaults. The famous one of the " Images of God
cut in ebony," is sufficient of itself to serve as a text. There is

in it all the good side of the emancipation propaganda with an

entire freedom from the extravagance, the vulgarity, the in-

justice, the bad taste which marked that propaganda a century

and more afterwards, when taken up by persons very different

from Fuller. Perhaps it may be well to give an extract of some
length from him :

—

" A lady big with child was condemned to perpetual imprisonment, and in

the dungeon was delivered of a son, who continued with her till a boy of some
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bigness. It happened at one time he heard his mother (for see neither of them

could, as to decern in so dark a place) bemoan her condition.

" Why, mother (said the child) do you complain, seeing you want nothing

you can wish, having clothes, meat, and drink sufficient ? Alas ! child (re-

turned the mother), I lack liberty, converse with Ciiristians, the light of the

sun, and many things more, which thou, being prison-born, neither art nor can

be sensible of in thy condition.

" T\\Q posf-nali, understand thereby such striplings born in England since

the death of monarchy therein, conceive this land, their mother, to be in a good

estate. For one fruitful harvest followeth another, commodities are sold at

reasonable rates, abundance of brave clothes are worn in the city, though not

by such persons whose birth doth best become, but whose purses can best

bestow them.

" But their mother, England, doth justly bemoan the sad difference betwixt

her present and former condition ; when she enjoyed full and free trade with-

out payment of taxes, save so small they seemed rather an acknowledgment of

their allegiance than a burden to their estate ; when she had the court of a

king, the House of Lords, yea, and the Lord's house, decently kept, constantly

frequented, without falsehood in doctrine, or faction in discipline. God of

His goodness restore unto us so much of these things as may consist with His

glory and our good."

" I saw a servant maid, at the command of her mistress, make, kindle, and

blow a fire. Which done, she was posted away about other business, whilst

her mistress enjoyed the benefit of the fire. Yet I observed that this servant,

whilst industriously employed in the kindling thereof, got a more general,

kindly, and continuing heat than her mistress herself. Her heat was only by

her, and not in her, staying with her no longer than she stayed by the chimney

;

whilst the warmth of the maid was inlaid, and equally diffused through the

whole body.

"An estate suddenly gotten is not so lasting to the owner thereof as what

is duly got by industry. The substance of the diligent, saith Solomon, Prov.

xii. 27, is precious. He cannot be counted poor that hath so many pearls,

precious brown bread, precious small beer, precious plain clothes, 'etc. A
comfortable consideration in this our age, wherein many hands have learned

their lesson of labour, who were neither born nor bred with it."

The best judges have admitted that, in contradistinction to

this perpetual quipping, which is, as far as it goes, of his time, the

general style of Fuller is on the whole rather more modern than

the styles of his contemporaries. It does not seem that this is

due to deliberate intention of shortening and proportioning his
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prose ; for he is as careless as any one of the whole century

about exact grammatical sequence, and seems to have had

no objection on any critical grounds to the long disjointed

sentence which was the curse of the time. But his own ruling

passion insensibly disposed him to a certain brevity. He liked

to express his figurative conceits pointedly and antithetically;

and point and antithesis are the two things most incompatible

with clauses jointed ad infinitum in Clarendon's manner, with

labyrinths of "whos" and " whiches " such as too frequently

content Milton and Taylor. Poles asunder from Hobbes, not

merely in his ultimate conclusions but in the general quality of

his mind, he perhaps comes nearest to the author of the treatise

on Hiwiaji Nature in clear, sensible, unambiguous presentation

of the thing that he means to say; and this, joined to his fecundity

in illustration of every kind, greatly helps the readableness of his

books. No work of his as a working out of an original concep-

tion can compete with The Anatomy of Melancholy ; but he is as

superior in minor method to Burton as he is inferior in general

grasp.

The remainder of the minor Carolines must be dismissed

rapidly. A not unimportant position among the prose writers

of this time is occupied by Edward Herbert, Lord Herbert of

Cherbury, the elder brother of George Herbert the poet. He
was born in 1583, and finished his life ingloriously, and indeed

discreditably, during the troubles of the civil war, on the 20th of

August 1648. His earlier career is elaborately if not exactly

truthfully recorded in his Autobiography^ and its details have been

carefully supplemented by his latest editor, Mr. Lee. His literary

activity was various and considerable. His greatest work— a

treatise which has been rashly called the foundation of English

deism, but which rather expresses the vague and not wholly

unorthodox doubt expressed earlier by Montaigne, and by con-

temporaries of Herbert's own, such as La Mothe le Vayer—was
written in Latin, and has never been translated into English.

He was an English verse writer of some merit, though inferior
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to his brother. His ambitious and academic History of Henry

VIII. is a regular and not unsuccessful effort in English prose,

prompted no doubt by the thorough-going courtiership which,

with his vanity and want of stability, are the three most unfavour-

able features of Herbert's character. But posterity lias agreed

to take him as an English writer chiefly on the strength of the

Autobiography, which remained in manuscript for a century and

more, and was published by Horace Walpole, rather against the

will of Lord Powis, its possessor and its author's representative.

It is difficult to say that Lord Powis was wrong, especially con-

sidering that Herbert never published these memoirs, and seems

to have written them as much as anything else for his own

private satisfaction. It may be doubted whether there is any

more astounding monument of coxcombry in literature. Herbert

is sometimes cited as a model of a modern knight-errant, of an

Amadis born too late. Certainly, according to his own account,

all women loved and all men feared him ; but for the former

fact we have nothing but his own authority, and in regard to the

latter we have counter evidence which renders it exceedingly

doubtful. He was, according to his own account, a desperate

duellist. But even by this account his duels had a curious habit

of being interrupted in the immortal phrase of Mr. Winkle by

"several police constables;" while in regard to actual war the

exploits of his youth seem not to have been great, and those of

his age were wholly discreditable, inasmuch as being by pro-

fession an ardent Royalist, he took the first opportunity to make,

without striking a blow, a profitable composition with the Par-

liament. Nevertheless, despite the drawbacks of subject-matter,

the autobiography is a very interesting piece of English prose.

The narrative style, for all its coxcombry and its insistence on

petty details, has a singular vivacity ; the constructions, though

sometimes incorrect (" the edict was so severe as they who trans-

gressed were to lose their heads "), are never merely slovenly; and

the writer displays an art, very uncommon in his time, in the alter-

nation of short and long sentences and the general adjustment
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of the paragraph. Here and there, too, there are passages of

more elevated style which give reason for regretting that the

De Veritate was not written in English. It is very much to ])e

feared that the chief reason for its being written in Latin was a

desire on the author's part to escape awkward consequences by

an appearance of catering for philosophers and the learned only.

It must be admitted that neither of the two great free-thinking

Royalists, Hobbes and Herbert, is a wholly pleasant character

;

but it may be at least said for the commoner (it cannot be said

for the peer) that he was constant to his principles, and that if

somewhat careful of his skin, he never seems to have been

tempted to barter his conscience for it as Herbert did.

Hardly any other writer among the minor Caroline prosaists

is important enough to justify a substantive notice in a work

which has already reached and almost exceeded the limits

accorded to it. The excellent style of Cowley's Essays, which

is almost more modern than the work of Dryden and Tillotson,

falls in great part actually beyond the limits of our time ; and

by character, if not by date, Cowley is left for special treatment

in the following volume. He sometimes relapses into what

may be called the general qualities with their accompanying

defects of Elizabethan prose—a contempt of proportion, clear-

ness, and order ; a reckless readiness to say everything that is in

the writer's mind, without considering whether it is appropriate or

not ; a confusion of English and classical grammar, and occasion-

ally a very scant attention even to rules which the classical gram-
mars indicate yet more sternly than the vernacular. But as a rule

he is distinguished for exactly the opposite of all these things. Much
less modern than Cowley, but still of a chaster and less fanciful

style than most of his contemporaries, is the famous Protestant

apologist, Chillingworth—a man whose orderly mind and freedom
from anything like enthusiasm reflected themselves in the easy
balance of his style. Sanderson, Pearson, Baxter, the two former
luminaries of the Church, the latter one of the chief literary

lights of Nonconformity, belong more or less to the period, as does
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Bishop Hall. Baxter is the most colloquial, the most fanciful,

and the latest, of the three grouped together ; the other two are

nearer to the plainness of Chillingworth than to the ornateness

of Jeremy Taylor. Few English prose writers again are better

known than Izaak Walton, though it might be difificult to prove

that in matter of pure literature he stands very high. The engag-

ing character of his subjects, and the still more engaging display

of his own temper and mode of thought which he makes in

almost every sentence, both of his Co7tipIete Angle?- and of Iris

hardly less known Lives, account for the survival and constant

popularity of books which are neither above nor below the better

work of their time in literary form. "Walton was born in 1593
and died ninety years later. His early manhood was spent in

London as a " linen-draper," but in friendly conversation with

the best clerical and literary society. In 1643 he retired from

London to avoid the bustle of the Civil War, and the Complete

Angler appeared in 1653. Another writer contemporary with

W^alton, though less long-lived, James Howell, has been the sub-

ject of very varying judgments ; his appeal being very much of

the same kind as Walton's, but addressed to a different and

narrower class of persons. He was born in 1595 of a fair Welsh

family, was educated at Jesus College, Oxford, was employed

more than once on confidential business errands on the Con-

tinent, entered Parliament, was made Clerk of the Council, was.

imprisoned for years in the Fleet during the Civil W^ar, received at

the Restoration the post of Historiographer, and died in 1666.

He wrote all manner of things, but has chiefly survived as the

author of a large collection of P'amiliar Letters, which have been

great favourites with some excellent judges. They have some-

thing of the agreeable garrulousness of W'alton. But Howell

was not only much more of a gossip than Izaak ; he was also

a good deal of a coxcomb, while W'alton was destitute of even

a trace of coxcombry. In one, however, as in the other, the

attraction of matter completely outdoes the purely hterary attrac-

tion. The reader is glad to hear at first hand what men thought
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of Raleigh's execution ; how Ben Jonson behaved in his cups
;

how foreign parts looked to a genuine English traveller early in

the seventeenth century, and so forth. Moreover, the book was

long a very popular one, and an unusual number of anecdotes

and scraps passed from it into the general literary stock of Eng-

lish writers. But Howell's manner of telling his stories is not

extraordinarily attractive, and has something self-conscious and

artificial about it which detracts from its interest. The Charac-

ters of Overbury were Jbllowed and, no doubt, imitated by John

Earle, afterwards Bishop of Salisbury, and a man of some im-

portance, Earle, who was a fellow of Merton, called his sketches

Microcosmography. Nothing in them approaches the celebrated

if perhaps not quite genuine milkmaid of Overbury ; but they

give evidence of a good deal of direct observation often expressed

in a style that is pointed, such as the description of a bowling green

as a place fitted for " the expense of time, money, and oaths."

The church historian and raiscellanist Heylin belongs also to the

now fast multiplying class of professional writers who dealt . with

almost any subject as it might seem likely to hit the taste of the

public. The bold and fantastic speculations of Bishop Wilkins and

Sir Kenelm Digby, and the Oceana or Ideal Republic (last of a long

line) ofJames Harrington (not to be confounded with the earlier Sir

John Harington, translator of Ariosto), deserve some notice. The
famous Eikon Basilike (the authorship of which has perhaps of late

years been too confidently ascribed to Dr. Gauden independently,

rather than to the king, edited by Gauden) has considerable literary

merit. Last of all has to be mentioned a curious book, which

made some noise at its appearance, and which, though not

much read now, has had two seasons of genuine popularity,

and is still highly thought of by a few good judges. This is the

Resolves of Owen Feltham or Felltham, Not much is known of

the author except that he was of a respectable family in East

Anglia, a family which seems to have been especially seated in

the neighbourhood of Lowestoft. Besides the Resolves he wrote

some verse, of which the most notable piece is a reply to Ben
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Jonson's famous ode to himself ("Come Leave the Loatlied Stage ")

—a reply which even such a sworn partisan as Gifford admits to

be at least just if not very kind. Felltham seems also to have

engaged in controversy with another Johnson, a Jesuit, on theo-

logical subjects. But save for the Resolves he would be totally

forgotten. The estimate of their value will differ very much, as

the liking for not very original discussion of ethical subjects and

sound if not very subtle judgment on them overpowers or not in

the reader a distaste for style that has no particular distinction,

and ideas which, though often wholesome, are seldom other than

obvious. Wordsworth's well-known description of one of his own

poems, as being '• a chain of extremely valuable thoughts," applies

no doubt to the Resolves^ which, except in elegance, rather re-

semble the better-known of Cicero's philosophical works. ]\Iore-

over, though possessing no great elegance, they are not inelegant

;

though it is difficult to forget how differently Bacon and Browne

treated not dissimilar subjects at much the same time. So

popular were they that besides the first edition (which is undated,

but must have appeared in or before 1628, the date of the

second), eleven others were called for up to 1709. But it was not

for a hundred years that they were again printed, and then the

well-meaning but misguided zeal of their resuscitator led him not

merely to modernise their spelling, etc. (a venial sin, if, which

I am not inclined very positively to lay down, it is a sin at all),

but to "improve" their style, sense, and sentiment by omission,

alteration, and other tamperings with the text, so as to give

the reader not what Mr. Felltham wrote early in the seventeenth

century, but what J\Ir. Cummings thought he ought to have written

early in the nineteenth.

This chapter might easily be enlarged, and indeed, as Dr}'den

says, shame must invade the breast of every writer of literary

history on a small scale who is fairly acquainted with his subject,

when he think? how many worthy men—men much worthier than

he can himself ever pretend to be—he has perforce omitted. Any

critic inclined to find fault may ask me where is the ever-memor-
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able John Hales ? Where is Tom Coryat, that most egregious

Odcombian ? and Barnabee of the unforgotten, though scandal-

ous, Itinerary? Where is Sir Thomas Urquhart, quaintest of

cavaliers, and not least admirable of translators, who not only

rendered Rabelais in a style .''orthy of him, who not only wrote

in sober seriousness pamphlets with titles, which Master Francis

could hardly have bettered in jest, but who composed a pedi-

gree of the Urquhart family nomijiatim up to Noah and Adam,

and then improvised chimney pieces in Cromarty Castle, com-

memorating the prehistoric ancestors whom he had excogitated ?

Where are the great Bishops from Andrewes and Cosin onwards,

and the lesser Theologians who wrangled, and the Latitudi-

narians who meditated, and the historians with Whitelocke at

their head, and the countless writers of countless classes of books

who multiplied steadily as time went on ? It can only be

answered that they are not, and that almost in the nature of

things they cannot be here. It is not that they are not intrin-

sically interesting ; it is not merely that, being less intrinsically

interesting than some of their forerunners or contemporaries, they

must give way when room is limited. It is that even if their

individual performance were better than that of earlier men, even

if tliere were room and verge enough for them, they would less

concern the literary historian. For to him in all cases the later

examples of a style are less important than the earlier, merely

because they are late, because they have had forerunners whom,
consciously or unconsciously, they have (except in the case of a

great genius here and there) imitated, and because as a necessary

consequence they fall into the numerus— into the gross as they

would themselves have said—who must be represented only by

choice examples and not enumerated or criticised in detail.
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A CONCLUSION, like a preface, is perhaps to some extent an old-

fashioned thing ; and it is sometimes held that a writer does

better not to sum up at all, but to leave the facts which he has

accumulated to make their own way into the intelligence of his

readers. I am not able to accept this view of the matter. In

dealing with such a subject as that which has been handled in the

foregoing pages, it is at least as necessary that the writer should

have something of r/zi-^'w/Vd' in his mind as that he should look

carefully into facts and dates and names. And he can give no

such satisfactory evidence of his having possessed this aiscmble,-

as a short summary of what, in his idea, the whole period looks

like when taken at a bird's-eye view. For he has (or ought to

have) given the details already ; and his summary, without in

the least compelling readers to accept it, must give them at least

some means of judging whether he has been wandering over a

plain trackless to him, or has been pursuing with confidence a

well-planned and well-laid road.

At the time at which our period begins (and which, though

psychological epochs rarely coincide exactly with chronological,

is sufficiently coincident with the accession of Elizabetli), it can-

not be said with any precision that there was an English literature

at all. There were eminent English writers, though perhaps one

only to whom the first rank could even by the utmost complai-

sance be opened or allowed. But there was no literature, in the
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sense of a system of treating all subjects in the vernacular, accord-

ing to methods more or less decidedly arranged and accepted by

a considerable tradition of skilled craftsmen. Something of the

kind had partially existed in the case of the Chaucerian poetic

;

but it was an altogether iso'ated something. Efforts, though

h.irdly conscious ones, had been made in the domain of prose by

romancers, such as the practically unknown Thomas Mallory, by

sacred orators like Latimer, by historians like More, by a few

struggling miscellaneous writers. Men - like Ascham, Cheke,

Wilson, and others had, perhaps with a little touch of patronage,

recommended the regular cultivation of the English tongue ; and

immediately before the actual accession of Elizabeth the publica-

tion of Tottel's Miscellany had shown by its collection of the best

poetical work of the preceding half century the extraordinary effect

which a judicious xenomania (if I may, without scaring the purists

of language, borrow that useful word from the late Karl Hille-

brand) may produce on English. It is to the exceptional fertilising

power of such influences on our stock that we owe all the marvel-

lous accomplishments of the English tongue, which in this respect

—itself at the head of the Teutonic tongues by an almost un-

. approachable distance— stands distinguished with its Teutonic

sisters generally from the groups of languages with which it is

most likely to be contrasted. Its literary power is originally less

conspicuous than that of the Celtic and of the Latin stocks ; the

lack, notorious to this day, of one single original English folk-song

of really great beauty is a rough and general fact which is per-

fectly borne out by all other facts. But the exquisite folk-

literature of the Celts is absolutely unable either by itself or with

the help of foreign admixture to arrive at complete literary perfec-

tion. And the profound sense of form which characterises the

Latins is apparently accompanied by such a deficiency of origi-

nality, that when any foreign model is accepted it receives hardly

any colour from the native genius, and remains a cultivated exotic.

The less promising soil of Anglo-Saxpn idiom waited for the

foreign influences, ancient and modern, of the Renaissance to act
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upon it, and then it produced a crop which has dwarfed all the

produce of the modern world, and has nearly, if nottjuite, equalled

in perfection, while it has much exceeded in bulk and length of

flowering time, the produce of Greece.

The rush of foreign influences on the England of Elizabeth's

time, stimulated alike by the printing press, by religious move-

ments, by the revival of ancient learning, and by the habits of travel

and commerce, has not been equalled in force and volume by

anything else in history. But the different influences of different

languages and countries worked with very difi'erent force. To
the easier and more generally known of the classical tongues

must be assigned by far the largest place. This was only natural

at a time when to the inherited and not yet decayed use of

colloquial and familiar Latin as the vehicle of business, of litera-

ture, and of almost everything that required the committal of

written words to paper, was added the scholarly study of its

classical period from the strictly humanist point of view. If we

could assign marks in the competition, Latin would have to

receive nearly as many as all its rivals put together ; but Greek

would certainly not be second, though it affected, especially in the

channel of the Platonic dialogues, many of the highest and most

gifted souls. In the latter part of the present period there were

probably scholars in England who, whether their merely philological

attainments might or might not pass muster now, were far better

read in the actual literature of the Greek classics than the very

philologists who now disdain them. Not a few of the chief matters

in Greek literature— the epical grandeur of Homer, the tragic

principles of the three poets, and so forth—made themselves, at

first or second hand, deeply felt. But on the whole Greek did

not occupy the second place. That place was occupied by v

Italian. It was Italy which had touched the spring that let loose

the poetry of Surrey and Wyatt ; Italy was the chief resort of

travelled Englislnnen in the susceptible time of youth ; Italy pro-

vided in Petrarch (Dante was much less read) and Boccaccio, in

Ariosto and Tasso, an inexhaustible supply of models, both in
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prose and verse. Spain was only less influential because Spanish

literature waS*in a much less finished condition than Italian,

and perhaps also because political causes made the following of

Spaniards seem almost unpatriotic. Yet the very same causes

made the Spanish language itself familiar to far more English-

men than are familiar with it nov>', though the direct filiation

of euphuism on Spanish originals is no doubt erroneous, and

though the English and Spanish dramas evolved themselves in

lines rather parallel than connected.

France and Germany were much (indeed infinitely) less in-

fluential, and the fact is from some points of view rather curious.

Both were much nearer to England than Spain or Italy ; there

was much more frequent communication with both ; there was

at no time really serious hostility with either ; and the genius of

both languages was, the one from one side, the other from the

other, closely connected with that of English. Yet in the great

productions of our great period, the influence of Germany is only

perceptible in some burlesque matter, such as Eiiknspiegel and

Grohianus, in the furnishing of a certain amount of supernatural

subject-matter like the Faust legend, and in details less important

still. French influence is little greater ; a few allusions of " E.

K." to Marot and Ronsard ; a few translations and imitations of

Spenser, Watson, and others ; the curious sonnets of Zepheria ; a

slight echo of Rabelais here and there ; some adapted songs to

music
; and a translated play or two on the Senecan model, sum

up as far as literature proper is concerned the tokens of French
influence on the English Renaissance.

As in many similar cases, however, the reasons of the fact are

not in reality very far to seek. In the first place, France had
already exercised to the full her influence upon England ; and
Germany had very little influence to exercise for another two
centuries. Putting aside any pre -Chaucerian influence which
niay be detected, the entire guiding force of literary English
literature (which was almost exclusively poetry) had been French
from the end of the fourteenth century to the last survivals of the
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Scoto-Chaucerian school in Hawes, Skelton, and Lindsay. True,

France bad now something else to give ; though it must be re-

membered that her great school coincided with rather than pre-

ceded the great school of England, that the Defense et Illustration

de la Laiigue Fraficaise was but a few years anterior to Tottcl's

Afisccllajiy, and that, except Marot and Rabelais (neither of

whom was neglected, though neither exercised much formal in-

fluence), the earlier French writers of the sixteenth century had

nothing to teach England. On the other hand, Germany was

utterly unable to supply anything in the way of instruction in

literary form ; and it was instruction in literary form which was

needed to set the beanstalk of English literature growing even

unto the heavens. Despite the immense advantage which the

English adoption of German innovations in religion gave the

country of Luther, that country's backwardness made imitation

impossible. Luther himself had not elaborated anything like a

German style ; he had simply cleared the vernacular of some of

its grossest stumbling-blocks and started a good plain fashion of

sentence. That was not what England wanted or was likely to

want, but a far higher literary instruction, which Germany could

not give her and (for the matter of that) has never been in a

position to give her. The models which she sought had to be

sought elsewhere, in Athens, in old Rome, in modern Tuscany.

But it would probably be unwise not to make allowance for a

less commonplace and more "metaphysical" explanation. It was

precisely because French and German had certain affinities with

English, while Italian and Spanish, not to mention the classical

tongues, were strange and exotic, that the influence of the latter

group was preferred. The craving for something not familiar,

for something new and strange, is well known enough in the

individual ; and nations are, after all, only aggregates of indi-

viduals. It was exactly because the models of the south were so

utterly divided from the isolated Briton in style and character

that he took so kindly to them, and that their study inspired him

so well. There were not, indeed, wanting signs of what mischief

ii 20
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might have been done if EngHsh sense had been less robust and

the EngHsh genius of a less stubborn idiosyncrasy. Euphuism,

the occasional practice of the Senecan drama, the preposterous

and almost incredible experiments in classical metre of men not

merely like Campion and Harvey, but like Sidney and Spenser,

were sufficiently striking symptoms of the ferment which was

going on in the literary constitution of the country. But they

were only harmless heat-rashes, not malignant distempers, and

the spirit of England won through them, with no loss of general

health, probably with the result of the healthy excretion of many

peccant humours which might have been mischievous if driven

in. Even the strongest of all the foreign forces, the just admira-

tion of the masterpieces of classical antiquity, was not in any way

hurtful ; and it is curious enough that it is only in what may be

called the autumn and, comparatively speaking, the decadence of

the period that anything that can be called pedantry is observed.

It is in Milton and Browne, not in Shakespere and Hooker, that

there is an appearance of undue domination and " obsession

"

by the classics.

The subdivisions of the period in which these purely literary

influences worked in combination with those of the domestic and

foreign policy of England (on which it is unnecessary here to dilate),

can be drawn with tolerable precision. They are both better

marked and more important in verse than in prose. For it can-

not be too often asserted that the age, in the wide sense, was,

despite many notable achievements in the sermo pedestris, not an

age of prose but an age of poetry. The first period extends (tak-

ing literary dates) from the publication of Tottel's Misceiiatiy to

that of The Shepherd's Calendar. It is not distinguished by much
production of positive value. In poetry proper the writers pur-

sue and exercise themselves upon the track of Surre\', Wyatt, and
the other authors whom Grimoald, or some other, collected

;

acquiring, no doubt, a certain facility in the adjustment to iambic
and other measures of tlie altered pronunciation since Chaucer's
time

; practising new combinations in stanza, but incUning too
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much to the doggerel Alexandrines and fourteeners (more dog-

gerel still when chance or design divided them into eights and

sixes); repeating, Avithout much variation, images and phrases

directly borrowed from foreign models ; and displaying, on the

whole, a singular lack of inspiration which half excuses the mis-

taken attempt of the younger of them, and of their immediate

successors, to arrive at the desired poetical medium by the use of

classical metres. Among men actually living and writing at this

time Lord Buckhurst alone displays a real poetical faculty. Nor

is the case much better in respect of drama, though here the

restless variety of tentative displays even more clearly the vigor-

ous life which underlay incomplete performance, and which

promised better tilings shortly. The attempt of Gorboduc and

a few other plays to naturalise the artificial tragedy, though a

failure, was one of those failures which, in the great literary " rule

of false," help the way to success ; the example of Ralph Roister

Doistcr and Gammer Giirtoiis Needle could not fail to stimulate

the production of genuine native farce which might any day be-

come la bonne comedie. And even the continued composition of

Moralities showed signs of the growing desire for life and indi-

viduality of character. Moreover, the intense and increasing

liking for the theatre in all classes of society, despite the dis-

couragement of the authorities, the miserable reward offered to

actors and playwrights, and the discredit which rested on the

vocations of both, was certain in the ordinary course of things

to improve the supply. The third division of literature made

slower progress under less powerful stimulants. No emulation,

like that which tempted the individual graduate or templar to

rival Surrey in addressing his mistress's eyebrow, or Sackville in

stately rhyming on English history, acted on the writers of prose.

No public demand, like that which produced the few known and

the hundred forgotten playwrights of the first half of Elizabeth's

reign, served as a hotbed. But it is the great secret of prose

that it can dispense with such stimulants. Everybody who

wished to make his thoughts known began, with the help of the

\
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printing press, to make them known : and the informal use of

the vernacular, by dint of this unconscious practice and of the

growing scholarship both of writers and readers, tended insen-

sibly to make itself less of a mere written conversation and more

of a finished prose style. Preaching in English, the prose pam-

phlet, and translations into the vernacular were, no doubt, the

three great schoolmasters in the disciplining of English prose.

But by degrees all classes of subjects were treated in the natural

manner, and so the various subdivisions of prose style— ora-

torical, narrative, expository, and the rest— slowly evolved and

separated themselves, though hardly, even at the close of the

time, had they attained the condition of finish.

The year 1580 may be fixed on with almost mathematical

accuracy as the date at which the great generation of Elizabethan

writers first showed its hand with Lyly's Euphtics in prose and

Spenser's Shepherd's Calendar in verse. Drama was a little,

but not more than a little, later in showing the same signs of

rejuvenescence ; and from that time forward till the end of the

century not a year passed witliout the appearance of some
memorable work or writer ; while the total production of the

twenty years exceeds in originality and force, if not always in

artistic perfection of form, the production of any similar period

in the world's history. The group of university wits, following

the example of Lyly (who, however, in drama hardly belongs to

the most original school), started the dramas of history, of

romance, of domestic life ; and, by fashioning through their

leader Marlowe the tragic decasyllable, put into the hands of the

still greater group who succeeded them an instrument, the power
of which it is impossible to exaggerate. Before the close of the

century they had themselves all ceased their stormy cnreers ; but
Shakespere was in the full swing of his activity ; Ben Jonson
had achieved the freshest and perhaps capital fruit of his study of
humours

;
Dekker, Webster, Middleton, Chapman, and a crowd of

lesser writers had followed in his steps. In poetry proper the mag-
mficent success of The Faerie Queene had in one sense no second

j

II
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but it was surrounded with a crowd of productions hardly inferior

in their own way, the chief being the result of the great and

remarkable sonnet outburst of the last decade of the century.

The doggerel o-f the earlier years had almost entirely disappeared,

and in its place appeared the perfect concerted music of the

stanzas (from the sonnet and the Spenserian downwards), the

infinite variety of the decasyllable, and the exquisite lyric snatches

of song in the dramatists, pamphleteers, and music-book writers.

Following the general law already indicated, the formal advance

in prose was less, but an enormous stride was made in the direc-

tion of applying it to its various uses. The theologians, with

Hooker at their head, produced almost the first examples of the

measured and dignified treatment of argument and exposition.

Bacon (towards the latter end it is true) produced the earliest

specimens of his singular mi.xture of gravity and fancy, pregnant

thought and quaint expression. History in the proper sense was

hardly written, but a score of chroniclers, some nof deficient in

narrative power, paved the way for future historians. In imagina-

tive and miscellaneous literature the fantastic extravagances of

Lyly seemed as though they might have an evil effect. In reality

they only spurred ingenious souls on to effort in refining prose,

and in one particular direction they had a most unlocked for

result. The imitation in little by Greene, Lodge, and others, of

their long-winded graces, helped to popularise the pamphlet, and

the popularisation of the pamphlet led the way to periodical

writing—an introduction perhaps of doubtful value in itself,

but certainly a matter of no small importance in the history of

literature. . And so by degrees professional men of letters arose

—

men of letters, professional in a sense, which had not existed

since the days of the travelling Jongleurs of the early Middle

Ages. These men, by woiking for the actors in drama, or by

working for the publishers in the prose and verse pamphlet (for

the latter form still held its ground), earned a subsistence which

would seem sometimes to have been not a mere pittance, and

which at any rate, when folly and vice did not dissipate it, kept
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them alive. Much nonsense no doubt has been talked about

the Fourth Estate ; but such as it is, for good or for bad, it prac-

tically came into existence in these prolific years.

The third period, that of vigorous manhood, may be said to

coincide roughly with the reign of James I., though if literary

rather than political dates be preferred, it might be made to

begin with the death of Spenser in 1599, and to end with the

damnation of Ben Jonson's New Iim just thirty years later. In

the whole of this period till the very last there is no other sign of

decadence than the gradual dropping off in the course of nature

of the great men of the preceding stage, not a few of whom,

however, survived into the next, while the places of those who fell

were taken in some cases by others hardly below the greatest, such

as Beaumont and Fletcher. Many of the very greatest works of

what is generally known as the Elizabethan era—the later dramas

of Shakespere, almost the whole work of Ben Jonson, the later

poems of Drayton, Daniel, and Chapman, the plays of Webster

and Middleton, and the prose of Raleigh, the best work of

Bacon, the poetry of Browne and Wither— date from this time,

while the astonishingly various and excellent work of the two

great dramatists above mentioned is wholly comprised within it.

And not only is there no sign of weakening, but there is hardly a

sign of change. A slight, though only a slight, depression of the

imaginative and moral tone may be noticed or fancied in those who,

like Fletcher, are wholly of the period, and a certain improvement in

general technical execution testifies to longer practice. But Webster

might as well have written years earlier (hardly so well years later)

than he actually did ; and especially in the case of numerous

anonymous or single works, the date of which, or at least of their

composition, is obscure, it is very difficult from internal evidence

of style and sentiment to assign them to one date rather than to

another, to the last part of the strictly Elizabethan or the first

part of the strictly Jacobean period. Were it not for the occasional

imitation of models, the occasional reference to dated facts, it

would be not so much difficult as impossible. If there seems to
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be less audacity of experiment, less of the fire of youth, less of

the unrestrainable restlessness of genius eager to burst its way,

that, as has been already remarked of another difference, may not

improbably be mainly due to fancy, and to the knowledge that

the later efforts actually were later as to anything else. In prose

more particularly there is no change whatever. Few new experi-

ments in style were tried, unless the Characters of Overbury and

Earle may be called such. The miscellaneous pamphlets of the

time were written in much the same fashion, and in some cases

by the same men, as when, forty years before Jonson summoned

himself to " quit the loathed stage," Nash had alternately laughed

at Gabriel Harvey, and savagely lashed the Martinists. The

graver writers certainly had not improved upon, and had not

greatly changed, the style in which Hooker broke his lance with

Travers, or descanted on the sanctity of law. The humour comedy

of Jonson, the romantic drame of Fletcher, with the marmoreally-

finished minor poems of Ben, were the nearest approaches of

any product of the time to novelty of general style, and all three

were destined to be constantly imitated, though only in the last

case with much real success, during the rest of our present period.

Yet the post- Restoration comedy is almost as much due to

Jonson and Fletcher as to foreign models, and the influence of

both, after long failing to produce anything of merit, was not im-

perceptible even in Congreve and Vanbrugh.

Of the fourth period, which practically covers the reign of

Charles I. and the interregnum of the Commonwealth, no

one can say that it shows no signs of decadence, when the

meaning of that word is calculated according to the cautions

given above in noticing its poets. Yet the decadence is not

at all of the kind which announces a long literary dead

season, but only of that which shows that the old order is

changing to a new. Nor if regard be merely had to the great

names which adorn the time, may it seem proper to use the

word decadence at all. To this period belong not only Milton,

but Taylor, Browne, Clarendon, Hobbes (four of the greatest
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names in English prose), the strange union of learning in matter

and quaintness in form which characterises Fuller and Burton,

tlie great dramatic work of Massinger and Ford. To it also be-

longs the exquisite if sometimes artificial school of poetry which

grew up under the joint inspiration of the great personal influence

and important printed work of Ben Jonson on the one hand, and

the subtler but even more penetrating stimulant of the unpub-

lished poetry of Donne on the other—a school which has pro-

duced lyrical work not surpassed by that of any other school or

time, and which, in some specially poetical characteristics, may

claim to stand alone.

If, then, we speak of decadence, it is necessary to describe

with some precision what is meant, and to do so is not difficult,

for the signs of it are evident, not merely in the rank and file of

writers (though they are naturally most prominent here), but to

some extent in the great illustrations of the period themselves.

In even the very best work of the time there is a'want of the pecu-

liar freshness and spontaneity, as of spring water from the rock,

which characterises earlier work. The art is constantly admirable,

but it is almost obtrusively art—a proposition which is universally

true even of the greatest name of the time, of Milton, and which

applies equally to Taylor and to Browne, to Massinger and to Ford,

sometimes even to Herrick (extraordinary as is the grace which he

manages to impart), and almost always to Carew. The lamp is

seldom far off, though its odour may be the reverse of disagreeable.

But in the work which is not quite so excellent, other symptoms
appear which are as decisive and less tolerable. In the poetry

of the time there appear, side by side with much exquisite

melody and much priceless thought, the strangest blotches, already

more than once noticed, of doggerel, of conceits pushed to the

verge of nonsense and over the verge of grotesque, of bad
rhyme and bad rhythm which are evidently not the result of
mere haste and creative enthusiasm but of absolutely defective

ear, of a waning sense of harmony. In the drama things are much
worse. Only the two dramatists already mentioned, with the
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doubtful addition of Shirle}', display anything like great or original

talent. A few clever playwrights do their journey-work with

creditable craftsmanship. But even this characteristic is wanting

in the majority. The plots 'relapse into a chaos almost as great

as that of the drama of fifty years earlier, but with none of its

excuse of inexperience and of redeeming purple patches. The

characters are at once uninteresting and unpleasant ; the measure

hobbles and staggers ; the dialogue varies between passages of

dull declamation and passages of almost duller repartee. Per-

haps, though the prose names of the time are greater than those

of its dramatists, or, excluding Milton's, of its poets, the signs of

something wrong are clearest in prose. It would be difficult to

find in any good prose writer between 1580 and 1625 the shame-

less anomalies of arrangement, the clumsy distortions of grammar,

which the very greatest Caroline writers permit themselves in the

intervals, and sometimes in the very course of their splendid

eloquence ; while, as for lesser men, the famous incoherences of

Cromwell's speeches are hardly more than a caricature of the

custom of the day.

Something has yet to be said as to the general characteristics

of this time— characteristics which, scarcely discernible in the

first period, yet even there to be traced in such work as that of

Surrey and Sackville, emerge into full prominence in the next,

continue with hardly any loss in the third, and are discernible

even in the " decadence " of the fourth. Even yet they are not

universally recognised, and it appears to be sometimes thought that

because critics speak with enthusiasm of periods in which, save at

rare intervals, and as it were by accident, they are not discern-

ible at all, such critics are insensible to them where they occur.

Never was there a grosser mistake. It is said that M. Taine, in

private conversation, once said to a literary novice who rashly

asked him whether he liked this or that, " Monsieur, en littera-

ture j'aime tout." It was a noble and correct sentiment, though

it might be a little difficult for the particular critic who formulated

it to make good his claim to it as a motto. The ideal critic un-
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doubtedly does like ever}lhing in literature, provided that it is

good of its kind. He likes the unsophisticated tentatives of the

earliest minstrel poetry, and the cultivated perfection of form of

Racine and Pope ; he likes the massive vigour of the French and

English sixteenth centuries, rnd the alembicated exquisiteness

of Catullus and Carew ; he does not dislike Webster because

he is not Dryden, or Young because he is not Spenser; he

does not quarrel with Sophocles because he is not ^schylus, or

with Hugo because he is not Heine. But at the same time

it is impossible for him not to recognise that there are certain

periods where inspiration and accomplishment meet in a fashion

which may be sought for in vain at others. These are the great

periods of literature, and there are perhaps only five of them,

with five others which may be said to be almost level. The five

first are the great age of Greek literature from ^schylus to Plato,

the great ages of English and French literature in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, the whole range of Italian literature

from Dante to Ariosto, and the second great age of English from

the Lyrical Ballads to the death of Coleridge. It is the super-

eminent glory of English that it counts twice in the reckoning.

The five seconds are the Augustan age of Latin, the short but

brilliant period of Spanish literary development, the Romantic
era in France, the age of Goethe in Germany, including Heine's

earlier and best work, and (with difficulty, and by allowance

chiefly of Swift and Dryden) the half century from the appearance

of Absalom and Achitophd to the appearance of Gj/liiver and The
Dttnciad in England. Out of these there are great men but no
great periods, and the first class is distinguished from the second,

not so much by the fact that almost all the greatest literary

names of the world are found in it, as because it is evident
to a careful reader that there was more of the general spirit

of poetry and of literature diffused in human brains at these
times than at any other. It has been said more than once
that English Elizabethan literature may, and not merely in

virtue of Shakespere, claim the first place even among the first

A
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class. The full justification of this assertion could only be given

by actually going through the Avhole range of the literature, book

in hand. The' foregoing pages have given it as it weie in precis,

rather tlian in any fuller fashion. And it has been thought better

to devote some of the space permitted to extract as the only pos-

sible substitute for this continual book-in-hand exemplification.

Many subjects which might properly form the subject of excursus

in a larger history have been perforce omitted, the object being not

to give a series of interesting essays on detached points, but a con-

spectus of the actual literary progress and accomplishment of the

century, from 1557 to 1660. Such essays exist already in great

numbers, though some no doubt are yet to write. The extra-

ordinary influence of Plato, or at least of a more or less indistinctly

understood Platonism, on many of tlie finer minds of the earlier

and middle period, is a very interesting point, and it has been

plausibly connected with the fact that Giordano Bruno was for

some years a resident in England, and was acquainted with the

Greville-Sidney circle at the very time that that circle was almost

the cradle of the new English literature. The stimulus given not

merely by the popular fancy for rough dramatic entertainments,

but by the taste of courts and rich nobles for masques—a taste

which favoured the composition of such exquisite literature as

Ben Jonson's and Milton's masterpieces—is another side subject

of the same kind. I do not know that, much as has been written

on the Reformation, the direct influence of the form whicli the

Reformation took in England on the growth of English literature

has ever been estimated and summarised fully and yet briefly,

so as to show the contrast between the distinctly anti-literary

character of most of the foreign Protestant and the English

Puritan movement on the one side, and the literary tendencies of

Anglicanism on the other. The origins of Euphuism and of that

later form of preciousness Avhich is sometimes called Gongorism

and sometimes Marinism have been much discussed, but the last

word has certainly not been said on them. For these things,

however (which are merely quoted as examples of a very numer-
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ous class), there could be found no place here without excluding

other things more centrally necessary to the unfolding of the

history. And therefore I may leave what I have written with a

short final indication of what seems to me the distinguishing mark

of Elizabethan literature. That mark is not merely the presence

of individual works of the greatest excellence, l>ut of the difi'usion

throughout the whole work of the time of a vivida vis, of flashes

of beauty in prose and verse, which hardly any other period can

show. Let us open one of the songbooks of the time, Dowland's

Second Book of Airs, published in the central year of our period,

1600, and reprinted by Mr. Arber. Here almost at random we

hit upon this snatch

—

" Come ye heavy states of night.

Do my father's spirit right ;

Soundings baleful let me borrow,

Burthening my song with sorrow :

Come sorrow, come ! Her eyes that sings

By thee, are turned into springs.

" Come you Virgins of the night

That in dirges sad delight,

Quire my anthems ; I do borrow

Gold nor pearl, but sounds of sorrow.

Come sorrow, come ! Her eyes that sings

By thee, are turned into springs.

"

It does not matter who wrote that—the point is its occurrence in

an ordinary collection of songs to music neither better nor worse

than many others. When we read such verses as this, or as the

still more charming Address to Love given on page 122, there is

evident at once the fion so die which distinguishes this period.

There is a famous story of a good-natured conversation between
Scott and Moore in the latter days of Sir Walter, in which
the two poets agreed that verse which would have made a fortune

in their young days appeared constantly in magazines without

being much regarded in their age. No sensible person will mis-

take the meaning of the apparent praise. It meant that thirty

years of remarkable original production and of much study of
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models had made possible and common a standard of formal

merit which was very rare at an earlier time. Now this standard

of formal merit undoubtedly did not generally exist in the days

of Elizabeth. But what did generally exist was the " wind blowing

where it listeth," the presence and the influence of which are

least likely to be mistaken or denied by those who are most

strenuous in insisting on the importance and the necessity of

formal excellence itself. I once undertook for several years the

criticism of minor poetry for a literary journal, which gave more

room than most to such things, and during the time I think I

must have read through or looked over probably not much less

than a thousand, certainly not less than five or six hundred

volumes. I am speaking with seriousness when I say that nothing

like the note of the merely casual pieces quoted or referred to

above was to be detected in more than at the outside two or three

of these volumes, and that where it seemed to sound faintly some

second volume of the same author's almost always came to smother

it soon after. There was plenty of quite respectable poetic

learning : next to nothing of the poetic spirit. Now in the period

dealt with in this volume that spirit is everywhere, and so are its

sisters, the spirits of drama and of prose. They may appear in

full concentration and lustre, as in Hamlet or The Faerie Qiieene;

or in fitful and intermittent flashes, as in scores and hundreds of

sonneteers, pamphleteers, playwrights, madrigalists, preachers. But

they are always not far off. In reading other literatures a man

may lose little by obeying the advice of those v/ho tell him only

to read the best things : in reading Elizabethan literature by

obeying he can only disobey that advice, for the best things are

everywhere.
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THE END
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work deserves uuqualilied praise."

—

Chicago Tribune.
" An excellent design admirably executed. . . . Mr. Ward and his coadju-

tors may be congratulated on having produced a valuable contribution to the critical

knowledge of English literature, and a thoroughly representaiive collection of

examples."—Pa/^i/rt/^ Gazette.

Wedgwood. A Dictionary of English Etymology. By
Hexsleigh Wedgwood. Second edition. Thoroughly revised

and enlarged; with an Introduction on the Origin of Language.
8vo. $3.00.
" This book has been a great success, and bids fair to establish itself as the

etymological standard among students of langu-.ige. It deals with the leading words

of the language, and most elaborately and extensively with the root forms."—Pai-
ladium.

Wrightson. The Functional Elements of an English
Sentence, an Examination of. Together with a New System of

Analytical Marks. By the Rev. W. G. Wrightson, M.A., Cantab.

12mo. 11.30.

Yonge (Charlotte M.). The Abridged Book of Golden
Deeds. A Reading Book for Schools and general readers. By the

Author of " The Hfir of Redclyife. " 18mo. 30 cents.

Globe Readings Edition. Complete edition. 16mo.
50 cents.

Milton. Paradise Lost. Books 1 and 2. Edited, with
Introduction and Notes, by M. Macmillan, B.A. 16mo. 60 cents.

Scott. Marmion : A Tale of Flodden Field. In Six Cantos.

Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by M. Macmillan, B.A.

16mo. 90 cents.

On the Study of Literature. An Address. By John
MoRLEY. 16mo. 50 cents.

The New English. By T. L. Kington-Oliphant. 2

Vols. 12mo. $5.25.



Macinillaii s Educational Works.

BOOK V. 18mo. (380 pp ) 30 cents.
" VI. for Standard VI. 12ino. 55 cents.
" VI. is fitted for Higher Classes, and as an Introduction to

English Literature.

" They are far above any others that have appeared both in form and substance.
. . . The editor of the present, series has rightly seen that reading books must

aim chiefly at giving to the pupils the power ot accurate, and, if possible, apt and
skilful expression ; at cultivating in t>)em a good literary taste, and at arousing a
desire of further reading. Tliis is done by talcin^j care to select the extracts from
true English classics, going up in Standard VI. course to Chaucer, Hooker, and
Bacon, as well as Wordsworth, Macaulay, and Froude. . . . This is quite on tlie

right track, and indicates justly the ideal which we ought to set before us."

—

G^uardian.

Macmillan's Copy-Books—
Published in two sizes, viz. :

—

1, Large Post 4to. Price 10 cents each.

2. Post Oblong. Price 6 cents each.

1. Initiatory Exercises and Short Letters.

2. Words Consisting of Short Letters.

3. Long Letters. With Words containing Long Letters
—Figures.

4. Words containing Long Letters.

4a. Practising and Revising Copy-Book. For !N"os. 1 to 4.

5. Capitals and Short Half-Text. Words beginning with
a Capital.

6. Half-Text Words beginning with Capitals—^Figures.

7. Small-Hand and Half-Text. With Capitals and
Figures.

8. Small-Hand and Half-Text. With Capitals and
Figures.

8a. Practising and Revising Copy-Book. For Nos. 5 to 8.

9. Small-Hand and Single Headlines—Figures.
10. Small-Hand Single Headlines—Figures.
11. Small-Hand Double Headlines—Figures.
12. Commercial and Arithmetical Examples, &c.
12a. Practising and Revising Copy-Book. For Nos. 8 to 12.

Morris. Works by the Rev. R. Moeeis, LL.D.
Historical Outlines of English Accidence, comprising
Chapters on the History and Development of the Language, and
on Word-formation. New edition. 16mo. fl.40.
"He has done his work with a fulness and completeness that leave nothing to

bedesn-ed."— V*o;(fo///'o/7rti,sV.

" A genuine and sound hook."—Athenceum.

Elementary Lessons in Historical English Grammar, con-
taining Accidence and Word-formation. New edition. 18mo.
70 cents.

" Of Dr. Morris's qualifications for the preparation of such a manual of instruc-



English.

tioii, there is no need to say a word ; there is probably not another English scholar
living who is his sujierior, if his equal, in minute acquaintance with the historical
development of our language. . . . Dr . Morris, in this ' Historical (jrammar,'
has given us what must be the accepted class-book on this subject."— i\>«; York
Tinits.

Oliphant. The Old and Middle English. A New edition
of " The Sources of Standard English," revised and greatly en-
larged. By T. L. Kington Oliphant. 12mo. $2.00.

"Promises to become the standard text-book of Old and Middle English. It

should be in every school library, and in the hands of every student of English."—
Educational Times.

Palgrave. The Children's Treasury of Lyrical Poetry.
Selected and arranged with Notes. By*^ Francis Turner Pal-
grave. l8mo. $1.25.
" Being a selection of the best English Poetry for children, from nine to sixteen

?rears of age, in Elementary and Grammar Schools. ... A book of rare excel-
ence for children aud youth."— i\"€«t) England Journal of Education.

Patmore. The Children's Garland from the Best Poets.
Selected and arranged by Coventry Patmore. 16mo. 50 cents.

Plutarch. Being a Selection from tlie Lives wliicli Illus-

trate Shakespeare. North's Translation. Edited, with Introduc-

tions, Notes, Index of Names, and Glossarial Index, by the Rev.

W. W. Skeat, M.A. 12mo. $1.50.
" This work will be of great service in the crilicnl study of Shakespeare. The

student can then see exactly how much use the poet made of the historian, and be-

sides, he can enjoy the beauties of a style partaking largely of the strength and grace

which characterized the English language at that era. The work would be intensely

interesting to modern readers, even if it" were not associated with Shakespeare."—
Churchman.

Scott's (Sir Walter). Lay of the Last Minstrel ; and
The Lady of the Lake. Edite'd, with Introduction and Notes, by
Francis Turner Palgrave. 16mo. 80 cents.

Marmion; and The Lord of the Isles. By the same
Editor. 16ino. 30 cents.

Shakespeare. A Shakespeare Manual. By F. G. Fleay,
M.A., late Head Master of Skipton Grammar School. Second

edition. 16mo. $1.25.

An Attempt to Determine the Chronological Order of

Skakespeare's Plays. By the Rev. H. Paine Stokes, B. A. 16mo.

The Tempest. With Glossarial and Explanatory Notes.

By the Rev. J. M. Jephson. New edition. 18mo. 30 cents.

Sonnenschein and Meiklejohn. The English Method
of Teaching to Read. By A. Sonnenschein and J. M. D,

Meiklejohn, M.A. 16mo. 50 cents.



Macmillan s Educational Works.

comphising:

The Nursery Book, coutaiiiiug all the Two-Letter Words
in the Language. 5 cents.

The First Course, consisting of Short Vowels with Single
Consonants. 15 cents.

The Second Course, with Combinations and Bridges, con-

sisting of Short Vowels with Double Consonants. 15 cents.

The Third and Fourth Courses, consisting of Long
Vowels, and all the Double Vowels in the Language. 15 cents.

"These are admirable books, because they are constructed on a principle, and
that the simplest principle ou which it is possible to learn to read English."—
Spectator.

Taylor. Words and Places ; or. Etymological Illustra-

tions of History, Ethnology, and Geography. By the Rev. Isaac
Taylor, M.A. Third aiid cheaper edition, revised and com-
pressed. With Maps. l'2mo. $1.60.

"Invaluable to any student of the origin and meanings of the words of the
English language. In this small vohime we have condensed what can be found
elsewhere only by hunting through volume after volume of history, encyclopedia,
etc., etc."—Schoolmaster.

Thring. The Elements of Grammar Taught in English.
By Edward Thring, M.A., Head Master of Uppingham. With
Questions. Fourth edition. 18mo.

Trench (Archbishop). Words by E. C. Trench, D.D.,
Archbishop of Dublin.

Household Book of English Poetry, Selected and
arranged, with Notes. Third edition. 16mo. |1.75.

On the Study of Words. Seventeenth edition, revised.
16ino. $1.00.

English, Past and Present. Eleventh edition, revised
and improved. 16mo. $1.00.

A Select Glossary of English W^ords, used formerly in
Senses Different from their Present. Fifth edition, revised and
enlarged. 16mo. $1.25.

Vaughan (C. M.) Words from the Poets. By C. M.
Vaughan. New edition. 18mo. 30 cents.

Ward. The English Poets. Selections with Critical In-
troductions by various Writers and a General Introduction by
Matthew Arnold. Edited by T. H. Ward, M.A. 4 vols. Vol
I. Chaucer to Donne. Vol. II, Ben Jonson to Dryden. Vol,
III. Addison to Blake. Vol. IV. Wordsworth to Rossetti.
Students' Edition. 12mo. Each $1.00.
"A work of the very highest excellence, which promises to be a most valuable
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admirably adapted for supplementary reading in American schools, academies, anfl
seminaries. Ttie six books form the nucleus of a 'Student's Lil>rary'of literary
gems, by tlie best autliors; and the marvelously low price for which tliey are fur-
nished, cousidering that they are very tastefully bound in Uexible covei-s, and ))rinted
on choice paper, must make for them a large sale, which they richly merit. Vol. I.,

'The Children's Garland,'' contains a large proportion of the genuine poetry titled to
please children ; and what is suited to intelligent children is ecjually good poetry for
grown people. The other volumes liy Lamb, Cowper, Goldsmith and Si-ott need no
commendation. The several editors have well executed their imporiani work, and
the intrortuciions and notes are well suited to the needs of students of Eiigli.-h litera-

ture. We heartily commend these books to teachers and pupils of American schools."
.—National Journal of Education.

Goldsmith. The Traveller, or a Prospect of Society ; and
The Deserted Village. By Oliver Goldsmith. With" Notes,

Philological and Explanatory, by J. W. Hales, M.A. 12mo. 13
cents.

The Vicar of Wakefield. With a Memoir of Goldsmith"
by Professor Masson. 16rao. 30 cents.

Select Essays. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
Professor C D. Yonge. IGiuo. 60 cents.

" Selected with good taste and annotated with competent skill and knowledge—
a capital book for schools."—Zz^^raz-y Churchman.

Hales. Longer English Poems, with Notes, Philological
and Explanatory, and an Introduction on the Teaching of English.

Chiefly for use in Schools. Edited by J. W. Hales, M.A. , Pro-

fessor of English Literature at King's College, London. New
edition. 16mo. fl.lO.
" The Notes are very full and good, and the book, edited by one of our most

cultivated English scholars, is probably the best volume of selections ever made for
the use of English schools."—Pkopessor Morlet.

Johnson's Lives of the Poets. The Six Chief Lives (Mil-
ton, Dryden, Swift, Addison, Pope, Gray), with Macaulay's "Life
of Johnson." Edited with Preface by Matthew Arnold. 12mo.

$1.25.

"Mr. Arnold has done in this volume for the teaching of literature what so

many eminent scientists have done for the teaching of science ; he has indicated the

proper mode of work, and given the best book for following that mode applied to the

century of the creation of English prose."

—

Nation-

Lamb (Charles). Tales from Shakespeare. Edited, with
Preface. By Alfred Ainger, ]M.A. 16mo. 50 cents.

Macmillan's Reading Books. Adapted to the English
and Scotch Codes. Bound in Cloth.

Primer. 18mo. (48 pp. ) 5 cents.

BOOK L 18mo. (9G pp.) 10 cents.

n. 18mo. (144 pp.) 12 cents.

" in. 18mo. (160 pp

)

15 cents.

" IV. 18rao. (176 pp-) 20 cents.



CLARENDON PRESS SERIES.

The Delegates of the Clarendon Press having undertaken the pub-

lication of a series of works, chiefly educational, and entitled the

Clauendon Press Series, have published, or have in preparation,

the following :

The nice paper, the beautiful jMnt, the convenient size, the accurate scholarship,

and many other enticing characte7-istics of tlie " Clarendon Press Series " of Text books

' have often been mentioned in these columns.—'i^A-riotf.

"Such manuals, so admirable in matter, arrangement, and type, were never

before given to the world at the same moderate prices."

—

Spectator.

Those to which prices are attached are already published ; the others

are in preparation,

I. ENGLISH.
A First Reading Book. By Maeie Eichens, of Ber-

lin ; and edited by Anne J. Clough. 16mo, stiff Covers. 10 cents.

Oxford Reading Book, Part I. and II. complete in one
volume. Stiff covers. 16mo. 40 cents.

An Elementary English Grammar and Exercise
Book. By 0. W. Tancock, M.A., Head Master of Norwich
School. Second Edition. 16mo. 40 cents.

An English Grammar and Reading Book, for Lower
Forms in Classical Schools. By the same author. Third Edi-
tion. lOmo. 90 cents.

Typical Selections from the best English Writers, with
Introductory Notices. Second Edition. In Two Volumes. 16mo.
Each 90 cents.

Vol. I. Latimer to Berkeley. Vol. II. Pope to Macaulay.

The Philology of the English Tongue. By J. Eaele,
M. A., Professor of Anglo-Saxon, Oxford. Third Edition. 16mo.
$1.75.

A Book for the Beginner in Anglo-Saxon. By the
same author. Second Edition. IGmo. 60 cents.

An Anglo-Saxon Reader. In Prose and Verse. With
Grammatical Introduction, Notes and Glossary. By HenbY
Sweet, M.A. Third Edition. 16mo. $2.10.



Clarendon Press Series.

An Anglo-Saxon Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and
Glossary. By the same Editor. Second Edition. 16mo, 60
cents.

The Ormulum ; with the Notes and Glossary of Dr.R. M.
White. Edited by Rev. R. Holt, M.A. 2 vols. 16mo, $5.25.

Specimens of Early English. A New and Revised
Edition. With Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By R.
MoERis, L.L.D., and W. W. Skeat, M.A.

Part I. From Old EnglLsh Homilies to King Ho-n (a. d. 1150 to a.d. 1300)
16mo. $2.25.

Part II. From Robert of Gloucester to Gower (a.d. 1298 to a.d. 1393). Sec-
ond Edition. 16mo. $1.90.

Specimens of English Literature, from the ^^ Plough-
mans Crede" to the " Shepheardes Calender" (a.d. 1394 to a.d.

1579). With Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By W.
W. Skeat, M.A. 16mo. $1.90.

The Vision of William Concerning Piers the Plow-
man. By Wrr.T.TAM Lakgland. By the same Editor. Third
Edition. 16mo, 1.10.

Chaucer. The Prioresses Tale ; Sir Thopas ; The Menkes
Tale ; The Clerkes Tale ; The Squieres Tale, etc. By the same
Editor. Second Edition. 16mo. $1.10.

Chaucer. The Tale of the Man of Lawe ; The Pardon-
ers Tale ; The Second Nonnes Tale ; The Chanouns Yemannes
Tale. By the same Editor. 16mo. $1.10

Old English Drama. Marlowe's Tragical History of Dr.

Faustus, and Greene's Honourable History of Friar Bacon and

Friar Bungay. Edited by A. W. Ward, M.A. 16mo. fl.60.

Marlowe. Edward II. With Introduction, Notes, etc.

By O. W. Tancock, M.A. 16mo. 75 cents.

Shakespeare. Hamlet. Edited by W. G. Claek, M.A.,

and W. Aldis Weight, M.A. 16mo. 40 cents.

Shakespeare. Select Plays. Edited by W. Aldis Wright,
M.A. 16mo.

The Tempest. 35 cents. King Lear. 3.t cents.

As You Like it. 35 cents. A Midsiimmer Night's Dream. 86 cents.

Julius CiBsar. 40 cents. Coriolanus. 40 cents.

Rich.<ird the Third. 40 cents. Henry the Fifth. 40 cents.

Twelfih-Night. 40 cents. King John. 40 cents.

Milton Areopaffitica. With Introduction and Notes. By

John W. Hales, M. A., Professor of English Literature at King s

College. Second Edition. 16mo. 75 cents.
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Milton. Samson Agonistes, Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by John Ceurton Collins. 16mo. 25 cents.

Bunyan. Holy War. Edited by E. Venables, M.A.
In Press.

Locke's Conduct of the Understanding. Edited with
Introduction, Notes, etc., bv T. Fowler, M.A. 16mo. 50 cents.

Addison. Selections from Papers in the Spectator. With
Notes. Bv T. Arnold, M.A. tSecond Edition. 16mo. $1.10.

Burke. Four I^etters on the Proposals for Peace with the
Regicide Directory of France. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes by B. J. Payne, M.A. $1.25.

Also the following in imi^er covers :

Goldsmith. The Deserted Village. 5 cents.

Gray. Elegy, and Ode on Eton College. 5 cents.

Johnson. Vanitv of Human Wishes. With Notes by
E. J. Payne, M.A\ 10 cents.

Keats. Hyperion, Book I. With notes by W. T. Arn-QLD,
B.A. 10 cents.

Milton. With Notes by E. C. Browi^e, M.A.
Lycidas, 8 cents. L'Allegro. 8 cents. II Penseroso, 8 cents.
Comus, 12 cents, Samsoii Agonistes, 12 cents.

Parnell. The Hermit. 5 cents.

Scott. Lay of the Last Minstrel. Introduction and
Canto I. with Preface and Notes, by W. Minto, M. A. 12 cents.

A SERIES OF ENGLISH CLASSICS.
Designed to meet the wants of Students in English Literature, by

the late Rev. J, S. Brewer, M.A., of Queen's College, Oxford, and
Professor of English Literature at King's College, London.

Chaucer. The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales ; The
Ivnightes Tale

; The Nonne Prestes Tale. Edited by R. Moeris,
Sixth edition. 16mo. 60 cents.

Spenser's Faery Queene. Books L and II. De-
signed chiefly for the use of Schools. With Introduction, Notes,
and Glossary. By G. W. Kitchin, M.A.

Book I. Eighth Edition. 16mo. 60 cents.
Boolill. SLsth Edition. 16mo 60 cents.

Hooker. Ecclesiastical Polity, Book I. Edited by
^a

^' ^^HUBCH, M.A., Dean of St. Paul's. Second edition.
16mo. 50 cents.
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Shakespeare. Select Plays. Edited by W. G. Clabk,
M.A., and W. Alois Wright, M.A. 16mo.

I. The Merchant of Venice. 30 cents.
II. Richard tlie Second. 35 cents.
III. Macbeth. 35 cents.

Bacon.
I. Advancement of Learning. Edited by W. Aldis Wright, M.A. Second

edition. IBuio. $1.10.

II. The Essaj's. With Introduction and Notes. By J. R. Thihisfield, M.A.
FvtiKuing.

Milton. Poems. Edited by E. 0. Browne, M.A. 2
vols. Fifth edition. 16mo. $1.75.

Sold separately, Vol. I. $1.; Vol. II. 75 cents.

Dryden. Select Poems. Stanzas on the Death of

Oliver Cromwell ; Astrsea Redux ; Annus Mirabilis; Absalom and
Achitophel ; Keligio Laici ; The Hind and the Panther. Edited
by W. D. Christie, M.A. Second edition. 16mo. 90 cents.

Bunyan. The Pilgrim's Progress, Grace Abounding,
Relation of the Imprisonment of Mr. John Eunyan. Edited, with

BiograiAical Introduction and Notes, by E. Venables, 16mo. $1 .25.

Pope. With Introduction and Notes. By Mark Pat-
TisoN, B.D., Hector of Lincoln College, Oxford.

I. Essay on Man. Sixth edition. 16mo. 40 cents.

II. Satires and Epistles. Third edition. 16mo. 50 cents.

Johnson. Easselas ; Lives of Pope and Dryden. Edited

by Alfred MiLNES, B.A. 16mo. $1.10.

Burke. Select Works. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by E. J. Payne, M. A.

I. Thoughts on the Present Discontents ; the two Speeches on America.

Second edition. $1.10. ,

«.. ne
II. Reflections on the French Revolution. Second edition. 16mo. 51.25,

Cowper. Edited, Avith Life, Introductions and Notes,

by H. T. Griffith, B.A.
I. The Didactic Poems of 1782, with Selections from the Minor Pieces, a.d.

1779-1783. 16ino. 75 cents. ^ ,,.
II. The Task, with Tirocinium, and Selections from the Minor Poems, a.d.

1784-1799. 16mo. 75 cents.

Johnson. History of Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia. Edited,

with Introduction and Notes, by Geokge Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L.

16rao. 50 cents.

Lives of Dryden and Pope. With Introduction and

Notesby A. MiLNES, M.A. 16mo. GO cents.

Scott. Lay of the Last Minstrel. Edited, with Preface

and Notes, by W. MiNTO, M.A. 16mo. 50 cents.
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Byron. Childe Harold. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by H. F. Tozer, M.A. 16mo. 90 cents.

Clarendon. History of the Eebellion. Book 6. Edited
by T. Arnold, M.A. 16mo. $1.10.

Steele. Selections from the Tatler, Spectator, and
Guardian. Edited bv Austin Dobson. 16mo. $1.25.

Gray. Selected Poems. Edited by Edmund Gosse. 16mo.
40 cents.

Gamelyn, The Tale of. Edited, with Notes, Glossary,
etc., by W. W. Skeat, M.A. 16mo. 40 cents.

Minot (Laurence). Poems. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Joseph Hall, M.A. 16mo. $1.10.

A Handbook of Phonetics, including a Popular Ex-
position of the PrincijJes of Spelling Reform. Bv H. Sweet,
M.A. 16mo. $1.10.

Old English Reading Primers ; edited by Henry
Sweet, M.A.

1. Selected Homilies of ^Ifric. 40 cents.
2. Extracts from Alfred's Orosius. 40 cents.

Principles of English Etymology. First Series. The
Native Element. By the Rev. W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. 12mo.
$2.25.

A Second Anglo-Saxon Reader. By Henry Sweet,
M.A. In Press.

First Middle English Primer, ^-ith Grammar and Glos-
sary. By Henry Sweet, M.A. 16mo. 50 cents.

Second Middle English Primer. Extracts from Chaucer,
with Grammar and Glossary. By the same Editor. 16mo. 50
cents.

The Vision of William Concerning Piers, the Plow-
man, in Three Parallel Texts ; together with Richard the Redeless.
By William Langland (about 1362-1399, A.D.) Edited from
numerous Manuscripts, with Preface, Notes, and a Glossary, by
W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. 2 Vols. 8vo. $8.00.

The Pilgrimage to Parnassus, with The Two Parts of
the Return from Parnassus. Three Comedies. Edited from
MSS. by theRev. W. D. Murray, M.A., F.S.A. 8vo. $2.25.
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Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist ; a Popular Illus-
tration of the Principles of Scientific Criticism. By R. G.
MouLTON, M.A. 13mo. $1.25.

Milton's Tractate on Education. A fuc-simile reprint
from the edition of 1673. Edited, with Notes, by Oscar Brown-
ing. M.A. 50 cents.

"We are grateful to Mr. Browning for his clegunt and scholarly edition, to wliich
is i^reflxed the careful risumi of the work given in hia History of Educational
Theories.' ''''—Journal of Education.

Locke on Education. With Introduction and Notes by
the Rev. R. H. Quick, M.A. 90 cents.

" There is no teacher too young to find this book interesting; there is no teacher
too old to find it profitable."

—

School Bulletin.

The Two Noble Kinsmen, edited with Introduction and
Notes by the Rev. Professor Skeat, M.A. 90 cents.

"This edition of a play that is well worth study, fur more reasons than one, by so
careful a scholar as Mr. Skeat, deserves a huarty welcome."

—

Athenceuia.

Bacon's History of the Reign of King Henry VH.
With Notes by the Rev. J. R. Lumby. 75 cents.

Sir Thomas More's Utopia. With Notes by the Rev.
J. R. Lumby. 90 cents.

"Every student of history, every politician, every social reformer, every one inter-

ested in literary curiosities, every lover of English should buy and carefully read Dr.

Lumby's edition of the 'Utopia.' We are afraid to say more lest we should be
thought extravagant, and our recommendation accordingly lose part of its force."

—

The Teacher.

More's History of King Richard HI. Edited with
Notes and Glossary. By J. R. Lumby. D.D. 90 cents.

A Sketch of Ancient Philosophy from Thales to

Cicero, by Joseph B. Mayor, M.A. 90 cents.

"Inwritin"- this scholarly and attractive slcetch, Professor Mayor has had chiefly

in view ' undergraduates at the University or others who are commencing the stiidj;

of the philosopiiical works of Cicero or Plato or Aristotle in the original language,

but also hopes that it ' may be found interesting and useful by educated readers gen-

erally, not merely as an introduction to the formal history of philosophy, but as sup-

plying a key to our present ways of thinking and judging m regard to mattera of the

nighe'st importance.' "

—

Jlind.

John Amos Comenius. Bishop of the Moravians. Ilis

Life and Educational Works. By S. S. Laurie, A.M., F.R.b.L.

Second edition, revised. 16mo. $1.

Outlines of the Philosophy of Aristotle. Compiled by

Edwin Wallace, M.A. Third edition, enlarged. $1.10.

Three Lectures on the Practice of Education. De-

livered in the University of Cambridge in the Easter Term, 1882.

50 cents.
. , ,., .

'• Lik.' one of Bacon's Essays, it handles those things in which the writer s life is

most conversant, and it will come home to men-'s business and bosoms. Like Uacon s

Essays, too, it is full of apophthegms."— /outtio^o/" Education.
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The Theory and Practice of Teaching. By the Eev.
E. Thring, M.A. $1.00.

The Teaching of Modern Languages in Theory and
Practice. By C. Colbeck, M.A. 50 cents.

Cowley's Essays. With Introduction and Notes by the
Rev. Professor Lumby, D.D. $1.00.

General Aims of the Teacher and Form Manage-
ment. Two Lectures. By F. W. Farrak, D.D. , and R. B.
Poole, B.D. 40 cents.



MACMILLAN & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

Earle. The Philology of the English Tongue. By J. Earle,
M.A., Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the University of O.vford. Third edi-

tion. 16nio.

"Every page attests Mr. Earle's thorough knowledge of English in all its

stages, and of the living Teutonic languages."'—,lcade/«y.

A Book for the BEcmisrER Ix Anglo-Saxois". By the
same author. Second edition. 16mo, cloth, 60 cents.

Sweet. An Anglo-Saxon Reader, in Prose and Verse. With
Grammatical Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By Henry Smteet, M.A.,
Balliol College, Oxford. Fourth edition. 16mo, $2.10.

" The crammatical introduction will help students to master the difficulties
even of BeavTulf ; and a course through the Keader, with the help uf the Glossary,
will set students far on the way of being Anglo-Saxons.''—^Vo/€a' and Queries.

An Akglo-Saxoist Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and
Glossary. By the same author. Second edition. 16mo, cloth, 60 cents.

" The whole of the Grammar is admirably and very carefully compiled. . . .

The Glossary contains a large number of words, and supplies a sufficient vocabu-
lary for all that the beginner can want. . . The book as it stunds is mar-
velously compressed, r.nd has been purposely brought within such a compass as
allows it to be sold at a very moderate price."—Professor SJceat, in the Academy.

"In Mr. Sweet's 'Primer.' his ' Ando-Saxon Reader.' and the three volumes of
Specimens edited by Dr. Morris and Professor Skeat. Ilie student has a course such
as twenty years ago would not have been deemed possible."—AW«« and Queries.

First and Second Middle English Primers. Extracts
from the Ancren Riwle and Ormulum, etc. With Grammar and Glos-

sary By the same author. 16mo, cloth, each 50 cents.

Morris and Skeat. Specimens of Early English. A new
and revised edition. With Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By
K. Morris, LL.D., and W. W. Skeat, MA. Part I. From Old English
Homilies to King Horn (A.D. 1150—A. D. 1300). 16mo, cloth. 83 25.

" No more valuable work for the student of our language has ever appeared."—
Notes and Queries.

" The extracts, in addition to their philological value, are, for the most part, of
high literary interest."

—

Scotsman.

Part II. From Robert of Gloucester to Gower (A.D. li»8—A.D. 1393. Third
edition. lOmo, cloth, $1.S0.

"This is certainly a very acceptable volume, and the skeleton Grammar pre-
fixed to the Specimens, if used in connection with the very copious (ilossary that
is appended to them, makes it easy to read and master them."

—

Examiner.

Skeat. Specimens of English Literature, from the "Plough-
mans Crede " to the " Shepheardcs Calendar" A.D. 1394—A.D. 1579). With
Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By W. W. Skeat, M.A. Third

edition. 16mo. cloth, $1.90.

" Mr. Skeat has shown good judgment in bis work, and has prodnced a volcme
which will be of service, and give pleasure, as well in the drawing-room and the
study as m ihf school. . . . Every difficulty is explained by his most careful

and accurate Siting.'"—Athenceum.
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Shakespeare. Select Plays. Edited by W. G. Clark,
M.A., and W. Aldis Wbxgiix, M.A.

The Merchant of Venice, 35c. Richard the Second, 35c.

Macbeth, 35c. Hamlet, 40c.

The Tempest, 35c. King Lear, 35c.

As You Like It, 35c. A Midsummer Night's Dream, 35c.

Julius Cassar, 40c. Coriolanus. 40c.
Richard the Third, 40c. Henry the Fifth, 40c.

"We have often expressed an opinion that this edition is simply without a

rival. None even comes secwid to it."— Westminskr Bevitw.
"The excellence of the Clarendon Press Shakespeare is admitted by all who

have examined them. For a thorough critical study of the poet's work they fur-

nish probably ilie best and the fullest aid."— Chvrc/mian.

Chaucer. The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales ; The
Kni^htes Tale; The Nonne Prestes Tale. Edited by R. Mobkis, LL.D.
Sixth edition. 16mo, (iO ceuts.

The Prioresses Tale; Sir Thopas; The Menkes Tale; The Clerkes
Tale ; The Squieres Tale, etc. Edited by W. W. Skeat, M.A. Thii-d edi-

tion. 16rao, 5J1.10.

The Tale of the Man of Lawe ; The Pardoneres Tale ; The Second
Nonnes Tale ; The Chaaouus Yemannes Tale. By the same Editor. 16rLO,

$1.10.

"It would be hardly possible to find any pieces of English literature edited at

any time more thoroughly for the help of students than these seleciiou.s from
Chaucer.'—P/O/fiiSW H. Moriey.

Spenser. The Faery Queene. Books 1 and 2. Designed
chiefly for the use of schools. With Introduction, Notes, and Glossary.
By G. W. IviTCHiN, M.A. 16ino, cloth. Each CO cents.

Milton. Poems. Edited by K. C. Beoavne, M. A., Associate
of King's College, London. In2voIumes. Vol. l,16mo, $1.00. Vol. 2, 75 cents.

,

Bacon. The Advancement of Learning. Edited by W.
Aldis Wright, M.A. Second edition. ICmo, cloth, SllO.

"We do not know what more could be done for the illustration^of a great
work than Mr. Wright has done."—Pa// Hall Gazette.

Pope. Essay on Man. With Introduction and Notes. By
Mark Pattison, B.D., Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford. Sixth edition.
16mo, cloth, 40 cents.

"Every page shows the refinement and snbtlety of thought of the distinguished
editor, and his intimate acquaintance, not merely with the literature, but also with
the sources of the literature, of our so-called Augustan age."— Contemporary Jieview.

Pope. Satires and Epistles. By the same Editor. Third
edition, 16mo, cloth, 50 cents.

" 'I'he note-s are marked by the same judicial tone, the same wide range of
learning, and the same exactness of reference v.hich made the edition of the
'Essay b:i Man' so valuable.''

—

Church Bevieto.

Burke. Select Works. With Introduction and Notes. By
E. J. Payne, M.A.

Vol. 1. Thoughts on the Present Discontents ; the Two Speeches on
America. Second edition. Ifimo, cloth, §1.10.

Vol. 2. Reflections on the Revolution in France. Second edition.
16mo, cloth, Sl-35.

Vol. 3. Four Letters on the Proposals for Peace with the Regicide
Directory of France. ItJmo, cloth, $1.25.

"Mr. Payne's selections, as well as the extremely interest'ng and suggestive
commentary which accompanies them, deserve to be carefully studied."

—Saturday Review.
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Morris. Historical Outlines of English Accidence. Coin-
prising' Chapters on the History and Development of the Languag'e, and on
Word Formation. New e.lition. IGmo, Sl-10.

"He has done his work with a fullness and completeness that leave nothing
to be desired."

—

Nonconjormist.

Elementary Lessons in Historical English Grammar.
Containing Accidence and Word Formation. By the same author. New
edition. 16mo, 70 cents.

"Of Dr. Morris's qualifications for the preparation of such a manual of
instruction there is no need to s:iy a word. There is probably not another Enijlish
scholar living who is his superior, if his equal, in minute acquaintance "ith the
historical development of our language. . . . Dr. ^lorris, in this Historical
Grammar,' has given us what must be the accepted class-book on this subject."

—

New York Times.

Oliphant. The Old and Middle English. A new edition,
rev"ised and enlarged, of "The Sources of Standard English." By T. L.

Kington Oliphant. 16mo, $2.00.

"Promises to become the standard text-book of Old and Middle En:]rli8h. It

fihouid be in every school library, and in the hands of every student of English."

—

Educational Times.

Taylor. Words and Places ; or, Etymological Illustrations
of History, Ethnology, and Geography. By the Rev. Isaac Tayloii, M.A.
Third edition, revised and compressed. With Maps. 12mo, ?1.C0.

"Invaluable to any student of the origin and meanings of the words of the
English language. In this small work we have, condensed, what can be found
elsewhere only l)y hunting through volume after volume of history, encyclopaedia,
etc.'"—Schoolmaster.

Abbott. A Shakespearean Grammar. An attempt to illus-

trate some of the differences between Elizabethan and Modern English.

By the Rev. E. A. Abbott, D.D., Head Master of the City of London SchooL
ICmo, §1.50.

"Valuable not only as an aid to the critical study of Shakespeare, but as tend-
ing to familiarize the reader with Elizabethan English in general."—.4//tfWEM»».

Wedgwood. A Dictionary of English Etymology. By
Hensleigh Wedgwood. Second edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged;

with an Introduction on the Origin of L?.iiguage. 8vo, $3.00.

"This book has been a great success, and bids fair to establish itself a.s the
etymological standard among students of language. It deals with the leading
words of the language, and most elaborately and extensively with the root forms.—Palladium.

Bosworth. An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, based on the MS.
CoUectionsof the late Joseph Bosworth, D.D., Professor of Anglo-Saxon,

Oxford. Edited and enlarged by Prof. T. N. Toller, M.A. (To be com-
pleted in four parts.) Parts land 2. 4to, each S3. 7.5.

" This dictionary is unquestionably one of great valne and importance. . . .

It exhibits the results of much patient ana honest work, and i". especially for

English readers, a very great advance upon all previous works of the same "char-

acter."— PrQ/«s«or Skeal, in the Academy.
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READING BOOKS,
AND

SERIES OF ENGLISH CLASSICS.

THE GLOBE READERS.
A New Series of Illnstrated Reading Books. Selected, arranged and

edited by A. F. Mueison. With original illustrations. Globe octavo.

Prisieb I. (48 pp.), 8 cents. Book III. (232 pp.), 40 cents.

" II. (48 pp.), Scents. " IV. (:128 pp.), 55 cents.

Book I. (96 pp.), 15 cents. " V. (416 pp.), 60 cents.

" II. (136 pp.), 25 cents. " VI. (448 pp.), 75 cents.

A Sample Set Jar examinaiion sent free by mail on receipt of $1.75.

GENERAL PREFACE.

The first purpose of a series of Reading Books is to furnish a succession

of lessons of such a ciiaractcr as to teach children to read, and to implant

in their minds the love of reading. It is also requisite to inform and ex-

ercise the understanding, to nouiish and guide tlie feelings, and to point

the way to further sources of interesting information and of healthy senti-

ment. How these objects have been kept in view in the present series is

indicated generally in the brief notes prefixed to the several books.

"The Globe Readers," it is ho])ed, will quicken and confirm the

worthiest aspirations, the love of nature, and sympathy with our fellow

men.

"This scries of School Readers, in six volnmes, is in all respects the best

wehavecmv seen. Every feature which ought to belong to a series of its

kind will be found in this. . . . We iiope it will be rapidly and univer-
sally adopted in all the schools of this country."— 27ie Churchman.

"Among the numerous sets of Rc.iders before the public the present
series ishonorably distinguished by the marked superiority of its materials
and the careful ability with which they have been adapted to the growing
capacity of the pupils. The plan of the two Primers is excellent for facil-

itating the child's first attempisto read. In the first three following books
there IS abundance of entertaining reading. . , . Better food for young
minds could hardly he found."— 27t« Alh£)URUiXL.



' For the ' Readers ' we have nothing bnt unqnalifled praise. A good many
of these have passed throujrli our hands )ately, and we have no hesitation in
eayini? that Mr. Murison's are far and a\vay tlie best. ... On tlio

whole, it may be said that theee 'Globe Readers' almost supi)ly a liberal
education in themselves, so far a'! extracts can do so. The child who uses
them ought to be both a happy and a learned little mortal. . . . All are
abundantly illustrated."—^lea(to«y.

" The ' Globe Readers,' comprisinR six books, and a Primer in two parts,
are among the best things of the kind we hav« ever seen. They lead up the
child by easy stages, from the alphabet and words of one syllable, to
selections from the best writers of recent times. These selections have
been made with the greatest catholicity of taste, and v.ill commend them-
selves to American readers none the less because of the liberal use they
have made of American material. The proper pronunciaiion. as well as the
meaning of difficult words, is made clear in short tables appended to each
extract. Alexander P. Murison, M.A., is to be thanked for a series of
' Readers ' which it would be ditiicult to equal, and we should think impoesi'
ble to surpas.s."— (7?'i/ic.

MACMILLAN'S GLOBE READINGS
From Standard Authors.

PAIiGRAVE'S GOI.DEN TREASURY OF THE BEST
SONGS AND LYRICAL POEMS IN THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE. Globe Readings Edition. 50 cents.

"Palgrave's 'Golden Treasury of Songs and Lyrics.' now takes its

proper place among educational text-books, by reason of tlu; cheap price

at which it can be furnished, neatly bound in cloth. The fifty cents spent
upon this book will do more to cultivate the taste of scholars than ten
times the amount invested in most of the current grammars, readers, and
manuals of English literature. No public school should be without it."

—Naiion

.

COWPER'S TASK—An Epistle to Joseph Hill, Esq.; Tirocin-
ium, or a Review of tlie Schools ; and the History of John
Gilpin. Edited by WiLLiA.M Benham, B.i). SO teats

GOLDSMITH'S VICAR OF "WAKEFIELD—With a Memoir
of Goldsmith. By Prof. Masson. 30 cents.

LAMB'S TALES FROM SHAKESPEARE. Edited by Alfreu
AiMGER, M.A. 50 cents.

SCOTT'S LAY OF THE LAST MINSTREL ; and the Lady
of the Lake. Kditi-d, with lutroductions aud Notes, by Fuancis
Turner Palgkave. 30 cents.

MARMION ; and the Lord of the Isles. By the same Editor.

30 ceuts.

THE CHILDREN'S GARLAND FROM THE BEST POETS.
{selected and arranged by Coventkv Patjiore. 50 cents.

A BOOK OP GOLDEN DEEDS OF ALL TIMES AND
ALL COUNTRIES. Gathered and Narrated anew by Cuarlottk
M. YoNGB. 50 cents.

"This series of well-arranged and beantifuliy-printed hooks comprise

some of the choicest standani works for the cnUivation of a literary ta^te,

and will be found admirably adapted for supplemeniary reading in Ameri-

can schools, academies and seniinaries. The six books fori i the nucleus of

a 'Sludenfs Library' of literary gems, by the best authors; aud the

marvelously low piice for which iheyaic furnished, considering that they

are very tastefully bound in flexible covers, and printed on choice paper,

must make for them a large sale, which they richly mmi."—National
Journal of Education.



MACMJLLAN'S GLOBE READINGS.

New Volutnea,

THE HEROES ; or, Greek Fairy Tales for mv Children. Bj
Chakles Ku-iQSLEY. With Ulusi rations by the aathoF. 30 cents.

" Whatever Charles Kingslcy wrote etOl remains a part of the classical

literature of the Knglish language. He has broui;ht into these tales the
wonderful charm of his inimiiabic style. . . . Anything that will enlarge
the educational horizon of our pupils is a god send to them. Instead of
confining their studies to the region of their own times. th:^y will be taught,

by reading such a book as this, to enter into the spirit of other ages. Ko
work seems to us of equal value as a supplementary reader."—JV. T. School
Journal.

MADAM HOW AND LADT "WHY ; or, First Lessons in
Earth-Lore for Ciiildreu. By Chaiu-es Kingslet. Dlustrated.

50 cents.

THE WATER BABIES; a Fairy Tale for a Land Baby-
By Charles Kik&slet. Illustrated. 50 cents.

A BOOK OP WORTHIES. Gathered from the Old Histories, and
-HOW written anew by the Author of " The Heir of Redclyffe." Slvortly.

MACMILLAN'S EMGLISH CLASSICS.

BUTLER—Hudibras, Part I. Edited by Alfred MniNns, M.A.
With Notes. 16mo. 60 cents. Parts 11. and lU. i6mo. $1.00.

DRYDEN—Eosays. Selected and edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by C. D. YoNGE, M.A. lUmo. CO cents.

GOLDSMITH—Essays. Selected and edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by C. D. Tonge, M.A. 60 cents.

JOHNSON'S LIVES OP THE POETS-The six chief lives
(Milton, Dryden, Swift, Addison, Pope, Qrayi, wit i
Macaulay's "Life of Jahnson." Edited, with Preface, by
Matthew Aunold. l;Jmo. §1.25.

PLTJTARCH—Being a Selection from the Lives which illus-
trate Shakespeare North's Translation. Edited, with Introducrions,
Notes, Index of Names, and Glossarial Index, by the Rev. W. W.
Skeat, M.A. 12mo. $1.50.

GOLDSMITH'S-The Traveller; or, a Prospect of Society,
and the Deserted Village. With Notes, philological and explana-
tory, by J. W. Hales, M.A. 1-,'mo. 13 cents.



liONGER ENGLISH POEMS—With Notes, philological and ex-
planatory, and an Introduction' on the Teaching of Kiiglisii. Edited by
J. W. Hales, M.A., Lecturer in English Literature and Classical Com-
position. New Edition. lUmo. jjpi.io.

CONTENTa

:

Spenser—ProthalamioTi. Milton—Hymn on the Nativity; L'Allegro;
11 Penseroso; Lycidas. DRTDEN-MacKlecknoe ; A Song for St.
Cecilia's Day; Alexander's Feast, or the I'owcr of .Music. Pope—R;ipe
of the Lock. Johnson—London ; The \'aniiy of Human Wishes.
Collins—The Passions. Guay—Elegy Written in a Country Church-
yard ; The Progress of Poesy ; Th Bard. Scott—C'adyow Cattle.
Goldsmith—The Traveller; The Deserted Village. Burns—'1 he
Cotter 8 Saturday Night ; The Twa Dogs. Cowpew—Heroism ; On the
Receipt of my jAI other's Picture. CoLicr.iDOE—The Ancient Mariner.
Wordsworth— (Jde ; Intimations of Immortality, from Keeoilectioiifl
of Early Childhood ; Laodamia. Btron—The Prisoner of Chillon.
Keatb—The Eve of St. Agnes. Shellet—Adonais. Notes and Index.

ON THE STUDY OF WORDS—Lectures, By R. C. Trench, D.D.
Eighteenth Edition. 16mo. §1 00.

ENGLISH, PAST AND PRESENT. By the same author.
Eleventh Edition. IGmo. $L00.

WARD—The English Poets. Selections, with Criticallntroductions
by various writers, and a General Introduction by Matthew Arnold.
Edited by T. u.. Ward, 4 volumes. Student e Edition, Ixtoo. Each
$1.00.

Vol. I.-CHAUCER TO DONNE.
Vol. II,-BEN JONSON TO DRYDEN.
Vol. ni.-ADDISON TO BLAKE.

Vol. IV.-WOBDSWOETH TO ROSSETTI.

" All lovers of poetry, all students of literatore, all readers will welcome
the volumes of ' The English Poets '

. . . Jilr. Matthew Arnold has writteii

a most, delightful introduction, full of wise thought and poetic sensibility.

. . . Very few books can be named in which so much that is precious can
be had in so little space and for so little money."—Pkiladelp/iia 'Jinus.

" Altogether it wonl 1 be difficult to select four volumes of any kind better
worth owning and studying than these."

—

Nation.

"Mr. Ward gives us the genuine thing, the pure gold, and not a hare
description of now it looks. These four volumes ought to be placed ia
every library, and, if possible, in the hands of every student of English."—
Ckurchman.
" The best collection ever made. ... A nobler library of poetry and

criticism is not to be found in the whole range of English literature."

—

N. T Evening Mail.
" For the young, no work thev will meet with can give them so good a

view of the large and rich inheritance that lies open to them in the poetry
of their country."—J". C. Mairp, in ''Academy.'"
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A NEW

ENGLISH DICTIONARY,
ON HISTORICAL PRINCIPLES;

FOUIJDED MAINLY OX THE MATERIALS COLLECTED BY THE PHILO-

LOGICAL SOCIETY. EDITED BY

JAMES A. H. MURRAY, LL.D.,

PRESIDENT OF THE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY ; "WITH THE ASSISTANCE OP

MANY SCHOLARS AND MEN OF SCIENCE.

Parts I to III. 4to. Each, $3.2S.

CLARENDON PRESS, OXFORD. MACMILLAN & CO., NEW YORK.

PRESS NOTICES.

The Nation.

It is an act of simple justice to say that If this lexicon is completed on the
plan on which it has been begun, it will take equal ranli as regards its intrinsic
excellence with the two great works published or publishing- in French and
German, and in many matters of detail will be superior to them both. * * *

The book, when completed, promises to be one of the greatest achievements
of English scholai-ship. * * * The completed work, moreover, with its his-
torical statements and literary quotations, will form an impregnable defense
against the noisj- pest of the period, the smatterers in language, Avho, through
the medium of newspapers and widely circulated manuals, persistently inflict
upon the half-educated their own crude conceits about the forms and uses of
words. These and other benefits which we cannot specify here will render the
work a desirable possession for all ; but to the special student of our tongue it
will be absolutely indispensable.

New York Times.
The world owes much to the energy and scholarship of Dr. Murray.

Without his skillful guidance and untiring activity the great project of the
Philological Society would never have been realized, and the English-speaking
nations would still have lacked what they now in part possess—a dictionary
worthy of their language. * * * Who can measure the spiritual energv from
which this greatest of English books has sprung, or the life of thought and
practiealrtdvancement which will in the future clothe the apparentlv dry bones
of philological fact which it contains. Cei-tainlv the Englishmen of this gen-
eration will bequeath to those that come after them no richer legacy than this.

New York Independent.
This dictionary is the most important contribution ever yet made to the

nistory of our language. No one is safe in givinu- the bistofv of an Englishword without consulting it. No one can consult it without learning something.
It will be the beginmng of a new era in the studv and criticism of the mother
tongue. It IS also one of the most important contributions of our generation
to the science of language. No student of language can do withour it; everyAnglo-Saxon may be proud of it.

• *
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AMERICAN EDITION. UNABRIDGED.

AN ETYMOLOGICAL

OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE,

ARRANGED OK AN HISTORICAL BASIS.

BY THE

RKV. W^AIvXER. \V. SIVEA.T, M.A.,

Elrington and Begins Professor of Anglo-Saxon

in the University of Camhridge.

SMALL, 4to, $2.50. FREE BY MAIL, $2.75.

"Here is a book which will make all students of English glad. Its

plan includes exactly those kinds of information which they need. . . .

Not only suited for literary use, but also for the literary study of Eng-
lish, for the thorough study of it in its relations to other languages, and
to the source of language. ... In carrying out this plan Professor

Skeat has done wonders. His wide erudition and his minute accuracy

are visible on every page."

—

Professor F. A. March.

"Indispensable to all who would study the English language and
its origin scientifically and historically."

—

Aihenaton.

" Decidedly the best existing compendium of what has been deter-

mined or conjectured as to the derivation of the most important English

words. "

—

nation.

"But we have probablv said enough to convince the reader that

this is not onlv one of the most useful but one of the most hiteresting

books that have ever been offered to the student of the English lan-

guage."

—

NeiD York Sun.

"Its merits are those of laborious and conscientiously accurate

research, guided by profound learning and never-failing sagacity."—

Professor Henry Siceef, in the Academy.

"Undoubtedly the best etymological dictionary of the English

language."—^Ae American.



fflasson's French Dictionary.

ONE DOLLAR.

A Compendious Dictionary of the French Language.

FRENCH-ENGLISH: ENGLISH-FRENCH.

Adapted from the Dictionaries of Prof. Alfred ElwalU
Followed Inj a list of the Principal Diverging

Derivations and f^i'^^cetled hij Chron-
ological and Historical Tables.

GUSTAVE MASSON.

New Edition, complete in one volume, 12mo, strongly bound in

cloth, $1.00.

From the JVeia York Independent.

" The most striking points in Gnstave Masson's Compendiout
Dictionary of the French Lang!iaf;e are likely to escape the eye of

all but careful readers. The dictionary itself is adapted with skill

and vigorous condensation from the several dictionaries of Pro-

fessor Alfred Elwall, and is followed by a list of ' diverging deriva-

tions.' The etymologies in the French-English part are done wit]'

care, and to the whole are preiixed a number of tables, chronologi-

cal, historical and literaiy, which must prove exceedingly useful

It is to these tables that Mr. George Saintsbury refers, in his ' Short

History of French Literature,' with the remark that he had him-
self begun something on the same plan; but, on seeing these, con-

cluded not to publish his own. These tables are above praise,

both in scope, plan and execution. Those which relate to French
literature are well classified and thoroughly carried out, with notice

of synchronous events and notable men and things. There is an
exhibition of the principal Chanson de Gesie, of the French medi»
val dialects, a chronological list of the principal French newspapeu
published during the Revolution and First Empire, from Ze
Mercure de France, in 1772, down to the Journal des Debats, 1814,
together with calendars and tables of French weights and measures.
The whole forms a compact apparatus, with which one need not
hesitate to attack the fortress of French literature in any direction
or from any quarter."



MASSON'S FRENCH DICTIONARY—Continued.

"By many degrees the most useful dictionary the student can
obtain. "

—

Educational Times.

" The etymology of each important word is given, showing its

derivation or formation, whether from the Greek, Latin, or other

languages, on the authority of I-ittre, Scheler and Brachct, which
is a new and most useful and interesting feature of tliis volume,
and renders it particularly valuable to )3h ilological students. The
chronological tables of the history of French literature, arc also

instructive and of much importance. . . . We heartily com-
mend it to all students and lovers of the French language,"

—

JV.

£. Jouf7ial of Education.
" It is the ideal dictionary for the ordinary' student, and will

be found eminently convenient and useful."

—

Boston Post.

"General accuracy, comprehensiveness, careful and extended
etymologies, clearness and brevity in definition, and a series of

chronological, historical and literar}- tables much beyond the

average in usefulness. For the use of beginners or for general

reference, we know of none more desirable."

—

Boston Traveller.

"Trustworthy, scholarly, and comprehensive."

—

Christian

Union.

" This is the best of the smaller French dictionaries, and in-

cludes more and is more scholarly than some of the high priced

ones."

—

Good Lite)-ature.

"The work will bear high commendation, and is one that

scholars will be glad to have always r.t hand."

—

CliurcJiman.

" One of the most convenient as well as useful the student

of the French language can obtain."- -C/iica^^o Evenitig Journal.

" This handy, and in the main, excellent work,"

—

Nation.
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'No Ubrartj will be complete without it."—Commekcial Advertises.

"J. Library in themselves."—Christian TJkion.

COMPLETE IN FOUR VOLUMES.
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